
� For Instructors
MyAccountingLab provides instructors with a rich and flexible set of course
materials, along with course-management tools that make it easy to deliver all or a 
portion of your course online. 

Powerful Homework and Test Manager
Create, import, and manage online homework 
assignments, quizzes, and tests. Create assignments
from online exercises directly correlated to your text-
book. Homework exercises include guided solutions
and DemoDocs to help students understand and 
master concepts. You can choose from a wide range of
assignment options, including time limits, proctoring,
and maximum number of attempts allowed.

�

MyAccountingLab is web-based, tutorial and
assessment accounting software that not only gives
students more “I Get It” moments, but gives
instructors the flexibility to make technology an
integral part of their course. It’s also an excellent
supplementary resource for students.

�

Comprehensive Gradebook Tracking
MyAccountingLab’s online gradebook automatically tracks your students’ results on tests,
homework, and tutorials and gives you control over managing results and calculating grades.
All MyAccountingLab grades can be exported to a spreadsheet program, such as Microsoft®

Excel. The MyAccountingLab
Gradebook provides a number of
student data views and gives you the
flexibility to weigh assignments, select
which attempts to include when
calculating scores, and omit or delete
results for individual assignments.

Department-Wide Solutions
Get help managing multiple sections and
working with Teaching Assistants using
MyAccountingLab Coordinator Courses. After
your MyAccountingLab course is set up, it can
be copied to create sections or “member
courses.” Changes to the Coordinator Course
ripple down to all members, so changes only
need to be made once.

�

�
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� For Students
MyAccountingLab provides students with a personalized interactive learning
environment, where they can learn at their own pace and measure their
progress.

Study Plan for Self-Paced Learning
MyAccountingLab’s study plan helps students monitor
their own progress, letting them see at a glance exactly
which topics they need to practice. MyAccountingLab 
generates a personalized study plan for each student based
on his or her test results, and the study plan links directly 
to interactive, tutorial exercises for topics the student 
hasn’t yet mastered. Students can regenerate these exercises
with new values for unlimited practice, and the exercises
include guided solutions and multimedia learning aids to
give students the extra help they need.

Interactive Tutorial Exercises
MyAccountingLab’s homework and practice questions are correlated to the textbook, and they
regenerate algorithmically to give students unlimited opportunity for practice and mastery.
Questions include guided solutions, DemoDoc examples, and learning aids for extra help at
point-of-use, and they offer helpful feedback when students enter incorrect answers.

View a guided tour of MyAccountingLab at http://www.myaccountinglab.com/support/tours.

�

�
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Preface 

The Accounting Cycle: Key to Success

Note to the Instructor: This financial accounting course builds on the first 3 chap-

ters, which focus on accounting fundamentals and the accounting cycle. You’ve told

us that mastering these chapters will guarantee your students’ success as they move

through the course. For this reason, Financial Accounting, 7th edition is focused on stu-

dents’ success in learning accounting basics. Our goal is for students to be motivated

to excel throughout the course.

Review the inside front cover to see exactly what we 
offer your students.

Streamlined Design for the 7th Edition

The 7th edition has a streamlined design to aid student learning.

� Shorter chapter openers capture student interest.

� More diagrams and fewer words make the book easy to read.

� Shorter sections keep students from getting bogged down in unnecessary detail.

� 7E has no “boxes” because students skip them.

� All assignment materials list page references that help students use their home-

work time efficiently.

� Simpler figures in the assignment material enable students to focus on the learn-

ing, not on the numbers.

Learning Approach: Focus on Performance

Student success and performance go hand in hand. That’s why we
increased opportunities for you and your students to practice

accounting throughout the course.

In-Text Practice Material

� Stop and Think: At critical junctures in each chapter we ask students to “Stop

and Think” about what they’ve just learned.

� Decision Guidelines: This feature summarizes each chapter in terms of the deci-

sions people make as they use accounting information.

� Summary Problems: Most chapters have 2 problems—at the mid-point and at

the end—with worked-out solutions.

� Chapter Review Quiz: At the end of chapter, these multiple-choice questions

include answers for quick self-assessment.

� Practice Quiz: Multiple-choice questions in the end-of-chapter assignments sec-

tion have answers in the Check Figures appendix at the end of the book.IS
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xvi � Preface

Practice Quiz

Test your understanding of the financial statements by answering the following questions. Select the
best choice from among the possible answers given.

1. All of the following statements are true except 1. Which statement is false?

a. Bookkeeping is only a part of accounting.
b. A proprietorship is a business with several owners.
c. Professional accountants are held to a high standard of ethical conduct.
d. The organization that formulates generally accepted accounting principles is the

Financial Accounting Standards Board.

2. The valuation of assets on the balance sheet is generally based on:

a. Historical cost
b. What it would cost to replace the asset
c. Current fair market value as established by independent appraisers
d. Selling price

3. The accounting equation can be expressed as:

a. Assets + Liabilities = Owners’ Equity
b. Owners’ Equity + Assets = Liabilities
c. Assets = Liabilities – Owners’ Equity
d. Assets – Liabilities = Owners’ Equity

Online Practice and Homework Material

� Practice Material: An open-access online practice environment enables students

to master chapter material. Selected end-of-chapter problems are available for all

learning objectives in Chapters 1–3. The problems (a) are algorithmic, giving

students a chance to practice until they have mastery; (b) provide immediate

feedback, giving students a chance to see how well they are doing right away; (c)

mirror those in the book, giving students a chance to practice before doing “the

real thing.”

� Homework and Quiz Material: My Accounting Lab (MAL)

MAL is an online homework and quizzing environment that allows
instructors to customize homework and quiz options for their classes.

Selected end-of-chapter (even-numbered) exercises and (A) problems from the

text are available. Instructors can post assignments and receive grades. All questions

are algorithmically generated so each student session offers different problems and

answers while providing immediate feedback and scoring for instructors and their

students.

Special Section for Current Users

Thank you for your continued use of Harrison’s Financial Accounting in
your classroom. To ease your transition, here are highlights of chapter

changes for the 7th edition.
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Chapter 1. The Financial Statements

Updated feature company for the book, YUM! Brands

New feature company, Genie Car Wash, for the running example through the

accounting cycle

New coverage of the FASB Statement that permits fair-value accounting

New section on limited-liability companies

Accounting Cycle Tutorial

Chapter 2. Transaction Analysis

Updated chapter opener about Apple Computer

New section on Analyzing Accounts

New transaction explanations

New feature company for the accounting cycle

Accounting Cycle Tutorial

Chapter 3. Accrual Accounting and Income

New chapter opener on Starbucks Corporation

New exhibit on How Transactions Affect the Ratios

Accounting Cycle Tutorial

Chapter 4. Internal Control & Cash

New company for the chapter opener, Amex Products

Coverage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act

New framework for internal control

New material on online banking

New material on ethics

Chapter 5. Short-Term Investments & Receivables

New chapter opener on PepsiCo

New section on Lending Agreements and the Current Ratio

New section on Writing Off Uncollectible Receivables

Chapter 6. Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Updated chapter opener on Pier 1 Imports

New visuals

Streamlined exhibits

New comparison of FIFO and LIFO

New exhibit comparing Pier 1 Imports, Federated Department Stores, and

Home Depot

New section on T-Accounts for Analyzing Plant Asset Transactions

Chapter 7. Plant Assets & Intangibles

New chapter opener on FedEx Corporation

New coverage of plant-asset accounting errors

New Summary of the Current Liabilities

Chapter 8. Liabilities

New chapter opener on Southwest Airlines 

New section on Partial-Period Interest Amounts
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Chapter 9. Stockholders’ Equity

Updated chapter opener on IHOP

New section on Authorized, Issued, and Outstanding Stock

New Summary of Treasury Stock Transactions

Expanded exhibits

New coverage of dividends

New section on Analyzing The Stockholders’ Equity Accounts

Chapter 10. Long-Term Investments & International Operations

New chapter opener on Intel Corporation

Intel Corporation integrated throughout the chapter

New section: When Should We Sell an Investment?

Chapter 11. The Income Statement & The Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

New chapter opener on Pier 1 Imports

Chapter 12. The Statement of Cash Flows

New chapter opener on Google, Inc.

New feature company throughout the chapter, The Roadster Factory

Enhanced visuals

Chapter 13. Financial Statement Analysis

Return to feature company, YUM! Brands, for evaluation and analysis

Teaching And Learning Support

For Instructors

At a Glance Supplements Grid

Instructor’s Resource Center (www.prenhall.com/harrison) This password-

protected site is accessible from the catalog page for Financial Accounting, 7th edition

and hosts the following resources:

� Instructor PowerPoints, by Courtney Baillie: These are 508-compliant PowerPoints

with some worked out, end of chapter exercises and problems.

Print Online IRCD

Instructor’s Edition × × ×

Test Item File × ×

Instructor Solutions Manual × ×

Solution Transparencies × × ×

Instructor 508 Compliant PowerPoints × ×

MyAccountingLab ×

BlackBoard, WebCT, and CourseCompass ×

Companion Website ×

Accounting Cycle Tutorial ×
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� Test Item File

� TestGen

� Image Library: Access to most of the images and illustrations featured in the text.

� Excel Application Problems: These problems show when, why, and how people

use the accounting guidelines in order to make business decisions. Students can

apply the Decision Guidelines to a realistic situation and use the power of Excel

to determine a solution.

� Solutions Manual by Walter T. Harrison: This manual contains the fully worked-

out and accuracy-checked solutions for every question, exercise, and problem in

the text.

Instructor’s Edition by Helen Brubeck, San Jose State University Each chapter of

this comprehensive resource acts as a roadmap to all of the tools available for use by

the instructor, including a list of the student learning objectives, a narrative overview

of main topics, an outline with teaching tips, a suggested assignment grid for all end-

of-chapter questions, problems, 10 minute quizzes, and exercises, and an integration

grid that contains the list of exercises and problems available in MyAccountingLab

(online homework and assessment tool), Microsoft Excel, and General Ledger.

Test Item File by Calvin Fink This resource features over 1,600 multiple choice and

true/false questions written specifically for the 7th edition. All questions are organ-

ized by level of difficulty and include the corresponding learning objective number.

Additional computational problems are available to instructors on both the instructor

resource CD as well as on prenhall.com.

Instructor’s Resource CD This CD-ROM contains all the supplements that are

hosted on our online Instructor’s Resource Center, including the image library.

Solutions Transparencies Every page of the solutions manual has been reproduced

in acetate form for use on an overhead projector.

MyAccountingLab (www.myaccountinglab.com) MyAccountingLab is Prentice

Hall’s online homework and assessment manager to help students “get” accounting

through the power of practice. MyAccountingLab features a full e-book, Flash Demo

Docs, instructor videos, and additional resources at the student’s fingertips to aid

learning. With MyAccountingLab, instructors can:

� Deliver all or a portion of the course online, whether the students are in a lab set-

ting or working from home.

� Create and assign online homework and tests that are automatically graded and

tightly correlated to the textbook.

� Manage students’ results in a powerful online grade book designed specifically

for mathematics and statistics.

� Customize the course, depending on the syllabus and the students’ needs.

CourseCompass, WebCT, and BlackBoard for Financial Accounting Prentice

Hall’s course management site is all that instructors and students need for anytime

online access to interactive materials that enhance this text.

WebCT, Financial Accounting by Walter T. Harrison © 2008 Prentice Hall’s course

management site is all instructors and students need for anytime online access to

interactive materials that enhance this text.IS
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BlackBoard, Financial Accounting by Walter T. Harrison © 2008 Electronic Book:

Prentice Hall’s course management site is all instructors and students need for anytime

online access to interactive materials that enhance this text.

For Students

Mastering the Accounting Cycle (www.prenhall.com/harrison)

Open Access (no registration or password needed) Companion Website that pro-

vides you with:

� Accounting Cycle Tutorial: For practice on material from Chapters 1–3

� Online Practice Environment with algorithmic questions for Chapters 1–3

� Accounting Cycle Pocket Guide: Reference tool that walks you through each step

of the accounting cycle

� Self-study quizzes: An interactive study guide for each chapter

� E-Working papers that students can use to complete homework assignments for

each chapter

� Student PowerPoints: For use as a study aid or note-taking guide

CourseCompass, Student Access Kit, Financial Accounting

WebCT, Student Access Kit, Financial Accounting

BlackBoard, Student Access Kit, Financial Accounting

MAL-Student Access Card

Note: All Mastering the Accounting Cycle material can be found within
OneKey courses previously listed.

Vango Notes (www.vangonotes.com) Students can study on the go with

VangoNotes—chapter reviews from this text in downloadable MP3 format. Students

can purchase VangoNotes for the entire textbook or for individual chapters. For each

chapter, VangoNotes contains:

� Big Ideas:  The “need to know” for each chapter.

� Key Terms: Audio “flashcards” to help students review key concepts and terms.

� Rapid Review: A quick drill session—to use right before taking a test.

Print Study Aids

Accounting Tip Reference Card (A-Tip)

This guide illustrates the key steps in the accounting cycle.

Study Guide Including Demo Docs and E-Working Papers with Flash CD by Helen

Brubeck, San Jose State University

This chapter-by-chapter learning aid helps you learn financial accounting and get the

maximum benefit from study time. Each chapter contains a Chapter Overview and

Review, a Featured Exercise that covers all of the most important chapter material, and
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Review Questions and Exercises with Solutions that test your understanding of the

material. Demo Docs are available in the study guide—in print and on CD in Flash so

students can easily refer to them when they need them. Electronic working papers are

included on the accompanying CD.
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Accounting Careers: Much More Than Counting Things

What kind of career can you have in accounting? Almost any kind you
want. A career in accounting lets you use your analytical skills in a vari-
ety of ways, and it brings both monetary and personal rewards.
According to the Jobs Rated Almanac, “accountant” was the fifth best
job in terms of low stress, high compensation, lots of autonomy, and
tremendous hiring demand.1

Look at what these accountants do:

� Jeffrey S. Sallet is a CPA at the FBI. Sallet investigates the financial side of crimi-

nal activities. He conducts  surveillance, investigates crime scenes, reviews finan-

cial documents, and testifies in court. “My efforts have resulted in the conviction

of members and associates of Organized Crime and Union Officials.”2

� After doing auditing work at KPMG and serving as a controller for a venture-

capital-backed firm, David Kupferman started his own CPA practice. He special-

izes in advising high-net-worth individuals and businesses. Kupferman has a

particular interest in bringing foreign technology companies to the United States

and works with clients from Australia, Spain, Hungary, England, France, Belarus,

Singapore, and Japan.6

� Alan Friedman loves music. He plays guitar in a band and knows the music

industry inside and out. As a CPA, he helps retailers, musicians, and independ-

ent recording labels with accounting and tax services. “My clients appreciate

the fact that we are intimately familiar with the . . . music retailing market-

place,” Friedman says. Friedman found his niche by combining his hobby with

his work.3

� Jane Cozzarelli, CPA, is vice president of internal audit at Batelle Memorial

Institute, a $1 billion research and development enterprise. Cozzarelli helps

Battelle evaluate the risks of multimillion-dollar deals such as joint ventures and

acquisitions. By measuring your risks, you can direct capital to them more effi-

ciently. You also are better able to understand the upside and downside of under-

taking a risk,” Jane says.4

� Regine Metellus, CPA, is the CFO for the Germantown Settlement, a charity that

empowers over 195,000 elderly and low-to-moderate income residents in

Philadelphia. “By making the charity’s financial operations more efficient,

Metellus helps Germantown Settlement put more money back into the commu-

nity and truly “make a difference.”5

And then there is the opportunity for flexible work arrangements:

“I’m probably one of the first people who stayed in public accounting because of

quality-of-life advantages,” says Eileen Garvey, an audit partner at Ernst & Young in

New York. Garvey works a 3-day-a-week schedule. The mother of 2, she made part-

ner as a part-timer. Flexibility works for men, too: Carl Moilienkamp, a manager with

a firm in Chicago, took a summer leave to pursue his other career as a chef.

Prologue
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Where Accountants Work

Where can you work as an accountant? There are 4 kinds of employers.

Public Practice

You can work for a public accounting firm, which could be a large international firm

such as one of the Big Four where Eileen Garvey works, or a small CPA firm such as

Alan Friedman’s. Within the CPA firm, you can specialize in areas such as audit, tax,

or consulting. In this capacity, you’ll be serving as an external accountant to many

different clients. Most CPAs start their career at a large CPA firm. From there, they can

find themselves in a variety of situations:

� Jennifer Tufer is a Deloitte & Touche senior manager on assignment in Moscow.

As she looks through her incoming mail, she finds a request from a U.S. manu-

facturer interested in expanding into Russia. “The company wants to know how

they would be taxed,” she says.

� Josh Young’s first consulting engagement found him on the site of the Northridge

earthquake outside Los Angeles. One of his clients was a supermarket chain with

150 damaged stores. Young needed to visit the actual site to determine how

much damage had occurred to help prepare the insurance claims.

The highest career level in a CPA firm is partner—becoming a part owner of the firm.

Only 2% to 3% of accountants in a Big Four firm make partner.7 Here are the Big Four:

Deloitte & Touche Employees: 99,900

Ernst & Young Employees: 114,300

KPMG Employees: 113,000

PricewaterhouseCoopers Employees: 140,000

Managerial Accounting

Instead of working for a wide variety of clients, you can work within 1 corporation or

nonprofit enterprise. Your role may be to analyze financial information and commu-

nicate that information to managers, who use

it to plot strategy and make decisions. You

may be called upon to help allocate corporate

resources or improve financial performance.

For example, you might do a cost-benefit

analysis to help decide whether to acquire a

company or build a factory. Or you might

describe the financial implications of choosing

1 strategy over another. You might work in areas such as internal auditing, financial

management, financial reporting, treasury management, and tax planning. The high-

est position in management accounting is the CFO position, with some CFOs rising

to become CEOs.

Phil Knight, CEO of Nike,

and Arthur Blank, cofounder

of Home Depot, are CPAs
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Government

You can also work as an

accountant for the gov-

ernment—federal, state,

or local. Like your coun-

terparts in public

accounting and business,

your role as a government

accountant includes responsibilities in the areas of auditing, financial reporting, and

management accounting. You’ll evaluate how government agencies are being man-

aged. You may advise decision makers on how to allocate resources to promote effi-

ciency. You might find yourself working for the IRS, the Securities and Exchange

Commission, the Department of Treasury, or even the White House.

Government Accountability Office (GAO)—formerly called the General

Accounting Office—is an agency that works for Congress and the American people.

Congress asks GAO to study federal government programs and expenditures. GAO

studies how the federal government spends taxpayer dollars and advises Congress

and the heads of executive agencies (such as the Environmental Protection Agency,

Department of Defense, and Health and Human Services) about ways to make gov-

ernment more effective and responsive.

Education

Finally, you can work at a college or university, advancing the thought and theory of

accounting and teaching future generations of new accountants. On the research side

of education, you might study how companies use  accounting information. You

might develop new ways of categorizing financial data, or study accounting practices

in different countries. You then publish your ideas in journals and books and present

them to colleagues at meetings around the world. On the education side, you can

help others learn about accounting and give them the tools they need to be their best.

Did you know that 15% of FBI new hires in

2004 were CPAs?8 In fact, 1,400 of the FBI’s

special agents are accountants, and the

number 3 man at the FBI at the time, Assistant

Director Thomas Pickard, is a CPA.9

CPA: THREE LETTERS THAT SPEAK VOLUMES
When employers see the CPA designation, they know what to expect about your

education, knowledge, abilities, and personal attributes. They value your analytic

skills and extensive training. Your CPA credential gives you a distinct advantage in

the job market and instant credibility and respect in the workplace. It’s a plus

when dealing with other professionals such as bankers, attorneys, auditors, and

federal regulators. In addition, your colleagues in private industry tend to defer to

you when dealing with complex business matters, particularly those involving

financial management.10
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The Hottest Growth Areas in Accounting

Recent legislation, such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, has brought rising

demand for accountants of all kinds. In addition to strong overall demand, certain

areas of accounting are especially hot.11

Sustainability Reporting

Sustainability reporting involves reporting on an organization’s performance with

respect to health, safety, and environmental (HSE) issues. As businesses take a greater

interest in environmental issues, CPAs are getting involved in reporting on such mat-

ters as employee health, on-the-job accident rates, emissions of certain pollutants,

spills, volumes of waste generated, and initiatives to reduce and minimize such inci-

dents and releases. Utilities, manufacturers, and chemical companies are particularly

affected by environmental issues. As a result, they turn to CPAs to set up a preventive

system to ensure compliance and avoid future claims or disputes or to provide assis-

tance once legal implications have arisen.

Corporate social responsibility reporting is similar to HSE reporting but with a

broadened emphasis on social matters such as ethical labor practices, training, educa-

tion, and diversity of workforce and corporate philanthropic initiatives. Here’s a sam-

pling of companies across industries that provide corporate social responsibility

reports:

Company Primary Industry

Anheuser-Busch Beverages, theme parks

AT&T Telecommunications

Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceuticals

Chiquita Brands Agribusiness

Conoco Energy

Dow Chemical Chemicals

General Motors Vehicle manufacture

Intel Microprocessors

Johnson & Johnson Health-care products and services

McDonald’s Restaurants

Mead Forest products

Nike Apparel

PepsiCo Consumer products

Procter & Gamble Consumer products

University of Florida Academic institution

Source: AICPA

Assurance Services

Assurance services are services provided by a CPA that improve the quality of infor-

mation, or its context, for decision makers. Such information can be financial or non-

financial; it can be about past events or about ongoing processes or systems. This

broad concept includes audit and attestation services and is distinct from consulting

because it focuses primarily on improving information rather than on providing

advice or installing systems. You can use your analytical and information-processing

expertise by providing assurance services in areas ranging from electronic commerce
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to elder care, comprehensive risk assessment, business valuations, entity perform-

ance measurement, and information systems quality assessment.

Information Technology Services

Companies can’t compete effectively if their information technology systems don’t

have the power or flexibility to perform essential functions. Companies need

accountants with strong computer skills who can design and implement advanced

systems to fit a company’s specific needs and to find ways to protect and insulate

data. CPAs skilled in software research and development (including multimedia tech-

nology) are also highly valued.

International Accounting

Globalization means that cross-border transactions are becoming commonplace.

Countries in Eastern Europe and Latin America, which previously had closed

economies, are opening up and doing business with new trading partners. The pas-

sage of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) facilitates trade, and the economic growth in

areas such as the Pacific Rim further brings greater volumes of trade and financial

flows. Organizations need accountants who understand international trade rules,

accords, and laws; cross-border merger and acquisition issues; and foreign business

customs, languages, cultures, and procedures.

Forensic Accounting

Forensic accounting is in growing demand after scandals such as the collapse of

Enron. Forensic accountants look at a company’s financial records for evidence of

criminal activity. This could be anything from securities fraud to overvaluation 

of inventory to money laundering and improper capitalization of expenses. Their

work is becoming so well known that forensic accountants are appearing in main-

stream novels. In The Devil’s Banker by best-selling author Christopher Reich, a spy

teams up with a forensic accountant to chase down a terrorist ring.

So, whether you seek

� a steady career or a life of international adventure

� a home in a single organization or exposure to the needs of an ever-changing mix

of clients

� the personal satisfaction of work for a nonprofit or the financial success in a hot

new company

Accounting has a career for you. Every organization, from the smallest mom-and-

pop music retailer to the biggest government in the world, needs accountants to help

manage its resources. Global trade demands accountability, and ever-more complex

tax laws mean an ever-increasing need for the skills and services of accountants.

Endnotes
1Alba, Jason, and Manisha Bathija. Vault Career Guide to Accounting. (New York:

Vault, 2002).
2CPA Track. Sponsored by Massachusetts Society of Certified Public Accountants,

Inc. http://www.cpatrack.com/cool_cpas/.
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3http://www.startheregoplaces.com.
4Banham, Russ. “Enterprising Views of Risk Management,” Journal of Accountancy,

197, no. 6 (June 2004): 65–72.
5http://www.startheregoplaces.com.
6Kahan, Stuart. “Capitalizing on CFO Experiences,” The Practical Accountant, 37, 

no. 2 (February 2004): 42–44.
7www.careers-in-accounting.com; http://www.deloitte.com; http://www.ey.com;

http://www.kpmg.com; http://www.pwc.com.
8CPA Letter, January 2004.
9Alba, Jason, and Manisha Bathija. Vault Career Guide to Accounting (New York: Vault,

2002).
10http://www.startheregoplaces.com/news/news_half5.asp.
11AICPA, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,

http://www.aicpa.org.
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S P O T L I G H T

YUM! BRANDS

What’s your favorite fast food? If it’s not a hamburger, it may be a pizza, a taco, or fried chicken. YUM!

Brands operates Pizza Hut, Taco Bell, KFC, A&W, and Long John Silver’s restaurants.

As you can see, YUM! Brands sells lots of pizza, tacos, and drumsticks—$9,561 million in 2006 (lines 1–3 of

YUM! Brands’ income statement). On these revenues YUM! Brands earned net income of $824 million in 2006.

These terms—revenues and net income—may be foreign to you now. But after you read this chapter,

you’ll be able to use these and other business terms. Welcome to the world of accounting!

The Financial Statements1
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2 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

Each chapter of this book begins with an actual financial statement.

In this chapter, it’s the income statement of YUM! Brands, Inc. The core of financial
accounting revolves around the basic financial statements:

� Income statement (the statement of operations)
� Statement of retained earnings
� Balance sheet (the statement of financial position)
� Statement of cash flows

Financial statements are the business documents that companies use to repre-
sent their finances to the public. In this chapter we explain all the items that appear
in each statement. To learn accounting, focus on decisions. Decisions require infor-
mation, and accounting provides much of the information for people’s decisions, as
illustrated in the following diagram:

We’re going to
the beach for
spring break.

Want to join us?

Thanks! How
much money
will I need?

  Revenues

 1 Company sales...........................................................

 2 Franchise and license fees...........................................

 3 Total revenues............................................................

  Expenses

  Company restaurants

 4  Food and paper (Cost of goods sold)......................

 5  Payroll and employee benefits expense ...................

 6  Occupancy and other operating expenses...............

 7 General and administrative expenses .........................

 8 Other operating expenses (income) ............................

 9 Total expenses ...........................................................

 10 Operating profit.........................................................

 11 Interest expense .........................................................

 12 Income before income taxes.......................................

 13 Income tax expense....................................................

 14 Net income ................................................................

$8,365

1,196

9,561

2,549

2,142

2,403

7,094

1,187

18

8,299

1,262

154

1,108

284

$   824

$8,225

1,124

9,349

2,584

2,171

2,315

7,070

1,158

(32)

8,196

1,153

127

1,026

264

$   762

(In millions) 2006 2005

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Statement of Income (Adapted) 

Years Ended December 31, 2006, and 2005
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Accounting Is the Language of Business � 3

You take actions every day that require accounting information. For example,
the decision to go off for spring break depends on whether you can afford it. The
same is true for big companies like Google and YUM! Brands. They must weigh what
they want to accomplish against what they can afford.

We begin with an overview of how accounting is practiced.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Use accounting vocabulary

2 Learn accounting concepts and principles

3 Apply the accounting equation to business organizations

4 Evaluate business operations

5 Use financial statements

For more practice and review of accounting cycle concepts, use ACT,
the Accounting Cycle Tutorial, online at www.prenhall.com/harrison.
Margin logos like this one, directing you to the appropriate ACT section

and material, appear throughout Chapters 1, 2, and 3. When you enter the tuto-
rial, you’ll find 3 buttons on the opening page of each chapter module. Here’s
what the buttons mean: Tutorial gives you a review of the major concepts,
Application gives you practice exercises, and Glossary reviews important terms.

BUSINESS DECISIONS

YUM! Brands managers make lots of decisions. Which is selling faster—pizza, fried

chicken, or tacos? Is pizza bringing in profits? Should YUM! Brands expand into

Asia? Accounting helps companies make these decisions.

Take a look at YUM! Brands’ income statement on page 2. Focus on net income

(line 14). Net income is profit, the excess of revenues over expenses. You can see that

YUM! Brands earned an $824 million profit in 2006. That’s good news because it

means that YUM had $824 million more revenue (income) than expenses for the year.

YUM’s income statement conveys more good news. Net income for 2006

exceeded the net income for 2005. YUM is growing, and investors buy the stocks of

growing companies.

Suppose you have $5,000 to invest. What information would you need before

investing in YUM! Brands? Let’s see how accounting works.

ACCOUNTING IS THE LANGUAGE OF BUSINESS

Accounting is an information system. It measures business activities, processes data into

reports, and communicates results to people. Accounting is “the language of business.”

The better you understand the language, the better you can manage your  finances.

Accounting produces financial statements, which report information about a

business entity. The financial statements measure performance and tell where a busi-

ness stands in financial terms. In this chapter we focus on YUM! Brands. After com-

pleting this chapter, you’ll understand financial statements.

OBJECTIVE

1 Use accounting vocabulary 
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4 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

Don’t confuse bookkeeping and accounting. Bookkeeping is a mechanical

part of accounting, just as arithmetic is a part of mathematics. Exhibit 1-1 illustrates

accounting’s role in business. The process starts and ends with people making

decisions.

2. Business transactions occur.1. People make decisions. 3. Companies report their results.

The Flow of Accounting InformationE X H I B I T  1 - 1

Who Uses Accounting Information?

Decision makers need information. A banker decides who gets a loan. YUM! Brands

decides where to locate a new Pizza Hut. Let’s see how some others use accounting

information.

� Individuals. People like you manage bank accounts and decide whether to rent

an apartment or buy a house. Accounting provides the information you need.
� Investors and Creditors. Investors and creditors provide the money to finance

YUM! Brands. People want to know how much income they can expect to earn

on an investment. This requires accounting data.
� Taxing Authorities. There are all kinds of taxes. Pizza Hut pays property tax on

its assets and income tax on its profits. Taco Bell collects sales tax from you.

Taxes are based on accounting data.
� Nonprofit Organizations. Nonprofit organizations—churches, hospitals, and

charities such as Habitat for Humanity and the Red Cross—base their decisions

on accounting data.

Two Kinds of Accounting: Financial Accounting and
Management Accounting

There are both external users and internal users of accounting information. We can

therefore classify accounting into 2 branches.

Financial accounting provides information for people outside the firm, such as

investors, bankers, government agencies, and the public. This information must meet

standards of relevance and reliability.

Management accounting generates inside information for the managers of

YUM! Brands. Management information doesn’t have to meet external standards of

reliability because only company employees use these data.
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Accounting Is the Language of Business � 5

Ethics in Accounting: Standards of Professional Conduct

Ethical considerations are important to accounting. Companies need money to oper-

ate. To attract investors, companies must provide information to the public. Without

that information, people won’t invest. The United States has laws that require compa-

nies to report relevant and reliable information to outsiders. Relevant means “able to

affect a decision.” Reliable means “verifiable and free of error and bias.” The info-

graphic that follows diagrams this process.

Companies need money
to get started and to
expand operations.

What convinces people to invest in a particular company?
Information about the company that’s both relevant and reliable.

People look for
good investments.

Occasionally, a company will report biased information. It may overstate profits

or understate the company’s debts. In recent years, several well-known companies

reported misleading information. Enron Corporation, once one of the largest compa-

nies in the United States, admitted understating its debts. Tyco, WorldCom, and

Qwest were accused of overstating profits. These companies’ data were unreliable,

and their information failed the test of reliability. The results? People invested in

them, lost money, and filed lawsuits to recover their losses. Reporting relevant and

reliable information to the public is the only ethical course of action.

What are the criteria for ethical judgments in accounting? The American Institute

of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), other professional organizations, and most

companies have codes of conduct that require ethical conduct. The AICPA is the

country’s largest organization of accountants, similar to the American Medical

Association for physicians and the American Bar Association for attorneys.

We Need an Audit to Validate the Financial Statements

Each chapter of this book begins with an actual financial statement—Chapter 1

opens with the income statement of YUM! Brands, Inc. YUM! Brands reports that it’s

profitable. But did the company really sell that many pizzas, tacos, and drumsticks?

Were profits really $824 million? Who reports these figures?

YUM’s top management is responsible both for (a) company operations and

(b) the information YUM reports to the public. Can you see the conflict of interest

here? A company’s real performance may differ from what gets reported to the public.
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6 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

How does society deal with this conflict of interest? U.S. law requires all compa-

nies that sell their stock to the public to have an annual audit by independent

accountants. Audits are intended to protect the public by ensuring that accounting

data are relevant and reliable.

Organizing a Business

A business can take 1 of several forms:

� proprietorship
� partnership
� limited-liability company (LLC)
� corporation

Exhibit 1-2 compares ways to organize a business.

Proprietorship Partnership Corporation

1. Owner(s) Proprietor—one Partners—2 or Stockholders—generally 

owner more owners many owners

2. Personal liability Proprietor is Partners are Stockholders are

of owner(s) for personally liable personally liable not personally

business debts liable

LLC

Members

Members are

not personally

liable

The Various Forms of Business OrganizationE X H I B I T  1 - 2

Proprietorship. A proprietorship has a single owner, called the proprietor. Dell

Computer started out in the dorm room of Michael Dell, the owner. Proprietorships

tend to be small retail stores or a professional service—a physician, an attorney, or an

accountant. Legally, the business is the proprietor, and the proprietor is personally

liable for all the business’s debts. But for accounting, a proprietorship is distinct from

its proprietor. Thus, the business records do not include the proprietor’s personal

finances.

Partnership. A partnership has 2 or more persons as co-owners, and each owner

is a partner. Many retail establishments and some professional organizations are part-

nerships. Most partnerships are small or medium-sized, but some are gigantic, with

2,000 or more partners. Like proprietorships, the law views a partnership as the part-

ners. The business is its partners. For this reason, each partner is personally liable for

all the partnership’s debts. Partnerships are therefore quite risky. This unlimited lia-

bility of partners has spawned the creation of limited-liability partnerships (LLPs).

A limited-liability partnership is one in which a wayward partner cannot create a

large liability for the other partners. Therefore, each partner is liable ony for his or

her own actions and those under his or her control.
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Accounting Principles and Concepts � 7

Limited-Liability Company (LLC). A limited-liability company is one in which

the business (and not the owner) is liable for the company’s debts. An LLC may have

1 owner or many owners, called members. Unlike a proprietorship or a basic partner-

ship, the members do not have personal liability for the business’s debts. Therefore,

we say that the members have limited liability—limited to the amount they’ve

invested in the business. Also, an LLC pays no business income tax. Instead, the

LLC’s income flows through to the members, and they pay personal income tax at

their own individual tax rates. Today most proprietorships and partnerships are

organized as LLCs or LLPs.

Corporation. A corporation is a business owned by the stockholders, or

shareholders. These people own stock, which represents shares of ownership in a

corporation. Even though proprietorships and partnerships are more numerous, 

corporations transact much more business and are larger in terms of assets, income,

and number of employees. Most well-known companies, such as YUM! Brands,

Yahoo!, and Dell Computer, are corporations. Their full names include Corporation or

Incorporated (abbreviated Corp. and Inc.) to indicate that they are corporations—for

example, YUM! Brands, Inc., and Starbucks Corporation. Some bear the name

Company, such as Ford Motor Company.

A corporation is formed under state law. Unlike proprietorships and partner-

ships, a corporation is legally distinct from its owners. The corporation is like an arti-

ficial person and possesses many of the rights that a person has. The stockholders

have no personal obligation for the corporation’s debts. So we say the stockholders

have limited liability, as do the partners of an LLP and the members of an LLC. Also

unlike the other forms of organization, a corporation pays a business income tax.

Ultimate control of a corporation rests with the stockholders, who get 1 vote for

each share of stock they own. Stockholders elect the board of directors, which sets

policy and appoints officers. The board elects a chairperson, who holds the most

power in the corporation and often carries the title chief executive officer (CEO). The

board also appoints the president as Chief Operating Officer (COO). Corporations

have vice presidents in charge of sales, accounting and finance, and other key areas.

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES AND CONCEPTS

Accountants follow professional guidelines called GAAP, which stands for generally

accepted accounting principles. In the United States, the Financial Accounting

Standards Board (FASB) formulates GAAP. GAAP is designed to meet the primary

objective of financial reporting, which is to provide information useful for making

investment and credit decisions.

Exhibit 1-3 gives an overview of the conceptual framework of accounting.

GAAP, at the bottom, follows the conceptual framework. To be useful, information

must be relevant, reliable, comparable, and consistent. This course will expose you to

generally accepted accounting. We summarize GAAP in Appendix E. We begin with

the basic concepts that form accounting practice.

OBJECTIVE

2 Learn accounting concepts
and principles
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8 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

The Entity Concept

The most basic accounting concept is the entity, which is any organization that

stands apart as a separate economic unit. Sharp boundaries are drawn around each

entity so as not to confuse its affairs with those of others.

Consider David C. Novak, Chairman of the Board of YUM! Brands, Inc. Mr.

Novak owns a home and several automobiles. He may owe money on some personal

loans. All these assets and liabilities belong to David Novak and have nothing to do

with YUM! Brands. Likewise, YUM’s cash, computers, and food inventories belong to

the company and not to Novak. Why? Because the entity concept draws a sharp

boundary around each entity; in this case YUM! Brands is 1 entity, and David Novak

is a separate entity.

Let’s consider the various restaurant chains that make up YUM! Brands. Top

managers evaluate Pizza Hut separately from Taco Bell and KFC. If pizza sales are

dropping, YUM can identify the reason. But if sales figures from all the restaurant

chains are combined in a single total, managers can’t tell how many pizzas and how

many tacos the company is selling. To correct the problem, managers need data for

each division of the company. Each restaurant chain keeps its own records in order to

be evaluated separately.

The Reliability Principle

To ensure relevance and reliability, accounting records are based on the most objective

data available. This is the reliability principle, also called the objectivity principle.

Ideally, accounting records are based on information supported by objective evidence.

For example, your purchase of a pizza is supported by a paid receipt, which gives

GENERALLY ACCEPTED

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES (GAAP)

Accounting’s

objective

Primary

characteristics

Secondary

characteristics

Operational

guidelines

CONSISTENCY

INFORMATION USEFUL FOR

INVESTMENT AND CREDIT DECISIONS

Conceptual Foundation
of Accounting

E X H I B I T  1 - 3

RELEVANCE

COMPARABILITY

RELIABILITY

Relevance means able
     to influence a decision.
Reliability means verifiable
     and free of error and bias.

Comparable means able to
     compare different companies.
Consistent means able to
     compare a company from
     one period to the next.
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Accounting Principles and Concepts � 9

objective evidence of the cost of the pizza, say $10. Without the reliability principle,

accounting records would be based on opinions and subject to dispute.

Suppose YUM! Brands opens a Taco Bell/Pizza Hut store, and YUM is buying a

building. YUM believes the building is worth $185,000. Two real estate professionals

appraise the building at $210,000. The owner of the building demands $200,000.

Suppose YUM pays $190,000. Beliefs about the building’s value and the real-estate

appraisals are merely opinions. The accounting value of the building is $190,000

because that amount is supported by a completed transaction. YUM! Brands should,

therefore, record the building at its cost of $190,000.

The Cost Principle

The cost principle states that assets and services should be recorded at their actual

historical cost.1 Suppose a Pizza Hut store purchases kitchen equipment from

Domino’s Pizza. Assume that YUM gets a good deal on this purchase and pays only

$50,000 for equipment that would have cost $70,000 elsewhere. The cost principle

requires YUM to record this equipment at its actual cost of $50,000, not the $70,000

that YUM believes it’s worth.

The cost principle also holds that accounting records should maintain historical

costs for as long as the business holds the asset. Why? Because cost is a reliable meas-

ure. Suppose the Taco Bell store holds the equipment for 6 months. Prices increase

and the equipment can be sold for $60,000. Should its accounting value be the actual

cost of $50,000 or the current market value of $60,000? According to the cost prin-

ciple, the equipment remains on YUM! Brands’ books at a cost of $50,000.

The Going-Concern Concept

The going-concern concept assumes that the entity will remain in operation long

enough to use existing assets—land, buildings, supplies—for their intended pur-

pose. Consider the alternative to the going-concern concept: going out of business.

A store that is going out of business sells all its assets. In that case, the relevant

measure of the assets is their current market value. But going out of business is the

exception rather than the rule, and so accounting lists a going concern’s assets at their

historical cost.

The Stable-Monetary-Unit Concept

In the United States, we record transactions in dollars because that is our medium of

exchange. British accountants record transactions in pounds sterling, Japanese in

yen, and Europeans in euros.

Unlike a liter or a mile, the value of a dollar changes over time. A rise in the gen-

eral price level is called inflation. During inflation, a dollar will purchase less food,

less toothpaste, and less of other goods and services. When prices are stable—there is

little inflation—a dollar’s purchasing power is also stable.

1The cost principle may not be as powerful as it once was. Accounting may be moving in the direction of

reporting assets and liabilities at their fair value. Fair value is the amount that the business could sell the asset

for, or the amount that the business could pay to settle the liability. In 2007, the Financial Accounting

Standards Board (FASB) issued a statement that permits companies to report many financial assets and liabili-

ties at their fair value.Time will tell whether companies will follow this path and whether the FASB will require

extensive use of fair-value accounting.
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10 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

Under the stable-monetary-unit concept, accountants assume that the dollar’s

purchasing power is stable. We ignore inflation, and this allows us to add and sub-

tract dollar amounts as though each dollar has the same purchasing power.

THE ACCOUNTING EQUATION

YUM! Brands’ financial statements tell us how the business is performing and where

it stands. But how do we arrive at the financial statements? Let’s see their building

blocks.

Assets and Liabilities

The financial statements are based on the accounting equation. This equation 

presents the resources of a company and the claims to those resources.

� Assets are economic resources that are expected to produce a benefit in the

future. YUM! Brands’ cash, food inventory, equipment, land, and buildings are

examples of assets.

Claims on assets come from 2 sources:

� Liabilities are “outsider claims.” They are debts that are payable to outsiders,

called creditors. For example, a creditor who has loaned money to YUM! Brands

has a claim—a legal right—to a part of YUM’s assets until YUM repays the debt.
� Owners’ equity (also called capital) represents the “insider claims” of a busi-

ness. Equity means ownership, so YUM’s stockholders’ equity is the stockhold-

ers’ interest in the assets of the corporation.

The accounting equation shows the relationship among assets, liabilities, and

owners’ equity. Assets appear on the left side and liabilities and owners’ equity on the

right. As Exhibit 1-4 shows, the 2 sides must be equal:

Assets Liabilities

Owners’
Equity

Liabilities
+

Owners’ Equity

Assets 

=

$600$1,000

$1,000

$400

=

Assets = Liabilities + Owners’ Equity

The Accounting 
Equation

E X H I B I T  1 - 4

$600
+

$400

OBJECTIVE

3 Apply the accounting
equation to business
organizations
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The Accounting Equation � 11

What are some of YUM! Brands’ assets? The first asset is cash, the liquid asset
that’s the medium of exchange. Another important asset is merchandise inventory
(often called inventories)—the food and paper items—that YUM’s restaurants sell.
YUM also has assets in the form of property, plant, and equipment. These are the
long-lived assets the company uses to do business—kitchen equipment, buildings,
computers, and so on. Land, buildings, and equipment are called property, plant,
and equipment (abbreviated as PPE), plant assets, or fixed assets.

YUM! Brands’ liabilities include a number of payables, such as accounts payable
and notes payable. The word payable always signifies a liability. An account payable
is a liability for goods or services purchased on credit and supported by the credit
standing of the purchaser. A note payable is a written promise to pay on a certain
date. YUM! Brands calls its notes payble “short-term borrowings.” Long-term debt is a
liability that’s payable beyond 1 year from the date of the financial statements.

Owners’ Equity

The owners’ equity of any business is its assets minus its liabilities. We can write the
accounting equation to show that owners’ equity is what’s left over when we subtract
liabilities from assets.

A corporation’s equity—called stockholders’ equity—has 2 main subparts:

� paid-in capital and
� retained earnings

The accounting equation can be written as

Paid-in capital is the amount the stockholders have invested in the corporation.
The basic component of paid-in capital is common stock, which the corporation
issues to the stockholders as evidence of their ownership. All corporations have
common stock.

Retained earnings is the amount earned by income-producing activities and
kept for use in the business. Two types of transactions affect retained earnings:

� Revenues increase retained earnings by delivering goods or services to cus-
tomers. For example, Pizza Hut’s sale of a sausage pizza brings in revenue and
increases YUM! Brands’ retained earnings.

� Expenses decrease retained earnings due to operations. For example, the wages
that Pizza Hut pays employees are an expense and decrease retained earnings.
Expenses are the cost of doing business; they are the opposite of revenues.
Expenses include building rent, salaries, and utility payments. Expenses also
include the depreciation of computers and other equipment.

Businesses strive for profits, the excess of revenues over expenses.

� When total revenues exceed total expenses, the result is called net income, net
earnings, or net profit.

Assets = Liabilities + Stockholders’ Equity
Assets = Liabilities + Paid-in Capital + Retained Earnings

Assets − Liabilities = Owners’ Equity
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12 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

� When expenses exceed revenues, the result is a net loss.
� Net income or net loss is the “bottom line” on an income statement. YUM! Brands’

bottom line reports 2006 net income of $824 million on page 2 (line 14).

A successful business may pay dividends. Dividends are distributions to stock-

holders of assets (usually cash) generated by net income. Remember: Dividends are

not expenses. Dividends never affect net income. Exhibit 1-5 shows the relation-

ships among

� Retained earnings
� Revenues � Expenses = Net income (or net loss)
� Dividends

Revenues for

the period

Dividends for

the period

Net Income

(or Net Loss)

for the period

Beginning 

Balance of

Retained Earnings

Start of the period End of the period

Ending

Balance of

Retained Earnings

Expenses for

the period

plus

or

minus

minus

equals

equals

minus

The Components of Retained EarningsE X H I B I T  1 - 5

STOP & think. . .

1. If the assets of a business are $190,000 and the liabilities are $80,000, how much is the owners’ equity?

2. If the owners’ equity in a business is $60,000 and the liabilities are $30,000, how much are the assets?

3. A company reported monthly revenues of $79,000 and expenses of $81,000. What is the result of oper-

ations for the month?

Answers:

1. $110,000 ($190,000 � $80,000)

2. $90,000 ($60,000 + $30,000)

3. Net loss of $2,000 ($79,000 � $81,000); revenues minus expenses

The owners’ equity of proprietorships and partnerships is different. Proprietor-

ships and partnerships don’t identify paid-in capital and retained earnings. Instead,

they use a single heading—Capital—for example, Randall Walker, Capital, for a propri-

etorship and Pratt, Capital and Salazar, Capital for a partnership.
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The Financial Statements � 13

Question Financial Statement Answer

1. How well did the

company perform

during the year?

2. Why did the company’s

retained earnings

change during the

year?

3. What is the company’s

financial position at

December 31?

4. How much cash did the

company generate

Income statement

(also called the

Statement of operations)

Statement of retained 

earnings

Balance sheet (also

called the Statement

of financial position)

Statement of cash

flows

and spend during

the year?

Revenues

− Expenses

Net income (or Net loss)

Beginning retained earnings

+ Net income (or − Net loss)

− Dividends

Ending retained earnings

Assets = Liabilities + Owners’

Equity

Operating cash flows

± Investing cash flows

± Financing cash flows

Increase (decrease) in cash

Information Reported in the Financial 
Statements

E X H I B I T  1 - 6

To learn how to use financial statements, let’s work through YUM! Brands’ state-

ments for the year ended December 31, 2006. The following diagram shows how the

data flow from one financial statement to the next. The order is important.

We begin with the income statement in Exhibit 1-7.

The Income Statement Measures Operating Performance

The income statement, or statement of operations, reports revenues and expenses

for the period. The bottom line is net income or net loss for the period. At the top of

Exhibit 1-7 is the company’s name, YUM! Brands, Inc.

OBJECTIVE

4 Evaluate business
operations 

Balance

Sheet

Statement of

Retained

Earnings

Income

Statement

Statement of

Cash Flows

THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The financial statements present a company to the public in financial terms. Each

financial statement relates to a specific date or time period. What would investors

want to know about YUM! Brands, Inc., at the end of December? Exhibit 1-6 shows

4 questions decision makers may ask. Each answer comes from one of the financial

statements.
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14 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

The date of YUM’s income statement is “Years Ended December 31, 2006, and

2005.” YUM uses the calendar period as its accounting year, as do around 60% of large

companies.2 Some use a fiscal year, which ends on a date other than December 31. For

example, Pier 1 Imports, Wal-Mart, and most other retailers end their accounting year

on or around January 31. FedEx’s year end falls on May 31. Companies adopt an

accounting year that ends at the low point of their operations.

YUM! Brands’ income statement in Exhibit 1-7 reports operating results for

2 years, 2006 and 2005, to show trends for revenues, expenses, and net income. To

avoid clutter, YUM reports in millions of dollars. During 2006, YUM increased total

revenues (line 3) from $9,349 million to $9,561 million. Net income rose from

$762 million to $824 million (line 14). YUM! Brands restaurants sold more pizzas,

tacos, and fried chicken in 2006, and that boosted profits. Focus on 2006. We show

2005 only for completeness. An income statement reports 2 main categories:

� Revenues and gains � Expenses and losses

We measure net income as follows:

Net Income = Total Revenues and Gains − Total Expenses and Losses

E X H I B I T  1 - 7 Income Statement (Adapted)

  Revenues

 1 Company sales...........................................................

 2 Franchise and license fees...........................................

 3 Total revenues............................................................

  Expenses

  Company restaurants

 4  Food and paper (Cost of goods sold)......................

 5  Payroll and employee benefits expense ...................

 6  Occupancy and other operating expenses...............

 7 General and administrative expenses .........................

 8 Other operating expenses (income) ............................

 9 Total expenses ...........................................................

 10 Operating profit.........................................................

 11 Interest expense .........................................................

 12 Income before income taxes.......................................

 13 Income tax expense....................................................

 14 Net income ................................................................

$8,365

1,196

9,561

2,549

2,142

2,403

7,094

1,187

18

8,299

1,262

154

1,108

284

$   824

$8,225

1,124

9,349

2,584

2,171

2,315

7,070

1,158

(32)

8,196

1,153

127

1,026

264

$   762

(In millions) 2006 2005

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Statement of Income (Adapted) 

Years Ended December 31, 2006, and 2005

2YUM actually reports for the fiscal year that ends on the Saturday nearest December 31. For practical pur-

poses we treat this as the calendar year.
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The Financial Statements � 15

In accounting, the word net refers to an amount after a subtraction. Net income

is the profit left over after subtracting expenses and losses from revenues and gains.

Net income is the single most important item in the financial statements.

Revenues. Revenues do not always carry the term revenue in their titles. For exam-

ple, net sales revenue is often abbreviated as net sales. Net sales means sales revenue

after subtracting all the goods customers have returned to the company. Wal-Mart,

Best Buy, and Gap get some goods back from customers due to product defects. YUM!

Brands and other restauranteurs don’t have much in the way of sales returns.

YUM! Brands has 2 sources of revenue: company sales (line 1) and fees that

YUM earns by licensing its products to others (line 2).

Expenses. Not all expenses have the word expense in their title. For example, YUM!

Brands’ largest expense is for Food and Paper (line 4). Another title of this expense is

Cost of goods sold. Cost of goods sold (also called cost of sales, line 4) represents the

cost to YUM of the food it sold to customers. For example, suppose it costs Pizza Hut

$3 to make a sausage pizza. Assume Pizza Hut sells the pizza for $10. Sales revenue

is $10, and cost of goods sold is $3. Cost of goods sold is the major expense of

merchandising entities such as Yum, Best Buy, Wal-Mart, and Safeway (the grocery

store chain).

YUM has some other expenses.

� Payroll and Employee Benefits Expense (line 5) is for the salaries, wages, and

benefits paid to company employees.
� Occupancy and Other Operating Expenses (line 6) include building rent, 

utilities, advertising, and depreciation on computers and kitchen equipment.
� General and Administrative Expenses (line 7) are executive salaries and other

home-office expenses.
� Other Operating Expenses (line 8) is a catchall label for expenses that don’t

fit another category. During 2006, YUM had other operating expenses of

$18 million. In 2005, YUM had other operating income. Parentheses around

the $32 million mean that this amount’s category runs opposite the others in

its column.
� Interest Expense (line 11) was $154 million for 2006. This is YUM’s cost of 

borrowing money.
� Income Tax Expense (line 13) is the expense levied on YUM! Brands’ income by

the government.

YUM! Brands reports both Operating Profit (line 10) and Net Income (line 14).

Some investors use operating profit to measure operating performance. Others use

the “bottom-line” net income.

Now let’s move on to the statement of retained earnings in Exhibit 1-8.

The Statement of Retained Earnings Shows What a Company 
Did with Its Net Income

Retained earnings means exactly what the term implies, that portion of net income the

company has kept. Net income flows from the income statement to the statement of

retained earnings (line 2 in Exhibit 1-8).

Net income increases retained earnings, and dividends decrease retained earn-

ings. Why the decrease? Because the company didn’t keep the net income that it gave

to its stockholders in the form of dividends.

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Income Statement Accounts
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16 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

YUM’s statement of retained earnings needs explanation. Start with 2005. At the

beginning of 2005, YUM! Brands had retained earnings of $1,067 million (line 1).

During 2005, YUM earned net income of $762 million (line 2) and gave the stock-

holders dividends of $210 million (line 3). YUM ended 2005 with retained earnings

of $1,619 million (line 4).

YUM began 2006 with the ending balance left over from 2005. Then net income

added to retained earnings, and dividends decreased retained earnings, as in 2005.

Which item on the statement of retained earnings comes directly from the

income statement? It’s net income. Line 2 of the retained earnings statement comes

directly from line 14 of the income statement. Trace this amount from one statement

to the other.

Give yourself a pat on the back. You’re already learning how to analyze financial

statements!

After a company earns net income, the board of directors decides whether to

pay a dividend to the stockholders. In 2006 and 2005, YUM! Brands declared and

paid dividends and other distributions to the stockholders (line 3). The dividends

decrease retained earnings (the parentheses indicate a subtraction). YUM ended 2006

with retained earnings of $1,593 million (line 4).

Trace retained earnings to the balance sheet in Exhibit 1-9 (line 29). Ending

retained earnings from 2006 carries over and becomes the beginning retained earn-

ings of 2007.

The Balance Sheet Measures Financial Position

A company’s balance sheet, also called the statement of financial position, reports

3 items: assets (line 1), liabilities (line 16), and stockholders’ equity, which YUM!

Brands calls shareholders’ equity (line 27). The balance sheet is dated at the moment in

time when the accounting period ends.

Assets. Assets have 2 main categories, current and long-term. Current assets are

assets that are expected to be converted to cash, sold, or consumed during the next

12 months or within the business’s operating cycle if longer than a year. Current

assets consist of Cash, Short-Term Investments, Accounts and Notes Receivable,

Merchandise Inventory, and Prepaid Expenses (lines 3 to 7). YUM’s current assets at

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Statement of Retained Earnings (Adapted) 
Years Ended December 31, 2006, and 2005

Statement of Retained Earnings 
(Adapted)

E X H I B I T  1 - 8

 Retained earnings:

 1 Balance, beginning of year .......................

 2 Net income ...............................................

 3 Less: Dividends and other

  distributions to the stockholders ...............

 4 Balance, end of year .................................

$1,619

824

(850)

$1,593

$1,067

762

(210)

$1,619

(In millions) 2006 2005
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The Financial Statements � 17

 1 ASSETS

 2 Current Assets

 3 Cash and cash equivalents ..........................................

 4 Short-term investments ...............................................

 5 Accounts and notes receivable ....................................

 6 Inventories ..................................................................

 7 Prepaid expenses and other current assets...................

 8  Total Current Assets ...............................................

 9 Property, plant and equipment, at cost........................

 10 Less: Accumulated depreciation ..................................

 11 Property, plant and equipment, net .............................

 12 Intangible assets..........................................................

 13 Investments.................................................................

 14 Other assets ................................................................

 15  Total Assets.............................................................

 16 LIABILITIES

 17 Current Liabilities

 18 Accounts payable........................................................

 19 Income taxes payable..................................................

 20 Short-term borrowings (Notes payable) ......................

 21 Salaries and wages payable .........................................

 22 Other current liabilities...............................................

 23  Total Current Liabilities ..........................................

 24 Long-term debt ...........................................................

 25 Other long-term liabilities...........................................

 26  Total Liabilities .......................................................

 27 SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

 28 Common stock ...........................................................

 29 Retained earnings .......................................................

 30 Other equity ...............................................................

 31  Total Shareholders’ Equity ......................................

 32  Total Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity ...............

$6,777

(3,146)

(In millions) 2006

$   319

6

220

93

263

901

3,631

1,009

138

674

$6,353

$   554

37

227

302

604

1,724

2,045

1,147

4,916

27

1,593

(183)

1,437

$6,353

$6,186

(2,830)

2005

$   158

43

236

85

333

855

3,356

868

173

545

$5,797

$   473

79

211

274

586

1,623

1,649

1,076

4,348

28

1,619

(198)

1,449

$5,797

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Balance Sheet (Adapted) 

December 31, 2006, and 2005

Balance Sheet (Adapted)E X H I B I T  1 - 9

December 31, 2006, total $901 million (line 8). Let’s examine each asset that YUM!

Brands holds.

� All companies have cash. Cash is the liquid asset that’s the medium of

exchange, and cash equivalents include money-market accounts that are the

same as cash.
� Short-term investments include stocks and bonds of other companies that

YUM intends to sell within the next year.
� Accounts receivable are amounts the company expects to collect from

customers.
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18 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

� Notes receivable are amounts YUM expects to collect from a party who has

signed a promissory note to YUM. These notes receivable come from people to

whom YUM has lent money.
� Cash, short-term investments, and current receivables are the most liquid

assets, in that order.
� Merchandise Inventory (line 6) is the company’s most important asset even

though it totals only $93 million. Inventory is a common abbreviation for

Merchandise inventory, and the 2 names are used interchangeably.
� Prepaid Expenses represent prepayments for advertisements, rent, insurance,

and supplies. Prepaid expenses are assets because YUM Brands will benefit from

these expenditures in the future.
� An asset always represents a future benefit.

The main categories of long-term assets are Property, Plant, and Equipment 

(lines 9–11), Intangibles, and Investments.

� Property, plant, and equipment (PPE) includes YUM! Brands’ land, buildings,

computers, store fixtures, and kitchen equipment. YUM reports PPE on 3 lines.

Line 9 shows the company’s cost of PPE, which is $6,777 million through

December 31, 2006. Cost means the acquisition price to YUM. It does not mean

that YUM could sell its PPE for $6,777 million. After all, the company may have

acquired the assets several years ago.
� Line 10 shows how much accumulated depreciation YUM has recorded on its

PPE. Depreciation allocates an asset’s cost to expense. Accumulated depreciation

is the total amount of depreciation recorded on PPE from acquisition through

the end of the year. Accumulated depreciation represents the used-up portion

of the asset. We subtract accumulated depreciation from the cost of PPE to

determine its book value ($3,631 million on line 11).
� Intangibles are assets with no physical form, such as patents and trademarks.
� Investments (line 13), with no other words attached, are long-term because

YUM does not expect to sell them within the next year.
� Other assets (line 14) is a catchall category for items difficult to classify.
� Overall, YUM! Brands reports total assets of $6,353 million at December 31,

2006 (line 15).

Liabilities. Liabilities are also divided into current and long-term categories.

Current liabilities (lines 17–23) are debts payable within 1 year or within YUM’s

operating cycle if longer than a year. Chief among the current liabilities are Accounts

Payable, Income Taxes Payable, Short-Term Borrowing (same as short-term notes

Payable), and Salaries and Wages Payable. Long-term liabilities are payable after 1 year.

� Accounts payable (line 18) represents amounts owed for food and paper

inventory.
� Income taxes payable are tax debts owed to the government.
� Short-term borrowings (line 20) are notes payable that YUM has promised to

pay back within 1 year or less.
� Salaries and wages payable (line 21) are amounts owed to employees.
� YUM’s last current liability is Other Current Liabilities. Included in this catch-

all category are interest payable on borrowed money, utility payables, and

expenses that YUM has not yet paid.
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The Financial Statements � 19

� At December 31, 2006, YUM’s current liabilities total $1,724 million. YUM also

owes $2,045 million in long-term debt (line 24). These liabilities include notes

payable due after 1 year.
� At the end of 2006, total liabilities are $4,916 million (line 26). This is high relative

to total assets (line 15), and that indicates a not-so-strong financial position.

Owners’ Equity. The accounting equation states that

The assets (resources) and the liabilities (debts) of YUM! Brands are fairly easy to

understand. Owners’ equity is harder to pin down. Owners’ equity is simple to calcu-

late, but what does it mean?

YUM! Brands calls its owners’ equity shareholders’ equity (line 27), and this title

is descriptive. Remember that a company’s owners’ equity represents the sharehold-

ers’ ownership of the business’s assets. YUM’s equity consists of

� Common Stock, represented by shares issued to stockholders for $27 million

through December 31, 2006 (line 28).
� Retained earnings at December 31, 2006, is $1,593 million (line 29). A year

earlier YUM! Brands had retained earnings of $1,619 million. We saw these fig-

ures on the statement of retained earnings in Exhibit 1-8 (line 4). Retained

earnings’ final resting place is the balance sheet.
� YUM! Brands’ equity holds another item, Other Equity, which is a collection of

miscellaneous items. For now, focus on the two main components of stockhold-

ers’ equity: common stock and retained earnings.
� At December 31, 2006, YUM! Brands has Total Shareholders’ Equity of $1,437

million (line 31). We can now prove that YUM’s total assets equal total liabilities

and equity (amounts in millions):

The statement of cash flows is the fourth required financial statement.

The Statement of Cash Flows Measures Cash Receipts 
and Payments

Companies engage in 3 basic types of activities:

1. Operating activities 2. Investing activities 3. Financing activities

The statement of cash flows reports cash flows under these 3 categories.

Think about the cash flows (receipts and payments) in each category:

� Companies operate by selling goods and services to customers. Operating

activities result in net income or net loss, and they either increase or decrease

cash. The income statement tells whether the company is profitable. The cash-flow

Total assets (line 15) .....................................

Total liabilities (line 26) ................................

Total shareholders’ equity (line 31) ...............

Total liabilities and equity (line 32)...............

+

$6,353

$4,916

1,437

$6,353

Must equal

Assets − Liabilities = Owners’ Equity

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Balance Sheet Accounts
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20 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

statement reports whether operations increased cash. Operating activities are

most important, and they should be the company’s main source of cash.

Negative cash flow from operations can lead to bankruptcy.
� Companies invest in long-term assets. YUM! Brands buys buildings and equip-

ment, and when these assets wear out, the company sells them. Both purchases

and sales of long-term assets are investing cash flows. Investing cash flows are

next most important after operations.
� Companies need money for financing. Financing includes both issuing stock

and borrowing. YUM issues stock to its shareholders and borrows from banks.

These are cash receipts. The company pays off loans. YUM also pays dividends.

These payments are financing cash flows.

Overview. Each category of cash flows—operating, investing, and financing—

either increases or decreases cash. In Exhibit 1-10, YUM! Brands’ operating activities

provided cash of $1,302 million in 2006 (line 4). This signals strong cash flow from

operations. 2006’s investing activities used cash of $476 million (line 9). That signals

expansion. Financing activities used $665 million (line 16). YUM paid off some debt

and also paid dividends (lines 13 and 14). On a statement of cash flows, cash receipts

appear as positive amounts. Cash payments are negative and enclosed by parentheses.

 1 Cash Flows—Operating Activities:

 2 Net income ..................................................................

 3 Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash

   provided by operating activities................................

 4 Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities..................

 5 Cash Flows—Investing Activities:

 6 Purchases of property, plant, and equipment ...............

 7 Sales of property, plant, and equipment .......................

 8 Other ..........................................................................

 9 Net Cash Used in Investing Activities ..........................

 10 Cash Flows—Financing Activities:

 11 Issuance of common stock ...........................................

 12 Issuance of short-term and long-term debt

   (Borrowing)..............................................................

 13 Repayments of short-term and long-term debt.............

 14 Payment of dividends and other distributions

   to stockholders.........................................................

 15 Other payments ...........................................................

 16 Net Cash Used in Financing Activities .........................

 17 Net Increase in Cash and Cash Equivalents .................

 18 Cash and Cash Equivalents—Beginning of Year .........

 19 Cash and Cash Equivalents—End of Year ...................

$   824

478

1,302

(614)

57

81

(476)

–

540

(288)

(850)

(67)

(665)

161

158

$   319

(In millions) 2006 2005

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Statement of Cash Flows (Adapted) 

Years Ended December 31, 2006, and 2005

$   762

476

1,238

(609)

81

183

(345)

–

160

(48)

(210)

(733)

(831)

62

96

$   158

Statement of Cash Flows (Adapted)E X H I B I T  1 - 10
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Relationships Among the Financial Statements � 21

Overall, YUM’s cash increased by $161 million during 2006 (line 17) and

ended the year at $319 million (line 19). Trace ending cash back to the balance sheet

in Exhibit 1-9  (line 3). Cash links the statement of cash flows to the balance sheet.

You’ve just performed more financial-statement analysis!

Let’s now summarize the relationships that link the financial statements.

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Exhibit 1-11 summarizes the relationships among the financial statements of ABC

Company for 2009. Study the exhibit carefully because these relationships apply to

all organizations. Specifically, note the following:

1. The income statement for the year ended December 31, 2009

a. Reports revenues and expenses of the year. Revenues and expenses are

reported only on the income statement.

b. Reports net income if total revenues exceed total expenses. If expenses

exceed revenues, there is a net loss.

2. The statement of retained earnings for the year ended December 31, 2009

a. Opens with the beginning retained earnings balance.

b. Adds net income (or subtracts net loss). Net income comes directly from the

income statement (arrow � in Exhibit 1-11).

c. Subtracts dividends.

d. Reports the retained earnings balance at the end of the year.

3. The balance sheet at December 31, 2009, end of the accounting year

a. Reports assets, liabilities, and stockholders’ equity at the end of the year.

Only the balance sheet reports assets and liabilities.

b. Reports that assets equal the sum of liabilities plus stockholders’ equity. This

balancing feature follows the accounting equation and gives the balance

sheet its name.

c. Reports retained earnings, which comes from the statement of retained earn-

ings (arrow � in Exhibit 1-11).

4. The statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2009

a. Reports cash flows from operating, investing, and financing activities. Each

category results in net cash provided (an increase) or used (a decrease).

b. Reports whether cash increased (or decreased) during the year. The state-

ment shows the ending cash balance, as reported on the balance sheet

(arrow � in Exhibit 1-11).

OBJECTIVE

5 Use financial statements

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Glossary

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Glossary Quiz
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22 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

ABC Company
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 2009

ABC Company
Statement of Retained Earnings
Year Ended December 31, 2009

ABC Company
Balance Sheet

December 31, 2009

ABC Company
Statement of Cash Flows

Year Ended December 31, 2009

�

�

Relationships Among the Financial Statements
(these statements are summarized with all 
amounts assumed for the illustration)

E X H I B I T  1 - 11

�

Revenues ...................

Expenses ...................

Net income................

$700,000

670,000

$  30,000

Beginning retained earnings...............

Net income........................................

Cash dividends ..................................

Ending retained earnings ...................

$180,000

30,000

(10,000)

$200,000

Assets

 Cash .....................................................................

 All other assets......................................................

 Total assets ...........................................................

Liabilities

 Total liabilities ......................................................

Stockholders’ Equity

 Common stock .....................................................

 Retained earnings .................................................

 Other equity .........................................................

 Total stockholders’ equity.....................................

 Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity...............

$  35,000

265,000

$300,000

$120,000

40,000

200,000

(60,000)

180,000

$300,000

Net cash provided by operating activities ...............

Net cash used for investing activities ......................

Net cash provided by financing activities ...............

Net increase in cash................................................

Cash balance, December 31, 2008 .........................

Cash balance, December 31, 2009 .........................

$  90,000

(100,000)

40,000

30,000

5,000

$  35,000

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Applications Cottage Kitchen

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Applications Marwood Homes
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DECISION GUIDELINES

IN EVALUATING A COMPANY, WHAT DO DECISION MAKERS 
LOOK FOR?

These Decision Guidelines illustrate how people use financial statements. Decision Guidelines

appear throughout the book to show how accounting information aids decision making.

Suppose you are considering an investment in YUM! Brands stock. How do you proceed?

Where do you get the information you need? What do you look for?

Question/Decision

1. Can the company sell its products?

2. What are the main income
measures to watch for trends?

3. What percentage of sales revenue
ends up as profit?

4. Can the company collect its
receivables?

5. Can the company pay its
a. Current liabilities?

b. Current and long-term
liabilities?

6. Where is the company’s cash
coming from? How is cash being
used?

What to Look For

1. Sales revenue on the income statement. Are sales growing or
falling?

2. a. Gross profit (Sales � Cost of goods sold)
b. Operating income (Gross profit � Operating expenses)
c. Net income (bottom line of the income statement)

All 3 income measures should be increasing over time.

3. Divide net income by sales revenue. Examine the trend of the net
income percentage from year to year.

4. From the balance sheet, compare the percentage increase in
accounts receivable to the percentage increase in sales. If
receivables are growing much faster than sales, collections may 
be too slow, and a cash shortage may result.

5. From the balance sheet, compare
a. Current assets to current liabilities. Current assets should be

somewhat greater than current liabilities.
b. Total assets to total liabilities. Total assets must be somewhat

greater than total liabilities.

6. On the cash-flow statement, operating activities should provide 
the bulk of the company’s cash during most years. Otherwise, the
business will fail.

Examine investing cash flows to see if the company is purchasing
long-term assets—property, plant, and equipment and intangibles
(this signals growth).

Examine financing cash flows for heavy borrowing (a bad sign) or
issuance of stock (a good sign).

Decision Guidelines � 23
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Genie Car Wash, Inc., began operations on April 1, 20X9. During April, the business pro-
vided services for customers. It is now April 30, and investors wonder how well Genie per-
formed during its first month. The investors also want to know the company’s financial
position at the end of April and its cash flows during the month.

The following data are listed in alphabetical order. Prepare the Genie financial state-
ments at the end of April 20X9.

Accounts payable ............................... Land................................................... $18,000

Accounts receivable............................

Adjustments to reconcile net

income to net cash provided

by operating activities ....................

Cash balance at beginning of April.....

Cash balance at end of April ..............

Cash receipts:

Issuance (sale) of stock to owners...  

Sale of land ....................................

Payments of cash:

Acquisition of land......................... 40,000

Dividends ....................................... 2,100

Rent expense ...................................... 1,100

Retained earnings at beginning

of April ..........................................

Retained earnings at end of April .......

Salary expense.................................... 1,200

Common stock...................................

Utilities expense ................................. 400

$  1,800

2,000

(3,900)

?

50,000

22,000

50,000

0

Supplies.............................................. 3,700

Service revenue................................... 10,000

0

?

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Income Statement

Month Ended April 30, 20X9

Revenue:

 Service revenue.................

Expenses:

 Salary expense..................

 Rent expense....................

 Utilities expense ...............

 Total expenses..................

Net income...........................

$1,200

1,100

400

$10,000

2,700

$  7,300

END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM

24 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

� Required

1. Prepare the income statement, the statement of retained earnings, and the statement of
cash flows for the month ended April 30, 20X9, and the balance sheet at April 30, 20X9.
Draw arrows linking the statements.

2. Answer the following questions:
a. How well did Genie perform during its first month of operations?
b. Where does Genie stand financially at the end of April?

Answers

� Requirement 1

Financial Statements of Genie Car Wash, Inc.
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End-of-Chapter Summary Problem � 25

Cash.............................................

Accounts receivable......................

Supplies........................................

Land.............................................

Total assets...................................

$  1,800

50,000

5,200

55,200

$57,000

Assets Liabilities

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Balance Sheet

April 30, 20X9

Accounts payable .........................

Stockholders’ Equity

Common stock.............................

Retained earnings.........................

 Total stockholders’ equity..........

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity...................

$33,300

2,000

3,700

18,000

$57,000

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Statement of Retained Earnings
Month Ended April 30, 20X9

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Statement of Cash Flows

Month Ended April 30, 20X9

�

�

�

Retained earnings, April 1, 20X9.................

Add: Net income for the month ...................

Less: Dividends ............................................

Retained earnings, April 30, 20X9...............

$       0

7,300

7,300

(2,100)

$5,200

Cash flows from operating activities:

 Net income ............................................................

 Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash

  provided by operating activities...........................

  Net cash provided by operating activities...........

Cash flows from investing activities:

 Acquisition of land.................................................

 Sale of land ............................................................

  Net cash used for investing activities..................

Cash flows from financing activities:

 Issuance (sale) of stock...........................................

 Payment of dividends .............................................

  Net cash provided by financing activities ...........

Net increase in cash....................................................

Cash balance, April 1, 20X9 ......................................

Cash balance, April 30, 20X9 ....................................

$  7,300

(3,900)

3,400

(18,000)

47,900

$33,300

0

$33,300

$(40,000)

22,000

$ 50,000

(2,100)
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26 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

� Requirement 2

2. a. Genie performed rather well in April. Net income was $7,300—very good in relation
to service revenue of $10,000. The company was able to pay cash dividends of $2,100.

b. Genie ended April with cash of $33,300. Total assets of $57,000 far exceed total liabil-
ities of $1,800. Stockholders’ equity of $55,200 provides a good cushion for borrow-
ing. The business’s financial position at April 30, 20X9, is strong.

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 47.)
1. All of the following statements are true except one. Which statement is false?

a. Bookkeeping is only a part of accounting.
b. A proprietorship is a business with several owners.
c. Professional accountants are held to a high standard of ethical conduct.
d. The organization that formulates generally accepted accounting principles is the

Financial Accounting Standards Board.
2. The valuation of assets on the balance sheet is generally based on:

a. Historical cost
b. What it would cost to replace the asset
c. Current fair market value as established by independent appraisers
d. Selling price

3. The accounting equation can be expressed as:
a. Assets + Liabilities = Owners’ Equity
b. Owners’ Equity - Assets = Liabilities
c. Assets = Liabilities – Owners’ Equity
d. Assets – Liabilities = Owners’ Equity

4. The nature of an asset is best described as:
a. Something with physical form that’s valued at cost in the accounting records.
b. An economic resource representing cash or the right to receive cash in the future.
c. An economic resource that’s expected to benefit future operations.
d. Something owned by a business that has a ready market value.

5. Which financial statement covers a period of time?
a. Balance sheet c. Statement of cash flows
b. Income statement d. Both B and C

6. How would net income be most likely to affect the accounting equation?
a. Increase assets and increase stockholders’ equity
b. Increase liabilities and decrease stockholders’ equity
c. Increase assets and increase liabilities
d. Decrease assets and decrease liabilities

7. During the year, ChemDry, Inc., has $100,000 in revenues, $40,000 in expenses, and
$3,000 in dividend payments. Stockholders’ equity changed by:
a. +$27,000 c. +$12,000
b. +$57,000 d. –$8,000

8. ChemDry in question 7 had net income (or net loss) of
a. Net income of $100,000. c. Net income of $60,000.
b. Net income of $57,000. d. Net loss of $40,000.

REVIEW THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Review the Financial Statements � 27

9. Prestige Corporation holds cash of $5,000 and owes $25,000 on accounts payable.
Prestige has accounts receivable of $30,000, inventory of $20,000, and land that cost
$50,000. How much are Prestige’s total assets and liabilities?

Total assets Liabilities
a. $100,000 $25,000
b. $105,000 $80,000
c. $105,000 $25,000
d. $25,000 105,000

10. Which item(s) is (are) reported on the balance sheet?
a. Retained earnings c. Inventory
b. Accounts payable d. All of the above

11. During the year, Brooks Company’s stockholders’ equity increased from $30,000 to
$40,000. Brooks earned net income of $15,000. How much in dividends did Brooks
declare during the year?
a. $6,000 c. $8,000
b. $-0- d. $5,000

12. Stuebs Company had total assets of $300,000 and total stockholders’ equity of $100,000
at the beginning of the year. During the year assets increased by $50,000 and liabilities
increased by $40,000. Stockholders’ equity at the end of the year is:
a. $90,000 c. $140,000
b. $110,000 d. $150,000

account payable (p. 11) A liability backed by the general
reputation and credit standing of the debtor.

accounting (p. 3) The information system that measures
business activities, processes that information into reports
and financial statements, and communicates the results to
decision makers.

accounting equation (p. 10) The most basic tool of
accounting: Assets = Liabilities + Owners’ Equity.

assets (p. 10) An economic resource that is expected to be
of benefit in the future.

balance sheet (p. 16) List of an entity’s assets, liabilities,
and owners’ equity as of a specific date. Also called the
statement of financial position.

board of directors (p. 7) Group elected by the stockhold-
ers to set policy for a corporation and to appoint its officers.

capital (p. 10) Another name for the owners’ equity of a
business.

cash (p. 11) Money and any medium of exchange that a
bank accepts at face value.

common stock (p. 11) The most basic form of capital stock.

corporation (p. 7) A business owned by stockholders. A
corporation is a legal entity, an “artificial person” in the eyes
of the law.

cost principle (p. 9) Principle that states that assets and
services should be recorded at their actual cost.

current assets (p. 16) An asset that is expected to be
converted to cash, sold, or consumed during the next
12 months, or within the business’s normal operating cycle
if longer than a year.

current liabilities (p. 18) A debt due to be paid within
1 year or within the entity’s operating cycle if the cycle is
longer than a year.

dividends (p. 12) Distributions (usually cash) by a
corporation to its stockholders.

entity (p. 8) An organization or a section of an organization
that, for accounting purposes, stands apart from other
organizations and individuals as a separate economic unit.

expenses (p. 11) Decrease in retained earnings that results
from operations; the cost of doing business; opposite of
revenues.

fair value (p. 9) The amount that a business could sell an
asset for, or the amount that a business could pay to settle a
liability.

financial accounting (p. 4) The branch of accounting that
provides information to people outside the firm.

financial statements (p. 2) Business documents that
report financial information about a business entity to
decision makers.

financing activities (p. 19) Activities that obtain from
investors and creditors the cash needed to launch and sus-
tain the business; a section of the statement of cash flows.

Accounting Vocabulary
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28 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

fixed assets (p. 11) Another name for property, plant, and
equipment.

generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)
(p. 7) Accounting guidelines, formulated by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board, that govern how accounting 
is practiced.

going-concern concept (p. 9) Holds that the entity will
remain in operation for the foreseeable future.

income statement (p. 14) A financial statement listing an
entity’s revenues, expenses, and net income or net loss for a
specific period. Also called the statement of operations.

investing activities (p. 19) Activities that increase or
decrease the long-term assets available to the business; a
section of the statement of cash flows.

liabilities (p. 10) An economic obligation (a debt) payable
to an individual or an organization outside the business.

limited liability company (p. 7) A business organization
in which the business (not the owner) is liable for the
company’s debts.

long-term debt (p. 11) A liability that falls due beyond 1
year from the date of the financial statements.

management accounting (p. 4) The branch of accounting
that generates information for the internal decision makers
of a business, such as top executives.

merchandise inventory (p. 11) The merchandise that a
company sells to customers, also called inventory.

net earnings (p. 11) Another name for net income.

net income (p. 11) Excess of total revenues over total
expenses. Also called net earnings or net profit.

net loss (p. 12) Excess of total expenses over total revenues.

net profit (p. 11) Another name for net income.

note payable (p. 11) A liability evidenced by a written
promise to make a future payment.

objectivity principle (p. 8) Another name for the reliability
principle.

operating activities (p. 19) Activities that create revenue
or expense in the entity’s major line of business; a section of
the statement of cash flows. Operating activities affect the
income statement.

owners’ equity (p. 10) The claim of the owners of a
business to the assets of the business. Also called capital,
stockholders’ equity, or net assets.

paid-in capital (p. 11) The amount of stockholders’ equity
that stockholders have contributed to the corporation. Also
called contributed capital.

partnership (p. 6) An association of 2 or more persons
who co-own a business for profit.

plant assets (p. 11) Another name for property, plant, and
equipment.

property, plant, and equipment (p. 11) Long-lived
assets, such as land, buildings, and equipment, used in the
operation of the business. Also called plant assets or fixed
assets.

proprietorship (p. 6) A business with a single owner.

reliability principle (p. 8) The accounting principle that
ensures that accounting records and statements are based on
the most reliable data available. Also called the objectivity
principle.

retained earnings (p. 11) The amount of stockholders’
equity that the corporation has earned through profitable
operation and has not given back to stockholders.

revenues (p. 11) Increase in retained earnings from
delivering goods or services to customers or clients.

shareholder (p. 7) Another name for stockholder.

stable-monetary-unit concept (p. 10) The reason for
ignoring the effect of inflation in the accounting records,
based on the assumption that the dollar’s purchasing power
is relatively stable.

statement of cash flows (p. 19) Reports cash receipts and
cash payments classified according to the entity’s major
activities: operating, investing, and financing.

statement of financial position (p. 16) Another name for
the balance sheet.

statement of operations (p. 14) Another name for the
income statement.

statement of retained earnings (p. 15) Summary of the
changes in the retained earnings of a corporation during a
specific period.

stock (p. 7) Shares into which the owners’ equity of a cor-
poration is divided.

stockholders (p. 7) A person who owns stock in a corpo-
ration. Also called a shareholder.

stockholders’ equity (p. 11) The stockholders’ ownership
interest in the assets of a corporation.
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Assess Your Progress � 29

Short Exercises

S1-1 (Learning Objective 1: Using accounting vocabulary) Suppose you manage a Pizza
Hut restaurant. Identify the missing amount for each situation: (pp. 10–12)

Total Assets = Total Liabilities + Stockholder’s Equity

a. $? $150,000 $150,000
b. 290,000 90,000 ?
c. 220,000 ? 120,000

S1-2 (Learning Objective 1: Making ethical judgments) Accountants follow ethical guide-
lines in the conduct of their work. What are these standards of professional conduct designed
to produce? Why is this goal important? (p. 5)

S1-3 (Learning Objective 2: Applying accounting concepts) David Novak is Chairman of the
Board of YUM! Brands, Inc. Suppose Mr. Novak has just founded YUM! Brands, and assume
that he treats his home and other personal assets as part of YUM! Brands. Answer these ques-
tions about the evaluation of YUM! Brands, Inc. (pp. 8–9)

1. Which accounting concept governs this situation?

2. How can the proper application of this accounting concept give Novak and others a real-
istic view of YUM! Brands, Inc.? Explain in detail.

S1-4 (Learning Objective 3: Using the accounting equation)

1. Use the accounting equation to show how to determine the amount of a company’s own-
ers’ equity. How would your answer change if you were analyzing your own household or
a single IHOP restaurant? (pp. 10–12)

2. If you know the assets and the owners’ equity of a business, how can you measure its lia-
bilities? Give the equation. (pp. 10–12)

S1-5 (Learning Objective 1: Defining key accounting terms)  Accounting definitions are
precise, and you must understand the vocabulary to properly use accounting. Sharpen your
understanding of key terms by answering the following questions. (pp. 10–11)

1. How do the assets and owners’ equity of Intel Corporation differ from each other? Which
one (assets or owners’ equity) must be at least as large as the other? Which one can be
smaller than the other?

2. How are Intel’s liabilities and owners’ equity similar? How are they different?

S1-6 (Learning Objective 1: Classifying assets, liabilities, and owners’ equity) Consider
Wal-Mart, the world’s largest retailer. Classify the following items as an Asset (A), a Liability
(L), or an Owners’ Equity (E) for Wal-Mart (pp. 10–11):

___ a. Accounts payable ___ g. Accounts receivable

___ b. Common stock ___ h. Long-term debt

___ c. Supplies ___ i. Merchandise inventory

___ d. Retained earnings ___ j. Notes payable

___ e. Land ___ k. Expenses payable

___ f. Prepaid expenses ___ l. Equipment

S1-7 (Learning Objective 4: Using the income statement)

1. Identify the 2 basic categories of items on an income statement. (pp. 13–14)

2. What do we call the bottom line of the income statement? (pp. 13–14)

ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS
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30 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

S1-8 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing an income statement) Split Second Wireless, Inc.,
began 2009 with total assets of $110 million and ended 2009 with assets of $160 million.
During 2009 Split Second earned revenues of $90 million and had expenses of $20 million.
Split Second paid dividends of $10 million in 2009. Prepare the company’s income statement
for the year ended December 31, 2009, complete with an appropriate heading. (pp. 13–14).

S1-9 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing a statement of retained earnings) Nextel Corp.
began 2008 with retained earnings of $200 million. Revenues during the year were $400 mil-
lion and expenses totaled $300 million. Nextel declared dividends of $40 million. What was
the company’s ending balance of retained earnings? To answer this question, prepare Nextel’s
statement of retained earnings for the year ended December 31, 2008, complete with its
proper heading. (pp. 15–16)

S1-10 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing a balance sheet) At December 31, 2008, Womack
Travel Services has cash of $13,000, receivables of $2,000, and ticket inventory of $40,000.
The company’s equipment totals $85,000. Womack owes accounts payable of $10,000, and
long-term notes payable of $80,000. Common stock is $15,000.

Prepare Womack’s balance sheet at December 31, 2008, complete with its proper head-
ing. Use the accounting equation to compute retained earnings. (pp. 10–12)

S1-11 (Learning Objective 4 : Preparing a statement of cash flows) Brazos Medical, Inc.,
ended 2009 with cash of $24,000. During 2010, Brazos earned net income of $80,000 and
had adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operations totaling $20,000
(this is a negative amount).

Brazos paid $40,000 to purchase equipment during 2010. During 2010, the company
paid dividends of $10,000.

Prepare Brazos’s statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2010, complete
with its proper heading. Follow the format in the summary problem starting on page 25.

S1-12 (Learning Objective 5: Identifying items with the appropriate financial statement)
Suppose you are analyzing the financial statements of Martin Audiology, Inc. Identify each
item with its appropriate financial statement, using the following abbreviations: Income state-
ment (IS), Statement of retained earnings (SRE), Balance sheet (BS), and Statement of cash
flows (SCF). Three items appear on 2 financial statements, and one item shows up on 3 state-
ments. (p. 22)

___ a. Dividends ___ h. Cash

___ b. Salary expense ___ i. Net cash used for financing

___ c. Inventory activities

___ d. Sales revenue ___ j. Accounts payable

___ e. Retained earnings ___ k. Common stock

___ f. Net cash provided by ___ l. Interest revenue

operating activities ___ m. Long-term debt

___ g. Net income ___ n. Increase or decrease in cash

Exercises

E1-13 (Learning Objective 1: Organizing a business) Quality Environmental, Inc., needs
funds, and Martha Beard, the president, has asked you to consider investing in the business.
Answer the following questions about the different ways that Beard might organize the busi-
ness. Explain each answer. (p. 7)

a. What forms of organization will enable the owners of Quality Environmental to limit
their risk of loss to the amounts they have invested in the business?

b. What form of business organization will give Beard the most freedom to manage the
business as she wishes?

c. What form of organization will give creditors the maximum protection in the event
that Quality Environmental fails and cannot pay its debts?

writing assignment � 
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Assess Your Progress � 31

E1-14 (Learning Objective 2: Applying accounting concepts and principles) Identify

the accounting concept or principle that best applies to each of the following situations.

(pp. 8–10)

a. Wendy’s, the restaurant chain, sold a store location to Burger King. How can Wendy’s

determine the sale price of the store—by a professional appraisal, Wendy’s cost, or the

amount actually received from the sale?

b. Inflation has been around 6% for some time. Trammel Crow Realtors is considering

measuring its land values in inflation-adjusted amounts.

c. Toyota wants to determine which division of the company—Toyota or Lexus—is more

profitable.

d. You get an especially good buy on a laptop, paying only $399 for a computer that nor-

mally costs $799. What is your accounting value for this computer?

E1-15 (Learning Objective 3: Accounting equation) Compute the missing amount in the

accounting equation for each company (amounts in billions):

Which company appears to have the strongest financial position? Explain your reasoning.

(pp. 10–12)

E1-16 (Learning Objective 3, 4: Accounting equation) Krispy Kreme Doughnuts has cur-

rent assets of $147 million; property, plant, and equipment of $206 million; and other assets

totaling $58 million. Current liabilities are $154 million and long-term liabilities total

$148 million. (pp. 10–12)

� Requirements

1. Use these data to write Krispy Kreme Doughnuts’ accounting equation.

2. How much in resources does Krispy Kreme have to work with?

3. How much does Krispy Kreme owe creditors?

4. How much of the company’s assets do the Krispy Kreme stockholders actually own?

E1-17 (Learning Objective 3: Accounting equation) Store Front, Inc.’s, comparative balance

sheet at January 31, 2009, and 2008, reports (in millions):

� Required

Three situations about Store Front’s issuance of stock and payment of dividends during the

year ended January 31, 2009, follow. For each situation, use the accounting equation and the

statement of retained earnings to compute the amount of Store Front’s net income or net loss

during the year ended January 31, 2009. (pp. 10–12, 15–16)

1. Store Front issued $1 million of stock and paid no dividends.

2. Store Front issued no stock but paid dividends of $2 million.

3. Store Front issued $11 million of stock and paid dividends of $1 million.

2009 2008

Total assets $40 $30

Total liabilities 12 10

Apple

PepsiCo

FedEx

Assets

23

32

$  ?

Liabilities

11

?

$  7

Owners’ Equity

?

14

$10
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E1-18 (Learning Objective 3, 4: Accounting equation) Answer these questions about 2
companies.

1. Peru, Inc., began the year with total liabilities of $140,000 and total stockholders’ equity
of $300,000. During the year, total assets increased by 20%. How much are total assets at
the end of the year? (pp. 10–12)

2. Social Networking Associates began the year with total assets of $500,000 and total lia-
bilities of $200,000. Net income for the year was $100,000, and dividends were zero.
How much is stockholders’ equity at the end of the year? (pp. 10–12, 15–16)

E1-19 (Learning Objective 4: Identifying financial statement information) Assume
MySpace is expanding into Japan. The company must decide where to locate and how to
finance the expansion. Identify the financial statement where these decision makers can find
the following information about MySpace, Inc. In some cases, more than one statement will
report the needed data. (pp. 15–20)

a. Common stock i. Cash spent to acquire the building

b. Income tax payable j. Selling, general, and administrative

c. Dividends expenses

d. Income tax expense k. Adjustments to reconcile net income

e. Ending balance of retained earnings to net cash provided by operations

f. Total assets l. Ending cash balance

g. Long-term debt m. Current liabilities

h. Revenue n. Net income

E1-20 (Learning Objective 2, 5: Business organization, balance sheet) Amounts of the assets
and liabilities of Maxwell Banking Company, as of December 31, 2008, are given as follows. Also
included are revenue and expense figures for the year ended on that date (amounts in millions):

� Required

Prepare the balance sheet of Maxwell Banking Company at December 31, 2008. Use the
accounting equation to compute ending retained earnings (pp. 10–11, 15–17)

E1-21 (Learning Objective 2, 5: Income statement) This exercise should be used with
Exercise 1-20. Refer to the data of Maxwell Banking Company in Exercise 1-20.

� Required

1. Prepare the income statement of Maxwell Banking Company, for the year ended
December 31, 2008. (pp. 13–14)

2. What amount of dividends did Maxwell declare during the year ended December 31,
2008? Hint: Prepare a statement of retained earnings. (pp. 15–16)

E1-22 (Learning Objective 2, 4, 5: Statement of cash flows) Groovy, Inc., began 2008
with $95,000 in cash. During 2008, Groovy earned net income of $300,000, and adjust-
ments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operations totaled $60,000, a

Total revenue .......................................

Receivables...........................................

Current liabilities .................................

Common stock.....................................

Interest expense....................................

Salary and other employee expenses.....

Other assets..........................................

$  35

253

290

12

3

9

43

Property and equipment, net .......

Investment assets.........................

Long-term liabilities ....................

Other expenses............................

Cash............................................

Retained earnings, beginning.......

Retained earnings, ending ...........

$  4

72

73

14

28

19

?

� spreadsheet

� spreadsheet
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positive amount. Investing activities used cash of $400,000, and financing activities pro-
vided cash of $70,000. Groovy ended 2008 with total assets of $250,000 and total liabili-
ties of $110,000.

� Required

Prepare Groovy, Inc.’s, statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2008.
Identify the data items given that do not appear on the statement of cash flows. Also identify
the financial statement that reports each unused item. (pp. 16–17)

E1-23 (Learning Objective 5: Preparing an income statement and a statement of retained
earnings) Assume a Ricoh Copy Center ended the month of July 20X9 with these data:

Cash balance, June 30, 20X9 .....

Cash balance, July 31, 20X9......

Cash receipts:

Issuance (sale) of stock

to owners ...........................

Rent expense ..............................

Common stock...........................

Equipment..................................

Office supplies............................

Accounts payable ...................... 

Service revenue...........................

8,100

35,000

700

35,000

36,000

1,200

3,200

14,000

$         0Payments of cash:

Acquisition of equipment .......

Dividends ...............................

Retained earnings,

Retained earnings,

July 31, 20X9.........................

Utilities expense .........................

Adjustments to reconcile

net income to cash provided

Salary expense............................

2,000

0

?

200

2,000

4,000

$36,000

June 30, 20X9........................

by operations .........................

� Required

Prepare the income statement and the statement of retained earnings of Ricoh Copy Center,
Inc., for the month ended July 31, 20X9. (pp. 13–14, 15–16)

E1-24 (Learning Objective 5: Preparing a balance sheet) Refer to the data in the preceding
exercise. Prepare the balance sheet of Ricoh Copy Center, Inc., at July 31, 20X9. (pp. 16–17)

E1-25 (Learning Objective 5: Preparing a statement of cash flows) Refer to the data in
Exercise 1-23. Prepare the statement of cash flows of Ricoh Copy Center, Inc., for the month
ended July 31, 20X9. Draw arrows linking the statements you prepared for Exercises 1-23
through 1-25. (pp. 19–20)

E1-26 (Learning Objective 4, 5:  Advising a business) This exercise should be used in
conjunction with Exercises 1-23 through 1-25.

The owner of Ricoh Copy Center now seeks your advice as to whether he should cease
operations or continue the business. Write a report giving him your opinion of net income,
dividends, financial position, and cash flows during his first month of operations. Cite
specifics from the financial statements to support your opinion. Conclude your memo with
advice on whether to stay in business or cease operations. (Challenge)

E1-27 (Learning Objective 2, 5: Applying accounting concepts to explain business activity)
Apply your understanding of the relationships among the financial statements to answer these
questions. (Challenge)

a. How can a business earn large profits but have a small balance of retained earnings?

b. Give 2 reasons why a business can have a steady stream of net income over a 5-year
period and still experience a cash shortage.

c. If you could pick a single source of cash for your business, what would it be? Why?

d. How can a business lose money several years in a row and still have plenty of cash?
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Quiz
Test your understanding of the financial statements by answering the following questions. Select the
best choice from among the possible answers given.

Q1-28 The primary objective of financial reporting is to provide information (p. 7)
a. Useful for making investment and credit decisions.
b. About the profitability of the enterprise.
c. On the cash flows of the company.
d. To the federal government.

Q1-29 For a company of a certain size, which type of business organization provides the
least amount of protection for bankers and other creditors of the company? (pp. 6–7)
a. Proprietorship c. Both a and b
b. Partnership d. Corporation

Q1-30 Assets are usually reported at their (pp. 9–10)
a. Appraised value. c. Historical cost.
b. Current market value. d. None of the above (fill in the blank).

Q1-31 During January, assets increased by $20,000 and liabilities increased by $4,000.
Stockholders’ equity must have (pp. 10–11)
a. Increased by $16,000. c. Decreased by $16,000.
b. Increased by $24,000. d. Decreased by $24,000.

Q1-32 The amount a company expects to collect from customers appears on the (pp. 16–17)
a. Income statement in the expenses section.
b. Balance sheet in the current assets section.
c. Balance sheet in the stockholders’ equity section.
d. Statement of cash flows.

Q1-33 All of the following are current assets except (pp. 16–17)
a. Cash. c. Inventory.
b. Accounts Receivable. d. Sales Revenue.

Q1-34 Revenues are (p. 11)
a. Increases in paid-in capital resulting from the owners investing in the business.
b. Increases in retained earnings resulting from selling products or performing services.
c. Decreases in liabilities resulting from paying off loans.
d. All of the above.

Q1-35 The financial statement that reports revenues and expenses is called the (pp. 13–14)
a. Statement of retained earnings. c. Statement of cash flows.
b. Income statement. d. Balance sheet.

Q1-36 Another name for the balance sheet is the (pp. 16–17)
a. Statement of operations. c. Statement of profit and loss.
b. Statement of earnings. d. Statement of financial position.

Q1-37 Baldwin Corporation began the year with cash of $35,000 and a computer that cost
$20,000. During the year Baldwin earned sales revenue of $140,000 and had the following
expenses: salaries, $59,000; rent, $8,000; and utilities, $3,000. At year end Baldwin’s cash
balance was down to $16,000. How much net income (or net loss) did Baldwin experience
for the year? (pp. 13–14)
a. ($19,000) c. $107,000
b. $70,000 d. $140,000
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Q1-38 Quartz Instruments had retained earnings of $145,000 at December 31, 20X1. Net
income for 20X2 totaled $90,000, and dividends for 20X2 were $30,000. How much retained
earnings should Quartz report at December 31, 20X2? (pp. 15–16)
a. $205,000 c. $140,000
b. $235,000 d. $175,000

Q1-39 Net income appears on which financial statement(s)? (pp. 13–14)
a. Income statement c. Both A and B
b. Statement of retained earnings d. Balance sheet

Q1-40 Cash paid to purchase a building appears on the statement of cash flows among
the (pp. 19–20)
a. Operating activities.
b. Financing activities.
c. Investing activities.
d. Stockholders’ equity.

Q1-41 The stockholders’ equity of Chernasky Company at the beginning and end of 20X0
totaled $15,000 and $18,000, respectively. Assets at the beginning of 20X0 were $25,000. If
the liabilities of Chernasky Company increased by $8,000 in 20X0, how much were total
assets at the end of 20X0? Use the accounting equation. (pp. 10–12)
a. $36,000 c. $2,000
b. $16,000 d. Some other amount (fill in the blank)

Q1-42 Drexler Company had the following on the dates indicated:

Drexler had no stock transactions in 20X3 and, thus, the change in stockholders’ equity for
20X3 was due to net income and dividends. If dividends were $50,000, how much was
Drexler’s net income for 20X3? Use the accounting equation and the statements of retained
earnings. (pp. 10–12, 15–16)
a. $100,000 c. $180,000
b. $130,000 d. Some other amount (fill in the blank)

Problems
(Group A)

12/31/X3 12/31/X2

Total assets $750,000 $520,000

Total liabilities 300,000 200,000

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
exercises using MAL.
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P1-43A (Learning Objective 1, 2, 4, 5: Applying accounting vocabulary, concepts, and
principles to the income statement) Assume that the Kinko’s Division of

FedEx Corporation experienced the following transactions during the year ended
December 31, 20X5:

a. Suppose Kinko’s provided copy services for Microsoft for the discounted price of
$250,000. Under normal conditions Kinko’s would have provided these services for
$280,000. Other revenues totaled $50,000.

b. Salaries cost Kinko’s $20,000 to provide these services. Kinko’s had to pay employees
overtime. Ordinarily the salary cost for these services would have been $18,000.

c. Other expenses totaled $240,000. Income tax expense was 40% of income before tax.
d. Kinko’s has 2 operating subdivisions: basic retail and special contracts. Each subdivi-

sion is accounted for separately to indicate how well each is performing. At year end,
Kinko’s combines the statements of all subdivisions to show results for the Kinko’s
Division as a whole.

e. Inflation affects the amounts that Kinko’s must pay for copy machines. To show the
effects of inflation, net income would drop by $3,000.

f. If Kinko’s were to go out of business, the sale of its assets would bring in $150,000
in cash.

� Required

1. Prepare the Kinko’s Division’s income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X5. 
(pp. 13–14)

2. For items a through f, identify the accounting concept or principle that provides guid-
ance in accounting for the item. State how you have applied the concept or principle in
preparing Kinko’s income statement.(pp. 8–9)

P1-44A (Learning Objective 3: Using the accounting equation) Compute the missing
amount (?) for each company—amounts in millions. (pp. 13–17)

Which company has the
• Highest net income?
• Highest percent of net income to revenues?

$?

2

2

3

$9

?

2

?

$20

?

$ 3

1

(0)

$ 4

$78

47

6

?

$  ?

48

6

29

$218

211

$25

?

(3)

$29

Beginning

Assets .................................

Liabilities ...........................

Common stock...................

Retained earnings...............

Ending

Assets .................................

Liabilities ...........................

Common stock...................

Retained earnings...............

Income statement

Revenues ............................

Expenses ............................

Statement of retained earnings

Beginning RE .....................

Net income.........................

Dividends ...........................

Ending RE..........................

+

−

=

(In Millions)

$30

19

1

10

$48

30

?

?

$    ?

144

$10

9

(2)

$17

Lance Co. Berger Inc.Diamond Corp.

? ??Net income.........................
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P1-45A (Learning Objective 2, 5: Balance sheet) Danielle Stone, the manager of Image

Runner, Inc., prepared the company’s balance sheet while the accountant was ill. The
balance sheet contains some errors. In particular, Stone knew that the balance sheet should
balance, so she plugged in the stockholders’ equity amount needed to achieve this balance.
The stockholders’ equity amount is not correct. All other amounts are accurate.

� Required

1. Prepare the correct balance sheet and date it properly. Compute total assets, total
liabilities, and stockholders’ equity. (pp. 16–17)

2. Is Image Runner actually in better (or worse) financial position than the erroneous bal-
ance sheet reports? Give the reason for your answer. (Challenge)

3. Identify the accounts listed on the incorrect balance sheet that should not be reported
on the balance sheet. State why you excluded them from the correct balance sheet you
prepared for Requirement 1. On which financial statement should these accounts
appear? (pp. 13–14)

P1-46A (Learning Objective 2, 5: Balance sheet, entity concept) Heather Hutchison is a
realtor. She organized the business as a corporation on March 10, 2008. The business
received $50,000 cash from Hutchison and issued common stock. Consider the following
facts as of March 31, 2008:

a. Hutchison has $9,000 in her personal bank account and $16,000 in the business
bank account.

b. Office supplies on hand at the real estate office total $1,000.
c. Hutchison’s business spent $35,000 for a Keller Williams franchise, which entitles

her to represent herself as an agent. Keller Williams is a national affiliation of inde-
pendent real estate agents. This franchise is a business asset.

d. Hutchison’s business owes $33,000 on a note payable for some land acquired for a
total price of $100,000.

e. Hutchison owes $65,000 on a personal mortgage on her personal residence, which
she acquired in 2002 for a total price of $190,000.

f. Hutchison owes $300 on a personal charge account with Sears.
g. Hutchison acquired business furniture for $18,000 on March 26. Of this amount,

Hutchison’s business owes $6,000 on accounts payable at March 31.

� Required

1. Prepare the balance sheet of the real estate business of Heather Hutchison, Realtor, Inc.,
at March 31, 2008. (pp. 16–17)

2. Does it appear that Hutchison’s business can pay its debts? How can you tell? (Challenge)

Image Runner, Inc.
Balance Sheet

Month Ended October 31, 20X8

Liabilities

Stockholders’ Equity

$  14,000

2,000

800

2,600

50,000

69,400

65,600

$135,000

Notes receivable ......................

Interest expense.......................

Office supplies.........................

Accounts receivable.................

Note payable...........................

Total .......................................

 

Stockholders’ equity ...............

Total liabilities ........................

Assets

Cash........................................

Equipment...............................

Accounts payable ....................

Utilities expense ......................

Advertising expense.................

Land........................................

Salary expense.........................

Total assets..............................

$    9,100

36,700

3,000

2,100

300

80,500

3,300

$135,000
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38 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

3. Identify the personal items given in the preceding facts that should not be reported on
the balance sheet of the business. (pp. 16–17)

P1-47A (Learning Objective  5: Income statement, statement of retained earnings, balance
sheet) The assets and liabilities of Post Oak, Inc., as of December 31, 20X7, and revenues and
expenses for the year ended on that date are listed here.

Beginning retained earnings was $111,000, and dividends totaled $42,000 for the year.

� Required

1. Prepare the income statement of Post Oak, Inc., for the year ended December 31, 20X7.
(pp. 13–14)

2. Prepare the company’s statement of retained earnings for the year. (pp. 15–16)
3. Prepare the company’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X7. (pp. 16–17)
4. Analyze Post Oak by answering these questions: (Challenge)

a. Was Post Oak profitable during 20X7? By how much?
b. Did retained earnings increase or decrease? By how much?
c. Which is greater, total liabilities or total equity? Who owns more of Post Oak’s assets,

creditors of the company or the Post Oak stockholders?

P1-48A (Learning Objective 4: Preparing a statement of cash flows) The following data
come from the financial statements of Kawasaki, Inc., at the end of a recent year (in millions):

� Required

1. Prepare Kawasaki’s statement of cash flows for the year ended January 31, 20X3. Follow
the format of the summary problem starting on page 25. Not all items given are reported
on the statement of cash flows. (pp. 19–20)

2. What was Kawasaki’s largest source of cash? Is this a sign of financial strength or
weakness? (Challenge)

Other investing cash

payments............................ $     200

Accounts receivable................ 900

Payment of dividends ............. 300

Common stock....................... 5,500

Issuance of common stock...... 200

Sales of property, plant,

and equipment ................... 100

Retained earnings................... 12,700

Purchases of property,

plant, and equipment ....... $  3,300

Net income........................... 3,000

Adjustments to reconcile

net income to cash

provided by operations..... 2,900

Revenues .............................. 53,500

Cash, beginning of year........ 200

end of year ................. 2,600

Cost of goods sold................ 37,400

Land.................................... $    8,000

Note payable....................... 31,000

Property tax expense ........... 2,000

Rent expense ....................... 14,000

Accounts receivable............. 25,000

Service revenue.................... 140,000

Supplies............................... 2,000

Utilities expense .................. 3,000

Equipment.......................... $  31,000

Interest expense.................. 4,000

Interest payable .................. 1,000

Accounts payable ............... 12,000

Salary expense.................... 34,000

Building.............................. 126,000

Cash................................... 14,000

Common stock................... 10,000

� spreadsheet
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20X5 20X4

Income Statement

Revenues ................................................................. $         k

Cost of goods sold................................................... 11,000

Other expenses........................................................ 1,200

Income before income taxes .................................... 900

Income taxes (40% in 20X5) ..................................

Net income.............................................................. $        m

Statement of Retained Earnings

Beginning balance ................................................... n

Net income..............................................................

Dividends ................................................................ (60)

Ending balance........................................................ $         p

Balance Sheet

Assets:

Cash.................................................................... $         q

Property, plant, and equipment ........................... 1,500

Other assets.........................................................

Total assets ..................................................... $         s

Liabilities:

Current liabilities ................................................ $          t

Notes payable and long-term debt....................... 2,500

Total liabilities ................................................ $  8,300

Shareholders’ Equity:

Common stock.................................................... $     100

Retained earnings................................................

Other shareholders’ equity .................................. 180

Total shareholders’ equity ...............................

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity ......... $         w

Statement of Cash Flows

Net cash provided by operating activities ................ $         x

Net cash provided by investing activities ................. 60

Net cash used for financing activities ...................... (700)

Increase (decrease) in cash................................... 310

Cash at beginning of year................................

Cash at end of year ......................................... $         z

l

o

r

u

v

y

$15,400

a

1,100

1,400

$         b

$  2,700

(50)
$         d

$         e

1,700

$12,870

$  5,400

3,100

$          f

$     100

250

$         h

$    500

400

(1,000)

i

$          j

100

c

10,100

g

4,300

1,170

Other liabilities ................................................... 70 70

� Required

Complete Gonzales’ financial statements by determining the missing amounts denoted by the
letters. (pp. 13–20)

(Group B)

P1-50B (Learning Objective 1, 2, 4, 5: Applying accounting vocabulary, concepts, and
principles to the income statement) ABM Corporation experienced the following transactions
during the year ended December 31, 20X8:

a. ABM sold products for $53 billion. Company management believes the value of these
products is approximately $80 billion. Other revenues totaled $40 billion.

(continued)

P1-49A (Learning Objective 4, 5: Analyzing a company’s financial statements) Summarized
versions of Gonzales Company’s financial statements are given for 2 recent years.
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40 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

b. It cost ABM $36 billion to manufacture the products ABM sold. If ABM had purchased
the products instead of manufacturing them, ABM’s cost would have been $42 billion.

c. All other expenses, excluding income taxes, totaled $27 billion for the year. Income
tax expense was 40% of income before tax.

d. ABM has several operating divisions. Each division is accounted for separately to show
how well each division is performing. At year end, ABM combines the statements of all
the divisions to report on the company as a whole.

e. Inflation affects ABM’s cost to manufacture goods. To show the effects of inflation, the
company’s net income would drop by $3 billion.

f. If ABM were to go out of business, the sale of company assets should bring in 
$65 billion in cash.

� Required

1. Prepare ABM Corporation’s income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X8. 
(pp. 13–14)

2. For items a through f, identify the accounting concept or principle that tells how to
account for the item described. State how you have applied the concept or principle in
preparing ABM’s income statement. (pp. 8–9)

P1-51B (Learning Objective 3: Using the accounting equation) Compute the missing
amount (?) for each company—amounts in millions. (pp. 13–17)

Which company has the
• Highest net income?
• Highest percent of net income to revenues?

P1-52B (Learning Objective 2, 5: Balance sheet:) The manager of Upod, Inc., prepared the 
balance sheet of the company while the accountant was ill. The balance sheet contains numer-
ous errors. In particular, the manager knew that the balance sheet should balance so he
plugged in the stockholders’ equity amount needed to achieve this balance. The stockholders’
equity amount, however, is not correct. All other amounts are accurate.

(In Millions)

Peking Co.

$  ?

10

4

6

$24

?

4

8

$19

?

$ 6

5

(3)

$ 8

Osaka Corp.

$35

?

8

10

$36

17

?

11

$  ?

55

$10

6

?

$11

Samurai, Inc.

$300

200

30

?

$    ?

210

30

100

$220

180 ? 55180

? ??

$  70

?

(10)

$100

Beginning

Assets .................................

Liabilities ...........................

Common stock...................

Retained earnings...............

Ending

Assets .................................

Liabilities ...........................

Common stock...................

Retained earnings...............

Income statement

Revenues ............................

Expenses ............................

Net income.........................

Statement of retained earnings

Beginning RE .....................

Net income.........................

Dividends ...........................

Ending RE..........................

+
−
=
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� Required

1. Prepare the correct balance sheet and date it properly. Compute total assets, total 

liabilities, and stockholders’ equity. (pp. 16–17)

2. Is Upod, Inc., actually in better (or worse) financial position than the erroneous balance

sheet reports? Give the reason for your answer. (Challenge)

3. Identify the preceding accounts that should not be reported on the balance sheet. State

why you excluded them from the correct balance sheet you prepared for Requirement 1.

Which financial statement should these accounts appear on? (pp. 13–14)

P1-53B (Learning Objective 2, 5: Balance sheet, entity concept) Linda Shriber is a realtor.

Shriber organized her business as a corporation on November 14, 2009. The business

received $50,000 from Shriber and issued common stock. Consider these facts as of

November 30, 2009:

a. Shriber has $10,000 in her personal bank account and $42,000 in the business bank

account.

b. Shriber owes $1,800 on a personal charge account with Macy’s.

c. The business bought furniture for $17,000 on November 25. Of this amount, the

business owes $6,000 on accounts payable at November 30.

d. Office supplies on hand at the real estate office total $1,000.

e. The business owes $40,000 on a note payable for some land acquired for a total price

of $120,000.

f. The business spent $20,000 for a Coldwell Banker real estate franchise, which enti-

tles Shriber to represent herself as a Coldwell Banker agent. Coldwell Banker is a

national affiliation of independent real estate agents. This franchise is a business asset.

g. Shriber owes $100,000 on a personal mortgage on her personal residence, which she

acquired in 2004 for a total price of $160,000.

� Required

1. Prepare the balance sheet of the real estate business of Linda Shriber, Realtor, Inc., at

November 30, 2009. (pp. 16–17)

2. Does it appear that Shriber’s realty business can pay its debts? How can you tell? (Challenge)

3. Identify the personal items given in the preceding facts that should not be reported on

the balance sheet of the business. (pp. 16–17)

P1-54B (Learning Objective 5: Income statement, statement of retained earnings, balance

sheet) The assets and liabilities of HD Radio Corporation as of December 31, 20X8, and

revenues and expenses for the year ended on that date follow.
(continued)

UPod, Inc.
Balance Sheet 

Month Ended July 31, 20X7

Liabilities

Stockholders’ Equity

$12,000

50,000

800

5,000

67,800

20,700

$88,500

Accounts payable ...................

Service revenue.......................

Property tax expense ..............

Accounts payable ...................

Total ......................................

 

Stockholders’ equity...............

Total liabilities .......................

Assets

Cash......................................

Office furniture .....................

Note payable.........................

Rent expense .........................

Office supplies.......................

Land......................................

Advertising expense...............

Total assets............................

$11,000

10,000

16,000

4,000

1,000

44,000

2,500

$88,500

� spreadsheet
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42 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

Beginning retained earnings were $10,000, and dividends totaled $50,000 for the year.

� Required

1. Prepare the income statement of HD Radio Corporation for the year ended December 31,
20X8. (pp. 13–14)

2. Prepare HD Radio’s statement of retained earnings for the year. (pp. 15–16)
3. Prepare HD Radio’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X8. (pp. 16–17)
4. Analyze HD Radio Corporation by answering these questions: (Challenge)

a. Was HD Radio profitable during 20X8? By how much?
b. Did retained earnings increase or decrease? By how much?
c. Which is greater, total liabilities or total equity? Who owns more of HD Radio’s assets,

creditors of the company or the HD Radio stockholders?

P1-55B (Learning Objective 4: Preparing a statement of cash flows ) The following data are
taken from the financial statements of Armstrong Company at the end of 2008 (in millions).

� Required

Property tax expense ...... $    4,000

Accounts receivable........ 12,000

Advertising expense........ 13,000

Building.......................... 50,000

Salary expense................ 63,000

Salary payable ................ 1,000

Service revenue............... 180,000

Supplies.......................... 3,000

Land................................ $  78,000

Note payable................... 85,000

Accounts payable ............ 19,000

Rent expense ................... 23,000

Cash................................ 10,000

Common stock................ 40,000

Furniture ........................ 20,000

Interest expense............... 9,000

Revenues ............................... $9,100

Cash, beginning of year......... 200

end of year .................. 300

Purchases of property

plant, and equipment ........ 500

Long-term debt ..................... 200

Net income............................ 700

Payment of dividends ............ 170

Common stock...................... 2,800

Issuance of common stock..... 370Retained earnings............................. 2,900

Sales of property, plant,

and equipment ............................. $     20

Adjustments to reconcile

net income to net cash

provided by operating activities.... (400)

Cost of goods sold............................ 5,500

Other investing cash

receipts......................................... 80

Accounts receivable.......................... 1,700

1. Prepare Armstrong Company’s statement of cash flows for the year ended December
31, 2008. Follow the solution of the summary problem starting on page 25. Not all
the items given appear on the statement of cash flows. (pp. 19–20)

2. Which activities provided the largest amount of Armstrong’s cash? Is this a sign of
financial strength or weakness? (Challenge)

P1-56B (Learning Objective 4, 5: Analyzing a company’s financial statements) Condensed
versions of Mobile Phone Enterprises’ financial statements follow for 2 recent years.
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� Required

Complete Mobile Phone Enterprises’ financial statements by determining the missing
amounts denoted by the letters. (pp. 13–20)

20X6 20X5

Income Statement

Revenues ................................................................. $         k

Cost of goods sold................................................... 74,500

Other expenses........................................................ 15,800

Income before income taxes .................................... 4,000

Income taxes (40% in 20X6) ..................................

Net income.............................................................. $        m

Statement of Retained Earnings

Beginning balance ................................................... n

Net income..............................................................

Dividends ................................................................ (500)

Ending balance........................................................ $         p

Balance Sheet

Assets:

Cash.................................................................... $         q

Property, plant, and equipment ........................... 23,800

Other assets.........................................................

Total assets ..................................................... $         s

Liabilities:

Current liabilities ................................................ $          t

Long-term debt and other liabilities .................... 11,300

Total liabilities ................................................ 22,700

Shareholders’ Equity:

Common stock.................................................... $     200

Retained earnings................................................

Other shareholders’ equity .................................. 100

Total shareholders’ equity ...............................

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity ......... $         w

Statement of Cash Flows

Net cash provided by operating activities ................ $         x

Net cash used for investing activities ....................... (3,300)

Net cash provided by financing activities ................ 900

Increase (decrease) in cash................................... 100

Cash at beginning of year................................

Cash at end of year ......................................... $         z

l

o

r

u

v

y

$88,400

a

13,500

9,200

$         b

$  9,900

(400)
$         d

$         e

20,800

$37,600

$  9,900

10,100

f

$     200

200

$         h

$  2,900

(3,700)

900

i

$          j

1,500

c

16,500

g

17,600

200

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 1, 2: Using financial statements to evaluate a loan request)
Two businesses, Open Skies Corp., and Roadster, Inc., have sought business loans from you.
To decide whether to make the loans, you have requested their balance sheets.

(continued)

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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44 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

Sweepstakes Unlimited, Inc.
Income Statement 

Year Ended Dec. 31, 20X4

Sweepstakes Unlimited, Inc.
Balance Sheet 
Dec. 31, 20X4

Cash........................

Other assets.............

Total assets..............

$  3,000

50,000

$53,000

Liabilities ................

Equity .....................

Total liabilities

 and equity ............

$30,000

23,000

$53,000

Revenues ...................

Expenses ...................

Net income................

$50,000

40,000

$10,000

� Required

Using only these balance sheets, to which entity would you be more comfortable lending
money? Explain fully, citing specific items and amounts from the respective balance sheets.
(Challenge)

Case 2. (Learning Objective 2, 4, 5: Analyzing a company as an investment) A year out of
college, you have $5,000 to invest. A friend has started Sweepstakes Unlimited, Inc., and she
asks you to invest in her company. You obtain the company’s financial statements, which are
summarized at the end of the first year as follows:

Visits with your friend turn up the following facts:
a. Revenues and receivables of $20,000 were overlooked and omitted.

Open Skies Corp.
Balance Sheet 

August 31, 2005

Liabilities

Owners’ Equity

$100,000

160,000

260,000

40,000

$300,000

Accounts payable ...............

Notes payable ....................

Total liabilities ...................

 

Owners’ equity...................

Total liabilities and

 owners’ equity.................

Assets

Cash......................................

Accounts receivable...............

Furniture ...............................

Land......................................

Equipment.............................

Total assets............................

$  10,000

20,000

30,000

150,000

90,000

$300,000

Cash...........................................

Accounts receivable....................

Merchandise inventory...............

Building......................................

Total assets.................................

Assets

Roadster, Inc.
Balance Sheet 

August 31, 2005

Liabilities

Stockholders’ Equity

$  12,000

18,000

30,000

100,000

$130,000

Accounts payable .....................

Note payable............................

Total liabilities .........................

 

Stockholders’ equity.................

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity...............

$  10,000

20,000

30,000

70,000

$130,000
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b. Software costs of $25,000 were recorded as assets. These costs should have been

expenses. Sweepstakes Unlimited paid cash for these expenses and recorded the cash

payment correctly.

c. The company owes an additional $5,000 for accounts payable.

� Required

1. Prepare corrected financial statements. (pp. 13–17)

2. Use your corrected statements to evaluate Sweepstakes Unlimited’s results of operations

and financial position. (Challenge)

3. Will you invest in Sweepstakes Unlimited? Give your reason. (Challenge)

Ethical Issue

During 2002, Enron Corporation admitted hiding large liabilities from its balance sheet.

WorldCom confessed to recording expenses as assets. Both companies needed to improve

their appearance as reported in their financial statements.

� Required

1. What is the fundamental ethical issue in these situations?

2. Use the accounting equation to show how Enron abused good accounting. Use a separate

accounting equation to demonstrate WorldCom’s error.

3. What can happen when companies report finacial data that are untrue?

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands 

(Learning Objective 4: Identifying items from a company’s financial statements) This and

similar cases in succeeding chapters are based on the financial statements of YUM! Brands,

Inc. As you work with YUM! Brands throughout this course, you will develop the ability to

use the financial statements of actual companies.

� Required

Refer to the YUM! Brands’ financial statements in Appendix A at the end of the book.

1. Suppose you own stock in YUM. If you could pick 1 item on the company’s income

statement to increase year after year, what would it be? Why is this item so important? Did

this item increase or decrease during 2006? Is this good news or bad news for the

company? (pp. 14–15)

2. What was YUM’s largest expense each year? In your own words, explain the meaning of

this item. Give specific examples of items that make up this expense. The chapter gives

another title for this expense. What is it? (pp. 14–15)

3. Use the balance sheet of YUM in Appendix A to answer these questions: At the end of

2006, how much in total resources did YUM have to work with? How much did the com-

pany owe? How much of its assets did the company’s stockholders actually own? Use

these amounts to write YUM’s accounting equation at December 30, 2006. (pp. 14–15)

4. How much cash did YUM have at the beginning of the most recent year? How much cash

did YUM have at the end of the year? (pp. 16–17)

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports

(Learning Objective 3, 4: Evaluating a leading company) This and similar cases in each

chapter are based on the financial statements of Pier 1 Imports, Inc., given in Appendix B at

the end of this book. As you work with Pier 1, you will develop the ability to analyze the

financial statements of actual companies.
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46 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

� Required

1. Write Pier 1’s accounting equation at the end of 2006 (express all items in millions and
round to the nearest $1 million). Does Pier 1’s financial condition look strong or weak?
How can you tell? (pp. 10–11)

2. What was the result of Pier 1’s operations during 2006? Identify both the name and the
dollar amount of the result of operations for 2006. Does an increase (decrease) signal
good news or bad news for the company and its stockholders? (pp. 15–16)

3. Examine retained earnings on the balance sheet and on the statement of stockholders’
equity. What caused retained earnings to decrease during 2006? (pp. 15–16)

4. Which statement reports cash as part of Pier 1’s financial position? Which statement
tells why cash increased (or decreased) during the year? What 2 individual items caused
Pier 1’s cash to increase the most during 2006? (pp. 16–20)

Group Projects

Project 1. As instructed by your professor, obtain the annual report of a well-known
company.

� Required

1. Take the role of a loan committee of Charter Bank, a large banking company headquartered
in Charlotte, North Carolina. Assume the company has requested a loan from Charter
Bank. Analyze the company’s financial statements and any other information you need to
reach a decision regarding the largest amount of money you would be willing to lend. Go
as deeply into the analysis and the related decision as you can. Specify the following:
a. The length of the loan period—that is, over what period will you allow the company

to pay you back?
b. The interest rate you will charge on the loan. Will you charge the prevailing interest

rate, a lower rate, or a higher rate? Why?
c. Any restrictions you will impose on the borrower as a condition for making the loan.

Note: The long-term debt note to the financial statements gives details of the company’s
existing liabilities.

2. Write your group decision in a report addressed to the bank’s board of directors. Limit
your report to 2 double-spaced word-processed pages.

3. If your professor directs, present your decision and your analysis to the class. Limit your
presentation to 10 to 15 minutes.

Project 2. You are the owner of a company that is about to “go public”—that is, issue its
stock to outside investors. You wish to make your company look as attractive as possible to
raise $1 million of cash to expand the business. At the same time, you want to give potential
investors a realistic picture of your company.

� Required

1. Design a booklet to portray your company in a way that will enable outsiders to reach an
informed decision as to whether to buy some of your stock. The booklet should include
the following:
a. Name and location of your company.
b. Nature of the company’s business (be as detailed as possible).
c. How you plan to spend the money you raise.
d. The company’s comparative income statement, statement of retained earnings, bal-

ance sheet, and statement of cash flows for 2 years: the current year and the preced-
ing year. Make the data as realistic as possible with the intent of receiving $1 million.

2. Word-process your booklet, not to exceed 5 pages.

3. If directed by your professor, make a copy for each member of your class. Distribute
copies to the class and present your case with the intent of interesting your classmates in
investing in the company. Limit your presentation to 10 to 15 minutes.
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Quick Check Answers

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. b

2. a

3. d

4. c

5. d

6. a

7. b ($100,000 – $40,000 – $3,000 = $57,000)

8. c ($100,000 – $40,000 = $60,000)

9. c Total assets = $105,000 ($5,000 + $30,000 + $20,000 + $50,000). Liabilities = $25,000.

10. d

11. d $30,000 + Net income ($15,000) – Dividends = $40,000; Dividends = $5,000

12. b

Assets = Liabilities + Equity

Beginning $300,000 = $200,000* + $100,000

Increase 50,000 = 40,000 + 10,000*

Ending $350,000* = $240,000* + $110,000*

*Must solve for these amounts.
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The Accounting Equation and Financial
Statement Preparation
Demo Doc: To make sure you understand this material, work through the following demonstration

“Demo Doc” with detailed comments to help you see the concept within the framework  of a worked-

through problem.

Learning Objectives 3, 4, 5

David Richardson is the only shareholder of DR Painting Inc., a painting business near an

historical housing district. At March 31, 2009, DR Painting had the following information:

Requirements

1. Prepare the income statement and statement of retained earnings for the
month of March 2009 and the balance sheet of the business at March 31,
2009. Use Exhibits 1-7, 1-8, and 1-9 (pp. 14, 16, and 17) in the text as a
guide.

2. Write the accounting equation of the business.

Cash $27,300

Accounts receivable 1,400

Supplies 1,800

Truck 20,000

Accounts payable 1,000

Common stock 40,000

Retained earnings (March 1) 5,000

Retained earnings (March 31) ?

Dividends 1,500

Service revenue 7,000

Salary expense 1,000

Demo Doc
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Demo Doc Solutions
Requirement 1

Prepare the income statement, statement of retained earnings, and balance

sheet of the business. Use Exhibits 1-7, 1-8, and 1-9 (pp. 14, 16, and 17) in the

text as a guide.

Income Statement
The income statement is the first statement to prepare because the other financial statements

rely upon the net income number calculated on the income statement.

The income statement reports the profitability of the business. To prepare an income

statement, begin with the proper heading. A proper heading includes the name of the com-

pany (DR Painting, Inc.), the name of the statement (Income Statement), and the time period

covered (Month Ended March 31, 2009). Notice that we are reporting income for a period of

time, rather than at a single date.

The income statement lists all revenues and expenses. It uses the following formula to

calculate net income:

First, you should list revenues. Second, list the expenses. After you have listed and

totaled the revenues and expenses, subtract the total expenses from total revenues to deter-

mine net income or net loss. A positive number means you earned net income (revenues

exceeded expenses). A negative number indicates that expenses exceeded revenues, and this

is a net loss.

DR Painting’s total Service Revenue for the month was $7,000. The only expense is Salary

Expense of $1,000. On the income statement, these would be reported as follows:

Note that the result is a net income of $6,000 ($7,000 – $1,000 = $6,000). You will also report

net income on the statement of retained earnings, which comes next.

DR PAINTING, INC.
Income Statement

Month Ended March 31, 2009

Revenue:

 Service revenue

Expenses:

 Salary expense

 Total expenses

Net income

$1,000

$7,000

1,000

$6,000

Revenues − Expenses = Net income

Part 1 Part 2
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 3 Part 4
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50 � Chapter 1 The Financial Statements

Statement of Retained Earnings

The statement of retained earnings shows the changes in Retained Earnings for a period

of time. To prepare a statement of retained earnings, begin with the proper heading. A proper

heading includes the name of the company (DR Painting, Inc.), the name of the statement

(Statement of Retained Earnings), and the time period covered (Month Ended March 31,

2009). As with the income statement, we are reporting the changes in Retained Earnings for a

period of time, rather than at a single date.

Net income is used on the statement of retained earnings to calculate the new balance in

Retained Earnings. This calculation uses the following formula:

Start the body of the statement of retained earnings with the Retained Earnings at the begin-

ning of the period (March 1). Then list net income. Observe that the amount of net income

comes directly from the income statement. Following net income you will list the dividends

declared, which reduce Retained Earnings. Finally, total all amounts and compute the

Retained Earnings at the end of the period.

The beginning Retained Earnings of $5,000 was given in the problem. Net income of

$6,000 comes from the income statement and is added. Dividends of $1,500 amounts are

deducted. On the statement of retained earnings, these amounts are reported as follows:

Note that Retained Earnings has a balance of $9,500 at March 31, 2009. You will also report

Retained Earning’s ending balance on the balance sheet, which you prepare last.

Balance Sheet 

Part 1 Part 2
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 3 Part 4

DR PAINTING, INC.
Statement of Retained Earnings
Month Ended March 31, 2009

Beginning retained earnings

Add: Net income

Less: Dividends

Retained earnings, March 31, 2009

$  5,000

6,000

11,000

(1,500)

$  9,500

Beginning Retained Earnings

+ Net Income (or − Net Loss)

− Dividends

= Ending Retained Earnings

Part 1 Part 2
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 3 Part 4
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The balance sheet reports the financial position of the business at a moment in time. To pre-

pare a balance sheet, begin with the proper heading. A proper heading includes the name of

the company (DR Painting, Inc.), the name of the statement (Balance Sheet), and the time of

the ending balances (March 31, 2009). Unlike the income statement and statement of

retained earnings, we are reporting the financial position of the company at a specific date

rather than for a period of time.

The balance sheet lists all assets, liabilities, and equity of the business, with the account-

ing equation verified at the bottom.

To prepare the body of the balance sheet, begin by listing assets. Then list all the liabilities

and stockholders’ equity. Notice that the balance sheet is organized in the same order as the

accounting equation. The amount of Retained Earnings comes directly from the ending balance

on your statement of retained earnings. You should then total both sides of the balance sheet to

make sure that they are equal. If they are not equal, then you must correct an error.

In this case, assets accounts include cash of $27,300, accounts receivable of $1,400,

$1,800 worth of supplies, and the truck, valued at $20,000. The only liability is accounts

payable of $1,000. Stockholders’ equity consists of common stock of $40,000, and the

updated retained earnings of $9,500, from the statement of retained earnings.

Requirement 2

Write the accounting equation of the business
In this case, asset accounts total $50,500. Liabilities total $1,000—the balance of Accounts

Payable, and stockholder’s equity is $49,500. This gives us a total for liabilities and equity of

$50,500 ($1,000 + $49,500).

The accounting equation is: 

Part 1 Part 2
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 3 Part 4

Assets of $50,500 = Liabilities of $1,000 + Stockholders’ Equity of $49,500

DR PAINTING, INC.
Balance Sheet

March 31, 2009

Cash

Accounts receivable

Supplies

Truck

Total assets

$27,300

1,400

1,800

20,000

$50,500

Accounts payable

Common stock

Retained earnings

Total stockholders’ equity

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity

$  1,000

40,000

9,500

49,500

$50,500

Liabilities

Stockholders’ Equity

Assets

Assets = Liabilities + Stockholders’ Equity

For Internet Exercises, go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.
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S P O T L I G H T

APPLE COMPUTER, INC.
How do you manage your music library? You may use Apple Computer’s iTunes®, which along with the

company’s iPods® generates lots of income for the company.

How does Apple determine the amount of its revenues, expenses, and net income? Like all other

companies, Apple Computer has a comprehensive accounting system. Apple’s income statement (statement

of operations) is given at the start of this chapter. The income statement shows that during fiscal year 2006,

Apple made over $19 billion of sales and earned net income of $2 billion. Where did those figures come

from? In this chapter, we’ll show you.

Transaction Analysis2
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54 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Chapter 1 introduced the financial statements. Chapter 2 will show

you how companies actually record the transactions that eventually become part of
the financial statements.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Analyze transactions

2 Understand how accounting works

3 Record transactions in the journal

4 Use a trial balance

5 Analyze transactions using only T-accounts

Apple Computer, Inc.
Statement of Operations (Adapted) 

Fiscal Year Ended September 30, 2006

Net sales........................................................................

Cost of goods sold.........................................................

Gross profit...................................................................

Operating expenses:

 Research and development expense ............................

 Selling, general, and administrative expense ...............

  Total operating expenses..........................................

Operating income (loss) ................................................

Other income ................................................................

Income before income taxes ..........................................

Income tax expense .......................................................

Net income....................................................................

$19.3

13.7

5.6

0.7

2.4

3.1

2.5

0.3

2.8

0.8

$  2.0

(In billions) 2006

TRANSACTIONS

Business activity is all about transactions. A transaction is any event that has a

financial impact on the business and can be measured reliably. For example, Apple

Computer pays programmers to create iTunes® software. Apple sells computers,

borrows money, and repays the loan—three separate transactions.

But not all events qualify as transactions. iTunes® may be featured in Showtime

Magazine and motivate you to buy an Apple iPod. The magazine article may create

For more practice and review of accounting cycle concepts, use ACT, the
Accounting Cycle Tutorial, online at www.prenhall.com/harrison. Margin
logos like this one, directing you to the appropriate ACT section and

material, appear throughout Chapters 1, 2, and 3. When you enter the tutorial,
you’ll find three buttons on the opening page of each chapter module. Here’s
what the buttons mean: Tutorial gives you a review of the major concepts,
Application gives you practice exercises, and Glossary reviews important terms.
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The Account � 55

lots of new business for Apple. But no transaction occurs until someone actually buys

an Apple product. A transaction must occur before Apple records anything.

Transactions provide objective information about the financial impact on a

company. Every transaction has two sides:

� You give something, and
� You receive something

In accounting we always record both sides of a transaction. And we must be able to

measure the financial impact of the event on the business before recording it as a

transaction.

THE ACCOUNT

As we saw in Chapter 1, the accounting equation expresses the basic relationships of

accounting:

For each asset, each liability, and each element of stockholders’ equity, we use a

record called the account. An account is the record of all the changes in a particular

asset, liability, or stockholders’ equity during a period. The account is the basic sum-

mary device of accounting. Before launching into transaction analysis, let’s review the

accounts that a company such as Apple Computer uses.

Assets

Assets are economic resources that provide a future benefit for a business. Most firms

use the following asset accounts:

Cash. Cash means money and any medium of exchange including bank account

balances, paper currency, coins, certificates of deposit, and checks.

Accounts Receivable. Apple Computer, like most other companies, sells its

goods and services and receives a promise for future collection of cash. The Accounts

Receivable account holds these amounts.

Notes Receivable. Apple may receive a note receivable from a customer, who

signed the note promising to pay Apple Computer. A note receivable is similar to an

account receivable, but a note receivable is more binding because the customer

signed the note. Notes receivable usually specify an interest rate.

Inventory. Apple Computer’s most important asset is its inventory—the hardware

and software Apple sells to customers. Other titles for this account include

Merchandise and Merchandise Inventory.

Prepaid Expenses. Apple Computer pays certain expenses in advance, such as

insurance and rent. A prepaid expense is an asset because the payment provides a

future benefit for the business. Prepaid Rent, Prepaid Insurance, and Supplies are pre-

paid expenses.

Assets = Liabilities + Stockholders’ (Owners’) Equity
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56 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Land. The Land account shows the cost of the land Apple uses in its operations.

Buildings. The costs of Apple’s office building, manufacturing plant, and the like

appear in the Buildings account.

Equipment, Furniture, and Fixtures. Apple has a separate asset account for

each type of equipment, for example, Manufacturing Equipment and Office

Equipment. The Furniture and Fixtures account shows the cost of these assets, which

are similar to equipment.

Liabilities

Recall that a liability is a debt. A payable is always a liability. The most common types

of liabilities include:

Accounts Payable. The Accounts Payable account is the direct opposite of

Accounts Receivable. Apple’s promise to pay a debt arising from a credit purchase of

inventory or from a utility bill appears in the Accounts Payable account.

Notes Payable. A note payable is the opposite of a note receivable. The Notes Payable

account includes the amounts Apple must pay because Apple signed notes promising to

pay a future amount. Notes payable, like notes receivable, also carry interest.

Accrued Liabilities. An accrued liability is a liability for an expense you have not

yet paid. Interest Payable and Salary Payable are accrued liability accounts for most

companies. Income Tax Payable is another accrued liability.

Stockholders’ (Owners’) Equity

The owners’ claims to the assets of a corporation are called stockholders’ equity,

shareholders’ equity, or simply owners’ equity. A corporation such as Apple Computer

uses Common Stock, Retained Earnings, and Dividends accounts to record changes

in the company’s stockholders’ equity. In a proprietorship, there is a single capital

account. For a partnership, each partner has a separate owner equity account.

Common Stock. The Common Stock account shows the owners’ investment in

the corporation. Apple Computer receives cash and issues common stock to its

stockholders. A company’s common stock is its most basic element of equity. All cor-

porations have common stock.

STOP & think. . .

Name two things that (1) increase Apple Computer’s stockholders’ equity and (2) decrease Apple’s

stockholders’ equity.

Answer:

(1) Increases in equity: Sale of stock and net income (revenue greater than expenses). 

(2) Decreases in equity: Dividends and net loss (expenses greater than revenue).
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Accounting for Business Transactions � 57

Retained Earnings. The Retained Earnings account shows the cumulative net

income earned by Apple Computer over the company’s lifetime, minus its cumulative

net losses and dividends.

Dividends. After profitable operations, the board of directors of Apple Computer

may (or may not) declare and pay a cash dividend. Dividends are optional; they are

decided by the board of directors. The corporation may keep a separate account titled

Dividends, which indicates a decrease in Retained Earnings.

Revenues. The increase in stockholders’ equity from delivering goods or services to

customers is called revenue. The company uses as many revenue accounts as needed.

Apple Computer uses a Sales Revenue account for revenue earned by selling its prod-

ucts. Apple has a Service Revenue account for the revenue it earns by providing services

to customers. A lawyer provides legal services for clients and also uses a Service Revenue

account. A business that loans money to an outsider needs an Interest Revenue account.

If the business rents a building to a tenant, the business needs a Rent Revenue account.

Expenses. The cost of operating a business is called expense. Expenses decrease

stockholders’ equity, the opposite effect of revenues. A business needs a separate

account for each type of expense, such as Cost of Goods Sold, Salary Expense, Rent

Expense, Advertising Expense, Insurance Expense, Utilities Expense, and Income Tax

Expense. Businesses strive to minimize expenses and thereby maximize net income.

ACCOUNTING FOR BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS

Example: Genie Car Wash, Inc.

To illustrate the accounting for transactions, let’s return to Genie Car Wash, Inc. In

Chapter 1’s End-of-Chapter Problem, Van Gray opened Genie Car Wash, Inc., in

April 20X9. 

We consider 11 events and analyze each in terms of its effect on Genie Car

Wash. We begin by using the accounting equation. In the second half of the chapter,

we record transactions using the journal and ledger of accounting.

Transaction 1. Gray and a few friends invest $50,000 to begin Genie Car Wash

and the business issues common stock to the stockholders. The effect of this transac-

tion on the accounting equation of Genie Car Wash, Inc., is a receipt of cash and

issuance of common stock, as follows:

Every transaction’s net amount on the left side of the equation must equal the net

amount on the right side. The first transaction increases both the cash and the com-

mon stock of the business. To the right of the transaction we write “Issued stock” to

show the reason for the increase in stockholders’ equity.

Liabilities

Cash = Common Stock

(1) + 50,000 + 50,000 Issued stock

Assets

Type of Stockholders’
Equity Transaction

Stockholders’
Equity+

OBJECTIVE

1 Analyze transactions
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58 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Every transaction affects the financial statements of the business, and we can

prepare financial statements after 1, 2, or any number of transactions. For example,

Genie Car Wash could report the company’s balance sheet after its first transaction,

shown here.

This balance sheet shows that the business holds cash of $50,000 and owes

no liabilities. The company’s equity (ownership) is denoted as Common Stock on

the balance sheet. A bank would look favorably on this balance sheet because the

business has $50,000 cash and no debt—a strong financial position.

As a practical matter, most entities report their financial statements at the end

of the accounting period—not after each transaction. But an accounting system can

produce statements whenever managers need to know where the business stands.

Transaction 2. Genie purchases land for a new location and pays cash of $40,000.

The effect of this transaction on the accounting equation is:

$50,000

50,000

$50,000

Liabilities

Genie Car Wash, INC
Balance Sheet 
April 1, 20X9

None

Stockholders’ Equity

Common stock................................

 Total stockholders’ equity.............

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity......................

Assets

Cash..........................

Total assets................

$50,000

$50,000

The purchase increases one asset (Land) and decreases another asset (Cash) by the

same amount. After the transaction is completed, Genie has cash of $10,000, land of

$40,000 and no liabilities. Stockholders’ equity is unchanged at $50,000. Note that

total assets must always equal total liabilities plus equity.

Transaction 3. The business buys supplies on account, agreeing to pay $3,700

within 30 days. This transaction increases both the assets and the liabilities of the

business. Its effect on the accounting equation follows.

Liabilities

=

Assets +

+ 40,000

40,000

Land Common Stock

50,000

50,000

Cash

50,000

10,000

(1)

(2)

Bal.

Issued stock

Type of
Stockholders’

Equity TransactionStockholders’ Equity

+

50,000 50,000

− 40,000
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Accounting for Business Transactions � 59

Liabilities

=

Assets +

40,000

40,000

Land Common Stock

50,000

50,000

+ +Cash

10,000

10,000

Bal.

(3)

Bal. 3,700

Accounts Payable

Stockholders’ Equity

+

53,700 53,700

Supplies

3,700

+ 3,700 + 3,700

Liabilities

=

Assets +

40,000

40,000

Land
Common

Stock

50,000

50,000

+ +

3,700

Cash

10,000

17,000

Bal.

(4)

Bal. 3,700

Accounts
Payable

Retained
Earnings

+ 7,000 Service revenue

+

7,000

Type of
Stockholders’

Equity TransactionStockholders’ Equity

+

60,700 60,700

Supplies

3,700

3,700

+ 7,000

To the right we record “Service revenue” to show where the $7,000 of increase in

Retained Earnings came from.

Transaction 5. Genie performs service on account, which means that Genie lets

some customers pay later. Genie earns revenue but doesn’t receive the cash immedi-

ately. In transaction 5, Genie cleans a fleet of UPS delivery trucks, and UPS promises

to pay Genie $3,000 within 1 month. This promise is an account receivable—an

asset—of Genie Car Wash. The transaction record follows.

Liabilities

=

Assets +

40,000

40,000

Land+

Common
Stock

50,000

50,000

+ +

3,700

Cash

17,000

17,000

Bal.

(5)

Bal. 3,700

Accounts
Payable

Retained
Earnings

+ 3,000 Service revenue

+

7,000

10,000

Type of
Stockholders’

Equity TransactionStockholders’ Equity

+

63,700 63,700

+ 3,000

Supplies

3,700

3,700

Accounts
Receivable

3,000

3,000

The new asset is Supplies, and the liability is an Account Payable. Genie signs no

formal promissory note, so the liability is an account payable, not a note payable.

Transaction 4. Genie earns $7,000 of service revenue by providing services for

customers. The business collects the cash. The effect on the accounting equation is an

increase in the asset Cash and an increase in Retained Earnings, as follows:
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60 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

It’s performing the service that earns the revenue—not collecting the cash. Therefore,

Genie records revenue when it performs the service—regardless of whether Genie

receives cash now or later. 

Transaction 6. During the month, Genie Car Wash pays $2,700 for the following

expenses: equipment rent, $1,100; employee salaries, $1,200; and utilities, $400.

The effect on the accounting equation is:

Liabilities

=

Assets +

40,000

40,000

Land+

Common
Stock

50,000

50,000

+ +

3,700

Cash

17,000

14,300

Bal.

(6)

Bal. 3,700

Accounts
Payable

Retained
Earnings

− 1,100 Rent expense

+

10,000

7,300

Type of
Stockholders’

Equity TransactionStockholders’ Equity

+

61,000 61,000

− 1,100

Supplies

3,700

3,700

Accounts
Receivable

3,000

3,000

−    400

− 1,200 Salary expense

Utilities expense−    400

− 1,200

The expenses decrease Genie’s Cash and Retained Earnings. List each expense sepa-

rately to keep track of its amount.

Transaction 7. Genie pays $1,900 on account, which means to pay off an account

payable. In this transaction Genie pays the store from which it purchased supplies in

transaction 3. The transaction decreases Cash and also decreases Accounts Payable as

follows:

Liabilities

=

Assets +

40,000

40,000

Land+

Common
Stock

50,000

50,000

+ +

3,700

Cash

14,300

12,400

Bal.

(7)

Bal. 1,800

Accounts
Payable

Retained
Earnings+

7,300

7,300

Stockholders’ Equity

+

59,100 59,100

− 1,900

Supplies

3,700

3,700

Accounts
Receivable

3,000

3,000

− 1,900

Transaction 8. Van Gray, the major stockholder of Genie Car Wash, paid $30,000

to remodel his home. This event is a personal transaction of the Gray family. It is not

recorded by the Genie Car Wash business. We focus solely on the business entity, not

on its owners. This transaction illustrates the entity concept from Chapter 1.

Transaction 9. In transaction 5, Genie performed services for UPS on account.

The business now collects $1,000 from UPS. We say that Genie collects the cash on
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Accounting for Business Transactions � 61

account, which means that Genie will record an increase in Cash and a decrease in

Accounts Receivable. This is not service revenue because Genie already recorded the

revenue in transaction 5. The effect of collecting cash on account is:

Liabilities

=

Assets +

40,000

40,000

Land+

Common
Stock

50,000

50,000

+ +

1,800

Cash

12,400

13,400

Bal.

(9)

Bal. 1,800

Accounts
Payable

Retained
Earnings+

7,300

7,300

Stockholders’ Equity

+

59,100 59,100

+ 1,000

Supplies

3,700

3,700

Accounts
Receivable

3,000

2,000

− 1,000

Transaction 10. Genie sells some land for $22,000, which is the same amount that

Genie paid for the land. Genie receives $22,000 cash, and the effect on the account-

ing equation is:

Liabilities

=

Assets +

40,000

18,000

Land+

Common
Stock

50,000

50,000

+ +

1,800

Cash

13,400

35,400

Bal.

(10)

Bal. 1,800

Accounts
Payable

Retained
Earnings+

7,300

7,300

Stockholders’ Equity

+

59,100 59,100

+ 22,000

Supplies

3,700

3,700

Accounts
Receivable

2,000

2,000

− 22,000

Note that the company did not sell all its land; Genie still owns $18,000 worth of land.

Transaction 11. Genie Car Wash declares a dividend and pays the stockholders

$2,100 cash. The effect on the accounting equation is:

Liabilities

=

Assets +

18,000

18,000

Land+

Common
Stock

50,000

50,000

+ +

1,800

Cash

35,400

33,300

Bal.

(11)

Bal. 1,800

Accounts
Payable

Retained
Earnings

− 2,100 Dividends

+

7,300

5,200

Type of
Stockholders’

Equity TransactionStockholders’ Equity

+

57,000 57,000

− 2,100

Supplies

3,700

3,700

Accounts
Receivable

2,000

2,000
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62 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

The dividend decreases both the Cash and the Retained Earnings of the business. But

dividends are not an expense.

Transactions and Financial Statements

Exhibit 2-1 summarizes the 11 preceding transactions. Panel A gives the details of the

transactions, and Panel B shows the transaction analysis. As you study the exhibit,

note that every transaction maintains the equality:

Exhibit 2-1 provides the data for Genie Car Wash’s financial statements:

Assets = Liabilities + Stockholders’ Equity

LiabilitiesAssets +

18,000

Land+

Common
Stock

50,000

+ +Cash

33,300 1,800

Accounts
Payable

Retained
Earnings+

5,200

Type of
Stockholders’

Equity TransactionStockholders’ Equity

+

57,000 57,000

Supplies

3,700

Accounts
Receivable

2,000

50,00050,000 Issued stock

+ 40,000− 40,000

+ 3,700 + 3,700

+ 7,000 Service revenue+ 7,000

+ 3,000 Service revenue+ 3,000

− 1,100 Rent expense− 1,100

−    400 Utilities expense−    400

− 1,200 Salary expense− 1,200

− 1,900 − 1,900

+ 1,000 − 1,000

+ 22,000 − 22,000

− 2,100 Dividends− 2,100

=

PANEL B—Transaction Analysis
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PANEL A—Transaction Details

(1) Received $50,000 cash and issued stock to the owners

(2) Paid $40,000 cash for land

(3) Bought $3,700 of supplies on account

(4) Received $7,000 cash from customers for service

 revenue earned

(5) Performed services for a customer on account, $3,000

(6) Paid cash expenses: rent, $1,100; employee salary,

 $1,200; utilities, $400

 (7) Paid $1,900 on the account payable created in transaction 3

 (8) Major stockholder paid personal funds to remodel home, not

  a transaction of the business

 (9) Received $1,000 on account

 (10) Sold land for cash at the land’s cost of $22,000

 (11) Declared and paid a dividend of $2,100 to the stockholders

Transaction Analysis: Genie Car Wash, Inc.E X H I B I T  2 - 1
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Accounting for Business Transactions � 63

� Income statement data appear as revenues and expenses under Retained

Earnings. The revenues increase retained earnings; the expenses decrease

retained earnings.
� The balance sheet data are composed of the ending balances of the assets, 

liabilities, and stockholders’ equities shown at the bottom of the exhibit. The

accounting equation shows that total assets ($57,000) equal total liabilities plus

stockholders’ equity ($57,000).
� The statement of retained earnings repeats net income (or net loss) from the

income statement. Dividends are subtracted. Ending retained earnings is the

final result.
� Data for the statement of cash flows are aligned under the Cash account. Cash

receipts increase cash, and cash payments decrease cash. 

Exhibit 2-2 shows the Genie Car Wash financial statements at the end of April,

the company’s first month of operations. Follow the flow of data to observe the

following: 

1. The income statement reports revenues, expenses, and either a net income or a

net loss for the period. During April, Genie earned net income of $7,300.

Compare Genie’s income statement with that of Apple Computer at the begin-

ning of the chapter. The income statement includes only 2 types of accounts:

revenues and expenses.

2. The statement of retained earnings starts with the beginning balance of retained

earnings, (zero for a new business). Add net income for the period (arrow �),

subtract dividends, and compute the ending balance of retained earnings

($5,200).

3. The balance sheet lists the assets, liabilities, and stockholders’ equity of the

business at the end of the period. Included in stockholders’ equity is retained

earnings, which comes from the statement of retained earnings (arrow �).
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Financial Statements of Genie Car Wash, Inc.E X H I B I T  2 - 2

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Income Statement 

Month Ended April 30, 20X9

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Statement of Retained Earnings 
Month Ended April 30, 20X9

$  1,800

50,000

5,200

55,200

$57,000

Liabilities

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Balance Sheet 
April 30, 20X9

Accounts payable ............................

Stockholders’ Equity

Common stock................................

Retained earnings............................

 Total stockholders’ equity.............

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity......................

Assets

Cash.......................................

Accounts receivable................

Supplies..................................

Land.......................................

Total assets.............................

$33,300

2,000

3,700

18,000

$57,000

�

�

Revenues

 Service revenue ($7,000 + $3,000) ...............

Expenses

 Salary expense..............................................

 Rent expense ................................................

 Utilities expense ...........................................

 Total expenses ..............................................

Net income............................................................

$1,200

1,100

400

$10,000

2,700

$ 7,300

Retained earnings, April 1, 20X9..................

Add: Net income for the month ....................

 

Less: Dividends .............................................

Retained earnings, April 30, 20X9................

$       0

7,300

7,300

(2,100)

$5,200

Let’s put into practice what you have learned thus far.
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MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
Shelly Herzog opens a research service near a college campus. She names the corporation
Herzog Researchers, Inc. During the first month of operations, July 20X3, the business
engages in the following transactions:
a. Herzog Researchers, Inc., issues its common stock to Shelly Herzog, who invests

$25,000 to open the business.
b. The company purchases on account office supplies costing $350.
c. Herzog Researchers pays cash of $20,000 to acquire a lot next to the campus. The com-

pany intends to use the land as a building site for a business office.
d. Herzog Researchers performs research for clients and receives cash of $1,900.
e. Herzog Researchers pays $100 on the account payable it created in transaction b.
f. Herzog pays $2,000 of personal funds for a vacation.
g. Herzog Researchers pays cash expenses for office rent ($400) and utilities ($100).
h. The business sells a small parcel of the land for its cost of $5,000.
i. The business declares and pays a cash dividend of $1,200.

� Required
1. Analyze the preceding transactions in terms of their effects on the accounting equation

of Herzog Researchers, Inc. Use Exhibit 2-1, Panel B as a guide.
2. Prepare the income statement, statement of retained earnings, and balance sheet of

Herzog Researchers, Inc., after recording the transactions. Draw arrows linking the
statements.

Solutions
� Requirement 1

LiabilitiesAssets +

15,000

Land+

Common
Stock

25,000

+ +Cash

10,100 250

Accounts
Payable

Retained
Earnings+

200

Type of
Stockholders’

Equity TransactionStockholders’ Equity

25,450 25,450

Office
Supplies

350

+ 25,000+ 25,000 Issued stock

+ 20,000

+ 350 + 350

+ 1,900 Service revenue+   1,900

−    400 Rent expense

−      100

−      400

−      100

−   1,200

−   5,000

− 1,200 Dividends

=

PANEL B—Analysis of Transactions

Bal.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

− 20,000

− 100

Not a transaction of the business

−    100 Utilities expense

+   5,000
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Herzog Researchers, Inc.
Income Statement 

Month Ended July 31, 20X3

Herzog Researchers, Inc.
Statement of Retained Earnings 

Month Ended July 31, 20X3

$     250

25,000

200

25,200

$25,450

Liabilities

Herzog Researchers, Inc.
Balance Sheet 
July 31, 20X3

Accounts payable ............................

Stockholders’ Equity

Common stock................................

Retained earnings............................

 Total stockholders’ equity.............

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity......................

Assets

Cash...............................

Office supplies................

Land...............................

Total assets.....................

$10,100

350

15,000

$25,450

Revenues

 Service revenue.................

Expenses

 Rent expense ....................

 Utilities expense ...............

 Total expenses ..................

Net income................................

$400

100

$1,900

500

$1,400

Retained earnings, July 1, 20X3.................

Add: Net income for the month .................

 

Less: Dividends ..........................................

Retained earnings, July 31, 20X3...............

$        0

1,400

1,400

(1,200)

$    200

The analysis in the first half of this chapter can be used, but it is cumbersome. Apple
Computer has hundreds of accounts and millions of transactions. The spreadsheet to
account for Apple’s transactions would be huge! In the second half of this chapter we dis-
cuss double-entry accounting as it is actually used in business. 
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Double-Entry Accounting � 67

DOUBLE-ENTRY ACCOUNTING

All business transactions include 2 parts:

� You give something.
� You receive something.

Accounting is, therefore, based on a double-entry system, which records the dual

effects on the entity. Each transaction affects at least two accounts. For example, Genie

Car Wash’s receipt of $50,000 cash and issuance of stock increased both Cash and

Common Stock. It would be incomplete to record only the increase in Cash or only

the increase in Common Stock.

The T-Account

An account can be represented by the letter T. We call them T-accounts. The vertical

line in the letter divides the account into its two sides: left and right. The account title

appears at the top of the T. For example, the Cash account can appear as follows:

The left side of each account is called the debit side, and the right side is called the

credit side. Often, students are confused by the words debit and credit. To become

comfortable using these terms, remember that for every account

Every business transaction involves both a debit and a credit. The debit side of an

account shows what you received. The credit side shows what you gave.

Increases and Decreases in the Accounts: The Rules of Debit
and Credit

The type of account determines how we record increases and decreases. The rules of

debit and credit follow in Exhibit 2-3.

� Increases in assets are recorded on the left (debit) side of the account. Decreases

in assets are recorded on the right (credit) side. You receive cash and debit the

Cash account. You pay cash and credit the Cash account.
� Conversely, increases in liabilities and stockholders’ equity are recorded by credits.

Decreases in liabilities and stockholders’ equity are recorded by debits.

Debit = Left side Credit = Right side

Cash

(Left side)

Debit

(Right side)

Credit

OBJECTIVE

2Understand how
accounting works
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E X H I B I T  2 - 4 The Accounting Equation after Genie Car Wash’s First Transaction

$50,000
Cash

$50,000
Stock-
holders’
Equity

Cash Common Stock

Debit for
increase,
50,000

Credit for
increase,

50,000

To illustrate the ideas diagrammed in Exhibit 2-3, let’s review the first transac-

tion. Genie Car Wash received $50,000 and issued (gave) stock. Which accounts are

affected? The Cash account and the Common Stock account will hold these amounts:

The amount remaining in an account is called its balance. This first transaction

gives Cash a $50,000 debit balance and Common Stock a $50,000 credit balance.

Exhibit 2-4 shows this relationship.

Genie’s second transaction is a $40,000 cash purchase of land. This transaction

decreases Cash with a credit and increases Land with a debit, as shown in the follow-

ing T-accounts (focus on Cash and Land):

Cash Common Stock

Bal. 50,000 Credit for Bal. 50,000

decrease,

40,000

Bal. 10,000

Land

Debit for

increase,

40,000

Bal. 40,000

E X H I B I T  2 - 3

Credit
+

Debit
−

Liabilities

Credit
−

Debit
+

Assets = +

Credit
+

Debit
−

Stockholders’

Equity

Accounting

Equation

Rules of

Debit and

Credit

Accounting Equation and the Rules of Debit and Credit
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Double-Entry Accounting � 69

After this transaction, Cash has a $10,000 debit balance, Land has a debit balance of

$40,000, and Common Stock has a $50,000 credit balance, as shown in Exhibit 2-5.

Additional Stockholders’ Equity Accounts: Revenues and Expenses

Stockholders’ equity also includes the two categories of income statement accounts,

Revenues and Expenses:

� Revenues are increases in stockholders’ equity that result from delivering goods

or services to customers.
� Expenses are decreases in stockholders’ equity due to the cost of operating the

business.

Therefore, the accounting equation may be expanded as shown in Exhibit 2-6.

Revenues and expenses appear in parentheses because their net effect—revenues

minus expenses—equals net income, which increases stockholders’ equity. If

expenses exceed revenues, there is a net loss, which decreases stockholders’ equity.

The Accounting Equation after Genie
Car Wash’s First Two Transactions

E X H I B I T  2 - 5

$40,000
Land

$10,000
Cash

$50,000
Stock-
holders’
Equity

Expansion of the Accounting EquationE X H I B I T  2 - 6

+
Common Stock

+
Retained Earnings

+
Revenues

–
Dividends

Statement of
Retained Earnings

Income Statement

–
Expenses

Stockholders’ Equity

Stockholders’

Equity

Liabilities

Liabilities

Assets

Assets = +

Common 
Stock

+ +–Retained
Earnings

Dividends (Revenues – Expenses)

Income Statement
Statement of 

Retained Earnings
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70 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

We can now express the final form of the rules of debit and credit, as shown in

Exhibit 2-7. You should not proceed until you have learned these rules. For example, you

must remember that 

� A debit increases an asset account. 
� A credit decreases an asset. 

Liabilities and stockholders’ equity are the opposite. 

� A credit increases a liability account. 
� A debit decreases a liability.

Dividends and Expense accounts are exceptions to the rule. Dividends and Expenses

are equity accounts that are increased by a debit. Dividends and Expense accounts

are negative (or contra) equity accounts.

Revenues and Expenses are often treated as separate account categories because

they appear on the income statement. Exhibit 2-7 shows Revenues and Expenses

below the other equity accounts.

OBJECTIVE

3 Record transactions in the
journal 

Final Form of the Rules of Debit and CreditE X H I B I T  2 - 7

ASSETS = LIABILITIES + STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Assets

Debit

+

Credit

−

Liabilities

Debit

−

Credit

+

Common Stock

Debit

−

Credit

+

Retained Earnings

Debit

−

Credit

+

Dividends

Debit

+

Credit

−

Revenues Expenses

Debit

−

Credit

+

Debit

+

Credit

−

RECORDING TRANSACTIONS

Accountants use a chronological record of transactions called a journal. The journal-

izing process follows three steps:

1. Specify each account affected by the transaction and classify each account by

type (asset, liability, stockholders’ equity, revenue, or expense).

2. Determine whether each account is increased or decreased by the transaction.

Use the rules of debit and credit to increase or decrease each account.

3. Record the transaction in the journal, including a brief explanation. The debit

side is entered on the left margin, and the credit side is indented to the right.

Step 3 is also called “making the journal entry” or “journalizing the transaction.” Let’s

apply the steps to journalize the first transaction of Genie Car Wash.

Step 1 The business receives cash and issues stock. Cash and Common Stock
are affected. Cash is an asset, and Common Stock is equity.

Step 2 Both Cash and Common Stock increase. Debit Cash to record an
increase in this asset. Credit Common Stock to record an increase in this
equity account.
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Recording Transactions � 71

Step 3 Journalize the transaction as follows:

When analyzing a transaction, first pinpoint the effects (if any) on cash. Did

cash increase or decrease? Typically, it is easiest to identify cash effects. Then identify

the effects on the other accounts.

Copying Information (Posting) from the Journal to the Ledger

The journal is a chronological record of all company transactions listed by date. But the

journal does not indicate how much cash or accounts receivable the business has. 

The ledger is a grouping of all the T-accounts, with their balances. For example,

the balance of the Cash T-account shows how much cash the business has. The balance

of Accounts Receivable shows the amount due from customers. Accounts Payable

shows how much the business owes suppliers on open account, and so on.

In the phrase “keeping the books,” books refers to the accounts in the ledger. In

most accounting systems, the ledger is computerized. Exhibit 2-8 shows how the

asset, liability, and stockholders’ equity accounts are grouped in the ledger.

Entering a transaction in the journal does not get the data into the ledger. Data

must be copied to the ledger—a process called posting. Debits in the journal are

The Ledger (Asset, Liability, and
Stockholders’ Equity Accounts)

E X H I B I T  2 - 8

Individual

liability accounts

Individual

stockholders’
equity accounts

Accounts

Payable

Common

Stock

Individual

asset accounts

Cash

Ledger

All individual accounts combined

make up the ledger.

JOURNAL

50,000

50,000Apr. 2 Cash

 Common Stock

Issued common stock.

Accounts and Explanation Debit CreditDate
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Flow of Accounting DataE X H I B I T  2 - 10

Assets

Cash

50,000

Liabilities

Deposits

=BANKBANK

Transaction

Occurs

Transaction

Analyzed

Transaction Entered

in the Journal

Amounts Posted to

the Ledger Accounts

50,000 00

50,000 00list 

checks

mxmmxmmx
mxmmxmmxmmmmx

000          00

total

Ledger
Accounts and Explanations

Cash

Common Stock

Initial investment by owner

50,000
Cash

50,000

50,000Cash

 Common Stock

Issued common stock.

Journal entry

The Flow of Accounting Data

Exhibit 2-10 summarizes the flow of accounting data from the business transaction to

the ledger.

always posted as debits in the accounts, and likewise for credits. Exhibit 2-9 shows

how Genie Car Wash’s stock issuance transaction is posted to the accounts.

Journal Entry and Posting to the AccountsE X H I B I T  2 - 9

PANEL A—Journal Entry:

PANEL B—Posting to the Accounts:

Cash Common Stock

50,000 50,000

50,000

50,000Cash

 Common Stock

Issued common stock.

Accounts and Explanation Debit Credit

Let’s continue the example of Genie Car Wash, Inc., and account for the same 11 trans-

actions we illustrated earlier. Here we use the journal and the accounts. Each journal

entry posted to the accounts is keyed by date or by transaction number. This linking

allows you to locate any information you may need.

Transaction 1 Analysis. Genie Car Wash, Inc., received $50,000 cash from the

stockholders and in turn issued common stock to them. The journal entry, account-

ing equation, and ledger accounts follow.
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Recording Transactions � 73

=Assets +Liabilities

0

Stockholders’ Equity

= +Accounting equation 50,00050,000

Cash Common Stock

The ledger accounts (1) 50,000 (1) 50,000

40,000

40,000Land

 Cash

Paid cash for land.

Journal entry

− 40,000

=Assets +Liabilities

0

Stockholders’ Equity

= +Accounting equation 0+ 50,000

The ledger accounts

Cash Land

(1) 50,000 (2) 40,000(2) 40,000

3,700

3,700Supplies

 Accounts Payable

Purchased office supplies on account.

Journal entry

=Assets +Liabilities

+ 3,700+ 3,700

Stockholders’ Equity

= +Accounting equation 0

Supplies Accounts Payable

(3) 3,700 (3) 3,700The ledger accounts

Transaction 3 Analysis. The business purchased supplies for $3,700 on account

payable. The purchase increased supplies, an asset, and Accounts Payable, a liability.

Transaction 2 Analysis. The business paid $40,000 cash for land. The purchase

decreased cash; therefore, credit Cash. The purchase increased the asset land; to

record this increase, debit Land.

Transaction 4 Analysis. The business performed services for clients and received

cash of $7,000. The transaction increased cash and service revenue. To record the

revenue, credit Service Revenue.IS
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74 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Transaction 5 Analysis. Genie performed services for UPS on account. UPS did

not pay immediately, so Genie billed UPS for $3,000. The transaction increased

accounts receivable; therefore, debit Accounts Receivable. Service revenue also

increased, so credit the Service Revenue account.

3,000

3,000Accounts Receivable

 Service Revenue

Performed services on account.

Journal entry

=Assets +Liabilities

0+ 3,000

Stockholders’ Equity

=Accounting equation

Revenues+

+ 3,000

Accounts Receivable Service Revenue

(5) (4)
(5)

3,000 7,000
3,000

The ledger accounts

=Assets +Liabilities

0+ 7,000

Stockholders’ Equity

=Accounting equation

Revenues+

+ 7,000

Cash Service Revenue

(1)
(4)

(4)50,000
7,000

7,000(2) 40,000The ledger accounts

2,700

1,100

1,200

400

Rent Expense

Salary Expense

Utilities Expense

 Cash

Paid expenses.

Journal entry

Transaction 6 Analysis. The business paid $2,700 for the following expenses:

equipment rent, $1,100; employee salary, $1,200; and utilities, $400. Credit Cash for

the sum of the expense amounts. The expenses increased, so debit each expense

account separately.

7,000

7,000Cash

 Service Revenue

Performed services for cash.

Journal entry
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Recording Transactions � 75

Transaction 7 Analysis. The business paid $1,900 on the account payable cre-

ated in transaction 3. Credit Cash for the payment. The payment decreased a liability,

so debit Accounts Payable.

=Assets +Liabilities

0− 2,700

Stockholders’ Equity

=Accounting equation

Expenses−

− 2,700

Cash Rent Expense

(1)
(4)

50,000
7,000

(6) 1,100(2)
(6)

40,000
2,700

The ledger accounts

Salary Expense Utilities Expense

(6) 1,200 (6) 400

1,900

1,900Accounts Payable

 Cash

Paid cash on account.

Journal entry

=Assets +Liabilities

− 1,900

Stockholders’ Equity

= +Accounting equation 0− 1,900

Cash Accounts Payable

(1)
(4)

50,000
7,000

(7) 1,900(2)
(6)
(7)

40,000
2,700
1,900

The ledger accounts (3) 3,700

1,000

1,000Cash

 Accounts Receivable

Collected cash on account.

Journal entry

Transaction 8 Analysis. Van Gray, the major stockholder of Genie Car Wash,

remodeled his personal residence. This is not a transaction of the car-wash business,

so the business does not record the transaction.

Transaction 9 Analysis. The business collected $1,000 cash on account from the

clients in transaction 5. Cash increased so debit Cash. The asset accounts receivable

decreased; therefore, credit Accounts Receivable.
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76 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Transaction 10 Analysis. The business sold land for its cost of $22,000,

receiving cash. The asset cash increased; debit Cash. The asset land decreased;

credit Land.

22,000

22,000Cash

 Land

Sold land.

Journal entry

− 22,000

=Assets +Liabilities

0

Stockholders’ Equity

= +Accounting equation 0+ 22,000

Cash Land

50,000
7,000
1,000

22,000

(2) 40,000(2)
(6)
(7)

40,000
2,700
1,900

The ledger accounts (10) 22,000(1)
(4)
(9)

(10)

2,100

2,100Dividends

 Cash

Declared and paid dividends.

Journal entry

=Assets +Liabilities

0− 2,100

Stockholders’ Equity

=Accounting equation

Dividends−

− 2,100

Transaction 11 Analysis. Genie Car Wash paid its stockholders cash dividends

of $2,100. Credit Cash for the payment. The transaction also decreased stockholders’

equity and requires a debit to an equity account. Therefore, debit Dividends.

− 1,000

=Assets +Liabilities

0

Stockholders’ Equity

= +Accounting equation 0+ 1,000

Cash Accounts Receivable

(1)
(4)
(9)

50,000
7,000
1,000

(5) 3,000(2)
(6)
(7)

40,000
2,700
1,900

The ledger accounts (9) 1,000
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Accounts After Posting to the Ledger

Exhibit 2-11 shows the accounts after all transactions have been posted to the ledger.

Group the accounts under assets, liabilities, and equity.

Each account has a balance, denoted as Bal., which is the difference between the

account’s total debits and its total credits. For example, the Accounts Payable’s bal-

ance of $1,800 is the difference between the credit ($3,700) and the debit ($1,900).

Cash has a debit balance of $33,300.

A horizontal line separates the transaction amounts from the account balance. If

an account’s debits exceed its total credits, that account has a debit balance, as for

Cash. If the sum of the credits is greater, the account has a credit balance, as for

Accounts Payable.

Cash Dividends

50,000
7,000
1,000

22,000

(11) 2,10040,000
2,700
1,900
2,100

The ledger accounts (1)
(4)
(9)

(10)

(2)
(6)
(7)

(11)

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Application 1—Xpert Driving School

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Application 2—Small Business Services

Genie Car Wash’s Ledger Accounts After PostingE X H I B I T  2 - 11

LiabilitiesAssets + Stockholders’ Equity=

Cash

50,000
7,000
1,000

22,000
33,300

40,000
2,700
1,900
2,100

(1)
(4)
(9)

(10)
Bal.

(2)
(6)
(7)

(11)

Accounts Receivable

(5)
Bal.

3,000
2,000

(9) 1,000

Service Revenue

(4)
(5)
Bal.

7,000
3,000

10,000

Supplies

(3)
Bal.

3,700
3,700

Land

(2)
Bal.

40,000
18,000

(10) 22,000

Accounts Payable

(7) 1,900 (3)
Bal.

3,700
1,800

Common Stock

(1)
Bal.

50,000
50,000

Dividends

(11)
Bal.

2,100
2,100

Revenue Expenses

Rent Expense

(6)
Bal.

1,100
1,100

Utilities Expense

(6)
Bal.

400
400

Salary Expense

(6)
Bal.

1,200
1,200

THE TRIAL BALANCE

A trial balance lists all accounts with their balances—assets first, then liabilities and

stockholders’ equity. The trial balance summarizes all the account balances for the

financial statements and shows whether total debits equal total credits. A trial balance

OBJECTIVE

4Use a trial balance
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78 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

may be taken at any time, but the most common time is at the end of the period.

Exhibit 2-12 is the trial balance of Genie Car Wash, Inc., after all transactions have

been journalized and posted at the end of April.

Analyzing Accounts
You can often tell what a company did by analyzing its accounts. This is a powerful

tool for a manager who knows accounting. For example, if you know the beginning

and ending balance of Cash, and if you know total cash receipts, you can compute

your total cash payments during the period.

In our chapter example, suppose Genie Car Wash began May with cash of

$1,000. During May Genie received cash of $8,000 and ended the month with a cash

balance of $3,000. You can compute total cash payments by analyzing Genie’s Cash

account as follows:

Or, if you know Cash’s beginning and ending balances and total payments, you can

compute cash receipts during the period—for any company!

Cash

1,000
8,000
3,000

x = 6,000
Beginning balance
Cash receipts
Ending balance

Cash payments

Trial BalanceE X H I B I T  2 - 12

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Trial Balance 
April 30, 20X9

Account Title CreditDebit

Balance

Cash.......................................

Accounts receivable................

Supplies..................................

Land.......................................

Accounts payable ...................

Common stock.......................

Dividends ...............................

Service revenue.......................

Rent expense ..........................

Salary expense........................

Utilities expense .....................

Total ......................................

$33,300

2,000

3,700

18,000

2,100

1,100

1,200

400

$61,800

$  1,800

50,000

10,000

$61,800

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Glossary

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Glossary Quiz
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The Trial Balance � 79

You can compute either sales on account or cash collections on account by ana-

lyzing the Accounts Receivable account as follows (using assumed amounts):

Also, you can determine how much you paid on account by analyzing Accounts

Payable as follows (using assumed amounts):

Please master this powerful technique. It works for any company and for your own

personal finances! You will find this tool very helpful when you become a manager.

Correcting Accounting Errors

Accounting errors can occur even in computerized systems. Input data may be

wrong, or they may be entered twice or not at all. A debit may be entered as a credit,

and vice versa. You can detect the reason or reasons behind many out-of-balance

conditions by computing the difference between total debits and total credits. Then

perform one or more of the following actions:

1. Search the records for a missing account. Trace each account back and forth

from the journal to the ledger. A $200 transaction may have been recorded

incorrectly in the journal or posted incorrectly to the ledger. Search the journal

for a $200 transaction.

2. Divide the out-of-balance amount by 2. A debit treated as a credit, or vice versa,

doubles the amount of error. Suppose Genie Car Wash added $300 to Cash

instead of subtracting $300. The out-of-balance amount is $600, and dividing

by 2 identifies $300 as the amount of the transaction. Search the journal for the

$300 transaction and trace to the account affected.

3. Divide the out-of-balance amount by 9. If the result is an integer (no decimals),

the error may be a

� slide (writing $400 as $40).The accounts would be out of balance by $360

($400 – $40 = $360). Dividing $360 by 9 yields $40. Scan the trial balance

in Exhibit 2-12 for an amount similar to $40. Utilities Expense (balance of

$400) is the misstated account.

Accounts Payable

4,000
9,000
6,000

11,000
Payments on account

Beginning balance
Purchases on account
Ending balance

Accounts Receivable

6,000
10,000
5,000

11,000
Beginning balance
Sales on account
Ending balance

Collections on account
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80 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

� transposition (writing $2,100 as $1,200). The accounts would be out of bal-

ance by $900 ($2,100 – $1,200 = $900). Dividing $900 by 9 yields $100.

Trace all amounts on the trial balance back to the T-accounts. Dividends (bal-

ance of $2,100) is the misstated account.

Chart of Accounts

As you know, the ledger contains the accounts grouped under these headings:

1. Balance sheet accounts: Assets, Liabilities, and Stockholders’ Equity

2. Income statement accounts: Revenues and Expenses

Organizations use a chart of accounts to list all their accounts and account numbers.

Account numbers usually have 2 or more digits. Asset account numbers may begin

with 1, liabilities with 2, stockholders’ equity with 3, revenues with 4, and expenses

with 5. The second, third, and higher digits in an account number indicate the posi-

tion of the individual account within the category. For example, Cash may be account

number 101, which is the first asset account. Accounts Payable may be number 201,

the first liability. All accounts are numbered by using this system.

Organizations with many accounts use lengthy account numbers. For example,

the chart of accounts of Apple Computer may use 5-digit account numbers. The

chart of accounts for Genie Car Wash appears in Exhibit 2-13. The gap between

account numbers 111 and 141 leaves room to add another category of receivables,

for example, Notes Receivable, which may be numbered 121.

Appendix D to this book gives two expanded charts of accounts that you will

find helpful as you work through this course. The first chart lists the typical accounts

that a service corporation, such as Genie Car Wash, would have after a period of

growth. The second chart is for a merchandising corporation, one that sells a product

instead of a service.

Chart of Accounts—Genie Car Wash, Inc.E X H I B I T  2 - 13

101 Cash
111 Accounts Receivable
141 Office Supplies
151 Office Furniture
191 Land

Income Statement Accounts
(Part of Stockholders’ Equity)

Balance Sheet Accounts

Assets Liabilities Stockholders’ Equity

Revenues Expenses

201 Accounts Payable
231 Notes Payable

501 Rent Expense
502 Salary Expense
503 Utilities Expense

301 Common Stock
311 Dividends
312 Retained Earnings

401 Service Revenue
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The Trial Balance � 81

The Normal Balance of an Account

An account’s normal balance falls on the side of the account—debit or credit—where

increases are recorded. The normal balance of assets is on the debit side, so assets are

debit-balance accounts. Conversely, liabilities and stockholders’ equity usually have a

credit balance, so these are credit-balance accounts. Exhibit 2-14 illustrates the normal

balances of all the assets, liabilities, and stockholders’ equities, including revenues

and expenses.

As explained earlier, stockholders’ equity usually contains several accounts.

Dividends and expenses carry debit balances because they represent decreases in

stockholders’ equity. In total, the equity accounts show a normal credit balance. 

Account Formats

So far we have illustrated accounts in a 2-column T-account format, with the debit

column on the left and the credit column on the right. Another format has 4 amount

columns, as illustrated for the Cash account in Exhibit 2-15. The first pair of

amount columns are for the debit and credit amounts of individual transactions.

The last two columns are for the account balance. This 4-column format keeps a

running balance in the 2 right columns.

Account in Four-Column FormatE X H I B I T  2 - 15

Balance

Date Item Debit Credit Debit Credit

20X9
Apr. 2 50,000 50,000

3 40,000 10,000

Account: Cash Account No. 101

Normal Balances of the AccountsE X H I B I T  2 - 14

Assets 

Liabilities ..............................................

Stockholders’ Equity—overall ...............

 Common stock..................................

 Retained earnings..............................

 Dividends..........................................

 Revenues...........................................

 Expenses ...........................................

Debit

Debit

Debit

Credit

Credit

Credit

Credit

Credit

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
The Journal, the Ledger, and the 

Trial Balance
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82 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Analyzing Transactions Using Only T-Accounts

Businesspeople must often make decisions without the benefit of a complete

accounting system. For example, the managers of Apple Computer may consider

borrowing $100,000 to buy equipment. To see how the two transactions [(a) bor-

rowing cash and (b) buying equipment] affect Apple, the manager can go directly

to T-accounts, as follows:

Apple Computer, Inc.
Balance Sheet 

September 12, 20X8

Liabilities

$100,000

0

$100,000

Note payable............................

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity...............

Stockholders’ Equity

Assets

Cash...............................

Equipment......................

Total assets.....................

$           0

100,000

$100,000

This informal analysis shows immediately that Apple will add $100,000 of

equipment and a $100,000 note payable. Assuming that Apple began with zero bal-

ances, the equipment and note payable transactions would result in the following

balance sheet (date assumed for illustration only):

Companies don’t actually keep records in this shortcut fashion. But a decision

maker who needs information quickly may not have time to journalize, post to the

accounts, take a trial balance, and prepare the financial statements. A manager who

knows accounting can analyze the transaction and make the decision quickly.

Now apply what you’ve learned. Study the Decision Guidelines, which summa-

rize the chapter.

Accounting Cycle Tutorial
Application Constanza Architect

Cash Note Payable

(a) (a)100,000 100,000

Cash Equipment

(a) 100,000 (b) 100,000(b) 100,000

Note Payable

(a) 100,000

T-accounts:

T-accounts:

OBJECTIVE

5 Analyze transactions using
only T-accounts
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DECISION GUIDELINES

Decision Guidelines � 83

HOW TO MEASURE RESULTS OF OPERATIONS AND FINANCIAL
POSITION

Any entrepreneur must determine whether the venture is profitable. To do this, he or she

needs to know its results of operations and financial position. If Steve Jobs, who founded

Apple Computer, Inc., wants to know whether the business is making money, the Guidelines

that follow will help him.

Decision

Has a transaction occurred?

Where to record the transaction?

How to record an increase or decrease
in the following accounts?

Where to store all the information for
each account?

Where to list all the accounts and their
balances?

Where to report the:

Results of operations? 

Financial position?

Guidelines

If the event affects the entity’s financial position and can be reliably
recorded—Yes.
If either condition is absent—No.

In the journal, the chronological record of transactions

Rules of debit and credit:

In the ledger, the book of accounts

In the trial balance

In the income statement
(Revenues – Expenses = Net income or net loss)

In the balance sheet
(Assets = Liabilities + Stockholders’ equity)

Assets .....................................  

Liabilities ...............................

Stockholders’ equity...............

Revenues ................................

Expenses ................................  

Credit

Credit

Debit

Debit

Debit

Decrease

Debit

Debit

Credit

Credit

Credit

Increase
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The trial balance of Calderon Service Center, Inc., on March 1, 20X3, lists the entity’s assets,
liabilities, and stockholders’ equity on that date.

During March, the business completed the following transactions:
a. Borrowed $45,000 from the bank, with Calderon signing a note payable in the name of

the business.
b. Paid cash of $40,000 to a real estate company to acquire land.
c. Performed service for a customer and received cash of $5,000.
d. Purchased supplies on credit, $300.
e. Performed customer service and earned revenue on account, $2,600.
f. Paid $1,200 on account.
g. Paid the following cash expenses: salaries, $3,000; rent, $1,500; and interest, $400.
h. Received $3,100 on account.
i. Received a $200 utility bill that will be paid next week.
j. Declared and paid dividend of $1,800.

� Required

1. Open the following accounts, with the balances indicated, in the ledger of Calderon
Service Center, Inc. Use the T-account format.
• Assets—Cash, $26,000; Accounts Receivable, $4,500; Supplies, no balance; Land,

no balance
• Liabilities—Accounts Payable, $2,000; Note Payable, no balance
• Stockholders’ Equity—Common Stock, $10,000; Retained Earnings, $18,500;

Dividends, no balance
• Revenues—Service Revenue, no balance
• Expenses—(none have balances) Salary Expense, Rent Expense, Interest Expense,

Utilities Expense
2. Journalize the preceding transactions. Key journal entries by transaction letter.
3. Post to the ledger and show the balance in each account after all the transactions have

been posted.
4. Prepare the trial balance of Calderon Service Center, Inc., at March 31, 20X3.
5. To determine the net income or net loss of the entity during the month of March, prepare

the income statement for the month ended March 31, 20X3. List expenses in order from
the largest to the smallest.

Account Title CreditDebit

Cash.......................................

Accounts receivable................

Accounts payable ...................

Common stock.......................

Retained earnings...................

Total ......................................

$26,000

4,500

$30,500

$  2,000

10,000

18,500

$30,500

Balance

END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM

84 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis
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Answers

� Requirement 1

End-of-Chapter Summary Problem � 85

LiabilitiesAssets + Stockholders’ Equity=

Cash

26,000Bal.

Accounts Receivable

Bal. 4,500

Service Revenue

Supplies

Land

Accounts Payable

Bal. 2,000

Common Stock

Bal. 10,000

Revenue

Expenses

Salary Expense

Note Payable Retained Earnings

Bal. 18,500

Dividends

Rent Expense

Interest Expense

Utilities Expense

CreditDebit

Cash.........................................

 Note Payable ......................

Borrowed cash on note payable.

Land.........................................

 Cash ...................................

Purchased land for cash.

Cash.........................................

 Service Revenue ..................

Performed service and received cash.

Supplies....................................

 Accounts Payable................

Purchased supplies on account.

Accounts Receivable.................

 Service Revenue ..................

Performed service on account.

Accounts Payable .....................

 Cash ...................................

Paid on account.

45,000

40,000

5,000

300

2,600

1,200

45,000

40,000

5,000

300

2,600

1,200

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Accounts and Explanation CreditDebit

Salary Expense .............................

Rent Expense ...............................

Interest Expense ...........................

 Cash .......................................

Paid cash expenses.

Cash.............................................

 Accounts Receivable ...............

Received on account.

Utilities Expense...........................

 Accounts Payable....................

Received utility bill.

Dividends .....................................

 Cash .......................................

Declared and paid dividends.

3,000

1,500

400

3,100

200

1,800

4,900

3,100

200

1,800

g.

h.

i.

j.

Accounts and Explanation

� Requirement 2
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� Requirement 3

86 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

LiabilitiesAssets + Stockholders’ Equity=

Cash

26,000
45,000
5,000
3,100

31,200

Bal.
(a)
(c)
(h)
Bal.

Accounts Receivable

Bal.
(e)
Bal.

4,500
2,600
4,000

Service Revenue

Accounts Payable

Bal.
(d)
(i)
Bal.

2,000
300
200

1,300

Common Stock

Bal. 10,000

Revenue

Expenses

Salary Expense

Retained Earnings

Bal. 18,500

Dividends

40,000
1,200
4,900
1,800

(b)
(f)
(g)
(j)

(f) 1,200

(g)
Bal.

3,000
3,000

3,100(h)

Supplies

(d)
Bal.

300
300

Land

(b)
Bal.

40,000
40,000

Note Payable

(a)
Bal.

45,000
45,000 (j)

Bal.
1,800
1,800

(c)
(e)
Bal.

5,000
2,600
7,600

Rent Expense

(g)
Bal.

1,500
1,500

Interest Expense

(g)
Bal.

400
400

Utilities Expense

(i)
Bal.

200
200

Calderon Service Center, Inc.
Trial Balance 

March 31, 20X3

Account Title CreditDebit

Balance

Cash.......................................

Accounts receivable................

Supplies..................................

Land.......................................

Accounts payable ...................

Note payable..........................

Common stock.......................

Retained earnings...................

Dividends ...............................

Service revenue.......................

Salary expense........................

Rent expense ..........................

Interest expense......................

Utilities expense .....................

Total ......................................

$31,200

4,000

300

40,000

1,800

3,000

1,500

400

200

$82,400

$  1,300

45,000

10,000

18,500

7,600

$82,400

� Requirement 4
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Review Transaction Analysis � 87

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 110.)
1. A debit entry to an account:

a. increases liabilities c. increases assets
b. increases stockholders’ equity d. both a and c

2. Which account types normally have a credit balance?
a. liabilities c. expenses
b. revenues d. both a and b

3. An attorney performs services of $800 for a client and receives $200 cash with the
remainder on account. The journal entry for this transaction would:
a. debit Cash, credit Accounts Receivable, credit Service Revenue
b. debit Cash, debit Accounts Receivable, credit Service Revenue
c. debit Cash, credit Service Revenue
d. debit Cash, debit Service Revenue, credit Accounts Receivable

4. Accounts Payable had a normal beginning balance of $1,000. During the period, there
were debit postings of $400 and credit postings of $600. What was the ending balance?
a. $800 debit c. $1,200 debit
b. $800 credit d. $1,200 credit

5. The list of all accounts with their balances is the:
a. trial balance c. journal
b. chart of accounts d. balance sheet

6. The basic summary device of accounting is the:
a. ledger c. journal
b. account d. trial balance

REVIEW TRANSACTION ANALYSIS

� Requirement 5

Calderon Service Center, Inc.
Income Statement 

Month Ended March 31, 20X3

Revenue

 Service revenue.................

Expenses

 Salary expense..................

 Rent expense....................

 Interest expense................

 Utilities expense ...............

Total expenses......................

Net income...........................

$3,000

1,500

400

200

$7,600

5,100

$2,500
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88 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

7. The beginning Cash balance was $5,000. At the end of the period, the balance was $6,000.
If total cash paid out during the period was $24,000, the amount of cash receipts was:
a. $23,000 c. $25,000
b. $13,000 d. $35,000

8. In a double-entry accounting system
a. a debit entry is recorded on the left side of a T-account.
b. half of all the accounts have a normal credit balance.
c. liabilities, owners’ equity, and revenue accounts all have normal debit balances.
d. both a and c are correct.

9. Which accounts appear on which financial statement?
Balance sheet Income statement

a. Cash, revenues, land Expenses, payables
b. Receivables, land, payables Revenues, supplies
c. Expenses, payables, cash Revenues, receivables, land
d. Cash, receivables, payables Revenues, expenses

10. A doctor purchases medical supplies of $670 and pays $200 cash with the remainder on
account. The journal entry for this transaction would be:
a. Supplies c. Supplies

Accounts Payable Accounts Receivable
Cash Cash

b. Supplies d. Supplies
Cash Accounts Payable

Accounts Payable Cash
11. Which is the correct sequence for recording transactions and preparing financial

statements?
a. Journal, ledger, trial balance, financial statements
b. Ledger, trial balance, journal, financial statements
c. Financial statements, trial balance, ledger, journal
d. Ledger, journal, trial balance, financial statements

12. The error of posting $100 as $10 can be detected by
a. Dividing the out-of-balance amount by 2.
b. Totalling each account’s balance in the ledger.
c. Dividing the out-of-balance amount by 9.
d. Examining the chart of accounts.

account (p. 55) The record of the changes that have
occurred in a particular asset, liability, or stockholders’
equity during a period. The basic summary device of
accounting.

accrued liability (p. 56) A liability for an expense that has
not yet been paid by the company.

cash (p. 55) Money and any medium of exchange that a
bank accepts at face value.

chart of accounts (p. 80) List of a company’s accounts and
their account numbers.

credit (p. 67) The right side of an account.

debit (p. 67) The left side of an account.

journal (p. 70) The chronological accounting record of an
entity’s transactions.

ledger (p. 71) The book of accounts and their balances.

posting (p. 71) Copying amounts from the journal to
the ledger.

prepaid expense (p. 55) A category of miscellaneous
assets that typically expire or get used up in the near future.
Examples include Prepaid Rent, Prepaid Insurance, and
Supplies.

transaction (p. 54) Any event that has a financial impact
on the business and can be measured reliably.

trial balance (p. 77) A list of all the ledger accounts with
their balances.

Accounting Vocabulary
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Assess Your Progress � 89

Short Exercises

S2-1 (Learning Objective 1: Explaining an asset versus an expense) Lou Ann Staas opened
a software consulting firm that immediately paid $9,000 for a computer. Was Staas’s payment
an expense of the business? Explain your answer. (pp. 55–56)

S2-2 (Learning Objective 1: Analyzing the effects of transactions) Hourglass Software
began with cash of $10,000. Hourglass then bought supplies for $2,000 on account.
Separately, Hourglass paid $5,000 for a computer. Answer these questions.

a. How much in total assets does Hourglass have? (pp. 58–59)
b. How much in liabilities does Hourglass owe? (pp. 58–59)

S2-3 (Learning Objective 1: Analyzing transactions) Sandy Lyle, MD, opened a medical
practice. The business completed the following transactions:

After these transactions, how much cash does the business have to work with? Use a 
T-account to show your answer. (pp. 57–60)

S2-4 (Learning Objective 1: Analyzing transactions) Refer to Short Exercise S2-3. Which of
the transactions of Sandy Lyle, MD, increased the total assets of the business? For each trans-
action, identify the asset that was increased.

S2-5 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Recording transactions) After operating for several months,
architect Paul Marciano completed the following transactions during the latter part of October:

Journalize the transactions of Paul Marciano, Architect. Include an explanation with each
journal entry. (pp. 72–76)

S2-6 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Journalizing transactions; posting) Adam Lowry, Inc., pur-
chased supplies on account for $5,000. Later Lowry paid $3,000 on account.

1. Journalize the two transactions on the books of Adam Lowry, Inc. Include an explanation
for each transaction. (pp. 73–76)

2. Open a T-account for Accounts Payable and post to Accounts Payable. Compute the bal-
ance and denote it as Bal. (pp. 73–76)

3. How much does the Lowry business owe after both transactions? In which account does
this amount appear? (pp. 73–76)

15 Borrowed $25,000 from the bank, signing a note payable.

22 Performed service for clients on account totaling $9,000.

28 Received $6,000 cash on account from clients.

29 Received a utility bill of $600, an account payable that 
will be paid during May.

31 Paid monthly salary of $3,000 to employee.

October

June 1 Lyle invested $25,000 cash to start her medical practice. The

business issued common stock to Lyle.

1 Purchased medical supplies on account totaling $9,000.

2 Paid monthly office rent of $4,000.

3 Recorded $8,000 revenue for service rendered to patients, received

cash of $2,000, and sent bills to patients for the remainder.
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S2-7 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Journalizing transactions; posting) Motion Unlimited per-
formed service for a client who could not pay immediately. Motion expected to collect the
$4,000 the following month. A month later, Motion received $2,500 cash from the client.

1. Record the two transactions on the books of Motion Unlimited. Include an explanation
for each transaction. (pp. 73–76)

2. Open these T-accounts: Cash, Accounts Receivable, and Service Revenue. Post to all three
accounts. Compute each account balance and denote as Bal. (pp. 73–76)

S2-8 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing and using a trial balance) Assume that Old Navy,
reported the following summarized data at December 31, 20X8. Accounts appear in no particu-
lar order; dollar amounts are in millions.

Prepare the trial balance of Old Navy at December 31, 20X8. List the accounts in their proper
order, as on page 71. How much was Old Navy’s net income or net loss? (pp. 77–78)

S2-9 (Learning Objective 4: Using a trial balance) Blackberry’s trial balance follows.

Compute these amounts for Blackberry: (pp. 77–78)

1. Total assets

2. Total liabilities

3. Net income or net loss during June

S2-10 (Learning Objective 4: Using a trial balance) Refer to Blackberry’s trial balance in
Short Exercise S2-9. The purpose of this exercise is to help you learn how to correct three
common accounting errors. (pp. 79–80)

Blackberry, Inc.
Trial Balance 
June 30, 20X6

CreditDebit

Cash.......................................

Accounts receivable................

Supplies..................................

Equipment..............................

Land.......................................

Accounts payable ...................

Note payable..........................

Common stock.......................

Retained earnings...................

Service revenue.......................

Salary expense........................

Rent expense ..........................

Utilities expense .....................

Total ......................................

$    6,000

13,000

4,000

22,000

50,000

21,000

10,000

1,000

$127,000

$  19,000

20,000

10,000

8,000

70,000

$127,000

Other liabilities .....................     $ 2

Cash...................................... 8

Expenses ............................... 24

Stockholders’ equity .............. 2

Revenues ............................... $36

Other assets...........................  9

Accounts payable ..................  1
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Error 1. Slide. Suppose the trial balance lists Land as $5,000 instead of $50,000. Recompute
column totals, take the difference, and divide by 9. The result is an integer (no decimals),
which suggests that the error is either a transposition or a slide.

Error 2. Transposition. Assume the trial balance lists Accounts Receivable as $31,000 instead
of $13,000. Recompute column totals, take the difference, and divide by 9. The result is an
integer (no decimals), which suggests that the error is either a transposition or a slide.

Error 3. Mislabelling an item. Assume that Blackberry accidentally listed Accounts Receivable
as a credit balance instead of a debit. Recompute the trial balance totals for debits and credits.
Then take the difference between total debits and total credits, and divide the difference by 2.
You get back to the original amount of Accounts Receivable.

S2-11 (Learning Objective 2: Using key accounting terms) Accounting has its own vocabu-
lary and basic relationships. Match the accounting terms at left with the corresponding defini-
tion or meaning at right. (pp. 55–80)

___ 1. Debit A. The cost of operating a business; a decrease in 

___ 2. Expense stockholders’ equity

___ 3. Net income B. Always a liability

___ 4. Ledger C. Revenues – Expenses

___ 5. Posting D. Grouping of accounts

___ 6. Normal balance E. Assets – Liabilities

___ 7. Payable F. Record of transactions

___ 8. Journal G. Always an asset

___ 9. Receivable H. Left side of an account

___ 10. Owners’ equity I. Side of an account where increases are recorded

J. Copying data from the journal to the ledger

S2-12 (Learning Objective 5: Analyzing transactions without a journal) Singapore
Investments, Inc., began by issuing common stock for cash of $100,000. The company imme-
diately purchased computer equipment on account for $60,000.

1. Set up the following T-accounts of Singapore Investments, Inc.: Cash, Computer
Equipment, Accounts Payable, Common Stock. (pp. 81–82)

2. Record the first two transactions of the business directly in the T-accounts without using
a journal. (pp. 81–82)

3. Show that total debits equal total credits.

Exercises

E2-13 (Learning Objective 1: Reporting on business activities) Assume J. Crew opened a
store in St. Louis, starting with cash and common stock of $100,000. Monique Farris, the store
manager, then signed a note payable to purchase land for $90,000 and a building for $120,000.
Farris also paid $60,000 for equipment and $10,000 for supplies to use in the business.

Suppose the home office of J. Crew requires a weekly report from store managers. Write
Farris’s memo to the home office to report on her purchases. Include the store’s balance
sheet as the final part of your memo. Prepare a T-account to compute the balance for Cash.
(pp. 58–59, 63–64)

E2-14 (Learning Objective 1: Business transactions and the accounting equation)
Advanced Design specializes in imported clothing. During April, Advanced completed a
series of transactions. For each of the following items, give an example of a transaction that
has the described effect on the accounting equation of Advanced Design. (pp. 57–62)

a. Increase one asset and decrease another asset.
b. Decrease an asset and decrease owners’ equity.
c. Decrease an asset and decrease a liability.
d. Increase an asset and increase owners’ equity.
e. Increase an asset and increase a liability.IS
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E2-15 (Learning Objective 1: Transaction analysis) The following selected events were
experienced by either Problem Solvers, Inc., a corporation, or Peter Fleming, the major stock-
holder. State whether each event (1) increased, (2) decreased, or (3) had no effect on the total
assets of the business. Identify any specific asset affected. (pp. 57–62)

a. Received $9,000 cash from customers on account.
b. Fleming used personal funds to purchase a swimming pool for his home.
c. Sold land and received cash of $60,000 (the land was carried on the company’s books at

$60,000).
d. Borrowed $50,000 from the bank.
e. Made cash purchase of land for a building site, $85,000.
f. Received $20,000 cash and issued stock to a stockholder.
g. Paid $60,000 cash on accounts payable.
h. Purchased equipment and signed a $100,000 promissory note in payment.
i. Purchased merchandise inventory on account for $15,000.
j. The business paid Fleming a cash dividend of $4,000.

E2-16 (Learning Objective 1: Transaction analysis; accounting equation) Randolph Noble
opened a medical practice specializing in surgery. During the first month of operation
(August), the business, titled Randolph Noble, Professional Corporation (P.C.), experienced
the following events:

� Required

1. Analyze the effects of these events on the accounting equation of the medical practice of
Randolph Noble, P.C. Use a format similar to that of Exhibit 2-1, Panel B, with headings
for Cash, Accounts Receivable, Medical Supplies, Land, Accounts Payable, Note Payable,
Common Stock, and Retained Earnings. (pp. 57–62)

2. After completing the analysis, answer these questions about the business.
a. How much are total assets? (pp. 61–62)
b. How much does the business expect to collect from patients? (pp. 61–62)
c. How much does the business owe in total? (pp. 61–62)
d. How much of the business’s assets does Noble really own? (

e. How much net income or net loss did the business experience during its first month
of operations? (pp. 63–64)

E2-17 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Journalizing transactions) Refer to Exercise 2-16. Record
the transactions in the journal of Randolph Noble, P.C. List the transactions by date and give
an explanation for each transaction. (pp. 72–77)

August Noble invested $50,000 in the business, which in turn issued its com-

mon stock to him.

The business paid cash for land costing $30,000. Noble plans to build

an office building on the land.

The business purchased medical supplies for $2,000 on account.

Randolph Noble, P.C., officially opened for business.

During the rest of the month, Noble treated patients and earned ser-

vice revenue of $8,000, receiving cash for half the revenue earned.

The business paid cash expenses: employee salaries, $1,400; office

rent, $1,000; utilities, $300.

The business sold supplies to another physician for the supplies’ cost of $500.

The business borrowed $10,000, signing a note payable to the bank.

The business paid $1,000 on account.
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� Required

Prepare the journal entries that served as the sources for the 7 transactions. Include an expla-
nation for each entry. (pp. 72–77) As Yellow Pages moves into the next period, how much cash
does the business have? (pp. 77–78) How much does Yellow Pages owe in total liabilities? 
(pp. 77–78)

E2-18 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Journalizing transactions) Double Tree Cellular, Inc.,
completed the following transactions during April 20X6, its first month of operations:

� Required

Record the transactions in the journal of Double Tree Cellular, Inc. Key transactions by date
and include an explanation for each entry, as illustrated in the chapter. (pp. 72–77)

E2-19 (Learning Objective 3, 4: Posting to the ledger and preparing and using a trial
balance) Refer to Exercise 2-18.

� Required

1. After journalizing the transactions of Exercise 2-18, post the entries to the ledger, using
T-accounts. Key transactions by date. Date the ending balance of each account April 30.
(pp. 72–77)

2. Prepare the trial balance of Double Tree Cellular, Inc., at April 30, 20X6. (pp. 77–78)

3. How much are total assets, total liabilities, and total stockholders’ equity on April 30?
Use the accounting equation. (pp. 62–63)

E2-20 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Journalizing transactions) The first 7 transactions of
Yellow Pages Advertising, Inc., have been posted to the company’s accounts as follows:

Apr. Received $25,000 and issued common stock.

Purchased $800 of office supplies on account.

Paid $20,000 cash for land to use as a building site.

Performed service for customers and received cash of $2,000.

Paid $100 on accounts payable.

Performed service for FedEx on account totaling $1,200.

Collected $900 from FedEx on account.

Paid the following expenses: salary, $1,000; rent, $500.

1

2

4

6

9

17

23

30

Cash

20,000
7,000

100

(1)
(2)
(5)

Supplies

(5) 100

Equipment

(6) 8,0008,000
8,000

400

(3)
(6)
(7)

(4) 1,000

Land

(3) 31,000

Accounts Payable

(4) 1,000(7) 400

Note Payable

(2)
(3)

7,000
23,000

Common Stock

(1) 20,000

� general ledger

� general ledger
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E2-21 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing and using a trial balance) The accounts of
Custom Pool Service, Inc., follow with their normal balances at June 30, 20X6. The accounts
are listed in no particular order.

� Required

1. Prepare the company’s trial balance at June 30, 20X6, listing accounts in proper
sequence, as illustrated in the chapter. For example, Supplies comes before Land. List the
expense with the largest balance first, the expense with the next largest balance second,
and so on. (pp. 77–78)

2. Prepare the financial statement for the month ended June 30, 20X6, that will tell the
company the results of operations for the month. (pp. 63–64)

E2-22 (Learning Objective 4: Correcting errors in a trial balance) The trial balance of
Haigood, Inc., at September 30, 20X3, does not balance:

The accounting records hold the following errors:
a. Recorded a $1,000 cash revenue transaction by debiting Accounts Receivable. The

credit entry was correct.
b. Posted a $1,000 credit to Accounts Payable as $100.
c. Did not record utilities expense or the related account payable in the amount of $200.
d. Understated Common Stock by $1,100.
e. Omitted Insurance Expense of $1,000, from the trial balance.

� Required

Prepare the correct trial balance at September 30, 20X3, complete with a heading. Journal
entries are not required. (pp. 77–78)

E2-23 (Learning Objective 5: Recording transactions without a journal) Set up the follow-
ing T-accounts: Cash, Accounts Receivable, Office Supplies, Office Furniture, Accounts
Payable, Common Stock, Dividends, Service Revenue, Salary Expense, and Rent Expense.

Record the following transactions directly in the T-accounts without using a journal. Use
the letters to identify the transactions. (pp. 81–82)

Cash......................................       $  4,200

13,000

17,000

600

55,000

1,700

800

700

$93,000

Accounts receivable...............

Inventory...............................

Supplies.................................

Land......................................

Accounts payable ..................

Common stock......................

Service revenue......................

Salary expense.......................

Rent expense .........................

Utilities expense ....................

Total .....................................

      $12,000

47,900

32,100

$92,000

Account

Common stock..................

Accounts payable ..............

Service revenue..................

Land..................................

Note payable.....................

Cash..................................

Balance

$  8,500

4,300

22,000

29,000

13,000

9,000

Account Balance

Dividends ..........................

Utilities expense ................

Accounts receivable........... 

Delivery expense ...............

$  6,000

1,400

15,500

300

Retained earnings.............. 21,400

8,000Salary expense...................
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a. Linda English opened a law firm by investing $10,000 cash and office furniture val-
ued at $5,000. Organized as a professional corporation, the business issued common
stock to English.

b. Paid monthly rent of $1,500.
c. Purchased office supplies on account, $800.
d. Paid employees’ salaries of $1,800.
e. Paid $400 of the account payable created in transaction c.
f. Performed legal service on account, $8,300.
g. Declared and paid dividends of $2,000.

E2-24 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing and using a trial balance) Refer to Exercise 2-23.

1. After recording the transactions in Exercise 2-23, prepare the trial balance of Linda
English, Attorney, at May 31, 20X9. (pp. 77–78)

2. How well did the business perform during its first month? Compute net income (or net
loss) for the month. (pp. 63–64)

Serial Exercise

Exercise 2-25 begins an accounting cycle that is completed in Chapter 3.

E2-25 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Recording transactions and preparing a trial balance)
Lance Sedberry, Certified Public Accountant, operates as a professional corporation (P.C.).
The business completed these transactions during the first part of January:

� Required

1. Set up T-accounts for Cash, Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Equipment, Furniture,
Accounts Payable, Common Stock, Dividends, Service Revenue, Rent Expense, Utilities
Expense, and Salary Expense. (pp. 67–77)

2. Journalize the transactions. Explanations are not required. (pp. 72–77)

3. Post to the T-accounts. Key all items by date and denote an account balance on
January 18 as Bal. (pp. 72–77)

4. Prepare a trial balance at January 18. In the Serial Exercise of Chapter 3, we add transactions
for the remainder of January and will require a trial balance at January 31. (pp. 77–78)

Challenge Exercises

E2-26 (Learning Objective 5: Computing financial statement amounts) The manager of
Dubois Furniture needs to compute the following amounts.

a. Total cash paid during March. (pp. 77–78)
b. Cash collections from customers during March. Analyze Accounts Receivable. 

(pp. 77–78)
c. Cash paid on a note payable during March. Analyze Notes Payable. (pp. 77–78)

(continued)

Jan. Received $5,000 cash from Sedberry, and issued common stock to him.

Paid monthly office rent, $500.

Paid cash for a Dell computer, $3,000, with the computer expected to

remain in service for 5 years.

Purchased office furniture on account, $6,000, with the furniture pro-

jected to last for 5 years.

Purchased supplies on account, $900.

Performed tax service for a client and received cash for the full amount

of $800.

Paid utility expenses, $200.

Performed consulting service for a client on account, $1,700.
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Here are the additional data you need to analyze the accounts:

Prepare a T-account to compute each amount a through c.

E2-27 (Learning Objective 1, 4: Analyzing transactions; using a trial balance) The trial
balance of Loop 340, Inc., at December 31, 20X5, does not balance.

� Required

1. How much out of balance is the trial balance? Determine the out-of-balance amount. The
error lies in the Accounts Receivable account. Add the out-of-balance amount to, or sub-
tract it from, Accounts Receivable to determine the correct balance of Accounts Receivable.

2. After correcting Accounts Receivable, advise the top management of Loop 340, Inc., on
the company’s 

a. Total assets
b. Total liabilities
c. Net income or net loss for December. (pp. 63–64)

E2-28 (Learning Objective 1: Analyzing transactions) This question concerns the items
and the amounts that 2 entities, Rogers Co., and Providence Hospital, should report in their
financial statements.

During June, Providence provided Rogers with medical exams for Rogers employees and
sent a bill for $20,000. On July 7 Rogers sent a check to Providence for $15,000. Rogers began
June with a cash balance of $25,000; Providence began with cash of $0.

� Required

For this situation, show everything that both Rogers and Providence will report on their June
and July income statements and on their balance sheets at June 30 and July 31. Use the fol-
lowing format for your answer: (pp. 72–74, 63–64)

After showing what each company should report, briefly explain how Rogers and the
Providence data relate to each other. Be specific. (Challenge)

Rogers:

Income statement June July

Balance sheet June 30 July 31

Providence:

Income statement June July

Balance sheet June 30 July 31

Cash.................................... Common stock.................... $20,000

Accounts receivable............. Retained earnings................ 7,300

Service revenue.................... 9,100Land....................................

Salary expense..................... 3,400Accounts payable ................

Advertising expense............. 900Note payable.......................

$  3,900

7,200

34,000

5,800

5,000

Balance
Additional Information

Account Feb. 28 Mar. 31 for the Month of March

Cash receipts, $80,000

Sales on account, $50,000

1. Cash...............................

2. Accounts Receivable.......

3. Notes Payable ................ New borrowing, $25,000

$10,000

26,000

13,000

$  5,000

24,000

21,000
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Quiz
Test your understanding of transaction analysis by answering the following questions. Select the best
choice from among the possible answers.

Q2-29 An investment of cash into the business will (pp. 57–58)

a. Decrease total assets. c. Increase stockholders’ equity.
b. Decrease total liabilities. d. Have no effect on total assets.

Q2-30 Purchasing a computer on account will (pp. 58–59)

a. Increase total assets. c. Have no effect on stockholders’ equity.
b. Increase total liabilities. d. All of the above.

Q2-31 Performing a service on account will (pp. 59–60)
a. Increase total assets.
b. Increase stockholders’ equity.
c. Both a and b.
d. Increase total liabilities.

Q2-32 Receiving cash from a customer on account will (pp. 60–61)
a. Have no effect on total assets.
b. Increase total assets.
c. Decrease liabilities.
d. Increase stockholders equity.

Q2-33 Purchasing computer equipment for cash will (pp. 58–59)
a. Increase both total assets and total liabilities.
b. Decrease both total assets and stockholders’ equity.
c. Decrease both total liabilities and stockholders’ equity.
d. Have no effect on total assets, total liabilities, or stockholders’ equity.

Q2-34 Purchasing a building for $100,000 by paying cash of $20,000 and signing a note
payable for $80,000 will (pp. 58–59)
a. Increase both total assets and total liabilities by $100,000.
b. Increase both total assets and total liabilities by $80,000.
c. Decrease total assets and increase total liabilities by $20,000.
d. Decrease both total assets and total liabilities by $20,000.

Q2-35 What is the effect on total assets and stockholders’ equity of paying the electric bill as
soon as it is received each month? (pp. 59–60)

Total assets Stockholders’ equity
a. Decrease No effect
b. No effect No effect
c. Decrease Decrease
d. No effect Decrease

Q2-36 Which of the following transactions will increase an asset and increase a liability? 
(pp. 58–59)
a. Buying equipment on account.
b. Purchasing office equipment for cash.
c. Issuing stock.
d. Payment of an account payable.

Q2-37 Which of the following transactions will increase an asset and increase stockholders’
equity? (pp. 59–60)
a. Collecting cash from a customer on an account receivable.
b. Performing a service on account for a customer.
c. Borrowing money from a bank.
d. Purchasing supplies on account.
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Q2-38 Where do we first record a transaction? (pp. 70–71)

a. Ledger c. Account
b. Trial balance d. Journal

Q2-39 Which of the following is not an asset account? (pp. 55–56, 63–64)

a. Common Stock c. Service Revenue
b. Salary Expense d. None of the above accounts is an asset.

Q2-40 Which statement is false? (pp. 70–71)
a. Revenues are increased by credits.
b. Assets are increased by debits.
c. Dividends are increased by credits.
d. Liabilities are decreased by debits.

Q2-41 The journal entry to record the receipt of land and a building and issuance of common
stock (pp. 72–73)
a. Debits Land and Building and credits Common Stock.
b. Debits Land and credits Common Stock.
c. Debits Common Stock and credits Land and Building.
d. Debits Land, Building, and Common Stock.

Q2-42 The journal entry to record the purchase of supplies on account (pp. 73–74)
a. Credits Supplies and debits Cash.
b. Debits Supplies and credits Accounts Payable.
c. Debits Supplies Expense and credits Supplies.
d. Credits Supplies and debits Accounts Payable.

Q2-43 If the credit to record the purchase of supplies on account is not posted, (pp. 73–74)
a. Liabilities will be understated.
b. Expenses will be overstated.
c. Assets will be understated.
d. Stockholders’ equity will be understated.

Q2-44 The journal entry to record a payment on account will (pp. 74–76)
a. Debit Accounts Payable and credit Retained Earnings.
b. Debit Cash and credit Expenses.
c. Debit Expenses and credit Cash.
d. Debit Accounts Payable and credit Cash.

Q2-45 If the credit to record the payment of an account payable is not posted, (pp. 74–76)
a. Liabilities will be understated.
b. Expenses will be understated.
c. Cash will be overstated.
d. Cash will be understated.

Q2-46 Which statement is false? (pp. 77–78)
a. A trial balance lists all the accounts with their current balances.
b. A trial balance is the same as a balance sheet.
c. A trial balance can verify the equality of debits and credits.
d. A trial balance can be taken at any time.

Q2-47 A business’s purchase of a $100,000 building with an $85,000 mortgage payable and
issuance of $15,000 of common stock will (pp. 62–63)
a. Increase stockholders’ equity by $15,000.
b. Increase assets by $15,000.
c. Increase assets by $85,000.
d. Increase stockholders’ equity by $100,000.
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Q2-48 Martex, Inc., a new company, completed these transactions. What will Martex’s total
assets equal? (pp. 62–63)

(1) Stockholders invested $50,000 cash and inventory worth $25,000.

(2) Sales on account, $12,000.

a. $75,000 c. $63,000
b. $87,000 d. $62,000

Problems
(Group A)

P2-49A (Learning Objective 1: Analyzing a trial balance) The trial balance of Amusement
Specialties, Inc., follows.

Rhonda Ray, your best friend, is considering investing in Amusement Specialties. Rhonda
seeks your advice in interpreting this information. Specifically, she asks how to use this trial
balance to compute the company’s total assets, total liabilities, and net income or net loss for
the year.

� Required
Write a short note to answer Rhonda’s questions. In your note, state the amounts of
Amusement Specialties’ total assets, total liabilities, and net income or net loss for the year.
Also show how you computed each amount. (pp. 77–78, 63–64)

Amusement Specialties, Inc.
Trial Balance 

December 31, 20X6

Cash.......................................

Accounts receivable................

Prepaid expenses ....................

Equipment..............................

Building..................................

Accounts payable ...................

Note payable..........................

Common stock.......................

Retained earnings...................

Dividends ...............................

Service revenue.......................

Rent expense ..........................

Advertising expense................

Wage expense.........................

Supplies expense.....................

Total ......................................

$  14,000

11,000

4,000

171,000

100,000

22,000

14,000

3,000

32,000

7,000

$378,000

$  30,000

120,000

102,000

40,000

86,000

$378,000

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
exercises using MAL.
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100 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

P2-50A (Learning Objective 1: Analyzing transactions with the accounting equation and
preparing the financial statements) The following amounts summarize the financial position
of Ready Resources, Inc., on May 31, 20X8:

During June 20X8, Ready Resources completed these transactions:
a. The business received cash of $5,000 and issued common stock.
b. Performed services for a customer and received cash of $6,700.
c. Paid $5,000 on accounts payable.
d. Purchased supplies on account, $1,000.
e. Collected cash from a customer on account, $500.
f. Consulted on the design of a computer system and billed the customer for services ren-

dered, $2,400.
g. Recorded the following business expenses for the month: (1) paid office rent—$900;

(2) paid advertising—$300.
h. Declared and paid a cash dividend of $1,800.

� Required

1. Analyze the effects of the preceding transactions on the accounting equation of Ready
Resources, Inc. Adapt the format of Exhibit 2-1, Panel B. (pp. 62, 63)

2. Prepare the income statement of Ready Resources, Inc., for the month ended June 30,
20X8. List expenses in decreasing order by amount. (pp. 63–64).

3. Prepare the entity’s statement of retained earnings for the month ended June 30, 20X8.
(pp. 63–64)

4. Prepare the balance sheet of Ready Resources, Inc., at June 30, 20X8. (pp. 63–64)

P2-51A (Learning Objective 2, 3: Recording transactions, posting) This problem can be
used in conjunction with Problem 2-50A. Refer to Problem 2-50A.

� Required

1. Journalize the transactions of Ready Resources, Inc. Explanations are not required. 
(pp. 72–77)

2. Set up the following T-accounts: Cash, Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Land, Accounts
Payable, Common Stock, Retained Earnings, Dividends, Service Revenue, Rent Expense,
and Advertising Expense. Insert in each account its balance as given (example: Cash
$1,200). Post the transactions to the accounts. (pp. 72–77)

3. Compute the balance in each account. For each asset account, each liability account, and
for Common Stock, compare its balance to the ending balance you obtained in
Problem 2-50A. Are the amounts the same or different? (In Chapter 3, we complete
the accounting process. There you will learn how the Retained Earnings, Dividends,
Revenue, and Expense accounts work together in the processing of accounting
information.) (pp. 72–77)

P2-52A (Learning Objective 1, 2: Analyzing transactions with the accounting equation)
Perry Real Estate Co. experienced the following events during the organizing phase and its
first month of operations. Some of the events were personal for the stockholders and did not
affect the business. Others were transactions of the business.

Liabilities=Assets +

12,000

Land+

Common
Stock

4,000

+ +Cash

1,200Bal. 8,000

Accounts
Payable +

Retained
Earnings

2,700

Stockholders’ Equity

+ Supplies
Accounts

Receivable

1,500

=

� general ledger
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Assess Your Progress � 101

� Required

1. Classify each of the preceding events as one of the following: (pp. 57–63)
a. A business-related event but not a transaction to be recorded by Perry Real Estate Co.
b. A personal transaction for a stockholder, not to be recorded by Perry Real Estate Co.
c. A business transaction to be recorded by Perry Real Estate Co.

2. Analyze the effects of the preceding events on the accounting equation of Perry Real
Estate Co. Use a format similar to that in Exhibit 2-1, Panel B. (pp. 62–63)

3. Record the transactions of the business in its journal. Include an explanation for each entry.
(pp. 72–77)

P2-53A (Learning Objective 2, 3: Analyzing and recording transactions) During
December, Barnett Auction Co. completed the following transactions:

(continued)

Dec. 1 Barnett received $10,000 cash and issued common stock

to the stockholders.

5 Paid monthly rent, $1,000.

9 Paid $5,000 cash and signed a $25,000 note payable to

purchase land for an office site.

10 Purchased supplies on account, $1,200.

19 Paid $600 on account.

22 Borrowed $15,000 from the bank for business use. Barnett 

signed a note payable to the bank in the name of the business.

31 Service revenues earned during the month included $6,000 

cash and $5,000 on account.

31 Paid employees’ salaries ($2,000), advertising expense 

($1,500), and utilities expense ($1,100).

31 Declared and paid a cash dividend of $4,000.

Nov. 4 Gaylord Perry, the major stockholder of real estate company, 

received $50,000 cash from an inheritance.

5 Perry deposited $50,000 cash in a new business bank account

titled Perry Real Estate Co. The business issued common

stock to Perry.

6 The business paid $300 cash for letterhead stationery for the

new office.

7 The business purchased office equipment. The company paid

cash of $30,000 and agreed to pay the account payable for the

remainder, $7,000, within 3 months.

10 Perry sold Dell stock, which he had owned for several years,

receiving $75,000 cash from his personal stockbroker. 

11 Perry deposited the $75,000 cash from sale of the Dell

stock in his personal bank account.

12 A representative of a large company telephoned Perry and

told him of the company’s intention to transfer $10,000 of 

business to Perry.

18 Perry finished a real estate deal for a client and submitted his

bill for services, $10,000. Perry  expects to collect from this

client within 2 weeks.

21 The business paid half its account payable for the equipment

purchased on November 7.

25 The business paid office rent of $4,000.

30 The business declared and paid a cash dividend of $2,000.

� general ledger
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102 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Barnett’s business uses the following accounts: Cash, Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Land,
Accounts Payable, Notes Payable, Common Stock, Dividends, Service Revenue, Salary
Expense, Advertising Expense, and Utilities Expense.

� Required

1. Journalize each transaction of Barnett Auction Co. Explanations are not required. (pp. 72–77)

2. Prepare T-accounts for Cash, Accounts Payable, and Notes Payable. Post to these three
accounts. (pp. 76)

3. After these transactions, how much cash does the business have? How much in total lia-
bilities does it owe? (pp. 62–64)

P2-54A (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Journalizing transactions, posting, and preparing and using a

trial balance) During the first month of operations, Double R Heating and Air Conditioning,
Inc., completed the following transactions:

� Required
Set up the following T-accounts: Cash, Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Equipment, Land,
Accounts Payable, Common Stock, Dividends, Service Revenue, Salary Expense, and Utilities
Expense.

1. Record each transaction in the journal, using the account titles given. Key each transac-
tion by date. Explanations are not required. (pp. 72–77)

2. Post the transactions to the T-accounts, using transaction dates as posting references.
Label the ending balance of each account Bal., as shown in the chapter. (pp. 72–77)

3. Prepare the trial balance of Double R Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc., at January 31 of
the current year.

4. The manager asks you how much in total resources the business has to work with, how
much it owes, and whether January was profitable (and by how much). (pp. 63–64)

P2-55A (Learning Objective 3, 4: Recording transactions directly in T-accounts; preparing
and using a trial balance) During the first month of operations (April 20X1), Music Services
Corporation completed the following selected transactions:
a. The business received cash of $25,000 and a building valued at $50,000. The corporation

issued common stock to the stockholders.
b. Borrowed $50,000 from the bank; signed a note payable.
c. Paid $60,000 for music equipment.
d. Purchased supplies on account, $1,000.
e. Paid employees’ salaries, $1,300.
f. Received $500 for service performed for customers.
g. Performed service for customers on account, $1,800.
h. Paid $600 of the account payable created in Transaction d.

Jan. 2 Double R received $30,000 cash and issued common stock

to the stockholders.

3 Purchased supplies, $1,000, and equipment, $2,600, on account.

4 Performed service for a customer and received cash, $1,500.

7 Paid cash to acquire land, $22,000.

11 Performed service for a customer and billed the customer, $800.

16 Paid for the equipment purchased January 3 on account.

17 Paid the telephone bill, $100.

18 Received partial payment from customer on account, $500.

22 Paid the water and electricity bills, $400.

29 Received $1,800 cash for servicing the heating unit of a customer.

31 Paid employee salary, $1,300.

31 Declared and paid dividends of $2,200.

We expect to collect within 1 month.

� general ledger

� general ledger
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i. Received a $500 bill for utility expense that will be paid in the near future.
j. Received cash on account, $1,100.
k. Paid the following cash expenses: (1) rent, $1,000; (2) advertising, $800.

� Required

1. Set up the following T-accounts: Cash, Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Music Equipment,
Building, Accounts Payable, Note Payable, Common Stock, Service Revenue, Salary Expense,
Rent Expense, Advertising Expense, and Utilities Expense. (pp. 81–82)

2. Record the foregoing transactions directly in the T-accounts without using a journal. Use
the letters to identify the transactions. (pp. 81–82)

3. Prepare the trial balance of Music Services Corporation at April 30, 20X1. (p. 73)

(Group B)

P2-56B (Learning Objective 1: Analyzing a trial balance) Your best friend is considering
making an investment in Photometric Tailoring Co. She seeks your advice in interpreting the
company’s information. Specifically, she asks whether this trial balance provides the data to
prepare a balance sheet and an income statement.

� Required

Write a memo to answer your friend’s questions. State which accounts go on the balance sheet
and which accounts go on the income statement. In your memo, state the amount of net income
that Photometric Tailoring earned in 20X9, and explain your computation. (pp. 77–78, 63–64)

P2-57B (Learning Objective 1: Analyzing transactions with the accounting equation and
preparing the financial statements) Donald Healey operates and is the major stockholder of
an interior design studio called DH Designers, Inc. The following amounts summarize the
business on April 30, 20X1:

Photometric Tailoring Co.
Trial Balance 

December 31, 20X9

Cash.......................................

Accounts receivable................

Prepaid expenses ....................

Equipment..............................

Accounts payable ...................

Note payable..........................

Common stock.......................

Retained earnings...................

Service revenue.......................

Salary expense........................

Rent expense ..........................

Supplies expense.....................

Advertising expense................

Total ......................................

$  12,000

47,000

4,000

236,000

63,000

26,000

7,000

3,000

$398,000

$105,000

92,000

30,000

32,000

139,000

$398,000

Liabilities=Assets +

24,100

Land+

Common
Stock

10,000

+ +Cash

1,700Bal. 5,400

Accounts
Payable +

Retained
Earnings

12,600

Stockholders’ Equity

+ Supplies
Accounts

Receivable

2,200

=

writing assignment �

(continued)
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104 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

During May 20X1, the business completed these transactions:
a. Healey received $30,000 as a gift and deposited the cash in the business bank account.

The business issued common stock to Healey.
b. Paid $1,400 on accounts payable.
c. Performed services for a client and received cash of $4,100.
d. Collected cash from a customer on account, $700.
e. Purchased supplies on account, $800.
f. Consulted on the interior design of a major office building and billed the client for services

rendered, $5,000.
g. Received cash of $1,700 and issued common stock to a stockholder.
h. Recorded the following expenses for the month: (1) paid office rent—$1,200; (2) paid

advertising—$600.
i. Declared and paid a cash dividend of $2,000.

� Required

1. Analyze the effects of the preceding transactions on the accounting equation of DH
Designers, Inc. Adapt the format of Exhibit 2-1, Panel B. (pp. 62–63)

2. Prepare the income statement of DH Designers, Inc., for the month ended May 31, 20X1.
List expenses in decreasing order by amount. (pp. 63–64)

3. Prepare the statement of retained earnings of DH Designers, Inc., for the month ended
May 31, 20X1. (pp. 63–64)

4. Prepare the balance sheet of DH Designers, Inc., at May 31, 20X1. (pp. 63–64)

P2-58B (Learning Objective 2, 3: Recording transactions, posting) This problem can be used
in conjunction with Problem 2-57B. Refer to Problem 2-57B.

� Required

1. Journalize the transactions of DH Designers, Inc. Explanations are not required. (pp. 72–77)

2. Set up the following T-accounts: Cash, Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Land, Accounts
Payable, Common Stock, Retained Earnings, Dividends, Service Revenue, Rent Expense,
and Advertising Expense. Insert in each account its balance as given (example: Cash
$1,700). Post to the accounts. (pp. 72–77)

3. Compute the balance in each account. For each asset account, each liability account,
and for Common Stock, compare its balance to the ending balance you obtained in
Problem 2-57B. Are the amounts the same or different? (In Chapter 3, we complete the
accounting process. There you will learn how the Retained Earnings, Dividends,
Revenue, and Expense accounts work together in the processing of accounting informa-
tion.)(pp. 72–77)

P2-59B (Learning Objective 1, 2: Analyzing transactions with the accounting equation)
Lane Kohler opened a law office, which he operates as a professional corporation. The name
of the new entity is Lane Kohler, Attorney and Counselor, Professional Corporation (P.C.).
Kohler experienced the following events during the organizing phase of his new business and
its first month of operations. Some of the events were personal transactions of the stockhold-
ers and did not affect the law practice. Others were transactions that should be accounted for
by the business.

� general ledger
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� Required

1. Classify each of the preceding events as one of the following: (pp. 57–63)
a. A personal transaction of a stockholder, not to be recorded by the business of Lane

Kohler, Attorney and Counselor, P.C.
b. A business transaction to be recorded by the business of Lane Kohler, Attorney and

Counselor, P.C.
c. A business-related event but not a transaction to be recorded by the business of Lane

Kohler, Attorney and Counselor, P.C.

2. Analyze the effects of the preceding events on the accounting equation of the business of
Lane Kohler, Attorney and Counselor, P.C. Use a format similar to Exhibit 2-1,
Panel B. (pp. 62–63)

3. Record the transactions of the business in its journal. Include an explanation for each entry.
(pp. 72–77)

P2-60B (Learning Objective 2, 3: Analyzing and recording transactions) Blanton Glass
Etching, Inc., owns shops in outlet malls. The business completed the following transactions
during June:

(continued)

June 1 Received cash of $25,000 and issued common stock to the stockholders.

2 Paid $10,000 cash and signed a $30,000 note payable to

purchase land.

7 Received $15,000 cash from service revenue and deposited that

amount in the bank.

10 Purchased supplies on account, $1,700.

15 Paid employees’ salaries, $2,800, and rent on a shop, $1,800.

15 Paid advertising expense, $1,200.

16 Paid $800 on account.

17 Declared and paid a cash dividend of $3,000.

March Kohler sold 1,000 shares of YouTube stock and received

$75,000 cash from his stockbroker.

Kohler deposited in his personal bank account the $75,000 cash

from sale of the YouTube stock.

Kohler received $100,000 cash from his former partners in the

law firm from which he resigned.

Kohler deposited $50,000 cash in a new business bank account

titled Lane Kohler, Attorney and Counselor, P.C. The business

issued common stock to Kohler.

A representative of a large company telephoned Kohler and told

him of the company’s intention to transfer $15,000 of legal

business to Kohler.

The business paid $500 cash for letterhead stationery for the

law office.

The business purchased office furniture. Kohler paid cash of

$10,000 and agreed to pay the account payable for the

remainder, $9,500, within 3 months.

Kohler finished court hearings on behalf of a client and

submitted his bill for legal services, $3,000. He expected to

collect from this client within 1 month.

The business paid $5,000 of its account payable on the

furniture purchased on March 9.

The business paid office rent of $1,900.

The business declared and paid a cash dividend of $1,000.

1

2

3

5

6

7

9

23

29

30

31
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106 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Blanton uses the following accounts: Cash, Supplies, Land, Accounts Payable, Notes Payable,
Common Stock, Dividends, Service Revenue, Salary Expense, Rent Expense, and Advertising
Expense.

� Required

1. Journalize each transaction. Explanations are not required. (pp. 72–77)

2. Prepare T-accounts for Cash, Accounts Payable, and Notes Payable. Post to these
3 accounts.

3. After these transactions, how much cash does the business have? How much does it owe
in total liabilities? (pp. 62–64)

P2-61B (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Journalizing transactions, posting, and preparing and
using a trial balance) During the first month of operations, Barron Environmental Services,
Inc., completed the following transactions:

� Required

Set up the following T-accounts: Cash, Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Furniture, Land,
Accounts Payable, Common Stock, Dividends, Service Revenue, Salary Expense, and Utilities
Expense.

1. Record each transaction in the journal, using the account titles given. Key each transac-
tion by date. Explanations are not required. (pp. 72–77)

2. Post the transactions to the T-accounts, using transaction dates as posting references.
Label the ending balance of each account Bal., as shown in the chapter (pp. 72–77)

3. Prepare the trial balance of Barron Environmental Services, Inc., at September 30 of the
current year. (pp. 63–64) 

4. Barron asks you how much in total resources the business has to work with, how much
it owes, and whether September was profitable (and by how much). (pp. 63–64)

P2-62B (Learning Objective 3, 4: Recording transactions directly in T-accounts; preparing
and using a trial balance) During the first month of operations (June 20X3), Walker
Consulting Company completed the following selected transactions:
a. Began the business with an investment of $20,000 cash and a building valued at $60,000.

The corporation issued common stock to the stockholders.
b. Borrowed $90,000 from the bank; signed a note payable.
c. Purchased supplies on account for $1,300.
d. Paid $35,000 for computer equipment.
e. Paid employees’ salaries totaling $2,200.
f. Performed consulting service on account for a client, $2,100.

Sept. 3 Received $20,000 cash and issued common stock.

4 Purchased supplies, $800, and furniture, $1,800, on account.

6 Performed services for a client and received $5,000 cash.

7 Paid $15,000 cash to acquire land for an office site.

10 Worked for a client, billed the client, and received her promise

to pay the $600 within 1 week.

14 Paid for the furniture purchased September 4 on account.

16 Paid the telephone bill, $200.

17 Received partial payment from client on account, $500.

24 Paid the water and electricity bills, $400.

28 Received $1,500 cash for helping a client meet environmental

30 Paid secretary’s salary, $1,200.

30 Declared and paid dividends of $2,000.

standards.

� general ledger
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g. Paid $800 of the account payable created in transaction c.
h. Received a $600 bill for advertising expense that will be paid in the near future.
i. Performed service for clients and received $1,100 in cash.
j. Received $1,200 cash on account.
k. Paid the following cash expenses: (1) rent, $700; (2) utilities, $400.

� Required

1. Set up the following T-accounts: Cash, Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Computer Equipment,
Building, Accounts Payable, Note Payable, Common Stock, Service Revenue, Salary Expense,
Advertising Expense, Rent Expense, and Utilities Expense. (pp. 81–82)

2. Record each transaction directly in the T-accounts without using a journal. Use the letters
to identify the transactions. (pp. 81–82)

3. Prepare the trial balance of Walker Consulting Company, at June 30, 20X3. (p. 71)

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 4, 5: Recording transactions directly in T-accounts, preparing
a trial balance, and measuring net income or loss) A friend named Jay Barlow has asked
what effect certain transactions will have on his company. Time is short, so you cannot apply
the detailed procedures of journalizing and posting. Instead, you must analyze the transac-
tions without the use of a journal. Barlow will continue the business only if he can expect to
earn monthly net income of $10,000. The following transactions occurred this month:

a. Barlow deposited $10,000 cash in a business bank account, and the corporation issued
common stock to him.

b. Borrowed $5,000 cash from the bank and signed a note payable due within 1 year.

c. Paid $300 cash for supplies.

d. Purchased advertising in the local newspaper for cash, $800.

e. Purchased office furniture on account, $4,400.

f. Paid the following cash expenses for 1 month: employee salary, $1,700; office rent, $600.

g. Earned revenue on account, $7,000.

h. Earned revenue and received $2,500 cash.

i. Collected cash from customers on account, $1,200.

j. Paid on account, $1,000.

� Required

1. Set up the following T-accounts: Cash, Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Furniture,
Accounts Payable, Notes Payable, Common Stock, Service Revenue, Salary Expense,
Advertising Expense, and Rent Expense. (pp. 81–82)

2. Record the transactions directly in the accounts without using a journal. Key each trans-
action by letter. (pp. 81–82)

3. Prepare a trial balance for Barlow Networks, Inc., at the current date. List expenses with the
largest amount first, the next largest amount second, and so on. (pp. 77–78)

4. Compute the amount of net income or net loss for this first month of operations. Why or
why not would you recommend that Barlow continue in business? (pp. 63–64)
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Case 2. (Learning Objective 2: Correcting financial statements; deciding whether to
expand a business) Sophia Loren opened an Italian restaurant. Business has been good, and
Loren is considering expanding the restaurant. Loren, who knows little accounting, produced
the following financial statements for Little Italy, Inc., at December 31, 20X1, end of the first
month of operations:

Little Italy, Inc.
Income Statement 

Month Ended December 31, 20X1

Little Italy, Inc.
Balance Sheet 

December 31, 20X1

Sales revenue ..........................

Common stock.......................

 Total revenue .....................

Accounts payable ...................

Advertising expense................

Rent expense ..........................

 Total expenses....................

Net income.............................

$36,000

10,000

46,000

$  8,000

5,000

6,000

19,000

$27,000

Assets

 Cash....................................................

 Cost of goods sold (expense) ...............

 Food inventory....................................

 Furniture.............................................

  Total Assets.....................................

Liabilities

 None

Owners’ Equity.......................................

$  6,000

22,000

5,000

10,000

43,000

$43,000

In these financial statements all amounts are correct, except for Owners’ Equity. Loren heard
that total assets should equal total liabilities plus owners’ equity, so she plugged in the amount
of owners’ equity at $43,000 to make the balance sheet come out even.

� Required

Sophia Loren has asked whether she should expand the restaurant. Her banker says Loren
may be wise to expand if (a) net income for the first month reached $5,000 and (b) total
assets are at least $25,000. It appears that the business has reached these milestones, but
Loren doubts whether her financial statements tell the true story. She needs your help in mak-
ing this decision. Prepare a corrected income statement and balance sheet. (Remember that
Retained Earnings, which was omitted from the balance sheet, should equal net income for
the first month; there were no dividends.) After preparing the statements, give Sophia Loren
your recommendation as to whether she should expand the restaurant. (pp. 63–64)

Ethical Issues
Issue 1. Scruffy Murphy is the president and principal stockholder of Scruffy’s Bar & Grill,
Inc. To expand, the business is applying for a $250,000 bank loan. To get the loan, Murphy is
considering two options for beefing up the owners’ equity of the business:

Option 1. Issue $100,000 of common stock for cash. A friend has been wanting to
invest in the company. This may be the right time to extend the offer.
Option 2. Transfer $100,000 of Murphy’s personal land to the business, and issue
common stock to Murphy. Then, after obtaining the loan, Murphy can transfer the land
back to himself and zero out the common stock. 

Journalize the transactions required by each option. Which plan is ethical? Which is unethi-
cal and why? (pp.72–74)

Issue 2. Community Charities has a standing agreement with Empire State Bank. The
agreement allows Community Charities to overdraw its cash balance at the bank when
donations are running low. In the past, Community Charities managed funds wisely and
rarely used this privilege. Recently, however, Douglas Byrd has been named president of
Community Charities. To expand operations, Byrd is acquiring equipment and spending a
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Apply Your Knowledge � 109

lot for fund-raising. During Byrd’s presidency, Community Charities has maintained a neg-
ative bank balance of about $3,000.

� Required
What is the ethical issue in this situation? Do you approve or disapprove of Byrd’s manage-
ment of Community Charities’ and Empire State Bank’s funds? Why? (Challenge)

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands
(Learning Objective 3, 4: Recording transactions and computing net income) Refer to YUM!
Brands’ financial statements in Appendix A at the end of the book. Assume that YUM com-
pleted the following selected transactions during 2006.

a. Made company sales (revenue) and collected cash of $8,365 million.

b. Earned franchise and license fee revenue on account, $1,196 million.

c. Purchased inventories, paying cash of $2,557 million.

d. Incurred food and paper expense of $2,549 million. Credit the Inventories account.

e. Paid operating and other expenses of $6,188 million.

f. Collected cash on accounts and notes receivable, $1,212 million.

g. Paid cash for other assets, $671 million.

� Required

1. Set up T-accounts for: Cash (debit balance of $158 million); Accounts and Notes
Receivable (debit balance of $236 million); Inventories (debit balance of $85 million);
Other Assets ($0 balance); Company Sales (Revenue: $0 balance); Franchise and License
Fee Revenue ($0 balance); Food and Paper Expense ($0 balance); Operating and Other
Expenses ($0 balance). (pp. 72–77)

2. Journalize YUM’s transactions a–g. Explanations are not required. (pp. 72–77)

3. Post to the T-accounts, and compute the balance for each account. Key postings by trans-
action letters a–g. (pp. 72–77)

4. For each of the following accounts, compare your computed balance to YUM’s actual bal-
ance as shown on YUM’s 2006 income statement or balance sheet in Appendix A. Your
amounts should agree to the actual figures. (pp. 77–78)
a. Cash d. Company Sales (Revenue)
b. Accounts and Notes Receivable e. Franchise and License Fee Revenue
c. Inventories f. Food and Paper Expense

5. Use the relevant accounts from requirement 4 to prepare a summary income statement for
YUM! Brands, Inc., for 2006. Compare the net income you computed to YUM’s actual net
income. The 2 amounts should be equal. (p. 23)

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports
(Learning Objective 1, 2: Analyzing a leading company’s financial statements) Refer to the
Pier 1 Imports financial statements in Appendix B at the end of the book. Suppose you are
an investor considering buying Pier 1 stock. The following questions are important: Show
amounts in millions and round to the nearest $1 million.

1. Explain whether Pier 1 had more sales revenue, or collected more cash from customers,
during 2006. Combine Pier 1’s 2 receivable accounts, and then analyze total receivables to
answer this question. (pp. 77–78, Challenge).

2. A major concern of lenders, such as banks, is the amount of “long-term debt” a company
owes. How much long-term debt does Pier 1 owe at the end of 2006? at the end of 2005?
What must have happened to Pier 1’s long-term debt during 2006? (Challenge)

3. Investors are vitally interested in a company’s sales and profits, and its trends of sales and
profits over time. Consider Pier 1’s net sales and net income (net loss) during the period
from 2004 through 2006. Compute the percentage increase or decrease in net sales
and also in net income (net loss) from 2004 to 2006. Which item grew faster during this
2-year period, net sales or net income (net loss)? (Challenge)
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110 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Group Projects

Project 1. You are promoting a rock concert in your area. Your purpose is to earn a profit,
so you need to establish the formal structure of a business entity. Assume you organize as a
corporation.

� Required

1. Make a detailed list of 10 factors you must consider as you establish the business.

2. Describe 10 of the items your business must arrange to promote and stage the rock concert.

3. Identify the transactions that your business can undertake to organize, promote, and stage the
concert. Journalize the transactions, and post to the relevant T-accounts. Set up the accounts
you need for your business ledger. Refer to the appendix at the end of book if needed.

4. Prepare the income statement, statement of retained earnings, and balance sheet immedi-
ately after the rock concert, that is, before you have had time to pay all the business bills
and to collect all receivables.

5. Assume that you will continue to promote rock concerts if the venture is successful. If it is
unsuccessful, you will terminate the business within 3 months after the concert. Discuss how
to evaluate the success of your venture and how to decide whether to continue in business.

Project 2. Contact a local business and arrange with the owner to learn what accounts the
business uses.

� Required

1. Obtain a copy of the business’s chart of accounts.

2. Prepare the company’s financial statements for the most recent month, quarter, or year.
You may use either made-up account balances or balances supplied by the owner.

If the business has a large number of accounts within a category, combine related
accounts and report a single amount on the financial statements. For example, the company
may have several cash accounts. Combine all cash amounts and report a single Cash amount
on the balance sheet.

You will probably encounter numerous accounts that you have not yet learned. Deal
with these as best you can. The charts of accounts given in the appendix at the end of the
book can be helpful.

Quick Check Answers

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. c 2. d 3. b 4. d 5. a 6. b 7. c 8. a 9. d 10. d 11. a 12. c
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Debit/Credit Transaction Analysis
Demo Doc: To make sure you understand this material, work through the following demonstration

“demo doc” with detailed comments to help you see the concept within the framework of a worked-

through problem.

Learning Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4

On September 1, 2008, Michael Moe incorporated Moe’s Mowing, Inc., a company that pro-

vides mowing and landscaping services. During the month of September, the business

incurred the following transactions:

a. To begin operations, Michael deposited $10,000 cash in the business’s bank
account. The business received the cash and issued common stock to Michael.

b. The business purchased equipment for $3,500 on account.

c. The business purchased office supplies for $800 cash.

d. The business provided $2,600 of services to a customer on account.

e. The business paid $500 cash toward the equipment previously purchased on
account in transaction b.

f. The business received $2,000 in cash for services provided to a new customer.

g. The business paid $200 cash to repair equipment.

h. The business paid $900 cash in salary expense.

i. The business received $2,100 cash from a customer on account.

j. The business paid cash dividends of $1,500.

Demo Doc � 111

Demo Doc
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112 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Requirements

1. Create blank T-accounts for the following accounts: Cash, Accounts
Receivable, Supplies, Equipment, Accounts Payable, Common Stock,
Dividends, Service Revenue, Salary Expense, Repair Expense.

2. Journalize the transactions and then post to the T-accounts. Use the table
in Exhibit 2-16 to help with the journal entries.

3. Total each T-account to determine its balance at the end of the month.

4. Prepare the trial balance of Moe’s Mowing, Inc., at September 30, 2008.

 

Increase Decrease

Assets

Liabilities

Stockholders’ Equity

Revenues

Expenses

Dividends

debit

credit

credit

credit

debit

debit

credit

debit

debit

debit

credit

credit

 

   
   
   

E X H I B I T  2 - 1 6 The Rules of Debit and Credit
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Requirement 1

Create blank T-accounts for the following accounts: Cash, Accounts

Receivable, Supplies, Equipment, Accounts Payable, Common Stock,

Dividends, Service Revenue, Salary Expense, Repair Expense.

Opening a T-account means drawing a blank account that looks like a capital “T” and put-
ting the account title across the top. T-accounts show the additions and subtractions made to
each account. For easy reference, the accounts are grouped into assets, liabilities, stockhold-
ers’ equity, revenue, and expenses (in that order).

Demo Doc Solutions � 113

Demo Doc Solutions

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
Demo Doc
Complete

Cash

Accounts Receivable

Supplies

Equipment

Accounts Payable Common Stock

Dividends

Service Revenue

Salary Expense

Repair Expense

ASSETS = LIABILITIES + STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

REVENUE

EXPENSES
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114 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Requirement 2

Journalize the transactions and show how they are recorded in T-accounts.

a. To begin operations, Michael deposited $10,000 cash in the business’s bank
account. The business received the cash and issued common stock to Michael.

First, we must determine which accounts are affected by the transaction.

The business received $10,000 cash from its principal stockholder (Michael Moe). In

exchange, the business issued common stock to Michael. So, the accounts involved are Cash

and Common Stock.

Remember that we are recording the transactions of Moe’s Mowing, Inc., not the transactions of

Michael Moe, the person. Michael and his business are 2 entirely separate accounting entities.

The next step is to determine what type of accounts these are. Cash is an asset,  Common

Stock is part of equity.

Next, we must determine if these accounts increased or decreased. From the business’s point

of view, Cash (an asset) has increased. Common Stock (equity) has also increased.

Now we must determine if these accounts should be debited or credited. According to the

rules of debit and credit (see Exhibit 2-16 on p. 112), an increase in assets is a debit, while an

increase in equity is a credit.

So, Cash (an asset) increases, which requires a debit. Common Stock (equity) also increases,

which requires a credit.

The journal entry follows.

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
Demo Doc
Complete

 a. Cash (Asset   ; debit)

   Issued common stock.

Common Stock (Equity   ; credit)

 

10,000

 10,000

The total dollar amounts of debits must always equal the total dollar amounts of credits.

Remember to use the transaction letters as references. This will help as we post entries to the

T-accounts.

Each T-account has 2 sides—one for recording debits and the other for recording credits. To

post the transaction to a T-account, simply transfer the amount of each debit to the correct

account as a debit (left-side) entry, and transfer the amount of each credit to the correct

account as a credit (right-side) entry.

This transaction includes a debit of $10,000 to cash. This means that $10,000 is posted to the

left side of the Cash T-account. The transaction also includes a credit of $10,000 to Common

Stock. This means that $10,000 is posted to the right side of the Common Stock account, as

follows:

Cash

a. 10,000

Common Stock

a. 10,000
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Now the first transaction has been journalized and posted. We repeat this process for every

journal entry. Let’s proceed to the next transaction.

b. The business purchased equipment for $3,500 on account.

The business received equipment in exchange for a promise to pay for the $3,500 cost at a

future date. So the accounts involved in the transaction are Equipment and Accounts Payable.

Equipment is an asset and Accounts Payable is a liability.

The asset Equipment has increased. The liability Accounts Payable has also increased.

Looking at Exhibit 2-16 (p. 112), an increase in assets (in this case, the increase in

Equipment) is a debit, while an increase in liabilities (in this case, Accounts Payable) is

a credit.

The journal entry follows.

$3,500 is then posted to the debit (left) side of the Equipment T-account.  $3,500 is posted to

the credit (right) side of Accounts Payable, as follows:

c. The business purchased office supplies for $800 cash.

The business purchased supplies, paying cash of $800. So the accounts involved in the trans-

action are Supplies and Cash.

Supplies and Cash are both assets.

Supplies (an asset) has increased. Cash (an asset) has decreased.

Looking at Exhibit 2-16 (p. 112), an increase in assets is a debit, while a decrease in assets is 

a credit.

So the increase to Supplies (an asset) is a debit, while the decrease to Cash (an asset) is a credit.

The journal entry follows:

$800 is then posted to the debit (left) side of the Supplies T-account. $800 is posted to the

credit (right) side of the Cash account, as follows:

 c.  

 800

  800Supplies (Asset   ; debit)

   Purchased supplies for cash.

Cash (Asset   ; credit)

Equipment

b. 3,500

Accounts Payable

b. 3,500

Demo Doc Solutions � 115

 b.  

 3,500

  3,500Equipment (Asset   ; debit)

   Purchased equipment on account.

Accounts Payable (Liability   ; credit)
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116 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Notice the $10,000 already on the debit side of the Cash account. This came from transac-

tion a.

d. The business provided $2,600 of services to a customer on account.

The business rendered service for a customer and received a promise from the  customer to

pay us $2,600 cash next month. So the accounts involved in the transaction are Accounts

Receivable and Service Revenue.

Accounts Receivable is an asset and Service Revenue is revenue.

Accounts Receivable (an asset) has increased. Service Revenue (revenue) has also increased.

Looking at Exhibit 2-16 (p. 112), an increase in assets is a debit, while an increase in revenue

is a credit.

So the increase to Accounts Receivable (an asset) is a debit, while the increase to Service

Revenue (revenue) is a credit.

The journal entry follows.

$2,600 is posted to the debit (left) side of the Accounts Receivable T-account. $2,600 is posted

to the credit (right) side of the Service Revenue account, as follows:

e. The business paid $500 cash toward the equipment previously purchased on
account in transaction b.

The business paid some of the money that it owed on the purchase of equipment in transac-

tion b. The accounts involved in the transaction are Accounts Payable and Cash.

Accounts Payable is a liability that has decreased. Cash is an asset that has also decreased.

Remember that Accounts Payable shows the amount the business must pay in the future (a

liability). When the business pays these creditors, Accounts Payable will  decrease because

the business will then owe less (in this case, Accounts Payable drops from $3,500—in trans-

action b—to $3,000).

Looking at Exhibit 2-16 (p. 112), a decrease in liabilities is a debit, while a decrease in assets

is a credit.

Accounts Receivable

d. 2,600

Service Revenue

d. 2,600

 d.  

 2,600

  2,600Accounts Receivable (Asset   ; debit)

   Provided services on account.

Service Revenue (Revenue   ; credit)

Cash

a. 10,000

c. 800

Supplies

c. 800
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So Accounts Payable (a liability) decreases, which is a debit. Cash (an asset) decreases, which

is a credit.

$500 is posted to the debit (left) side of the Accounts Payable T-account. $500 is posted to the

credit (right) side of the Cash account, as follows:

Again notice the amounts already in the T-accounts from previous transactions. The reference

letters show which transaction caused each amount to appear in the T-account.

f. The business received $2,000 in cash for services provided to a new
customer.

The business received $2,000 cash in exchange for mowing and landscaping services rendered

to a customer. The accounts involved in the transaction are Cash and Service Revenue.

Cash is an asset that has increased and Service Revenue is revenue, which has also increased.

Looking at Exhibit 2-16 (p. 112), an increase in assets is a debit, while an increase in revenue

is a credit.

So the increase to Cash (an asset) is a debit. The increase to Service Revenue (revenue) is a

credit.

$2,000 is then posted to the debit (left) side of the Cash T-account. $2,000 is posted to the

credit (right) side of the Service Revenue account, as follows:

Cash

a. 10,000

c. 800

e. 500

f. 2,000

Service Revenue

d. 2,600

f. 2,000

 f.  

  2,000

   2,000Cash (Asset   ; debit)

   Provided services for cash.

Service Revenue (Revenue   ; credit)

Cash

a. 10,000

c. 800

e. 500

Accounts Payable

b. 3,500

e. 500

 e.  

 500

  500Accounts Payable (Liability   ; debit)

   Partial payment on account.

Cash (Asset   ; credit)

Demo Doc Solutions � 117
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118 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

Notice how we keep adding onto the T-accounts. The values from previous transactions

remain in their places.

g. The business paid $200 cash to repair equipment.

The business paid $200 cash to have equipment repaired. Because the benefit of the repairs

has already been used, the repairs are recorded as Repair Expense. Because the repairs were

paid in cash, the Cash account is also involved.

Repair Expense is an expense that has increased and Cash is an asset that has decreased.

Looking at Exhibit 2-16 (p. 112), an increase in expenses calls for a debit, while a decrease in

an asset requires a credit.

So Repair Expense (an expense) increases, which is a debit. Cash (an asset) decreases, which is

a credit.

$200 is then posted to the debit (left) side of the Repair Expense T-account. $200 is posted to

the credit (right) side of the Cash account, as follows:

h. The business paid $900 cash for salary expense.

The business paid employees $900 in cash. Because the benefit of the employees’ work has

already been used, their salaries are recorded as Salary Expense. Because the salaries were paid

in cash, the Cash account is also involved.

Salary Expense is an expense that has increased and Cash is an asset that has decreased.

Looking at Exhibit 2-16 (p. 112), an increase in expenses is a debit, while a decrease in an

asset is a credit.

In this case, Salary Expense (an expense) increases, which is a debit. Cash (an asset) decreases,

which is a credit.

 h.  

900

 900Salary Expense (Expense   ; debit)

   Paid salary.

Cash (Asset   ; credit)

Cash

a. 10,000

c. 800

e. 500

f. 2,000

g. 200

Repair Expense

g. 200

 g.  

 200

  200Repair Expense (Expense    ; debit)

   Paid for repairs.

Cash (Asset   ; credit)
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$900 is posted to the debit (left) side of the Salary Expense T-account. $900 is posted to the

credit (right) side of the Cash account, as follows:

i. The business received $2,100 cash from a customer on account.

The business received cash of $2,100 from a customer for services previously provided in

transaction d. The accounts affected by this transaction are Cash and Accounts Receivable.

Cash and Accounts Receivable are both assets.

The asset Cash has increased, and the asset Accounts Receivable has decreased.

Remember, Accounts Receivable shows the amount of cash the business has coming from cus-

tomers. When the business receives cash from these customers, Accounts Receivable will

decrease, because the business will have less to receive in the future (in this case, it reduces

from $2,600—in transaction d—to $500).

Looking at Exhibit 2-16 (p. 112), an increase in assets is a debit, while a decrease in assets is a

credit.

So Cash (an asset) increases, which is a debit. Accounts Receivable (an asset) decreases, which

is a credit.

$2,100 is posted to the debit (left) side of the Cash T-account. $2,100 is posted to the credit

(right) side of the Accounts Receivable account, as follows:

Cash

a. 10,000

c. 800

e. 500

f. 2,000

g. 200

h. 900

i. 2,100

Accounts Receivable

d. 2,600

i. 2,100

 i.  

 2,100

  2,100Cash (Asset   ; debit)

   Received cash on account.

Accounts Receivable (Asset   ; credit)

Cash

a. 10,000

c. 800

e. 500

f. 2,000

g. 200

h. 900

Salary Expense

h. 900

Demo Doc Solutions � 119
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120 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

j. The business declared and paid cash dividends of $1,500.

The business paid Michael dividends from the earnings it had retained on his behalf. This

caused Michael’s ownership interest (equity) to decrease. The accounts involved in this trans-

action are Dividends and Cash.

Dividends have increased and Cash is an asset that has decreased.

Looking at Exhibit 2-16 (p. 112), an increase in dividends is a debit, while a decrease in an

asset is a credit.

Remember that Dividends are a negative element of stockholders’ equity. Therefore, when

Dividends increase, stockholders’ equity decreases. So in this case, Dividends decrease equity

with a debit. Cash (an asset) decreases with a credit.

$1,500 is posted to the debit (left) side of the Dividends T-account. $1,500 is posted to the

credit (right) side of the Cash account, as follows:

Now we can summarize all of the journal entries during the month:

Cash

a. 10,000

c. 800

e. 500

f. 2,000

g. 200

h. 900

i. 2,100

j. 1,500

Dividends

j. 1,500

 j.  

 1,500

  1,500Dividends (Dividends   ; debit)

   Paid dividends.

Cash (Asset   ; credit)
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Demo Doc Solutions � 121

Cash

Issued common stock.

Equipment

Purchased equipment on account.

Supplies

Purchased supplies for cash.

Accounts Receivable

Provided services on account.

Accounts Payable

Partial payment on account.

Cash

Provided services for cash.

Repair Expense

Paid for repairs.

Salary Expense

Paid salary.

Cash

Received cash on account.

Dividends

Paid dividends.

Common Stock

Accounts Payable

Cash

Service Revenue

Cash

Service Revenue

Cash

Cash

Accounts Receivable

Cash

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

Accounts and Explanation

 10,000

  

3,500

800

2,600

500

2,000

200

900

2,100

1,500

  10,000

3,500

800

2,600

500

2,000

200

900

2,100

1,500

DebitRef. Credit

Requirement 3

Total each T-account to determine its balance at the end of the month.

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
Demo Doc
Complete
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122 � Chapter 2 Transaction Analysis

To compute the balance in a T-account (total the T-account), add up the numbers on the

debit/left side of the account and (separately) add the credit/right side of the account. The

difference between the total debits and the total credits is the account’s balance, which is

placed on the side that holds the larger total. This gives the balance in the T-account.

For example, for the Cash account, the numbers on the debit/left side total $10,000 + $2,000

+ $2,100 = $14,100. The credit/right side = $800 + $500 + $200 + $900 + $1,500 = $3,900.

The difference is $14,100 � $3,900 = $10,200. At the end of the period Cash has a debit bal-

ance of $10,200. We put the $10,200 at the bottom of the debit side because that was the side

that showed the bigger total ($14,100). This is called a debit balance.

An easy way to think of totaling T-accounts is:

T-accounts after posting all transactions and totaling each account:

Beginning balance in a T-account

+ Increases to the T-account

− Decreases to the T-account

T- account balance (net total)

Cash

a. 10,000

c. 800

e. 500

f. 2,000

g. 200

h. 900

i. 2,100

j. 1,500

Bal. 10,200

Accounts Receivable

d. 2,600

i. 2,100

Bal. 500

Supplies

c. 800

Bal. 800

Equipment

b. 3,500

Bal. 3,500

Accounts Payable

b. 3,500

e. 500

Bal. 3,000

Common Stock

a. 10,000

Bal. 10,000

Dividends

j. 1,500

Bal. 1,500

Service Revenue

d. 2,600

f. 2,000

Bal. 4,600

Salary Expense

h. 900

Bal. 900

Repair Expense

g. 200

Bal. 200

ASSETS = LIABILITIES + STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

REVENUE

EXPENSES
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Requirement 4

The trial balance lists all the accounts along with their balances. This listing is helpful because it

summarizes all the accounts in one place. Otherwise one must plow through all the T-accounts

to find the balance of Accounts Payable, Salary Expense, or any other account.

The trial balance is an internal accounting document that accountants and managers use

to prepare the financial statements. It’s not like the income statement and balance sheet,

which are presented to the public.

Data for the trial balance come directly from the T-accounts that we prepared in

Requirement 3. A debit balance in a T-account remains a debit in the trial balance, and like-

wise for credits. For example, the T-account for Cash shows a debit balance of $10,200, and

the trial balance lists Cash the same way. The Accounts Payable T-account shows a $3,000

credit balance, and the trial balance lists Accounts Payable correctly.

The trial balance or Moe’s Mowing at September 30, 2008, appears as follows. Notice that

we list the accounts in their proper order—assets, liabilities, stockholder’s equity, revenues,

and expenses.

You should trace each account from the T-accounts to the trial balance.

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
Demo Doc
Complete

Moe’s Mowing, Inc.
Trial Balance

September 30, 2008

  

  Cash .....................................

  Accounts receivable ...............

  Supplies .................................

  Equipment .............................

  Accounts payable...................

  Common stock ......................

  Dividends...............................

  Service revenue ......................

  Salary expense .......................

  Repair expense.......................

  Total .....................................

$10,200

500

800

3,500

1,500

900

200

$17,600

$  3,000

10,000

4,600

$17,600

Balance

Debit Credit

Assets

Liabilities

Equity

Revenues

Expenses

Demo Doc Solutions � 123
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S P O T L I G H T

STARBUCKS CORPORATION

Starbucks has changed coffee from a breakfast drink to an experience. The corporation began in Seattle,

Washington, in 1985 and now has over 10,000 locations in the United States alone, with almost 2,000 more

abroad.

As you can see from Starbucks’ income statement, the company sold almost $8 billion of coffee and

related products during the 2006 fiscal year. How does Starbucks know whether these revenues translated

into profit? The income statement reports net income of $564 million. That’s a lot of coffee!

Accrual Accounting & Income3 
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126 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

This chapter completes our coverage of the accounting cycle. It gives

the basics of what you need before tackling individual topics such as receivables,
inventory, and cash flows.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Relate accrual accounting and cash flows

2 Apply the revenue and matching principles

3 Adjust the accounts

4 Prepare the financial statements

5 Close the books

6 Use 2 new ratios to evaluate a business

Starbucks Corporation
Income Statement (Adapted) 

Year Ended September 30, 2006

Revenues:

 Net operating revenues ..........................................

 Other income .........................................................

 Total net revenues ..................................................

Expenses:

 Cost of sales (cost of goods sold) ...........................

 Store operating expenses ........................................

 Other operating expenses .......................................

 Depreciation and amortization expenses ................

 General and administrative expenses......................

  Total operating expenses ....................................

Income before income tax ..........................................

Income tax expense ....................................................

Net income.................................................................

$7,787

89

7,876

3,179

2,688

260

387

473

6,987

889

325

$   564

Millions

For more practice and review of accounting cycle concepts, use ACT,
the accounting Cycle Tutorial, online at www.prenhall.com/harrison.
Margin logos like this one, directing you to the appropriate ACT section

and material, appear throughout Chapters 1, 2, and 3. When you enter the tuto-
rial, you’ll find three buttons on the opening page of each chapter module.
Here’s what the buttons mean: Tutorial gives you a review of the major concepts,
Application gives you practice exercises, and Glossary reviews important terms.
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Accrual Accounting Versus Cash-Basis Accounting � 127

ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING VERSUS

CASH-BASIS ACCOUNTING

Managers want to earn a profit. Investors search for companies whose stock prices will

increase. Banks seek borrowers who’ll pay their debts. Accounting provides the infor-

mation these people use for decision making. Accounting can be based on either the

� accrual basis, or the
� cash basis

Accrual accounting records the impact of a business transaction as it occurs.

When the business performs a service, makes a sale, or incurs an expense, the

accountant records the transaction even if it receives or pays no cash.

Cash-basis accounting records only cash transactions—cash receipts and cash

payments. Cash receipts are treated as revenues, and cash payments are handled as

expenses.

Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) require accrual accounting.

The business records revenues as the revenues are earned and expenses as the

expenses are incurred—not necessarily when cash changes hands. Consider a sale on

account. Which transaction increases your wealth—making an $800 sale on account,

or collecting the $800 cash? Making the sale increases your wealth by $300 because

you gave up inventory that cost you $500 and you got a receivable worth $800.

Collecting cash later merely swaps your $800 receivable for $800 cash—no gain on

this transaction. Making the sale—not collecting the cash—increases your wealth.

The basic defect of cash-basis accounting is that the cash basis ignores impor-

tant information. That makes the financial statements incomplete. The result? People

using the statements make bad decisions.

Suppose your business makes a sale on account. The cash basis does not record

the sale because you received no cash. You may be thinking,  “Let’s wait until we col-

lect cash and then record the sale. After all, we pay the bills with cash, so ignore trans-

actions that don’t affect cash.”

What’s wrong with this argument? There are 2 defects—one on the balance

sheet and the other on the income statement.

Balance-Sheet Defect. If we fail to record a sale on account, the balance sheet

reports no account receivable. Why is this so bad? The receivable is a real asset, and

it should appear on the balance sheet. Without this information, your assets are

understated as shown on the balance sheet.

Income-Statement Defect. A sale on account provides revenue that increases

the company’s wealth. Ignoring the sale understates your revenue and net income on

the income statement.

The take-away lessons from this discussion are:

� Watch out for companies that use the cash basis of accounting. Their financial

statements omit important information.
� All but the smallest businesses use the accrual basis of accounting.
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128 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Accrual Accounting and Cash Flows

Accrual accounting is more complex—and more complete—than cash-basis account-

ing. Accrual accounting records cash transactions, such as

� Collecting cash from customers � Borrowing money
� Receiving cash from interest earned � Paying off loans
� Paying salaries, rent, and other � Issuing stock

expenses

Accrual accounting also records noncash transactions, such as

� Sales on account � Depreciation expense
� Purchases of inventory on account � Usage of prepaid rent, insurance,
� Accrual of expenses incurred but and supplies

not yet paid � Earning of revenue when cash was 
collected in advance

Accrual accounting is based on a framework of concepts and principles. We turn

now to the time-period concept, the revenue principle, and the matching principle.

The Time-Period Concept

The only way for a business to know for certain how well it performed is to shut

down, sell the assets, pay the liabilities, and return any leftover cash to the owners.

This process, called liquidation, means going out of business. Ongoing companies

can’t wait until they go out of business to measure income! Instead, they need regular

progress reports. Accountants, therefore, prepare financial statements for specific

periods. The time-period concept ensures that accounting information is reported at

regular intervals.

The basic accounting period is 1 year, and virtually all businesses prepare annual

financial statements. Around 60% of large companies—including Amazon.com, eBay,

and YUM! Brands—use the calendar year from January 1 through December 31.

A fiscal year ends on a date other than December 31. Most retailers, including 

Wal-Mart and JCPenney, use a fiscal year that ends on January 31 because the low

point in their business activity falls after Christmas. Starbucks Corporation uses a  fis-

cal year that ends on September 30.

Companies also prepare financial statements for interim periods of less than a

year, such as a month, a quarter (3 months), or a semiannual period (6 months).

Most of the discussions in this text are based on an annual accounting period.

The Revenue Principle

The revenue principle governs two things:

1. When to record revenue (make a journal entry)

2. The amount of revenue to record

When should you record revenue? After it has been earned—and not before. In  most

cases, revenue is earned when the business has delivered a good or service to a cus-

tomer. It has done everything required to earn the revenue by transferring the good

or service to the customer.

Exhibit 3-1 shows two situations that provide guidance on when to record rev-

enue for Starbucks Corporation. Situation 1 illustrates when not to record revenue.

No transaction has occurred, so Starbucks Corporation records nothing. Situation 2

illustrates when revenue should be recorded—after a transaction has occurred.

OBJECTIVE

2Apply the revenue and
matching principles

OBJECTIVE

1 Relate accrual accounting
and cash flows 
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Accrual Accounting Versus Cash-Basis Accounting � 129

E X H I B I T  3 - 1 When to Record Revenue

I plan to
start drinking

Starbucks
coffee.

Customer Joe Starbucks

Situation 1—Do Not Record Revenue

No transaction has occurred.

Great! We'll
welcome you

as a customer.

Situation 2—Record Revenue

Starbucks sells a cup of coffee.

I appreciate
your business.

Here’s your
coffee.

Joe StarbucksCustomer

Yum!

The amount of revenue to record is the cash value of the goods or services trans-

ferred to the customer. Suppose that in order to promote business, Starbucks runs a

promotion and sells coffee for the discount price of $2 per cup. Ordinarily Starbucks

would charge $4 for this coffee. How much revenue should Starbucks record? The

answer is $2—the cash value of the transaction. The amount of the sale, $2, is the

amount of revenue earned—not the regular price of $4.

The Matching Principle

The matching principle is the basis for recording expenses. Expenses are the costs of

assets used up, and of liabilities created, in the earning of revenue. Expenses have no

future benefit to the company. The matching principle includes two steps:

1. Identify all the expenses incurred during the accounting period.

2. Measure the expenses, and match expenses against the revenues earned.

To match expenses against revenues means to subtract expenses from revenues to

compute net income or net loss. Exhibit 3-2 illustrates the matching principle.

E X H I B I T  3 - 2 The Matching Principle

a. Net income

− =

b. Net loss

OR − =Revenue Expense Net Income Revenue Expense (Net Loss)

$1,000 $800

$200

$700 $800 ($100)

Match the expense of a period against
the revenue  earned during the period. 
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130 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Some expenses are paid in cash. Other expenses arise from using up an asset

such as supplies. Still other expenses occur when a company creates a liability. For

example, Starbucks’ salary expense occurs when employees work for the company.

Starbucks may pay the salary expense immediately, or Starbucks may record a liabil-

ity for the salary to be paid later. In either case, Starbucks has salary expense. The

critical event for recording an expense is the employees’ working for the company,

not the payment of cash.

STOP & think. . .

1. A customer pays Starbucks $100 on March 15 for coffee to be served at a party in April. Has Starbucks

earned revenue on March 15? When will Starbucks earn the revenue?

2. Starbucks pays $4,500 on July 1 for store rent for the next 3 months. Has Starbucks incurred an

expense on July 1?

Answers:

1. No. Starbucks has received the cash but will not deliver the coffee until later. Starbucks earns the rev-

enue when it gives the goods to the customer.

2. No. Starbucks has paid cash for rent in advance. There is no expense. This prepaid rent is an asset

because Starbucks has the use of a store location in the future.

Ethical Issues in Accrual Accounting

Accrual accounting provides some ethical challenges that cash accounting avoids.

For example, suppose that in 2008, Starbucks Corporation prepays a $3 million

advertising campaign to be conducted by a large advertising agency. The advertise-

ments are scheduled to run during December, January, and February. In this case,

Starbucks is buying an asset, a prepaid expense.

Suppose Starbucks pays for the advertisements on December 1 and the ads start

running immediately. Starbucks should record one-third of the expense ($1 million)

during the year ended December 31, 2008, and two-thirds ($2 million) during 2009.

Suppose 2008 is a great year for Starbucks—net income is better than expected.

Starbucks’ top managers believe that 2009 will not be as profitable. In this case, the

company has a strong incentive to expense the full $3 million during 2008 in order

to report all the advertising expense in the 2008 income statement. This unethical

action would keep $2 million of advertising expense off the 2009 income statement

and make 2009’s net income look better.

UPDATING THE ACCOUNTS: THE ADJUSTING PROCESS

At the end of the period, the business reports its financial statements. This process

begins with the trial balance introduced in Chapter 2. We refer to this trial balance as

unadjusted because the accounts are not yet ready for the financial statements. In

most cases the simple label “Trial Balance” means “unadjusted.”

Which Accounts Need to Be Updated (Adjusted)?

The stockholders need to know how well Genie Car Wash is performing. The finan-

cial statements report this information, and all accounts must be up-to-date. That

OBJECTIVE

3Adjust the accounts 
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Updating the Accounts: The Adjusting Process � 131

means some accounts must be adjusted. Exhibit 3-3 gives the trial balance of Genie

Car Wash, Inc., at June 30, 20X9.

This trial balance is unadjusted. That means it’s not completely up-to-date. It’s

not quite ready for preparing the financial statements for presentation to the public.

E X H I B I T  3 - 3 Unadjusted Trial Balance

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Unadjusted Trial Balance

June 30, 20X9

Cash...............................................

Accounts receivable........................

Supplies..........................................

Prepaid rent....................................

Equipment......................................

Accounts payable ...........................

Unearned service revenue ...............

Common stock...............................

Retained earnings...........................

Dividends .......................................

Service revenue...............................

Salary expense................................

Utilities expense .............................

Total ..............................................

$13,100

400

20,000

18,800

7,000

$59,300

$24,800

2,200

700

3,000

24,000

3,200

900

500

$59,300

Cash, Equipment, Accounts Payable, Common Stock, and Dividends are up-to-

date and need no adjustment at the end of the period. Why? Because the  day-to-day

transactions provide all the data for these accounts.

Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Prepaid Rent, and the other accounts are

another story. These accounts are not yet up-to-date on June 30. Why? Because cer-

tain transactions have not yet been recorded. Consider Supplies. During June, Genie

Car Wash used cleaning supplies to wash cars. But Genie didn’t make a journal entry

for supplies used every time it washed a car. That would waste time and money.

Instead, Genie waits until the end of the period and then records the supplies used

up during the entire month.

The cost of supplies used up is an expense. An adjusting entry at the end of

June updates both Supplies (an asset) and Supplies Expense. We must adjust all

accounts whose balances are not yet up-to-date.

Categories of Adjusting Entries

Accounting adjustments fall into three basic categories: deferrals, depreciation, and

accruals.

Deferrals. A deferral is an adjustment for an item that the business paid or

received cash in advance. Starbucks purchases supplies for use in its operations.

During the period, some supplies (assets) are used up and become expenses. At the

end of the period, an adjustment is needed to decrease the Supplies account for the

supplies used up. This is Supplies Expense. Prepaid rent, prepaid insurance, and all

other prepaid expenses require deferral adjustments.
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132 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

There are also deferral adjustments for liabilities. Companies such as Starbucks

may collect cash from a grocery-store chain in advance of earning the revenue. When

Starbucks receives cash up front, Starbucks has a liability to provide coffee for the

customer. This liability is called Unearned Sales Revenue. Then, when Starbucks

delivers the goods to the customer, it earns Sales Revenue. This earning process

requires an adjustment at the end of the period. The adjustment decreases the liabil-

ity and increases the revenue for the revenue earned. Publishers such as Time, Inc.,

and your cell-phone company collect cash in advance. They too must make adjusting

entries for revenues earned later.

Depreciation. Depreciation allocates the cost of a plant asset to expense over the

asset’s useful life. Depreciation is the most common long-term deferral. Starbucks

buys buildings and equipment. As Starbucks uses the assets, it records depreciation

for wear-and-tear and obsolescence. The accounting adjustment records Depreciation

Expense and decreases the asset’s book value over its life. The process is identical to a

deferral-type adjustment; the only difference is the type of asset involved.

Accruals. An accrual is the opposite of a deferral. For an accrued expense,

Starbucks records the expense before paying cash. For an accrued revenue, Starbucks

records the revenue before collecting cash.

Salary Expense can create an accrual adjustment. As employees work for

Starbucks Corporation, the company’s salary expense accrues with the passage of

time. At September 30, 2006, Starbucks owed employees some salaries to be paid

after year end. At September 30, Starbucks recorded Salary Expense and Salary

Payable for the amount owed. Other examples of expense accruals include interest

expense and income tax expense.

An accrued revenue is a revenue that the business has earned and will collect

next year. At year end Starbucks must accrue the revenue. The adjustment debits a

receivable and credits a revenue. For example, accrual of interest revenue debits

Interest Receivable and credits Interest Revenue.

Let’s see how the adjusting process actually works for Genie Car Wash at

June 30. We start with prepaid expenses.

Prepaid Expenses

A prepaid expense is an expense paid in advance. Therefore, prepaid expenses are

assets because they provide a future benefit for the owner. Let’s do the adjustments

for prepaid rent and supplies.

Prepaid Rent. Companies pay rent in advance. This prepayment creates an asset

for the renter, who can then use the rented item in the future. Suppose Genie Car

Wash prepays 3 months’ store rent ($3,000) on June 1. The entry for the prepayment

of 3 months’ rent debits Prepaid Rent as follows:

The accounting equation shows that one asset increases and another decreases. Total

assets are unchanged.

3,000

3,000June 1

Paid 3 months’ rent in advance.

Prepaid Rent ($1,000 � 3)
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Updating the Accounts: The Adjusting Process � 133

After posting, the Prepaid Rent account appears as follows:

Throughout June, the Prepaid Rent account carries this beginning balance, as shown

in Exhibit 3-3 (p. 131). The adjustment transfers $1,000 from Prepaid Rent to Rent

Expense as follows:*

Both assets and stockholders’ equity decrease.

After posting, Prepaid Rent and Rent Expense appear as follows:

This expense illustrates the matching principle. We record an expense in order to

measure net income.

Prepaid Rent

3,000
2,000

June 1
Bal.

Rent Expense

1,000
1,000

June 30
Bal.

1,000June 30

Assets Liabilities

0

=
=

−
Stockholders’

Equity

− 1,000

+ Expenses

− 1,000

1,000

 

1,000June 30

To record rent expense.

Rent Expense ($3,000 � 1/3)

 Prepaid Rent

Adjusting entry a

Prepaid Rent

3,000June 1

Liabilities

0

=
=

+
+

Stockholders’
Equity

0

− 3,000

Assets

3,000

*See Exhibit 3-8, page 143, for a summary of adjustments a–g.IS
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134 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Supplies. Supplies are another type of prepaid expense. On June 2, Genie Car

Wash paid cash of $700 for cleaning supplies:

The cost of the supplies Genie used is supplies expense. To measure June’s sup-

plies expense, the business counts the supplies on hand at the end of the month. The

count shows that $400 of supplies remain. Subtracting the $400 of supplies on hand

from the supplies available ($700) measures supplies expense for the month ($300),

as follows:

The June 30 adjusting entry debits the expense and credits the asset, as follows:

After posting, the Supplies and Supplies Expense accounts appear as follows. The

adjustment is highlighted for emphasis.

At the start of July, Supplies has this $400 balance, and the adjustment process is

repeated each month.

Supplies

700
400

June 2
Bal.

Supplies Expense

300
300

June 30
Bal.

300June 30

Assets Liabilities

0

=
=

−
Stockholders’

Equity

− 300

+ Expenses

− 300

300

300June 30

To record supplies expense.

Supplies Expense ($700 − $400)

 Supplies

Adjusting entry b

−
−

=
=$400

Asset on
Hand at the End

of the Period

$300

Asset Used
(Expense) During

the Period

Asset
Available During

the Period

$700

Liabilities

0

=
=

+
+

Stockholders’
Equity

0

− 700

Assets

700

700

700June 2

Paid cash for supplies.

Supplies

 Cash
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Updating the Accounts: The Adjusting Process � 135

STOP & think. . .

At the beginning of the month, supplies were $5,000. During the month, $7,000 of supplies were pur-

chased. At month’s end, $3,000 of supplies are still on hand. What are the

� adjusting entry
� ending balance in the Supplies account?

Answer:

9,000

9,000Supplies Expense ($5,000 + $7,000 − $3,000)

 Supplies

Ending balance of supplies = $3,000 (the supplies still on hand)

Depreciation of Plant Assets

Plant assets are long-lived tangible assets, such as land, buildings, furniture, and

equipment. All plant assets but land decline in usefulness, and this decline is an

expense. Accountants spread the cost of each plant asset, except land, over its useful

life. Depreciation is the process of allocating cost to expense for a long-term plant asset.

To illustrate depreciation, consider Genie Car Wash. Suppose that on June 2

Genie purchased car-washing equipment on account for $24,000:

After posting, the Equipment account appears as follows:

Genie records an asset when it purchases equipment. Then, as the asset is used, a

portion of the asset’s cost is transferred to Depreciation Expense. Accounting matches

the expense against revenue—this is the matching principle. Computerized systems

program the depreciation for automatic entry each period.

Equipment

24,000June 3

Liabilities

24,000

=
=

+
+

Stockholders’
Equity

0

Assets

24,000

24,000

24,000June 3

Purchased equipment on account.

Equipment

 Accounts Payable
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136 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Genie’s equipment will remain useful for 5 years and then be worthless. One way

to compute the amount of depreciation for each year is to divide the cost of the asset

($24,000 in our example) by its expected useful life (5 years). This procedure—called

the straight-line depreciation method—gives annual depreciation of $4,800. The

depreciation amount is an estimate. (Chapter 7 covers plant assets and depreciation in

more detail.)

Depreciation for June is $400.

The Accumulated Depreciation Account. Depreciation expense for June is

recorded as follows:

Total assets decrease by the amount of the expense:

The Accumulated Depreciation account, (not Equipment) is credited to pre-

serve the original cost of the asset in the Equipment account. Managers can then refer

to the Equipment account if they ever need to know how much the asset cost.

The Accumulated Depreciation account shows the sum of all depreciation

expense from using the asset. Therefore, the balance in the Accumulated

Depreciation account increases over the asset’s life.

Accumulated Depreciation is a contra asset account—an asset account with a

normal credit balance. A contra account has two distinguishing characteristics:

1. It always has a companion account.

2. Its normal balance is opposite that of the companion account.

In this case, Accumulated Depreciation is the contra account to Equipment, so

Accumulated Depreciation appears directly after Equipment on the balance sheet. A

business carries an accumulated depreciation account for each depreciable asset, for

example, Accumulated Depreciation—Building and Accumulated Depreciation—

Equipment.

Assets Liabilities

0

=
=

−
Stockholders’

Equity

− 400

+ Expenses

− 400

400

 

400June 30

To record depreciation.

Depreciation Expense—Equipment

 Accumulated Depreciation—Equipment

Adjusting entry c

Monthly Depreciation = $4,800/12 months = $400 per month

Annual Depreciation = $24,000/5 years = $4,800 per year
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Updating the Accounts: The Adjusting Process � 137

Book Value. The net amount of a plant asset (cost minus accumulated deprecia-

tion) is called that asset’s book value, or carrying amount. Exhibit 3-4 shows how

Genie would report the book value of its equipment and building at June 30 (the

building data are assumed for this illustration).

At June 30, the book value of equipment is $23,600; the book value of the building

is $49,800.

E X H I B I T  3 - 4 Plant Assets on the Balance Sheet
of Genie Car Wash

Genie Car Wash Plant Assets at June 30

Equipment.....................................................

 Less: Accumulated Depreciation ...............

Building.........................................................

 Less: Accumulated Depreciation ...............

Book value of plant assets .............................

$23,600

49,800

$73,400

$24,000

(400)

$50,000

(200)

Equipment
Accumulated

Depreciation—Equipment

400
400

June 30
Bal.

24,000
24,000

June 3
Bal.

Depreciation
Expense—Equipment

400
400

June 30
Bal.

STOP & think. . .

What will be the book value of Genie’s equipment at the end of July?

Answer:

$24,000 – $400 – $400 = $23,200.

Exhibit 3-5 shows how Starbucks Corporation reports property, plant, and equip-

ment in its annual report. Lines 1 to 6 list specific assets and their cost. Line 7 shows

the cost of all Starbucks plant assets. Line 8 gives the amount of accumulated depre-

ciation, and line 9 shows the assets’ book value of $2,288 million.

After posting, the plant asset accounts of Genie Car Wash are as follows—with

the adjustment highlighted:
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138 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Accrued Expenses

Businesses incur expenses before they pay cash. Consider an employee’s salary.

Starbucks’ expense and payable grow as the employee works, so the liability is said to

accrue. Another example is interest expense on a note payable. Interest accrues as the

clock ticks. The term accrued expense refers to a liability that arises from an expense

that has not yet been paid.

Companies don’t record accrued expenses daily or weekly. Instead, they wait

until the end of the period and use an adjusting entry to update each expense (and

related liability) for the financial statements. Let’s look at salary expense.

Most companies pay their employees at set times. Suppose Genie Car Wash

pays its employee a monthly salary of $1,800, half on the 15th and half on the last

day of the month. The following calendar for June has the paydays circled:

Assume that if a payday falls on a Sunday, Genie pays the employee on the fol-

lowing Monday. During June, Genie paid its employees the first half-month salary of

$900 and made the following entry:

Assets Liabilities

0

=
=

−
Stockholders’

Equity

− 900

+ Expenses

− 900

900

900June 15

To pay salary.

Salary Expense

 Cash

June

Sat.

1

8

15

22

29

Mon.

10

17

24

3

Tue.

11

18

25

4

Wed.

12

19

26

5

Thur.

13

20

27

6

Fri.

14

21

28

7

Sun.

9

16

23

2

30

E X H I B I T  3 - 5 Starbucks Corporation’s Reporting of Property,
Plant, and Equipment (Adapted, in millions)

$     32

109

2,437

785

197

4,258

(1,970)

1 Land....................................................................

2 Buildings .............................................................

3 Leasehold improvements .....................................

4 Store equipment ..................................................

5 Roasting equipment ............................................

6 Furniture, fixtures, and other ..............................

7 Property, plant, and equipment, at cost...............

8 Less: Accumulated depreciation ..........................

9 Property, plant, and equipment, net .................... $2,288

698
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Updating the Accounts: The Adjusting Process � 139

After posting, the Salary Expense account is

The trial balance at June 30 (Exhibit 3-3, p. 131) includes Salary Expense with its

debit balance of $900. Because June 30, the second payday of the month, falls on a

Sunday, the second half-month amount of $900 will be paid on Monday, July 1. At

June 30, therefore, Genie adjusts for additional salary expense and salary payable of

$900 as follows:

An accrued expense increases liabilities and decreases stockholders’ equity:

After posting, the Salary Payable and Salary Expense accounts appear as follows

(adjustment highlighted):

The accounts now hold all of June’s salary information. Salary Expense has a full

month’s salary, and Salary Payable shows the amount owed at June 30. All accrued

expenses are recorded this way—debit the expense and credit the liability.

Computerized systems contain a payroll module. Accrued salaries can be auto-

matically journalized and posted at the end of each period.

Accrued Revenues

Businesses often earn revenue before they receive the cash. A revenue that has been

earned but not yet collected is called an accrued revenue.

Salary Payable Salary Expense

900
900

1,800

June 15
June 30
Bal.

900
900

June 30
Bal.

Assets Liabilities

900

=
=

−
Stockholders’

Equity

0

+ Expenses

− 900

900

900June 30

To accrue salary expense.

Salary Expense

 Salary Payable

Adjusting entry d

Salary Expense

900June 15
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140 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Assume that FedEx hires Genie on June 15 to wash FedEx delivery trucks each

month. Suppose FedEx will pay Genie $600 monthly, with the first payment on July 15.

During June, Genie will earn half a month’s fee, $300, for work done June 15 through

June 30. On June 30, Genie makes the following adjusting entry:

Revenue increases both total assets and stockholders’ equity:

Recall that Accounts Receivable has an unadjusted balance of $2,200, and Service

Revenue’s unadjusted balance is $7,000 (Exhibit 3-3, p. 131). This June 30 adjusting

entry has the following effects (adjustment highlighted):

All accrued revenues are accounted for similarly—debit a receivable and credit a

revenue.

Accounts Receivable Service Revenue

7,000
300

7,300
June 30
Bal.

2,200
300

2,500
June 30
Bal.

Assets Liabilities

0

=
=

+
Stockholders’

Equity

300

+
+ 300

Revenues

300

300June 30

To accrue service revenue.

Accounts Receivable ($600 � 1/2)

 Service Revenue

Adjusting entry e

STOP & think. . .

Suppose Genie Car Wash holds a note receivable as an investment. At the end of June, $100 of interest

revenue has been earned. Journalize the accrued revenue adjustment at June 30.

Answer:

100

100

To accrue interest revenue.

Interest Receivable

 Interest Revenue

June 30
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Updating the Accounts: The Adjusting Process � 141

Unearned Revenues

Some businesses collect cash from customers before earning the revenue. This cre-

ates a liability called unearned revenue. Only when the job is completed does the

business earn the revenue. Suppose Home Depot engages Genie Car Wash to wash

Home Depot trucks, agreeing to pay Genie $400 monthly, beginning immediately. If

Genie collects the first amount on June 15, then Genie records this transaction as

follows:

After posting, the liability account appears as follows:

Unearned Service Revenue is a liability because Genie is obligated to perform

services for Home Depot. The June 30 unadjusted trial balance (Exhibit 3-3, p. 131)

lists Unearned Service Revenue with a $400 credit balance. During the last 15 days of

the month, Genie will earn one-half of the $400, or $200. On June 30, Genie makes

the following adjustment:

Assets Liabilities

− 200

=
=

+
Stockholders’

Equity

0

+
+ 200

Revenues

200

200June 30

To record unearned service revenue that has been earned.

Unearned Service Revenue ($400 � 1/2)

 Service Revenue

Adjusting entry f

Unearned Service Revenue

400June 15

Liabilities

400

=
=

+
+

Stockholders’
Equity

0

Assets

400

400

400June 15

Received cash for revenue in advance.

Cash

 Unearned Service Revenue
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142 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

This adjusting entry shifts $200 of the total amount received ($400) from liability to

revenue. After posting, Unearned Service Revenue is reduced to $200, and Service

Revenue is increased by $200, as follows (adjustment highlighted):

All revenues collected in advance are accounted for this way. An unearned revenue is

a liability, not a revenue.

One company’s prepaid expense is the other company’s unearned revenue. For

example, Home Depot’s prepaid expense is Genie Car Wash’s liability for unearned

revenue.

Exhibit 3-6 diagrams the distinctive timing of prepaids and accruals. Study pre-

paid expenses all the way across. Then study unearned revenues across, and so on.

Service Revenue

7,000
300
200

7,500

June 30
June 30
Bal.

200June 30

Unearned Service Revenue

400
200

June 15
Bal.

E X H I B I T  3 - 6 Prepaid and Accrual Adjustments

PREPAIDS—Cash First

First Later

Prepaid Pay cash and record an asset: Record an expense and decrease the asset:

expenses Prepaid Expense ...... XXX Expense.............................. XXX

Cash............... XXX Prepaid Expense ......... XXX

Unearned Receive cash and record Record revenue and decrease

revenues unearned revenue: unearned revenue:

Cash........................ XXX Unearned Revenue ............. XXX

Unearned Revenue XXX Revenue ..................... XXX

ACCRUALS—Cash Later

First Later

Accrued Accrue expense and a payable:

expenses Expense................... XXX Payable............................... XXX

Payable........... XXX Cash........................... XXX

Accrued Accrue revenue and a receivable: Receive cash and decrease the receivable:

revenues Receivable ............... XXX Cash................................... XXX

Revenue ......... XXX Receivable .................. XXX

The authors thank Professors Darrel Davis and Alfonso Oddo for suggesting this exhibit.

Pay cash and decrease the payable:
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Updating the Accounts: The Adjusting Process � 143

Summary of the Adjusting Process

Two purposes of the adjusting process are to

� Measure income � Update the balance sheet

Therefore, every adjusting entry affects at least one

� Revenue or expense—to measure � Asset or liability—to update the
income balance sheet

Exhibit 3-7 summarizes the standard adjustments.

E X H I B I T  3 - 7 Summary of Adjusting Entries

Adapted from material provided by Beverly Terry.

Type of Account

Category of Adjusting Entry Debit Credit

Prepaid expense................... Expense Asset

Depreciation........................ Expense Contra asset

Accrued expense.................. Expense Liability

Accrued revenue.................. Asset Revenue

Unearned revenue................ Liability Revenue

Exhibit 3-8 summarizes the adjustments of Genie Car Wash, Inc., at June 30—

the adjusting entries we’ve examined over the past few pages.

E X H I B I T  3 - 8 The Adjusting Process of Genie Car Wash, Inc.

PANEL A—Information for Adjustments
 at June 30, 20X9

PANEL B—Adjusting Entries

(a) Prepaid rent expired, $1,000. (a) Rent Expense ............................................ 1,000

Prepaid Rent ......................................... 1,000

To record rent expense.

(b) Supplies used, $300. (b) Supplies Expense ....................................... 300

Supplies................................................. 300

To record supplies used.

(c) Depreciation on equipment, $400. (c) Depreciation Expense—Equipment ........... 400

Accumulated Depreciation—Equipment 400

To record depreciation.

(d) Accrued salary expense, $900. (d) Salary Expense .......................................... 900

Salary Payable ....................................... 900

To accrue salary expense.

(e) Accrued service revenue, $300. (e) Accounts Receivable.................................. 300

Service Revenue..................................... 300

To accrue service revenue.

(f) Amount of unearned service (f) Unearned Service Revenue......................... 200

revenue that has been earned, $200. Service Revenue..................................... 200

To record unearned revenue that has been earned.

(g) Accrued income tax expense, $600. (g) Income Tax Expense ................................. 600

Income Tax Payable .............................. 600

To accrue income tax expense.
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144 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

� Panel A repeats the data for each adjustment.
� Panel B gives the adjusting entries.
� Panel C shows the accounts after posting the adjusting entries. The adjustments

are keyed by letter.

Exhibit 3-8 includes an additional adjusting entry that we have not yet

discussed—the accrual of income tax expense. Like individual taxpayers, corpora-

tions are subject to income tax. They typically accrue income tax expense and the

related income tax payable as the final adjusting entry of the period. Genie Car Wash

accrues income tax expense with adjusting entry g, as follows:

The income tax accrual follows the pattern for accrued expenses.

600

600June 30

To accrue income tax expense.

Income Tax Expense

 Income Tax Payable

Adjusting entry g

LiabilitiesAssets Stockholders’ Equity

Cash

24,800Bal.

Accounts Receivable

(e)
Bal.

2,200
300

2,500

Supplies

Bal.
700
400

Accounts Payable

Bal. 13,100

Common Stock

Bal. 20,000

Service Revenue

(e)
(f)
Bal.

7,000
300
200

7,500

Revenue

Expenses

Rent Expense

(a)
Bal.

1,000
1,000

Supplies Expense

(b)
Bal.

300
300

Salary Expense

(d)
Bal.

900
900

1,800

(b) 300

Salary Payable

(d)
Bal.

900
900

Retained Earnings

Bal. 18,800

Dividends

3,200Bal.
Unearned Service

Revenue

Bal.
400
200

(f) 200

Income Tax Payable

(g)
Bal.

600
600

Prepaid Rent

Bal.
3,000
2,000

(a) 1,000

Equipment

24,000Bal.

Accumulated
Depreciation—

Equipment

(c)
Bal.

400
400

Depreciation
Expense—Equipment

(c)
Bal.

400
400

Utilities Expense

500Bal.

Income Tax Expense

(g)
Bal.

600
600

PANEL C—Ledger Accounts
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Updating the Accounts: The Adjusting Process � 145

Note how clearly the adjusted trial balance presents the data. The Account Title

and the Trial Balance data come from the trial balance. The two Adjustments columns

summarize the adjusting entries. The Adjusted Trial Balance columns then give the

final account balances. Each adjusted amount in Exhibit 3-9 is the unadjusted bal-

ance plus or minus the adjustments. For example, Accounts Receivable starts with a

E X H I B I T  3 - 9 Adjusted Trial Balance

Account Title

Adjusted Trial Balance

Cash

Accounts receivable

Supplies

Prepaid rent

Equipment

Accumulated depreciation—equipment

Accounts payable

Salary payable

Unearned service revenue

Income tax payable 

Common stock

Retained earnings

Dividends

Service revenue

Rent expense

Salary expense

Supplies expense

Depreciation expense

Utilities expense

Income tax expense

Credit

400

13,100

900

200

600

20,000

18,800

7,500

61,500

Debit

24,800

2,500

400

2,000

24,000

3,200

1,000

1,800

300

400

500

600

61,500

Credit

AdjustmentsTrial Balance

Credit

13,100

400

20,000

18,800

7,000

59,300

Debit

24,800

2,200

700

3,000

24,000

3,200

900

500

59,300

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Preparation of Adjusted Trial Balance

June 30, 20X9

Debit

300

200

1,000

900

300

400

600

3,700

(e)

(f)

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(g)

300

1,000

400

900

600

300

200

3,700

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(g)

(e)

(f)

Balance Sheet
(Exhibit 3-12)

Statement of
Retained Earnings
(Exhibit 3-11)

Income Statement
(Exhibit 3-10)

The Adjusted Trial Balance

This chapter began with the unadjusted trial balance (see Exhibit 3-3, p. 131). After

the adjustments are journalized and posted, the accounts appear as shown in

Exhibit 3-8, Panel C. A useful step in preparing the financial statements is to list the

accounts, along with their adjusted balances, on an adjusted trial balance. This

document lists all the accounts and their final balances in a single place. Exhibit 3-9

shows the adjusted trial balance of Genie Car Wash.

Accounting Cycle 
Tutorial Glossary
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146 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

balance of $2,200. Add the $300 debit adjustment to get Accounts Receivable’s  end-

ing balance of $2,500. Spreadsheets are designed for this type of analysis.

PREPARING THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The June financial statements of Genie Car Wash can be prepared from the adjusted

trial balance. At the far right, Exhibit 3-9 shows how the accounts are distributed to

the financial statements.

� The income statement (Exhibit 3-10) lists the revenue and expense accounts.
� The statement of retained earnings (Exhibit 3-11) shows the changes in

retained earnings.
� The balance sheet (Exhibit 3-12) reports assets, liabilities, and stockholders’

equity.

The arrows in Exhibits 3-10, 3-11, and 3-12 show the flow of data from one

statement to the next.

Why is the income statement prepared first and the balance sheet last?

1. The income statement reports net income or net loss, the result of revenues

minus expenses. Revenues and expenses affect stockholders’ equity, so net

income is then transferred to retained earnings. The first arrow tracks net

income.

2. Retained Earnings is the final balancing element of the balance sheet. To solid-

ify your understanding, trace the $18,500 retained earnings figure from

Exhibit 3-11 to Exhibit 3-12. Arrow � tracks retained earnings.

OBJECTIVE

4 Prepare the financial
statements 
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E X H I B I T  3 - 11 Statement of Retained Earnings

E X H I B I T  3 - 10 Income Statement

E X H I B I T  3 - 12 Balance Sheet

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Income Statement

Month Ended June 30, 20X9

Revenues:

 Service revenue ........................

Expenses:

 Salary expense .........................

 Rent expense............................

 Utilities expense .......................

 Depreciation expense ...............

 Supplies expense ......................

Income before tax .........................

Income tax expense .......................

Net income....................................

$1,800

1,000

500

400

300

$7,500

4,000

3,500

600

$2,900

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Statement of Retained Earnings
Month Ended June 30, 20X9

Retained earnings, May 31, 20X9...............

Add: Net income.........................................

Less: Dividends ...........................................

Retained earnings, June 30, 20X9...............

$18,800

2,900

21,700

(3,200)

$18,500

Cash...............................

Accounts receivable........

Supplies..........................

Prepaid rent....................

Equipment......................

 Less: Accumulated

  depreciation ........

Total assets.....................

$13,100

900

200

600

14,800

20,000

18,500

38,500

$53,300

Assets Liabilities

Genie Car Wash, Inc.
Balance Sheet 
June 30, 20X9

Accounts payable .....................

Salary payable ..........................

Unearned service revenue .........

Income tax payable ..................

Total liabilities .........................

Common stock.........................

Retained earnings.....................

Total stockholders’ equity ........

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity...............

$24,800

2,500

400

2,000

23,600

$53,300

Stockholders’ Equity

$24,000

(400)

�

�
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148 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

The trial balance of Goldsmith Company shown below pertains to December 31, 20X5,
which is the end of its year-long accounting period. Data needed for the adjusting entries
include the following:

� Required

1. Open the ledger accounts with their unadjusted balances. Show dollar amounts in
thousands, as shown for Accounts Receivable:

2. Journalize the Goldsmith Company adjusting entries at December 31, 20X5. Key
entries by letter, as in Exhibit 3-8, page 143.

3. Post the adjusting entries.
4. Prepare an adjusted trial balance, as shown in Exhibit 3-9, page 145.
5. Prepare the income statement, the statement of retained earnings, and the balance

sheet. (At this stage, it is not necessary to classify assets or liabilities as current or long
term.) Draw arrows linking these three financial statements.

Goldsmith Company
Trial Balance

December 31, 20X5

Cash .....................................................................................

Accounts receivable...............................................................

Supplies.................................................................................

Furniture and fixtures ...........................................................

Accumulated depreciation— furniture and fixtures ...............

Building.................................................................................

Accumulated depreciation—building.....................................

Accounts payable ..................................................................

Salary payable .......................................................................

Unearned service revenue ......................................................

Income tax payable ...............................................................

Common stock......................................................................

Retained earnings..................................................................

Dividends ..............................................................................

Service revenue......................................................................

Salary expense.......................................................................

Supplies expense....................................................................

Depreciation expense—furniture and fixtures .......................

Depreciation expense—building ............................................

Income tax expense ...............................................................

Miscellaneous expense ..........................................................

Total .....................................................................................

$     40,000

130,000

380,000

45,000

100,000

193,000

286,000

$1,174,000

$   198,000

370,000

6,000

100,000

250,000

65,000

172,000

13,000

$1,174,000

Accounts Receivable

370

MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM

a. Supplies on hand at year end, $2,000.
b. Depreciation on furniture and fixtures,

$20,000.
c. Depreciation on building, $10,000.
d. Salaries owed but not yet paid, $5,000.

e. Accrued service revenue, $12,000.
f. Of the $45,000 balance of unearned

service revenue, $32,000 was earned
during the year.

g. Accrued income tax expense, $35,000.
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Answers

� Requirements 1 and 3

Assets Stockholders’ Equity

Cash

198Bal.

Accounts Receivable

370
12

382
(e)
Bal.

Supplies

6
2Bal.

4(a)

Furniture and Fixtures

100Bal.

Accumulated Depreciation—
Furniture and Fixtures

40
20
60

(b)
Bal.

Building

250Bal.

Accumulated
Depreciation—Building

130
10

140
(c)
Bal.

Accounts Payable

380Bal.

Liabilities

5
5

(d)
Bal.

Salary Payable

45
13Bal.

Unearned Service Revenue

32(f)

35
35

(g)
Bal.

Income Tax Payable

Common Stock

100Bal.

Retained Earnings

193Bal.

Dividends

65Bal.

Salary Expense

172
5

177
(d)
Bal.

Supplies Expense

4
4

(a)
Bal.

Depreciation Expense—
Furniture and Fixtures

20
20

(b)
Bal.

Depreciation Expense—
Building

10
10

(c)
Bal.

Income Tax Expense

35
35

(g)
Bal.

Miscellaneous Expense

13Bal.

286
12
32

330

(e)
(f)
Bal.

Service Revenue

Revenues

Expenses

4,000

20,000

10,000

5,000

12,000

32,000

35,000

4,000

20,000

10,000

5,000

12,000

32,000

35,000

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Supplies Expense ($6,000 − $2,000)

 Supplies

To record supplies used.

Depreciation Expense—Furniture and Fixtures

 Accumulated Depreciation—Furniture and Fixtures

To record depreciation expense on furniture and fixtures.

Depreciation Expense—Building

 Accumulated Depreciation—Building

To record depreciation expense on building.

Salary Expense

 Salary Payable

To accrue salary expense.

Accounts Receivable

 Service Revenue

To accrue service revenue.

Unearned Service Revenue

 Service Revenue

To record unearned service revenue that has been earned.

Income Tax Expense

 Income Tax Payable

To accrue income tax expense.

Dec. 31

31

31

31

31

31

31

� Requirements 2
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150 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

� Requirements 4

Account Title

Adjusted Trial Balance

Cash

Accounts receivable

Supplies

Furniture and fixtures

Accumulated depreciation—

    furniture and fixtures

Building

Accumulated depreciation—building

Accounts payable

Salary payable

Unearned service revenue

Income tax payable 

Common stock

Retained earnings

Dividends

Service revenue

Salary expense

Supplies expense

Depreciation expense—

    furniture and fixtures

Depreciation expense—building

Income tax expense

Miscellaneous expense

Credit

60

140

380

5

13

35

100

193

330

1,256

Debit

198

382

2

100

250

65

177

4

20

10

35

13

1,256

Credit

AdjustmentsTrial Balance

Credit

40

130

380

45

100

193

286

1,174

Debit

198

370

6

100

250

65

172

13

1,174

Goldsmith Company
Preparation of Adjusted Trial Balance

December 31, 20X5

Debit

12

32

5

4

20

10

35

118

(e)

(f)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(g)

4

20

10

5

35

12

32

118

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(g)

(e)

(f)
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Mid-Chapter Summary Problem � 151

� Requirements 5

Goldsmith Company
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X5

Revenue:

 Service revenue .............................................................

Expenses:

 Salary expense ..............................................................

 Depreciation expense—furniture and fixtures ...............

 Depreciation expense—building....................................

 Supplies expense ...........................................................

 Miscellaneous expense ..................................................

Income before tax ..............................................................

Income tax expense ............................................................

Net income.........................................................................

$177

20

10

4

13

$330

224

106

35

$  71

Goldsmith Company
Statement of Retained Earnings
Year Ended December 31, 20X5

Cash.........................................

Accounts receivable..................

Supplies....................................

Furniture and fixtures ..............

 Less: Accumulated

        depreciation..................

Building....................................

 Less: Accumulated

        depreciation..................

Total assets...............................

$380

5

13

35

433

100

199

299

$732

Assets Liabilities

Goldsmith Company
Balance Sheet 

December 31, 20X5

Accounts payable .........................

Salary payable ..............................

Unearned service revenue .............

Income tax payable ......................

Total liabilities .............................

Common stock.............................

Retained earnings.........................

Total stockholders’ equity ............

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity...................

$198

382

2

40

110

$732

Stockholders’ Equity

$100

(60)

$250

(140)

�

�

(Amounts in thousands)

(Amounts in thousands)

(Amounts in thousands)

Retained earnings, December 31, 20X4 ...............

Add: Net income..................................................

Less: Dividends ....................................................

Retained earnings, December 31, 20X5 ...............

$193

71

264

(65)

$199
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152 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Which Accounts Need to Be Closed?

It is now June 30, the end of the month. Van Gray, the manager, will continue Genie

Car Wash into July, August, and beyond. But wait—the revenue and the expense

accounts still hold amounts for June. At the end of each accounting period, it is nec-

essary to close the books.

Closing the books means to prepare the accounts for the next period’s transac-

tions. The closing entries set the revenue, expense, and dividends balances back to

zero at the end of the period. The idea is the same as setting the scoreboard back to

zero after a game.

Closing is easily handled by computers. Recall that the income statement

reports only one period’s income. For example, net income for Starbucks or Genie

Car Wash for 2008 relates exclusively to 2008. At each year end, Starbucks account-

ants close the company’s revenues and expenses for that year.

Temporary accounts. Because revenues and expenses relate to a limited

period, they are called temporary accounts. The Dividends account is also tempo-

rary. The closing process applies only to temporary accounts (revenues, expenses,

and dividends).

Permanent accounts. Let’s contrast the temporary accounts with the 

permanent accounts: assets, liabilities, and stockholders’ equity. The permanent

accounts are not closed at the end of the period because they carry over to the next

period. Consider Cash, Receivables, Equipment, Accounts Payable, Common Stock,

and Retained Earnings. Their ending balances at the end of one period become the

beginning balances of the next period.

Closing entries transfer the revenue, expense, and dividends balances to

Retained Earnings. Here are the steps to close the books of a company such as

Starbucks Corporation or Genie Car Wash:

� Debit each revenue account for the amount of its credit balance. Credit

Retained Earnings for the sum of the revenues. Now the sum of the revenues is

in Retained Earnings.

� Credit each expense account for the amount of its debit balance. Debit Retained

Earnings for the sum of the expenses. The sum of the expenses is now in

Retained Earnings.

� Credit the Dividends account for the amount of its debit balance. Debit

Retained Earnings. This entry places the dividends amount in the debit side of

Retained Earnings. Remember that dividends are not expenses. Dividends

never affect net income.

After closing the books, the Retained Earnings account of Genie Car Wash

appears as follows (data from page 147):

Retained Earnings

4,600

3,200

Expenses

Dividends

18,800

7,500

18,500

Beginning balance

Revenues

Ending balance

OBJECTIVE

5 Close the books
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Preparing the Financial Statements � 153

Assume that Genie Car Wash closes the books at the end of June. Exhibit 3-13

presents the complete closing process for the business. Panel A gives the closing jour-

nal entries, and Panel B shows the accounts after closing.

E X H I B I T  3 - 13 Journalizing and Posting the Closing Entries

PANEL A—Journalizing the Closing Entries Page 5

Closing Entries

� June 30 Service Revenue................................ 7,500

Retained Earnings .................... 7,500

� 30 Retained Earnings ............................ 4,600

Rent Expense ........................... 1,000

Salary Expense ......................... 1,800

Supplies Expense ...................... 300

Depreciation Expense............... 400

Utilities Expense....................... 500

Income Tax Expense ................ 600

� 30 Retained Earnings ............................ 3,200

Dividends ................................. 3,200

PANEL B—Posting to the Accounts

Rent Expense

Adj.
Bal.

1,000
1,000 Clo. 1,000

Salary Expense

Adj.
Bal.

900
900

1,800 Clo. 1,800

Supplies Expense

Adj.
Bal.

300
300 Clo. 300

Depreciation Expense

Adj.
Bal.

400
400 Clo. 400

Utilities Expense

Bal.
500
500 Clo. 500

Income Tax Expense

Adj.
Bal.

600
600 Clo. 600

Retained Earnings

Clo.
Clo.

4,600
3,200 Clo.

Bal.

18,800
7,500

18,500

Service Revenue

Clo. 7,500

Adj.
Adj.
Bal.

7,000
300
200

7,500

Dividends

Bal. 3,200 Clo. 3,200

�

�

�

Adj. = Amount posted from an adjusting entry
Clo. = Amount posted from a closing entry
Bal. = Balance
As arrow � in Panel B shows, we can make a compound closing entry for all the expenses.

Accounting Cycle Tutorial 
Adjusting & Closing the Books

Accounting Cycle Tutorial 
Application—Cottage Kitchen

Accounting Cycle Tutorial 
Application—Cottage 

Kitchen 2
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154 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Classifying Assets and Liabilities Based on Their Liquidity

On the balance sheet, assets and liabilities are classified as current or long term to

indicate their relative liquidity. Liquidity measures how quickly an item can be con-

verted to cash. Cash is the most liquid asset. Accounts receivable are relatively liquid

because cash collections usually follow quickly. Inventory is less liquid than accounts

receivable because the company must first sell the goods. Equipment and buildings

are even less liquid because these assets are held for use and not for sale. A balance

sheet lists assets and liabilities in the order of relative liquidity.

Current Assets. As we saw in Chapter 1, current assets are the most liquid assets.

They will be converted to cash, sold, or consumed during the next 12 months or

within the business’s normal operating cycle if longer than a year. The operating

cycle is the time span during which cash is paid for goods and services and these

goods and services are sold to bring in cash.

For most businesses, the operating cycle is a few months. Cash, Short-Term

Investments, Accounts Receivable, Merchandise Inventory, and Prepaid Expenses are

the current assets.

Long-Term Assets. Long-term assets are all assets not classified as current assets.

One category of long-term assets is plant assets, often labeled Property, Plant, and

Equipment. Land, Buildings, Furniture and Fixtures, and Equipment are plant assets.

Of these, Genie Car Wash has only Equipment. Long-Term Investments, Intangible

Assets, and Other Assets (a catchall category for assets that are not classified more

precisely) are also long-term.

Current Liabilities. As we saw in Chapter 1, current liabilities are debts that

must be paid within 1 year or within the entity’s operating cycle if longer than a year.

Accounts Payable, Notes Payable due within 1 year, Salary Payable, Unearned

Revenue, Interest Payable, and Income Tax Payable are current liabilities.

Bankers and other lenders are interested in the due dates of an entity’s

liabilities. The sooner a liability must be paid, the more pressure it creates.

Therefore, the balance sheet lists liabilities in the order in which they must be paid.

Balance sheets usually report two liability classifications, current liabilities and

long-term liabilities.

Long-Term Liabilities. All liabilities that are not current are classified as long-

term liabilities. Many notes payable are long term. Some notes payable are paid in

installments, with the first installment due within 1 year, the second installment due

the second year, and so on. The first installment is a current liability and the remain-

der is long term.

Let’s see how Starbucks Corporation reports these asset and liability categories

on its balance sheet.

Reporting Assets and Liabilities: Starbucks Corporation

Exhibit 3-14 shows the actual classified balance sheet of Starbucks Corporation. A

classified balance sheet separates current assets from long-term assets and current

liabilities from long-term liabilities. You should be familiar with most of Starbucks’

accounts. Study the Starbucks balance sheet all the way through—line by line.
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Formats for the Financial Statements � 155

FORMATS FOR THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Companies can format their financial statements in different ways. Both the balance

sheet and the income statement can be formatted in two basic ways.

Balance Sheet Formats

The report format lists the assets at the top, followed by the liabilities and stock-

holders’ equity below. The balance sheet of Starbucks Corporation in Exhibit 3-14

illustrates the report format. The report format is more popular, with approximately

60% of large companies using it.

E X H I B I T  3 - 14 Classified Balance Sheet of Starbucks
Corporation (Adapted, in millions)

Starbucks Corporation
Balance Sheet (Adapted)

September 30, 2006

Current assets:

  Cash and cash equivalents .......................................

  Short-term investments ............................................

  Accounts receivable .................................................

  Inventories ...............................................................

  Prepaid expenses and other current assets................

   Total current assets ..............................................

Long-term investments ..................................................

Property, plant, and equipment, net ..............................

 Intangible assets ............................................................

Other assets...................................................................

Total assets ...................................................................

$   313

140

224

636

217

1,530

225

2,288

199

187

$4,429

$   341

661

700

1

232

1,935

2

263

2,200

40

2,151

38

2,229

$4,429

(millions)

Assets

 Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

Current liabilities:

  Accounts payable.....................................................

  Accrued expenses payable........................................

  Short-term notes payable .........................................

  Current portion of long-term...................................

  Unearned revenue ....................................................

   Total current liabilities .........................................

Long-term debt .............................................................

Other long-term liabilities .............................................

   Total liabilities .....................................................

Shareholders’ equity:

  Common stock ........................................................

  Retained earnings ....................................................

  Other equity ............................................................

   Total shareholders’ equity ....................................

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity .......................
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156 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

The account format lists the assets on the left and the liabilities and stockholders’

equity on the right in the same way that a T-account appears, with assets (debits) on the

left and liabilities and equity (credits) on the right. Exhibit 3-12 (p. 147) shows an

account-format balance sheet for Genie Car Wash. Either format is acceptable.

Income Statement Formats

A single-step income statement lists all the revenues together under a heading such

as Revenues, or Revenues and Gains. The expenses are listed together in a single cat-

egory titled Expenses, or Expenses and Losses. There is only one step, the subtraction

of Expenses and Losses from the sum of Revenues and Gains, in arriving at net

income. Starbucks’ income statement (p.126) appears in single-step format.

A multi-step income statement reports a number of subtotals to highlight

important relationships between revenues and expenses. Exhibit 3-15 shows

Starbucks’ income statement in multi-step format. Gross profit, income from opera-

tions, income before tax, and net income are highlighted for emphasis.

In particular, income from operations ($800 million) is separated from “Other

income,” which Starbucks did not earn by selling coffee. The other income was

mainly interest revenue and other investment income. Most companies consider it

important to report their operating income separately from nonoperating income

such as interest and dividends.

Most companies’ income statements do not conform to either a pure single-step

format or a pure multi-step format. Business operations are too complex for all com-

panies to conform to rigid reporting formats.

Starbucks Corporation Income Statement
in Multi-Step Format

E X H I B I T  3 - 1 5

Starbucks Corporation
Income Statement (Adapted)

Year Ended September 30, 2006

Millions
Net operating revenues..........................................

Cost of sales (Cost of goods sold)..........................

Gross profit...........................................................

Store operating expenses .......................................

Other operating expenses ......................................

Depreciation and amortization expenses ...............

General and administrative expenses.....................

 Total operating expenses..................................

Income from operations ........................................

Other income ........................................................

Income before income taxes ..................................

Income tax expense ...............................................

Net income............................................................

$7,787

3,179

4,608

3,808

800

89

889

325

$   564

$2,688

260

387

473
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Using Accounting Ratios � 157

USING ACCOUNTING RATIOS

As we’ve seen, accounting provides information for decision making. A bank consid-

ering lending money must predict whether the borrower can repay the loan. If the

borrower already has a lot of debt, the probability of repayment may be low. If the

borrower owes little, the loan may go through. To analyze a company’s financial posi-

tion, decision makers use ratios computed from various items in the financial state-

ments. Let’s see how this process works.

Current Ratio

One of the most widely used financial ratios is the current ratio, which divides total

current assets by total current liabilities, taken from the balance sheet.

For Starbucks Corporation (amounts in millions on page 155):

The current ratio measures the company’s ability to pay current liabilities with

current assets. A company prefers a high current ratio, which means that the business

has plenty of current assets to pay current liabilities. An increasing current ratio from

period to period indicates improvement in financial position.

As a rule of thumb, a strong current ratio is 1.50, which indicates that the com-

pany has $1.50 in current assets for every $1.00 in current liabilities. A company

with a current ratio of 1.50 would probably have little trouble paying its current lia-

bilities. Most successful businesses operate with current ratios between 1.20 and

1.50. A current ratio of 1.00 is considered quite low.

Starbucks’ current ratio of 0.79 is very low and indicates a weak current posi-

tion. How does Starbucks survive with so low a current ratio? The company makes

most sales for cash, and it has little debt. That leads us to the next ratio.

Debt Ratio

A second aid to decision making is the debt ratio, which is the ratio of total liabilities

to total assets:

For Starbucks (amounts in millions on page 155),

$2,200

$4,429
= = 0.50Debt ratio = Total liabilities

Total assets

Debt ratio = Total liabilities

Total assets

Current ratio = Total current assets

Total current liabilities

$1,530

$1,935
= = 0.79

Current ratio = Total current assets

Total current liabilities

OBJECTIVE

6 Use 2 new ratios to
evaluate a business 
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158 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

The debt ratio indicates the proportion of a company’s assets that is financed

with debt. This ratio measures a business’s ability to pay both current and long-term

debts (total liabilities).

A low debt ratio is safer than a high debt ratio. Why? Because a company with

few liabilities has low required debt payments. This company is unlikely to get into

financial difficulty. By contrast, a business with a high debt ratio may have trouble

paying its liabilities, especially when sales are low and cash is scarce.

Starbucks’ debt ratio of 50% (0.50) is low compared to most companies in the

United States. The norm for the debt ratio ranges from 60% to 70%. Starbucks’ debt

ratio indicates low risk for the company, and that partly offsets Starbucks’ risky

current ratio.

When a company fails to pay its debts, creditors can take the company away

from its owners. Most bankruptcies result from high debt ratios.

How Do Transactions Affect the Ratios?

Companies such as Starbucks are keenly aware of how transactions affect their ratios.

Lending agreements often require that a company’s current ratio not fall below a cer-

tain level. Another loan requirement is that the company’s debt ratio may not rise

above a threshold, such as 0.70. When a company fails to meet one of these condi-

tions, it is said to violate its lending agreements. The penalty can be severe: The

lender can require immediate payment of the loan. Starbucks has so little debt that

the company is not in much danger. But many companies are.

Let’s use Starbucks Corporation to examine the effects of some transactions on

the company’s current ratio and debt ratio. As shown in the preceding section,

Starbucks’ ratios are as follows (dollar amounts in millions):

The managers of any company would be concerned about how inventory pur-

chases, payments on account, expense accruals, and depreciation would affect its

ratios. Let’s see how Starbucks would be affected by some typical transactions. For

each transaction, the journal entry helps identify the effects on the company.

a. Issued stock and received cash of $50 million.

Cash, a current asset, affects both the current ratio and the debt ratio as follows:

The issuance of stock improves both ratios.

$4,429 + $50
= 0.49Debt ratio =Current ratio = $1,530 + $50 = 0.82

$1,935

$2,200

50

50Cash

 Common Stock

Journal entry:

$2,200

$4,429
= 0.50Debt ratio =Current ratio = $1,530

$1,935
= 0.79
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Using Accounting Ratios � 159

b. Paid cash to purchase buildings for $20 million.

Cash, a current asset, decreases, but total assets stay the same. Liabilities are unchanged.

A cash purchase of a building hurts the current ratio, but doesn’t affect the debt ratio.

c. Made a $30 million sale on account to a grocery chain.

The increase in Accounts Receivable increases current assets and total assets, as follows:

A sale on account improves both ratios.

d. Collected the account receivable, $30 million.

This transaction has no effect on total current assets, total assets, or total liabilities.

Both ratios are unaffected.

e. Accrued expenses at year end, $40 million.

Most expenses hurt both ratios.

= 0.51Debt ratio =Current ratio = = 0.78
$1,935 + $40

$2,200 + $40$1,530

$4,429

10

10Expenses

 Expenses Payable

Journal entry:

30

30Cash

 Accounts Receivable

Journal entry:

$4,429 + $30
= 0.49Debt ratio =Current ratio = $1,530 + $30 = 0.81

$1,935

$2,200

30

30Accounts Receivable

 Sales Revenue

Journal entry:

$4,429 + $20 − $20
= 0.50; no changeDebt ratio =Current ratio = $1,530 − $20 = 0.78

$1,935

$2,200

20

20Buildings

 Cash

Journal entry:
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160 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

f. Recorded depreciation, $80 million.

No current accounts are affected, so only the debt ratio is affected.

Depreciation decreases total assets and therefore hurts the debt ratio.

g. Earned interest revenue and collected cash, $40 million.

Cash, a current asset, affects both the current ratio and the debt ratio as follows:

A revenue improves both ratios.

Now, let’s wrap up the chapter by seeing how to use the current ratio and the

debt ratio for decision making. The Decision Guidelines feature offers some clues.

= 0.49Debt ratio =Current ratio = = 0.81
$1,935

$2,200$1,530 + $40

$4,429 + $40

40

40Cash

 Interest Revenue

Journal entry:

= 0.51Debt ratio = $2,200
Current ratio = $1,530

$1,935
= 0.79

$4,429 − $80

80

80Depreciation Expense

 Accumulated Depreciation

Journal entry:
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DECISION GUIDELINES

USING THE CURRENT RATIO AND THE DEBT RATIO

In general, a high current ratio is preferable to a low current ratio. Increases in the current

ratio improve financial position. By contrast, a low debt ratio is preferable to a high debt

ratio. Improvement is indicated by a decrease in the debt ratio.

No single ratio gives the whole picture about a company. Therefore, lenders and

investors use many ratios to evaluate a company. Let’s apply what we have learned. Suppose

you are a loan officer at Bank One, and Starbucks Corporation has asked you for a $20 million

loan to launch a new blend of coffee. How will you make this loan decision? The Decision

Guidelines show how bankers and investors use two key ratios.

USING THE CURRENT RATIO

Decision

How can you measure a company’s
ability to pay current liabilities with
current assets?
Who uses the current ratio for decision
making?

What is a good value of the current
ratio?

Guidelines

Lenders and other creditors, who must predict whether a borrower
can pay its current liabilities.
Stockholders, who know that a company that cannot pay its debts is
not a good investment because it may go bankrupt.
Managers, who must have enough cash to pay the company’s current
liabilities.

Depends on the industry:
A company with strong cash flow can operate successfully with a
low current ratio of, say, 1.10–1.20.
A company with weak cash flow needs a higher current ratio of,
say, 1.30–1.50.
Traditionally, a current ratio of 2.00 was considered ideal. Recently,
acceptable values have decreased as companies have been able
to operate more efficiently; today, a current ratio of 1.50 is
considered strong. Cash-rich companies like Starbucks and Yum!
Brands can operate with a current ratio below 1.0.

Current ratio = Total current assets

Total current liabilities

Decision

How can you measure a company’s
ability to pay total liabilities?

Who uses the debt ratio for decision
making?

What is a good value of the debt
ratio?

Guidelines

Lenders and other creditors, who must predict whether a borrower
can pay its debts.

Stockholders, who know that a company that cannot pay its debts is
not a good investment because it may go bankrupt.

Managers, who must have enough assets to pay the company’s debts.

Depends on the industry:
A company with strong cash flow can operate successfully with a
high debt ratio of, say, 0.70–0.80
A company with weak cash flow needs a lower debt ratio of, say,
0.50–0.60.
Traditionally, a debt ratio of 0.50 was considered ideal. Recently,
values have increased as companies have been able to operate
more efficiently; today, a normal value of the debt ratio is around
0.60–0.65. 

Debt ratio = Total liabilities

Total assets

Decision Guidelines � 161

USING THE DEBT RATIO
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Refer to the mid-chapter summary problem that begins on page 148.

� Required
1. Make Goldsmith Company’s closing entries at December 31, 20X5. Explain what the clos-

ing entries accomplish and why they are necessary. Show amounts in thousands.
2. Post the closing entries to Retained Earnings and compare Retained Earnings’ ending bal-

ance with the amount reported on the balance sheet on page 151. The two amounts
should be the same.

3. Prepare Goldsmith Company’s classified balance sheet to identify the company’s current
assets and current liabilities. (Goldsmith has no long-term liabilities.) Then compute the
company’s current ratio and debt ratio at December 31, 20X5.

4. The top management of Goldsmith Company has asked you for a $500,000 loan to
expand the business. Goldsmith proposes to pay off the loan over a 10-year period.
Recompute Goldsmith’s debt ratio assuming you make the loan. Use the company finan-
cial statements plus the ratio values to decide whether to grant the loan at an interest rate
of 8%, 10%, or 12%. Goldsmith’s cash flow is strong. Give the reasoning underlying your
decision.

Answers

� Requirement 1

� Explanation of Closing Entries
The closing entries set the balance of each revenue, expense, and Dividends account back to
zero for the start of the next accounting period. We must close these accounts because their
balances relate only to one accounting period.

� Requirement 2

Retained Earnings

259
65

Clo.
Clo.

193
330

199

Clo.

Bal.

20X5 (In thousands)

Dec. 31 Service Revenue.................................................. 330

Retained Earnings ...................................... 330

31 Retained Earnings .............................................. 259

Salary Expense ........................................... 177

Depreciation Expense—

Furniture and Fixtures............................ 20

Depreciation Expense—Building ................ 10

Supplies Expense ........................................

Income Tax Expense .................................. 35

Miscellaneous Expense............................... 13

31 Retained Earnings .............................................. 65

Dividends ................................................... 65

4

END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
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The balance in the Retained Earnings account agrees with the amount reported on the bal-
ance sheet, as it should.

� Requirement 3

� Requirement 4

Decision: Make the loan at 10%.
Reasoning: Prior to the loan, the company’s financial position and cash flow are strong.

The current ratio is in a middle range, and the debt ratio is not too high. Net income (from
the income statement) is high in relation to total revenue. Therefore, the company should
be able to repay the loan.

The loan will increase the company’s debt ratio from 59% to 76%, which is more risky
than the company’s financial position at present. On this basis, a midrange interest rate
appears reasonable—at least as the starting point for the negotiation between Goldsmith
Company and the bank.

$732 + $500
=$433 + $500Debt ratio assuming

the loan is made
=

$1,232

$933 = .76

$732
= 0.59Debt ratio =Current ratio = $582 = 1.34

$433

$433

Goldsmith Company
Balance Sheet 

December 31, 20X5

Current assets:

 Cash ......................................

 Accounts receivable ...............

 Supplies .................................

 Total current assets................

Furniture and

  fixtures ...............................

 Less: Accumulated

        depreciation..................

Building....................................

 Less: Accumulated

        depreciation..................

Total assets...............................

$380

5

13

35

433

100

199

299

$732

Assets Liabilities

Current liabilities:

 Accounts payable ......................

 Salary payable ...........................

 Unearned service revenue ..........

 Income tax payable ...................

 Total current liabilities...............

Common stock.............................

Retained earnings.........................

Total stockholders’ equity ............

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity...................

$198

382

2

582

40

110

$732

Stockholders’ Equity$100

(60)

$250

(140)

(Amounts in thousands)

End-of-Chapter Summary Problem � 163
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164 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 196.)
1. On November 1, Rosewood Apartments received $4,800 from a tenant for three months’

rent. The receipt was credited to Unearned Rent Revenue. What adjusting entry is
needed on December 31?
a. Unearned Rent Revenue 3,200

Rent Revenue 3,200
b. Rent Revenue 1,600

Unearned Rent Revenue 1,600
c. Unearned Rent Revenue 1,600

Rent Revenue 1,600
d. Cash 1,600

Rent Revenue 1,600

2. The following normal balances appear on the adjusted trial balance of Augusta National
Company:

The book value of the equipment is
a. $85,000. c. $75,000.
b. $70,000. d. $60,000.

3. Cadillac, Inc., purchased supplies for $900 during 20X3. At year end Cadillac had $600
of supplies left. The adjusting entry should:
a. debit Supplies $300. c. credit Supplies $600.
b. debit Supplies Expense $300. d. debit Supplies $600.

4. The accountant for Eldorado Corp. failed to make the adjusting entry to record depreci-
ation for the current year. The effect of this error is:
a. Assets are overstated, stockholders’ equity and net income are understated.
b. Assets and expenses are understated; net income is understated.
c. Net income is overstated and liabilities are understated.
d. Assets, net income, and stockholders’ equity are all overstated.

5. Interest earned on a note receivable at December 31 equals $125. What adjusting entry is
required to accrue this interest?
a. Interest Payable 125

Interest Expense 125
b. Interest Expense 125

Cash 125
c. Interest Receivable 125

Interest Revenue 125
d. Interest Expense 125

Interest Payable 125
6. If a real estate company fails to accrue commission revenue,

a. liabilities are overstated and owners’ equity is understated.
b. assets are understated and net income is understated.
c. revenues are understated and net income is overstated.
d. net income is understated and stockholders’ equity is overstated.

Equipment.......................................................... $90,000

15,000

5,000

Accumulated depreciation, equipment................

Depreciation expense, equipment .......................

REVIEW ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING &
INCOME
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Review Accrual Accounting & Income � 165

7. All of the following statements are true except one. Which statement is false?
a. Adjusting entries are required for a business that uses the cash basis.
b. Accrual accounting produces better information than cash-basis accounting.
c. The matching principle directs accountants to identify and measure all expenses

incurred and deduct them from revenues earned during the same period.
d. A fiscal year ends on some date other than December 31.

8. The account Unearned Revenue is a(n):
a. revenue  c. asset
b. expense d. liability

9. Adjusting entries:
a. are needed to measure the period’s net income or net loss.
b. update the accounts.
c. do not debit or credit cash.
d. all of the above.

10. An adjusting entry that debits an expense and credits a liability is which type?
a. accrued expense c. prepaid expense
b. depreciation expense d. cash expense

Use the following data for questions 11 and 12.
Here are key figures from the balance sheet of Seville, Inc., at the end of 20X3 (amounts
in thousands):

11. Seville’s current ratio at the end of 20X3 is:
a. 6.25 c. 3.75
b. 2.0 d. 2.24

12. Seville’s debt ratio at the end of 20X3 is:
a. 42% (rounded) c. 60%
b. 17% (rounded) d. 50%

13. On a trial balance, which of the following would indicate that an error has been made?
a. Service Revenue has a debit balance
b. Salary Expense has a debit balance
c. Accumulated Depreciation has a credit balance
d. All of the above indicate errors

14. The entry to close Management Fee Revenue would be:
a. Management Fee Revenue does not need to be closed out.
b. Retained Earnings

Management Fee Revenue
c. Management Fee Revenue

Retained Earnings
d. Management Fee Revenue

Service Revenue
15. Which of the following accounts is not closed out?

a. Accumulated Depreciation
b. Depreciation Expense
c. Dividends
d. Interest Revenue

Total assets (of which 40% are current) ................

Current liabilities ..................................................

Bonds payable (long-term) ....................................

Common stock......................................................

Retained earnings..................................................

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity ...............

$4,000

800

1,200

1,500

500

4,000

December 31, 20X3
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166 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

16. FedEx earns service revenue of $500,000. How does this transaction affect FedEx’s ratios?
a. Hurts the current ratio and improves the debt ratio.
b. Hurts both ratios.
c. Improves both ratios.
d. Improves the current ratio and doesn’t affect the debit ratio.

17. Suppose Starbucks Corporation borrows $50 million on a 10-year note payable. How
does this transaction affect Starbucks’ ratios?
a. Improves both ratios.
b. Improves the current ratio and hurts the debt ratio.
c. Hurts both ratios.
d. Hurts the current ratio and improves the debt ratio.

account format (p. 156) A balance-sheet format that lists
assets on the left and liabilities and stockholders’ equity on
the right.

accrual (p. 132) An expense or a revenue that occurs
before the business pays or receives cash. An accrual is the
opposite of a deferral. 

accrual accounting (p. 127) Accounting that records the
impact of a business event as it occurs, regardless of whether
the transaction affected cash. 

accrued expense (p. 138) An expense incurred but not yet
paid in cash. 

accrued revenue (p. 139) A revenue that has been earned
but not yet received in cash. 

accumulated depreciation (p. 136) The cumulative sum
of all depreciation expense from the date of acquiring a
plant asset. 

adjusted trial balance (p. 145) A list of all the ledger
accounts with their adjusted balances. 

book value (of a plant asset) (p. 137) The asset’s cost
minus accumulated depreciation. 

cash-basis accounting (p. 127) Accounting that records
only transactions in which cash is received or paid. 

classified balance sheet (p. 154) A balance sheet that
shows current assets separate from long-term assets, and
current liabilities separate from long-term liabilities.

closing the books (p. 152) The process of preparing the
accounts to begin recording the next period’s transactions.
Closing the accounts consists of journalizing and posting
the closing entries to set the balances of the revenue,
expense, and dividends accounts to zero. Also called closing
the accounts. 

closing entries (p. 152) Entries that transfer the revenue,
expense, and dividends balances from these respective
accounts to the Retained Earnings account. 

contra account (p. 136) An account that always has a com-
panion account and whose normal balance is opposite that
of the companion account. 

current assets (p. 154) An asset that is expected to be con-
verted to cash, sold, or consumed during the next 12
months, or within the business’s normal operating cycle if
longer than a year. 

current liabilities (p. 154) A debt due to be paid within
one year or within the entity’s operating cycle if the cycle is
longer than a year. 

current ratio (p. 157) Current assets divided by current lia-
bilities. Measures a company’s ability to pay current liabili-
ties with current assets. 

debt ratio (p. 157) Ratio of total liabilities to total assets.
States the proportion of a company’s assets that is financed
with debt.

deferral (p. 131) An adjustment for which the business
paid or received cash in advance. Examples include prepaid
rent, prepaid insurance, and supplies. 

depreciation (p. 132) the cost of a plant asset over its use-
ful life. 

liquidity (p. 154) Measure of how quickly an item can be
converted to cash. 

long-term assets (p. 154) An asset that is not a current
asset.

long-term liabilities (p. 154) A liability that is not a cur-
rent liability. 

matching principle (p. 129) The basis for recording
expenses. Directs accountants to identify all expenses
incurred during the period, to measure the expenses, and to
match them against the revenues earned during that same
period. 

multi-step income statement (p. 156) An income state-
ment that contains subtotals to highlight important relation-
ships between revenues and expenses. 

Accounting Vocabulary
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Assess Your Progress � 167

operating cycle (p. 154) Time span during which cash is
paid for goods and services that are sold to customers who
pay the business in cash. 

permanent accounts (p. 152) Asset, liability, and
stockholders’ equity accounts that are not closed at the
end of the period. 

plant assets (p. 135) Long-lived assets, such as land, build-
ings, and equipment, used in the operation of the business.
Also called fixed assets. 

prepaid expense (p. 130) A category of miscellaneous
assets that typically expire or get used up in the near future.
Examples include prepaid rent, prepaid insurance, and
supplies. 

report format (p. 155) A balance-sheet format that lists
assets at the top, followed by liabilities and stockholders’
equity below. 

revenue principle (p. 128) The basis for recording rev-
enues; tells accountants when to record revenue and the
amount of revenue to record. 

single-step income statement (p. 156) An income state-
ment that lists all the revenues together under a heading
such as Revenues or Revenues and Gains. Expenses appear
in a separate category called Expenses or perhaps Expenses
and Losses. 

temporary accounts (p. 152) The revenue and expense
accounts that relate to a limited period and are closed at the
end of the period are temporary accounts. For a corpora-
tion, the Dividends account is also temporary. 

time-period concept (p. 128) Ensures that accounting
information is reported at regular intervals. 

unearned revenue (p. 141) A liability created when a busi-
ness collects cash from customers in advance of earning the
revenue. The obligation is to provide a product or a service
in the future.

Short Exercises

S3-1 (Learning Objective 1: Linking accrual accounting and cash flows) Fleetwood
Corporation made sales of $700 million during 20X3. Of this amount, Fleetwood collected
cash for all but $30 million. The company’s cost of goods sold was $300 million, and all other
expenses for the year totaled $350 million. Also during 20X3, Fleetwood paid $400 million
for its inventory and $280 million for everything else. Beginning cash was $100 million.
Fleetwood’s top management is interviewing you for a job and they ask two questions:

a. How much was Fleetwood’s net income for 20X3? (p. 147)

b. How much was Fleetwood’s cash balance at the end of 20X3? (pp. 77–78)

You will get the job only if you answer both questions correctly.

S3-2 (Learning Objective 1: Linking accrual accounting and cash flows) Docker
Corporation began 20X9 owing notes payable of $4.0 million. During 20X9 Docker bor-
rowed $2.6 million on notes payable and paid off $2.5 million of notes payable from prior
years. Interest expense for the year was $1.0 million, including $0.2 million of interest
payable accrued at December 31, 20X9.

Show what Docker should report for these facts on the following financial statements:

• Income statement (p. 147) • Balance sheet (p.147)
Interest expence Notes payable

Interest payable

S3-3 (Learning Objective 2: Applying the revenue and the matching principles) Ford
Motor Company sells large fleets of vehicles to auto rental companies, such as Enterprise and
Hertz. Suppose Enterprise is negotiating with Ford to purchase 1,000 Explorers. Write a short
paragraph to explain to Ford when Ford should, and should not, record this sales revenue
and the related expense for cost of goods sold. Mention the accounting principles that provide
the basis for your explanation. (p. 128)

ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS
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168 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

S3-4 (Learning Objective 3: Adjusting prepaid expenses) Answer the following questions
about prepaid expenses:

a. On November 1, Air & Sea Travel prepaid $3,000 for 6 months’ rent. Give the adjusting
entry to record rent expense at December 31. Include the date of the entry and an expla-
nation. Then post all amounts to the 2 accounts involved, and show their balances at
December 31. Air & Sea Travel adjusts the accounts only at December 31. (pp. 132–133)

b. On Dec. 1, Air & Sea Travel paid $800 for supplies. At December 31, Air & Sea Travel has
$500 of supplies on hand. Make the required journal entry at December 31. Then post all
amounts to the accounts and show their balances at December 31. (pp. 133–134)

S3-5 (Learning Objective 1, 3: Recording depreciation; cash flows) Suppose that on
January 1 Callaway Golf Company paid cash of $30,000 for computers that are expected to
remain useful for 3 years. At the end of 3 years, the computers’ values are expected to be zero.

1. Make journal entries to record (a) purchase of the computers on January 1 and (b) annual
depreciation on December 31. Include dates and explanations, and use the following
accounts: Computer Equipment; Accumulated Depreciation—Computer Equipment; and
Depreciation Expense—Computer Equipment. (pp. 135–136)

2. Post to the accounts and show their balances at December 31. (pp. 136–137)

3. What is the computer equipment’s book value at December 31? (pp. 136–137)

S3-6 (Learning Objective 2: Applying the matching principle and the time-period concept)
During 20X8, Jetway Airlines paid salary expense of $40 million. At December 31, 20X8,
Jetway accrued salary expense of $2 million. Jetway then paid $1.9 million to its employees
on January 3, 20X9, the company’s next payday after the end of the 20X8 year. For this
sequence of transactions, show what Jetway would report on its 20X8 income statement and
on its balance sheet at the end of 20X8. (p. 147)

S3-7 (Learning Objective 3: Accruing and paying interest expense) Mizuno Travel bor-
rowed $100,000 on October 1 by signing a note payable to Texas First Bank. The interest
expense for each month is $500. The loan agreement requires Mizuno to pay interest on
December 31.

1. Make Mizuno’s adjusting entry to accrue monthly interest expense at October 31, at
November 30, and at December 31. Date each entry and include its explanation. 
(pp. 138–139)

2. Post all three entries to the Interest Payable account. You need not take the balance of the
account at the end of each month. (pp. 138–139)

3. Record the payment of three months’ interest at December 31. (Challenge)

S3-8 (Learning Objective 3: Accruing and receiving cash from interest revenue) Return to
the situation in Short Exercise S3-7. Here you are accounting for the same transactions on the
books of Texas First Bank, which lent the money to Mizuno Travel. Perform all three steps of
Short Exercise S3-7 for Texas First Bank using the bank’s own accounts. (pp. 139–140)

S3-9 (Learning Objective 3: Explaining unearned revenues) Write a paragraph to explain
why unearned revenues are liabilities instead of revenues. In your explanation, use the follow-
ing actual example: The Wall Street Journal collects cash from subscribers in advance and
later delivers newspapers to subscribers over a 1-year period. Explain what happens to the
unearned revenue over the course of a year as The Wall Street Journal delivers papers to sub-
scribers. Into what account does the earned subscription revenue go as The Wall Street Journal
delivers papers? Give the journal entries that The Wall Street Journal would make to (a) collect
$40,000 of subscription revenue in advance and (b) record earning $40,000 of subscription
revenue. Include an explanation for each entry, as illustrated in the chapter. (pp. 139–140)

S3-10 (Learning Objective 4: Reporting prepaid expenses) Eagle Golf Co. prepaid 3 years’
rent ($6,000) on January 1. At December 31, Eagle prepared a trial balance and then made
the necessary adjusting entry at the end of the year. Eagle adjusts its accounts once each
year—on December 31.
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What amount appears for Prepaid Rent on

a. Eagle’s unadjusted trial balance at December 31? (pp. 144–145)

b. Eagle’s adjusted trial balance at December 31? (pp. 144–145)

What amount appears for Rent Expense on

c. Eagle’s unadjusted trial balance at December 31? (pp. 144–145)

d. Eagle’s adjusted trial balance at December 31? (pp. 144–145)

S3-11 (Learning Objective 3: Updating the accounts) Bentley, Inc., collects cash from cus-
tomers two ways:

a. Accrued revenue. Some customers pay Bentley after Bentley has performed service
for the customer. During 20X8, Bentley made sales of $50,000 on account and later
received cash of $40,000 on account from these customers.

b. Unearned revenue. A few customers pay Bentley in advance, and Bentley later per-
forms the service for the customer. During 20X8 Bentley collected $7,000 cash in
advance and later earned $6,000 of this amount.

Journalize for Bentley

a. Earning service revenue of $50,000 on account and then collecting $40,000 on
account. (pp. 139–140)

b. Receiving $7,000 in advance and then earning $6,000 as service revenue. 
(pp. 141–142)

Explanations are not required.

S3-12 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing the financial statements) Falcon Sporting Goods
Company reported the following data at March 31, 20X4, with amounts in thousands:

Use these data to prepare Falcon Sporting Goods Company’s income statement for the year
ended March 31, 20X4; statement of retained earnings for the year ended March 31, 20X4;
and classified balance sheet at March 31, 20X4. Use the report format for the balance sheet.
Draw arrows linking the three statements. (pp. 147, 155, 156)

S3-13 (Learning Objective 5: Making closing entries) Use the Falcon Sporting Goods data
in Short Exercise S3-12 to make the company’s closing entries at March 31, 20X4. Then set up
a T-account for Retained Earnings and post to that account. Compare Retained Earnings’ end-
ing balance to the amount reported on Falcon’s statement of retained earnings and balance
sheet. What do you find? (pp. 153–154)

S3-14 (Learning Objective 6: Computing the current ratio and the debt ratio) Use the
Falcon Sporting Goods data in short Exercise S3-12 to compute Falcon’s

1. Current ratio (pp. 157–158)

2. Debit ratio (pp. 158–159)

Round to 2 decimal places. Do these ratio values look strong, weak or middle-of-the-road?

Cost of goods sold................. $126,000

Cash...................................... 900

Property and equipment,

net..................................... 7,200

Common stock...................... 26,000

Inventories ............................ 33,000

Long-term liabilities .............. 13,500

Dividends .............................. 0

Retained earnings,

March 31, 20X3 ....... $    1,300

Accounts receivable....... 27,700

Net revenues ................. 174,500

Total current liabilities .. 53,600

All other expenses ......... 45,000

Other current assets ...... 4,800

Other assets................... 24,300
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S3-15 (Learning Objective 6: Using the current ratio and the debit ratio) Use the Falcon
Sporting Goods data in Short Exercise S3-12 to compute Falcon’s (a) current ratio and
(b) debt ratio after each of the following transactions (all amounts in thousands, as in the
Falcon financial statements):

1. Falcon earned revenue of $10,000 on account (pp. 159–160)

2. Falcon paid off accounts payable of $10,000. (Challenge) 

Round ratios to 2 decimal places.

Exercises

Most of the even-numbered exercises can be found within My Accouting Lab (MAL), an
online homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
exercises using MAL.

E3-16 (Learning Objective 1: Linking accrual accounting and cash flows) During 20X8
Consolidated Foods Corporation made sales of $4,000 (assume all on account) and collected
cash of $4,100 from customers. Operating expenses totaled $800, all paid in cash. At year
end, 20X8, Consolidated customers owed the company $400. Consolidated owed creditors
$700 on account. All amounts are in millions.

1. For these facts, show what Consolidated reported on the following financial statements
(p. 147):

• Income statement • Balance sheet

2. Suppose Consolidated had used the cash basis of accounting. What would Consolidated
have reported for these facts? (p. 127)

E3-17 (Learning Objective 1: Linking accrual accounting and cash flows) During 2009
Valley Sales, Inc., earned revenues of $500,000 on account. Valley collected $510,000 from
customers during the year. Expenses totaled $420,000, and the related cash payments were
$400,000. Show what Valley would report on its 2009 income statement under the

a. Cash basis b. Accrual basis

Compute net income under both bases of accounting. Which basis measures net income
better? Explain your answer. (p. 127)

E3-18 (Learning Objective 1, 2: Accrual basis of accounting, applying accounting principles)
During 20X6, Dish Network, Inc., which designs network servers, earned revenues of $700
million. Expenses totaled $540 million. Dish collected all but $20 million of the revenues and
paid $550 million on its expenses. Dish’s top managers are evaluating 20X6, and they ask you
the following questions:

a. Under accrual accounting, what amount of revenue should Dish Network report for
20X6? Is the revenue the $700 million earned or is it the amount of cash actually col-
lected? How does the revenue principle help to answer these questions? (pp. 127, 128)

b. Under accrual accounting, what amount of total expense should Dish Network report
for 20X6—$540 million or $550 million? Which accounting principle helps to
answer this question? (pp. 127–129)

c. Which financial statement reports revenues and expenses? Which statement reports
cash receipts and cash payments? (p. 147)

E3-19 (Learning Objective 2: Applying accounting concepts and principles) Write a short
paragraph to explain in your own words the concept of depreciation as used in accounting. 
(pp. 135–136)

E3-20 (Learning Objective 2: Applying accounting concepts and principles) Identify the
accounting concept or principle that gives the most direction on how to account for each of
the following situations: (pp. 128–130)
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a. Salary expense of $20,000 is accrued at the end of the period to measure income
properly.

b. October has been a particularly slow month, and the business will have a net loss for
the third quarter of the year. Management is considering not following its customary
practice of reporting quarterly earnings to the public.

c. A physician performs a surgical operation and bills the patient’s insurance company. It
may take 3 months to collect from the insurance company. Should the physician
record revenue now or wait until cash is collected?

d. A construction company is building a highway system, and construction will take
3 years. When should the company record the revenue it earns?

e. A utility bill is received on December 30 and will be paid next year. When should the
company record utility expense?

E3-21 (Learning Objective 1, 3: Journalizing adjusting entries and analyzing their effects
on net income; accrual versus cash basis) An accountant made the following adjustments at
December 31, the end of the accounting period:

a. Prepaid insurance, beginning, $700. Payments for insurance during the period,
$2,100. Prepaid insurance, ending, $800.

b. Interest revenue accrued, $900.
c. Unearned service revenue, beginning, $800. Unearned service revenue, ending, $300.
d. Depreciation, $6,200.
e. Employees’ salaries owed for 3 days of a 5-day work week; weekly payroll, $9,000.
f. Income before income tax, $20,000. Income tax rate is 40%.

� Required

1. Journalize the adjusting entries. (pp. 132–144)

2. Suppose the adjustments were not made. Compute the overall overstatement or under-
statement of net income as a result of the omission of these adjustments.

E3-22 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Allocating supplies cost to the asset and the expense)
Bird-Kultgen, Inc., experienced four situations for its supplies. Compute the amounts indi-
cated by question marks for each situation. For situations 1 and 2, journalize the needed
transaction. Consider each situation separately. (pp. 133–134)

E3-23 (Learning Objective 3: Journalizing adjusting entries) Clark Motor Company faced
the following situations. Journalize the adjusting entry needed at December 31, 20X6, for
each situation. Consider each fact separately.  (pp. 132–144)

a. The business has interest expense of $9,000 that it must pay early in January 20X7.
b. Interest revenue of $3,000 has been earned but not yet received.
c. On July 1, when we collected $3,000 rent in advance, we debited Cash and credited

Unearned Rent Revenue. The tenant was paying us for 2 years’ rent.
d. Salary expense is $1,000 per day—Monday through Friday—and the business pays

employees each Friday. This year, December 31 falls on a Tuesday.
e. The unadjusted balance of the Supplies account is $3,100. The total cost of supplies

on hand is $800.
(continued)

Situation

1 2 3 4

Beginning supplies.....................................

Payments for supplies during the year.......

Total cost to account for ........................... 

Ending supplies .........................................

Supplies expense........................................

$300

?

?

700

$700

$ 900

1,100

2,000

?

$1,400

$   500

?

1,300

400

  $   900

$1,000

3,100

?

500

  $       ?
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f. Equipment was purchased at the beginning of this year at a cost of $60,000. The
equipment’s useful life is 5 years. Record depreciation for this year and then determine
the equipment’s book value.

E3-24 (Learning Objective 3: Making adjustments in T-accounts) The accounting records
of Belmont Publishing Company include the following unadjusted balances at May 31:
Accounts Receivable, $1,300; Supplies, $900; Salary Payable, $0; Unearned Service Revenue,
$800; Service Revenue, $14,400; Salary Expense, $4,200; Supplies Expense, $0. Belmont’s
accountant develops the following data for the May 31 adjusting entries:

a. Supplies on hand, $300.
b. Salary owed to employees, $2,000.
c. Service revenue accrued, $600.
d. Unearned service revenue that has been earned, $700.

Open the foregoing T-accounts with their beginning balances. Then record the adjust-
ments directly in the accounts, keying each adjustment amount by letter. Show each account’s
adjusted balance. Journal entries are not required. (p. 144)

E3-25 (Learning Objective 4: preparing the financial statements) The adjusted trial bal-
ance of Honeybee Hams, Inc., follows.

� Required

Prepare Honeybee Hams, Inc.’s, income statement and statement of retained earnings for the
year ended December 31, 20X6, and its balance sheet on that date. Draw the arrows linking
the three statements. (p. 147)

Honeybee Hams, Inc.
Adjusted Trial Balance

December 31, 20X6

CreditDebit

Cash.......................................................................................

Accounts receivable................................................................

Inventories .............................................................................

Prepaid expenses ....................................................................

Property, plant, equipment .....................................................

Accumulated depreciation ......................................................

Other assets............................................................................

Accounts payable ...................................................................

Income tax payable ................................................................

Other liabilities ......................................................................

$  3,300

1,800

1,100

1,900

6,600

9,900

$  2,400

7,700

600

2,200

Adjusted Trial Balance

(Thousands)

Common stock.......................................................................

Retained earnings (beginning, December 31, 20X5)...............

Dividends ...............................................................................

Sales revenue ..........................................................................

Cost of goods sold..................................................................

Selling, administrative, and general expense ...........................

Income tax expense ................................................................

Total ......................................................................................

1,700

25,000

10,000

2,000

$63,300

4,900

4,500

41,000

$63,300
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E3-26 (Learning Objective 3: Measuring financial statement amounts) The adjusted trial
balances of Triumph Corporation at March 31, 2008, and March 31, 2007, include these
amounts (in millions):

Triumph completed these transactions during the year ended March 31, 2008.

Compute the amount of sales revenue, insurance expense, and other operating expenses to

report on the income statement for the year ended March 31, 2008. (pp. 77–78)

E3-27 (Learning Objective 4: Reporting on the financial statements) This question deals

with the items and the amounts that two entities, Mother Frances Hospital (Mother Frances)

and City of St. Paul (St. Paul) should report in their financial statements. Fill in the blanks.

� Required

1. On July 1, 20X5, Mother Frances collected $3,000 in advance from St. Paul, a client.

Under the contract, Mother Frances is obligated to perform medical exams for City of 

St. Paul employees evenly during the 12 months ending June 30, 20X6. Assume you are

Mother Frances. 

Mother Frances’s income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X5, will report

___ of $ ___. (pp. 139–140, 147)

Mother Frances’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X5, will report ___ of $___. 

(pp. 139–140, 147)

2. Assume now that you are City of St. Paul (St. Paul).

St. Paul’s income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X5, will report ___ of $___.

(pp. 132, 147)

St. Paul’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X5, will report ___ of $___. (pp. 132, 147)

E3-28 (Learning Objective 1, 3: Linking deferrals and cash flows) This exercise builds from

a simple situation to a slightly more complex situation. Vodafone, the British wireless phone

service provider, collects cash in advance from customers. All amounts are in millions of

pounds sterling, (£) the British monetary unit.

Assume Vodafone collected £500 in advance during 2008 and at year end still owed cus-

tomers phone service worth £100.

� Required

1. Show what Vodafone will report for 2008 on its (pp. 139–140, 147)

• Income statement • Balance sheet

Collections from customers ......................................... $20,800

Payment of prepaid insurance ..................................... 400

Cash payments for other operating expenses............... 4,100

2008 2007

Receivables............................................................................ $300 $200

Prepaid insurance .................................................................. 180 110

Accrued liabilities payable (for other operating expenses) ..... 700 600

(continued)
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2. Use the same facts for Vodafone as in item 1. Further, assume Vodafone reported

unearned service revenue of £70 back at the end of 2007.

Show what Vodafone will report for 2008 on the same financial statements. Explain

why your answer here differs from your answer to item 1. (pp. 139–142, 147)

E3-29 (Learning Objective 5: Closing the accounts) Prepare the closing entries from the fol-

lowing selected accounts from the records of Ulrich Corporation at December 31, 20X2:

How much net income did Ulrich earn during 20X2? (p. 147) Prepare a T-account for

Retained Earnings to show the December 31, 20X2, balance of Retained Earnings. (p. 153)

E3-30 (Learning Objective 3, 5: Identifying and recording adjusting and closing entries)

The unadjusted trial balance and income statement amounts from the December 31 adjusted

trial balance of Kopec Production Company follow.

� Required

Journalize the adjusting and closing entries of Kopec Production Company at December 31.

There was only one adjustment to Service Revenue. (pp. 144, 153)

Kopec Production Company

Cash.................................................

Prepaid rent......................................

Equipment........................................

Accumulated depreciation ................

Accounts payable .............................

Salary payable ..................................

Unearned service revenue .................

Income tax payable ..........................

Note payable, long-term...................

Common stock.................................

Retained earnings.............................

Dividends .........................................

Service revenue.................................

Salary expense..................................

Rent expense ....................................

Depreciation expense .......................

Income tax expense ..........................

Net income.......................................

4,900

1,400

300

1,600

8,200

19,500

19,500

From the Adjusted
Trial BalanceAccount Title

Unadjusted
Trial Balance

10,200

1,100

32,100

1,000

4,000

1,200

49,600

3,800

4,600

8,400

10,000

8,700

1,300

12,800

49,600

Cost of services sold ............ $11,600

Accumulated depreciation ... 17,800

Selling, general, and

administrative expense .... 6,900

Retained earnings,

December 31, 20X1 ........ 1,900

Service revenue....................... $23,600

Depreciation expense ............. 4,100

Other revenue ........................ 600

Dividends ............................... 400

Income tax expense ................ 400

Income tax payable ................ 300
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E3-31 (Learning Objective 4, 6: Preparing a classified balance sheet and using the ratios)

Refer to Exercise 3-30.

� Required

1. After solving Exercise 3-30, use the data in that exercise to prepare Kopec Production

Company’s classified balance sheet at December 31 of the current year. Use the report for-

mat. First you must compute the adjusted balance for several of the balance-sheet

accounts. (pp. 144–145, 155–156).

2. Compute Kopec Production Company’s current ratio and debt ratio at December 31. A
year ago, the current ratio was 1.55 and the debt ratio was 0.45. Indicate whether the
company’s ability to pay its debts—both current and total—improved or deteriorated
during the current year. (pp. 156–158)

E3-32 (Learning Objective 6: Measuring the effects of transactions on the ratios) Ben
Williams Company reported these ratios at December 31, 2008 (dollar amounts in millions):

Ben Williams Company completed these transactions during 2009:

a. Purchased equipment on account, $4.
b. Paid long-term debt, $5.
c. Collected cash from customers in advance, $2.
d. Accrued interest expense, $1.
e. Made cash sales, $6.

Determine whether each transaction improved or hurt Williams’ current ratio and debt ratio.
Round all ratios to 2 decimal places. (pp. 157–160)

Serial Exercise

Exercise 3-33 continues the Lance Sedberry, Certified Public Accountant, P.C., situation
begun in Exercise 2-25 of Chapter 2 (p. 95).

E3-33 (Learning Objectives 3, 4, 5, 6: Adjusting the accounts, preparing the financial
statements, closing the accounts, and evaluating the business) Refer to Exercise 2-25 of
Chapter 2. Start from the trial balance and the posted T-accounts that Lance Sedberry,
Certified Public Accountant, Professional Corporation (P.C.), prepared for his accounting
practice at January 18. A professional corporation is not subject to income tax. Later in
January, the business completed these transactions:

� Required

1. Open these T-accounts: Accumulated Depreciation—Equipment, Accumulated
Depreciation—Furniture, Salary Payable, Unearned Service Revenue, Retained Earnings,
Depreciation Expense—Equipment, Depreciation Expense—Furniture, and Supplies
Expense. Also, use the T-accounts that you opened for Exercise 2-25. (pp. 77–78).

2. Journalize the transactions of January 21 through 31. (pp. 77–78)

3. Post the January 21 to 31 transactions to the T-accounts, keying all items by date. 
(pp. 77–78)

(continued)

Jan. 21 Received $900 in advance for tax work to be performed over

the next 30 days.

21 Hired a secretary to be paid on the 15th day of each month.

26 Paid $900 on account.

28 Collected $600 on account.

31 Declared and paid dividends of $1,000.

$50
= 0.40Debt ratio =Current ratio = $20 = 2.00

$10

$20

� general ledger
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4. Prepare a trial balance at January 31. Also set up columns for the adjustments and for the
adjusted trial balance, as illustrated in Exhibit 3-9, page 145.

5. At January 31, Sedberry gathers the following information for the adjusting entries:

a. Accrued service revenue, $1,000.
b. Earned $300 of the service revenue collected in advance on January 21.
c. Supplies on hand, $300.
d. Depreciation expense—equipment, $100; furniture, $200.
e. Accrued expense for secretary’s salary, $700.
Make these adjustments directly in the adjustments columns and complete the adjusted
trial balance at January 31. (pp. 144–145)

6. Journalize and post the adjusting entries. Denote each adjusting amount as Adj. and an
account balance as Bal. (pp. 143–144)

7. Prepare the income statement and statement of retained earnings of Lance Sedberry,
Certified Public Accountant, P.C., for the month ended January 31 and the classified bal-
ance sheet at that date. Draw arrows to link the financial statements. (p. 147)

8. Journalize and post the closing entries at January 31. Denote each closing amount as Clo.
and an account balance as Bal. (p. 153)

9. Compute the current ratio and the debt ratio of Sedberry’s accounting practice and eval-
uate these ratio values as indicative of a strong or weak financial position. (pp. 156–158)

Challenge Exercises

E3-34 (Learning Objective 6: Evaluating the current ratio) Valley Forge Corporation
reported the following current accounts at December 31, 2008 (amounts in thousands):

During 2009, Valley Forge completed these selected transactions:

• Sold services on account, $8,500.
• Depreciation expense, $400.
• Paid for expenses, $7,100.
• Collected from customers on account, $7,500.
• Accrued expenses, $300.
• Paid on account, $1,000.
• Used up prepaid expenses, $200.

Compute Valley Forge’s current ratio at December 31, 2008, and again at December 31, 2009.
Did the current ratio improve or deteriorate during 2009? Comment on the level of the com-
pany’s current ratio. (pp. 157–160)

E3-35 (Learning Objective 3, 4: Computing financial statement amounts) The accounts of
Gleneagles Company prior to the year-end adjustments follow on the next page.

Adjusting data at the end of the year include:

a. Unearned service revenue that has been earned, $1,000.
b. Accrued service revenue, $2,000.
c. Supplies used in operations, $3,000.
d. Accrued salary expense, $3,000.
e. Perpaid insurance expired, $1,000.
f. Depreciation expense—building, $2,000.

$1,700

5,600

1,800

800

2,400

1,200

1,700

Cash................................................

Receivables......................................

Inventory.........................................

Prepaid expenses .............................

Accounts payable ............................

Unearned revenues ..........................

Accrued expenses payable ...............
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Mack Shaughnessy, the principal stockholder, has received an offer to sell Gleneagles
Company. He needs to know the following information within 1 hour:

a. Net income for the year covered by these data
b. Total assets
c. Total liabilities
d. Total stockholders’ equity
e. Proof that total assets = total liabilities + total stockholders’ equity after all items are

updated.

� Required

Without opening any accounts, making any journal entries, or using a work sheet, provide
Mr. Shaughnessy with the requested information. The business is not subject to income tax.
Show all computations. (pp. 143–144, 147)

Practice Quiz
Test your understanding of accrual accounting by answering the following questions. Select the best
choice from among the possible answers given.

Questions 36–38 are based on the following facts:

Freddie Handel began a music business in July 20X4. Handel prepares monthly financial
statements and uses the accrual basis of accounting. The following transactions are Handel
Company’s only activities during January through April:

Q3-36 In which month should Handel record the cost of the music as an expense? 
(pp. 127–129)
a. January c. March
b. February d. April

Q3-37 In which month should Handel report the $25 revenue on its income statement? 
(pp. 127–128)
a. January c. March
b. February d. April

Jan. 14 Bought music on account for $10, with payment to the supplier

due in 90 days.

Feb. 3 Performed a job on account for Joey Bach for $25, collectible

from Bach in 30 days. Used up all the music purchased on Jan. 14.

Mar. 16 Collected the $25 receivable from Bach.

Apr. 22 Paid the $10 owed to the supplier from the January 14 transaction.

Cash.........................................

Accounts receivable..................

Supplies....................................

Prepaid insurance .....................

Building....................................

Accumulated depreciation— 

 building .................................

Land.........................................

Accounts payable .....................

Salary payable ..........................

Unearned service revenue .........

$  10,000

43,000

16,000

155,000

32,000

7,000

2,000

Common stock.............................

Retained earnings.........................

Dividends .....................................

Service revenue.............................

Salary expense..............................

Depreciation expense—

 building .....................................

Supplies expense...........................

Insurance expense ........................

Advertising expense......................

Utilities expense ........................... 

$    4,000

7,000

4,000

3,000

107,000

14,000

51,000

6,000

5,000
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Q3-38 If Handel Company uses the cash basis of accounting instead of the accrual basis, in
what month will Handel report revenue and in what month will it report expense? 
(pp. 127–128)

Revenue Expense
a. March April
b. March January
c. February April
d. March February

Q3-39 In which month should revenue be recorded? (p. 129)
a. In the month that goods are ordered by the customer.
b. In the month that goods are shipped to the customer.
c. In the month that the invoice is mailed to the customer.
d. In the month that cash is collected from the customer.

Q3-40 On January 1 of the current year, Aladdin Company paid $600 rent to cover six
months (January–June). Aladdin recorded this transactions as follows:

Aladdin adjusts the accounts at the end of each month. Based on these facts, the adjusting
entry at the end of January should include (p. 132)
a. a credit to Prepaid Rent for $500.
b. a debit to Prepaid Rent for $500.
c. a debit to Prepaid Rent for $100.
d. a credit to Prepaid Rent for $100.

Q3-41 Assume the same facts as in the previous problem. Aladdin’s adjusting entry at the
end of February should include a debit to Rent Expense in the amount of (p. 132)
a. $-0-. c. $200.
b. $500. d. $100.

Q3-42 What effect does the adjusting entry in question 41 have on Aladdin’s net income for
February? (p. 132)
a. increase by $100 c. decrease by $100
b. increase by $200 d. decrease by $200

Q3-43 An adjusting entry recorded March salary expense that will be paid in April. Which
statement best describes the effect of this adjusting entry on the company’s accounting equa-
tion at the end of March? (p. 139)
a. Assets are not affected, liabilities are increased, and stockholders’ equity is decreased.
b. Assets are decreased, liabilities are increased, and stockholders’ equity is decreased.
c. Assets are not affected, liabilities are increased, and stockholders’ equity is increased.
d. Assets are decreased, liabilities are not affected, and stockholders’ equity is decreased.

Q3-44 On April 1, 20X1, Metro Insurance Company sold a one-year insurance policy cover-
ing the year ended April 1, 20X2. Metro collected the full $1,200 on April 1, 20X1. Metro
made the following journal entry to record the receipt of cash in advance:

Nine months have passed, and Metro has made no adjusting entries. Based on these facts, the
adjusting entry needed by Metro at December 31, 20X1, is (pp. 141–142)

1,200

1,200Cash

 Unearned Revenue

600

600Prepaid Rent

 Cash
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Q3-45 The Unearned Revenue account of Dean, Incorporated, began 20X5 with a normal
balance of $5,000 and ended 20X5 with a normal balance of $12,000. During 20X5, the
Unearned Revenue account was credited for $19,000 that Dean will earn later. Based on these
facts, how much revenue did Dean earn in 20X5? (pp. 141–142)
a. $5,000 c. $24,000
b. $19,000 d. $12,000

Q3-46 What is the effect on the financial statements of recording depreciation on equipment?
(pp. 134, 147)
a. Assets are decreased, but net income and stockholders’ equity are not affected.
b. Net income, assets, and stockholders’ equity are all decreased.
c. Net income and assets are decreased, but stockholders’ equity is not affected.
d. Net income is not affected, but assets and stockholders’ equity are decreased.

Q3-47 For 20X3, Monterrey Company had revenues in excess of expenses. Which statement
describes Monterrey’s closing entries at the end of 20X3? (p. 153)
a. Revenues will be debited, expenses will be credited, and retained earnings will be debited.
b. Revenues will be credited, expenses will be debited, and retained earnings will be debited.
c. Revenues will be debited, expenses will be credited, and retained earnings will be credited.
d. Revenues will be credited, expenses will be debited, and retained earnings will be credited.

Q3-48 Which of the following accounts would not be included in the closing entries? 
(p. 153)
a. Accumulated Depreciation
b. Service Revenue
c. Depreciation Expense
d. Retained Earnings

Q3-49 A major purpose of preparing closing entries is to (p. 152)
a. zero out the liability accounts.
b. close out the Supplies account.
c. adjust the asset accounts to their correct current balances.
d. update the Retained Earnings account.

Q3-50 Selected data for Austin Company follow:

Based on these facts, what are Austin’s current ratio and debt ratio? (pp. 156–158)
Current ratio Debt ratio
a. 2 to 1 0.5 to 1
b. .83 to 1 0.5 to 1
c. 1.25 to 1 0.625 to 1
d. 2 to 1 0.633 to 1

Current assets.............. $50,000 Current liabilities ............ $40,000

Long-term assets ......... 70,000 Long-term liabilities ........ 35,000

Total revenues............. 30,000 Total expenses................. 20,000

300

300

900

900

300

300

900

900

a.

b.

c.

d.

Unearned Revenue

 Insurance Revenue

Insurance Revenue

 Unearned Revenue

Unearned Revenue

 Insurance Revenue

Insurance Revenue

 Unearned Revenue
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180 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Q3-51 Unadjusted net income equals $5,000. After the following adjustments, net income
will be (fill in the blank) $___ (pp. 144, 147, Challenge) 
(1) Salaries payable to employees, $500.
(2) Interest due on note payable at the bank, $100.
(3) Unearned revenue that has been earned, $600.
(4) Supplies used, $200.

Q3-52 Salary Payable at the beginning of the month totals $24,000. During the month
salaries of $125,000 were accrued as expense. If ending Salary Payable is $10,000, what
amount of cash did the company pay for salaries during the month? (Hint: Draw a T-account,
as on pp. 77–78.).

a. $129,000 c. $125,000
b. $149,000 d. $139,000

Problems
(Group A)

P3-53A (Learning Objective 1: Linking accrual accounting and cash flows) Cherokee
Corporation earned revenues of $35 million during 20X1 and ended the year with net income of
$8 million. During 20X1, Cherokee collected $33 million from customers and paid cash for all of
its expenses plus an additional $1 million for amounts payable at December 31, 20X0. Answer
these questions about Cherokee’s operating results, financial position, and cash flows during 20X1:

� Required

1. How much were Cherokee’s total expenses? Show your work. (pp. 127–128)

2. Identify all the items that Cherokee will report on its 20X1 income statement. Show each
amount. (p. 147)

3. Cherokee began 20X1 with receivables of $4 million. All sales are on account. What was
the company’s receivables balance at the end of 20X1? Identify the appropriate financial
statement, and show how Cherokee will report ending receivables in the 20X1 annual
report. (pp. 77–78)

4. Cherokee began 20X1 owing accounts payable of $9 million. All expenses are increased
on account. During 20X1 Cherokee paid $28 million on account. How much in accounts
payable did the company owe at the end of the year? Identify the appropriate financial
statement and show how Cherokee will report accounts payable in its 20X1 annual
report. (pp. 77–78)

P3-54A (Learning Objective 1: Cash basis versus accrual basis) Masters Consulting had the
following selected transactions in August:

Aug. 1 Prepaid insurance for August through December, $1,000.

4 Purchased software for cash, $800.

5 Performed service and received cash, $900.

8 Paid advertising expense, $300.

11 Performed service on account, $3,000.

19 Purchased computer on account, $1,600.

24 Collected for the August 11 service.

26 Paid account payable from August 19.

29 Paid salary expense, $900.

31 Adjusted for August insurance expense (see Aug. 1).

31 Earned revenue of $800 that was collected in advance back

in July.

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
exercises using MAL.
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� Required

1. Show how each transaction would be handled using the cash basis and the accrual basis.

Under each column, give the amount of revenue or expense for August. Journal entries

are not required. Use the following format for your answer, and show your computations:

(pp. 127–128)

2. Compute August income (loss) before tax under each accounting method. (p. 125)

3. Indicate which measure of net income or net loss is preferable. Use the transactions on

August 11 and 24 to explain. (p. 127)

P3-55A (Learning Objective 1, 2: Applying accounting principles) Write a memo to explain

for a new employee the difference between the cash basis of accounting and the accrual basis.

Mention the roles of the revenue principle and the matching principle in accrual accounting.

(pp. 127–128)

P3-56A (Learning Objective 3: Making accounting adjustments) Journalize the adjusting

entry needed on December 31, end of the current accounting period, for each of the follow-

ing independent cases affecting Callaway Corp. Include an explanation for each entry. 

(pp. 132–144)

a. Details of Prepaid Insurance are shown in the account:

Callaway prepays insurance on March 31 each year. At December 31, $600 is still 

prepaid.

b. Callaway pays employees each Friday. The amount of the weekly payroll is $6,000 for

a 5-day work week. The current accounting period ends on Wednesday.

c. Callaway has a note receivable. During the current year, Callaway has earned accrued

interest revenue of $500 that it will collect next year.

d. The beginning balance of supplies was $2,600. During the year, Callaway purchased

supplies costing $6,100, and at December 31 supplies on hand total $2,100.

e. Callaway is providing services for Manatee Investments, and the owner of Manatee

paid Callaway $12,000 as the annual service fee. Callaway recorded this amount as

Unearned Service Revenue. Callaway estimates that it has earned one-third of the total

fee during the current year.

f. Depreciation for the current year includes Office Furniture, $1,000 and Equipment,
$2,700. Make a compound entry.

Prepaid Insurance

400

3,600

Jan.  Bal.

Mar. 31

1

Amount of Revenue (Expense) for August

Date Accrual BasisCash Basis

Masters Consulting

writing assignment � 
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P3-57A (Learning Objective 3, 4, 6: Preparing an adjusted trial balance and the financial
statements; using the current ratio to evaluate the business) The unadjusted trial balance of
Princess, Inc., at January 31, 20X2, and the related month-end adjustment data follow.

Adjustment data:

a. Accrued service revenue at January 31, $2,000.
b. Prepaid rent expired during the month. The unadjusted prepaid balance of $3,000

relates to the period January through March.
c. Supplies used during January, $2,000.
d. Depreciation on furniture for the month. The estimated useful life of the furniture is

3 years.
e. Accrued salary expense at January 31 for Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. The 5-day

weekly payroll of $5,000 will be paid on Friday, February 2.

� Required

1. Using Exhibit 3-9, page 145, as an example, prepare the adjusted trial balance of
Princess, Inc., at January 31, 20X2. Key each adjusting entry by letter.

2. Prepare the monthly income statement, the statement of retained earnings, and the
classified balance sheet. Draw arrows linking the three financial statements. (p. 147)

P3-58A (Learning Objective 3: Analyzing and recording adjustments) Peppertree Apartments,
Inc.’s, unadjusted and adjusted trial balances at April 30, 20X1, is given on the next page.

Princess, Inc.
Trial Balance

January 31, 20X2

Cash......................................................................

Accounts receivable...............................................

Prepaid rent...........................................................

Supplies.................................................................

Furniture ...............................................................

Accumulated depreciation .....................................

Accounts payable ..................................................

Salary payable .......................................................

Common stock......................................................

Retained earnings (December 31, 20X1) ...............

Dividends ..............................................................

Service revenue......................................................

Salary expense.......................................................

Rent expense .........................................................

Utilities expense ....................................................

Depreciation expense ............................................

Supplies expense....................................................

Total .....................................................................

$  8,000

10,000

3,000

2,000

36,000

4,000

2,000

1,000

$66,000

$  3,000

10,000

26,000

13,000

14,000

$66,000
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� Required

1. Make the adjusting entries that account for the differences between the two trial
balances. (p. 145)

2. Compute Peppertree’s total assets, total liabilities, total equity, and net income. (p. 147)

P3-59A (Learning Objective 4, 6: Preparing the financial statements and using the debt
ratio) The adjusted trial balance of Snead Corporation, at December 31, 20X6, follows on the
next page.

� Required

1. Prepare Snead Corporation’s 20X6 income statement, statement of retained earnings, and
balance sheet. List expenses (except for income tax) in decreasing order on the income
statement and show total liabilities on the balance sheet. Draw arrows linking the three
financial statements. (p. 147)

Peppertree Apartments, Inc.
Adjusted Trial Balance

April 30, 20X1

Account Title

Adjusted Trial Balance

Cash

Accounts receivable

Interest receivable

Note receivable

Supplies

Prepaid insurance

Building

Accumulated depreciation

Accounts payable

Wages payable

Unearned rental revenue

Common stock

Retained earnings

Dividends

Rental revenue

Interest revenue

Wage expense

Insurance expense

Depreciation expense

Property tax expense

Supplies expense

Utilities expense

Credit

18,200

6,900

400

100

18,000

42,700

10,900

300

97,500

Debit

8,300

6,800

300

4,100

200

700

66,400

3,600

2,000

1,700

2,200

300

700

200

97,500

Trial Balance

Credit

16,000

6,900

600

18,000

42,700

9,900

94,100

Debit

8,300

6,300

4,100

900

2,400

66,400

3,600

1,600

300

200

94,100

� general ledger

� spreadsheet

(continued)
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184 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

2. Snead’s lenders require that the company maintain a debt ratio no higher than 0.60.
Compute Snead’s debt ratio at December 31, 20X6, to determine whether the company is
in compliance with this debt restriction. If not, suggest a way that Snead could have
avoided this difficult situation. (pp. 157–158)

P3-60A (Learning Objective 5: Closing the books and evaluating retained earnings) The
accounts of Meadowbrook Services, Inc., at March 31, 20X3, are listed in alphabetical order.

Accounts payable ................... $14,700 $     600

Accounts receivable................ 16,500

2,800

Accumulated depreciation—

equipment .......................... 7,100

Advertising expense................ 10,900

6,200

14,100

5,300

20,200

17,800

2,400

94,100

3,800

4,600

Interest expense................

Note payable, long-term...  

Other assets......................

Prepaid expenses ..............

Retained earnings,

March 31, 20X2 ..........

Salary expense..................

Salary payable ..................

Service revenue.................

Supplies............................

Supplies expense...............

Unearned service revenue ...Equipment..............................

Cash....................................... 7,500

Common stock....................... 9,100

Current portion of note

payable............................... 800

Depreciation expense ............. 1,900

Dividends ............................... 31,200

43,200

Snead Corporation
Adjusted Trial Balance

December 31, 20X6

Cash................................................

Accounts receivable.........................

Supplies...........................................

Prepaid rent.....................................

Equipment.......................................

Accumulated depreciation ...............

Accounts payable ............................

Interest payable ...............................

Unearned service revenue ................

Income tax payable .........................

Note payable...................................

Common stock................................

Retained earnings............................

Dividends ........................................

Service revenue................................

Depreciation expense ......................

Salary expense.................................

Rent expense ...................................

Interest expense...............................

Insurance expense ...........................

Supplies expense..............................

Income tax expense .........................

Total ...............................................

$    1,400

8,900

2,300

1,600

37,100

24,000

1,600

39,900

10,300

3,100

3,800

2,900

7,100

$144,000

$    4,300

3,700

800

600

2,100

18,600

5,000

1,000

107,900

$144,000
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� Required

1. All adjustments have been journalized and posted, but the closing entries have not yet
been made. Journalize Meadowbrook’s closing entries at March 31, 20X3. (p. 153)

2. Set up a T-account for Retained Earnings and post to that account. Compute
Meadowbrook’s net income for the year ended March 31, 20X3. What is the ending bal-
ance of Retained Earnings? (pp. 147–153)

3. Did Retained Earnings increase or decrease during the year? What caused the increase or
the decrease? (p. 153).

P3-61A (Learning Objective 4, 6: Preparing a classified balance sheet and using the ratios
to evaluate the business) Refer back to Problem 3-60A.

1. Use the Meadowbrook Services data in Problem 3-60A to prepare the company’s classi-
fied balance sheet at March 31, 20X3. Show captions for total assets, total liabilities, and
total liabilities and stockholders’ equity. (p. 155)

2. Compute Meadowbrook’s current ratio and debt ratio at March 31, 20X3, rounding to 2
decimal places. At March 31, 20X2, the current ratio was 1.30 and the debt ratio was
0.30. Did Meadbrook’s ability to pay  both current and total debts improve or deteriorate
during 20X3? Evaluate Meadowbrook’s debt position as strong or weak and give your
reason. (pp. 158–159)

P3-62A (Learning Objectives 6: Analyzing financial ratios) This problem demonstrates
the effects of transactions on the current ratio and the debt ratio of Hialeah Company.
Hialeah’s condensed and adapted balance sheet at December 31, 20X6, is:

Assume that during the first quarter of the following year, 20X7, Hialeah completed the 
following transactions:

a. Paid half the current liabilities.
b. Borrowed $3 million on long-term debt.
c. Earned revenue, $2.5 million, on account.
d. Paid selling expense of $1 million.
e. Accrued general expense of $0.8 million. Credit General Expense Payable, a current

liability.
f. Purchased equipment for $4.2 million, paying cash of $1.4 million and signing a long-

term note payable for $2.8 million.
g. Recorded depreciation expense of $0.6 million.

� Required

1. Compute Hialeah’s current ratio and debt ratio at December 31, 20X6. Round to 2 deci-
mal places. (pp. 159–160)

2. Consider each transaction separately. Compute Hialeah’s current ratio and debt ratio after
each transaction during 20X7, that is, 7 times. Round ratios to 2 decimal places. 
(pp. 158–160)

(continued)

(In millions)

Total current assets ....................................................... $15.5

Properties, plant, equipment, and other assets............... 15.8

$31.3

Total current liabilities .................................................. $  9.2

Total long-term liabilities .............................................. 5.3

Total stockholders’ equity ............................................. 16.8

$31.3
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3. Based on your analysis, you should be able to readily identify the effects of certain trans-
actions on the current ratio and the debt ratio. Test your understanding by completing
these statements with either “increase” or “decrease”: (pp. 158–160)

a. Revenues usually ____________ the current ratio.
b. Revenues usually ____________ the debt ratio.
c. Expenses usually ____________ the current ratio. (Note: Depreciation is an excep-

tion to this rule.)
d. Expenses usually ____________ the debt ratio.
e. If a company’s current ratio is greater than 1.0, as it is for Hialeah, paying off a current

liability will always ____________ the current ratio.
f. Borrowing money on long-term debt will always ____________ the current ratio

and ____________ the debt ratio.

(Group B)

P3-63B (Learning Objective 1: Linking accural accounting and cash flows) During 20X1,
Schubert, Inc., earned revenues of $19 million from the sale of its products. Schubert ended
the year with net income of $4 million. Schubert collected cash of $20 million from cus-
tomers and paid cash for all 20X1 expenses plus an additional $3 million on account for
amounts payable at the end of 20X0. Answer these questions about Schubert’s operating
results, financial position, and cash flows during 20X1:

1. How much were Schubert’s total expenses? Show your work. (pp. 127–128)
2. Identify all the items that Schubert will report on its income statement for 20X1. Show

each amount. (p. 147)
3. Schubert began 20X1 with receivables of $6 million. All sales are on account. What was

Schubert’s receivables balance at the end of 20X1? Identify the appropriate financial state-
ment and show how Schubert will report its ending receivables balance in the company’s
20X1 annual report. (pp. 77–78)

4. Schubert began 20X1 owing accounts payable of $9 million. Schubert incurs all expenses
on account. During 20X1, Schubert paid $18 million on account. How much in accounts
payable did Schubert owe at the end of 20X1? Identify the appropriate financial
statement and show how Schubert will report accounts payable in its 20X1 annual
report. (pp. 77–72)

P3-64B (Learning Objective 1: Cash basis versus accrual basis) Bombay Foods had the
following selected transactions during November:

� Required

1. Show how each transaction would be handled using the cash basis and the accrual basis.
Under each column, give the amount of revenue or expense for November. Journal
entries are not required. Use the following format for your answer, and show your
computations: (pp. 127–128)

Nov. 1 Received $800 in advance for food to be delivered later.

5 Paid electricity expenses, $700.

9 Received cash for the day’s sales, $2,000.

14 Purchased two food warmers, $1,800.

23 Served a banquet, receiving a note receivable, $700.

30 Accrued salary expense, $900.

30 Prepaid building rent for December and January, $3,000.
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2. Compute income (loss) before tax for November under the two accounting methods.
(p. 147)

3. Which method better measures income and assets? Use the last transaction to explain.
(p. 127)

P3-65B (Learning Objective 1, 2: Applying accounting principles) As the controller of Avon
Systems, you have hired a new employee, whom you must train. He objects to making an
adjusting entry for accrued salaries at the end of the period. He reasons, “We will pay the
salaries soon. Why not wait until payment to record the expense? In the end, the result will be
the same.” Write a reply to explain to the employee why the adjusting entry is needed for
accrued salary expense. (pp. 127–129)

P3-66B (Learning Objective 3: Making accounting adjustments) Journalize the adjusting
entry needed on December 31, the end of the current accounting period, for each of the fol-
lowing independent cases affecting Chicago Mercantile Services (CMS). Include an explana-
tion for each entry. (pp. 132–144)

a. Each Friday, CMS pays employees for the current week’s work. The amount of the pay-
roll is $2,000 for a 5-day work week. The current accounting period ends on Tuesday.

b. CMS has received notes receivable from some clients for professional services. During
the current year, CMS has earned accrued interest revenue of $1,100, which will be
received next year.

c. The beginning balance of Supplies was $1,800. During the year, CMS purchased
supplies costing $12,500, and at December 31 the inventory of supplies on hand
is $2,900.

d. CMS is conducting market research, and the client paid CMS $20,000 at the start of
the project. CMS recorded this amount as Unearned Service Revenue. The research
will take several months to complete. CMS executives estimate that the company has
earned three-fourths of the revenue during the current year.

e. Depreciation for the current year includes Equipment, $6,300; and Building, $3,700.
Make a compound entry.

f. Details of Prepaid Insurance are shown in the account:

CMS pays the annual insurance premium (the payment for insurance coverage is
called a premium) on September 30 each year. At December 31, $2,700 is still prepaid.

P3-67B (Learning Objective 3, 4, 6: Preparing an adjusted trial balance and the financial
statements; using the current ratio to evaluate the business) Consider the unadjusted trial
balance of Omega Advertising, Inc., at October 31, 20X2, and the related month-end
adjustment data.

Prepaid Insurance

1,800

3,600

Jan.  Bal.

Sept. 30

1

Amount of Revenue (Expense) for November

Date Accrual BasisCash Basis

(continued)
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Adjustment data:

a. Accrued advertising revenue at October 31, $2,900.
b. Prepaid rent expired during the month. The unadjusted prepaid balance of $4,000

relates to the period October 20X2 through January 20X3.
c. Supplies used during October, $200.
d. Depreciation on furniture for the month. The furniture’s expected useful life is 5 years.
e. Accrued salary expense at October 31 for Monday through Thursday; the 5-day

weekly payroll is $2,000.

� Required

1. Using Exhibit 3-9, page 145, as an example, prepare the adjusted trial balance of Omega
Advertising at October 31, 20X2. Key each adjusting entry by letter.

2. Prepare the monthly income statement, the statement of retained earnings, and the clas-
sified balance sheet. Draw arrows linking the three financial statements. (p. 147)

P3-68B (Learning Objective 3: Analyzing and recording adjustments) Valero Sales
Company’s unadjusted and adjusted trial balances at December 31, 20X7, are given on the
next page.

� Required

1. Make the adjusting entries that account for the differences between the two trial balances.
(p. 145)

2. Compute Valero’s total assets, total liabilities, total equity, and net income. (p. 147)

Omega Advertising, Inc.
Trial Balance

October 31, 20X2

Cash.......................................................................

Accounts receivable................................................

Prepaid rent............................................................

Supplies..................................................................

Furniture ................................................................

Accumulated depreciation ......................................

Accounts payable ...................................................

Salary payable ........................................................

Common stock.......................................................

Retained earnings (September 30, 20X2) ...............

Dividends ...............................................................

Advertising revenue................................................

Salary expense........................................................

Rent expense ..........................................................

Utilities expense .....................................................

Depreciation expense .............................................

Supplies expense.....................................................

Total ......................................................................

$16,300

7,000

4,000

600

36,000

4,600

4,400

300

$73,200

$  3,000

8,800

15,000

21,000

25,400

$73,200
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P3-69B (Learning Objective 4, 6: Preparing the financial statements and using the debt
ratio) The adjusted trial balance of Duff & Carson, Inc., at December 31, 20X1, follows on
the next page.

� Required

1. Prepare Duff & Carson’s 20X1 income statement, statement of retained earnings, and
balance sheet. List expenses in decreasing order on the income statement and show total
liabilities on the balance sheet. Draw arrows linking the 3 financial statements. 
(p. 147)

2. Compute Duff & Carson’s debt ratio at December 31, 20X1, rounding to 2 decimal
places. Evaluate the company’s debt ratio as strong or weak. (pp. 157–158)

Valero Sales Company
Adjusted Trial Balance

December 31, 20X7

Account Title

Adjusted Trial Balance

Cash

Accounts receivable

Supplies

Prepaid insurance

Office furniture

Accumulated depreciation

Accounts payable

Salary payable

Interest payable

Note payable

Unearned commission revenue

Common stock

Retained earnings

Dividends

Sales commission revenue

Depreciation expense

Supplies expense

Utilities expense

Salary expense

Rent expense

Interest expense

Insurance expense

Credit

9,300

6,300

900

400

6,000

1,100

5,000

3,500

74,400

106,900

Debit

4,100

12,400

700

900

21,600

18,300

1,100

300

4,900

27,500

12,200

1,200

1,700

106,900

Trial Balance

Credit

8,200

6,300

6,000

1,500

5,000

3,500

72,800

103,300

Debit

4,100

11,200

1,000

2,600

21,600

18,300

4,900

26,600

12,200

800

103,300
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P3-70B (Learning Objective 5: Making closing entries and evaluating retained earnings)
The accounts of Cookie Lapp eTravel, Inc., at December 31, 20X5, are listed in alphabeti-
cal order.

� Required

1. All adjustments have been journalized and posted, but the closing entries have not yet
been made. Journalize Lapp’s closing entries at December 31, 20X5. (p. 153)

2. Set up a T-account for Retained Earnings and post to that account. Then compute Lapp’s
net income for 20X5. What is the ending balance of Retained Earnings? (p. 159)

3. Did Retained Earnings increase or decrease during the year? What caused the increase or
decrease? (p. 153)

Accounts payable ................... $  5,100

Interest expense...................... 800

Accounts receivable................ 6,600

Accumulated depreciation—

furniture............................. 11,600

Advertising expense................ 2,200

Cash....................................... 7,300

Note payable, long-term... $10,600

Other assets...................... 3,600

Supplies............................ 7,700

Service revenue................. 93,500

Retained earnings,

December 31, 20X4 ..... 5,300

Salary expense.................. 24,600

Salary payable .................. 3,900

Supplies expense............... 5,700

Unearned service

revenue......................... 3,600

Common stock....................... 15,000

Depreciation expense ............. 1,300

Dividends ............................... 47,400

Furniture ...............................  41,400

Duff & Carson, Inc.
Adjusted Trial Balance

December 31, 20X1

Cash............................................................

Accounts receivable.....................................

Prepaid rent.................................................

Equipment...................................................

Accumulated depreciation ...........................

Accounts payable ........................................

Unearned service revenue ............................

Interest payable ...........................................

Salary payable .............................................

Income tax payable .....................................

Note payable...............................................

Common stock............................................

Retained earnings, Dec. 31, 20X0...............

Dividends ....................................................

Service revenue............................................

Depreciation expense ..................................

Salary expense.............................................

Rent expense ...............................................

Interest expense...........................................

Income tax expense .....................................

Total ...........................................................

$  11,600

41,400

1,300

67,600

48,000

11,300

44,000

12,000

1,200

18,800

$257,200

$  12,900

3,600

4,500

2,100

900

8,800

26,200

12,000

20,300

165,900

$257,200
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P3-71B (Learning Objective 4, 6: Preparing a classified balance sheet and using the ratios)
Refer back to Problem 3-70B.

1. Use the Cookie Lapp eTravel data in Problem 3-70B to prepare the company’s classified
balance sheet in report form at December 31, 20X5. Label total assets, total liabilities, and
stockholders’ equity. (p. 153)

2. Compute Cookie Lapp’s current ratio and debt ratio at December 31, 20X5. At December
31, 20X4, the current ratio was 1.50 and the debt ratio was 0.45. Did Lapp’s ability to pay
both current and total liabilities improve or deteriorate during 20X5? (p. 159)

P3-72B (Learning Objective 6: Analyzing financial ratios) This problem demonstrates the
effects of transactions on the current ratio and the debt ratio of Rockwell Company. Rockwell’s
condensed balance sheet at March 31, 20X1, follows.

During the following year, ending March 31, 20X2, Rockwell completed the following
transactions:

a. Paid half the current liabilities.
b. Borrowed $3 million on long-term debt.
c. Earned revenue of $2.5 million on account.
d. Paid selling expense of $1 million.
e. Accrued salary expense of $0.8 million. Credit Salary Payable, a current liability.
f. Purchased equipment for $4.2 million, paying cash of $1.4 million and signing a long-

term note payable for $2.8 million.
g. Recorded depreciation expense of $0.6 million.

� Required

1. Compute Rockwell’s current ratio and debt ratio at March 31, 20X1. Round to 2 decimal
places. (p. 159)

2. Consider each transaction separately. Compute Rockwell’s current ratio and debt ratio
after each transaction during 20X2, that is, 7 times. Round ratios to 2 decimal places. 
(pp. 160–161)

3. Based on your analysis, you should be able to readily identify the effects of certain trans-
actions on the current ratio and the debt ratio. Test your understanding by completing
these statements with either “increase” or “decrease”: (pp. 160–161)

a. Revenues usually ____________ the current ratio.
b. Revenues usually ____________ the debt ratio.
c. Expenses usually ____________ the current ratio. (Note: Depreciation is an excep-

tion to this rule.)
d. Expenses usually ____________ the debt ratio.
e. If a company’s current ratio is greater than 1.0, as for Rockwell, paying off a current

liability will always ____________ the current ratio.
f. Borrowing money on long-term debt will always ____________ the current ratio

and ____________ the debt ratio.

(In millions)

Total current assets .................................. $3.0

Properties, net, and other assets ............... 3.8

$6.8

Total current liabilities ............................. $2.2

Total long-term liabilities ......................... 2.4

Total stockholders’ equity ........................ 2.2

$6.8
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Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objectives 3, 6: Adjusting and correcting the accounts; computing and
evaluating the current ratio) The unadjusted trial balance of Good Times, Inc., at January
31, 20X6, does not balance. In addition, the trial balance needs to be adjusted before the
financial statements at January 31, 20X6 can be prepared. The manager of Good Times needs
to know the business’s current ratio.

� Required

1. How much out of balance is the trial balance? The error is in the Land account. 
(pp. 144–145)

2. Good Times needs to make the following adjustments at January 31:

a. Supplies of $600 were used during January.
b. The balance of Prepaid Rent was paid on January 1 and covers the whole year 20X6.

No adjustment was made on January 31.
c. At January 31, Good Times owes employees $400.
d. Unearned service revenue of $200 was earned during January.
Prepare a corrected, adjusted trial balance. Give Land its correct balance. (pp. 144–145)

3. After the error is corrected and after these adjustments are made, compute the current
ratio of Good Times, Inc. If your business had this current ratio, could you sleep at
night? (p. 159)

Case 2. (Learning Objectives 4: Preparing financial statements; continue or shut down the
business?) On October 1, Tiger Woods opened Eagle Restaurant, Inc. Woods is now at a
crossroads. The October financial statements paint a glowing picture of the business, and
Woods has asked you whether he should expand the business. To expand the business,
Woods wants to be earning net income of $10,000 per month and have total assets of
$35,000. Woods believes he is meeting both goals.

To start the business, Woods invested $20,000, not the $10,000 amount reported as
“Common stock” on the balance sheet. The business issued $20,000 of common stock to
Woods. The bookkeeper plugged the $10,000 “Common stock” amount into the balance
sheet to make it balance. The bookkeeper made some other errors too. Woods shows you the
following financial statements that the bookkeeper prepared.

Cash.................................................... $  6,000

Accounts receivable.............................  2,200

Supplies............................................... 800

Prepaid rent......................................... 1,200

Land.................................................... 41,000

Accounts payable ................................ 10,000

Salary payable .....................................

Unearned service revenue .................... 700

Note payable, due in 3 years ............... 25,400

Common stock.................................... 5,000

Retained earnings................................ 7,300

Service revenue.................................... 9,100

Salary expense..................................... 3,400

Rent expense .......................................

Advertising expense............................. 900

Supplies expense..................................

0

0

0

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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� Required

Prepare corrected financial statements for Eagle Restaurant, Inc.: Income Statement,
Statement of Retained Earnings, and Balance Sheet. Then, based on Woods’ goals and your
corrected statements, recommend to Woods whether he should expand the restaurant. 
(p. 147)

Case 3. (Learning Objective 3, 4: Valuing a business on the basis of its net income)
Sherwin Williams has owned and operated SW Advertising, Inc., since its beginning
10 years ago. Recently, Williams mentioned that he would consider selling the company for
the right price.

Assume that you are interested in buying this business. You obtain its most recent
monthly trial balance, which follows. Revenues and expenses vary little from month to
month, and June is a typical month. Your investigation reveals that the trial balance does not
include the effects of monthly revenues of $5,000 and expenses totaling $1,100. If you were
to buy SW Advertising, you would hire a manager so you could devote your time to other
duties. Assume that your manager would require a monthly salary of $6,000.

Assets:

Cash...................................................

Prepaid insurance ...............................

Insurance expense ..............................

Food inventory...................................

Cost of goods sold (expense) ..............

Fixtures (tables, chairs, etc.) ...............

Dishes and silverware.........................

$  5,000

32,000

1,000

38,000

10,000

$48,000

Eagle Restaurant, Inc.
Balance Sheet 

October 31, 20X4

Liabilities:

Accounts payable .....................

Sales revenue ............................

Acuumulated depreciation—

 fixtures ..................................

Owners’ equity:

Common stock.........................

$  6,000

1,000

1,000

3,000

14,000

19,000

4,000

$48,000

Eagle Restaurant, Inc.
Income Statement

Month Ended October 31, 20X4

Revenues:

Investments by owner ...............................

Unearned banquet sales revenue................

Expenses:

Wages expense ..........................................

Rent expense .............................................

Dividends ..................................................

Depreciation expense—fixtures .................

Net income................................................

$20,000

3,000

$  5,000

4,000

3,000

1,000

$23,000

13,000

$10,000
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194 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

� Required

1. Assume that the most you would pay for the business is 20 times the amount of monthly
net income you could expect to earn from it. Compute this possible price. (p. 147)

2. Williams states that the least he will take for the business is 1.5 times its stockholders’
equity on June 30. Compute this amount. (p. 147)

3. Under these conditions, how much should you offer Williams? Give your reason.
(Challenge)

Ethical Issues

Issue 1. Cross Timbers Energy Co. is in its third year of operations, and the company has
grown. To expand the business, Cross Timbers borrowed $1 million from Bank of Fort Worth.
As a condition for making this loan, the bank required that Cross Timbers maintain a current
ratio of at least 1.50 and a debt ratio of no more than 0.50.

Business recently has been worse than expected. Expenses have brought the current ratio
down to 1.47 and the debt ratio up to 0.51 at December 15. Lane Collins, the general man-
ager, is considering the result of reporting this current ratio to the bank. Collins is considering
recording this year some revenue on account that Cross Timbers will earn next year. The con-
tract for this job has been signed, and Cross Timbers will deliver the natural gas during
January of next year.

� Required

1. Journalize the revenue transaction, and indicate how recording this revenue in December
would affect the current ratio and the debt ratio.

2. State whether it is ethical to record the revenue transaction in December. Identify the
accounting principle relevant to this situation.

3. Propose for Cross Timbers a course of action that is ethical.

SW Advertising, Inc.
Trial Balance

June 30, 20XX

Cash......................................................

Accounts receivable...............................

Prepaid expenses ...................................

Plant assets............................................

Accumulated depreciation .....................

Land......................................................

Accounts payable ..................................

Salary payable .......................................

Unearned advertising revenue................

Common stock......................................

Retained earnings..................................

Dividends ..............................................

Advertising revenue...............................

Rent expense .........................................

Salary expense.......................................

Utilities expense ....................................

Depreciation expense ............................

Supplies expense....................................

Total .....................................................

$  10,000

4,900

3,200

115,000

158,000

9,000

4,000

900

$305,000

$  76,500

13,800

56,700

50,000

88,000

20,000

$305,000
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Issue 2. The net income of Accent Photography Company decreased sharply during 2009.
Lisa Brown, owner of the company, anticipates the need for a bank loan in 2010. Late in 2009,
Brown instructed the accountant to record a $20,000 sale of portraits to the Brown family,
even though the photos will not be shot until January 2010. Brown also told the accountant
not to make the following December 31, 2009, adjusting entries:

Salaries owed to employees  . . . . . . . . . .$5,000
Prepaid insurance that has expired  . . . . .1,000

� Required

1. Compute the overall effect of these transactions on the company’s reported income for
2009. Is reported net income overstated or understated?

2. Why did Brown take these actions? Are they ethical? Give your reason, identifying the
parties helped and the parties harmed by Brown’s action.

3. As a personal friend, what advice would you give the accountant?

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands
(Learning Objectives 3, 6: Tracing account balances to the financial statements) YUM!

Brands, Inc.—like all other businesses—adjusts accounts prior to year end to get correct
amounts for the financial statements. Examine YUM’s balance sheet in Appendix A, and pay
particular attention to (a) Prepaid Expenses and Other Current Assets and (b) Income Taxes
Payable.

� Required

1. Why aren’t Prepaid Expenses “true” expenses? Why does a company have income taxes
payable at year end? (p. 132)

2. Open T-accounts for the two accounts listed above. Insert YUM’s balances (in millions) at
December 31, 2005. (p. 132)

3. Journalize the following transactions for the year ended December 30, 2006. Key entries
by letter, and show amounts in millions. Explanations are not required. (pp. 139–140)

a. Recorded General Expense for expiration of the beginning balance of Prepaid
Expenses.

b. Paid off the beginning balance of Income Taxes Payable.
c. Paid the ending balance of Prepaid Expenses.
d. Recorded Income Tax Expense of $284 million, paying $247 million in cash and

accruing the remainder.
4. Post these entries to the 2 accounts and show that the ending balances of Prepaid

Expenses and Other Current Assets and of Income Taxes Payable agree with the corre-
sponding amounts reported in YUM’s December 30, 2006, balance sheet. (pp. 139–140)

5. Compute the current ratios and debt ratios for YUM! Brands at December 31, 2005, and
at December 30, 2006. Did the ratio values improve, deteriorate, or hold steady during
2006? Do YUM’s ratio values indicate financial strength or weakness? (pp. 159–160)

Focus on Analysis:  � Pier 1 Imports
(Learning Objective 3: Explaining accruals and deferrals) During 2006, Pier I Imports

had numerous accruals and deferrals. As a new member of Pier 1’s accounting staff, it is your
job to explain the effects of accruals and deferrals on Pier 1’s net income for 2006. The accrual
and deferral data follow, along with questions that Pier 1 stockholders have raised (all
amounts in millions):

1. Beginning total receivables for 2006 were $47. Ending receivables for 2006 are $64.
Which of these amounts did Pier 1 earn in 2005? Which amount did Pier 1 earn in 2006?
Which amount is included in Pier 1’s net income for 2006? (pp. 138–139)

2. Accumulated depreciation stood at $383 at the end of 2005 and at $370 at year end 2006.
Depreciation expense for 2006 was $56. How can accumulated depreciation decrease
during 2006 when the company is adding more depreciation each year? (Challenge) 
(pp. 134–135)IS
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196 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

3. Pier 1 reports an account titled Gift Cards and other Deferred (Unearned) Revenue. This
account carried credit balances of $61 at the end of 2005 and $64 at the end of 2006.
What type of account is Gift Cards and other Deferred (Unearned) Revenue? Make a sin-
gle journal entry to show how this account could have increased its balance during 2006.
Then explain the event in your own words. (pp. 141–142)

4. Certain income-statement accounts are directly linked to specific balance-sheet accounts
other than cash. Examine Pier 1’s income statement in Appendix B at the end of this book.
For each “Operating cost and expense,” each “Nonoperating (income) and expense,” and
Provision for income taxes, identify the related balance sheet account (other than cash).
Use standard account titles, not necessarily the titles Pier 1 uses. (pp. 131–143)

Group Project

Matt Davis formed a lawn service company as a summer job. To start the business on May 1,
he deposited $1,000 in a new bank account in the name of the corporation. The $1,000 con-
sisted of an $800 loan from his father and $200 of his own money. The corporation issued
200 shares of common stock to Davis.

Davis rented lawn equipment, purchased supplies, and hired high school students to
mow and trim his customers’ lawns. At the end of each month, Davis mailed bills to his cus-
tomers. On August 31, Davis was ready to dissolve the business and return to Duke
University for the fall semester. Because he had been so busy, he had kept few records other
than his checkbook and a list of amounts owed by customers.

At August 31, Davis’s checkbook shows a balance of $1,390, and his customers still owe
him $560. During the summer, he collected $5,150 from customers. His checkbook lists pay-
ments for supplies totaling $400, and he still has gasoline, weedeater cord, and other supplies
that cost a total of $50. He paid his employees wages of $1,900, and he still owes them $200
for the final week of the summer.

Davis rented some equipment from Ludwig Tool Company. On May 1, he signed a 6-
month lease on mowers and paid $600 for the full lease period. Ludwig will refund the
unused portion of the prepayment if the equipment is in good shape. To get the refund, Davis
has kept the mowers in excellent condition. In fact, he had to pay $300 to repair a mower that
ran over a hidden tree stump.

To transport employees and equipment to jobs, Davis used a trailer that he bought for
$300. He figures that the summer’s work used up one-third of the trailer’s service potential.
The business checkbook lists an expenditure of $460 for dividends paid to Davis during the
summer. Also, Davis paid his father back during the summer.

� Required

1. Prepare the income statement of Davis Lawn Service, Inc., for the 4 months May through
August. The business is not subject to income tax.

2. Prepare the classified balance sheet of Davis Lawn Service, Inc., at August 31.

Quick Check Answers:

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. a

2. c

3. b

4. d

5. c

6. b

7. a

8. d

9. d

10. a

11. b

12. d

13. a

14. c

15. a

16. c

17. b
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Preparation of Adjusting Entries, Closing
Entries, and Financial Statements
Demo Doc: To make sure you understand this material, work through the following demonstration

“Demo Doc” with detailed comments to help you see the concept within the framework of a worked-

through problem.

Learning Objectives 2–5

Cloud Break Consulting, Inc., has the following information at June 30, 2008:

 

  

      

$155,000

159,000

40,000

50,000

52,000

450,000

$906,000

  

     

      

     

  

Cash

Supplies

Accounts receivable

Prepaid rent

Land

Building

Unearned service revenue 

Accounts payable

Common stock

Retained earnings

Dividends

Service revenue

Salary expense

Rent expense

Miscellaneous expense

Total

Accumulated depreciation—building

   

     

     

$131,000

104,000

4,000

27,000

45,000

300,000

7,000

255,000

25,000

8,000

$906,000

Debit Credit

Balance

Account Title

CLOUD BREAK CONSULTING, INC.
Unadjusted Trial Balance

June 30, 2008

Demo Doc � 197

Demo Doc

June 30 is Cloud Break’s fiscal year end; accordingly, it must make adjusting entries for the fol-

lowing items:

a. Supplies on hand at year-end, $1,000.

b. Nine months of rent totaling $27,000 were paid in advance on April 1, 2008.
Cloud Break has recorded no rent expense yet.

c. Depreciation expense has not been recorded on the building for the 2008
fiscal year. The building has a useful life of 25 years.

d. Employees work Monday through Friday. The weekly payroll is $5,000 and is
paid every Friday. June 30, 2008, falls on a Thursday.

(continued)
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198 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

e. Service revenue of $15,000 must be accrued.

f. Cloud Break received $40,000 in advance for consulting services to be provided
evenly from January 1, 2008 through August 31, 2008. Cloud Break has
recorded none of this revenue.

Requirements

1. Open the T-accounts with their unadjusted balances.

2. Journalize Cloud Break’s adjusting entries at June 30, 2008, and post the
entries to the T-accounts.

3. Total each T-account in the ledger.

4. Journalize and post Cloud Break’s closing entries.

5. Prepare Cloud Break’s income statement and statement of retained
earnings for the year ended June 30, 2008, and the balance sheet at 
June 30, 2008. Draw arrows linking the 3 financial statements.
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Requirement 1

Open the T-accounts with their unadjusted balances.

Demo Doc Solutions � 199

Demo Doc Solutions

Part 1 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 2 Part 7

Remember from Chapter 2 that opening a T-account means drawing a blank account that

looks like a capital “T” and putting the account title across the top. To help find the accounts

later, they are grouped into assets, liabilities, stockholders’ equity, revenues, and expenses (in

that order). If the account has a starting balance, it must appear on the correct side.

Remember that debits are always on the left side of the T-account and credits are always

on the right side. This is true for every account.

The correct side to enter each account’s starting balance is the side of increase in the

account. This is because we expect all accounts to have a positive balance (that is, more increases

than decreases).

For assets, an increase is a debit, so we would expect all assets (except contra assets such

as Accumulated Depreciation) to have a debit balance. For liabilities and stockholders’ equity,

an increase is a credit, so we would expect all liabilities and equities (except Dividends) to

have a credit balance. By the same reasoning, we expect revenues to have credit balances and

expenses and dividends to have debit balances.

The unadjusted balances appearing in the T-accounts are simply the amounts from the

starting trial balance.

Cash

Bal. 131,000

Building

Bal. 300,000

Common Stock

Bal. 50,000

EXPENSES

Salary Expense

Bal. 255,000

Accounts Receivable

Bal.  104,000

Accumulated 
Depreciation—Building

Bal. 155,000

Retained Earnings

Bal. 52,000

Rent Expense

Bal. 25,000

Supplies

Bal.      4,000
LIABILITIES

Accounts Payable

Bal. 159,000

REVENUE

Service Revenue

Bal. 450,000

Miscellaneous Expense

Bal. 8,000

Prepaid Rent

Bal. 27,000

Unearned Service Revenue

Bal. 40,000

ASSETS STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Land

Bal. 45,000

Dividends

Bal. 7,000
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Requirement 2

Journalize Cloud Break’s adjusting entries at June 30, 2008, and post the

entries to the T-accounts.

a. Supplies on hand at year end, $1,000.

On June 30, 2008, the unadjusted balance in the Supplies account was $4,000. However,
a count shows that only $1,000 of supplies actually remains on hand. The supplies that are
no longer there have been used. When assets/benefits are used, an expense is created.

Cloud Break will need to make an adjusting journal entry in order to report the correct
amount of supplies on the balance sheet.

Looking at the Supplies T-account:

The supplies have decreased because they have been used up. The amount of the decrease is
X. X = $4,000 � $1,000 = $3,000.

$3,000 of supplies expense must be recorded to show the value of supplies that have
been used.

Supplies

4,000
X

Bal. 1,000

Used up

 

3,000

  3,000Supplies Expense ($4,000 – $1,000) (Expense   ; debit)June 30

   To record supplies expense.

Supplies (Asset   ; credit)

a.

After posting, Supplies and Supplies Expense hold their correct ending balances:

b. Nine months of rent (totalling $27,000) were paid in advance on April 1,
2008. Cloud Break has recorded no rent expense yet.

A prepayment for something, such as for rent or insurance, creates a future benefit (an asset)
because the business is now entitled to receive the prepaid goods or services. Once those

ASSETS

Supplies

4,000

a. 3,000

Bal. 1,000

EXPENSES

Supplies Expense

a. 3,000

Bal. 3,000

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 7Part 6
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goods or services are received (in this case, once Cloud Break has occupied the building being
rented), the benefit expires, and the prepaid cost becomes an expense.

Cloud Break prepaid $27,000 for 9 months of rent on April 1. This means that Cloud Break

pays $27,000/9 = $3,000 a month for rent. At June 30, Prepaid Rent is adjusted for the

amount of the asset that has been used up. Because Cloud Break has occupied the building

being rented for 3 months (April, May, and June), 3 months of the prepayment have been

used. The amount of rent used is 3 × $3,000 = $9,000. Because that portion of the past bene-

fit (asset) has expired, it becomes an expense (in this case, the adjustment transfers $9,000

from Prepaid Rent to Rent Expense).

This means that Rent Expense must be increased (a debit) and Prepaid Rent (an asset) must be

decreased (a credit), with the following journal entry:

Posting places $9,000 in each account, as follows:

Demo Doc Solutions � 201

 

9,000

  9,000June 30 Rent Expense (Expense   ; debit)

   To record rent expense.

Prepaid Rent (Asset   ; credit)

b.

ASSETS

Prepaid Rent

27,000

b. 9,000

Bal. 18,000

EXPENSES

Rent Expense

25,000

b. 9,000

Bal. 34,000

c. Depreciation expense has not been recorded on the building for the 2008
fiscal year. The building has a useful life of 25 years.

Depreciation expense per year is calculated as:

The cost principle compels us to keep the original cost of a plant asset in that asset account.

Because there is $300,000 in the Building account, we know that this is the original cost of the

building. We are told in the question that the building’s useful life is 25 years.

We will record depreciation of $12,000 in an adjusting journal entry. The journal entry for

depreciation expense is always the same. Only the dollar amount changes. There is always an

increase to Depreciation Expense (a debit) and an increase to the contra-asset account of

Accumulated Depreciation (a credit). 

Depreciation expense per year = $300,000/25 years = $12,000 per year

Depreciation expense per year
Original cost of asset

=

Useful life of asset (in years)
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202 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

The book value of the building is its original cost (the amount in the Building 

T-account) minus the accumulated depreciation on the building.

d. Employees work Monday through Friday. The weekly payroll is $5,000 and is
paid every Friday. June 30, 2008, falls on a Thursday.

Salary is an accrued expense. That is, it’s a liability that comes from an expense that hasn’t

been paid yet. Most employers pay their employees after the work has been done, so the

work is a past benefit to the employer. This expense (Salary Expense, in this case) grows

until payday.

Cloud Break’s employees are paid $5,000 for 5 days of work. That means they earn

$5,000/5 = $1,000 per day. By the end of the day on Thursday, June 30, they have earned

$1,000/day � 4 days = $4,000 of salary.

If the salaries have not been paid, then they are payable (or in other words, they are owed) and

must be recorded as some kind of payable account. You might be tempted to use Accounts

Payable, but this account is usually reserved for bills received. But employees don’t bill

employers for their paychecks. The appropriate payable account for salaries is Salary Payable.

The accrual of salary expense creates an increase to Salary Expense (a debit) and an increase to

the liability Salary Payable (a credit) of $4,000.

Book value of plant assets:

Building................................................... $300,000

Less: Accumulated depreciation .............. (167,000)

Book value of the building ...................... $133,000

 

12,000

  12,000

   To record depreciation on building.

June 30 Depreciation Expense—Building (Expense   ; debit)

Accumulated Depreciation—Building 

(Contra Asset   ; credit)

c.

ASSET

Building

300,000

Bal. 300,000

CONTRA ASSET

Accumulated Depreciation—
Building

155,000

c. 12,000

Bal. 167,000

Depreciation Expense—
Building

c. 12,000

Bal. 12,000

ASSETS EXPENSES

 

4,000

  4,000June 30 Salary Expense (Expense   ; debit)

   To accrue salary expense.

Salary Payable (Liability   ; credit)

d.
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e. Service revenue of $15,000 must be accrued.

Accrued revenue is another way of saying “accounts receivable” (or receipt 

in the future). When accrued revenue is recorded, it means that accounts receivable 

are also recorded (that is, the business gave goods or services to customers, but the busi-

ness has not yet received the cash). The business is entitled to these receivables because the

revenue has been earned.

Service Revenue must be increased by $15,000 (a credit) and the Accounts Receivable asset

must be increased by $15,000 (a debit). 

EXPENSES

Salary Expense

255,000

d. 4,000

Bal. 259,000

LIABILITIES

Salary Payable

d. 4,000

Bal. 4,000

Demo Doc Solutions � 203

 

15,000

  15,000June 30 Accounts Receivable (Asset   ; debit)

   To accrue service revenue.

Service Revenue (Revenue   ; credit)

e.

ASSETS

Accounts Receivable

104,000

e. 15,000

Bal. 119,000

REVENUES

Service Revenue

450,000

e. 15,000

Bal. 465,000

f. Cloud Break received $40,000 in advance for consulting services to be provided
evenly from January 1, 2008, through August 31, 2008. Cloud Break has
recorded none of this revenue.

Cloud Break received cash in advance for work to be performed in the future. By accepting

the cash, Cloud Break also accepted the obligation to perform that work (or provide a

refund). In accounting, an obligation is a liability. We call this liability “unearned revenue”

because it will be revenue (after the work is performed) but it is not revenue yet.

The $40,000 collected in advance is still in the Unearned Service Revenue account. However,

some of the revenue has been earned as of June 30. Six months of the earnings period have

passed ( January through June), so Cloud Break has earned 6 months of the revenue.

The entire revenue-earning period is 8 months ( January through August), so the revenue

earned per month is $40,000/8 = $5,000. The 6 months of revenue that Cloud Break has

earned through the end of June totals $30,000 (6 � $5,000).
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204 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

So Unearned Service Revenue, a liability, must be decreased by $30,000 (a debit). Because that

portion of the revenue is now earned, Service Revenue is increased by $30,000 (a credit).

 

30,000

30,000June 30 Unearned Service Revenue (Liability   ; debit)

   To record the earning of service revenue that was 

   collected in advance.

Service Revenue (Revenue   ; credit)

f.

Supplies Expense ($4,000 – $1,000)

To record supplies expense.

Rent Expense

To record rent expense.

Depreciation Expense—Building

To record depreciation on building.

Salary Expense

To accrue salary expense.

Accounts Receivable

To accrue service revenue.

Unearned Service Revenue

To record the earning of service revenue that was

collected in advance.

Supplies

Prepaid Rent

Accumulated Depreciation—Building

Salary Payable

Service Revenue

Service Revenue

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Accounts and Explanation

  3,000

9,000

12,000

4,000

15,000

30,000

  3,000

9,000

12,000

4,000

15,000

30,000

DebitRef. Date Credit

2008

June 30

30

30

30

30

30

Essentially, the $30,000 has been shifted from “unearned revenue” to “earned” revenue.

Now we can summarize all of the adjusting journal entries:

LIABILITIES

Unearned Service Revenue

40,000

f. 30,000

Bal. 10,000

REVENUES

Service Revenue

450,000

e. 15,000

f. 30,000

Bal. 495,000
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Requirement 3

Total each T-account in the ledger.

After posting all of these entries and totaling all of the T-accounts, we have:

Demo Doc Solutions � 205

Cash

Bal. 131,000

Building

Bal. 300,000

Common Stock

Bal. 50,000

EXPENSES

Salary Expense

255,000

d. 4,000

Bal. 259,000

Accounts Receivable

104,000

e. 15,000

Bal. 119,000

Accumulated
Depreciation—Building

155,000

c. 12,000

Bal. 167,000

Retained Earnings

Bal. 52,000

Dividends

Bal. 7,000

Supplies Expense

a. 3,000

Bal. 3,000

Supplies

4,000

a. 3,000

Bal. 1,000

LIABILITIES

Accounts Payable

Bal. 159,000

REVENUE

Service Revenue

450,000

e. 15,000

f. 30,000

Bal. 495,000

Rent Expense

25,000

b. 9,000

Bal. 34,000

Land

Bal. 45,000

Salary Payable

d. 4,000

Bal. 4,000

ASSETS STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Prepaid Rent

27,000

b. 9,000

Bal. 18,000

Unearned Service Revenue

f. 30,000

40,000

Bal. 10,000

Depreciation Expense—
Building

c. 12,000

Bal. 12,000

Miscellaneous Expense

Bal. 8,000

Requirement 4

Journalize and post Cloud Break’s closing entries.

Part 1 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 2 Part 7

We prepare closing entries to (1) clear out the revenue, expense, and dividends accounts to a

zero balance in order to get them ready for the next period. They must begin the next period

Part 1 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 2 Part 7
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206 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

empty so that we can evaluate each period’s income separately from all other periods. We also

need to (2) update the Retained Earnings account by transferring all revenues, expenses, and

dividends into it.

The Retained Earnings balance is calculated each year using the following formula:

You can see this in the Retained Earnings T-account as well:

This formula is the key to preparing the closing entries. We will use this formula, but we will

do it inside the Retained Earnings T-account.

From the trial balance given in the problem, we know that beginning Retained Earnings is

$52,000. The first component of the formula is already in the T-account.

The next component is net income, which is not yet in the Retained Earnings account. There

is no T-account with net income in it, but we can place all the components of net income into

the Retained Earnings account and come out with the net income number at the bottom.

Remember:

This means that we need to get all of the revenues and expenses into the Retained Earnings

account.

We start with our revenue T-account:

Service Revenue

Bal. 495,000

Revenues − Expenses = Net income

Retained Earnings

Beginning retained earnings

Net income

Dividends

Ending retained earnings

Beginning retained earnings

+ Net income (or − Net loss) 

− Dividends declared

= Ending retained earnings
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In order to clear out all the income statement accounts so that they are empty to begin the next

year, the first step is to debit each revenue account for the amount of its credit balance. Service

Revenue has a credit balance of $495,000, so to bring that to zero, we need to debit Service

Revenue for $495,000.

This means that we have part of our first closing entry:

Demo Doc Solutions � 207

 

495,000

495,000Service Revenue

???

1.

 

495,000

495,000Service Revenue

Retained Earnings

1.

Part 1 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 2 Part 7

Salary Expense

Bal. 259,000

Rent Expense

Bal. 34,000

Miscellaneous Expense

Bal. 8,000

Supplies Expense

Bal. 3,000

Depreciation Expense – Building

Bal. 12,000

What is the credit side of this entry? The reason we started with Service Revenue was to help

calculate net income in the Retained Earnings account. So the other side of the entry must go

to Retained Earnings:

The second step is to credit each expense account for the amount of its debit balance to bring

each expense account to zero. In this case, we have 5 different expenses:

The sum of all the expenses will go to the debit side of the Retained Earnings account:

 

259,000

3,000

34,000

12,000

8,000

 316,0002. Retained Earnings

Salary Expense

Supplies Expense

Rent Expense

Depreciation Expense—Building

Miscellaneous Expense
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208 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

The last component of the Retained Earnings formula is dividends. There is a Dividends

account:

The final step in the closing process is to transfer Dividends to the debit side of the Retained

Earnings account. The Dividends account has a debit balance of $7,000, so to bring that to

zero, we need to credit Dividends by $7,000. The balancing debit will go to Retained Earnings:

Dividends

Bal. 7,000

 

7,000

7,000Retained Earnings

Dividends

3.

This entry subtracts Dividends from Retained Earnings. Retained Earnings now holds the fol-

lowing data:

The formula to update Retained Earnings has now been re-created inside the Retained

Earnings T-account.

Retained Earnings

52,000 Beginning retained earnings
1. 495,000 Revenue

Dividends 3. 7,000

Expenses 2. 316,000

Bal. 224,000 Ending retained earnings

Net income

Part 1 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 2 Part 7
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Notice that each temporary account (the revenues, the expenses, and Dividends), now has a

zero balance.

Requirement 5

Prepare Cloud Break’s income statement and the statement of retained earnings for the year

ended June 30, 2008, and the balance sheet at June 30, 2008. Draw arrows linking the 

3 financial statements.

Demo Doc Solutions � 209

Service Revenue

495,000

1. 495,000

Bal. 0

Salary Expense

259,000

2. 259,000

Bal. 0

Supplies Expense

3,000

2. 3,000

Bal. 0

Rent Expense

34,000

2. 34,000

Bal. 0

Depreciation Expense – Building

12,000

2. 12,000

Bal. 0

Miscellaneous Expense

8,000

2. 8,000

Bal. 0

2. 316,000

Dividends

7,000

3. 7,000

Bal. 0

Retained Earnings

52,000

1. 495,000

3. 7,000

Bal. 224,000

�

�

�

The following accounts are included in the closing process:

Part 1 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 2 Part 7
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210 � Chapter 3 Accrual Accounting & Income

Retained earnings, June 30, 2007

Add: Net income 

Less: Dividends

Retained earnings, June 30, 2008

$  52,000

179,000

231,000

(7,000)

$224,000

CLOUD BREAK CONSULTING, INC.
Statement of Retained Earnings

Year Ended June 30, 2008

CLOUD BREAK CONSULTING, INC.
Income Statement

Year Ended June 30, 2008

Revenue:

Expenses:

Net income

Service revenue

Salary expense

Rent expense

Depreciation expense—building

Supplies expense

Miscellaneous expense

Total expenses

$495,000

316,000

$179,000

  

$259,000

34,000

 12,000

3,000

8,000

Assets Liabilities

Accounts payable

Salary payable

Unearned service revenue

Total liabilities

   Cash $159,000

4,000

10,000

173,000

50,000

224,000

274,000

$447,000

   Accounts receivable

   Supplies   

   Prepaid rent

   Land

   Building

   Less: Accumulated 

            depreciation

   Total assets

 

$131,000

119,000

1,000

18,000

45,000

133,000

$447,000

$300,000)

(167,000)

Stockholders’ Equity

Common stock

Retained earnings

Total stockholders’ equity

Total liabilities and 

 stockholders’ equity

CLOUD BREAK CONSULTING, INC.
Balance Sheet
June 30, 2008
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RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The arrows in these statements show how the financial statements relate to each other. Follow

the arrow that takes the ending balance of Retained Earnings to the balance sheet.

1. Net income from the income statements is reported as an increase to Retained

Earnings on the statement of retained earnings. A net loss would be reported as

a decrease to Retained Earnings.

2. Ending Retained Earnings from the statement of retained earnings is transferred

to the balance sheet. The ending Retained Earnings is the final balancing

amount for the balance sheet.

Demo Doc Solutions � 211

Part 1 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6
Demo Doc
Complete

Part 2 Part 7
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S P O T L I G H T

AMEX PRODUCTS TAKES A HIT

“I’ve never been so shocked in my life!“ exclaimed Lee Grant, manager of the AMEX Products office in Palo

Alto, California. “This goes to show how important internal controls are.“

Grant just returned from the trial of Marty Popplewell, who was convicted of embezzlement. Popplewell

had been the cashier of the AMEX Products office in Palo Alto. As cashier, Popplewell received client cash

that came in by mail. Unknown to Grant, Popplewell had been “robbing Peter to pay Paul“—that is transfer-

ring client collections to Popplewell’s own account and then applying the next client cash receipt to cover the

missing amount. With access to client  accounts, Popplewell could juggle the books to keep anyone from dis-

covering his scheme. This embezzlement had been going on for 3 years, and the trial proved that Popplewell

had stolen $622,000 from the company.

Internal Control & Cash4
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214 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

What tipped off Grant to the embezzlement? Popplewell was involved in an

auto accident and couldn’t work for 2 weeks. The employee covering for

Popplewell saw too many irregularities in client accounts. The ensuing investiga-

tion pointed to Popplewell, and Grant then turned the case over to the police.

Shortly after the trial, Grant revamped the internal controls at AMEX

Products. Now Grant rotates employees from job to job. That way there’s

always someone checking up on someone else. And now the cashier has no

access to client accounting records.

Popplewell’s scheme is well known to accountants. It is called lapping—

similar to laying shingles on a roof. Lapping takes lots of ingenuity and purpose.

The thief has to keep the scheme going or it unravels quickly. That’s what hap-

pened when Popplewell wasn’t on the job to juggle the books.

This chapter covers the basics of internal control. It also shows how

to account for cash. These 2 topics—internal control and cash—go together
because cash is the asset that is stolen most often.

The excerpt from the AMEX Products balance sheet reports the company’s
assets. Focus on the top line, Cash and cash equivalents. At December 31, 2007,
AMEX reported cash of $6,260. If Popplewell’s scheme hadn’t been detected, the
reported cash balance would have been overstated. One purpose of internal control
is to produce accurate and reliable accounting records.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Set up an internal control system

2 Prepare and use a bank reconciliation

3 Apply internal controls to cash receipts and payments

4 Use a budget to manage your cash

5 Make ethical business judgments

AMEX Products, Inc.
Balance Sheet (Partial, Adapted)

Cash and cash equivalents.....................................

Cash pledged as collateral .....................................

Accounts receivable...............................................

Inventories ............................................................

Prepaid expenses ...................................................

Investments ...........................................................

Equipment and facilities (net of

 accumulated depreciation of ($2,400) ...............

Other assets...........................................................

Total assets............................................................

$  6,260

2,000

8,290

36,200

1,400

10,000

13,170

3,930

$81,250

December 31,
2007Assets
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INTERNAL CONTROL

A key responsibility of a mananger is to control the operations of the business.

Owners and top executives set company goals, they hire managers to lead the way,

and employees carry out the plan. Internal control is the organizational plan and all

the related measures designed to accomplish 5 objectives:

1. Safeguard assets. A company must safeguard its assets; otherwise it’s throwing

away resources. If you fail to safeguard your cash, it will slip away.

2. Encourage employees to follow company policy. Everyone in an

organization—managers and employees—needs to work toward the same goal.

It’s also important for managers to develop policies so that the company treats

customers and employees fairly.

3. Promote operational efficiency. You cannot afford to waste resources. You

work hard to make a sale, and you don’t want to waste any of the benefits. If the

company can buy something for $30, why pay $35? Eliminate waste, and

increase your profits.

4. Ensure accurate, reliable accounting records. Good records are essential.

Without reliable records, you cannot tell which part of the business is profitable

and which part needs improvement. You could be losing money on every prod-

uct you sell—unless you keep good records for the cost of your products.

5. Comply with legal requirements, such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

Companies, like people, are subject to the law. When companies disobey the

law, they must pay fines, or in extreme cases their top executives go to prison.

How critical are internal controls? They’re so important that the U.S. Congress passed

a law to require public companies—those that sell their stock to the public—to main-

tain a system of internal controls. Exhibit 4-1 gives AMEX Products’ Management

Discussion of Financial Responsibility.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)

The Enron and WorldCom accounting scandals rocked the United States. Enron

overstated profits and went out of business almost overnight. WorldCom (now MCI)

reported expenses as assets and overstated both profits and assets. The company only

recently emerged from bankruptcy. Sadly, the same international accounting firm,

Arthur Andersen, had audited both companies’ financial statements. Arthur

Andersen then closed its doors.

E X H I B I T  4 - 1 AMEX Products, Inc., Management
Discussion of Financial Responsibility

AMEX Products regularly reviews its framework of internal controls, which includes the

company’s policies, procedures and organizational structure. Corrective actions are taken

to address any control deficiencies, and improvements are implemented as appropriate.

Management’s Discussion of Financial Responsibility
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216 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

As the scandals unfolded, many people asked, “How can these things happen?

Where were the auditors?” To address public concern, Congress passed the Sarbanes-

Oxley Act, abbreviated as SOX. SOX revamped corporate governance in the United

States and affected the accounting profession. Here are some of the SOX provisions:

1. Public companies must issue an internal control report, and the outside auditor

must evaluate the client’s internal controls.

2. A new body, the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, oversees the

auditors of public companies.

3. An accounting firm may not both audit a public client and also provide certain

consulting services for the same client.

4. Stiff penalties await violators—25 years in prison for securities fraud; 20 years

for an executive making false sworn statements.

Recently, the former chief executive of WorldCom was convicted of securities fraud

and sentenced to 25 years in prison. The top executives of Enron were also sent to

prison. You can see that internal controls and related matters can have serious

consequences.

Exhibit 4-2 diagrams the shield that internal controls provide for an organiza-

tion. Protected by the wall, people do business securely. How does a business achieve

good internal control? The next section identifies the components of internal control.

E X H I B I T  4 - 2 The Shield of Internal Control

Theft

Waste

Inefficiency

Internal
Controls

OBJECTIVE

1 Set up an internal control
system 

The Components of Internal Control

Internal control can be broken down into 5 components:

� Control environment � Monitoring of controls

� Risk assessment � Information system

� Control procedures

Control Environment. The control environment is the “tone at the top” of the

business. It starts with the owner and the top managers. They must behave honor-

ably to set a good example for company employees. The owner must demonstrate the

importance of internal controls if he or she expects employees to take the controls

seriously. Former executives of Enron, WorldCom, and Tyco failed to establish a good

control environment, and they are in prison as a result.
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Internal Control Procedures � 217

Risk Assessment. A company must identify its risks. For example, Kraft Foods faces

the risk that its food products may harm people. American Airlines planes may crash.

And all companies face the risk of bankruptcy. Companies facing difficulties are tempted

to falsify the financial statements to make themselves look better than they really are.

Control Procedures. These are the procedures designed to ensure that the busi-

ness’s goals are achieved. Examples include assigning responsibilities, separating

duties, and using security devices to protect assets from theft. The next section dis-

cusses internal control procedures.

Monitoring of Controls. Companies hire auditors to monitor their controls.

Internal auditors monitor company controls to safeguard the company’s assets, and

external auditors monitor the controls to ensure that the accounting records are

accurate.

Information System. As we have seen, the information system is critical. The

owner of a business needs accurate information to keep track of assets and measure

profits and losses.

Exhibit 4-3 diagrams the components of internal control.

INTERNAL CONTROL PROCEDURES

Whether the business is AMEX Products, Microsoft, or an Exxon gas station, you

need the following internal control procedures.

Competent, Reliable, and Ethical Personnel

Employees should be competent, reliable, and ethical. Paying good salaries will attract

high-quality employees. You also must train them to do the job, supervise their work,

and reward them fairly. This will build a competent staff.

E X H I B I T  4 - 3 The Components of Internal Control

CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

MONITORING

RISK ASSESSMENT

INFORMATION SYSTEMCONTROL PROCEDURES
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218 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

Assignment of Responsibilities

In a business with good internal controls, no important duty is overlooked. Each

employee has certain responsibilities. In a company such as AMEX Products, the person

in charge of writing checks is called the treasurer. The chief accounting officer is called

the controller. With clearly assigned responsibilities, all important jobs get done.

Separation of Duties

Smart management divides related duties between 2 or more people. Separation of

duties limits fraud and promotes the accuracy of the accounting records. Separation

of duties can be divided into 2 parts:

1. Separate operations from accounting. Accounting should be completely sep-

arate from the operating departments, such as production and sales. What

would happen if sales personnel recorded the company’s revenue? Sales figures

could be inflated, and top managers wouldn’t know how much the company

actually sold. This is why you should separate accounting and sales duties.

2. Separate the custody of assets from accounting. Accountants must not handle

cash, and cashiers must not have access to the accounting records. If one employee

has both cash-handling and accounting duties, that person can steal cash and

conceal the theft. This is what happened at AMEX Products. The treasurer of a

company should handle cash, and the controller should account for the cash.

Neither person should have both jobs.

Audits

To validate their accounting records, most companies have an audit. An audit is an

examination of the company’s financial statements and accounting system. To evalu-

ate the system, auditors examine the internal controls.

Audits can be internal or external. Internal auditors are employees of the

business. They ensure that employees are following company policies and operations

are running efficiently. Internal auditors also determine whether the company is fol-

lowing legal requirements.

Treasurer Controller

I’ll write 

the checks.

You do the

accounting

OK.
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Internal Control Procedures � 219

External auditors are completely independent of the business. They are hired to

determine that the company’s financial statements agree with generally accepted

accounting principles. Auditors examine the client’s financial statements and the

underlying transactions in order to form a professional opinion of the financial

statements.

Documents

Documents provide the details of business transactions. Documents include invoices

and fax orders. Documents should be prenumbered to prevent theft and inefficiency.

A gap in the numbered sequence draws attention.

In a bowling alley a key document is the score sheet. The manager can compare

the number of games scored with the amount of cash received. Multiply the number

of games by the charge per game and compare the revenue with cash receipts. You

can see whether the business is collecting all the revenue.

I need to see your

accounting records

in order to audit your

financial statements.

I’ll get them

for you.

Auditor AMEX Products

  Bowling Scorecard            101

Ron  SCORE

X \ — X X \ X \ — X         113

Sue 

X X X X X X X X X X    300

 Charge Total
Games per Game Revenue

 2 $3 $6� =

Electronic Devices

Accounting systems are relying less on documents and more on digital storage

devices. For example, retailers such as Target Stores and Macy’s control inventory by

attaching an electronic sensor to merchandise. The cashier removes the sensor. If a cus-

tomer tries to leave the store with the sensor attached, an alarm sounds. According to

Checkpoint Systems, these devices reduce theft by as much as 50%.
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220 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

Bar codes speed checkout at a store, and surveillance cameras help identify

shoplifters.

Other Controls

Businesses keep important documents in fireproof vaults. Burglar alarms protect build-

ings, and security cameras protect other property. Loss-prevention specialists train

employees to spot suspicious activity.

Employees who handle cash are in a tempting position. Many businesses pur-

chase fidelity bonds on cashiers. The bond is an insurance policy that reimburses the

company for any losses due to employee theft. Before issuing a fidelity bond, the

insurance company investigates the employee’s background.

Mandatory vacations and job rotation improve internal control. Companies move

employees from job to job. This improves morale by giving employees a broad view

of the business. Also, knowing someone else will do your job next month keeps you

honest. AMEX Products didn’t rotate employees to different jobs, and it cost the com-

pany $622,000.

INTERNAL CONTROLS FOR E-COMMERCE

E-commerce creates its own risks. Hackers may gain access to confidential informa-

tion such as account numbers and passwords.

Pitfalls

E-commerce pitfalls include:

� Stolen credit-card numbers
� Computer viruses and Trojan Horses
� Phishing expeditions

Stolen Credit-Card Numbers. Suppose you buy CDs from EMusic.com. To

make the purchase, your credit-card number must travel through cyberspace.

Wireless networks (Wi-Fi) are creating new security hazards.

Amateur hacker Carlos Salgado, Jr., used his home computer to steal 100,000

credit-card numbers with a combined limit exceeding $1 billion. Salgado was caught

when he tried to sell the numbers to an undercover FBI agent.

OOPS!  I guess
I’d better pay
for the shirt.

BEEP
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Computer Viruses and Trojan Horses. A computer virus is a malicious program

that (a) enters program code without consent and (b) performs destructive actions in the

victim’s computer files or programs. A Trojan Horse is a malicious computer program that

hides inside a legitimate program and works like a virus. Viruses can destroy or alter data,

make bogus calculations, and infect files. Most firms have found a virus in their system.

Suppose the U.S. Department of Defense takes bids for a missile system. Raytheon

and Lockheed-Martin are competing for the contract. A hacker infects Raytheon’s sys-

tem and alters Raytheon’s design. Then the government labels the Raytheon design as

flawed and awards the contract to Lockheed.

Phishing Expeditions. Thieves phish by creating bogus Web sites, such as

AOL4Free.com and BankAmerica.com. The neat-sounding Web site attracts lots of

visitors, and the thieves obtain account numbers and passwords from unsuspecting

people. The thieves then use the data for illicit purposes.

Security Measures

To address the risks posed by e-commerce, companies have devised a number of

security measures, including

� Encryption
� Firewalls

Encryption. The server holding confidential information may not be secure. One

technique for protecting customer data is encryption. Encryption rearranges mes-

sages by a mathematical process. The encrypted message can’t be read by those who

don’t know the code. An accounting example uses check-sum digits for account

numbers. Each account number has its last digit equal to the sum of the previous dig-

its. For example, consider Customer Number 2237, where 2 + 2 + 3 = 7. Any account

number that fails this test triggers an error message.

Firewalls. Firewalls limit access into a local network. Members can access the net-

work but nonmembers can’t. Usually several firewalls are built into the system. Think

of a fortress with multiple walls protecting the king’s chamber in the center. At the point

of entry, passwords, PINs (personal identification numbers), and signatures are used.

More sophisticated firewalls are used deeper in the network. Start with Firewall 1, and

work toward the center.

FIREWALL 1

FIREWALL 2

FIREWALL 3

PIN 3
PIN 2

PIN 1
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222 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

The Limitations of Internal Control—Costs and Benefits

Unfortunately, most internal controls can be overcome. Collusion—2 or more people

working together—can beat internal controls. Consider Galaxy Theater. Ralph and

Lana can design a scheme in which Ralph sells tickets and pockets the cash from 10

customers. Lana, the ticket taker, admits 10 customers without tickets. Ralph and

Lana split the cash. To prevent this situation, the manager must take additional steps,

such as matching the number of people in the theater against the number of ticket

stubs retained. But that takes time away from other duties.

The stricter the internal control system, the more it costs. A complex system of

internal control can strangle the business with red tape. How tight should the con-

trols be? Internal controls must be judged in light of their costs and benefits. An

example of a good cost/benefit relationship: A security guard at a Wal-Mart store

costs about $28,000 a year. On average, each guard prevents about $50,000 of theft.

The net savings to Wal-Mart is $22,000.

THE BANK ACCOUNT AS A CONTROL DEVICE

Cash is the most liquid asset because it’s the medium of exchange. Cash is easy to conceal

and relatively easy to steal. As a result, most businesses create specific controls for cash.

Keeping cash in a bank account helps control cash because banks have estab-

lished practices for safeguarding customers’ money. The documents used to control a

bank account include the:

� Signature card � Bank statement

� Deposit ticket � Bank reconciliation

� Check

Signature Card

Banks require each person authorized to sign on an account to provide a signature

card. This protects against forgery.

Deposit Ticket

Banks supply standard forms such as deposit tickets. The customer fills in the amount

of each deposit. As proof of the transaction, the customer keeps a deposit receipt.

Check

To pay cash, the depositor can write a check, which tells the bank to pay the desig-

nated party a specified amount. There are 3 parties to a check:

� the maker, who signs the check
� the payee, to whom the check is paid
� the bank on which the check is drawn

Exhibit 4-4 shows a check drawn by AMEX Products, the maker. The check has

2 parts, the check itself and the remittance advice below. This optional attachment tells

the payee the reason for the payment.

Bank Statement

Banks send monthly statements to customers. A bank statement reports what the

bank did with the customer’s cash. The statement shows the account’s beginning and
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The Bank Account as a Control Device � 223

E X H I B I T  4 - 4 Check with Remittance Advice

Bank Payee
Check Serial

Number

BAY AREA NATIONAL BANK
South Palo Alto #136
P.O. Box 22985
Palo Alto, CA 94306

AMEX PRODUCTS
3814 Glenwood Parkway
Palo Alto, CA 94306

Date Amount

PAY TO THE ORDER OF California Office Products

Three hundred twenty and no/100  —————————————— DOLLARS

Treasurer

Vice-President

$  320.00

338

Amount

Makers

Dec. 28, 2007 11-8/1210

Remittance
Advice

12/28/07

Description

Office Supplies $320.00

ending balances, cash receipts, and payments. Included with the statement are copies

of the maker’s canceled checks (or the actual paid checks). Exhibit 4-5 is the January

bank statement of the Palo Alto office of AMEX Products.

Electronic funds transfer (EFT) moves cash by electronic communication. It

is cheaper to pay without having to mail a check, so many people pay their mortgage,

rent, utilities, and insurance by EFT.

Bank Reconciliation

There are 2 records of a business’s cash:

1. The Cash account in the company’s general ledger. Exhibit 4-6 (p. 225) shows

that AMEX Product’s ending cash balance is $3,340.

2. The bank statement, which shows the cash receipts and payments transacted

through the bank. In Exhibit 4-5 (p. 224), the bank shows an ending balance of

$5,900 for AMEX.

The books and the bank statement usually show different cash balances.

Differences arise because of a time lag in recording transactions—2 examples:

� When you write a check, you immediately deduct it in your checkbook. But the

bank does not subtract the check from your account until the bank pays the check

a few days later. And you immediately add the cash receipt for all your deposits.

But it may take a day or two for the bank to add deposits to your balance.
� Your EFT payments and cash receipts are recorded by the bank before you learn

of them.

To ensure accurate cash records, you need to update your cash record—either

online or after you receive your bank statement. The result of this updating process

creates a bank reconciliation, which you must prepare. The bank reconciliation

explains all differences between your cash records and your bank balance. The person

who prepares the bank reconciliation should have no other cash duties. Otherwise, he

or she can steal cash and manipulate the reconciliation to conceal the theft.
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224 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

E X H I B I T  4 - 5 Bank Statement

BAY AREA NATIONAL BANK

BANK STATEMENT

AMEX Products
3814 Glenwood Parkway
Palo Alto, CA 94306

BEGINNING BALANCE TOTAL DEPOSITS TOTAL WITHDRAWALS SERVICE CHARGES ENDING BALANCE

6,550 4,370 5,000 20 5,900

CHECKING ACCOUNT 136–213733

DECEMBER 31, 2007

TRANSACTIONS

DEPOSITS

Deposit
Deposit
EFT—Receipt of cash dividend
Bank Collection
Interest

DATE

12/04
12/08
12/17
12/26
12/31

AMOUNT

1,150
190
900

2,100
30

CHARGES

Service Charge

CHECKS

Number
307
332

Amount
100

3,000

Number
333
334

Amount
150
100

Number
335
336

Amount
100

1,100

DATE

12/31

AMOUNT

20

OTHER DEDUCTIONS

NSF
EFT—Insurance

DATE

12/04
12/20

AMOUNT

50
400

SOUTH PALO ALTO #136 P.O. BOX 22985 PALO ALTO, CA 94306

Preparing the Bank Reconciliation

Here are the items that appear on a bank reconciliation. They all cause differences

between the bank balance and the book balance. We call your cash record (also

known as a “checkbook”) the “Books.”

Bank Side of the Reconciliation.

1. Items to show on the Bank side of the bank reconciliation:

a. Deposits in transit (outstanding deposits). You have recorded these

deposits, but the bank has not. Add deposits in transit on the bank reconcil-

iation.

b. Outstanding checks. You have recorded these checks, but the bank has not

yet paid them. Subtract outstanding checks.

c. Bank errors. Correct all bank errors on the Bank side of the reconciliation.

For example, the bank may erroneously subtract from your account a check

written by someone else.
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E X H I B I T  4 - 6 Cash Records of AMEX Products

ACCOUNT   Cash

Date

2007

Dec.  1

2

7

31

31

1,150

190

1,600

6,150

6,550

7,700

7,890

1,740

3,340

Balance

Cash receipt

Cash receipt

Cash payments

Cash receipt

Item Debit Credit Balance

Check No. Amount Check No. Amount

General Ledger:

Cash Payments:

332

333

334

335

336

$3,000

510

100

100

1,100

 

337

338

339

340

Total

$   280

320

250

490

$6,150

Book Side of the Reconciliation.

2. Items to show on the Book side of the bank reconciliation:

a. Bank collections. Bank collections are cash receipts that the bank has

recorded for your account. But you haven’t recorded the cash receipt yet.

Many businesses have their customers pay directly to their bank. This is called

a lock-box system and reduces theft. An example is a bank’s collecting an

account receivable for you. Add bank collections on the bank reconciliation.

b. Electronic funds transfers. The bank may receive or pay cash on your

behalf. An EFT may be a cash receipt or a cash payment. Add EFT receipts

and subtract EFT payments.

c. Service charge. This cash payment is the bank’s fee for processing your

transactions. Subtract service charges.

d. Interest revenue on your checking account. You earn interest if you keep

enough cash in your account. The bank statement tells you of this cash

receipt. Add interest revenue.

e. Nonsufficient funds (NSF) checks are your earlier cash receipts that have

turned out to be worthless. NSF checks (sometimes called hot checks) are

treated as cash payments on your bank reconciliation. Subtract NSF checks.

f. The cost of printed checks. This cash payment is handled like a service

charge. Subtract this cost.

g. Book errors. Correct all book errors on the Book side of the reconciliation.

For example, you may have recorded a $150 check that you wrote as $510.

Bank Reconciliation Illustrated. The bank statement in Exhibit 4-5 shows that the

December 31 bank balance of AMEX Products is $5,900 (upper right corner). However,

the company’s Cash account has a balance of $3,340, as shown in Exhibit 4-6. ThisIS
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226 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

situation calls for a bank reconciliation. Exhibit 4-7, panel A, lists the reconciling

items for easy reference, and panel B shows the completed reconciliation.

E X H I B I T  4 - 7 Bank Reconciliation

                     Bank       Books

AMEX Products
Bank Reconciliation
December 31, 2007

Balance, December 31

Add:

1. Deposit in transit

2. Correction of bank error

Less:

3. Outstanding checks

 No. 337

 No. 338

 No. 339

 No. 340

Adjusted bank balance 

Balance, December 31

Add:

  4. EFT receipt of dividend revenue

  5. Bank collection of account

 receivable

  6. Interest revenue earned on 

 bank balance

  7. Correction of book error—

 overstated our check no. 333

Less:

  8. Service charge

  9. NSF check

10. EFT payment of insurance expense

Adjusted bank balance

$5,900

1,600

100

7,600

(1,340)

$6,260

$280

320

250

490

$3,340

900

2,100

30

360

6,730

(470)

$6,260

$  20

50

400

These amounts should agree.

PANEL B—Bank Reconciliation

PANEL A—Reconciling Items

Bank side: Book side:

1. Deposit in transit, $1,600.

2. Bank error: The bank deducted $100 for a check

 written by another company. Add $100 to the

 bank balance.

3. Outstanding checks—total of $1,340.

4. EFT receipt of your dividend revenue earned on an
  investment, $900.

5. Bank collection of your account receivable, $2,100.

6. Interest revenue earned on your bank balance, $30.

7. Book error: You recorded check no. 333 for $510.

  The amount you actually paid on account was $150.

  Add $360 to your book balance.

8. Bank service charge, $20.

9. NSF check from a customer, $50. Subtract $50 from 

  your book balance.

10. EFT payment of insurance expense, $400.

BANK BALANCE—ALWAYS BOOK BALANCE—ALWAYS

•  Add deposits in transit.

•  Subtract outstanding checks.

•  Add or subtract corrections of bank errors.

•  Add bank collections, interest revenue, and EFT receipts.

•  Subtract service charges, NSF checks, and EFT payments.

•  Add or subtract corrections of book errors.

SUMMARY OF THE VARIOUS RECONCILING ITEMS:

Check No. Amount

337

338

339

340

$280

320

250

490

OBJECTIVE

2 Prepare and use a 
bank reconciliation 
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Journalizing Transactions from the Bank Reconciliation. The bank reconcil-

iation is an accountant’s tool separate from the journals and ledgers. It does not

account for transactions in the journal. To get the transactions into the accounts, we

must make journal entries and post to the ledger. All items on the Book side of the

bank reconciliation require journal entries.

The bank reconciliation in Exhibit 4-7 requires AMEX Products to make

journal entries to bring the Cash account up-to-date. Numbers in parentheses corre-

spond to the reconciling items listed in Exhibit 4-7, Panel A.

900

2,100

30

360

20

50

400

900

2,100

30

360

20

50

400

Dividend Revenue

Accounts Receivable

Interest Revenue

Accounts Payable

Cash

Cash

Cash

Cash

Cash

Cash

Cash

Miscellaneous Expense1

Accounts Receivable

Insurance Expense

Receipt of dividend revenue earned on investment.

Account receivable collected by bank.

Interest earned on bank balance.

Correction of check no. 333.

Bank service charge.

NSF check returned by bank.

Payment of monthly insurance.

Dec. 31

 31

 31

31

31

 31

31

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1Miscellaneous Expense is debited for the bank service charge because the service charge pertains to no particular expense category.

The entry for the NSF check (entry 9) needs explanation. Upon learning that a

customer’s $50 check to us was not good, we must credit Cash to update the Cash

account. Unfortunately, we still have a receivable from the customer, so we must

debit Accounts Receivable to reinstate our receivable.

Online Banking

Online banking allows you to pay bills and view your account electronically. You

don’t have to wait until the end of the month to get a bank statement. With online

banking you can reconcile transactions at any time and keep your account current

whenever you wish. Exhibit 4-8 shows a page from the account history of Toni

Anderson’s bank account.

The account history—like a bank statement—lists deposits, checks, EFT pay-

ments, ATM withdrawals, and interest earned on your bank balance.
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228 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

But the account history doesn’t show your beginning balance, so you can’t work from

your beginning balance to your ending balance.

Online Banking—Account History
(like a Bank Statement)

E X H I B I T  4 - 8

Account History for Toni Anderson Checking # 5401-632-9

as of Close of Business 07/27/2007

Account Details

07/27/07

07/26/07

07/25/07

07/24/07

07/23/07

07/22/07

07/20/07

07/19/07

07/16/07

07/15/07

07/13/07

07/11/07

07/09/07

07/05/07

07/04/07

07/01/07

443.83

401.52

61.15

3,172.85

550.00

50.00

2,056.75

830.00

150.00

200.00

30.00

2,500.00

100.00

1,170.35

2.26

9,026.37

$4,136.08Current Balance

DEPOSIT

28 DAYS INTEREST

Check #6131 View Image

Check #6130 View Image

EFT PYMT CINGULAR

EFT PYMT CITICARD PAYMENT

Check #6127 View Image

Check #6122 View Image

Check #6116 View Image

Check #6123 View Image

Check #6124 View Image

ATM 4900 SANGER AVE

Check #6119 View Image

Check #6125 View Image

ATM 4900 SANGER AVE

DEPOSIT

Current Balance $4,136.08

Date Description Withdrawals Deposits Balance

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

E-Mail

STOP & think. . .

The bank statement balance is $4,500 and shows a service charge of $15, interest earned of $5, and an NSF

check for $300. Deposits in transit total $1,200; outstanding checks are $575. The bookkeeper recorded as

$152 a check of $125 in payment of an account payable. This created a book error of $27 (positive amount

to correct the error).

1. What is the adjusted bank balance?

2. What was the book balance of cash before the reconciliation?

Answers:

1. $5,125 ($4,500 + $1,200 – $575).

2. $5,408 ($5,125 + $15 – $5 + $300 – $27). The adjusted book and bank balances are the same. The

answer can be determined by working backward from the adjusted balance.
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The Bank Account as a Control Device � 229

Using the Bank Reconciliation to Control Cash. The bank reconciliation can

be a powerful control device. Randy Vaughn is a CPA in Houston, Texas. He owns

several apartment complexes that are managed by his aunt. His aunt signs up tenants,

collects the monthly rents, arranges maintenance work, hires and fires employees,

writes the checks, and performs the bank reconciliation. In short, she does it all. This

concentration of duties in one person is evidence of weak internal control. Vaughn’s

aunt could be stealing from him, and as a CPA he is aware of this possibility.

Vaughn trusts his aunt because she is a member of the family. Nevertheless,

Vaughn exercises some controls over his aunt’s management of his apartments.

Vaughn periodically drops by the apartments to see whether the maintenance staff is

keeping the property in good condition. To control cash, Vaughn occasionally exam-

ines the bank reconciliation that his aunt has performed. Vaughn would know imme-

diately if his aunt is writing checks to herself. By examining the copy of each check,

Vaughn establishes control over cash payments.

Vaughn has a simple method for controlling cash receipts. He knows the occu-

pancy level of his apartments. He also knows the monthly rent he charges. Vaughn

multiplies the number of apartments—say 20—by the monthly rent (which averages

$500 per unit) to arrive at expected monthly rent revenue of $10,000. By tracing the

$10,000 revenue to the bank statement, Vaughn can tell if all his rent money went

into his bank account. To keep his aunt on her toes, Vaughn lets her know that he

periodically audits her work.

Control activities such as these are critical. If there are only a few employees,

separation of duties may not be feasible. The manager must control operations, or the

assets will slip away.
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The cash account of Baylor Associates at February 28, 2009, follows. 

Baylor Associates received the bank statement on February 28, 2009 (negative amounts are
in parentheses):

Cash

Bal. 3,995
800

1,800
1,100
2,400

Bal. 4,095

Feb. 1
6

15
23
28

Feb. 28

400
3,100
1,100

500
900

Feb. 3
12
19
25
27

230 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

Bank Statement for February 2009

   Beginning balance  

   Deposits:  $3,995

    Feb.   7 $   800  

     15 1,800  

     24 1,100 3,700

   Checks (total per day): 

    Feb.   8 $   400  

      16 3,100 

     23 1,100 (4,600)

   Other items:  

    Service charge  (10)

    NSF check from M. E. Crown  (700) 

    Bank collection of note receivable for the company  1,000

    EFT—monthly rent expense  (330)

    Interest revenue earned on account balance  15

   Ending balance  $3,070

Additional data:
Baylor deposits all cash receipts in the bank and makes all payments by check.

� Required
1. Prepare the bank reconciliation of Baylor Associates at February 28, 2009.
2. Journalize the entries based on the bank reconciliation.

MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
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Answers

� Requirement 1

� Requirement 2

Mid-Chapter Summary Problem � 231

   Bank:   

   Balance, February 28, 2009  $3,070

   Add:  Deposit of February 28 in transit 2,400  

       5,470  

 

   Less:  Outstanding checks issued on Feb. 25 ($500)  

     and Feb. 27 ($900)  (1,400)

    Adjusted bank balance, February 28, 2009  $4,070

   

   Books:  

   Balance, February 28, 2009  $4,095

   Add: Bank collection of note receivable  1,000  

    Interest revenue earned on bank balance  15

       5,110

   Less:  Service charge $   10 

    NSF check 700 

    EFT—Rent expense 330 (1,040)

   Adjusted book balance, February 28, 2009  $4,070

BAYLOR ASSOCIATES
Bank Reconciliation
February 28, 2009

1,000

15

10

700

330

1,000

15

10

700

330

Note receivable collected by bank.

Interest earned on bank balance.

Bank service charge.

NSF check returned by bank.

Monthly rent expense.

Note Receivable

Interest Revenue

Cash

Cash

Cash

Cash

Cash

Miscellaneous Expense

Accounts Receivable

Rent Expense

Feb. 28

 28

 28

 28

 28
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232 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

INTERNAL CONTROL OVER CASH RECEIPTS

Cash requires some specific internal controls because cash is relatively easy to steal

and it’s easy to convert to other forms of wealth. Moreover, all transactions ultimately

affect cash. That’s why cash is called the “eye of the needle.” Let’s see how to control

cash receipts.

All cash receipts should be deposited for safekeeping in the bank—quickly.

Companies receive cash over the counter and through the mail. Each source of cash

has its own security measures.

Cash Receipts over the Counter

Exhibit 4-9 illustrates a cash receipt over the counter in a department store. The point-

of-sale terminal (cash register) provides control over the cash receipts. Consider a Macy’s

store. For each transaction, Macy’s issues a receipt to ensure that each sale is recorded.

The cash drawer opens when the clerk enters a transaction, and the machine records it.

At the end of the day, a manager proves the cash by comparing the cash in the drawer

against the machine’s record of sales. This step helps prevent theft by the clerk.

At the end of the day—or several times a day if business is brisk—the cashier

deposits the cash in the bank. The machine tape then goes to the accounting depart-

ment for the journal entry to record sales revenue. These measures, coupled with

oversight by a manager, discourage theft.

Cash Receipts by Mail

Many companies receive cash by mail. Exhibit 4-10 shows how companies control

cash received by mail. All incoming mail is opened by a mailroom employee. The

mailroom then sends all customer checks to the treasurer, who has the cashier deposit

the money in the bank. The remittance advices go to the accounting department for

journal entries to Cash and customer accounts receivable. As a final step, the con-

troller compares the following records for the day:

� Bank deposit amount from the treasurer
� Debit to Cash from the accounting department

Cash Receipts
over the Counter

E X H I B I T  4 - 9

Cash receipts
over the counter

OBJECTIVE

3Apply internal controls to
cash receipts and
payments
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Internal Control over Cash Payments � 233

E X H I B I T  4 - 1 0 Cash Receipts by Mail

Treasurer

BANK

Bank

Controller

Mailroom

Checks Deposit
receipt

Total amount
debited to Cash

Remittance
advices             

Accounting Department

INTERNAL CONTROL OVER CASH PAYMENTS

Companies make most payments by check. Let’s see how to control cash payments

by check.

Controls over Payment by Check

As we have seen, you need a good separation of duties between (a) operations and (b)

writing checks for cash payments. Payment by check is an important internal control,

as follows:

� The check provides a record of the payment.
� The check must be signed by an authorized official.
� Before signing the check, the official should study the evidence supporting the

payment.

Controls over Purchase and Payment. To illustrate the internal control over

cash payments by check, suppose AMEX Products buys some of its inventory from

Hanes Textiles. The purchasing and payment process follows these steps, as shown in

Exhibit 4-11. Start with the box for AMEX Products on the left side.

AMEX faxes a purchase order to Hanes Textiles. AMEX says, “Please send us 100

T-shirts.”

Hanes Textiles ships the goods and faxes an invoice back to AMEX. Hanes sent

the goods.

AMEX receives the inventory and prepares a receiving report to list the goods

received. AMEX got its T-shirts.
3

2

1

The debit to Cash should equal the amount deposited in the bank. All cash

receipts are safe in the bank, and the company books are up-to-date.

Many companies use a lock-box system. Customers send their checks directly to

the company’s bank account. Internal control is tight because company personnel

never touch incoming cash. The lock-box system puts your cash to work immediately.
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234 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

After approving all documents, AMEX sends a check to Hanes. AMEX says,

“Okay, we’ll pay you.”
4

E X H I B I T  4 - 11 Cash Payments by Check

AMEX
Products

Receiving
Report

3

Purchase
Order

Merchandise
Inventory

Invoice

Check

1

2

2

4

Hanes
Textiles

For good internal control, the purchasing agent should neither receive the goods nor

approve the payment. If these duties aren’t separated, a purchasing agent can buy

goods and have them shipped to his or her home. Or a purchasing agent can spend

too much on purchases, approve the payment, and split the excess with the supplier.

To avoid these problems, companies split the following duties among different

employees:

� purchasing goods
� receiving goods
� approving and paying for goods

Exhibit 4-12 shows AMEX’s payment packet of documents. Before signing the

check, the controller or the treasurer should examine the packet to prove that all the

documents agree. Only then does the company know that:

1. It received the goods ordered.

2. It is paying only for the goods received.

E X H I B I T  4 - 12 Payment Packet

Receiving Report

Invoice

Purchase Order
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Internal Control over Cash Payments � 235

After payment, the check signer punches a hole through the payment packet.

Dishonest people have tried to run a bill through twice for payment. This hole shows

that the bill has been paid.

Petty Cash. It would be wasteful to write separate checks for an executive’s taxi

fare, name tags needed right away, or delivery of a package across town. Therefore,

companies keep a petty cash fund on hand to pay such minor amounts.

The petty cash fund is opened with a particular amount of cash. A check for

that amount is then issued to Petty Cash. Assume that on February 28 Cisco

Systems, the worldwide leader in networks for the Internet, establishes a petty cash

fund of $500 in a sales department. The custodian of the petty cash fund cashes the

check and places $500 in the fund, which may be a cash box or other device.

For each petty cash payment, the custodian prepares a petty cash ticket to list

the item purchased. The sum of the cash in the petty cash fund plus the total of the

ticket amounts should equal the opening balance at all times—in this case, $500.

The Petty Cash account keeps its $500 balance at all times. Maintaining the Petty

Cash account at this balance, supported by the fund (cash plus tickets), is how an

imprest system works. The control feature is that it clearly identifies the amount for

which the custodian is responsible.

Using a Budget to Manage Cash

Managers control operations with a budget. A budget is a financial plan that helps

coordinate business activities. Cash is budgeted most often.

How for example does AMEX Products decide when to invest in new inventory-

tracking technology? How will AMEX decide how much to spend? Will borrowing be

needed, or can AMEX finance the purchase with internally generated cash? Similarly,

by what process do you decide how much to spend on your education? On an auto-

mobile? On a house? All these decisions depend to some degree on the information

that a cash budget provides.

A cash budget helps a company or an individual manage cash by planning receipts

and payments during a future period. The company must determine how much cash it

will need and then decide whether or not operations will bring in the needed cash.

Managers proceed as follows:

1. Start with the entity’s cash balance at the beginning of the period. This is the

amount left over from the preceding period.

2. Add the budgeted cash receipts and subtract the budgeted cash payments.

3. The beginning balance plus receipts and minus payments equals the expected

cash balance at the end of the period.

4. Compare the cash available before new financing to the budgeted cash balance

at the end of the period. Managers know the minimum amount of cash they

need (the budgeted balance). If the budget shows excess cash, managers can

invest the excess. But if the cash available falls below the budgeted balance, the

company will need additional financing. The company may need to borrow

the shortfall amount. The budget is a valuable tool for helping the company

plan for the future.

The budget period can span any length of time—a day, a week, a month, or a year.

Exhibit 4-13 shows a cash budget for AMEX Products, Inc., for the year ended

December 31, 2008. Study it carefully, because at some point you will use a cash budget.

OBJECTIVE

4Use a budget to manage
your cash
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236 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

AMEX Products’ cash budget in Exhibit 4-13 begins with $6,260 of cash (line 1).

Then add budgeted cash receipts and subtract budgeted payments. In this case, AMEX

expects to have $3,900 of cash available at year end (line 10). AMEX managers need

to maintain a cash balance of at least $5,000 (line 11). Line 12 shows that AMEX must

arrange $1,100 of financing in order to achieve its goals for 2008.

Reporting Cash on the Balance Sheet

Most companies have numerous bank accounts, but they usually combine all cash

amounts into a single total called “Cash and Cash Equivalents.” Cash equivalents

include liquid assets such as time deposits and certificates of deposit, which are 

interest-bearing accounts that can be withdrawn with no penalty. Slightly less liquid

than cash, cash equivalents are sufficiently similar to be reported along with cash. The

balance sheet of AMEX Products (repeated from page 214) reported the following:

AMEX Products, Inc.
Balance Sheet (Excerpts, adapted)

For the Year Ended December 31, 2007

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents................

Cash pledged as collateral ................

$  6,260

2,000

(In millions)

AMEX Products, Inc.
Cash Budget

For the Year Ended December 31, 2008

 (1) Cash balance, December 31, 2007.................................

  Budgeted cash receipts:

 (2)  Collections from customers .......................................

 (3)  Dividends on investments ..........................................

 (4)  Sale of store fixtures ..................................................

  Budgeted cash payments:

 (5)  Purchases of inventory...............................................

 (6)  Operating expenses....................................................

 (7)  Expansion of store.....................................................

 (8)  Payment of long-term debt ........................................

 (9)  Payment of dividends.................................................

 (10) Cash available (needed) before new financing................

 (11) Budgeted cash balance, December 31, 2008...................

 (12) Cash available for additional investments, or

   (New financing needed) .............................................

$  6,260

55,990

1,200

5,700

69,150

65,250

$  3,900

(5,000)

$ (1,100)

$33,720

11,530

12,000

5,000

3,000

E X H I B I T  4 - 13 Cash Budget
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Ethics and Accounting � 237

Compensating Balance Agreements

The Cash account on the balance sheet reports the liquid assets available for day-to-

day use. None of the Cash balance is restricted in any way.

Any restricted amount of cash should not be reported as Cash on the balance

sheet. For example, on the AMEX Products balance sheet, cash pledged as collateral

(p. 236) is reported separately because that cash is not available for day-to-day use.

Instead, AMEX has pledged the cash as security (collateral) for a loan. If AMEX fails

to pay the loan, the lender can take the pledged cash. For this reason, the pledged

cash is less liquid.

Also, banks often lend money under a compensating balance agreement. The

borrower agrees to maintain a minimum balance in a checking account at all times.

This minimum balance becomes a long-term asset and is therefore not cash in the

normal sense.

Suppose AMEX Products borrowed $10,000 at 8% from First Interstate Bank

and agreed to keep 20% ($2,000) on deposit at all times. The net result of the com-

pensating balance agreement is that AMEX actually borrowed only $8,000. And by

paying 8% interest on the full $10,000, AMEX’s actual interest rate is really 10%, as

shown here:

ETHICS AND ACCOUNTING

Roger Smith, the former chairman of General Motors, said, “Ethical practice is [. . .]

good business.” Smith knows that unethical behavior doesn’t work. Sooner or later it

comes back to haunt you. Moreover, ethical behavior wins out in the long run

because right triumphs over wrong.

Corporate and Professional Codes of Ethics

Most companies have a code of ethics to encourage employees to behave ethically.

But codes of ethics are not enough by themselves. Owners and managers must set a

high ethical tone, as we saw in the section on Control Environment. Top managers

must make it clear that the company will not tolerate unethical conduct.

As professionals, accountants are expected to maintain higher standards than

society in general. Their ability to do business depends entirely on their reputation.

Most independent accountants are members of the American Institute of Certified

Public Accountants and must abide by the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct.

Accountants who are members of the Institute of Management Accountants are

bound by the Standards of Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants.

Ethical Issues in Accounting

In many situations, the ethical choice is easy. For example, stealing cash is both

unethical and illegal. In other cases, the choices are more difficult. But in every

instance, ethical judgments boil down to a personal decision: What should I do in a

given situation? Let’s consider 3 ethical issues in accounting.

$10,000 � .08 = $800 interest

$800/$8,000 = .10 interest rate

OBJECTIVE

5Make ethical business 
judgments
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238 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

Situation 1. Brian Bivona is preparing the income tax return of a client who has

earned more income than expected. On January 2, the client pays for advertising and

asks Bivona to backdate the expense to the preceding year. Backdating the deduction

would lower the client’s immediate tax payments. After all, there is a difference of

only 2 days between January 2 and December 31. This client is important to Bivona.

What should Bivona do?

Bivona should refuse the request because the transaction took place in January of the 

new year.

What control device could prove that Bivona behaved unethically if he backdated the

transaction in the accounting records? An IRS audit could prove that the expense

occurred in January rather than in December. Falsifying IRS documents is both

unethical and illegal.

Situation 2. Marlene Reed Software Company owes $40,000 to Bank of America.

The loan agreement requires Reed’s company to maintain a current ratio (current

assets divided by current liabilities) of 1.50 or higher. At present, the company’s cur-

rent ratio is 1.40. At this level, Reed is in violation of her loan agreement. She can

increase the current ratio to 1.53 by paying off some current liabilities right before

year end. Is it ethical to do so?

Yes, because the action is a real business transaction.

Reed should be aware that paying off the liabilities is only a delaying tactic. It will

hold off the bank for now, but the business must improve in order to keep from vio-

lating the agreement in the future.

Situation 3. David Duncan, the lead Arthur Anderson auditor of Enron

Corporation, thinks Enron may be understating the liabilities on its balance sheet.

Enron’s transactions are very complex, and outsiders may never figure this out.

Duncan asks his firm’s Standards Committee how he should handle the situation.

They reply, “Require Enron to report all its liabilities.” Enron is Duncan’s most impor-

tant client, and Enron is pressuring him to certify the liabilities. Duncan can rational-

ize that Enron’s reported amounts are okay. What should Duncan do? To make his

decision, Duncan could follow the framework outlined in the following Decision

Guidelines feature.
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DECISION GUIDELINES

FRAMEWORK FOR MAKING ETHICAL JUDGMENTS

Weighing tough ethical judgments requires a decision framework. Answering these 4

questions will guide you through tough decisions. Let’s apply them to David Duncan’s situa-

tion. (situation 3 on page 238)

Question

1. What is the ethical issue?

2. What are Duncan’s options?

3. What are the possible
consequences?

4. What should Duncan do?

Decision Guidelines

1. Identify the ethical issue. The root word of ethical is ethics,
which Webster’s dictionary defines as “the discipline dealing
with what is good and bad and with moral duty and obligation.”
Duncan’s ethical dilemma is to decide what he should do with
the information he has uncovered.

2. Specify the alternatives. For David Duncan, the alternatives
include (a) go along with Enron’s liabilities as reported or (b)
force Enron to report higher amounts of liabilities.

3. Assess the possible outcomes.

a. If Duncan certifies Enron’s present level of liabilities—and if no
one ever objects—Duncan will keep this valuable client. But if
Enron’s actual liabilities turn out to be higher than reported,
Enron investors may lose money and take Duncan to court. That
would damage his reputation as an auditor and hurt his firm.

b. If Duncan follows his company policy, he must force Enron to
increase its reported liabilities. That will anger the company, and
Enron may fire Duncan as its auditor. In that case, Duncan will
save his reputation, but it will cost him dearly in the short run.

4. Make the decision. In the end Duncan went along with Enron
and certified the company’s liabilities. He went directly against
his firm’s policies. Enron later admitted understating its
liabilities, Duncan had to retract his audit opinion, and Duncan’s
worldwide firm, Arthur Andersen, collapsed quickly. Duncan
should have followed company policy. Rarely is one person
smarter than a team of experts. Duncan got out from under his
firm’s umbrella of protection, and it cost him and many others
dearly.

Decision Guidelines � 239
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Assume the following situation for PepsiCo Inc.: PepsiCo ended 20X3 with cash of
$200 million. At December 31, 20X3, Bob Detmer, the CFO of PepsiCo, is preparing the
budget for 20X4.

During 20X4, Detmer expects PepsiCo to collect $26,400 million from customers and
$80 million from interest earned on investments. PepsiCo expects to pay $12,500 million
for its inventories and $5,400 million for operating expenses. To remain competitive,
PepsiCo plans to spend $2,200 million to upgrade production facilities and an additional
$350 million to acquire other companies. PepsiCo also plans to sell older assets for approx-
imately $300 million and to collect $220 million of this amount in cash. PepsiCo is budget-
ing dividend payments of $550 million during the year. Finally, the company is scheduled
to pay off $1,200 million of long-term debt plus the $6,600 million of current liabilities left
over from 20X3.

Because of the growth planned for 20X4, Detmer budgets the need for a minimum cash
balance of $300 million.

� Required
1. How much must PepsiCo borrow during 20X4 to keep its cash balance from falling

below $330 million? Prepare the 20X4 cash budget to answer this important question.

Answer

PepsiCo. must borrow $2,200 million.

PepsiCo, Inc.
Cash Budget

For the Year Ended December 31, 20X4

Cash balance, December 31, 20X3................................

Estimated cash receipts:

 Collections from customers .......................................

 Receipt of interest .....................................................

 Sales of assets ............................................................

Estimated cash payments:

 Purchases of inventory ..............................................

 Payment of operating expenses .................................

 Upgrading of production facilities .............................

 Acquisition of other companies .................................

 Payment of dividends ................................................

 Payment of long-term debt and other

  liabilities ($1,200 + $6,600) ..................................

Cash available (needed) before new financing ...............

Budgeted cash balance, December 31, 20X4 .................

Cash available for additional investments, or

 (New financing needed) ............................................

(In millions)

$      200

26,400

80

220

26,900

(28,800)

$  (1,900)

(300)

$  (2,200)

$12,500

5,400

2,200

350

550

7,800
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Quick Check (Answers are given on page 260.)
1. Internal control has its own terminology. On the left are some key internal control con-

cepts. On the right are some key terms. Match each internal control concept with its term
by writing the appropriate letter in the space provided. Not all letters are used.

___ This procedure limits access to sensitive data.

___ This type of insurance policy covers losses due to employee theft.

___ Trusting your employees can lead you to overlook this procedure.

___ The most basic purpose of internal control.

___ Internal control cannot always safeguard against this problem.

___ Often mentioned as the cornerstone of a good system of internal control.

___ Pay employees enough to require them to do a good job.

2. Each of the following is an example of a control procedure, except
a. a sound marketing plan.
b. sound personnel procedures.
c. limited access to assets.
d. separation of duties.

3. Which of the following is an example of poor internal control?
a. The accounting department compares goods received with the related purchase order
b. Employees must take vacations
c. Rotate employees through various jobs
d. The mailroom clerk records daily cash receipts in the journal

Driver Corporation has asked you to prepare its bank reconciliation at the end of the current
month. Answer questions 4–8 using the following code letters to indicate how the item
described would be reported on the bank reconciliation.

a. Deduct from the book balance c. Add to the bank balance
b. Does not belong on the bank d. Deduct from the bank balance

reconciliation e. Add to the book balance

4. A check for $435 written by Driver during the current month was erroneously recorded
as a $354 payment.

5. A $250 deposit made on the last day of the current month did not appear on this month’s
bank statement.

6. The bank statement showed interest earned of $45.

7. The bank statement included a check from a customer that was marked NSF.

8. The bank statement showed the bank had credited Driver’s account for a $600 deposit
made by Dover Company.

9. Which of the following reconciling items does not require a journal entry?
a. NSF check c. bank collection of note receivable
b. deposit in transit d. bank service charge

10. A check was written for $628 to purchase supplies. The check was recorded in the jour-
nal as $682. The entry to correct this error would:
a. increase Supplies, $54. c. decrease Cash, $54.
b. decrease Supplies, $54. d. a. and c.

11. A cash budget helps control cash by
a. developing a plan for increasing sales.
b. ensuring accurate cash records.
c. helping to determine whether additional cash is available for investments or new

financing is needed.
d. All of the above.

REVIEW INTERNAL CONTROL AND CASH

a. Competent personnel
b. Encryption
c. Separation of duties
d. Safeguarding assets
e. Fidelity bond
f. Collusion
g. Firewalls
h. Supervision
i. External audits
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audit (p. 218) A periodic examination of a company’s finan-
cial statements and the accounting systems, controls, and
records that produce them. 

bank collections (p. 225) Collection of money by the bank
on behalf of a depositor

bank reconciliation (p. 223) A document explaining the
reasons for the difference between a depositor’s records and
the bank’s records about the depositor’s cash. 

bank statement (p. 222) Document showing the beginning
and ending balances of a particular bank account listing the
month’s transactions that affected the account. 

budget (p. 235) A quantitative expression of a plan that
helps managers coordinate the entity’s activities. 

check (p. 222) Document instructing a bank to pay the des-
ignated person or business the specified amount of money. 

controller (p. 218) The chief accounting officer of a business. 

deposits in transit (p. 224) A deposit recorded by the com-
pany but not yet by its bank. 

electronic fund transfer (EFT) (p. 225) System that trans-
fers cash by electronic communication rather than by paper
documents. 

imprest system (p. 235) A way to account for petty cash by
maintaining a constant balance in the petty cash account,
supported by the fund (cash plus payment tickets) totaling
the same amount. 

internal control (p. 215) Organizational plan and related
measures adopted by an entity to safeguard assets, encour-
age adherence to company policies, promote operational
efficiency, and ensure accurate and reliable accounting
records. 

nonsufficient funds (NSF) check (p. 225) A “hot” check,
one for which the payer’s bank account has insufficient
money to pay the check. NSF checks are cash receipts that
turn out to be worthless. 

outstanding checks (p. 224) A check issued by the com-
pany and recorded on its books but not yet paid by its bank. 

petty cash (p. 235) Fund containing a small amount of cash
that is used to pay minor amounts. 

treasurer (p. 218) In a large company, the person in charge
of writing checks.

Accounting Vocabulary

Short Exercises

S4-1 (Learning Objective 1: Sarbanes-Oxley Act) What are some of the major requirements
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act? (pp. 215–216)

S4-2 (Learning Objective 1: Components of internal control) List the components of inter-
nal control. In your own words briefly describe each component. (pp. 215–216)

S4-3 (Learning Objective 1: Characteristics of an effective system of internal control)
Explain in your own words why separation of duties is such an important procedure for safe-
guarding assets. Describe what can happen if the same person has custody of an asset and also
accounts for it. (pp. 217–218)

S4-4 (Learning Objective 1: Electronic devices and internal control) Identify 3 electronic
control devices used in business. Also show all of the internal control objectives that each
electronic device relates to. (pp. 215–216, 219–220)

ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS
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S4-5 (Learning Objective 2: Preparing a bank reconciliation) The Cash account of
Reitmeier Corp. reported a balance of $2,500 at August 31. Included were outstanding
checks totaling $900 and an August 31 deposit of $500 that did not appear on the bank state-
ment. The bank statement, which came from Synergy Bank, listed an August 31 balance of
$3,405. Included in the bank balance was an August 30 collection of $550 on account from a
customer who pays the bank directly. The bank statement also shows a $20 service charge,
$10 of interest revenue that Reitmeier earned on its bank balance, and an NSF check for $35.

Prepare a bank reconciliation to determine how much cash Reitmeier actually has at
August 31. (pp. 226)

S4-6 (Learning Objective 2: Recording transactions from a bank reconciliation) After
preparing Reitmeier Corp.’s bank reconciliation in Short Exercise S4-5, make the company’s
journal entries for transactions that arise from the bank reconciliation. Include an explanation
with each entry. (pp. 227)

S4-7 (Learning Objective 2: Using a blank reconciliation as a control device) Brent Secrest
manages Englander Advertising. Secrest fears that a trusted employee has been stealing from
the company. This employee receives cash from clients and also prepares the monthly bank
reconciliation. To check up on the employee, Secrest prepares his own bank reconciliation, as
follows:

Does it appear that the employee has stolen from the company? If so, how much? Explain
your answer. Which side of the bank reconciliation shows the company’s true cash balance?
(pp. 226)

S4-8 (Learning Objective 3: Control over cash receipts) Gina Castillo sells memberships to
the Santa Fe Symphony Association in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The Symphony’s procedure
requires Castillo to write a patron receipt for all memberships sold. The receipt forms are
prenumbered. Castillo is having personal financial problems and she stole $500 received from
a customer. To hide her theft, Castillo destroyed the company copy of the receipt that she gave
the patron. What will alert manager Blaine McCormick that something is wrong? (pp. 232)

S4-9 (Learning Objective 3: Internal control over cash payments by check) Answer the fol-
lowing questions about internal control over cash payments:

1. Payment by check carries 2 basic controls over cash. What are they? (pp. 233–234)

2. Suppose a purchasing agent receives the goods that he purchases and also approves pay-
ment for the goods. How could a dishonest purchasing agent cheat his company? How
do companies avoid this internal control weakness? (pp. 233–234)

S4-10 (Learning Objective 4: Using a cash budget) In your own words, briefly explain how
a cash budget works and what it accomplishes with its last few lines of data. (p. 234)

Englander Advertising
Bank Reconciliation 

August 31, 20X7

Balance, August 31.....................

Add:

 Deposits in transit ...................

Less:

 Outstanding checks .................

Adjusted bank balance ...............

$2,820

800

10

(30)

$3,600

Balance, August 31.....................

Add:

 Bank collections ......................

 Interest revenue .......................

Less:

 Service charge..........................

Adjusted book balance ...............

$3,300

400

(1,100)

$ 2,600

Bank Books
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S4-11 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing a cash budget) California Artichoke Growers
(CAG) is a major food cooperative. Suppose CAG begins 2008 with cash of $4 million. CAG
estimates cash receipts during 2008 will total $97 million. Planned payments will total
$95 million. To meet daily cash needs next year, CAG must maintain a cash balance of at least
$5 million. Prepare the organization’s cash budget for 2008. (p. 236)

S4-12 (Learning Objective 5: Making an ethical judgment) Carrie Ford, an accountant for
YellowPages.com, discovers that her supervisor Zach McGregor, made several errors last year.
In total, the errors overstated Yellow Pages’ net income by 20%. It is not clear whether the
errors were deliberate or accidental. What should Ford do? (p. 239)

Exercises

E4-13 (Learning Objective 1: E-Commerce pitfalls) How do computer viruses, Trojan Horses
and phishing expeditions work? How can these E-Commerce pitfalls hurt you? Be specific. 
(pp. 219–220)

E4-14 (Learning Objective 1: Explaining the role of internal control) Answer the following
questions on internal control:

a. Separation of duties is an important internal control procedure. Why is this so? 
(pp. 215–216)

b. Cash may be a small item on the financial statements. Nevertheless, internal control
over cash is very important. Why is this true? (p. 232)

c. Crane Company requires that all documents supporting a check be cancelled by
punching a hole through the packet. Why is this practice required? What might hap-
pen if it were not? (pp. 233–234)

E4-15 (Learning Objective 1: Identifying internal control weaknesses) Identify the internal
control weakness in the following situations. State how the person can hurt the company.

a. Jerry Miller works as a security guard at ALTEX parking in Denver. Miller has a master
key to the cash box where commuters pay for parking. Each night Miller prepares the
cash report that shows (a) the number of cars that parked on the lot and (b) the day’s
cash receipts. Sandra Covington, the ALTEX treasurer, checks Miller’s figures by mul-
tiplying the number of cars by the parking fee per car. Covington then deposits the
cash in the bank. (p. 232)

b. Sharon Fisher is the purchasing agent for Manatee Golf Equipment. Fisher prepares
purchase orders based on requests from division managers of the company. Fisher
faxes the purchase order to suppliers who then ship the goods to Manatee. Fisher
receives each incoming shipment and checks it for agreement with the purchase order
and the related invoice. She then routes the goods to the respective division managers
and sends the receiving report and the invoice to the accounting department for pay-
ment. (pp. 232–237)

c. The external auditor for Mattson Financial Services takes a global view of the audit. To
form his professional opinion of Mattson’s financial statements, the auditor runs no
tests  of Mattson’s financial statements or of the underlying transactions. Instead, the
auditor computes a few ratios and compares the current-year ratio values to the ratio
values a year ago. If the ratio values appear reasonable, the auditor concludes that
Mattson’s financial statements are okay. (pp. 219–220)

E4-16 (Learning Objective 1: Identifying internal control strengths and weaknesses) The
following situations describe 2 cash payment situations and 2 cash receipt situations. In each
pair, one set of internal controls is better than the other. Evaluate the internal controls in each
situation as strong or weak, and give the reason for your answer. (pp. 232–237)
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Cash payments:

a. Jim McCord Construction policy calls for construction supervisors to request the
equipment needed for their jobs. The home office then purchases the equipment and
has it shipped to the construction site.

b. Granite & Marble, Inc., policy calls for project supervisors to purchase the equipment
needed for jobs. The supervisors then submit the paid receipts to the home office for
reimbursement. This policy enables supervisors to get the equipment quickly and
keep construction jobs moving.

Cash receipts:

a. At McClaren Chevrolet, cash received by mail goes straight to the accountant, who
debits Cash and credits Accounts Receivable to record the collections from customers.
The McClaren accountant then deposits the cash in the bank.

b. Cash received by mail at Lone Star Orthopedic Clinic goes to the mail room, where a
mail clerk opens envelopes and totals the cash receipts for the day. The mail clerk for-
wards customer checks to the cashier for deposit in the bank and forwards the remit-
tance slips to the accounting department for posting credits to customer accounts.

E4-17 (Learning Objective 1: Correcting an internal control weakness) Spencer Moore
served as Executive Director of Downtown Flint, an organization created to revitalize Flint,
Michigan. Over the course of 13 years Moore embezzled $352,000. How did Moore do it? By
depositing subscriber cash receipts in his own bank account, writing Downtown Flint checks
to himself, and creating phony entities that Downtown Flint wrote checks to.

Downtown Flint was led by a board of directors comprised of civic leaders. Moore’s
embezzlement went undetected until Downtown Flint couldn’t pay its bills.

Give at least 3 ways Moore’s embezzlement could have been prevented. (pp. 232–237)

E4-18 (Learning Objective 2: Classifying bank reconciliation items) The following items
appear on a bank reconciliation:

1. ___ Outstanding checks

2. ___ Bank error: The bank credited our account for a deposit made by another bank
customer

3. ___ Service charge

4. ___ Deposits in transit

5. ___ NSF check

6. ___ Bank collection of a note receivable on our behalf

7. ___ Book error: We debited Cash for $100. The correct debit was $1,000

Classify each item as (a) an addition to the bank balance, (b) a subtraction from the bank bal-
ance, (c) an addition to the book balance, or (d) a subtraction from the book balance. (p. 226)

E4-19 (Learning Objective 2: Preparing a bank reconciliation) LeAnn Bryant’s check book
lists the following:

Check No.

622

623

624

625

626

627

Check

$19

43

58

50

25

275

Date

Nov. 1

4

9

13

14

18

26

28

30

Item

Consolidated Gas Co.

Dividends

General Tire Co.

Exxon Mobil Oil Co.

Cash

St. Mark’s Church

Bent Tree Apartments

Paycheck

Deposit

$116

846

Balance

$   705

686

802

759

701

651

626

351

1,197
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The November bank statement shows

� Required

Prepare Bryant’s bank reconciliation at November 30, 20X6. (p. 226)

E4-20 (Learning Objective 2: Preparing a bank reconciliation) Tim VanWinkle operates a
FedEx Kinko’s store. He has just received the monthly bank statement at May 31 from City
National Bank, and the statement shows an ending balance of $595. Listed on the statement are
an EFT rent collection of $300, a service charge of $12, two NSF checks totaling $120 and a $9
charge for printed checks. In reviewing his cash records, VanWinkle identifies outstanding
checks totaling $603 and a May 31 deposit in transit of $1,788. During May, he recorded a $290
check for the salary of a part-time employee as $29. VanWinkle’s Cash account shows a May 31
cash balance of $1,882. How much cash does VanWinkle actually have at May 31? (pp. 226)

E4-21 (Learning Objective 2: Making journal entries from a bank reconciliation) Use the
data from Exercise 4-20 to make the journal entries that VanWinkle should record on May 31
to update his Cash account. Include an explanation for each entry. (p. 227)

E4-22 (Learning Objective 3: Evaluating internal control over cash receipts) Target stores
use point-of-sale terminals as cash registers. The register shows the amount of each sale, the
cash received from the customer, and any change returned to the customer. The machine also
produces a customer receipt but keeps no record of transactions. At the end of the day, the
clerk counts the cash in the register and gives it to the cashier for deposit in the company
bank account.

Write a memo to convince the store manager that there is an internal control weakness
over cash receipts. Identify the weakness that gives an employee the best opportunity to steal
cash and state how to prevent such a theft. (p. 232)

E4-23 (Learning Objective 3: Evaluating internal control over cash payments) Tee Golf
Company manufactures a popular line of golf clubs. Tee Golf employs 140 workers and keeps
their employment records on time sheets that show how many hours the employee works
each week. On Friday the shop foreman collects the time sheets, checks them for accuracy,
and delivers them to the payroll deportment for preparation of paychecks. The treasurer signs
the paychecks and returns the checks to the payroll department for distribution to the
employees.

Identify the main internal control weakness in this situation, state how the weakness can
hurt Tee Golf, and propose a way to correct the weakness. (pp. 233–234)

E4-24 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing a cash budget) Cellular Communications, Inc., is
preparing its cash budget for 20X8. Cellular ended 20X7 with cash of $81 million, and man-
agers need to keep a cash balance of at least $75 million for operations.

Balance ............................................... $705

Add: Deposits ..................................... 116

Deduct checks: No. Amount

622 $19

623 43

624 85*

625 50 (197)

Other charges:

NSF check........................................... $  8

Service charge ..................................... 12 (20)

Balance ............................................... $604

*This is the correct amount for check number 624.
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Collections from customers are expected to total $11,284 million during 20X8, and pay-
ments for the cost of services and products should reach $6,166 million. Operating expense
payments are budgeted at $2,543 million.

During 20X8, Cellular expects to invest $1,825 million in new equipment and sell
older assets for $115 million. Debt payments scheduled for 20X8 will total $597 million.
The company forecasts net income of $890 million for 20X8 and plans to pay dividends of
$338 million.

Prepare Cellular Communications’ cash budget for 20X8. Will the budgeted level of cash
receipts leave Cellular with the desired ending cash balance of $75 million, or will the 
company need additional financing? If so, how much? (pp. 236–237)

E4-25 (Learning Objective 5: Resolving an ethical challenge). Sunbelt Bank recently
appointed the accounting firm of Baker, Jackson, and Trent as the bank’s auditor. Sunbelt
quickly became one of the Baker, Jackson, and Trent’s largest clients. Subject to banking regu-
lations, Sunbelt must provide for any expected losses on notes receivable that Sunbelt may
not collect in full.

During the course of the audit, Baker, Jackson, and Trent determined that 3 large notes
receivable of Sunbelt seem questionable. Baker, Jackson and Trent discussed these loans with
Stephanie Carson, controller of Sunbelt. Carson assured the auditors that these notes were
good and that the makers of the notes will be able to pay their notes after the economy
improves.

Baker, Jackson, and Trent stated that Sunbelt must record a loss for a portion of these
notes receivable to account for the likelihood that Sunbelt may never collect their full
amount. Carson objected and threatened to dismiss Baker, Jackson, and Trent if the auditor
demands that the bank record the loss. Baker, Jackson, and Trent want to keep Sunbelt as a
client. In fact, Baker, Jackson, and Trent were counting on the revenue from the Sunbelt audit
to finance an expansion of the firm.

Apply the decision guidelines for ethical judgments outlined on p. 239 to decide how
the accounting firm of Baker, Jackson, and Trent should proceed.

E4-26 (Learning Objective 4: Compensating balance agreement) Assume Starbucks bor-
rowed $10 million from Bank of Seattle and agreed to (a) pay an interest rate of 7% and (b)
maintain a compensating balance amount equal to 5% of the loan. Determine Starbucks’
actual effective interest rate on this loan.

Challenge Exercises
E4-27 (Learning Objective 3, 5: Internal controls over cash payments, ethical considerations)
Jan Copeland, the owner of Jan’s Perfect Presents, has delegated management of the business to
Lou Major, a friend. Copeland drops by to meet customers and check up on cash receipts, but
Major buys the merchandise and handles cash payments. Business has been very good lately,
and cash receipts have kept pace with the apparent level of sales. However, for a year or so, the
amount of cash on hand has been too low. When asked about this, Major explains that suppli-
ers are charging more for goods than in the past. During the past year, Major has taken 2 expen-
sive vacations, and Copeland wonders how Major can afford these trips on her $60,000 annual
salary and commissions.

List at least 3 ways Major could be defrauding Copeland of cash. In each instance also
identify how Copeland can determine whether Major’s actions are ethical. Limit your answers to
the store’s cash payments. The business pays all suppliers by check (no EFTs). (pp. 232–237)

E4-28 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing and using a cash budget) Dan Davis, the chief finan-
cial officer, is responsible for The Furniture Mart’s cash budget for 20X6. The budget will help
Davis determine the amount of long-term borrowing needed to end the year with a cash bal-
ance of $150 thousand. Davis’s assistants have assembled budget data for 20X6, which the
computer printed in alphabetical order. Not all the data items reproduced below are used in
preparing the cash budget.

(continued)
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� Required

1. Prepare the cash budget of The Furniture Mart, Inc., for 20X6. (p. 236)

2. Compute The Furniture Mart’s budgeted current ratio and debt ratio at December 31,
20X6. Based on these ratio values, and on the cash budget, would you lend $100 thou-
sand to The Furniture Mart? Give the reason for your decision.

Quiz
Test your understanding of internal control and cash by answering the following questions. Answer
each question by selecting the best choice from among the answers given.

Q4-29 All of the following are objectives of internal control except (p. 215)
a. to comply with legal requirements.
b. to safeguard assets.
c. to maximize net income.
d. to ensure accurate and reliable accounting records.

Q4-30 All of the following are internal control procedures except (pp. 217–218)
a. electronic devices. c. assignment of responsiblities.
b. Sarbanes-Oxley reforms. d. internal and external audits.

Q4-31 Requiring that an employee with no access to cash do the accounting is an example of
which characteristic of internal control: (pp. 217–218)
a. separation of duties c. competent personnel
b. competent and reliable personnel d. monitoring of controls

Q4-32 All of the following are controls for cash received over the counter except: (p. 232)
a. the customer should be able to see the amounts entered into the cash register
b. a printed receipt must be given to the customer
c. the cash drawer should open only when the salesclerk enters an amount on the keys
d. the sales clerk must have access to the cash register tape

Q4-33 In a bank reconciliation, an outstanding check is: (p. 226)
a. added to the book balance c. added to the bank balance
b. deducted from the book balance d. deducted from the bank balance

Q4-34 In a bank reconciliation, a bank collection of a note receivable is: (p. 226)
a. added to the book balance c. added to the bank balance
b. deducted from the book balance d. deducted from the bank balance

(Assumed Data) (In thousands)

Actual cash balance, December 31, 20X5 .................

Budgeted total assets .................................................

Budgeted total current assets .....................................

Budgeted total current liabilities ...............................

Budgeted total liabilities ............................................

Budgeted total stockholders’ equity...........................

Collections from customers .......................................

Dividend payments ...................................................

Issuance of stock .......................................................

Net income................................................................

Payment of long-term and short-term debt................

Payment of operating expenses .................................

Purchases of inventory items .....................................

Purchase of property and equipment .........................

$     140

22,977

7,776

4,860

11,488

7,797

18,527

237

627

1,153

950

2,349

14,045

1,518
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Q4-35 In a bank reconciliation, an EFT cash payment is: (p. 226)
a. added to the book balance c. added to the bank balance
b. deducted from the book balance d. deducted from the bank balance

Q4-36 If a bookkeeper mistakenly recorded a $58 deposit as $85, the error would be shown
on the bank reconciliation as a: (p. 226)
a. $27 addition to the book balance c. $27 deduction from the book balance
b. $85 deduction from the book balance d. $85 addition to the book balance

Q4-37 If a bank reconciliation included a deposit in transit of $670, the entry to record this
reconciling item would include a: (p. 227)
a. credit to prepaid insurance for $670 c. debit to cash for $670
b. credit to cash for $670 d. no journal entry is required

Q4-38 In a bank reconciliation, interest revenue earned on your bank balance is: (p. 226)
a. added to the book balance c. added to the bank balance
b. deducted from the book balance d. deducted from the bank balance

Q4-39 Before paying an invoice for goods received on account, the controller or treasurer
should ensure that (pp. 233–234)
a. the company is paying for the goods it ordered.
b. the company is paying for the goods it actually received.
c. the company has not already paid this invoice.
d. All of the above.

Q4-40 La Petite France Bakery is budgeting cash for 20X8. The cash balance at December
31, 20X7, was $10,000. LaPetite budgets 20X8 cash receipts at $85,000. Estimated cash pay-
ments include $40,000 for inventory, $30,000 for operating expenses, and $20,000 to
expand the store. La Petite needs a minimum cash balance of $10,000 at all times. La Petite
expects to earn net income of $40,000 during 20X8. What is the final result of the company’s
cash budget for 20X8? (pp. 236–237)
a. $10,000 available for additional investments.
b. $5,000 available for additional investments.
c. Must arrange new financing for $5,000.
d. Pay off $10,000 of debt.

Problems
(Group A)

P4-41A (Learning Objective 1: Idenifying internal control weaknesses) Avant Garde
Imports is an importer of silver, brass, and furniture items from Mexico. Kay Jones is the gen-
eral manager of Avant Garde Imports. Jones employs 2 other people in the business. Marco
Gonzalez serves as the buyer for Avant Garde. In his work Gonzalez travels throughout
Mexico to find interesting new products. When Gonzalez finds a new product, he arranges for
Avant Garde to purchase and pay for the item. He helps the Mexican artisans prepare their
invoices and then faxes the invoices to Jones in the company office.

Jones operates out of an office in Tucson, Arizona. The office is managed by Rita Bowden,
who handles the mail, keeps the accounting records, makes bank deposits, and prepares the
monthly bank reconciliation. Virtually all of Avant Garde’s cash receipts arrive by mail—from
sales, made to Target, Pier 1 Imports, and Wal-Mart.

Bowden also prepares checks for payment based on invoices that come in from the sup-
pliers who have been contacted by Gonzalez. To maintain control over cash payments, Jones
examines the paperwork and signs all checks.

writing assignment � 

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
exercises using MAL.
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� Required

Identify all the major internal control weaknesses in Avant Garde’s system and how the result-
ing action could hurt Avant Garde. Also state how to correct each weakness. (pp. 233–234)

P4-42A (Learning Objective 1, 3: Idenifying internal control weakness) Each of the follow-
ing situations reveals an internal control weakness.

a. Accounting firms use paraprofessional employees to perform routine tasks. For exam-
ple, an accounting paraprofessional might prepare routine tax returns for clients. In
the firm of Dunham & Lee, Rodney Lee, one of the partners, turns over a significant
portion of his high-level accounting work to his paraprofessional staff. (pp. 217–218)

b. In evaluating the internal control over cash payments of Butler Manufacturing, an
auditor learns that the purchasing agent is responsible for purchasing diamonds for
use in the company’s manufacturing process, approving the invoices for payment, and
signing the checks. No supervisor reviews the purchasing agent’s work. (pp. 233–234)

c. Charlotte James owns an architecture firm. James’s staff consists of 12 professional archi-
tects, and James manages the office. Often, James’s work requires her to travel to meet
with clients. During the past 6 months, James has observed that when she returns from
a business trip, the architecture jobs in the office have not progressed satisfactorily. James
learns that when she is away, 2 of her senior architects take over office management and
neglect their normal duties. One employee could manage the office. (pp. 217–218)

d. B.J. Tanner has been an employee of the City of Marlin for many years. Because the
city is small, Tanner performs all accounting duties, plus opening the mail, preparing
the bank deposit, and preparing the bank reconciliation. (pp. 217–218)

e. Part of an internal auditor’s job is to evaluate how efficiently the company is running.
For example, is the company purchasing inventory from the least expensive supplier?
After a particularly bad year, Long Photographic Products eliminates its internal audit
department to reduce expenses. (pp. 218–219)

� Required

1. Identify the missing internal control characteristic in each situation.
2. Identify each firm’s possible problem.
3. Propose a solution to the problem.

P4-43A (Learning Objective 2: Using the bank reconciliation as a control device) The cash
data of Alta Vista Toyota for June 20X4 follow:

writing assignment � 

Cash

Item

Balance

Debit

10,578

Date

June   1

30

30

Jrnl. Ref.

CR6

CP11

Credit

10,924

Balance

5,011

15,589

4,665

Cash Receipts (CR) Cash Payments (CP)

Date

June      2

8

10

16

22

29

30

Total

Check No.

3113

3114

3115

3116

3117

3118

3119

3120

3121

3122

Total

Cash Debit

$  4,174

407

559

2,187

1,854

1,060

337

$10,578

Cash Credit

$     891

147

1,930

664

1,472

1,000

632

1,675

100

2,413

$10,924
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Alta Vista received the following bank statement on June 30, 20X4:

Explanation: EFT—electronic funds transfer, BC—bank collection, US—unauthorized signature, SC—service charge.

Bank Statement for June 20X4

Beginning balance ................

Deposits and other additions:

 June 1............................

  4............................

  9............................

  12............................

  17............................

  22............................

  23............................

Checks and other deductions:

 June 7............................

  13............................

  14............................

  15............................

  18............................

  21............................

  26............................

  30............................

  30............................

Ending balance.....................

$  5,011

11,208

(6,706)

$  9,513

EFT

BC

US

EFT

SC

$   326

4,174

407

559

2,187

1,701

1,854

$   891

1,390

903

147

664

219

1,472

1,000

20

Additional data for the bank reconciliation include the following:

a. The EFT deposit was a receipt of monthly rent. The EFT debit was a monthly insur-
ance payment.

b. The unauthorized signature check was received from a customer.
c. The correct amount of check number 3115, a payment on account, is $1,390. (Alta

Vista’s accountant mistakenly recorded the check for $1,930.)

� Required

1. Prepare the Alta Vista Toyota bank reconciliation at June 30, 20X4. (p. 226)
2. Describe how a bank account and the bank reconciliation help the general manager  con-

trol Alta Vista’s cash. (p. 237)

P4-44A (Learning Jobective 4: Preparing a bank reconciliation and the related journal
entries) The May 31 bank statement of Varian Engineering Associates has just arrived from
Carolina First Bank. To prepare the Varian bank reconciliation, you gather the following data:

a. Varian’s Cash account shows a balance of $2,256.14 on May 31.
b. The May 31 bank balance is $3,374.22.
c. The bank statement shows that Varian earned $38.19 of interest on its bank balance

during May. This amount was added to Varian’s bank balance.
d. Varian pays utilities ($750) and insurance ($290) by EFT.
e. The following Varian checks did not clear the bank by May 31:

(continued)

� spreadsheet
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f. The bank statement includes a deposit of $891.17, collected on account by the bank
on behalf of Varian.

g. The bank statement lists a $10.50 bank service charge.
h. On May 31, the Varian treasurer deposited $16.15, which will appear on the June

bank statement.
i. The bank statement includes a $300.00 deposit that Varian did not make. The bank

added $300 to Varian’s account for another company’s deposit.
j. The bank statement includes 2 charges for returned checks from customers. One is a

$395.00 check received from a customer with the imprint “Unauthorized Signature.”
The other is a nonsufficient funds check in the amount of $146.67 received from
another customer.

� Required

1. Prepare the bank reconciliation for Varian Engineering Associates. (p. 226)
2. Journalize the May 31 transactions needed to update Varian’s Cash account. Include an

explanation for each entry. (p. 227)

P4-45A (Learning Objective 3: Idenifying internal control weakness) Sun Skin Care makes
all sales on credit. Cash receipts arrive by mail, usually within 30 days of the sale. Nancy
Brown opens envelopes and separates the checks from the accompanying remittance advices.
Brown forwards the checks to another employee, who makes the daily bank deposit but has
no access to the accounting records. Brown sends the remittance advices, which show the
amount of cash received, to the accounting department for entry in the accounts receivable.
Brown’s only other duty is to grant allowances to customers. (An allowance decreases the
amount that the customer must pay.) When Brown receives a customer check for less than the
full amount of the invoice, she records the allowance in the accounting records and forwards
the document to the accounting department.

� Required

You are a new employee of Sun Skin Care. Write a memo to the company president identify-
ing the internal control weakness in this situation. State how to correct the weakness. (p. 232)

P4-46A (Learning Objective 4: Preparing a cash budget and using cash-flow information)
Kenneth Austin, chief financial officer of ReMax Wireless, is responsible for the company’s
budgeting process. Austin’s staff is preparing the ReMax cash budget for 20X7. A key input to
the budgeting process is last year’s statement of cash flows, which follows (amount in
thousands):

Check No. Amount

237 $  46.10

288 141.00

291 578.05

293 11.87

294 609.51

295 8.88

296 101.63
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� Required

1. Prepare the ReMax Wireless cash budget for 20X7. Date the budget simply “20X7” and
denote the beginning and ending cash balances as “beginning” and “ending.” Assume the
company expects 20X7 to be the same as 20X6, but with the following changes: 
(pp. 236–237)
a. In 20X7, the company expects a 15% increase in collections from customers and a

20% increase in purchases of inventory.
b. There will be no sales of investments in 20X7.
c. ReMax plans to issue no stock in 20X7.
d. ReMax plans to end the year with a cash balance of $2,000 thousand.

2. Does the company’s cash budget for 20X7 suggest that ReMax is growing, holding steady,
or decreasing in size? (Challenge)

P4-47A (Learning Objective 5: Making an ethical judgment) Larry Raborn is executive vice
president of Quality Bank. Active in community affairs, Raborn serves on the board of directors
of The Salvation Army. The Salvation Army is expanding rapidly and is considering relocating.
At a recent meeting, The Salvation Army decided to buy 200 acres of land on the edge of town.
The owner of the property is Freda Rader, a major depositor in Quality Bank. Rader is complet-
ing a bitter divorce, and Raborn knows that Rader is eager to sell her property. In view of
Rader’s difficult situation, Raborn believes Rader would accept a low offer for the land. Realtors
have appraised the property at $2.2 million.

� Required

Apply the ethical judgment framework outlined in the chapter to help Raborn decide what
role he should play in The Salvation Army’s attempt to buy the land from Rader. (p. 239)

ReMax Wireless
Statement of Cash Flows

20X6

Cash Flows from Operating Activities

 Collections from customers ........................................

 Interest received .........................................................

 Purchases of inventory ...............................................

 Operating expenses ....................................................

  Net cash provided by operations............................

Cash Flows from Investing Activities

 Purchases of equipment..............................................

 Purchases of investments ............................................

 Sales of investments ...................................................

  Net cash used for investing activities......................

Cash Flows from Financing Activities

 Payment of long-term debt .........................................

 Issuance of stock ........................................................

 Payment of cash dividends .........................................

  Net cash provided by financing activities ...............

Cash

 Increase (decrease) in cash..........................................

 Cash, beginning of year..............................................

 Cash, end of year.......................................................

$ 60,000

100

(44,000)

(13,900)

2,200

(4,300)

(200)

400

(4,100)

(300)

1,200

(500)

400

(1,500)

2,700

$   1,200

(In thousands)
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(Group B)

P4-48B (Learning Objective 1: Setting up an effective internal control system) Trey Osborne,
administration of Valley View Clinic, seeks your advice. Valley View Clinic employs 2 people in
the office, Jim Bates and Rhonda Clark. Osborne asks you how to assign the various office
functions to the 3 people (including Osborne) to achieve good internal control. Here are the
duties to be performed by the 2 office workers and Osborne:
a. Record cash payments d. Reconcile the bank account
b. Record cash receipts e. Deposit cash receipts
c. Receive incoming cash from patients f. Sign checks for payment

� Required

1. Propose a plan that divides duties a. through f. to Bates, Clark, and Osborne. Your goal is
to divide the duties so as to achieve good internal control for the clinic. (pp. 232–237)

2. Identify several combinations of duties that should not be performed by the same person.
(pp. 229–234)

P4-49B (Learning Objective 1, 3: Identifying internal control weaknesses) Each of the
following situations has an internal control weakness:

a. Retail stores such as Target and Best Buy receive a significant portion of their sales
revenue in cash. At the end of each day, sales clerks compare the cash in their own reg-
ister with the record of sales kept within the register. They then forward the cash to a
Brinks security officer for deposit in the bank. (p. 232)

b. The office supply company from which Martin Audiology Service purchases cash
receipt forms recently notified Martin that the last-shipped sales receipts were not
prenumbered. Derek Martin, the owner, replied that he did not use the receipt num-
bers, so the omission is unimportant to him. (pp. 219–220)

c. Azbell Electronics specializes in programs with musical applications. The company’s
most popular product prepares musical programs for large gatherings. In the company’s
early days, the owner and 8 employees wrote the programs, lined up production of the
programs, sold the products, and performed the general management of the company.
As Azbell has grown, the number of employees has increased dramatically. Recently, the
development of a new musical series stopped while the programmers redesigned
Azbell’s sound system. Azbell could have hired outsiders to do this task. (pp. 217–218)

d. Paul Allen, who has no known sources of outside income, has been a trusted
employee of Chapparall Cosmetics for 20 years. Allen performs all cash-handling and
accounting duties, including opening the mail, preparing the bank deposit, account-
ing for cash and accounts receivable, and preparing the bank reconciliation. Allen has
just purchased a new Lexus. Linda Altman, owner of the company, wonders how
Allen can afford the new car on his salary. (pp. 217–218)

e. Monica Wade employs 3 professional interior designers in her design studio. The stu-
dio is located in an area with a lot of new construction, and her business is booming.
Ordinarily, Wade does all the purchasing of materials needed to complete jobs. During
the summer, Wade takes a long vacation, and in her absence she allows each designer
to purchase materials. On her return, Wade reviews operations and observes that
expenses are higher and net income is lower than in the past. (pp. 217–218)

� Required

1. Identify the missing internal control characteristics in each situation.
2. Identify each firm’s possible problem.
3. Propose a solution to the problem.

P4-50B (Learning Objective 2: Using the bank reconciliation as a control device) The cash
data of Navajo Products for September 20X5 follow:

writing assignment � 
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Cash

Item

Balance

Debit

9,106

Date

Sept.   1

30

30

Jrnl. Ref.

CR 10

CP 16

Credit

11,353

Balance

7,078

16,184

4,831

Cash Receipts (CR) Cash Payments (CP)

Date

Sept.      1

9

11

14

17

25

30

Total

Check No.

1413

1414

1415

1416

1417

1418

1419

1420

1421

1422

Total

Cash Debit

$2,716

544

1,655

896

367

890

2,038

$9,106

Cash Credit

$  1,465

1,004

450

8

775

88

4,126

970

200

2,267

$11,353

Bank Statement for September 20X5

Explanation: BC—bank collection, EFT—electronic funds transfer, NSF—nonsufficient funds check, SC—service charge

Beginning balance ................

Deposits and other additions:

 Sept. 1............................

  5............................

  10............................

  11............................

  15............................

  18............................

  25............................

  30............................

Checks and other deductions:

 Sept. 8............................

  9............................

  13............................

  14............................

  15............................

  19............................

  22............................

  29............................

  30............................

  30............................

Ending balance.....................

$ 7,078

9,093

(8,812)

$ 7,359

EFT

BC

NSF

EFT

SC

$   625

2,716

544

1,655

896

367

890

1,400

$   441

1,465

1,004

450

8

340

775

88

4,216

25

On September 30, 20X5, Navajo received this bank statement:

(continued)
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Additional data for the bank reconciliation:

a. The EFT deposit was for monthly rent revenue. The EFT deduction was for monthly
insurance expense.

b. The NSF check was received from a customer.
c. The correct amount of check number 1419, a payment on account, is $4,216. (The

Navajo accountant mistakenly recorded the check for $4,126.)

� Required

1. Prepare the bank reconciliation of Navajo Products at September 30, 20X5. (p. 226)
2. Describe how a bank account and the bank reconciliation help managers control a firm’s

cash. (p. 223)

P4-51B (Learning Objective 2: Preparing a blank reconciliation and the related journal
entries) The January 31 bank statement of Bed & Bath Accessories has just arrived from First
National Bank. To prepare the Bed & Bath bank reconciliation, you gather the following data:

a. The January 31 bank balance is $8,400.82.
b. Bed & Bath’s Cash account shows a balance of $7,391.55 on January 31.
c. The following Bed & Bath checks are outstanding at January 31:

d. The bank statement includes 2 special deposits: $899.14, which is the amount of div-
idend revenue the bank collected from IBM on behalf of Bed & Bath, and $16.86, the
interest revenue Bed & Bath earned on its bank balance during January.

e. The bank statement lists a $6.25 bank service charge.
f. On January 31 the Bed & Bath treasurer deposited $381.14, which will appear on the

February bank statement.
g. The bank statement includes a $410.00 deduction for a check drawn by Bonjovi

Music Company.
h. The bank statement includes 2 charges for returned checks from customers. One is a

nonsufficient funds check in the amount of $67.50 received from a customer. The
other is a $195.03 check received from another customer. It was returned by the cus-
tomer’s bank with the imprint “Unauthorized Signature.”

i. A few customers pay monthly bills by EFT. The January bank statement lists an EFT
deposit for sales revenue of $200.23.

� Required

1. Prepare the bank reconciliation for Bed & Bath Accessories at January 31. (p.226)
2. Journalize the transactions needed to update the Cash account. Include an explanation

for each entry. (p.227)

P4-52B (Learning Objective 3: Identifying an internal control weakness) Nordhaus Energy
Co. makes all sales on credit. Cash receipts arrive by mail, usually within 30 days of the sale.
Dan Webster opens envelopes and separates the checks from the accompanying remittance
advices. Webster forwards the checks to another employee, who makes the daily bank deposit
but has no access to the accounting records. Webster sends the remittance advices, which
show the amount of cash received, to the accounting department for entry in the accounts
receivable. Webster’s only other duty is to grant allowances to customers. (An allowance
decreases the amount that the customer must pay.) When Webster receives a customer check

Check No. Amount

616 $403.00

802 74.02

806 36.60

809 161.38

810 229.05

811 48.91

� spreadsheet
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for less than the full amount of the invoice, he records the allowance in the accounting
records and forwards the document to the accounting department.

� Required

You are a new employee of Nordhaus Energy Co. Write a memo to the company president
identifying the internal control weakness in this situation. Explain how to correct the weak-
ness. (p. 232)

P4-53B (Learning Objective 1, 3: Preparing a cash budget and using cash–flow information)
Melissa Becker is chief financial officer of Valero Technology, and is responsible for the com-
pany’s budgeting process. Becker’s staff is preparing the Valero budget for 20X6. The starting
point is the statement of cash flows of the current year, 20X5, which follows:

� Required

1. Prepare the Valero Technology cash budget for 20X6. Date the budget simply “20X6” and
denote the beginning and ending cash balances as “beginning” and “ending.” Assume the
company expects 20X6 to be the same as 20X5, but with the following changes: 
(pp. 236–277)
a. In 20X6, the company expects a 10% increase in collections from customers, a 5%

increase in purchases of inventory, and a doubling of additions to property and
equipment.

b. Operating expenses will drop by $2,000.
c. There will be no sales of investments in 20X6.
d. Becker plans to end the year with a cash balance of $3,000.

2. Does the company’s cash budget for 20X6 suggest that Valero is growing, holding steady,
or decreasing in size? (Challenge)

Valero Technology
Statement of Cash Flows

20X5

Cash Flows from Operating Activities

 Collections from customers ..............................................

 Interest received ...............................................................

 Purchases of inventory .....................................................

 Operating expenses ..........................................................

  Net cash provided by operating activities.....................

Cash Flows from Investing Activities

 Purchases of property and equipment ..............................

 Purchases of investments ..................................................

 Sales of investments .........................................................

  Net cash used by investing activities.............................

Cash Flows from Financing Activities

 Payment of dividends .......................................................

 Payment of short-term debt..............................................

 Long-term borrowings by issuing notes payable...............

 Issuance of common stock ...............................................

  Net cash used by financing activities ............................

Increase (decrease) in Cash...................................................

Cash, beginning of year........................................................

Cash, end of year .................................................................

$ 35,600

100

(11,000)

(16,600)

8,100

(5,000)

(7,500)

8,100

(4,400)

(2,700)

(1,000)

1,200

300

(2,200)

1,500

2,600

$   4,100
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P4-54B (Learning Objective 5: Making an ethical judgment) Community Bank has a loan
receivable from IMS Chocolates. IMS is 6 months late in making payments to the bank, and
Jan French, a Community Bank vice president, is assisting IMS to restructure its debt.

French learns that IMS is depending on landing a contract with Snicker Foods, another
Community Bank client. French also serves as Snicker Foods’ loan officer at the bank. In this
capacity, French is aware that Snicker is considering bankruptcy. No one else outside Snicker
Foods knows this. French has been a great help to IMS and IMS’s owner is counting on
French’s expertise in loan workouts to advise the company through this difficult process. To
help the bank collect on this large loan, French has a strong motivation to alert IMS of
Snicker’s financial difficulties.

� Required

Apply the ethical judgment framework outlined in the chapter to help Jan French plan her
next action. (p. 239)

writing assignment � 

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 2: Using a bank reconciliation to detect a theft) Environmentol
Concerns, Inc., has poor internal control. Recently, Oscar Benz, the manager, has suspected the
bookkeeper of stealing. Details of the business’s cash position at September 30 follow.

a. The Cash account shows a balance of $10,402. This amount includes a September 30
deposit of $3,794 that does not appear on the September 30 bank statement.

b. The September 30 bank statement shows a balance of $8,224. The bank statement
lists a $200 bank collection, an $8 service charge, and a $36 NSF check. The account-
ant has not recorded any of these items.

c. At September 30, the following checks are outstanding:

d. The bookkeeper receives all incoming cash and makes the bank deposits. He also
reconciles the monthly bank statement. Here is his September 30 reconciliation:

Balance per books, September 30 ............... $10,402

Add: Outstanding checks ........................... 1,460

Bank collection.................................. 200

Subtotal...................................................... 12,062

Less: Deposits in transit.............................. $3,794

Service charge ................................... 8

NSF check......................................... 36

Balance per bank, September 30................. $  8,224

(3,838)

Check No. Amount

154 $116

256 150

278 853

291 990

292 206

293 145

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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� Required

Benz has requested that you determine whether the bookkeeper has stolen cash from the busi-
ness and, if so, how much. He also asks you to explain how the bookkeeper attempted to con-
ceal the theft. To make this determination, you perform a proper bank reconciliation. There are
no bank or book errors. Benz also asks you to evaluate the internal controls and to recommend
any changes needed to improve them. (p. 226)

Case 2. (Learning Objective 2: Correcting an internal control weakness) This case is based
on an actual situation experienced by one of the authors. Gilead Construction, headquartered
in Topeka, Kansas, built a motel in Kansas City. The construction foreman, Slim Pickins, hired
the workers for the project. Pickins had his workers fill out the necessary tax forms and sent
the employment documents to the home office.

Work on the motel began on May 1 and ended in December. Each Thursday evening,
Pickins filled out a time card that listed the hours worked by each employee during the 5-day
work week ended at 5 p.m. on Thursday. Pickins faxed the time sheets to the home office,
which prepared the payroll checks on Friday morning. Pickins drove to the home office after
lunch on Friday, picked up the payroll checks, and returned to the construction site. At 5 p.m.
on Friday, Pickins distributed the paychecks to the workers.

a. Describe in detail the internal control weakness in this situation. Specify what nega-
tive result could occur because of the internal control weakness. (p. 233)

b. Describe what you would do to correct the internal control weakness. (pp. 232–234)

Ethical Issue

Kurt Hobbs owns apartment complexes in Columbus, Ohio. Each property has a manager
who collects rent, arranges for repairs, and runs advertisements in the local newspaper. The
property managers transfer cash to Hobbs monthly and prepare their own bank reconcilia-
tions. The manager of one property has been stealing large sums of money. To cover the theft,
he understates the amount of the outstanding checks on the monthly bank reconciliation. As
a result, each monthly bank reconciliation appears to balance. However, the balance sheet
reports more cash than Hobbs actually has in the bank. While negotiating the sale of this
property, Hobbs shows the balance sheet to prospective investors.

� Required

1. Identify 2 parties other than Hobbs who can be harmed by this theft. In what ways can
they be harmed?

2. Discuss the role accounting plays in this situation.

Focus on Financials: � Yum! Brands

(Learning Objective 1, 2: Cash and internal control) Refer to the YUM! Brands financial
statements in Appendix A at the end of this book. Suppose YUM’s year-end bank statement,
dated December 30, 2006, has just arrived at company headquarters. Further assume the
bank statement shows YUM’s cash balance at $324 million and that YUM’s Cash and Cash
Equivalents account has a balance of $321 million on the books.

1. You must determine how much to report for cash and cash equivalents on the December
30, 2006, balance sheet. Suppose you uncover these reconciling items (all amounts are
assumed and in millions):
a. Interest earned on bank balance, $1.
b. Outstanding checks, $8.
c. Bank collections of various items, $2.
d. Deposits in transit, $3.
e. Book error—YUM overstated cash by $5.
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260 � Chapter 4 Internal Control & Cash

Prepare a bank reconciliation to show how YUM arrived at the correct amount of cash and
cash equivalents to report on its December 30, 2006, balance sheet. Prove that your
answer is the actual amount YUM reported. Journal entries are not required. (p. 226)

2. Study YUM Brands’ Management Responsibility for Financial Statements and indicate
how that report links to specific items of internal control discussed in this chapter.
(Challenge)

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports

(Learning Objective 1, 5: Analyzing internal control and cash flows) Refer to the Pier 1

Imports financial statements in Appendix B at the end of this book.

1. Focus on Cash, Including Temporary Investments (this is the same as cash and cash
equivalents). Why did cash change during 2006? The statement of cash flows holds the
answer to this question. Analyze the 7 largest individual items on the statement of cash
flows (not the summary subtotals such as “net cash provided by operating activities”). For
each of the 7 individual items, state how Pier 1’s action affected cash. Show amounts in
millions and round to the nearest 1/10 of $1 million. (Challenge)

2. Pier 1’s Report of Management describes the company’s internal controls. Show how the
management report corresponds to 2 of the 4 elements in the definition of internal
control. (Challenge)

Group Project

You are promoting a rock concert in your area. Assume you organize as a corporation, with
each member of your group purchasing $10,000 of the corporation’s stock. Therefore, each of
you is risking some hard-earned money on this venture. Assume it is April 1 and that the con-
cert will be performed on June 30. Your promotional activities begin immediately, and ticket
sales start on May 1. You expect to sell all the firm’s assets, pay all the liabilities, and distribute
all remaining cash to the group members by July 31.

� Required

Write an internal control manual that will help to safeguard the assets of the business. The
manual should address the following aspects of internal control:

1. Assign responsibilities among the group members.

2. Authorize individuals, including group members and any outsiders that you need to hire
to perform specific jobs.

3. Separate duties among the group and any employees.

4. Describe all documents needed to account for and safeguard the business’s assets.

Quick Check Answers

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. g, e, h, d, f, c, a

Unused: b, i

2. a

3. d

4. a

5. c

6. e

7. a

8. d

9. b

10. b

11. c
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S P O T L I G H T

RECEIVABLES ARE PEPSICO’S LARGEST CURRENT ASSET

What comes to mind when you think of PepsiCo? Do you think of a soft drink or a snack chip? PepsiCo’s 

2 main products are soft drinks and snack foods. PepsiCo also owns Frito Lay, the snack-food company.

Take a look at PepsiCo’s balance sheet. Does it surprise you that receivables are PepsiCo’s largest current

asset? It turns out that receivables are the largest current asset for lots of companies, including FedEx and

Yum! Brands.

Another category of current asset is short-term investments. As you can see from PepsiCo’s balance

sheet, PepsiCo had over $1 billion of short-term investments at the end of 2006. You’ll notice that short-term

investments are listed on the balance sheet immediately after cash and before receivables. Let’s see why.

Short-Term Investments &
Receivables
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262 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

This chapter shows how to account for short-term investments and

receivables. We cover short-term investments along with receivables to emphasize
their relative liquidity. Short-term investments are the next-most-liquid current assets
after cash. (Recall that liquid means close to cash.) We begin our discussion with
short-term investments.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Account for short-term investments

2 Apply internal controls to receivables

3 Use the allowance method for uncollectible receivables

4 Account for notes receivable

5 Use 2 new ratios to evaluate a business

SHORT-TERM INVESTMENTS

Short-term investments are also called marketable securities. These are invest-

ments that a company plans to hold for 1 year or less. They allow the company to

invest cash for a short period of time and earn a return until the cash is needed.

Short-term investments are the next-most-liquid asset after cash. This is why we

report short-term investments immediately after cash and before receivables on the

balance sheet. A short-term investment falls into 1 of 3 categories:

 ASSETS

 Current Assets

 Cash and cash equivalents.............................................

Short-term investments..................................................

Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful

  accounts of $64 in 2006 and $75 in 2005................

Inventories ....................................................................

Prepaid expenses and other current assets .....................

   Total Current Assets ............................................

$ 1,651

1,171

3,725

1,926

657

$9,130

$  1,716

3,166

3,261

1,693

618

$10,454

(In millions) 2006 2005

PepsiCo, Inc.
Balance Sheet (Excerpt, Adapted)

December 31, 2006 and 2005

OBJECTIVE

1 Account for short-term
investments  

Trading Investment Available-for-Sale Investment

Covered in Chapter 10Covered in

this section

of the chapter

Same as accounting

for a note receivable,

starting on page 278

Held-to-Maturity Investment

Three Categories of Short-Term Investments
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Short-Term Investments � 263

The investor, such as PepsiCo, expects to sell a trading investment within a very

short time—a few months at most. Therefore, all trading investments are current

assets. The other 2 categories of investments can be either current or long-term,

depending on how long management intends to hold them. Let’s begin with trading

investments.

Trading Investments

The purpose of owning a trading investment is to hold it for a short time and then

sell it for more than its cost. Trading investments can be the stock of another com-

pany. Suppose PepsiCo purchases IBM stock, intending to sell the stock within a few

months. If the market value of the IBM stock increases, PepsiCo will have a gain; if

IBM’s stock price drops, PepsiCo will have a loss. Along the way, PepsiCo will receive

dividend revenue from IBM.

Suppose PepsiCo buys the IBM stock on November 18, paying $100,000 cash.

PepsiCo records the purchase of the investment at cost:

Assume that PepsiCo receives a cash dividend of $4,000 from IBM. PepsiCo

records the dividend revenue as follows:

Unrealized Gains and Losses. PepsiCo’s fiscal year ends on December 31, and

PepsiCo prepares financial statements. The IBM stock has risen in value, and on

December 31 PepsiCo’s investment has a current market value of $102,000. Market

value is the amount the owner can sell the investment for. PepsiCo has an unrealized

gain on the investment:

� Gain because the market value ($102,000) is greater than PepsiCo’s cost of the

investment ($100,000). A gain has the same effect as a revenue.
� Unrealized gain because PepsiCo has not yet sold the investment.

=

=

+ +

+

Assets

+ 4,000

Liabilities
Stockholders’

Equity Revenues

 4,000

 

4,000

4,000

20X5

Nov. 27

Received cash dividend.

Cash

 Dividend Revenue

Short-Term Investments

100,000

 

100,000

100,000

20X5

Nov. 18

Purchased investment.

Short-Term Investments

 Cash
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264 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

Trading investments are reported on the balance sheet at their current market

value, because market value is the amount the investor can receive by selling the

investment. Prior to preparing financial statements on December 31, PepsiCo adjusts

the IBM investment to its current market value with this year-end journal entry:

After the adjustment, PepsiCo’s Short-Term Investments account is ready to be

reported on the balance sheet—at current market value of $102,000.

If PepsiCo’s investment in IBM stock had decreased in value, say to $95,000,

then PepsiCo would have reported an unrealized loss. A loss has the same effect as an

expense. In that case, PepsiCo would have made a different entry at December 31.

For an unrealized loss of $5,000,

Reporting on the Balance Sheet and the Income Statement

The Balance Sheet. Short-term investments are current assets. They appear on

the balance sheet immediately after cash because short-term investments are almost

as liquid as cash. Report trading investments at their current market value.

Income Statement. Investments earn interest revenue and dividend revenue.

Investments also create gains and losses. For trading investments these items are

reported on the income statement as Other revenue, gains, and (losses), as shown in

Exhibit 5-1.

Short-Term Investments

100,000

2,000

Short-Term Investments

100,000

95,000

5,000

Unrealized Loss on Investments

5,000

5,000

5,000

Adjusted investment to market value.

Unrealized Loss on Investments

 Short-Term Investments

Short-Term Investments

100,000

2,000

Short-Term Investments

100,000

2,000

102,000

Unrealized Gain on Investments

2,000

 

2,000

2,000

20X5

Dec. 31

Adjusted investment to market value.

Short-Term Investments

 Unrealized Gain on Investments
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Short-Term Investments � 265

Realized Gains and Losses. A realized gain or loss occurs only when the investor

sells an investment. This gain or loss is different from the unrealized gain that we

reported for PepsiCo above. The result may be a

� Realized gain = Sale price is greater than the Investment carrying amount
� Realized loss = Sale price is less than the Investment carrying amount

Suppose PepsiCo sells its IBM stock during 20X6. The sale price is $98,000, and

PepsiCo makes this journal entry:

Accountants rarely use the word “Realized” in the account title. A gain (or a loss) is

understood to be a realized gain (or loss) arising from a sale transaction. Unrealized

gains and losses are clearly labeled as unrealized. PepsiCo would report Gain (or Loss)

on Sale of Investments among the “Other” items of the income statement, as shown

in Exhibit 5-1.

Short-Term Investments

100,000

2,000

Short-Term Investments

100,000

2,000

4,000

Loss on Sale of Investments

102,000

 

102,000

98,000

4,000

20X6

Jan. 19

 Short-Term Investments

Sold investments at a loss.

Cash

Loss on Sale of Investments

Reporting Short-Term Investments and 
the Related Revenues, Gains, and Losses

E X H I B I T  5 - 1

Balance sheet

Current assets:........................

Cash...................................

Short-term investments, at

market value ..................

Accounts receivable................

$    XXX

102,000

XXX

Revenues ..........................

Expenses ..........................

Other revenue, gains

and (losses): 

Interest revenue ............

Dividend revenue .........

Unrealized gain on

     investment...............

Net income...................  

    XXX

$  XXX

XXX

4,000

2,000

$  XXX

Income statement
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266 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

Lending Agreements and the Current Ratio

Lending agreements often require the borrower to maintain a current ratio at some

specified level, say 1.50 or greater. What happens when the borrower’s current ratio

falls below 1.50? The consequences can be severe:

� The lender can call the loan for immediate payment.
� If the borrower cannot pay, then the lender may take over the company.

Suppose it’s December 10 and it looks like Health Corporation of America’s

(HCA’s) current ratio will end the year at a value of 1.48. That would put HCA in

default on the lending agreement and create a bad situation. With 3 weeks remaining

in the year, how can HCA improve its current ratio?

Recall that the current ratio is computed as

There are several strategies for increasing the current ratio, such as:

1. Launch a major sales effort. The increase in cash and receivables will more than

offset the decrease in Inventory, total current assets will increase, and the cur-

rent ratio will improve.

2. Pay off some current liabilities before year end. Both current assets in the

numerator and current liabilities in the denominator will decrease by the same

amount. The proportionate impact on current liabilities in the denominator will

be greater than the impact on current assets in the numerator, and the current

ratio will increase. This strategy increases the current ratio when the current

ratio is already above 1.0, as for HCA and PepsiCo.

3. A third strategy is questionable, and we wish to alert you to one of the account-

ing games that companies sometimes play. Suppose HCA has some long-term

investments (investments that HCA plans to hold for longer than a year—these

are long-term assets). Before year end HCA can reclassify these long-term

investments as current assets. The investments increase HCA’s current assets,

and that increases the current ratio. This strategy would be okay if HCA does in

fact plan to sell the investments within the next year. But the strategy would be

dishonest if HCA plans to keep the investments for longer than a year.

From this example you can see that accounting is not cut-and-dried or all black-and-

white. It takes good judgment—and honesty—to become a successful accountant.

Current ratio =
Total current assets

Total current liabilities
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MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
The largest current asset on Waverly Corporation’s balance sheet is Short-Term Investments.
The investments cost Waverly $8,660, and their market value is $9,000 (amounts in
millions):

Suppose Waverly holds the investments in the hope of selling at a profit within a few
months. How will Waverly classify the investments? What will Waverly report on the bal-
ance sheet at December 31, 20X6? What will Waverly report on its 20X6 income statement?
Show a T-account for Short-Term Investments.

Answer
These trading investments are current assets as reported on the 20X6 balance sheet, and
Waverly’s 20X6 income statement will report as follows (amounts in millions):

Suppose Waverly sells the investment for $8,700 in 20X7. Journalize the sale and then
show the Short-Term Investments T-account as it appears after the sale.

Answer

Short-Term Investments

8,660
340 9,000

Cash............................................

Loss on Sale of Investments.........

Short-Term Investments ..........

Sold investments at a loss.

8,700

300

9,000

(In millions)

Short-Term Investments

8,660
340

Balance sheet

Current assets:

Cash....................................

Short-term investments, 

at market value ...............

$   XX

9,000

Other revenue and expense:

     Unrealized gain on investments

          ($9,000 − $8,660) .................

          

    

$ 340

Income statement
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268 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

ACCOUNTS AND NOTES RECEIVABLE

Receivables are the third most liquid asset—after cash and short-term investments.

Most of the remainder of this chapter shows how to account for receivables.

Types of Receivables

Receivables are monetary claims against others. Receivables are acquired mainly by

selling goods and services (accounts receivable) and by lending money (notes receiv-

able). The journal entries to record the receivables can be shown as follows:

Performing a Service on Account

Accounts Receivable....................

Service Revenue.......................

XXX

XXX

Performed a service on account.

Note Receivable ..........................  

Cash........................................

Loaned money to another company.

    XXX

XXX

Lending Money on a Note Receivable

The 2 major types of receivables are accounts receivable and notes receivable. A

business’s accounts receivable are the amounts collectible from customers from the sale

of goods and services. Accounts receivable, which are current assets, are sometimes

called trade receivables or merely receivables.

The Accounts Receivable account in the general ledger serves as a control

account that summarizes the total amount receivable from all customers. Companies

also keep a subsidiary record of accounts receivable with a separate account for each

customer, illustrated as follows:

Balance Balance

BrownAccounts Receivable

9,000 5,000

Balance

FedEx

1,000

Balance

Moody’s

3,000

Total

$9,000

General Ledger

Accounts Receivable

Subsidiary Record

Notes receivable are more formal contracts than accounts receivable. For a note,

the borrower signs a written promise to pay the lender a definite sum at the maturity

date. This is why notes are also called promissory notes. The note may require the

borrower to pledge security for the loan. This means that the borrower gives the

lender permission to claim certain assets, called collateral, if the borrower fails to pay

the amount due. We cover the details of notes receivable starting on page 278.

Other receivables is a miscellaneous category for all receivables other than

accounts receivable and notes receivable. Examples include loans to employees and

to related companies.
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Accounts and Notes Receivable � 269

Internal Controls over Cash Collections on Account

Businesses that sell on credit receive most of their cash receipts on account. Internal

control over collections on account is important. Chapter 4 discusses control proce-

dures for cash receipts, but another element of internal control deserves emphasis

here—the separation of cash-handling and cash-accounting duties. Consider the fol-

lowing case:

Central Paint Company is a small, family-owned business that takes

pride in the loyalty of its workers. Most employees have been with

Central for 10 or more years. The company makes 90% of its sales on

account and receives most of its cash by mail.

The office staff consists of a bookkeeper and an office supervisor.

The bookkeeper maintains the general ledger and a subsidiary record

of individual customer accounts receivable. The bookkeeper also

makes the daily bank deposit.

The supervisor prepares monthly financial statements and any

special reports the company needs. The supervisor also takes sales

orders from customers and serves as office manager.

Can you identify the internal control weakness here? The problem is that the

bookkeeper makes the bank deposit. With this cash-handling duty, the bookkeeper

could steal an incoming customer check and write off the customer’s account as

uncollectible. The customer doesn’t complain because the bookkeeper wrote off the

customer’s account, and Central therefore stops pursuing collection.

How can this weakness be corrected? The supervisor—not the bookkeeper—

could open incoming mail and make the daily bank deposit. The bookkeeper should

not be allowed to handle cash. Only the remittance advices should be forwarded to

the bookkeeper to credit customer accounts receivable. Removing cash handling

from the bookkeeper and keeping the accounts away from the supervisor separates

duties and strengthens internal control.

Using a bank lockbox achieves the same separation of duties. Customers send

their payments directly to Central Paint Company’s bank, which records cash as the

cash goes into Central’s bank account. The bank then forwards the remittance advice

to Central’s bookkeeper, who credits the customer account. No Central Paint

employee even touches incoming cash.

How Do We Manage the Risk of Not Collecting?

In Chapters 1 to 4, we use many different companies to illustrate how to account for

a business. Chapter 1 began with YUM! Brands, a maker of fast foods. Chapter 2 fea-

tured Apple Computer, Inc., Chapter 3 Starbucks Corporation, and Chapter 4 AMEX

Products. This chapter features PepsiCo. All these companies hold receivables.

By selling on credit, companies run the risk of not collecting some receivables.

Unfortunately, some customers don’t pay their debts. The prospect that we may fail to

collect from a customer provides the biggest challenge in accounting for receivables.

The Decision Guidelines address this challenge.

OBJECTIVE

2Apply internal controls to
receivables 
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DECISION GUIDELINES

MANAGING AND ACCOUNTING FOR RECEIVABLES

Here are the management and accounting issues a business faces when the company

extends credit to customers. For each issue, the Decision Guidelines propose a plan of

action. Let’s look at a business situation: Suppose you open a health club near your college.

Assume you will let customers use the club and charge bills to their accounts. What chal-

lenges will you encounter by extending credit to customers?

The main issues in managing receivables, along with plans of action, are:

The main issues in accounting for receivable, and the related plans of action, are

(amounts are assumed):

These guidelines lead to our next topic, Accounting for Uncollectible Receivables.

Issues

1. What are the benefits and the
costs of extending credit to
customers?

2. Extend credit only to creditworthy
customers.

3. Separate cash-handling and
accounting duties to keep
employees from stealing the cash
collected from customers.

4. Pursue collection from customers
to maximize cash flow.

Plan of Action

1. Benefit—Increase in sales. 

Cost—Risk of not collecting.

2. Run a credit check on prospective customers.

3. Design the internal control system to separate duties.

4. Keep a close eye on customer pay habits. Send second, and third,
statements to slow-paying customers, if necessary.

Issues

1. Measure and report receivables on
the balance sheet at their net
realizable value, the amount we
expect to collect. This is the
appropriate amount to report for
receivables.

2. Measure and report the expense
associated with failure to collect
receivables. This expense is called
uncollectible-account expense and
is reported on the income
statement.

Plan of Action

270 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

$1,000

(80)

$ 920

Report receivables at their net realizable value:

Balance sheet

Receivables..................................................

Less: Allowance for uncollectibles ...............

Receivables, net...........................................

Measure the expense of not collecting from customers:

Income statement

Sales (or service) revenue.............................

Expenses:

Uncollectible-account expense.................

$8,000

190
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Accounting for Uncollectible Receivables � 271

ACCOUNTING FOR UNCOLLECTIBLE RECEIVABLES

A company gets an account receivable only when it sells its product or service on

credit (on account). You’ll recall that the entry to record the earning of revenue on

account is (amount assumed)

Ideally, the company would collect cash for all of its receivables. But unfortu-

nately the entry to record cash collections on account is for only $950.

You can see that companies rarely collect all of their accounts receivables. So

companies must account for their uncollectible accounts—$50 in this example.

Selling on credit creates both a benefit and a cost:

� Benefit: Customers who cannot pay cash immediately can buy on credit, so sales

and profits increase.
� Cost: The company cannot collect from some customers. Accountants label this

cost uncollectible-account expense, doubtful-account expense, or bad-debt

expense.

PepsiCo reports receivables as follows on its 2006 balance sheet (in millions):

The allowance ($64) represents the amount that PepsiCo does not expect to collect.

The net amount of the receivables ($3,725 million) is the amount that PepsiCo does

expect to collect. This is called the net realizable value because it’s the amount of cash

PepsiCo expects to realize in cash receipts.

Uncollectible-account expense is an operating expense along with salaries,

depreciation, rent, and utilities. To measure uncollectible-account expense, account-

ants use the allowance method or, in certain limited cases, the direct write-off

method (p. 277).

Allowance Method

The best way to measure bad debts is by the allowance method. This method

records collection losses based on estimates developed from the company’s collection

experience. PepsiCo doesn’t wait to see which customers will not pay. Instead,

PepsiCo records the estimated amount as Uncollectible-Account Expense and also

sets up Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts. Other titles for this account are

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and Allowance for Bad Debts. This is a contra

Accounts and notes receivable, net of allowance for doubtful accounts of $64 ............... $3,725

 

950

950

Collections on account.

Cash

 Accounts Receivable

 

1,000

1,000

Earned revenue on account.

Accounts Receivable

 Sales Revenue (or Service Revenue)

OBJECTIVE

3Use the allowance method
for uncollectiable
receivables
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272 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

account to Accounts Receivable. The allowance shows the amount of the receivables

the business expects not to collect.

In Chapter 3 we used the Accumulated Depreciation account to show the

amount of a plant asset’s cost that has been expensed—the portion of the asset that’s

no longer a benefit to the company. Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts serves a

similar purpose for Accounts Receivable. The allowance shows how much of the

receivable has been expensed. You’ll find this diagram helpful (amounts are assumed):

Focus on Accounts Receivable. Customers owe this company $10,000, but it

expects to collect only $9,100. The net realizable value of the receivables is therefore

$9,100. Another way to report these receivables is

You can work backward to determine the full amount of the receivable, $10,000 (net

realizable value of $9,100 plus the allowance of $900).

The income statement reports Uncollectible-Account Expense among the oper-

ating expenses, as follows (using assumed figures): 

Income statement (partial):

Expenses:

Uncollectible-account expense:................ $2,000

Accounts receivable, less allowance of $900................. $9,100

Equipment........................... $100,000 Accounts receivable.................... $10,000

Less: Accumulated Less: Allowance for

depreciation ............... (40,000) uncollectible accounts ....... (900)

Equipment, net....................   60,000 Accounts receivable, net ............. 9,100

STOP & think. . .

Refer to the PepsiCo balance sheet on page 262. At December 31, 2006, how much did customers owe

PepsiCo? How much did PepsiCo expect not to collect? How much did PepsiCo expect to collect? What was

the net realizable value of PepsiCo’s receivables?

Answer:

Customers owed PepsiCo............................................ 

PepsiCo expected not to collect the allowance of ........

PepsiCo expected to collect—net realizable value........

$3,789

$3,725

(64)

Millions
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Accounting for Uncollectible Receivables � 273

The best way to estimate uncollectibles uses the company’s history of collec-

tions from customers. There are 2 basic ways to estimate uncollectibles:

� Percent-of-sales method � Aging-of-receivables method

Percent-of-Sales. The percent-of-sales method computes uncollectible-account

expense as a percent of revenue. This method takes an income-statement approach

because it focuses on the amount of expense to be reported on the income statement.

Assume it is December 31, 2006, and PepsiCo’s accounts have these balances before

the year-end adjustments (amounts in millions):

Customers owe PepsiCo $3,789, and the Allowance amount on the books is $29. But

PepsiCo’s top managers know that the company will fail to collect more than $29.

Suppose PepsiCo’s credit department estimates that uncollectible-account expense is

1/10 of 1% (0.001) of total revenues, which were $35,000. The entry that records

uncollectible-account expense for the year also updates the allowance as follows

(using PepsiCo figures):

The expense decreases PepsiCo’s assets, as shown by the accounting equation.

Now PepsiCo’s accounts are ready for reporting in the financial statements.

=

=

+ −

−

Assets

− 35

Liabilities

0

Stockholders’
Equity Expenses

35

 

35

35

2006

Dec. 31

Recorded expense for the year.

Uncollectible-Account Expense

($35,000 � .001)

 Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts

Accounts Receivable

3,789 29

Allowance for
Uncollectible Accounts

Short-Term Investments

100,000

2,000

Accounts Receivable

3,789

Uncollectible-Account
Expense

35

Allowance for
Uncollectible Accounts

29

35

64

Net accounts receivable, $3,725

Adj.

End. bal.

Compare these amounts to the Stop and Think answer on page 272. They are the same.IS
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274 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

Customers owe PepsiCo $3,789, and now the Allowance for Uncollectibles

balance is realistic. PepsiCo’s balance sheet actually reported accounts receivable at

this net realizable value amount of $3,725 ($3,789 – $64).

Aging-of-Receivables. The other popular method for estimating uncollectibles is

called aging-of-receivables. This method is a balance-sheet approach because it

focuses on accounts receivable. In the aging method, individual receivables from spe-

cific customers are analyzed based on how long they have been outstanding.

Suppose it is December 31, 2006, and PepsiCo’s receivables accounts show the

following before the year-end adjustment (amounts in millions):

These accounts are not yet ready for the financial statements because the allowance

balance is not realistic.

PepsiCo’s computerized accounting package ages the company’s accounts

receivable. Exhibit 5-2 shows a representative aging schedule at December 31, 2006.

PepsiCo’s receivables total $3,789. Of this amount, the aging schedule shows that the

company will not collect $64 (lower right corner).

Accounts Receivable

3,789

Allowance for
Uncollectible Accounts

29

Over 90

Days

$     89

�    20%

$     18

E X H I B I T  5 - 2 Aging the Accounts Receivable of PepsiCo.

Age of Account

(Dollar amounts in millions)

Customer

Taco Bell

Pizza Hut

Totals ..............................................

Estimated percent

uncollectible ................................

Allowance for Uncollectible

Accounts balance should be ........ 

1-30

Days

$3,300

�      1%

$     33

31-60

Days

$   300

�      2%

$       6

61-90

Days

$   100 $     89

�      7% �    20%

$       7 $     18

Total

Balance

$3,789

$     64+ + + =

Over

90 Days

The aging method will bring the balance of the allowance account ($29) to the

needed amount as determined by the aging schedule ($64). The lower right corner of
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Accounting for Uncollectible Receivables � 275

the aging schedule gives the needed balance in the allowance account. To update the

allowance, PepsiCo would make this adjusting entry at year end:

The expense decreases PepsiCo’s assets, as shown by the accounting equation.

Now the balance sheet can report the amount that PepsiCo actually expects to collect

from customers: $3,725 ($3,789 – $64). This is the net realizable value of PepsiCo’s

accounts receivable.

=

=

+ −Assets

− 35 0

Liabilities
Stockholders’

Equity Expenses

− 35

 

35

35

2006

Dec. 31

Recorded expense for the year.

Uncollectible-Account Expense

 Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts

 ($64 − $29)

Accounts Receivable

Adj.

End. Bal.

3,789

Uncollectible-Account
Expense

35

Allowance for
Uncollectible Accounts

29

35

64

Net accounts receivable, $3,725

Writing Off Uncollectible Accounts. Assume that at the beginning of 2007 a

division of PepsiCo had these accounts receivable (amounts in thousands):

Accounts Receivable—
Fiesta

9

Accounts Receivable—
Other

Total Accounts Receivable = $100

Accounts Receivable, Net = $80

Allowance = $20

88

Accounts Receivable—
Stop-N-Shop

3

Allowance for
Uncollectible Accounts

20
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276 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

Suppose that early in 2007, PepsiCo’s credit department determines that PepsiCo

cannot collect from customers Fiesta and Stop–N–Shop. PepsiCo then writes off the

receivables from these 2 customers with the following entry:

After the write-off, PepsiCo’s accounts show these amounts:

The accounting equation shows that the write-off of uncollectibles has no effect on

PepsiCo’s total assets. Accounts Receivable, Net is still $80. There is no effect on net

income either. Why is there no effect on net income? Net income is unaffected

because the write-off of uncollectibles affects no expense account.

Combining the Percent-of-Sales and the Aging Methods. Most companies

use the percent-of-sales and aging-of-accounts methods together, as follows:

� For interim statements (monthly or quarterly), companies use the percent-of-

sales method because it is easier to apply. The percent-of-sales method focuses

on the uncollectible-account expense, but that is not enough.
� At the end of the year, companies use the aging method to ensure that Accounts

Receivable is reported at net realizable value on the balance sheet. The aging

method focuses on the amount of the receivables that is uncollectible.
� Using the two methods together provides good measures of both the expense

and the asset. Exhibit 5-3 compares the two methods.

=

=

Assets

+ 12

− 12
0

Liabilities +

+

Stockholders’
Equity

0

Accounts Receivable—
Fiesta

9 9 3

Accounts Receivable—
Other

Total Accounts Receivable = $88

Accounts Receivable, Net = $80

Allowance = $8

88

Accounts Receivable—
Stop-N-Shop

3

Allowance for
Uncollectible Accounts

20

8

12

 

9

3

12

2007

Jan. 31

Wrote off uncollectible receivables.

Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts

 Accounts Receivable—Fiesta

 Accounts Receivable—Stop-N-Shop
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Comparing the Percent-of-Sales and Aging 
Methods for Estimating Uncollectibles

E X H I B I T  5 - 3

Percent-of-Sales

THE ALLOWANCE METHOD: TWO APPROACHES

BY

The Amount of
UNCOLLECTIBLE-ACCOUNT EXPENSE

The Amount of
UNCOLLECTIBLE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Adjusts Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts Adjusts Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts

TO

Aging-of-Receivables

Direct Write-Off Method

There is another, less preferable, way to account for uncollectible receivables. Under

the direct write-off method, the company waits until a specific customer’s receivable

proves uncollectible. Then the accountant writes off the customer’s account and

records Uncollectible-Account Expense, as follows (using assumed data):

 

9

3

12

2007

Jan. 2

Wrote off bad accounts by direct write-off method.

Uncollectible-Account Expense

 Accounts Receivable—Fiesta

 Accounts Receivable—Stop-N-Shop

 

The direct write-off method is defective for 2 reasons:

1. The direct write-off method uses no allowance for uncollectibles. As a result,

receivables are always reported at their full amount, which is more than the

business expects to collect. Assets on the balance sheet are overstated.

2. The direct write-off method causes a poor matching of uncollectible-account

expense against revenue. In this example, PepsiCo made the sales to Fiesta and

Stop–N–Shop in 2006 and should have recorded the uncollectible-account

expense during 2006, not in 2007 when it wrote off the accounts.

Because of these deficiencies, PepsiCo and virtually all other large companies

use the allowance method. The direct write-off method is acceptable only

when uncollectibles are so low that there would be no allowance for uncollectible

accounts.

Computing Cash Collections from Customers

A company earns revenue and then collects the cash from customers. For PepsiCo

and most other companies, there is a time lag between earning the revenue and 

collecting the cash. Collections from customers are the single most important source

of cash for any business. You can compute a company’s collections from customers byIS
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278 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

Suppose you know all these amounts expect collections from customers. You can

compute collections by solving for X in the T-account.1 Often write-offs are unknown

and must be omitted. Then the computation of collections becomes an approximation.

NOTES RECEIVABLE

As stated earlier, notes receivable are more formal than accounts receivable. Notes

receivable due within 1 year or less are current assets. Notes due beyond 1 year are

long-term receivables and are reported as long-term assets. Some notes receivable are

collected in installments. The portion due within 1 year is a current asset and the

remainder is long term. PepsiCo may hold a $20,000 note receivable from a cus-

tomer, but only the $6,000 the customer must pay within 1 year is a current asset of

PepsiCo.

Before launching into the accounting for notes receivable, let’s define some

key terms:

Creditor. The party to whom money is owed. The creditor is also called the
lender.

Debtor. The party that borrowed and owes money on the note. The debtor is
also called the maker of the note or the borrower.

Interest. Interest is the cost of borrowing money. The interest is stated in an
annual percentage rate.

Maturity date. The date on which the debtor must pay the note.

Maturity value. The sum of principal and interest on the note.

Principal. The amount of money borrowed by the debtor.

Term. The length of time from when the note was signed by the debtor to
when the debtor must pay the note.

Beg. balance (left over from last period)

End. balance (carries over to next period)

Write-offs of uncollectibles
Sales (or service) revenue Collections from customers

Accounts Receivable

200
1,800* X = 1,500†

 

1,800

1,800Accounts Receivable

 Sales (or Service) Revenue

*The journal entry that places revenue into the receivable account is

 

100

100Allowance for Uncollectibles

 Accounts Receivable

**The journal entry for write-offs is

 

1,500

1,500Cash

 Accounts Receivable

†The journal entry that places collections into the receivable account is

400

100**

analyzing its Accounts Receivable account. Receivables typically hold only 5 items, as

follows (amounts assumed):

1An equation may help you solve for X. The equation is $200 + $1,800 – X – $100 = $400. X = $1,500.

OBJECTIVE

4Account for notes
receivable
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There are 2 parties to a note:

� The creditor has a note receivable. � The debtor has a note payable.

Exhibit 5-4 is a typical promissory note.

A Promissory NoteE X H I B I T  5 - 4

Amount           Date

For value received, I promise to pay to the order of

Dollars

on
plus interest at the annual rate of 9 percent

Maker (Debtor)

Principal

Principal

Interest period
starts

Payee (Creditor)

Interest period
ends on the
maturity date

Interest rate

PROMISSORY NOTE

The principal amount of the note ($1,000) is the amount borrowed by the

debtor, lent by the creditor. This 6-month note receivable runs from August 31,

20X8, to February 28, 20X9, when Lauren Holland (the maker) promises to pay

Continental Bank (the creditor) the principal of $1,000 plus 9% interest. Interest is

revenue to the creditor (Continental Bank, in this case).

Accounting for Notes Receivable

Consider the promissory note in Exhibit 5-4. After Lauren Holland signs the note,

Continental Bank gives her $1,000 cash. The bank’s entries follow, assuming a

December 31 year end for Continental Bank:

The bank gave one asset, cash, in return for another asset, a note receivable, so

total assets did not change.

 

1,000

1,000

20X8

Aug. 31

Made a loan.

Note Receivable—L. Holland

 Cash

Note Receivable—
L. Holland

1,000
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280 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

Continental Bank earns interest revenue during September, October, November,

and December. At December 31, the bank accrues 9% interest revenue for 4 months as

follows:

The bank’s assets and revenues increase.

Continental Bank reports these amounts in its financial statements at December 31,

20X8:

The bank collects the note on February 28, 20X9, and records

This entry zeroes out Note Receivable and Interest Receivable and also records the

interest revenue earned in 20X9.

In its 20X9 financial statements the only item that Continental Bank will report

is the interest revenue of $15 that was earned in 20X9. There’s no note receivable or

interest receivable on the balance sheet because those items were zeroed out when

the bank collected the note at maturity.

Note Receivable—
L. Holland

1,000 1,000

 

1,000

30

15

1,045

20X9

Feb. 28

Collected note at maturity.

Cash

 Note Receivable—L.Holland

 Interest Receivable

 Interest Revenue ($1,000 × .09 × 2/12)

Balance sheet

Current assets:

Note receivable ...................

Interest receivable................

$1,000

30

Interest revenue ................... $     30

Income statement

 

30

30

20X8

Dec. 31

Accrued interest revenue.

Interest Receivable ($1,000 × .09 × 4/12)

 Interest Revenue
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Two aspects of the interest computation deserve mention:

1. Interest rates are always for an annual period, unless stated otherwise. In this

example, the annual interest rate is 9%. At December 31, 20X8, Continental

Bank accrues interest revenue for 4 months. The interest computation is

2. The time element (4/12) is the fraction of the year that the note has been in

force during 20X8.

3. Interest is often completed for a number of days. For example, suppose you

loaned out $10,000 on April 10. The note receivable runs for 90 days and

specifies interest at 8%.

a. Interest starts accruing on April 11 and runs for 90 days, ending on the due

date, July 9, as follows:

b. The interest computation is

$10,000 � .08 � 90/365 = $197

Some companies sell goods and services on notes receivable (versus selling on

accounts receivable). This often occurs when the payment term extends beyond the

customary accounts receivable period of 30 to 60 days.

Suppose that on March 20, 20X9, PepsiCo sells a large amount of food to 

Wal-Mart. PepsiCo gets Wal-Mart’s 3-month promissory note plus 10% annual inter-

est. At the outset, PepsiCo would debit Notes Receivable and credit Sales Revenue.

A company may also accept a note receivable from a trade customer whose

account receivable is past due. The company then debits Note Receivable and credits

Accounts Receivable. We would say the company “received a note receivable on

account.” Now let’s examine some strategies to speed up cash flow.

How to Speed Up Cash Flow

All companies want speedy cash receipts. Rapid cash flow finances new products,

research, and development. Thus, companies such as PepsiCo find ways to collect

cash quickly. Two common strategies generate cash quickly.

Number of Days
That Interest AccruesMonth

April

May

June

July

Total

20

31

30

9

90

�

�

�

�

=

=

Principal

$1,000

Amount of Interest

$30

Time

4/12

Interest Rate

.09
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282 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

Credit Card or Bankcard Sales. The merchant sells merchandise and lets the

customer pay with a credit card, such as Discover or American Express, or with a

bankcard, such as VISA or MasterCard. This strategy may dramatically increase sales,

but the added revenue comes at a cost. Let’s see how credit cards and bankcards work

from the seller’s perspective.

Suppose Dell, Inc., sells computers for $5,000, and the customer pays with a

VISA card. Dell records the sale as follows:

Dell enters the transaction in the credit-card machine. The machine, linked to  a

VISA server, automatically credits Dell’s account for a discounted portion, say

$4,900, of the $5,000 sale amount. Two percent ($100) goes to VISA. To Dell, the

credit-card discount expense is an operating expense similar to interest expense.

Selling (Factoring) Receivables. PepsiCo makes some large sales to grocery

chains on account, debiting Accounts Receivable and crediting Sales Revenue.

PepsiCo can then sell these accounts receivable to another business, called a factor.

The factor earns revenue by paying a discounted price for the receivable and then

hopefully collecting the full amount from the customer. The benefit to PepsiCo is the

immediate receipt of cash.

To illustrate selling, or factoring, accounts receivable, suppose PepsiCo wishes to

speed up cash flow and therefore sells $100,000 of accounts receivables, receiving

cash of $95,000. PepsiCo would record the sale of the receivables as follows:

Again, Financing Expense is an operating expense, with the same effect as a loss.

Some companies may debit a Loss account. Discounting a note receivable is similar to

selling an account receivable. However, the credit is to Notes Receivable (instead of

Accounts Receivable).

USING TWO KEY RATIOS TO MAKE DECISIONS

Investors and creditors use ratios to evaluate the financial health of a company.

We introduced the current ratio in Chapter 3. Other ratios, including the quick (or

acid-test) ratio and the number of days’ sales in receivables, help investors measure

liquidity.

 

100,000

95,000

5,000

Sold accounts receivable.

Cash

Financing Expense

 Accounting Receivable

=

=

+

+

−+Assets

+ 4,900 0

Liabilities
Stockholders’

Equity Revenues

+ 5,000

Expenses

− 100

 

5,000

4,900

100

Recorded bankcard sales.

Cash

Credit-Card Discount Expense

 Sales Revenue

OBJECTIVE

5 Use 2 new ratios to
evaluate a business
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Using Two Key Ratios to Make Decisions � 283

Acid-Test (or Quick) Ratio

The balance sheet lists assets in the order of relative liquidity:

1. Cash and cash equivalents

2. Short-term investments

3. Accounts (or notes) receivable

PepsiCo’s balance sheet in the chapter-opening story lists these accounts

in order.

Managers, stockholders, and creditors care about the liquidity of a company’s

assets. The current ratio measures ability to pay current liabilities with current assets.

A more stringent measure of ability to pay current liabilities is the acid-test (or 

quick) ratio:

The higher the acid-test ratio, the easier it is to pay current liabilities. PepsiCo’s

acid-test ratio of 0.95 means that PepsiCo has 95 cents of quick assets to pay each $1

of current liabilities. This ratio value is close to perfect. Traditionally, companies have

wanted an acid-test ratio of 1.0 to be safe. The ratio needs to be high enough for

safety, but not too high. After all, cash and the other liquid assets don’t earn very high

rates of return, as inventory and plant assets do.

What is an acceptable acid-test ratio? The answer depends on the industry. Auto

dealers can operate smoothly with an acid-test ratio of 0.20, roughly one-fourth of

PepsiCo’s ratio value. How can auto dealers survive with so low an acid-test ratio?

The auto manufacturers help finance their dealers’ inventory. Most dealers, therefore,

have a financial safety net. Companies without a big brother like Ford Motor

Company need a higher acid-test ratio.

Days’ Sales in Receivables

After a business makes a credit sale, the next step is collecting the receivable. Days’

sales in receivables, also called the collection period, tells a company how long it

takes to collect its average level of receivables. Shorter is better because cash is com-

ing in quickly. The longer the collection period, the less cash is available to pay bills

and expand.

Days’ sales in receivables can be computed in 2 logical steps. First, compute one

day’s sales (or total revenues). Then divide one day’s sales into average receivables for

the period. We show days’ sales in receivables for PepsiCo.

(Dollars in millions, taken from PepsiCo balance sheet)

Acid-test ratio =

Cash +

Short-term
investments

+

Net current 
receivables

Total current liabilities 
=

$1,651 + $1,171+ $3,725

$6,860

PepsiCo 2006

 = 0.95
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284 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

Net sales come from the income statement, and the receivables amounts are

taken from the balance sheet. Average receivables is the simple average of the begin-

ning and ending balance.

It takes PepsiCo 36 days to collect its average level of receivables. To evaluate

PepsiCo’s collection period of 36 days, we need to compare 36 days to the credit

terms that PepsiCo offers customers when the company makes a sale. Suppose

PepsiCo makes sales on net 30 terms, which means that customers should pay

PepsiCo within 30 days of the sale. PepsiCo’s collection period of 36 days is pretty

good in comparison to the ideal measure of 30 days. After all, some customers drag

out their payments. And, as we’ve seen, some customers don’t pay at all.

Companies watch their collection periods closely. Whenever collections slow

down, the business must find other sources of financing, such as borrowing or selling

receivables. During recessions, customers pay more slowly, and a longer collection

period may be unavoidable.2

REPORTING ON THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Receivables and short-term investments appear on the balance sheet as assets. We

saw these in PepsiCo’s balance sheet at the beginning of the chapter. We’ve also seen

how to report the related revenues, expenses, gains, and losses on the income state-

ment. Because receivable and investment transactions affect cash, their effects must

also be reported on the statement of cash flows.

Receivables bring in cash when the business collects from customers. These

transactions are reported as operating activities on the statement of cash flows because

they result from sales. Investment transactions show up as investing activities on the

statement of cash flows. Chapter 12 shows how companies report their cash flows on

the statement of cash flows. In that chapter we will see exactly how to report cash

flows related to receivables and investment transactions.

Days’ Sales in Receivables

(Dollars in millions, taken from PepsiCo’s financial statements)

PepsiCo

1.

One

day’s

sales

=

Net sales 

365 days

2.

Days’

sales in 

average

receivables

=

Average

receivables *

One day’s 

sales

$35,137

365 days 
= $96 per day

$3,493*

$96 per day
= 36 days

*Average
net

receivables
= =

Beginning net receivables + Ending net receivables 

2
=

$3,261 + $3,725

2
$3,493

2Another ratio, accounts receivable turnover, captures the same information as days’ sales in receivables.

Receivable turnover is computed as follows: Net sales ÷ Average net accounts receivable. During 2006,

PepsiCo had a receivable turnover rate of 10 times ($35,137/$3,493= 10). The authors prefer days’ sales in

receivables because days’ sales in receivable can be compared directly to the company’s credit sale terms.
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END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
Superior Technical Resources’ (STR’s) balance sheet at December 31, 20X2, reported:

STR uses both the percent-of-sales and the aging approaches to account for uncollectible
receivables.

� Required
1. How much of the December 31, 20X2, balance of accounts receivables did STR expect to

collect? Stated differently, what was the net realizable value of STR’s receivables?
2. Journalize, without explanations, 20X3 entries for STR:

a. Estimated doubtful-account expense of $40 million, based on the percent-of-sales
method, all during the year.

b. Write-offs of uncollectible accounts receivable totaling $58 million. Prepare a T-account
for Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and post to this account. Show its unadjusted
balance at December 31, 20X3.

c. December 31, 20X3, aging of receivables, which indicates that $47 million of the total
receivables of $409 million is uncollectible at year end. Post to Allowance for Doubtful
Accounts, and show its adjusted balance at December 31, 20X3.

3. Show how STR’s receivables and the related allowance will appear on the December 31,
20X3, balance sheet.

4. Show what STR’s income statement will report for the foregoing transactions.

Answers

� Requirement 1

� Requirement 2

40

40Doubtful-Account Expense

 Allowance for Doubtful Accounts

58

58Allowance for Doubtful Accounts

 Accounts Receivable

(In millions)

a.

b.

$330

(In millions)

Net realizable value of receivables ($382 − $52) ............

$382

(52)

(In millions)

Accounts receivable....................................

Allowance for doubtful accounts................

(continued)
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� Requirement 3

� Requirement 4

$53

(In millions)

Expenses: Doubtful-account expense for 20X3 ($40 + $13) 

$409

(47)

(In millions)

Accounts receivable....................................

Allowance for doubtful accounts................

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts

Dec. 31, 20X3 Unadj. bal.
20X3 Expense

Dec. 31, 20X3 Adj. bal.

34
13

47

13

13Doubtful-Account Expense ($47−$34)

 Allowance for Doubtful Accounts

20X3 Write-offs

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts

58
Dec. 31, 20X2
20X3 Expense

Unadjusted balance 
at Dec. 31, 20X3

52
40

34

c.

286 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 308.)
1. Harvey Penick Golf Academy held trading investments valued at $55,000 at

December 31, 2008. These investments cost Penick $50,000. What is the appropriate
amount for Penick to report for these investments on the December 31, 2008, balance sheet?
a. $50,000 c. $5,000 gain
b. $55,000 d. Cannot be determined from the data given

2. Return to Harvey Penick Golf Academy in question 1. What should appear on the Penick
income statement for the year ended December 31, 2008, for the trading investments?
a. $50,000 c. $5,000 unrealized gain
b. $55,000 d. Cannot be determined from the data given

REVIEW RECEIVABLES AND INVESTMENTS
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Use the following information to answer questions 3–7.

Neal Company had the following information relating to credit sales in 20X3:

3. Uncollectible accounts are determined by the percent-of-sales method to be 2% of credit
sales. How much is uncollectible-account expense for 20X3?
a. $750 c. $750
b. $1,000 d. $10

4. Using the percent-of-sales method, what is the adjusted balance in the Allowance
account at year end 20X3?
a. $750 c. $1,750
b. $760 d. $1,510

5. If uncollectible accounts are determined by the aging-of-receivables method to be
$1,140, the uncollectible account expense for 20X3 would be:
a. $390 c. $760
b. $750 d. $1,140

6. Using the aging-of-receivables method, the balance of the Allowance account after the
adjusting entry would be:
a. $390 c. $760
b. $750 d. $1,140

7. Assuming the aging-of-receivables method is used, the net realizable value of accounts
receivable on the 12/31/X3 balance sheet would be:
a. $6,110 c. $7,250
b. $6,860 d. $8,000

8. Accounts Receivable has a debit balance of $2,300, and the Allowance for Uncollectible
Accounts has a credit balance of $200. An $80 account receivable is written off. What is
the amount of net receivables (net realizable value) after the write-off?
a. $2,020 c. $2,180
b. $2,100 d. $2,220

9. Ridgewood Corporation began 20X1 with Accounts Receivable of $500,000. Sales for the
year totaled $2,000,000. Ridgewood ended the year with accounts receivable of
$600,000. Ridgewood’s bad-debt losses are minimal. How much cash did Ridgewood
collect from customers in 20X1?
a. $1,900,000 c. $2,000,000
b. $1,940,000 d. $2,600,000

10. Saturn Company received a 2-month, 8%, $1,500 note receivable on December 1. The
adjusting entry on December 31 will:
a. debit Interest Receivable $10
b. credit Interest Revenue $10
c. Both a and b
d. credit Interest Revenue $120

11. What is the maturity value of a $30,000, 10%, 6-month note?
a. $25,000 c. $31,500
b. $30,000 d. $33,000

12. If the adjusting entry to accrue interest on a note receivable is omitted, then:
a. assets, net income, and stockholders’ equity are overstated.
b. assets, net income, and stockholders’ equity are understated.
c. liabilities are understated, net income is overstated, and stockholders’ equity is

overstated.
d. assets are overstated, net income is understated, and stockholders’ equity is

understated.

Accounts receivable12/31/X3...................................................................
Allowance for uncollectible accounts 12/31/X3 (before adjustment) ........
Credit sales during 20X3..........................................................................
Cash sales during 20X3............................................................................
Collections from customers on account during 20X3...............................

$  8,000
750

38,000
12,000
41,000
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288 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

13. Net sales total $730,000. Beginning and ending accounts receivable are $62,000 and
$58,000, respectively. Calculate days’ sales in receivables.
a. 32 days c. 43 days
b. 23 days d. 30 days

14. From the following list of accounts, calculate the quick ratio.

a. 2.1 c. 1.0
b. 1.3 d. 1.4

Cash.......................................

Accounts receivable................

Inventory................................

Prepaid insurance ...................

$  3,000

6,000

10,000

2,000

Accounts payable ........................

Salary payable .............................

Notes payable (due in 2 years) ....

Short-term investments................

$  8,000

3,000

8,000

2,000

acid-test ratio (p. 284) Ratio of the sum of cash plus short-
term investments plus net current receivables to total cur-
rent liabilities. Tells whether the entity can pay all its current
liabilities if they come due immediately. Also called the quick
ratio. 

accounts receivable turnover (p. 284) Net sales divided by
average net accounts receivable.

aging-of-accounts receivable (p. 271) A way to estimate
bad debts by analyzing individual accounts receivable
according to the length of time they have been receivable
from the customer.  

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts (p. 271) Another name
for Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts.

Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts (p. 271) A contra
account, related to accounts receivable, that holds the esti-
mated amount of collection losses. Another name for
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts. 

allowance method (p. 271) A method of recording collec-
tion losses based on estimates of how much money the busi-
ness will not collect from its customers. 

bad-debt expense (p. 271) Another name for uncollectible-
account expense.

creditor (p. 278) The party to whom money is owed. 

days’ sales in receivables (p. 283) Ratio of average net
accounts receivable to one day’s sales. Indicates how many
days’ sales remain in Accounts Receivable awaiting collec-
tion. Also called the collection period. 

debtor (p. 278) The party who owes money. 

direct write-off method (p. 277) A method of accounting
for bad debts in which the company waits until a customer’s
account receivable proves uncollectible and then debits
Uncollectible-Account Expense and credits the customer’s
Account Receivable. 

doubtful-account expense (p. 271) Another name for
uncollectible-account expense.

interest (p. 278) The borrower’s cost of renting money from
a lender. Interest is revenue for the lender and expense for
the borrower. 

marketable securities (p. 262) Another name for short-term
investments.

maturity (p. 278) The date on which a debt instrument
must be paid. 

percent-of-sales method (p. 273) Computes uncollectible-
account expense as a percentage of net sales. Also called the
income statement approach because it focuses on the
amount of expense to be reported on the income statement.   

principal (p. 278) The amount borrowed by a debtor and
lent by a creditor. 

quick ratio (p. 284) Another name for acid-test ratio.

receivables (p. 268) Monetary claims against a business or
an individual, acquired mainly by selling goods or services
and by lending money. 

short-term investments (p. 262) Investments that a
company plans to hold for one year or less. Also called
marketable securities.

Accounting Vocabulary
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term (p. 278) The length of time from inception to maturity. 

trading investments (p. 263) Stock investments that are to
be sold in the near future with the intent of generating prof-
its on the sale. 

uncollectible-account expense (p. 271) Cost to the seller
of extending credit. Arises from the failure to collect from
credit customers. Also called doubtful-account expense or
bad-debt expense.  

Short Exercises

S5-1 (Learning Objective 1: Reporting trading investments) Answer these questions about
investments. (p. 263)

1. Why is a trading investment always a current asset? Explain.

2. What is the amount to report on the balance sheet for a trading investment?

S5-2 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for a trading investment) Bannister Corp. holds
short-term trading investments. On November 16, Bannister paid $80,000 for a short-term
trading investment in Intel stock. At December 31, the market value of Intel stock is
$84,000. For this situation, show everything that Bannister would report on its December 31
balance sheet and on its income statement for the year ended December 31. (p. 263)

S5-3 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for a trading investment) Beckham Investments
paid $104,000 for a short-term trading investment in IBM stock.

1. Suppose the IBM stock decreased in value to $98,000 at December 31. Make the Beckham
journal entry to adjust the Short-Term Investment account to market value. (p. 264)

2. Show how Beckham would report the short-term investment on its balance sheet and the
unrealized gain or loss on its income statement. (p. 264)

S5-4 (Learning Objective 2: Internal control over the collection of receivables) Don Roose
keeps the Accounts Receivable T-account of Zachary & Polk, a partnership. What duty will a
good internal control system withhold from Roose? Why? (p. 269)

Short Exercises S5-5 through S5-7 should be used together.

S5-5 (Learning Objective 3: Applying the allowance method (percent-of-sales) to account
for uncollectibles) During its first year of operations, Scottish Products, Inc., had sales of
$900,000, all on account. Industry experience suggests that Scottish Products’ uncollectibles
will amount to 2% of  credit sales. At December 31, 20X4, Scottish Products’ accounts receiv-
able total $80,000. The company uses the allowance method to account for uncollectibles.

1. Make Scottish Products’ journal entry for uncollectible-account expense using the 
percent-of-sales method. (p. 273)

2. Show how Scottish Products should report accounts receivable on its balance sheet at
December 31, 20X4. Follow the reporting format illustrated in the middle of page 272.

S5-6 (Learning Objective 3: Applying the allowance method (percent-of-sales) to account
for uncollectibles) This exercise continues the situation of Short Exercise S5-5, in which
Scottish Products ended the year 20X4 with accounts receivable of $80,000 and an allowance
for uncollectible accounts of $18,000. During 20X5, Scottish Products completed the follow-
ing transactions:

1. Credit sales, $1,000,000 (p. 271) 3. Write-offs of uncollectibles, $16,000 (p. 275)

2. Collections on account, $880,000. 4. Uncollectible-account expense, 1.5% of credit
(p. 271) sales (p. 273)

Journalize the 20X5 transactions for Scottish Products. Explanations are not required.

ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS
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290 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

S5-7 (Learning Objective 3: Applying the allowance method (percent-of-sales) to account
for uncollectibles) Use the solution to Short Exercise S5-6 to answer these questions about
Scottish Products, Inc., for 20X5.

1. Start with Accounts Receivable’s beginning balance ($80,000) and then post to the
Accounts Receivable T-account. How much do Scottish Products customers owe the
company at December 31, 20X5? (p. 278)

2. Start with the Allowance account’s beginning credit balance ($18,000) and then post to
the Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts T-account. How much of the receivables at
December 31, 20X5, does the company expect not to collect? (p. 275)

3. At December 31, 20X5, what is the net realizable value of the company’s accounts
receivable? (p. 271)

S5-8 (Learning Objective 3: Applying the allowance method (aging-of-accounts-receivable)
to account for uncollectibles) Gulig and Durham, a law firm, started 20X8 with accounts
receivable of $60,000 and an allowance for uncollectible accounts of $8,000. The 20X8 
service revenue on account was $400,000, and cash collections on account totaled $410,000.
During 20X8, Gulig & Durham wrote off uncollectible accounts receivable of $7,000. At
December 31, 20X8, the aging of accounts receivable indicated that Gulig & Durham will not
collect $10,000 of its accounts receivable.

Journalize Gulig & Durham’s (a) service revenue, (b) cash collections on account,
(c) write-offs of uncollectible receivables, and (d) uncollectible-account expense for the year.
Explanations are not required. Prepare a T-account for Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts
to show your computation of uncollectible-account expense for the year. (pp. 271–276)

S5-9 (Learning Objective 3: Applying the allowance method (aging-of-accounts-receivable)
to account for uncollectibles) Perform the following accounting for the receivables of Patillo,

Brown & Hill, an accounting firm, at December 31, 20X7.

1. Start with the beginning balances for these T-accounts:

• Accounts Receivable, $80,000 • Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts,
$9,000

Post the following 20X7 transactions to the T-accounts:

a. Service revenue of $700,000, all on account (p. 272)
b. Collections on account, $720,000 (p. 272)
c. Write-offs of uncollectible accounts, $7,000 (p. 271)
d. Uncollectible-account expense (allowance method), $8,000 (p. 271)

2. What are the ending balances of Accounts Receivable and Allowance for Uncollectible
Accounts? (p. 271)

3. Show how Patillo, Brown & Hill will report accounts receivable on its balance sheet at
December 31, 20X7. Follow the reporting format near the middle of page 272.

S5-10 (Learning Objective 4: Accounting for a note receivable) Synergy Bank loaned
$100,000 to David Mann on a 6-month, 8% note. Record the following for Synergy Bank: 
(p. 279)

a. Lending the money on March 6.
b. Collecting the principal and interest at maturity. Specify the date.

Explanations are not required.

S5-11 (Learning Objective 4: Computing note receivable amounts)

1. Compute the amount of interest during 20X7, 20X8, and 20X9 for the following note
receivable: On April 30, 20X7, Centennial Credit Union loaned $100,000 to Heather
Hutchison on a 2-year 9% note. (p. 279)

2. Which party has a (an)

a. Note receivable? (p. 278) c. Interest revenue? (p. 280)
b. Note payable? (Challenge) d. Interest expense? (Challenge)
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3. How much in total would Centennial Credit Union collect if Hutchison paid off the note
early—say, on October 30, 20X7? (p. 279)

S5-12 (Learning Objective 4: Accruing interest receivable and collecting a note receivable)
On May 31, 20X5, Nancy Thomas borrowed $6,000 from 1st Interstate Bank. Thomas signed
a note payable, promising to pay the bank principal plus interest on May 31, 20X6. The inter-
est rate on the note is 8%. The accounting year of 1st Interstate Bank ends on December 31,
20X5. Journalize 1st Interstate Bank’s (a) lending money on the note receivable at May 31,
20X5, (b) accrual of interest at December 31, 20X5, and (c) collection of principal and inter-
est at May 31, 20X6, the maturity date of the note. (p. 278)

S5-13 (Learning Objective 4: Reporting receivables amounts) Using your answers to Short
Exercise S5-12, show how the 1st Interstate Bank will report the following. (p. 280)

a. Whatever needs to be reported on the bank’s classified balance sheet at December 31,
20X5. Ignore cash.

b. Whatever needs to be reported on the bank’s income statement for the year ended
December 31, 20X5.

c. Whatever needs to be reported on the bank’s classified balance sheet at December 31,
20X6. Ignore Cash.

d. Whatever needs to be reported on the bank’s income statement for the year ended
December 31, 20X6.

S5-14 (Learning Objective 5: Evaluating the acid-test ratio and days’ sales in receivables)
Botany Clothiers reported the following amounts in its 20X6 financial statements. The 20X5
figures are given for comparison.

� Required

1. Compute Botany’s acid-test ratio at the end of 20X6. Round to 2 decimal places. How
does the acid-test ratio compare with the industry average of 0.95? (p. 284)

2. Compare Botany’s days’ sales in receivables measure for 20X6 with the company’s credit
terms of net 30 days. (p. 283)

S5-15 (Learning Objective 5: Reporting receivables and other accounts in the financial
statements) Victoria Medical Service reported the following selected items (amounts in
thousands):

20X6 20X5

Current assets:

Cash............................................ $    9,000

Short-term investments................ 11,000

Accounts receivable..................... $74,000

Less allowance for

uncollectibles.......................

$80,000

(7,000) (6,000) 68,000

Inventory..................................... 189,000

Prepaid insurance ........................ 2,000

Total current assets ..................... 279,000

Total current liabilities .................... 107,000

Net sales..........................................

$    9,000

15,000

73,000

188,000

2,000

287,000

101,000

803,000 732,000

Service revenue.................................... $8,613

Other assets......................................... 767

Property, plant, and equipment ........... 3,316

Operating expense............................... 1,620

Cash.................................................... 239

Notes payable (long-term)................... 719

Unearned revenues (current)................      $   207

Allowance for

doubtful accounts............................ 109

2,569

Accounts receivable.............................  817

Accounts payable ................................ 385

Other expenses....................................

(continued)
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292 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

1. Classify each item as (a) income statement or balance sheet and as (b) debit balance or
credit balance. (p. 70)

2. How much net income (or net loss) did Victoria earn for the year? (pp. 284)

3. Compute Victoria’s current ratio. Round to 2 decimal places. (p. 284).

Exercises

E5-16 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for a trading investment) Merrill Lynch, the
investment banking company, often has extra cash to invest. Suppose Merrill Lynch buys
1,000 shares of Microsoft Corporation stock at $55 per share. Assume Merrill Lynch
expects to hold the Microsoft stock for 1 month and then sell it. The purchase occurs on
December 15, 20X4. At December 31, the market price of a share of Microsoft stock is
$63 per share.

� Required

1. What type of investment is this to Merrill Lynch? Give the reason for your answer. (p. 263)

2. Record Merrill Lynch’s purchase of the Microsoft stock on December 15 and the adjust-
ment to market value on December 31. (p. 263)

3. Show how Merrill Lynch would report this investment on its balance sheet at December
31 and any gain or loss on its income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X4.
(p. 264)

E5-17 (Learning Objective 1: Reporting a trading investment) On November 16, Edward
Jones Co. paid $98,000 for trading investment in the stock of Yahoo.com. On December 12,
Edward Jones received a $500 cash dividend from Yahoo. It is now December 31, and the mar-
ket value of the Yahoo stock is $91,000. For this investment, show what Edward Jones should
report in its income statement and balance sheet. (p. 264)

E5-18 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for a trading investment) PepsiCo reports
short-term investments on its balance sheet. Suppose a division of PepsiCo completed the fol-
lowing short-term investment transactions during 20X8:

� Required

1. Prepare T-accounts for Cash; Short-Term Investment; Dividend Revenue; Unrealized
Loss on Investment or Unrealized Gain on Investment; and Gain on Sale of Investment.
Show the effects of PepsiCo’s investment transactions. Start with a cash balance of
$55,000; all the other accounts start at zero. (p. 263)

E5-19 (Learning Objective 2: Controlling cash receipts from customers) As a recent college
graduate, you land your first job in the customer collections department of Backroads
Publishing. Shawn Dugan, the manager, asked you to propose a system to ensure that cash
received from customers by mail is handled properly. Draft a short memorandum to explain
the essential element in your proposed plan. State why this element is important. Refer to
Chapter 4 if necessary. (p. 269)

20X8

Nov. 6 Purchased 1,000 shares of Starbucks stock for $35,000. PepsiCo

plans to sell the stock at a profit in the near future.

27 Received a cash dividend of $0.85 per share on the

Starbucks stock.

Dec. 31 Adjusted the investment in Starbucks stock. Current market 

value is $33,000. PepsiCo still plans to sell the stock in

early 20X9.

20X9

Jan. 11 Sold the Starbucks stock for $36,000. 
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E5-20 (Learning Objective 3: Reporting bad debts by the allowance method) At December
31, 20X8, Delaware Valley Nissan has an accounts receivable balance of $101,000. Allowance
for Doubtful Accounts has a credit balance of $2,000 before the year-end adjustment. Service
revenue for 20X8 was $800,000. Delaware Valley estimates that doubtful-account expense for
the year is 1% of sales. Make the December 31 entry to record doubtful-account expense.
Show how the accounts receivable and the allowance for doubtful accounts are reported on
the balance sheet. Use the reporting format of PepsiCo on page 262.

E5-21 (Learning Objective 3: Using the allowance method for bad debts) On September 30,
Google Party Planners had a $40,000 balance in Accounts Receivable and a $3,000 credit
balance in Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts. During October, Google made credit sales
of $100,000. October collections on account were $94,000, and write-offs of uncollectible
receivables totaled $1,700. Uncollectible-account expense is estimated as 2% of revenue.

� Required

1. Journalize sales, collections, write-offs of uncollectibles, and uncollectible-account
expense by the allowance method during October. Explanations are not required. 
(pp. 271–278)

2. Show the ending balances in Accounts Receivable, Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts,
and Net Accounts Receivable at October 31. How much does Google expect to collect?
(p. 275)

3. Show how Google will report Accounts Receivable on its October 31 balance sheet. Use
the PepsiCo format on page 262.

E5-22 (Learning Objective 3: Using the direct write-off method for bad debts) Refer to
Exercise E5-21.

� Required

1. Record uncollectible-account expense for October by the direct write-off method. 
(p. 277)

2. What amount of accounts receivable would Google Party Planners report on its 
October 31 balance sheet under the direct write-off method? Does Google expect to 
collect the full amount? (p. 277)

E5-23 (Learning Objective 3: Using the aging approach to estimate bad debts) At
December 31, 20X7, before any year-end adjustments, the accounts receivable balance of
Sunset Hills Clinic is $235,000. The allowance for doubtful accounts has a $7,400 credit bal-
ance. Sunset Hills prepares the following aging schedule for accounts receivable:

Age of Accounts

Total Balance 1–30 Days 31–60 Days 61–90 days Over 90 Days

$235,000 $110,000 $60,000 $50,000 $15,000

Estimated uncollectible 0.5% 1.0% 6.0%   40%

� Required

1. Based on the aging of accounts receivable, is the unadjusted balance of the allowance
account adequate? Too high? Too low? (p. 275)

2. Make the entry required by the aging schedule. Prepare a T-account for the allowance. 
(p. 275)

3. Show how Sunset Hills Clinic will report Accounts Receivable on its December 31 bal-
ance sheet. Include the 2 accounts that come before receivables on the balance sheet,
using assumed amounts. (pp. 274, 271)

� spreadsheet
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E5-24 (Learning Objective 3: Measuring and accounting for uncollectibles) University
Travel experienced the following revenue and accounts receivable write-offs.

University Travel estimates that 2% of revenues will become uncollectible.

Journalize service revenue (all on account), bad-debt expense, and write-offs during March.
Include explanations. (pp. 271–277)

E5-25 (Learning Objective 4: Recording notes receivable and accruing interest revenue)
Record the following note receivable transactions in the journal of Town & Country Realty.
How much interest revenue did Town & Country earn this year? Use a 365-day year for inter-
est computations, and round interest amounts to the nearest dollar.

E5-26 (Learning Objective 4: Reporting the effects of note receivable transactions on the
balance sheet and income statement) Mattson Loan Company completed these transactions:

Show what Mattson would report for these transactions on its 20X8 and 20X9 balance
sheets and income statements. Mattson’s accounting year ends on December 31. (p. 280)

E5-27 (Learning Objective 3, 4: Practical questions about receivables) Answer these ques-
tions about receivables and uncollectibles. For the true-false questions, explain any answers
that turn out to be false.

1. True or false? Credit sales increase receivables. Collections and write-offs decrease
receivables. (p. 277)

2. Which receivables figure, the total amount that customers owe the company, or the net
amount the company expects to collect, is more interesting to investors as they consider
buying the company’s stock? Give your reason. (Challenge)

3. Show how to determine net accounts receivable. (p. 271)

20X8

Apr. 1 Loaned $20,000 to Charlene Baker on a 1-year, 8% note.

Dec. 31 Accrued interest revenue on the Baker note.

20X9

Apr. 1 Collected the maturity value of the note from Baker

(principal plus interest).

Nov. 1 Loaned $50,000 cash to Springfield Co. on a 1-year, 9% note.

Dec.  3 Performed service for Joplin Corporation, receiving a 90-day,

12% note for $10,000.

16

Afton, Inc.

31 Accrued interest revenue for the year.

Received a $2,000, 6-month, 12% note on account from

Accounts Receivable Write-Offs in Month

TMonth

January

February

March

Service
Revenue

$ 6,800

7,000

7,500

$21,300

January

$53

$53

February

105

$191

March

115

$148

otal

$139

138

115

$392

$  33

$  86

� general ledger
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4. True or false? The direct write-off method of accounting for uncollectibles understates
assets. (p. 277)

5. Ohio Bank lent $100,000 to Cincinnati Company on a 6-month, 6% note. Which party
has interest receivable? Which party has interest payable? Interest expense? Interest rev-
enue? How much interest will these organizations record 1 month after Cincinnati
Company signs the note? (p. 279)

6. When Ohio Bank accrues interest on the Cincinnati Company note, show the directional
effects on the bank’s assets, liabilities, and equity (increase, decrease, or no effect). (p. 279) 

E5-28 (Learning Objective 5: Using the acid-test ratio and days’ sales in receivables to
evaluate a company) Bullock & Masters, Inc., reported the following items at December
31, 20X6 (amounts in millions):

Compute Bullock & Masters’ (a) acid-test ratio and (b) days’ sales in average receivables for
20X6. Evaluate each ratio value as strong or weak. Bullock & Masters sells on terms of net
30 days. (pp. 283, 284)

E5-29 (Learning Objective 5: Analyzing a company’s financial statements) Best Buy Co.,

Inc., the electronics and appliance chain, reported these figures in millions of dollars:

� Required

1. Compute Best Buy’s average collection period during 2006. (p. 283)

2. Is Best Buy’s collection period long or short? Hewlett Packard takes 41 days to collect
its average level of receivables. FedEx, the overnight shipper, takes 38 days. What causes
Best Buy’s collection period to be so different? (Challenge)

Net sales..........................................

Receivables at end of year ...............

2006

$30,848

506

2005

$27,433

375

Balance Sheets (Summarized)

20X520X6

Current assets:

 Cash

 Marketable securities

 Accounts receivable, net

 Inventories

 Other current assets

Long-term assets

Total assets

Income Statement (partial):

 Sales revenue

$137

30

37

29

19

137

$389

20X6

$450

$136

83

42

44

59

217

$581

Year End

Current liabilities:

 Accounts payable

 Other current liabilities

Long-term liabilities

Stockholders’ equity

Total liabilities and equity

$  48

158

11

172

$389

$  48

277

10

246

$581

20X520X6

Year End
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Challenge Exercises

E5-30 (Learning Objective 2: Determining whether to sell on bankcards) Ripley Shirt
Company sells on credit and manages its own receivables. Average experience for the past 
3 years has been as follows:

John Ripley, the owner, is considering whether to accept bankcards (VISA, MasterCard).
Ripley expects total sales to increase by 10% but cash sales to remain unchanged. If Ripley
switches to bankcards, the business can save $8,000 on other expenses, but VISA and
MasterCard charge 2% on bankcard sales. Ripley figures that the increase in sales will be due
to the increased volume of bankcard sales.

� Required

Should Ripley Shirt Company start selling on bankcards? Show the computations of net
income under the present plan and under the bankcard plan. (Challenge)

E5-31 (Learning Objective 3: Reconstructing receivables and bad-debt amounts)
PepsiCo Inc. reported net receivables of $3,725 million and $3,261 million at December 31,
2006, and 2005, after subtracting allowances of $64 million and $75 million at these respec-
tive dates. PepsiCo earned total revenue of $35,137 million (all on account) and recorded
doubtful-account expense of $10 million for the year ended December 31, 2006. (All
amounts are adapted from PepsiCo financial statements.)

� Required

Use this information to measure the following amounts for the year ended December 31,
2006. (p. 277)
a. Write-offs of uncollectible receivables. b. Collections from customers.

Quiz
Test your understanding of receivables by answering the following questions. Select the best choice
from among the possible answers given.

Q5-32 CitiBank, the nationwide banking company, owns lots of investments. Assume that
CitiBank paid $600,000 for trading investments on December 3. Two weeks later CitiBank
received a $45,000 cash dividend. At December 31, these trading investments were quoted at
a market price of $603,000. CitiBank’s December income statement should report (p. 264)
a. Dividend revenue of $45,000. c. Both a and b.
b. Unrealized loss of $3,000. d. None of the above.

Q5-33 Refer to the CitiBank data in Question Q5-32. At December 31, CitiBank’s balance
sheet should report (p. 264)
a. Dividend revenue of $45,000. c. Short-term investment of $603,000.
b. Unrealized gain of $3,000. d. Short-term investment of $600,000.

Q5-34 Under the allowance method for uncollectible receivables, the entry to record uncol-
lectible-account expense has what effect on the financial statements? (p. 273)
a. Increases expenses and increases owners’ equity.
b. Decreases assets and has no effect on net income.
c. Decreases owners’ equity and increases liabilities.
d. Decreases net income and decreases assets.

Sales ..................................................

Cost of goods sold.............................

Uncollectible-account expense...........

Other expenses..................................

Cash

$300,000

165,000

—

84,000

Credit

$300,000

165,000

10,000

84,000

Total

$600,000

330,000

10,000

168,000
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Q5-35 Snead Company uses the aging method to adjust the allowance for uncollectible
accounts at the end of the period. At December 31, 20X1, the balance of accounts receivable
is $210,000 and the allowance for uncollectible accounts has a credit balance of $3,000
(before adjustment). An analysis of accounts receivable produced the following age groups:

Based on past experience, Snead estimates that the percentage of accounts that will prove to be
uncollectible within the 3 age groups is 2%, 8%, and 20%, respectively. Based on these facts,
the adjusting entry for uncollectible accounts should be made in the amount of (p. 274)
a. $3,000. c. $9,000.
b. $6,000. d. $13,000.

Q5-36 Refer to Question Q5-35. The net receivables on the balance sheet is _____________.

Q5-37 Linus Company uses the percent-of-sales method to estimate uncollectibles. Net
credit sales for the current year amount to $100,000 and management estimates 2% will be
uncollectible. Allowance for doubtful accounts prior to adjustment has a credit balance of
$2,000. The amount of expense to report on the income statement will be: (p. 273)
a. $30,000 c. $28,000
b. $32,000 d. $2,000

Q5-38 Refer to Question Q5-37. The balance of Allowance for Doubtful Accounts, after
adjustment, will be: (p. 273)
a. $2,000 d. $12,000
b. $4,000 e. Cannot be determined from the
c. $6,000 information given

Q5-39 Draw a T-account to illustrate the information in Questions Q5-37 and Q5-38. Then
early the following year, Linus wrote off $3,000 of old receivables as uncollectible. The bal-
ance in the Allowance account is now ______________. (p. 275)

The next four questions use the following data:

On August 1, 20X7, Azores, Inc., sold equipment and accepted a 6-month, 9%, $10,000 note
receivable. Azores’ year-end is December 31.

Q5-40 How much interest revenue should Azores accrue on December 31, 20X7? (p. 280)
a. $225 c. $375
b. $450 d. some other amount ___________

Q5-41 If Azores, Inc., fails to make an adjusting entry for the accrued interest, (p. 280)
a. net income will be understated and liabilities will be overstated.
b. net income will be understated and assets will be understated.
c. net income will be overstated and liabilities will be understated.
d. net income will be overstated and assets will be overstated.

Q5-42 How much interest does Azores, Inc., expect to collect on the maturity date
(February 1, 20X8)? (p. 279)
a. $450 c. $75
b. $280 d. some other amount ___________

Current ...................................... $150,000

60 days past due......................... 50,000

Over 60 days past due................ 10,000

$210,000
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Q5-43 Which of the following accounts will Azores credit in the journal entry at maturity on
February 1, 20X8, assuming collection in full? (p. 279)
a. Interest Receivable c. Interest Payable
b. Note Payable d. Cash

Q5-44 Write the journal entry for Question Q5-43. (p. 279)

Q5-45 Which of the following is included in the calculation of the acid-test ratio? (p. 283)
a. cash and accounts receivable
b. prepaid expenses and cash
c. inventory and short-term investment
d. inventory and prepaid expenses

Q5-46 A company with net sales of $1,217,000, beginning net receivables of $90,000, and
ending net receivables of $110,000, has a days’ sales in accounts receivable of: (pp. 282–284)
a. 50 days c. 30 days
b. 55 days d. 33 days

Q5-47 The company in question Q5-46 sells on credit terms of “net 30 days.” Its days’ sales
in receivables is (p. 283)
a. Too high. c. About right.
b. Too low. d. Cannot be evaluated from the data given.

Problems

(Group A)

P5-48A (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for a trading investment) During the fourth
quarter of 20X6, Cablevision, Inc., generated excess cash, which the company invested in
securities, as follows:

� Required
1. Prepare T-accounts for: Cash, balance of $20,000; Short-Term Investment; Dividend

Revenue; Unrealized Gain on Investment (or Unrealized Loss on Investment). 
(pp. 263–265)

2. Journalize the foregoing transactions and post to the T-accounts.
3. Show how to report the short-term investment on the Cablevision balance sheet at

December 31.
4. Show how to report whatever should appear on Cablevision’s income statement.
5. Cablevision sold the trading investment for $8,000 on January 10, 20X7. Journalize

the sale.

P5-49A (Learning Objective 2: Controlling cash receipts from customers) Computer
Giant, Inc., makes all sales on account. Susan Phillips, accountant for the company, receives
and opens incoming mail. Company procedure requires Phillips to separate customer checks

Nov.   12 Purchased 1,000 shares of common stock as a trading investment,

paying $9 per share.

14 Received cash dividend of $0.32 per share on the trading investment.Dec.

31 Adjusted the trading investment to its market value of $7.50 per share

writing assignment � 

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
problems using MAL.
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from the remittance slips, which list the amounts that Phillips posts as credits to customer
accounts receivable. Phillips deposits the checks in the bank. At the end of each day she com-
putes the day’s total amount posted to customer accounts and matches this total to the bank
deposit slip. This procedure ensures that all receipts are deposited in the bank.

� Required

As a consultant hired by Computer Giant, Inc., write a memo to management evaluating the
company’s internal controls over cash receipts from customers. If the system is effective, identify
its strong features. If the system has flaws, propose a way to strengthen the controls. (p. 269)

P5-50A (Learning Objective 3: Accounting for revenue, collections, and uncollectibles;
percent-of-sales method) This problem takes you through the accounting for sales, receiv-
ables, and uncollectibles for FedEx Corporation, the overnight shipper. By selling on
credit, FedEx cannot expect to collect 100% of its accounts receivable. At May 31, 20X6, and
20X5, respectively, FedEx reported the following on its balance sheet (adapted and in millions
of dollars):

During the year ended May 31, 20X6, FedEx earned service revenue and collected cash from
customers. Assume uncollectible-account expense for the year was 1% of service revenue and
that FedEx wrote off uncollectible receivables. At year end FedEx ended with the foregoing
May 31, 20X6, balances.

� Required
1. Prepare T-accounts for Accounts Receivable and Allowance for Uncollectibles and insert

the May 31, 20X5, balances as given. (pp. 271–274)
2. Journalize the following assumed transactions of FedEx, Inc., for the year ended May 31,

20X6 (explanations are not required).
a. Service revenue on account, $32,300 million.
b. Collections on account, $31,758 million.
c. Uncollectible-account expense, 1% of service revenue.
d. Write-offs of uncollectible accounts receivable, $304 million.

3. Post your entries to the Accounts Receivable and the Allowance for Uncollectibles 
T-accounts.

4. Compute the ending balances for the two T-accounts and compare your balances to the
actual May 31, 20X6, amounts. They should be the same.

5. Show what FedEx would report on its income statement for the year ended May 31, 20X6.

P5-51A (Learning Objective 3: Using the aging approach for uncollectibles) The
September 30, 20X7, records of First Data Communications include these accounts:

During the year, First Data estimates doubtful-account expense at 1% of credit sales. At year
end, the company ages its receivables and adjusts the balance in Allowance for Doubtful

Accounts Receivable.................................... $230,000

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts ............... (8,500)

May 31,

20X6 20X5

Accounts receivable.................................... $3,660 $3,422

Less: Allowance for uncollectibles ..............

Accounts receivable, net ............................. $3,516 $3,297

(125)(144)

� general ledger

(continued)
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Accounts to correspond to the aging schedule. During the last quarter of 20X7, the company
completed the following selected transactions:

20X7

Nov. 30 Wrote off as uncollectible the $1,100 account receivable from Rainbow

Carpets and the $600 account receivable from Show-N-Tell Antiques.

Dec. 31 Adjusted the Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and recorded

Doubtful-Account Expense at year end, based on the aging of

receivables, which follows.

� Required

1. Record the transactions in the journal. Explanations are not required. (pp. 271–275)
2. Prepare a T-account for Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and post to that account.
3. Show how First Data will report its accounts receivable on a comparative balance sheet

for 20X7 and 20X6. Use the reporting format on page 272. At December 31, 20X6, the
company’s Accounts Receivable balance was $212,000 and the Allowance for Doubtful
Accounts stood at $4,200.

P5-52A (Learning Objective 1, 3, 5: Short-term investments, uncollectibles, and the ratios)
Assume Deloitte & Touche, the accounting firm, advises Pappadeaux Seafood that 
Pappadeaux’s financial statements must be changed to conform to GAAP. At December 31,
20X7, Pappadeaux’s accounts include the following:

Deloitte & Touche advised Pappadeaux that

• Cash includes $20,000 that is deposited in a compensating balance account that is tied
up until 20X9.

• The market value of the short-term trading investments is $17,000. Pappadeaux 
purchased the investments a couple of weeks ago.

• Pappadeaux has been using the direct write-off method to account for uncollectible
receivables. During 20X7, Pappadeaux wrote off bad receivables of $7,000. Deloitte &
Touche determines that uncollectible-account expense should be 2.5% of sales revenue,
which totaled $600,000 in 20X7. The aging of Pappadeaux’s receivables at year end indi-
cated uncollectibles of $5,000.

• Pappadeaux reported net income of $92,000 in 20X7.

Cash.................................................................... $  51,000

Short-term trading investments, at cost ............... 19,000

Accounts receivable............................................. 37,000

Inventory............................................................. 61,000

Prepaid expenses ................................................. 14,000

Total current assets ......................................... $182,000

Accounts payable ................................................ $  62,000

Other current liabilities ....................................... 41,000

Total current liabilities .................................... $103,000

Age of Accounts

Total Balance 1–30 Days 31–60 Days 61–90 days Over 90 Days

$230,000 $150,000 $40,000 $14,000 $26,000

Estimated uncollectible 0.2% 0.5% 5.0% 30.0%
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� Required
1. Restate Pappadeaux’s current accounts to conform to GAAP. (Challenge)
2. Compute Pappadeaux’s current ratio and acid-test ratio both before and after your 

corrections. (pp. 266, 284)
3. Determine Pappadeaux’s correct net income for 20X7. (Challenge)

P5-53A (Learning Objective 4: Notes receivable and accrued interest revenue) Assume that
Kraft Foods, famous for cheese, Jell-O, and Planters nuts, completed the following selected
transactions.

� Required

1. Record the transactions in Kraft’s journal. Round interest amounts to the nearest dollar.
Explanations are not required. (pp. 278–280)

2. Show what Kraft will report on its comparative classified balance sheet at December 31,
20X8, and December 31, 20X7. (p. 280)

P5-54A (Learning Objective 5: Using ratio data to evaluate a company’s financial position)
The comparative financial statements of Sunset Pools, Inc., for 2009, 2008, and 2007
included the following selected data.

� Required

1. Compute these ratios for 2009 and 2008: (pp. 266, 283–284)
a. Current ratio b. Acid-test ratio c. Days’ sales in receivables

2009 2008 2007

(In millions)

Balance sheet:

Current assets:

Cash................................................ $     86 $     80 $     60

Short-term investments.................... 140 154 122

Receivables, net of allowance

for doubtful accounts of $27,

$21, and $15, respectively........... 247 245 278

Inventories .......................................... 319 381 342

Prepaid expenses ................................. 21 27 46

Total current assets ............................. 813 887 848

Total current liabilities ........................ 403 498 413

Income statement:

Net sales.............................................. $2,898 $2,727 $2,206

20X7

Nov. 30 Sold goods to Safeway, Inc., receiving a $50,000, 3-month, 6% note.

Dec. 31 Made an adjusting entry to accrue interest on the Safeway note.

20X8

Feb. 28 Collected the Safeway note.

Mar. Received a 90-day, 7%, $6,000 note from Pete’s Catering on account.

1 Sold the Pete’s Catering note to Lakewood Bank, receiving cash of

$5,900.

 16 Loaned $25,000 cash to Nabisco Brands, receiving a 90-day, 12% note.Dec. 

31 Accrued the interest on the Nabisco note.

1

� general ledger

writing assignment � 

(continued)
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302 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

2. Write a memo explaining to top management which ratio values improved from 2008 to
2009 and which ratio values deteriorated. State whether the overall trend is favorable or
unfavorable and give the reason for your evaluation. (pp. 157, 283, 284)

(Group B)

P5-55B (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for a trading investment) During the fourth
quarter of 20X8, the operations of Norris Carpet Center generated excess cash, which the
company invested in securities, as follows:

� Required
1. Prepare T-accounts for Cash, balance of $85,000; Short-Term Investment; Dividend

Revenue; and Unrealized Gain on Investment (or Unrealized Loss on Investment). (pp.
263–266)

2. Journalize the foregoing transactions and post to the T-accounts.
3. Show how to report the short-term investment on Norris’s balance sheet at December 31.
4. Show how to report whatever should appear on Norris’s income statement.

5. On January 6, 20X9, Norris sold the trading investment for $29,000. Journalize the sale.

P5-56B (Learning Objective 2: Controlling cash receipts from customers) Mountainview
Software Sales makes all sales on credit, so virtually all cash receipts arrive in the mail. Linda
Holcomb, the company president, has just returned from a trade association meeting with
new ideas for the business. Among other things, Holcomb plans to institute stronger internal
controls over cash receipts from customers.

� Required

Take the role of Linda Holcomb, the company president. Write a memo to employees
outlining procedures to ensure that all cash receipts are deposited in the bank and that
the total amounts of each day’s cash receipts are posted to customer accounts receivable.
(pp. 232–233)

P5-57B (Learning Objective 3: Accounting for revenue, collections, and uncollectibles; per-
cent-of-sales method) Oakley Service Company sells for cash and on account. By selling on
credit, Oakley cannot expect to collect 100% of its accounts receivable. At December 31,
20X6, and 20X5, respectively, Oakley reported the following on its balance sheet (in thou-
sands of dollars):

During the year ended December 31, 20X6, Oakley earned service revenue and collected cash
from customers. Uncollectible-account expense for the year was 5% of service revenue and
Oakley wrote off uncollectible accounts receivable. At year end, Oakley ended with the fore-
going December 31, 20X6, balances.

December 31,

20X6 20X5

Accounts receivable..................................... $500 $400

Less: Allowance for uncollectibles ............... (95) (60)

Accounts receivable, net .............................. $405 $340

Dec. 10 Purchased 2,000 shares of common stock as a trading investment,

paying $15 per share.

17 Received cash dividend of $0.60 per share on the trading investment.

31 Adjusted the trading investment to its market value of $34,000.

writing assignment � 
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� Required

1. Prepare T-accounts for Accounts Receivable and Allowance for Uncollectibles, and insert
the December 31, 20X5, balances as given. (pp. 271–274)

2. Journalize the following transactions of Oakley for the year ended December 31, 20X6
(explanations are not required):
a. Service revenue on account, $6,700 thousand.
b. Collections from customers on account, $6,300 thousand.
c. Uncollectible-account expense, 5% of service revenue.
d. Write-offs of uncollectible accounts receivable, $300 thousand.

3. Post to the Accounts Receivable and Allowance for Uncollectibles T-accounts.
4. Compute the ending balances for the 2 T-accounts and compare to the Oakley Tire

amounts at December 31, 20X6. They should be the same.
5. Show what Oakley should report on its income statement for the year ended

December 31, 20X6.

P5-58B (Learning Objective 3: Using the aging approach for uncollectibles) The
September 30, 20X4, records of Synetics Computers include these accounts:

At year end, Synetics ages its receivables and adjusts the balance in Allowance for Doubtful
Accounts to correspond to the aging schedule. During the last quarter of 20X4, Synetics com-
pleted the following selected transactions:

Accounts Receivable.................................... $109,000

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts ............... (4,100)

� general ledger

20X4

Oct.  31 Wrote off the following accounts receivable as uncollectible:

Cisco Foods $300; Tindall Storage, $400; and Tiffany Energy, $1,100.

Dec. 31 Adjusted the Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and recorded

doubtful-account expense at year end, based on the aging of

receivables, which follows.

Age of Accounts

Total Balance 1–30 Days 31–60 Days 61–90 days Over 90 Days

$114,000 $80,000 $20,000 $4,000 $10,000

Estimated uncollectible 0.5% 1.0% 5.0% 40.0%

� Required

1. Record the transactions in the journal. Explanations are not required. (pp. 271–275)
2. Prepare a T-account for Allowance for Doubtful Accounts and post to that account.
3. Show how Synetics Computers will report its accounts receivable in a comparative bal-

ance sheet for 20X4 and 20X3. Use the reporting format on page 272. At December 31,
20X3, the company’s Accounts Receivable balance was $111,000 and the Allowance for
Doubtful Accounts stood at $3,700.

P5-59B (Learning Objective 1, 3, 5: Short-term investments, uncollectibles, and the ratios)
The top managers of Hobby Horse Stores seek the counsel of Ernst & Young, the accounting
firm, and learn that Hobby Horse must make some changes to bring its financial statements
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304 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

into conformity with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). At December 31,
20X1, Hobby Horse’s accounts include the following:

Assume Ernst & Young drew the following conclusions:

• Cash includes $6,000 that is deposited in a compensating balance account that will be
tied up until 20X4.

• The market value of the short-term trading investments is $32,000. Hobby Horse pur-
chased the investments in early December.

• Hobby Horse has been using the direct write-off method to account for uncollectibles.
During 20X1, the company wrote off bad receivables of $7,000. Ernst & Young deter-
mines that uncollectible-account expense should be 3% of sales, which for 20X1
totaled $400,000. An aging of receivables at year end indicated uncollectibles of
$5,000.

• Hobby Horse reported net income of $81,000 for 20X1.

� Required

1. Restate all current accounts to conform to GAAP. (Challenge)
2. Compute Hobby Horse’s current ratio and acid-test ratio both before and after your 

corrections. (pp. 266, 284)
3. Determine Hobby Horse’s correct net income for 20X1. (Challenge)

P5-60B (Learning Objective 4: Notes receivable and accrued interest revenue) Lilley &
Taylor, CPAs completed the following selected transactions:

� Required

1. Record the transactions in Lilley & Taylor’s journal. Round all amounts to the nearest
dollar. Explanations are not required. (pp. 278–279)

2. Show what Lilley & Taylor will report on its comparative classified balance sheet at
December 31, 20X8, and December 31, 20X7. (p. 280)

20X7

Oct. 31 Performed service for Lifeway Catholic School, receiving a $30,000, 

3-month, 8% note.

Dec. 31 Made an adjusting entry to accrue interest on the Lifeway note.

20X8

Feb. Received a 90-day, 10%, $10,000 note from Fishbowl, Inc., on account.

Jan. Collected the Lifeway note.

    19 Sold the Fishbowl note to First State Bank, receiving cash of $9,700.

Nov. 11 Loaned $20,000 cash to Diaz Insurance Agency, receiving a 90-day, 9% note.

Dec. Accrued the interest on the Diaz note.

  18

 31

 31

Cash.................................................................... $  18,000

Short-term trading investments, at cost ............... 34,000

Accounts receivable............................................. 49,000

Inventory............................................................. 54,000

Prepaid expenses ................................................. 8,000

Total current assets ......................................... $163,000

Accounts payable ................................................ 46,000

Other current liabilities ....................................... 69,000

Total current liabilities .................................... $115,000

� general ledger
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P5-61B (Learning Objective 5:  Using ratio data to evaluate a company’s financial
position) The comparative financial statements of New World Piano Company for 20X3,
20X2, and 20X1 included the following selected data:

� Required
1. Compute these ratios for 20X3 and 20X2: (pp. 266, 282–284)

a. Current ratio b. Acid-test ratio c. Days’ sales in receivables
2. Write a memo explaining to top management which ratio values showed improvement

from 20X2 to 20X3 and which ratio values deteriorated. State whether the overall trend
is favorable or unfavorable for the company and give the reason for your evaluation. 
(pp. 157, 283, 284)

20X3 20X2 20X1

(In millions)

Balance sheet:

Current assets:

Cash  $    67 $    66 $    62

Short-term investments 93 101 69

Receivables, net of allowance

for doubtful accounts of $7, $6

and $4, respectively 206 154 197

Inventories 408 383 341

Prepaid expenses 32 31 25

Total current assets 806 735 694

Total current liabilities 440 416 388

Income statement:

Net sales $2,071 $2,005 $1,944

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 3: Revenues, collections, and bad debts on receivables) A fire
during 2008 destroyed most of the accounting records of Clearview Cablevision, Inc. The
only accounting data for 2008 that Clearview can come up with are the following  balances at
December 31, 2008. The general manager also knows that bad-debt expense should be 5% of
service revenue.

Accounts receivable ................................................ $180,000

Less: Allowance for bad debts ................................. (22,000)

Total expenses, excluding bad-debt expense............

Collections from customers .....................................

Write-offs of bad receivables ...................................

Accounts receivable, December 31, 2007 ................

30,000

110,000

670,000

840,000

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE

writing assignment � 

� spreadsheet
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306 � Chapter 5 Short-Term Investments & Receivables

Prepare a summary income statement for Clearview Cablevision, Inc., for the year ended
December 31, 2008. The stockholders want to know whether the company was  profitable in
2008. Use a T-account for Accounts Receivable to compute service revenue. (pp. 147, 278)

Case 2. (Learning Objective 3: Estimating the collectibility of accounts receivable)
Suppose you work in the loan department of Superior Bank. Dean Young, owner of Dean
Young Beauty Aids, has come to you seeking a loan for $500,000 to expand operations. Young
proposes to use accounts receivable as collateral for the loan and has provided you with the
following information from the company’s most recent financial statements:

� Required
Analyze the trends of sales, days’ sales in receivables, and cash collections from 
customers for 20X7 and 20X6. Would you make the loan to Young? Support you decision
with facts and figures. (pp. 283, 284)

Ethical Issue

Sunnyvale Loan Company is in the consumer loan business. Sunnyvale borrows from banks
and loans out the money at higher interest rates. Sunnyvale’s bank requires Sunnyvale to sub-
mit quarterly financial statements to keep its line of credit. Sunnyvale’s main asset is Notes
Receivable. Therefore, Uncollectible-Account Expense and Allowance for Uncollectible
Accounts are important accounts for the company.

Kimberly Burnham, the company’s owner, prefers for net income to increase in a smooth
pattern, rather than increase in some periods and decrease in other periods. To report
smoothly increasing net income, Burnham underestimates Uncollectible-Account Expense in
some periods. In other periods, Burnham overestimates the expense. She reasons that the
income overstatements roughly offset the income understatements over time.

� Required

Is Sunnyvale Loans’ practice of smoothing income ethical? Why or why not?

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands
(Learning Objective 1, 3, 4: Short-term investments and accounts receivable) Refer to
YUM! Brands financial statements in Appendix A at the end of this book.

1. Assume that YUM! Brands purchased no short-term investments and had no market-value
write-downs during 2006. The statement of cash flows reports that YUM sold short-term
investments during 2006. Also the balance sheet shows that short-term investments
decreased during 2006. How much gain or loss did YUM have on the sale of short-term
investments? (p. 265)

2. How much did customers owe YUM at the end of 2005 and at the end of 2006? As of
these dates, how much did YUM expect to collect from customers? (p. 271)

20X7 20X6 20X5

(In thousands)

Sales .................................................. $1,475 $1,001   $902

Cost of goods sold............................. 876 647 605

Gross profit.......................................

Other expenses..................................

Net profit or (loss) before taxes......... $     81 $     67 $  44

Accounts receivable........................... $   128 $   107 $  94

Allowance for doubtful accounts....... 13 11 9

599

518

354

287

297

253
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3. How much cash did YUM collect from customers and franchisees during 2006?
Assume that write-offs of uncollectibles totaled $14 million during 2006. Show your
work. (p. 277)

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports
(Learning Objective 3: Analyzing accounts receivable) This case is based on the Pier 1
Imports financial statements in Appendix B at the end of this book.

1. Consider only Pier 1’s “Other accounts receivable.” How much did Pier 1’s customers owe
the company at the end of 2006? Of this amount, how much did Pier 1 expect to collect?
How much did Pier 1 expect not to collect? (p. 271)

2. Were Pier 1’s “Other accounts receivable” of higher quality at the end of 2006 or at the end
of 2005? How can you tell? (p. 271, Challenge)

3. Would you predict that Pier 1’s doubtful-account expense increased or decreased during
2006 as compared to 2005? Indicate how you formed your opinion. (Challenge)

Group Project

Jillian Michaels and Dee Childress worked for several years as sales representatives for Xerox
Corporation. During this time, they became close friends as they acquired expertise with the
company’s full range of copier equipment. Now they see an opportunity to put their expertise
to work and fulfill lifelong desires to establish their own business. Navarro Community
College, located in their city, is expanding, and there is no copy center within 5 miles of the
campus. Business in the area is booming, office buildings and apartments are springing up,
and the population of the Navarro section of the city is growing.

Michaels and Childress want to open a copy center, similar to FedEx Kinko’s, near the
Navarro campus. A small shopping center across the street from the college has a vacancy that
would fit their needs. Michaels and Childress each have $35,000 to invest in the business, but
they forecast the need for $200,000 to renovate the store and purchase some of the equip-
ment they will need. Xerox Corporation will lease 2 large copiers to them at a total monthly
rental of $6,000. With enough cash to see them through the first 6 months of operation, they
are confident they can make the business succeed. The two women work very well together,
and both have excellent credit ratings. Michaels and Childress must borrow $130,000 to start
the business, advertise its opening, and keep it running for its first 6 months.

� Required

Assume 2 roles: (1) Michaels and Childress, the partners who will own Navarro Copy Center;
and (2) loan officers at Synergy Bank.

1. As a group, visit a copy center to familiarize yourselves with its operations. If possible,
interview the manager or another employee. Then write a loan request that Michaels and
Childress will submit to Synergy Bank with the intent of borrowing $130,000 to be paid
back over 3 years. The loan will be a personal loan to the partnership of Michaels and
Childress, not to Navarro Copy Center. The request should specify all the details of
Michaels’ and Childress’s plan that will motivate the bank to grant the loan. Include a
budget for each of the first 6 months of operation of the proposed copy center.

2. As a group, interview a loan officer in a bank. Write Synergy Bank’s reply to the loan
request. Specify all the details that the bank should require as conditions for making
the loan.

3. If necessary, modify the loan request or the bank’s reply in order to reach agreement
between the 2 parties.
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Quick Check Answers

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. b

2. c

3. a ($38,000 × .02)

4. d ($750 + $760)

5. a ($1,140 – $750)

6. d

7. b ($8,000 – $1,140)

8. b ($2,300 – $80) – ($200 – $80)

9. a ($500,000 + $2,000,000 – $600,000)

10. c ($1,500 × .08 × 1/12)

11. c $30,000 + ($30,000 × .10 × 6/12)

12. b

13. d [($62,000 + $58,000)/2] ÷
($730,000/365)

14. c ($3,000 + $6,000 + $2,000) ÷ ($8,000 +
$3,000)
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S P O T L I G H T

PIER 1 IMPORTS

You’ve just graduated from college, taken a job, and you’re moving into an apartment. The place is unfur-

nished, so you’ll need a sofa, a table, and a few chairs. Where will you find these things? Pier 1 Imports may

get some of your business.

Pier 1 is known for featuring stylish home furnishings at popular prices–just about right for a new gradu-

ate. The company operates 1,100 stores in the U.S., plus 43 Pier 1 Kids stores that sell children’s furniture and

accessories.

Pier 1’s balance sheet is summarized here. You can see that the merchandise inventory (labeled simply as

Inventories) is Pier 1’s largest asset. That’s not surprising since Pier 1, like other retailers, attracts customers

with goods that they can purchase and take home immediately.

Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold6
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310 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

We also present Pier 1’s income statement. Fiscal 2006 was a tough year—

Pier 1 had a net loss of $40 million. Sales dropped from the preceding year, and

expenses increased.

Net sales ..........................................................................

Operating costs and expenses:

 Cost of sales (Cost of goods sold) ................................

 Operating expenses ......................................................

  Operating income (loss) ...........................................

Nonoperating income.......................................................

Income (loss) before income taxes ....................................

Income tax expense (income tax saving in 2006)..............

Income (loss) from continuing operations ........................

(Loss) from discontinued operations ................................

Net income (loss) .............................................................

(In millions)

Pier 1 Imports, Inc.
Statements of Operations (Adapted)

2006 2005

$1,825

1,122

605

98

1

99

37

62

(2)

$     60

$1,777

1,175

645

(43)

1

(42)

(14)

(28)

(12)

$    (40)

Year Ended

Assets

 Current assets:

  Cash and cash equivalents........................................

  Receivables, net of allowance for doubtful

   account of $1 and $1, respectively.....................

  Inventories ...............................................................

  Prepaid expenses and other current assets ................

   Total current assets ............................................

 Properties, net ..............................................................

 Other noncurrent assets ...............................................

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

 Current liabilities .........................................................

 Long-term debt ............................................................

 Other noncurrent liabilities ..........................................

 Shareholders’ equity.....................................................

$   186

47

366

80

679

320

77

$1,076

$   292

19

101

664

$1,076

(In millions)

Pier 1 Imports, Inc.
Balance Sheets (Adapted)

2006 2005

$   246

64

369

96

775

299

96

$1,170

$   289

184

107

590

$1,170
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You can see that the cost of sales (another name for cost of goods sold) is by far
Pier 1’s largest expense. The account titled Cost of Goods Sold perfectly describes
that expense. In short,

� Pier 1 buys inventory, an asset carried on the books at cost.
� The goods that Pier 1 sells are no longer Pier 1’s asset. The cost of inventory

that’s sold gets shifted into the expense account, Cost of Goods Sold.

Merchandise inventory is the heart of a merchandising business, and cost of

goods sold is the most important expense for a company that sells goods rather

than services. This chapter covers the accounting for inventory and cost of goods
sold. It also shows you how to analyze financial statements. Here we focus on inven-
tory, cost of goods sold, and gross profit.

We begin by showing how the financial statements of a merchandiser such as
Pier 1 Imports or Ford Motor Company differ from those of service entities such as
FedEx and Wells Fargo Bank. The financial statements in Exhibit 6-1 (p. 312) highlight
how service entities differ from merchandisers (dollar amounts are assumed).

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Account for inventory

2 Understand the various inventory methods

3 Use gross profit percentage and inventory turnover to evaluate operations

4 Estimate inventory by the gross profit method

5 Show how inventory errors affect the financial statements

ACCOUNTING FOR INVENTORY

The basic concept of accounting for merchandise inventory can be illustrated with an

example. Suppose Pier 1 Imports has in stock 3 chairs that cost $300 each. Pier 1

marks the chairs up by $200 and sells 2 of the chairs for $500 each.

� Pier 1’s balance sheet reports the 1 chair that the company still holds in

inventory.
� The income statement reports the cost of the 2 chairs sold, as shown in

Exhibit 6-2.

Here is the basic concept of how we identify inventory, the asset, from cost of goods

sold, the expense.

Inventory’s cost shifts from asset to expense when the seller delivers the goods to

the buyer.

The cost

of inventory

that’s been sold

= Cost of Goods Sold

The cost

of inventory

on hand

= Inventory

Asset on the
Balance Sheet

Expense on the
Income Statement
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312 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Contrasting a Service Company with a MerchandiserE X H I B I T  6 - 1

Century 21 Real Estate
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20XX

Ford Motor Company
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20XX

Century 21 Real Estate
Balance Sheet

December 31, 20XX

Ford Motor Company
Balance Sheet

December 31, 20XX

Merchandisers have 2 accounts that service entities don’t need:

• cost of goods sold on the income statement

• inventory on the balance sheet

Service Company Merchandising Company

Current assets

 Cash..............................................

 Short-term investments .................

 Accounts receivable, net ................

 Inventory ......................................

 Prepaid expenses ...........................

$      X

X

X

700

X

Assets

Sales revenue .................................

Cost of goods sold.........................

Gross profit...................................

Operating expenses:

 Salary expense...........................

 Depreciation, expense ...............

 Income tax expense...................

Net income (net loss).....................

$5,000

3,000

2,000

X

X

X

$   800

Service revenue.............................

Expenses:

 Salary expense..........................

 Depreciation expense ...............

 Income tax expense..................

Net income...................................

$XXX

X

X

X

$      X

Current assets

 Cash..............................................

 Short-term investments .................

 Accounts receivable, net ................

 Prepaid expenses ...........................

$      X

X

X

X

Assets

Sale Price vs. Cost of Inventory

Note the difference between the sale price of inventory and the cost of inventory. In

our example,

� Sales revenue is based on the sale price of the inventory sold ($500 per chair).
� Cost of goods sold is based on the cost of the inventory sold ($300 per chair).
� Inventory on the balance sheet is based on the cost of the inventory still on hand

($300 per chair).

Exhibit 6-2 shows these items.
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Inventory and Cost of Goods Sold
When Inventory Cost Is Constant

E X H I B I T  6 - 2

Current assets

 Cash.......................................................

 Short-term investments ..........................

 Accounts receivable................................

 Inventory (1 chair @ cost of $300) .........

 Prepaid expenses ....................................

Balance Sheet (partial)

$XXX

XXX

XXX

300

XXX

Sales revenue

 (2 chairs @ sale price of $500) ...............

Cost of goods sold

 (2 chairs @ cost of $300)........................

Gross profit................................................

Income Statement (partial)

$1,000

600

$   400

Gross profit, also called gross margin, is the excess of sales revenue over cost of

goods sold. It is called gross profit because operating expenses have not yet been sub-

tracted. Exhibit 6-3 shows actual inventory and cost of goods sold data adapted from

the financial statements of Pier 1 Imports.

Pier 1’s inventory of $369 million represents

=
Inventory

(balance sheet)
Number of units of
inventory on hand

Cost per unit
of inventory

�

Pier 1 Imports Inventory and Cost
of Goods Sold (Cost of Sales)

E X H I B I T  6 - 3

Pier 1 Imports, Inc.
Balance Sheet (Adapted)

February 28, 2006

Pier 1 Imports, Inc.
Statements of Income (Adapted)
Year Ended February 28, 2006

Current assets

 Cash and cash equivalents................

 Receivables, net................................

 Inventories .......................................

Assets (In millions)

$246

64

369

Net sales .................................................................

Cost of sales (same as Cost of goods sold)...............

Gross profit.............................................................

(In millions)

$1,777

1,175

$   602
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314 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Pier 1’s cost of goods sold ($1,175 million) represents

Let’s see what “units of inventory” and “cost per unit” mean.

Number of Units of Inventory. The number of inventory units on hand is deter-

mined from the accounting records, backed up by a physical count of the goods 

at year end. Companies do not include in their inventory any goods they hold on 

consignment because those goods belong to another company. But they do include

their own inventory that is out on consignment and held by another company.

Cost Per Unit of Inventory. The cost per unit of inventory poses a challenge

because companies purchase goods at different prices throughout the year. Which

unit costs go into ending inventory? Which unit costs go to cost of goods sold?

The next section shows how different accounting methods determine amounts

on the balance sheet and the income statement. First, however, you need to under-

stand how inventory accounting systems work.

Accounting for Inventory in the Perpetual System

There are 2 main types of inventory accounting systems: the periodic system and the

perpetual system. The periodic inventory system is used for inexpensive goods. A

fabric store or a lumber yard won’t keep a running record of every bolt of fabric or

every two-by-four. Instead, these stores count their inventory periodically—at least

once a year—to determine the quantities on hand. Businesses such as restaurants and

hometown nurseries also use the periodic system because the accounting cost of a

periodic system is low.

A perpetual inventory system uses computer software to keep a running

record of inventory on hand. This system achieves control over goods such as Pier 1

Imports furniture, Ford automobiles, jewelry, and most other types of inventory.

Most businesses use the perpetual inventory system.

Even with a perpetual system, the business still counts the inventory on hand

annually. The physical count establishes the correct amount of ending inventory for

the financial statements and also serves as a check on the perpetual records. Here is a

quick summary of the 2 main inventory accounting systems.

How the Perpetual System Works. Let’s use an everyday situation to show how

a perpetual inventory system works. When you check out of a Foot Locker, a Best

Buy, or a Pier 1 store, the clerk scans the bar codes on the labels of the items you buy.

• Keeps a running record of all goods • Does not keep a running record of

bought, sold, and on hand all goods bought, sold, and on hand

• Inventory counted at least once a year • Inventory counted at least once a year

• Used for all types of goods • Used for inexpensive goods

Perpetual Inventory System Periodic Inventory System

=
Number of units of

inventory sold
Cost per unit
of inventory

�
Cost of goods sold
(income statement)

OBJECTIVE

1 Account for inventory
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Exhibit 6-4 illustrates a typical bar code. Suppose you are buying a desk lamp from

Pier 1 Imports. The bar code on the product label holds lots of information. The opti-

cal scanner reads the bar code, and the computer records the sale and updates the

inventory records.

Recording Transactions in the Perpetual System. All accounting systems

record each purchase of inventory. When Pier 1 makes a sale, 2 entries are needed in

the perpetual system:

� The company records the sale—debits Cash or Accounts Receivable and credits

Sales Revenue for the sale price of the goods.
� Pier 1 also debits Cost of Goods Sold and credits Inventory for the cost of the

inventory sold.

Exhibit 6-5, page 317, shows the accounting for inventory in a perpetual 

system. Panel A gives the journal entries and the T-accounts, and Panel B shows the

income statement and the balance sheet. All amounts are assumed. (The chapter’s

Appendix 6A illustrates the accounting for these same transactions in a periodic

inventory system.)

In Exhibit 6-5, the first entry to Inventory summarizes a lot of detail. The cost

of the inventory, $560,000, is the net amount of the purchases, determined as follows

(using assumed amounts):

Bar Code for Electronic ScannerE X H I B I T  6 - 4

Purchase price of the inventory ....................................................................... $600,000

+ Freight-in (the cost to transport the goods from the seller to the buyer) .......... 4,000

− Purchase returns for unsuitable goods returned to the seller............................ (25,000)

− Purchase allowances granted by the seller ....................................................... (5,000)

− Purchase discounts for early payment by the buyer ......................................... (14,000)

= Net purchases of inventory—Cost to the buyer ............................................... $560,000

Freight-in is the transportation cost, paid by the buyer, to move goods from the seller

to the buyer. Freight-in is accounted for as part of the cost of inventory. A purchase

return is a decrease in the cost of inventory because the buyer returned the goods to

the seller. A purchase allowance also decreases the cost of inventory because the

buyer got an allowance (a deduction) from the amount owed. Throughout this book,

we often refer to net purchases simply as Purchases.
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316 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

A purchase discount is a decrease in the buyer’s cost of inventory earned by

paying quickly. Many companies offer payment terms of “2/10 n/30.” This means the

buyer can take a 2% discount for payment within 10 days, with the final amount due

within 30 days. Another common credit term is “net 30,” which tells the customer to

pay the full amount within 30 days. In summary,

Net sales are computed exactly the same as net purchases, but with no freight-in,

as follows:

Freight-out paid by the seller is not part of the cost of inventory. Instead, freight-out

is delivery expense. It’s the seller’s expense of delivering merchandise to customers.

(Appendix 6A shows the accounting for these same transactions in a periodic

accounting system.) Now study Exhibit 6-5. This exhibit illustrates all the inventory

transactions in the perpetual system.

Net sales = Sales revenue

− Sales returns and allowances

− Sales discounts

Net purchases = Purchases

− Purchase returns and allowances

− Purchase discounts

+ Freight-in

Recording and Reporting Inventory—Perpetual System
(Amounts Assumed)

E X H I B I T  6 - 5

560,000

900,000

540,000

560,000

900,000

540,000

1.

2.

Inventory

 Accounts Payable

Purchased inventory on account.

Accounts Receivable

 Sales Revenue

Sold inventory on account.

Cost of Goods Sold

 Inventory

Recorded cost of goods sold.

Inventory

100,000*
560,000
120,000

Cost of goods sold 540,000
Beginning balance
Purchases
Ending balance

Cost of Goods Sold

540,000Cost of goods sold

*Beginning inventory was $100,000

PANEL A—Recording Transactions and the T-accounts (All amounts are assumed)

Sales revenue ........................

Cost of goods sold................

Gross profit..........................

Income Statement (partial)

$900,000

540,000

$360,000

Current assets:

 Cash............................................

 Short-term investments ...............

 Accounts receivable.....................

 Inventory ....................................

 Prepaid expenses .........................

Ending Balance Sheet (partial)

$    XXX

XXX

XXX

120,000

XXX

PANEL B—Reporting in the Financial Statements

Journal Entry
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INVENTORY COSTING

Inventory is the first asset for which a manager can decide which accounting method

to use. The accounting method selected affects the profits to be reported, the amount

of income tax to be paid, and the values of the ratios derived from the balance sheet.

What Goes into Inventory Cost?

The cost of inventory on Pier 1’s balance sheet represents all the costs that Pier 1

incurred to bring its inventory to the point of sale. The following cost principle

applies to all assets:

The cost of any asset, such as inventory, is the sum of all the costs
incurred to bring the asset to its intended use, less any discounts.

As we have seen, inventory’s cost includes its basic purchase price, plus freight-in,

insurance while in transit, and any fees or taxes paid to get the inventory ready to

sell, less returns, allowances, and discounts.

After a Pier 1 chair is sitting in the showroom, other costs, such as advertising

and sales commissions, are not included as the cost of inventory. Advertising, sales

commissions, and delivery costs are expenses.

The Various Inventory Costing Methods

Determining the cost of inventory is easy when the unit cost remains constant, as in

Exhibit 6-2. But the unit cost usually changes. For example, prices often rise. The desk

lamp that cost Pier 1 $10 in January may cost $14 in June and $18 in October.

Suppose Pier 1 sells 1,000 lamps in November. How many of those lamps cost $10,

how many cost $14, and how many cost $18?

To compute cost of goods sold and the cost of ending inventory still on hand,

we must assign unit cost to the items. Accounting uses 4 generally accepted inven-

tory methods:

1. Specific unit cost 3. First-in, first-out (FIFO) cost

2. Average cost 4. Last-in, first-out (LIFO) cost

A company can use any of these methods. The methods can have very different effects

on reported profits, income taxes, and cash flow. Therefore, companies select their

inventory method with great care.

Specific Unit Cost. Some businesses deal in unique inventory items, such as auto-

mobiles, antique furniture, jewels, and real estate. These businesses cost their inven-

tories at the specific cost of the particular unit. For instance, a Toyota dealer may have

2 vehicles in the showroom—a “stripped-down” model that cost the dealer $19,000

and a “loaded” model that cost the dealer $24,000. If the dealer sells the loaded

model, the cost of goods sold is $24,000. The stripped-down auto will be the only

unit left in inventory, and so ending inventory is $19,000.

The specific-unit-cost method is also called the specific identification method.

This method is too expensive to use for inventory items that have common character-

istics, such as bushels of wheat, gallons of paint, or auto tires.

The other inventory accounting methods—average, FIFO, and LIFO—are fun-

damentally different. These other methods do not use the specific cost of a particular

unit. Instead, they assume different flows of inventory costs. To illustrate average,

FIFO, and LIFO costing, we use a common set of data, given in Exhibit 6-6.

OBJECTIVE

2Understand the various
inventory methods
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318 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

In Exhibit 6-6, Pier 1 began the period with 10 lamps that cost $10 each; the

beginning inventory was therefore $100. During the period Pier 1 bought 50 more

lamps, sold 40 lamps, and ended the period with 20 lamps, summarized in the 

T-account as follows:

Inventory Data Used to Illustrate the
Various Inventory Costing Methods

E X H I B I T  6 - 6

Inventory

100

350
450

?

Cost of goods sold
 (40 units @ ?)

Begin. bal.
Purchases:
 No. 1
 No. 2
Ending balance

(10 units @ $10)

(25 units @ $14)
(25 units @ $18)
(20 units @ ?)

?

Goods Available Number of Units Total Cost

Goods available = 10 + 25 + 25 = 60 units $100 + $350 + $450 = $900

Cost of goods sold = 40 units ?

Ending inventory = 20 units ?

The big accounting questions are

1. What is the cost of goods sold for the income statement?

2. What is the cost of the ending inventory for the balance sheet?

It all depends on which inventory method Pier 1 uses. Pier 1 actually uses the aver-

age-cost method, so let’s look at average costing first.

Average Cost. The average-cost method, sometimes called the weighted-average

method, is based on the average cost of inventory during the period. Average cost per

unit is determined as follows (data from Exhibit 6-6):

Average cost per unit =
Cost of goods available*

Number of units available*
=

$900

60
= $15

*Goods available = Beginning inventory + Purchases

Average costing

Purchases

Cost of
goods
sold
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The following T-account shows the effects of average costing:

FIFO Cost. Under the FIFO method, the first costs into inventory are the first costs

assigned to cost of goods sold—hence, the name first-in, first-out. The diagram near

the bottom of the page shows the effect of FIFO costing. The following T-account

shows how to compute FIFO cost of goods sold and ending inventory for the Pier 1

lamps (data from Exhibit 6-6):

Under FIFO, the cost of ending inventory is always based on the latest costs

incurred—in this case $18 per unit.

First-in, first-out (FIFO) costing

Purchases

Cost of
goods
sold

Inventory (at FIFO cost)

100

350
450

360

Cost of goods sold (40 units):
 (10 units @ $10)
 (25 units @ $14)
   (5 units @ $18)

Begin. bal.
Purchases:
 No. 1
 No. 2

Ending bal.

(10 units @ $10)

(25 units @ $14)
(25 units @ $18)

(20 units @ $18)

540
100
350
90

Inventory (at Average Cost)

100

350
450

300

Cost of goods sold (40 units
 @ average cost of $15 per unit)

Begin. bal.
Purchases:
 No. 1
 No. 2

Ending balance

(10 units @ $10)

(25 units @ $14)
(25 units @ $18)

(20 units @ average
cost of $15 per unit)

600

$1520 units= � = $300

Ending inventory = Number of units on hand � Average cost per unit

$1540 units= � = $600

Average cost per unitNumber of units sold �Cost of goods sold =
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320 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

LIFO Cost. LIFO costing is the opposite of FIFO. Under LIFO, the last costs into

inventory go immediately to cost of goods sold, as shown in the diagram. Compare

LIFO and FIFO, and you will see a vast difference.

The following T-account shows how to compute the LIFO inventory amounts

for the Pier 1 lamps (data from Exhibit 6-6).

Under LIFO, the cost of ending inventory is always based on the oldest costs—from

beginning inventory plus the early purchases of the period—$10 and $14 per unit.

The Effects of FIFO, LIFO and Average Cost on Cost of
Goods Sold, Gross Profit, and Ending Inventory

In our Pier 1 example, the cost of inventory rose from $10 to $14 to $18. When inven-

tory unit costs change this way, the various inventory methods produce different cost-

of-goods sold figures. Exhibit 6-7 summarizes the income effects (sales − cost of goods

sold = gross profit) of the 3 inventory methods (remember that prices are rising).

Study Exhibit 6-7 carefully, focusing on cost of goods sold and gross profit.

Exhibit 6-8 graphs the flow of costs under FIFO and LIFO during both increasing

costs (Panel A) and decreasing costs (Panel B). Study this exhibit carefully; it will help

you really understand FIFO and LIFO. 

Income Effects of the FIFO, LIFO,
and Average Inventory Methods

E X H I B I T  6 - 7

Sales revenue (assumed) ...............

Cost of goods sold........................

Gross profit..................................

FIFO LIFO

$1,000

600

$   400

$1,000

660

$   340

Average

$1,000

540

$   460

(lowest)

(highest)

(highest)

(lowest)

Last-in, first-out (LIFO) costing

Purchases Cost of
goods
sold

Inventory (at LIFO cost)

100

350
450

240

Cost of goods sold (40 units):
 (25 units @ $18)
 (15 units @ $14)

Begin. bal.
Purchases:
 No. 1
 No. 2
Ending bal.

(10 units @ $10)

(25 units @ $14)
(25 units @ $18)
(10 units @ $10)
(10 units @ $14)

660
450
210
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When inventory costs are increasing,

When inventory costs are decreasing,

FIFO

LIFO

FIFO COGS is highest because

it’s based on the oldest costs,

which are high. Gross profit

is, therefore, the lowest.

LIFO COGS is lowest because

it’s based on the most recent costs,

which are low. Gross profit is,

therefore, the highest.

Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)

FIFO EI is lowest because it’s

based on the most recent costs,

which are low.

LIFO EI is highest because it’s

based on the oldest costs,

which are high.

Ending Inventory (EI)

FIFO COGS is lowest because

it’s based on the oldest costs,

which are low. Gross profit is,

therefore, the highest.

LIFO COGS is highest because

it’s based on the most recent costs,

which are high. Gross profit

is, therefore, the lowest.

Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)

FIFO EI is highest because it’s

based on the most recent costs,

which are high.

LIFO EI is lowest because it’s

based on the oldest costs,

which are low.

Ending Inventory (EI)

FIFO

LIFO

Cost of Goods Sold and Ending Inventory— FIFO
and LIFO; Increasing Costs and Decreasing Costs

E X H I B I T  6 - 8

PANEL A—Increasing Costs

PANEL B—Decreasing Costs

Inventory
cost

Time

Ending 
inventory

FIFO

Cost of 
goods sold

Inventory
cost

Time

Cost of 
goods sold

LIFO

Ending 
inventory

Inventory
cost

Time

Ending inventory

FIFO

Cost of goods sold Inventory
cost

Time

Cost of goods 
       sold

LIFO

Ending inventory

$ $

$ $
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322 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Financial analysts search the stock markets for companies with good prospects

for income growth. Analysts sometimes need to compare the net income of a com-

pany that uses LIFO with the net income of a company that uses FIFO. Appendix 6B,

pages 365–366, shows how to convert a LIFO company’s net income to the FIFO

basis in order to compare the 2 companies.

The Tax Advantage of LIFO

Inventory methods directly affect income taxes, which must be paid in cash. When

prices are rising, LIFO results in the lowest taxable income and thus the lowest income

taxes. Let’s use the gross profit data of Exhibit 6-7 to illustrate.

Income tax expense is lowest under LIFO ($32). This is the most attractive

feature of LIFO—low income tax payments, which is why about one-third of all

companies use LIFO. During periods of inflation, many companies switch to LIFO

for its tax and cash-flow advantage. Exhibit 6-9, based on an American Institute of

Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) survey of 600 companies, indicates that FIFO

remains the most popular inventory method.

Comparison of the Inventory Methods

Let’s compare the average, FIFO, and LIFO inventory methods.

1. Measuring Cost of Goods Sold. How well does each method match inventory

expense—cost of goods sold—against revenue? LIFO results in the most realistic

net income figure because LIFO assigns the most recent inventory costs to

expense. In contrast, FIFO matches old inventory costs against revenue—a poor

measure of expense. FIFO income is therefore less realistic than LIFO income.

Use of the Various
Inventory Methods

E X H I B I T  6 - 9

Other
4%

LIFO
29% FIFO

48%

Average
19%

FIFO LIFO

Gross profit (from Exhibit 6-7) ............... $460 $340

Operating expenses (assumed)................. 260 260

Income before income tax ....................... $200 $  80

Income tax expense (40%).....................  $  80 $  32
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MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM

2. Measuring Ending Inventory. Which method reports the most up-to-date

inventory cost on the balance sheet? FIFO. LIFO can value inventory at very old

costs because LIFO leaves the oldest prices in ending inventory.

LIFO and Managing Reported Income. LIFO allows managers to manipulate

net income by timing their purchases of inventory. When inventory prices are rising

rapidly and a company wants to show less income (in order to pay less taxes), man-

agers can buy a large amount of inventory near the end of the year. Under LIFO,

these high inventory costs go straight to cost of goods sold. As a result, net income is

decreased.

If the business is having a bad year, management may wish to report higher

income. The company can delay the purchase of high-cost inventory until next year.

This avoids decreasing current-year income. In the process, the company draws

down inventory quantities, a practice known as LIFO inventory liquidation.

LIFO Liquidation. When LIFO is used and inventory quantities fall below the

level of the previous period, the situation is called a LIFO liquidation. To compute cost

of goods sold, the company must dip into older layers of inventory cost. Under LIFO,

and when prices are rising, that action shifts older, lower costs into cost of goods

sold. The result is higher net income. Managers try to avoid a LIFO liquidation

because it increases income taxes.

International Perspective. Many U.S. companies that use LIFO must use

another method in foreign countries. Why? LIFO is not allowed in Australia, the

United Kingdom, and some other British commonwealth countries. Virtually all

countries permit FIFO and the average cost method.

Suppose a division of Texas Instruments that handles computer microchips has these
inventory records for January 20X9:

Company accounting records show sales of 310 units for revenue of $6,770. Operating
expense for January was $1,900.

� Required

1. Prepare the January income statement, showing amounts for FIFO, LIFO, and average
cost. Label the bottom line “Operating income.” Round average cost per unit to 3 deci-
mal places and all other figures to whole-dollar amounts. Show your computations.

Date

Jan. 1

6

21

27

Item

Beginning inventory

Purchase

Purchase

Purchase

Quantity

100 units

60 units

150 units

90 units

Unit Cost

$  8

9

9

10

Total cost

$   800

540

1,350

900
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324 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

2. Suppose you are the financial vice president of Texas Instruments. Which inventory
method will you use if your motive is to
a. Minimize income taxes?
b. Report the highest operating income?
c. Report operating income between the extremes of FIFO and LIFO?
d. Report inventory on the balance sheet at the most current cost?
e. Attain the best measure of net income for the income statement?
State the reason for each of your answers.

Answers

� Requirement 1

� Requirement 2

a. Use LIFO to minimize income taxes. Operating income under LIFO is lowest when
inventory unit costs are increasing, as they are in this case (from $8 to $10). (If inventory
costs were decreasing, income under FIFO would be lowest.)

b. Use FIFO to report the highest operating income. Income under FIFO is highest when
inventory unit costs are increasing, as in this situation.

c. Use the average cost method to report an operating income amount between the FIFO
and LIFO extremes. This is true in this situation and in others when inventory unit costs
are increasing or decreasing.

d. Use FIFO to report inventory on the balance sheet at the most current cost. The oldest
inventory costs are expensed as cost of goods sold, leaving in ending inventory the most
recent (most current) costs of the period.

e. Use LIFO to attain the best measure of net income. LIFO produces the best matching of
current expense with current revenue. The most recent (most current) inventory costs
are expensed as cost of goods sold.

Texas Instruments Incorporated
Income Statement for Microchip
Month Ended January 31, 20X9

Cost of goods sold computations:

 FIFO: (100 @ $8) + (60 @ $9) + (150 @ $9) = $2,690

 LIFO: (90 @ $10) + (150 @ $9) + (60 @ $9) + (10 @ $8) = $2,870

 Average: 310 � $8.975* = $2,782

*($800 + $540 + $1,350 + $900)

(100 + 60 + 150 + 90)
= $8.975

LIFO

$6,770

2,782

3,988

1,900

$2,088

FIFO

$6,770

2,870

3,900

1,900

$2,000

Average

$6,770

2,690

4,080

1,900

$2,180

Sales revenue .........................

Cost of goods sold.................

Gross profit...........................

Operating expenses ...............

Operating income..................
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ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES RELATED TO INVENTORY

Several accounting principles have special relevance to inventories:

� Consistency � Disclosure � Conservatism

Consistency Principle

The consistency principle states that businesses should use the same accounting

methods and procedures from period to period. Consistency enables investors to

compare a company’s financial statements from one period to the next.

Suppose you are analyzing Interfax Corporation’s net income pattern over a

2-year period. Interfax switched from LIFO to FIFO during that time. Its net

income increased dramatically but only because of the change in inventory method.

If you did not know of the accounting change, you might believe that Interfax’s

income increased due to improved operations, but that’s not the case.

The consistency principle does not mean that a company is not permitted to

change its accounting methods. However, a company making an accounting

change must disclose the effect of the change on net income. American-Saudi Oil

Company, Inc., disclosed the following in a note to its annual report:

EXCERPT FROM NOTE 6 OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
. . . American-Saudi changed its method of accounting for the cost
of crude oil . . . from the FIFO method to the LIFO method. The
company believes that the LIFO method better matches current
costs with current revenues. . . . The change decreased the
Company’s 2007 net income . . . by $3 million. . . .

Disclosure Principle

The disclosure principle holds that a company’s financial statements should report

enough information for outsiders to make informed decisions about the company.

The company should report relevant, reliable, and comparable information about

itself. That means disclosing inventory accounting methods. Without knowledge of

the accounting method, a banker could make an unwise lending decision. Suppose

the banker is comparing two companies—one using LIFO and the other, FIFO. The

FIFO company reports higher net income but only because it uses FIFO. Without

knowing this, the banker could loan money to the wrong business.

Accounting Conservatism

Conservatism in accounting means reporting financial statement amounts that paint

the gloomiest immediate picture of the company. What advantage does conservatism

give a business? Many accountants regard conservatism as a brake on management’s

optimistic tendencies. The goal of accounting conservatism is to present reliable data.

Conservatism appears in accounting guidelines such as “anticipate no gains, but

provide for all probable losses” and “if in doubt, record an asset at the lowest reasonable

amount and report a liability at the highest reasonable amount.” Conservatism directs

accountants to decrease the accounting value of an asset if it appears unrealistically high.

Assume that Texas Instruments paid $35,000 for inventory that has become outdated

and whose current value is only $12,000. Conservatism dictates that Texas Instruments

must record a $23,000 loss immediately and write the inventory down to $12,000.
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326 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Lower-of-Cost-or-Market Rule

The lower-of-cost-or-market rule (abbreviated as LCM) is based on accounting con-

servatism. LCM requires that inventory be reported in the financial statements at

whichever is lower—the inventory’s historical cost or its market value. Applied to

inventories, market value generally means current replacement cost (that is, how much

the business would have to pay now to replace its inventory). If the replacement cost

of inventory falls below its historical cost, the business must write down the value of

its goods to market value. The business reports ending inventory at its LCM

value on the balance sheet. All this can be done automatically by a computerized

accounting system. How is the write-down accomplished?

Suppose Pier 1 Imports paid $3,000 for inventory on September 26. By

December 31, the inventory can be replaced for $2,000. Pier 1’s December 31 bal-

ance sheet must report this inventory at LCM value of $2,000. Exhibit 6-10 presents

the effects of LCM on the balance sheet and the income statement. Before any LCM

effect, cost of goods sold is $9,000. An LCM write-down decreases Inventory and

increases Cost of Goods Sold, as follows:

If the market value of Pier 1’s inventory had been above cost, Pier 1 would have

made no adjustment for LCM. In that case, simply report the inventory at cost, which

is the lower of cost or market.

Companies disclose LCM in notes to their financial statements, as shown on the

following page for Pier 1 Imports:

Lower-of-Cost-or-Market (LCM) Effects
on Inventory and Cost of Goods Sold

E X H I B I T  6 - 1 0

Current assets:

 Cash 

 Short-term investments ...................................

 Accounts receivable.........................................

 Inventories, at market

  (which is lower than $3,000 cost) ...............

 Prepaid expenses .............................................

  Total current assets .....................................

Balance Sheet

$    XXX

XXX

XXX

2,000

XXX

$X,XXX

Sales revenue .......................................................

Cost of goods sold ($9,000 + $1,000) .................

 Gross profit.....................................................

Income Statement

$21,000

10,000

$11,000

1,000

1,000Cost of Goods Sold

 Inventory

Wrote inventory down to market value.
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NOTE 1: ACCOUNTING POLICIES
� Inventories. Inventories are . . . stated at the lower of average cost

or market. [Emphasis added.]

LCM is not optional. It is required by GAAP.

INVENTORY AND THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Detailed Income Statement

Exhibit 6-11 provides an example of a detailed income statement, complete with all

the discounts and expenses in their proper places. Study it carefully.

Analyzing Financial Statements

Owners, managers, and investors use ratios to evaluate a business. Two ratios relate

directly to inventory: gross profit percentage and the rate of inventory turnover.

Gross Profit Percentage. Gross profit—sales minus cost of goods sold—is a key

indicator of a company’s ability to sell inventory at a profit. Merchandisers strive to

increase gross profit percentage, also called the gross margin percentage. Gross

profit percentage is markup stated as a percentage of sales. Gross profit percentage is

computed as follows for Pier 1 Imports. Data (in millions) for 2006 are taken from

Exhibit 6-3, page 313.

Detailed Income StatmentE X H I B I T  6 - 1 1

New Jersey Technology, Inc.
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X7

Sales revenue .............................................

Less: Sales discounts..................................

    Sales returns and allowances .................

  Net sales..................................................

Cost of goods sold.....................................

Gross profit...............................................

Operating expenses:

  Selling:

    Sales commission expense .....................

    Freight-out (delivery expense) ...............

    Other expenses (detailed) ......................

  Administrative:

    Salary expense.......................................

    Depreciation expense ............................

    Other expenses (detailed) ......................

Income before income tax .........................

Income tax expense (40%)........................

Net income................................................

*Most companies report only the net sales figure, $95,000.

$100,000

(2,000)

(3,000)

$    5,000

1,000

6,000

$    2,000

2,000

4,000

$95,000

45,000

50,000

12,000

8,000

30,000

12,000

$18,000

*

OBJECTIVE

3Use gross profit percentage
and inventory turnover to
evaluate operations
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328 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

The gross profit percentage is watched carefully by managers and investors. A
33.9% gross margin means that each dollar of sales generates about 34 cents of gross
profit. On average, cost of goods sold consumes 66 cents of each sales dollar for Pier 1.
For most firms, the gross profit percentage changes little from year to year, so a small
downturn may signal trouble.1

Pier 1’s gross profit percentage of 34% is similar to that of Home Depot (33%),
but much lower than the gross profit percentage of Federated Department Stores
(40.6%). Exhibit 6-12 graphs the gross profit percentages for these 3 companies.

Inventory Turnover. Pier 1 Imports strives to sell its inventory as quickly as pos-
sible because the goods generate no profit until they’re sold. The faster the sales, the
higher the income, and vice versa for slow-moving goods. Ideally, a business could
operate with zero inventory, but most businesses, especially retailers, must keep
some goods on hand. Inventory turnover, the ratio of cost of goods sold to average
inventory, indicates how rapidly inventory is sold. The 2006 computation for Pier 1
Imports follows (data in millions from Exhibit 6-3, page 313):

The inventory turnover statistic shows how many times the company sold (or
turned over) its average level of inventory during the year. Inventory turnover varies
from industry to industry.

Exhibit 6-13 graphs the rates of inventory turnover for the same 3 companies.
Let’s compare Pier 1 and Home Depot because their gross profit percentages are so
similar. You can see that Home Depot turns inventory over much faster than Pier 1. As a

Cost of goods sold

Average inventory
Inventory turnover =  =

Cost of goods sold

Beginning
inventory

Ending
inventory

+ ÷ 2

$1,175

($369 + $366)/2
= = 

3.2 times per year
(every 114 days)

Gross Profit Percentages
of 3 Leading Retailers

E X H I B I T  6 - 1 2

0.50

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

0.00

Pier 1 Home Depot

Federated
Department

Stores

0.406 0.339 0.328

Gross profit percentage =
Gross profit

Net sales revenue
=

$602

$1,777
= 0.339 = 33.9%

1Recall from the chapter-opening story that Pier 1 had a net loss in 2006. The loss may have resulted from a

declining gross profit percentage. As recently as 2003, Pier 1’s gross profit percentage was 43%.
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Additional Inventory Issues � 329

result, Home Depot is much more profitable than Pier 1. Federated Department Stores
sells its inventory more slowly because Federated stores (Macy’s and Bloomingdale’s) sell
more expensive goods that take longer to sell.

Inventory Turnover of
Three Leading Retailers

E X H I B I T  6 - 1 3

Pier 1

Home Depot

Federated

Department

Stores

2.0 3.2 5.0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

STOP & think. . .

Examine Exhibits 6-12 and 6-13. What do those ratio values say about the merchandising (pricing) strate-

gies of Federated Department Stores and Home Depot?

Answer:

It’s obvious that Federated sells high-end merchandise. Federated’s gross profit percentage is much higher

than Home Depot’s. Home Depot has a much faster rate of inventory turnover. The lower the price, the

faster the turnover, and vice versa.

ADDITIONAL INVENTORY ISSUES

Using the Cost-of-Goods-Sold Model

Exhibit 6-14 presents the cost-of-goods-sold model. Some may view this model as

related to the periodic inventory system. But the cost-of-goods-sold model is used by

all companies, regardless of their accounting system. The model is extremely power-

ful because it captures all the inventory information for an entire accounting period.

Study this model carefully (all amounts are assumed).

The Cost-of-Goods-Sold ModelE X H I B I T  6 - 1 4

Cost-of-goods sold:

Beginning inventory ...............

Purchases ...............................

Goods available......................

Ending inventory....................

Cost of goods sold.................. 

$1,200

6,300

7,500

(1,500)

$6,000

+

=

−

=
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330 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Pier 1 Imports uses a perpetual inventory accounting system. Let’s see how 

Pier 1 can use the cost-of-goods-sold model to manage the business effectively.

1. What’s the single most important question for Pier 1 to address?

• What merchandise should Pier 1 offer to its customers? This is a marketing

question that requires market research. If Pier 1 continually stocks up on the

wrong merchandise, sales will suffer and profits will drop. This is what hap-

pened in 2006.

2. What’s the second most important question for Pier 1?

• How much inventory should Pier 1 buy? This is an accounting question faced

by all merchandisers. If Pier 1 buys too much merchandise, it will have to

lower prices, the gross profit percentage will suffer, and the company may lose

money. Buying the right quantity of inventory is critical for success. This ques-

tion can be answered with the cost-of-goods-sold model. Let’s see how it works.

We must rearrange the cost-of-goods-sold formula. Then we can help a Pier 1 store

manager know how much inventory to buy, as follows (using amounts from

Exhibit 6-14):

In this case the manager should buy $6,300 of merchandise to work his plan for the

upcoming period.

Estimating Inventory by the Gross Profit Method

Often a business must estimate the value of its goods. A fire may destroy inventory,

and the insurance company requires an estimate of the loss. In this case, the business

must estimate the cost of ending inventory because it was destroyed.

The gross profit method, also known as the gross margin method, is widely used

to estimate ending inventory. This method uses the familiar cost-of-goods-sold model

(amounts are assumed):

For the gross-profit method, we rearrange ending inventory and cost of goods sold

as follows:

Beginning inventory ................................

Purchases ................................................

Goods available.......................................

Cost of goods sold...................................

Ending inventory.....................................  

$  4,000

16,000

20,000

(15,000)

$  5,000

+

=

−

=

Beginning inventory ................................

Purchases ................................................

Goods available.......................................

Ending inventory.....................................

Cost of goods sold...................................  

$  4,000

16,000

20,000

(5,000)

$15,000

+

=

−

=

Cost of goods sold (based on the plan for the next period).....................

Ending inventory (based on the plan for the next period).......................

Goods available as planned....................................................................

Beginning inventory (actual amount left over from the prior period)......

Purchases (how much inventory the manager needs to buy) ...................  

$6,000

1,500

7,500

(1,200)

$6,300

+

=

−

=

1

2

3

4

5

OBJECTIVE

4 Estimate inventory by the
gross profit method
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Additional Inventory Issues � 331

Suppose a fire destroys some of Pier 1’s inventory. To collect insurance, Pier 1

must estimate the cost of the ending inventory lost. Using Pier 1’s actual gross profit

rate of 34%, you can estimate the cost of goods sold. Then subtract cost of goods sold

from goods available to estimate ending inventory. Exhibit 6-15 shows the calcula-

tions for the gross profit method, with new amounts assumed for the illustration.

You can also use the gross profit method to test the overall reasonableness of an

ending inventory amount. This method also helps to detect large errors.

Gross Profit Method of
Estimating Inventory

E X H I B I T  6 - 1 5

Beginning inventory ..........................................

Purchases ..........................................................

Goods available.................................................

Estimated cost of goods sold:

 Net sales revenue ..........................................

 Less estimated gross profit of 34% ...............

 Estimated cost of goods sold .........................

Estimated cost of ending inventory....................

$18,000

72,000

90,000

66,000

$24,000

$100,000

(34,000)

STOP & think. . .

Beginning inventory is $70,000, net purchases total $365,000, and net sales are $500,000. With a normal

gross profit rate of 40% of sales (cost of goods sold = 60%), how much is ending inventory?

Answer:

$135,000 = [$70,000 + $365,000 − (0.60 � $500,000)]

Effects of Inventory Errors

Inventory errors sometimes occur. An error in ending inventory creates errors for 2

accounting periods. In Exhibit 6-16 start with period 1, in which ending inventory is

overstated by $5,000 and cost of goods sold is therefore understated by $5,000. Then

compare period 1 with period 3, which is correct. Period 1 should look exactly like

period 3.

Inventory errors counterbalance in 2 consecutive periods. Why? Recall that

period 1’s ending inventory becomes period 2’s beginning amount. Thus, the period 1

error carries over into period 2. Trace the ending inventory of $15,000 from period 1

to period 2. Then compare periods 2 and 3. All 3 periods should look exactly like period 3.

The Exhibit 6-16 amounts in color are incorrect.

OBJECTIVE

5 Show how inventory errors
affect the financial
statements
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332 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Beginning inventory and ending inventory have opposite effects on cost of

goods sold (beginning inventory is added; ending inventory is subtracted).

Therefore, after two periods, an inventory error washes out (counterbalances). Notice

that total gross profit is correct for periods 1 and 2 combined ($100,000) even

though each year’s gross profit is off by $5,000. The correct gross profit is $50,000 for

each period, as shown in Period 3.

We must have accurate information for all periods. Exhibit 6-17 summarizes

the effects of inventory accounting errors.

Inventory Errors: An ExampleE X H I B I T  6 - 1 6

 

Sales revenue ....................................

Cost of goods sold:

 Beginning inventory .....................

 Purchases .....................................

 Cost of goods available ................

 Ending inventory..........................

 Cost of goods sold .......................

Gross profit......................................

Period 1

Ending Inventory
Overstated by $5,000

Period 2

Beginning Inventory
Overstated by $5,000

Period 3

Correct

$10,000

50,000

60,000

(15,000)

$100,000

45,000

$  55,000

$15,000

50,000

65,000

(10,000)

$100,000

55,000

$  45,000

$10,000

50,000

60,000

(10,000)

$100,000

50,000

$  50,000

100,000

The authors thank Professor Carl High for this example.

Effects of Inventory ErrorsE X H I B I T  6 - 1 7

 

Period 1

 Ending inventory overstated

Period 1

 Ending inventory understated

Understated

Overstated

Inventory Error

Overstated

Understated

Period 1

Cost of
Goods Sold

Gross Profit
and Net Income

Period 2

Cost of
Goods Sold

Gross Profit
and Net Income

Overstated

Understated

Understated

Overstated

The Decision Guidelines feature summarizes the situations that call for (a) a partic-

ular inventory system and (b) the motivation for using each costing method.
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DECISION GUIDELINES

ACCOUNTING FOR INVENTORY

Suppose a Pier 1 store stocks 2 basic categories of merchandise:

• Furniture pieces, such as tables and chairs

• Small items of low value, near the checkout stations, such as cupholders and breath mints

Jacob Stiles, the store manager, is considering how accounting will affect the business.

Let’s examine several decisions Stiles must make to properly account for the store’s inventory.

Decision

Which inventory system to use?

Which costing method to use?

Guidelines

• Expensive merchandise

• Cannot control inventory by visual

inspection

• Can control inventory by visual

inspection

• Unique inventory items

• Most current cost of ending

inventory

• Maximizes reported income when

costs are rising

• Most current measure of cost of

goods sold and net income

• Minimizes income tax when costs

are rising

• Middle-of-the-road approach for

income tax and reported income

System or Method

Perpetual system for the furniture

Periodic system for the small, low-

value items

Specific unit cost for art objects

because they are unique

FIFO

LIFO

Average

Decision Guidelines � 333
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Town & Country Gift Ideas began 20X6 with 60,000 units of inventory that cost $36,000.
During 20X6, Town & Country purchased merchandise on account for $352,500 as follows:

Cash payments on account totaled $326,000 during the year.
Town & Country’s sales during 20X6 consisted of 520,000 units of inventory for

$660,000, all on account. The company uses the FIFO inventory method.
Cash collections from customers were $630,000. Operating expenses totaled $240,500,

of which Town & Country paid $211,000 in cash. Town & Country credited Accrued
Liabilities for the remainder. At December 31, Town & Country accrued income tax expense
at the rate of 35% of income before tax.

� Required

1. Make summary journal entries to record Town & Country’s transactions for the year,
assuming the company uses a perpetual inventory system.

2. Determine the FIFO cost of Town & Country’s ending inventory at December 31, 20X6
2 ways:
a. Use a T-account.
b. Multiply the number of units on hand by the unit cost.

3. Show how Town & Country would compute cost of goods sold for 20X6. Follow the
FIFO example on page 319.

4. Prepare Town & Country’s income statement for 20X6. Show totals for the gross profit
and income before tax.

5. Determine Town & Country’s gross profit percentage, rate of inventory turnover, and
net income as a percentage of sales for the year. In Town & Country’s industry, a gross
profit percentage of 40%, an inventory turnover of 6 times per year, and a net income
percentage of 7% are considered excellent. How well does Town & Country compare
to these industry averages?

Answers
� Requirement 1

Inventory ($65,000 + $175,500 + $112,000) $352,500

Accounts Payable 352,500

Accounts Payable 326,000

Cash 326,000

Accounts Receivable 660,000

Sales Revenue 660,000

Cost of Goods Sold (see Requirement 3) 339,500

Inventory 339,500

Cash 630,000

Accounts Receivable 630,000

Operating Expenses 240,500

Cash 211,000

Accrued Liabilities 29,500

Income Tax Expense (see Requirement 4) 28,000

Income Tax Payable 28,000

Purchase 1 (100,000 units costing) $ 65,000

Purchase 2 (270,000 units costing) 175,500

Purchase 3 (160,000 units costing) 112,000

END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM 

334 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold
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� Requirement 2

� Requirement 3

� Requirement 4

� Requirement 5

Town & Country’s statistics are better than the industry averages.

Gross profit percentage: $320,500 ÷ $660,000 = 48.6%

$52,000 ÷ $660,000 = 7.9%Net income as a percent of sales:

$339,500

($36,000 + $49,000)/2
Inventory turnover: = 8 times

40%

7%

6 times

Industry

Average

Sales revenue ..................................................................................

Cost of goods sold..........................................................................

Gross profit....................................................................................

Operating expenses ........................................................................

Income before tax ..........................................................................

Income tax expense (35%).............................................................

Net income.....................................................................................

Town & Country Gift Ideas
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X6

$660,000

339,500

320,500

240,500

80,000

28,000

$  52,000

Cost of goods sold (520,000 units):

60,000 units costing ...................................................... $  36,000

100,000 units costing .................................................... 65,000

270,000 units costing .................................................... 175,500

90,000 units costing $0.70 each*.................................. 63,000

Cost of goods sold............................................................. $339,500

*From Purchase 3: $112,000/160,000 units = $0.70 per unit.

Number of units in ending

inventory (60,000 + 100,000

+ 270,000 + 160,000 − 520,000) ..............  70,000

Unit cost of ending inventory at FIFO

($112,000 ÷ 160,000 from Purchase 3)..... �

$ 0.70

FIFO cost of ending inventory....................... $49,000

Cost of goods sold

Inventory

36,000
352,500

49,000

339,500
Beginning bal.
Purchases

Ending bal.

End-of-Chapter Summary Problem � 335
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336 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 360.)
1. Which statement is true?

a. The Sales account is used to record only sales on account.
b. The invoice is the purchaser’s request for collection from the customer.
c. Gross profit is the excess of sales revenue over cost of goods sold.
d. A service company purchases products from suppliers and then sells them.

2. Sales discounts should appear in the financial statements:
a. As an addition to inventory
b. As an addition to sales
c. As an operating expense
d. Among the current liabilities
e. As a deduction from sales

3. How is inventory classified in the financial statements?
a. as an asset d. as a revenue
b. as a liability e. as a contra account to Cost of Goods Sold
c. as an expense

Questions 4–6 use the following data of Manatee, Inc.

4. Manatee uses a FIFO inventory system. Cost of goods sold for the period is:
a. $330 c. $355
b. $347 d. $365

5. Manatee’s LIFO cost of ending inventory would be:
a. $161 c. $208
b. $90 d. $225

6. Manatee’s average cost of ending inventory is:
a. $161 c. $104
b. $90 d. $225

7. When applying lower-of-cost-or-market to inventory, “market” generally means
a. resale value. c. replacement cost.
b. original cost. d. original cost, less physical deterioration.

8. During a period of rising prices, the inventory method that will yield the highest net
income and asset value is:
a. Specific identification c. LIFO
b. Average cost d. FIFO

9. Which statement is true?
a. The inventory method that best matches current expense with current revenue

is FIFO.
b. Application of the lower-of-cost-or-market rule often results in a lower

inventory value.
c. An error overstating ending inventory in 20X1 will understate 20X1 net income.
d. When prices are rising, the inventory method that results in the lowest ending

inventory value is FIFO.

Unit Total Units

Units Cost Cost Sold

Beginning inventory 20 $6 $120

Purchase on May 23 30 7 210

Purchase on Nov. 15 120

Sales 50 ?

8

?

   5

REVIEW INVENTORY & COST OF
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10. The ending inventory of Bar Harbor Co. is $44,000. If beginning inventory was $50,000
and goods available totaled $104,000, the cost of goods sold is:
a. $112,000 d. $50,000
b. $198,000 e. none of the above ($ fill in the blank).
c. $60,000 

11. Bell Company had cost of goods sold of $130,000. The beginning and ending inventories
were $10,000 and $20,000, respectively. Purchases for the period must have been:
a. $82,000 d. $140,000
b. $94,000 e. $138,000
c. $132,000

Use the following information for questions 12–14.
12. Tee Company had a $20,000 beginning inventory and a $24,000 ending inventory. Net

sales were $160,000; purchases, $80,000; purchase returns and allowances, $5,000 and
freight-in, $6,000. Cost of goods sold for the period is
a. $69,000. d. $85,000.
b. $49,000. e. none of the above.
c. $77,000.

13. What is Tee’s gross profit percentage (rounded to the nearest percentage)?
a. 52% c. 47%
b. 88% d. none of the above

14. What is Tee’s rate of inventory turnover?
a. 3.4 times c. 6.4 times
b. 3.5 times d. 6.2 times

15. Beginning inventory is $60,000, purchases are $180,000 and sales total $300,000. The
normal gross profit is 30%. Using the gross profit method, how much is ending
inventory?
a. $120,000 d. $30,000
b. $106,400 e. None of the above; $(fill in the blank).
c. $244,000

16. An overstatement of ending inventory in one period results in:
a. no effect on net income of the next period
b. an understatement of net income of the next period
c. an overstatement of net income of the next period
d. an understatement of the beginning inventory of the next period

average-cost method (p. 318) Inventory costing method
based on the average cost of inventory during the period.
Average cost is determined by dividing the cost of goods
available by the number of units available. Also called the
weighted-average method. 

conservatism (p. 325) The accounting concept by which
the least favorable figures are presented in the financial
statements.

consistency principle (p. 325) A business must use the
same accounting methods and procedures from period to
period. 

cost of goods sold (p. 311) Cost of the inventory the busi-
ness has sold to customers. 

cost-of-goods-sold model (p. 329) Formula that brings
together all the inventory data for the entire accounting
period: Beginning inventory + Purchases = Goods available.

Then, Goods available – Ending inventory = Cost of
goods sold. 

disclosure principle (p. 325) A business’s financial state-
ments must report enough information for outsiders to
make knowledgeable decisions about the business. The
company should report relevant, reliable, and comparable
information about its economic affairs.

first-in, first-out (FIFO) cost (method) (p. 325)
Inventory costing method by which the first costs into
inventory are the first costs out to cost of goods sold.
Ending inventory is based on the costs of the most recent
purchases. 

gross margin (p. 313) Another name for gross profit.

gross margin method (p. 330) Another name for the gross
profit method.
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338 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

gross margin percentage (p. 327) Another name for the
gross profit percentage.

gross profit (p. 313) Sales revenue minus cost of goods
sold. Also called gross margin. 

gross profit method (p. 330) A way to estimate inventory
based on a rearrangement of the cost-of-goods-sold model:
Beginning inventory + Net purchases = Goods available –
Cost of goods sold = Ending inventory. Also called the gross
margin method. 

gross profit percentage (p. 337) Gross profit divided by
net sales revenue. Also called the gross margin percentage. 

inventory (p. 311) The merchandise that a company sells to
customers. 

inventory turnover (p. 328) Ratio of cost of goods sold to
average inventory. Indicates how rapidly inventory is sold. 

last-in, first-out (LIFO) cost (method) (p. 328)
Inventory costing method by which the last costs into
inventory are the first costs out to cost of goods sold. This
method leaves the oldest costs—those of beginning inven-
tory and the earliest purchases of the period—in ending
inventory. 

lower-of-cost-or-market (LCM) rule (p. 326) Requires
that an asset be reported in the financial statements at

whichever is lower—its historical cost or its market value
(current replacement cost for inventory).

periodic inventory system (p. 314) An inventory system
in which the business does not keep a continuous record of
the inventory on hand. Instead, at the end of the period, the
business makes a physical count of the inventory on hand
and applies the appropriate unit costs to determine the cost
of the ending inventory. 

perpetual inventory system (p. 314) An inventory system
in which the business keeps a continuous record for each
inventory item to show the inventory on hand at all times. 

purchase allowance (p. 315) A decrease in the cost of pur-
chases because the seller has granted the buyer a subtraction
(an allowance) from the amount owed. 

purchase discount (p. 316) A decrease in the cost of pur-
chases earned by making an early payment to the vendor. 

purchase return (p. 315) A decrease in the cost of pur-
chases because the buyer returned the goods to the seller. 

specific-unit-cost method (p. 317) Inventory cost method
based on the specific cost of particular units of inventory. 

weighted-average method (p. 318) Another name for the
average-cost method.

Short Exercises

S6-1 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for inventory transactions) Journalize the
following assumed transactions for The Coca-Cola Company. Show amounts in billions.
(p. 316)

• Cash purchases of inventory, $3.9 billion
• Sales on account, $19.4 billion
• Cost of goods sold (perpetual inventory system), $4.2 billion
• Collections on account, $18.9 billion

S6-2 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for inventory transactions) Riley Kilgo, Inc., pur-
chased inventory costing $100,000 and sold 80% of the goods for $240,000. All purchases
and sales were on account. Kilgo later collected 20% of the accounts receivable.

1. Journalize these transactions for Kilgo, which uses the perpetual inventory system. 
(p. 316)

2. For these transactions, show what Kilgo will report for inventory, revenues, and expenses
on its financial statements. Report gross profit on the appropriate statement. (p. 324)

S6-3 (Learning Objective 2: Applying the average, FIFO, and LIFO methods) Allstate
Sporting Goods started April with an inventory of 10 sets of golf clubs that cost a total of
$1,500. During April Allstate purchased 20 sets of clubs for $3,200. At the end of the month,
Allstate had 6 sets of golf clubs on hand. The store manager must select an inventory costing
method, and he asks you to tell him both cost of goods sold and ending inventory under these
3 accounting methods: (pp. 318–322)

a. Average Cost b. FIFO c. LIFO
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S6-4 (Learning Objective 2: Applying the average, FIFO, and LIFO methods) Pinkie’s
Copy Center uses laser printers. Pinkie’s started the year with 100 containers of ink (average
cost of $9.20 each, FIFO cost of $9 each, LIFO cost of $8 each). During the year, Pinkie’s pur-
chased 700 containers of ink at $10 and sold 600 units for $20 each. Pinkie’s paid operating
expenses throughout the year, a total of $3,000. Pinkie’s is not subject to income tax.

Prepare Pinkie’s income statement for the current year ended December 31 under the aver-
age, FIFO, and LIFO inventory costing methods. Include a complete statement heading. (p. 324)

S6-5 (Learning Objective 2: Income tax effects of the inventory costing methods) This
exercise should be used in conjunction with Short Exercise S6-4. Now assume that Pinkie’s
Copy Center in Short Exercise 6-4 is a corporation subject to a 40% income tax. Compute
Pinkie’s income tax expense under the average, FIFO, and LIFO inventory costing methods.
Which method would you select to (a) maximize income before tax and (b) minimize income
tax expense? Format your answer as shown on page 320.

S6-6 (Learning Objective 2: Income and tax effects of LIFO) Microdot.com uses the LIFO
method to account for inventory. Microdot is having an unusually good year, with net
income well above expectations. The company’s inventory costs are rising rapidly. What can
Microdot do immediately before the end of the year to decrease net income? Explain how
this action decreases reported income, and tell why Microdot might want to decrease its net
income. (pp. 320–321)

S6-7 (Learning Objective 2: Applying the lower-of-cost-or-market-rule to inventory) It is
December 31, end of the year and the controller of Garcia Corporation is applying the lower-
of-cost-or-market (LCM) rule to inventories. Before any year-end adjustments Garcia has
these data:

Garcia determines that the replacement cost of ending inventory is $49,000. Show what
Garcia should report for ending inventory and for cost of goods sold. Identify the financial
statement where each item appears. (pp. 325–327)

S6-8 (Learning Objective 3: Using ratio data to evaluate operations) PepsiCo made sales
of $35,137 million during 2006. Cost of goods sold for the year totaled $15,762 million. At
the end of 2005, PepsiCo’s inventory stood at $1,693 million, and PepsiCo ended 2006 with
inventory of $1,926 million.

Compute PepsiCo’s gross profit percentage and rate of inventory turnover for 2006. 
(pp. 325–327)

S6-9 (Learning Objective 4: Estimating ending inventory by the gross profit method)
Federal Technology began the year with inventory of $300,000 and purchased $1,600,000 of
goods during the year. Sales for the year are $3,000,000, and Federal’s gross profit percentage
is 40% of sales. Compute Federal’s estimated cost of ending inventory by using the gross
profit method. (pp. 329–331)

S6-10 (Learning Objective 5: Assessing the effect of an inventory error—1 year only)
CWD, Inc., reported these figures for its fiscal year (amounts in millions):

Net sales............................... $  1,700

Cost of goods sold................ 1,180

Ending inventory.................. 360

Cost of goods sold:..........................................

Historical cost of ending inventory,

$410,000

as determined by a physical count ............... 60,000

writing assignment � 
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340 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Suppose CWD later learns that ending inventory was overstated by $10 million. What
are CWD’s correct amounts for (a) net sales, (b) ending inventory, (c) cost of goods sold, and
(d) gross profit? (pp. 331–332)

S6-11 (Learning Objective 5: Assessing the effect of an inventory error on 2 years)
OfficeMax’s $5 million cost of inventory at the end of last year was understated by $1.6 million.

1. Was last year’s reported gross profit of $4 million overstated, understated, or correct?
What was the correct amount of gross profit last year? (p. 332)

2. Is this year’s gross profit of $4.8 million overstated, understated, or correct? What is the
correct amount of gross profit for the current year? (p. 332)

S6-12 (Learning Objective 2, 4: Ethical implications of inventory actions) Determine
whether each of the following actions in buying, selling, and accounting for inventories is eth-
ical or unethical. Give your reason for each answer.

1. In applying the lower-of-cost-or-market rule to inventories, Terre Haute Industries
recorded an excessively low market value for ending inventory. This allowed the com-
pany to pay less income tax for the year.(p. 326)

2. Laminated Photo Film purchased lots of inventory shortly before year end to increase the
LIFO cost of goods sold and decrease reported income for the year.(p. 322)

3. Madison, Inc., delayed the purchase of inventory until after December 31, 20X4, to keep
20X3’s cost of goods sold from growing too large. The delay in purchasing inventory
helped net income of 20X3 to reach the level of profit demanded by the company’s
investors. (p. 322)

4. Dover Sales Company deliberately overstated ending inventory in order to report higher
profits (net income). (p. 332)

5. Brazos Corporation deliberately overstated purchases to produce a high figure for cost of
goods sold (low amount of net income). The real reason was to decrease the company’s
income tax payments to the government. (p. 332)

Exercises

E6-13 (Learning Objective 1, 2: Accounting for inventory transactions) Accounting
records for Allegheny Corporation yield the following data for the year ended December 31,
20X8 (amounts in thousands):

� Required

1. Journalize Allegheny’s inventory transactions for the year under the perpetual system.
Show all amounts in thousands. Use Exhibit 6-5 as a model, page 316.

2. Report ending inventory, sales, cost of goods sold, and gross profit on the appropriate
financial statement (amounts in thousands). (p. 316)

E6-14 (Learning Objective 1, 2: Analyzing inventory transactions) McKinley, Inc., inventory
records for a particular development program show the following at October 31:

Oct.   1 Beginning inventory ...............   5 units @ 160 � $  800

15 Purchase................................. 11 units @ 170 � 1,870

26 Purchase.................................  5 units @ 180 � 900

Inventory, December 31, 20X7 ................................................................ $   370

Purchases of inventory (on account)......................................................... 1,200

Sales of inventory—80% on account; 20% for cash (cost $900) ..............

Inventory at FIFO cost, December 31, 20X8............................................

2,000

670

writing assignment � 

� general ledger
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At October 31, 8 of these programs are on hand. Journalize for McKinley:

1. Total October purchases in one summary entry. All purchases were on credit. (p. 316)

2. Total October sales and cost of goods sold in 2 summary entries. The selling price was
$500 per unit and all sales were on credit. McKinley uses the FIFO inventory method.
(pp. 316, 319–320)

3. Under FIFO, how much gross profit would McKinley earn on these transactions? What is
the FIFO cost of McKinley’s ending inventory? (p. 320)

E6-15 (Learning Objective 2: Determining ending inventory and cost of goods sold by
4 methods) Use the data for McKinely Inc. in Exercise E6-14 to answer the following. 
(pp. 318–320)

� Required

1. Compute cost of goods sold and ending inventory, using each of the following methods:
a. Specific unit cost, with three $160 units and five $180 units still on hand at the end
b. Average cost
c. First-in, first-out
d. Last-in, first-out

2. Which method produces the highest cost of goods sold? Which method produces the
lowest cost of goods sold? What causes the difference in cost of goods sold?

E6-16 (Learning Objective 2: Computing the tax advantage of LIFO over FIFO) Use the
data in Exercise E6-14 to illustrate McKinley’s income tax advantage from using LIFO over
FIFO. Sales revenue is $6,000, operating expenses are $1,100, and the income tax rate is 40%.
How much in taxes would McKinley save by using the LIFO method versus FIFO? (p. 320)

E6-17 (Learning Objective 2: Determining ending inventory and cost of goods sold—FIFO
vs. LIFO) MusicBiz.net specializes in sound equipment. Because each inventory item is
expensive, MusicBiz uses a perpetual inventory system. Company records indicate the follow-
ing data for a line of speakers:

� Required

1. Determine the amounts that MusicBiz should report for cost of goods sold and ending
inventory 2 ways: (pp. 319–320)
a. FIFO b. LIFO

2. MusicBiz uses the FIFO method. Prepare MusicBiz’s income statement for the month
ended June 30, 20X5, reporting gross profit. Operating expenses totaled $320, and the
income tax rate was 40%. (pp. 320–324)

E6-18 (Learning Objective 2: Measuring gross profit—FIFO vs. LIFO; Falling prices)
Suppose a Best Buy store in Orlando, Florida, ended May 20X6 with 800,000 units of merchan-
dise that cost an average of $7 each. Suppose the store then sold 600,000 units for $5.0 million
during June. Further, assume the store made 2 large purchases during June as follows:

June   6 100,000 units @ $6 � $   600,000

21 400,000 units @ $5 � 2,000,000

Unit Cost

$90

95

June

Date

  1

  6

  8

 30

Item

Balance 

Purchase

Sale 

Sale 

Quantity

 5

12

3

8

Sale Price

$150

155

� spreadsheet
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342 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

1. At June 30, the store manager needs to know the store’s gross profit under both FIFO and
LIFO. Supply this information. (pp. 319–322)

2. What caused the FIFO and LIFO gross profit figures to differ? (Challenge).

E6-19 (Learning Objective 2: Managing income taxes under the LIFO method) Deitrick
Guitar Company is nearing the end of its worst year ever. With 3 weeks until year end, it
appears that net income for the year will have decreased by 20% from last year. Jim Deitrick,
the president and principal stockholder, is distressed with the year’s results.

Deitrick asks you, the financial vice president, to come up with a way to increase the
business’s net income. Inventory quantities are a little higher than normal because sales have
been slow during the last few months. Deitrick uses the LIFO inventory method, and inven-
tory costs have risen dramatically during the latter part of the year.

� Required

Write a memorandum to Jim Deitrick to explain how the company can increase its net income
for the year. Explain your reasoning in detail. Deitrick is a man of integrity, so your plan must
be completely ethical. (pp. 322–323)

E6-20 (Learning Objective 2: Identifying income, tax, and other effects of the inventory
methods) This exercise tests your understanding of the various inventory methods. In the
space provided, write the name of the inventory method that best fits the description. Assume
that the cost of inventory is rising. (pp. 317–320, 325–326) 

___ 1. Generally associated with saving income taxes.

___ 2. Results in a cost of ending inventory that is close to the current cost of replacing
the inventory.

___ 3. Used to account for automobiles, jewelry, and art objects.

___ 4. Provides a middle-ground measure of ending inventory and cost of goods sold.

___ 5. Maximizes reported income.

___ 6. Matches the most current cost of goods sold against sales revenue.

___ 7. Results in an old measure of the cost of ending inventory.

___ 8. Writes inventory down when replacement cost drops below historical cost.

___ 9. Enables a company to buy high-cost inventory at year end and thereby decrease
reported income and income tax.

___ 10. Enables a company to keep reported income from dropping lower by
liquidating older layers of inventory.

E6-21 (Learning Objective 2: Applying the lower-of-cost-or-market rule to inventories)
Sloan, Inc., uses a perpetual inventory system. Sloan has these account balances at
December 31, 20X4, prior to making the year-end adjustments:

writing assignment � 

Inventory

12,400
14,000

Beg. bal.
End bal.

Cost of Goods Sold

78,000Bal.

Sales Revenue

125,000Bal.

A year ago, the replacement cost of Sloan’s ending inventory was $13,000, which exceeded
cost of $12,400. Sloan has determined that the replacement cost of the December 31, 20X4,
ending inventory is $12,000.

� Required

Prepare Sloan Inc.’s 20X4 income statement through gross profit to show how the company
would apply the lower-of-cost-or-market rule to its inventories. (p. 326)
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� Required

E6-22 (Learning Objective 2: Determining amounts for the income statement; using the
cost-of-goods-sold model) Supply the missing income statement amounts for each of the fol-
lowing companies (amounts adapted, in millions or billions): (pp. 327-330)

� general ledger

Company

Krispy Kreme

Hewlitt-Packard

PepsiCo

Best Buy

Net

Sales

$543

74

(e)

31

Beginning

Inventory

$29

7

(f)

2

Purchases

$470

(c)

16

24

Ending

Inventory

$24

8

2

(g)

Cost of

Goods

Sold

(a)

(d)

16

23

Gross

Profit

(b)

19

19

(h)

Prepare the income statement for Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, Inc., in millions of dollars—for
the year ended January 31, 2006. Use the cost-of-goods-sold model to compute cost of goods
sold. Krispy Kreme’s operating and other expenses, as adapted, for the year were $2,040.
Ignore income tax. (pp. 311–312, 329–330)

Note: Exercise E6-23 builds on Exercise E6-22 with a profitability analysis of these actual
companies.

E6-23 (Learning Objective 3: Measuring profitability) Refer to the data in Exercise E6-22.
Compute all ratio values to answer the following questions:

• Which company has the highest, and which company has the lowest, gross profit percentage?

• Which company has the highest, and the lowest rate of inventory turnover?

Based on your figures, which company appears to be the most profitable? (pp. 326–329)

E6-24 (Learning Objective 3: Gross profit percentage and inventory turnover) Turner &
Taft, a partnership, had these inventory data:

Turner & Taft need to know the company’s gross profit percentage and rate of inventory
turnover for 20X4 under (pp. 319–320, 326–329)

1. FIFO 2. LIFO

Which method makes the business look better on (pp. 326–329)

3. Gross profit percentage? 4. Inventory turnover?

E6-25 (Learning Objective 2: Budgeting inventory purchases) Pier 1 Imports prepares
budgets to help manage the company. Suppose Pier 1 is budgeting for the fiscal year ended
January 31, 20X4. During preceding fiscal year 20X3, sales totaled $1,777 million and cost of
goods sold was $1,175 million. At January 31, 20X3, inventory stood at $366 million.

During the upcoming 20X4 year, suppose Pier 1 expects cost of goods sold to increase by
8%. The company budgets next year’s ending inventory at $369 million.

20X3

Ending inventory at:

FIFO cost ................

LIFO cost ................

20X4

$18,000

14,000

$  20,000

18,000

Cost of goods sold at:

FIFO cost ................

LIFO cost ................

Sales revenue ...............

$  85,500

92,800

138,000
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� Required

One of the most important decisions a manager makes is how much inventory to buy. How
much inventory should Pier 1 purchase during the upcoming year to reach its budgeted
figures? (p. 329)

E6-26 (Learning Objective 4: Estimating inventory by the gross profit method) Vacation
Properties began January with concession inventory of $48,000. The business made net
purchases of concessions for $106,000 and had net sales of $200,000 before a fire destroyed
its concession inventory. For the past several years, Vacation Properties’ gross profit percent-
age has been 40%. Estimate the cost of the concession inventory destroyed by the fire.
Identify another reason managers use the gross profit method to estimate ending inventory.
(pp. 329–330)

E6-27 (Learning Objective 5: Correcting an inventory error) Dijon Mustard, Inc., reported
the following comparative income statement for the years ended September 30, 20X5,
and 20X4:

Dijon’s shareholders are thrilled by the company’s boost in sales and net income during 20X5.
Then they discover that ending 20X4 inventory was understated by $9,000. Prepare the cor-
rected comparative income statement for the 2-year period. How well did Dijon really per-
form in 20X5, as compared with 20X4? (pp. 330–332)

Challenge Exercises

E6-28 (Learning Objective 2: Inventory policy decisions) For each of the following situa-
tions, identify the inventory method that you would use or, given the use of a particular
method, state the strategy that you would follow to accomplish your goal: (pp. 318–323)

a. Inventory costs are increasing. Your company uses LIFO and is having an unexpect-
edly good year. It is near year end, and you need to keep net income from increasing
too much in order to save on income tax.

b. Suppliers of your inventory are threatening a labor strike, and it may be difficult for
your company to obtain inventory. This situation could increase your income taxes.

c. Company management, like that of IBM and Pier 1 Imports, prefers a middle-of-
the-road inventory policy that avoids extremes.

Sales revenue .......................

Cost of goods sold

 Beginning inventory ........

 Purchases ........................

 Goods available ..............

 Ending inventory.............

 Cost of goods sold ..........

Gross profit.........................

Operating expenses .............

Net income..........................

Dijon Mustard, Inc.
Income Statement

Years Ended September 30, 20X5, and 20X4

$122,000

60,000

62,000

20,000

$  42,000

20X420X5

$ 12,000

66,000

78,000

(18,000)

$149,000

74,000

75,000

20,000

$  55,000

$ 18,000

72,000

90,000

(16,000)
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d. Inventory costs are decreasing, and your company’s board of directors wants to
minimize income taxes.

e. Inventory costs are increasing, and the company prefers to report high income.
f. Inventory costs have been stable for several years, and you expect costs to remain

stable for the indefinite future. (Give the reason for your choice of method.)

E6-29 (Learning Objective 2: Measuring the effect of a LIFO liquidation) Suppose
Saks Fifth Avenue, the specialty retailer, had these records for ladies’ evening gowns
during 20X9.

Assume sales of evening gowns totaled 120 units during 20X9 and that Saks uses the LIFO
method to account for inventory. The income tax rate is 40%.

� Required

1. Compute Sak’s cost of goods sold for evening gowns in 20X9. (pp. 318, 323)

2. Compute what cost of goods sold would have been if Saks had purchased enough inven-
tory in December—at $1,300 per evening gown—to keep year-end inventory at the same
level it was at the beginning of the year, 40 units. (Challenge).

E6-30 (Learning Objective 3: Evaluating a company’s profitability) Z Mart, Inc., declared
bankruptcy. Let’s see why. Z Mart reported these figures:

� Required

Evaluate the trend of Z Mart’s results of operations during 20X5 through 20X7. Consider
the trends of sales, gross profit, and net income. Track the gross profit percentage (to 3 decimal
places) and the rate of inventory turnover (to 1 decimal place) in each year—20X5, 
20X6, and 20X7. Also discuss the role that selling expenses must have played in Z Mart’s
difficulties. (pp. 326–328)

Z Mart, Inc.
Statement of Income

Years Ended December 30, 20X7, 20X6, and 20X5

Sales .........................................

Cost of sales .............................

Selling expenses........................

Other expenses.........................

Net income (net loss)................

Additional data:

 Ending inventory..................

20X7 20X6

6.4

20X420X5

$33.7

26.3

6.2

0.7

$  0.5

7.0

$35.9

28.1

6.5

0.9

$  0.4

7.8

$37.0

29.7

7.4

0.1

$ (0.2)

8.4

Millions

Beginning inventory (40 @ $1,000) .................... $  40,000

Purchase in February (20 @ $1,100) .................. 22,000

Purchase in June (50 @ $1,200) ......................... 60,000

Purchase in December (30 @ $1,300)................. 39,000

Goods available.................................................. $161,000
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346 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Quiz
Test your understanding of accounting for inventory by answering the following questions. Select the
best choice from among the possible answers given.

Q6-31 Riverside Software began January with $3,500 of merchandise inventory. During
January, Riverside made the following entries for its inventory transactions:

How much was Riverside’s inventory at the end of January? (pp. 316–318)
a. Zero c. $4,500
b. $4,000 d. $5,000

Q6-32 Use the data in question 6-31. What is Riverside’s gross profit for January? 
(pp. 312–313)
a. Zero c. $5,500
b. $1,700 d. $7,200

Q6-33 When does the cost of inventory become an expense? (p. 311)
a. When cash is collected from the customer.
b. When inventory is purchased from the supplier.
c. When payment is made to the supplier.
d. When inventory is delivered to a customer.

The next 2 questions use the following facts. Leading Edge Frame Shop wants to know the
effect of different inventory costing methods on its financial statements. Inventory and pur-
chases data for April follow.

Q6-34 If Leading Edge uses the FIFO method, the cost of the ending inventory will be 
(pp. 319–320)
a. $10,600. c. $15,300.
b. $15,000. d. $15,600.

Q6-35 If Leading Edge uses the LIFO method, cost of goods sold will be (pp. 319–320)
a. $10,600. c. $15,300.
b. $15,000. d. $15,600.

Q6-36 In a period of rising prices, (p. 320–322)
a. Gross profit under FIFO will be higher than under LIFO.
b. LIFO inventory will be greater than FIFO inventory.
c. Cost of goods sold under LIFO will be less than under FIFO.
d. Net income under LIFO will be higher than under FIFO.

Units Unit Cost Total Cost

April 1 Beginning inventory 2,000 $10.00 $20,000

4 Purchase 1,000 10.60 10,600

9 Sale (1,500)

6,000

7,200

5,500

6,000

7,200

5,500

Inventory

 Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable

 Sales Revenue

Cost of Goods Sold

 Inventory
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Q6-37 The income statement for Heritage Health Foods shows gross profit of $144,000,
operating expenses of $130,000, and cost of goods sold of $216,000. What is the amount of
net sales revenue? (pp. 320–322)
a. $274,000 c. $360,000
b. $246,000 d. $490,000

Q6-38 The word “market” as used in “the lower of cost or market” generally means 
(pp. 325–326)
a. Original cost. c. Retail market price.
b. Replacement cost. d. Liquidation price.

Q6-39 The sum of (a) ending inventory and (b) cost of goods sold is
a. Goods available. c. Gross profit.
b. Net purchases. d. Beginning inventory.

Q6-40 The following data come from the inventory records of Dodge Company:

Based on these facts, the gross profit for Dodge Company is (p. 330)
a. $150,000. c. $190,000.
b. $220,000. d. Some other amount (enter here).

Q6-41 Elizabeth Baker Cosmetics ended the month of May with inventory of $20,000.
Elizabeth Baker expects to end June with inventory of $15,000 after cost of goods sold of
$90,000. How much inventory must Elizabeth Baker purchase during June in order to
accomplish these results? (p. 330)
a. $85,000 c. $105,000
b. $95,000 d. Cannot be determined from the data given.

Q6-42 Two financial ratios that clearly distinguish a discount chain such as Wal-Mart from
a high-end retailer such as Neiman Marcus are the gross profit percentage and the rate of
inventory turnover. Which set of relationships is most likely for Neiman Marcus? (p. 328)

Gross profit percentage Inventory turnover
a. High High
b. Low Low
c. Low High
d. High Low

Q6-43 Sales are $500,000 and cost of goods sold is $300,000. Beginning and ending inven-
tories are $25,000 and $35,000, respectively. How many times did the company turn its
inventory over during this period? (pp. 327–329)
a. 16.7 times c. 8 times
b. 6.7 times d. 10 times

Q6-44 Tulsa, Inc., reported the following data:

Sales returns ..............  $  10,000

Purchase returns........  6,000

Sales revenue ............. 490,000

Ending inventory....... 40,000

Freight in..................... $  20,000

Purchases .................... 205,000

Beginning inventory .... 50,000

Purchase discounts ...... 4,000

Net sales revenue......................................... $620,000

Beginning inventory ....................................  60,000

Ending inventory......................................... 40,000

Net purchases.............................................. 400,000
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348 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Tulsa’s gross profit percentage is (pp. 327–328)
a. 47.9%. c. 53.1%.
b. 52.1%. d. 54.0%.

Q6-45 Sherman Tank Company had the following for the first quarter of 20X8:
Beginning inventory, $50,000 Net purchases, $75,000
Net sales revenue, $90,000 Gross profit rate, 30%

By the gross profit method, the ending inventory should be (pp. 330–331)
a. $62,000. c. $64,000.
b. $63,000. d. $65,000.

Q6-46 An error understated Rice Corporation’s December 31, 20X8, ending inventory by
$40,000. What effect will this error have on total assets and net income for 20X8? (p. 332)

Assets Net income
a. No effect No effect
b. No effect Overstate
c. Understate Understate
d. Understate Understate

Q6-47 What is the effect of Rice Corporation’s 20X8 inventory error on net income for
20X9? (p. 332)
a. No effect
b. Understate
c. Overstate

Problems
(Group A)

P6-48A (Learning Objective 1, 2: Accounting for inventory in a perpetual system) Best

Buy purchases inventory in crates of merchandise; each crate of inventory is a unit. The fiscal
year of Best Buy ends each February 28.

Assume you are dealing with a single Best Buy store in Nashville, Tennessee, and that the
store experienced the following: The Nashville store began fiscal year 20X5 with an inventory
of 20,000 units that cost a total of $1,000,000. During the year, the store purchased merchan-
dise on account as follows:

Cash payments on account totaled $8,800,000.
During fiscal year 20X5, the store sold 150,000 units of merchandise for $14,400,000, of

which $5,000,000 was for cash and the balance was on account. Best Buy uses the average
cost method for inventories.

April (30,000 units @ cost of $60) ........................ $1,800,000

August (50,000 units @ cost of $64) ..................... 3,200,000

November (60,000 units @ cost of $70)................ 4,200,000

Total purchases ..................................................... $9,200,000

� general ledger

Most of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
problems using MAL.
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Operating expenses for the year were $4,000,000. The store paid 80% in cash and
accrued the rest as accrued liabilities. The store accrued income tax at the rate of 40%.

� Required

1. Make summary journal entries to record the store’s transactions for the year ended
February 28, 20X5. Best Buy uses a perpetual inventory system. (p. 316)

2. Prepare a T-account to show the activity in the Inventory account. (p. 319).
3. Prepare the store’s income statement for the year ended February 28, 20X5. Show totals

for gross profit, income before tax, and net income. (pp. 320, 322)

P6-49A (Learning Objective 2: Measuring cost of goods sold and ending inventory—
perpetual system) Assume a Nike outlet store began August 20X0 with 40 pairs of running
shoes that cost the store $40 each. The sale price of these shoes was $70. During August, the
store completed these inventory transactions:

� Required

1. The preceding data are taken from the store’s perpetual inventory records. Which cost
method does the store use? Explain how you arrived at your answer. (pp. 318–322)

2. Determine the store’s cost of goods sold for August. Also compute gross profit for August.
(pp. 322–323)

3. What is the cost of the store’s August 31 inventory of running shoes? (pp. 320–322)

P6-50A (Learning Objective 2: Computing inventory by 3 methods—perpetual system)
Army-Navy Surplus began March with 70 tents that cost $20 each. During the month, Army-
Navy made the following purchases at cost:

Army-Navy Surplus sold 320 tents, and at March 31 the ending inventory consists of 50 tents.
The sale price of each tent was $45.

� Required

1. Determine the cost of goods sold and ending inventory amounts for March under 
(1) average cost, (2) FIFO cost, and (3) LIFO cost. Round average cost per unit to 4 decimal
places, and round all other amounts to the nearest dollar. (p. 316)

2. Explain why cost of goods sold is highest under LIFO. Be specific. (p. 320)
3. Prepare Army-Navy Surplus’s income statement for March. Report gross profit. Operating

expenses totaled $4,000. Army-Navy uses average costing for inventory. The income tax
rate is 40%. (p. 322)

4

19

25

March 100 tents @ $22

160 tents @ 24

40 tents @ 25

= $2,200

=   3,840

=   1,000

Units Unit Cost Unit Sale Price

Sale ............. 16 $40

8 Purchase...... 80 41

$70

11 Sale ............. 24 40 70

Sale ............. 41 72

24 Sale ............. 30 41 72

30 Purchase...... 18 42

3Aug.

919
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350 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

� Required

1. Prepare a partial income statement through gross profit under the average, FIFO, and
LIFO methods. Round average cost per unit to 4 decimal places and all other amounts to
the nearest dollar. (p. 322)

2. Which inventory method would you use to minimize income tax? Explain why this
method causes income tax to be the lowest. (p. 322)

P6-52A (Learning Objective 2: Applying the lower-of-cost-or-market rule to inventories—
perpetual system) AMC Trade Mart has recently had lackluster sales. The rate of inventory
turnover has dropped, and the merchandise is gathering dust. At the same time, competition
has forced AMC’s suppliers to lower the prices that AMC will pay when it replaces its inven-
tory. It is now December 31, 20X6, and the current replacement cost of AMC’s ending inven-
tory is $80,000 below what AMC actually paid for the goods, which was $190,000. Before
any adjustments at the end of the period, the Cost of Goods Sold account has a balance of
$780,000.

What accounting action should AMC take in this situation? Give any journal entry
required. At what amount should AMC report Inventory on the balance sheet? At what
amount should the company report Cost of Goods Sold on the income statement? Discuss the
accounting principle or concept that is most relevant to this situation. (p. 326)

P6-53A (Learning Objective 3: Using gross profit percentage and inventory turnover to
evaluate two companies) Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and Starbucks are both specialty
food chains. The 2 companies reported these figures, in millions:

Inventory

4,900
2,115

63,000
4,250

Jan.
Mar.
June
Oct.

1
6

22
4

Balance
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase

   700 units @ $7.00
   300 units @   7.05
8,400 units @   7.50
   500 units @   8.50

Sales Revenue

127,800Dec. 31 9,000 units

P6-51A (Learning Objective 2: Applying the different inventory costing methods—
perpetual system) The records of Armstrong Aviation include the following accounts for
inventory of aviation fuel at December 31 of the current year:

writing assignment � 

writing assignment � 
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(continued)

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, Inc.
Statement of Operations (Adapted)

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, Inc.
Balance Sheet (Adapted)

Starbucks Corporation
Balance Sheet (Adapted)

Starbucks Corporation
Statement of Earnings (Adapted)

Fiscal Year

2006 2005

Revenues:

Net sales ..........................................................

Costs and Expenses:

Cost of goods sold............................................

General and administrative expenses................

$543

475

68

$708

598

55

January 31,

2006 2005

Assets

Current assets:

Inventories .......................................

Cash and cash equivalents................

Receivables.......................................

$17

24

$28

29

27 30

Year End

2006 2005

Assets

Current assets:

Inventories .................................................

Cash and temporary investments................

Receivables, net..........................................

$313

636

$174

546

224 191

Fiscal Year

2006 2005

Sellings, general and administrative expenses ......

Net sales .............................................................

Cost of goods sold...............................................

$7,787

2,948

$6,369

2,363

3,179 2,605
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� Required

1. Compute the gross profit percentage and the rate of inventory turnover for Krispy Kreme
and for Starbucks for 2006. (pp. 327–329)

2. Based on these statistics, which company looks more profitable? Why? What other
expense category should we consider in evaluating these 2 companies? (Challenge)

P6-54A (Learning Objective 4: Estimating inventory by the gross profit method; preparing
the income statement) Assume Amazon.com lost some video inventory in a fire. To file an
insurance claim, Amazon must estimate its inventory by the gross profit method. Assume that
for the past 2 years, Amazon’s gross profit has averaged 40% of net sales. Suppose Amazon’s
inventory records reveal the following data:

� Required

1. Estimate the cost of the lost inventory, using the gross profit method.(pp. 330–331)
2. Prepare the July income statement for this product through gross profit. Show the

detailed computation of cost of goods sold in a separate schedule. (p. 332)

P6-55A (Learning Objective 1: Determining the amount of inventory to purchase) Here are
condensed versions of Pontiac Convenience Store’s most recent income statement and balance
sheet. Because the business is organized as a proprietorship, it pays no corporate income tax.

Inventory, July 1 ......................  $   360,000

Transactions during July:

Purchases ............................. 2,780,000

Purchase discounts ............... 20,000

Purchase returns...................  40,000

Sales revenue ........................ 4,430,000

Sales returns .........................  750,000

Sales ...................................

Cost of sales .......................

Gross profit ........................

Operating expenses .............

Net income .........................

Pontiac Convenience Store
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X2

$900,000

700,000

200,000

80,000

$120,000

Cash .............................

Inventories ....................

Land and

 buildings, net ............

Total assets....................

Pontiac Convenience Store
Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X2

$  70,000

35,000

360,000

$465,000

Assets

Accounts payable ..........

Note payable.................

Total liabilities ..............

Owner, capital...............

Total liabilities

 and capital ................

$  35,000

280,000

315,000

150,000

$465,000

Liabilities and Capital

The owner is budgeting for 20X3. She expects sales and cost of goods sold to increase by
8%. To meet customer demand for the increase in sales, ending inventory will need to be
$50,000 at December 31, 20X3. The owner hopes to earn a net income of $160,000
next year.

� spreadsheet
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� Required

1. One of the most important decisions a manager makes is the amount of inventory to pur-
chase. Compute the amount of inventory to purchase in 20X3. (p. 330)

2. Prepare the store’s budgeted income statement for 20X3 to reach the target net income of
$160,000. To reach this goal, operating expenses must decrease by $24,000. (Challenge)

P6-56A (Learning Objective 5: Correcting inventory errors over a 3-year period)
Columbia Video Sales reported these data (adapted, in millions). The shareholders are very
happy with Columbia’s steady increase in net income.

Auditors discovered that the ending inventory for 20X4 was understated by $1 million and
that the ending inventory for 20X5 was also understated by $1 million. The ending inventory
for 20X6 was correct.

� Required

1. Show corrected income statements for each of the 3 years. (p. 332)
2. How much did these assumed corrections add to or take away from Columbia’s total net

income over the 3-year period? How did the corrections affect the trend of net income?
(p. 332)

3. Will Columbia’s shareholders still be happy with the company’s trend of net income?
Give the reason for your answer. (Challenge)

(Group B)

P6-57B (Learning Objective 1, 2: Accounting for inventory in a perpetual system) Italian
Leather Goods began 20X6 with an inventory of 50,000 units that cost $1,500,000. During
the year the store purchased merchandise on account as follows:

Cash payments on account totaled $8,610,000.

March (40,000 units @ cost of $32).................... $1,280,000

August (40,000 units @ cost of $34) ................... 1,360,000

October (180,000 units @ cost of $35) ............... 6,300,000

Total purchases ................................................... $8,940,000

Net sales revenue............................

Cost of goods sold:

 Beginning inventory ...................

 Purchases ...................................

 Goods available .........................

 Less: Ending inventory...............

 Cost of goods sold .....................

Gross profit....................................

Total operating expenses ................

Net income.....................................

$33

23

10

8

$  2

20X520X6

$   5

24

29

(6)

$36

25

11

8

$  3

$   6

26

32

(7)

20X4

$30

21

9

8

$  1

$  4

22

26

(5)

� general ledger
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During 20X6, the company sold 260,000 units of merchandise for $12,900,000, of
which $4,700,000 was for cash and the balance was on account. Italian Leather Goods uses
the LIFO method for inventories.

Operating expenses for the year were $2,080,000. Italian Leather Goods paid 60% in cash
and accrued the rest as accrued liabilities. The company accrued income tax at the rate of 40%.

� Required

1. Make summary journal entries to record the Italian Leather Goods transactions for the
year ended December 31, 20X6. The company uses a perpetual inventory system. (p. 316)

2. Prepare a T-account to show the activity in the Inventory account. (pp. 318–319)
3. Prepare the Italian Leather Goods income statement for the year ended December 31,

20X6. Show totals for gross profit, income before tax, and net income. (pp. 320–322)

P6-58B (Learning Objective 2: Measuring cost of goods sold and ending inventory—
perpetual system) Whitewater Sports began July with 50 backpacks that cost $19 each. The
sale price of each backpack was $36. During July, Whitewater completed these inventory
transactions:

� Required

1. The preceding data are taken from Whitewater’s perpetual inventory records. Which cost
method does Whitewater use? How can you tell? (pp. 318–322)

2. Determine Whitewater’s cost of goods sold for July. Also compute gross profit for July.
(pp. 318–322)

3. What is the cost of Whitewater’s July 31 inventory of backpacks? (pp. 318–322)

P6-59B (Learning Objective 2: Computing inventory by 3 methods—perpetual system)
Spice, Inc., began October with 100 shirts that cost $76 each. During October, the store made
the following purchases at cost:

Spice sold 500 shirts and ended October with 130 shirts. The sale price of each shirt 
was $130.

Oct. 3 200 @ $81

12 90 @ 82

24 240 @ 85

= $16,200

=     7,380

=   20,400

Units Unit Cost Unit Sale Price

Purchase 12 $20

8 Sale 37 19 $36

13 Sale 13 19 36

Sale 20 37

17 Purchase 24 20

22 Sale 15 20 37

2July

4
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� Required

1. Determine the cost of goods sold and ending inventory amounts by the average, FIFO,
and LIFO cost methods. Round average cost per unit to 3 decimal places, and round all
other amounts to the nearest dollar. (pp. 318–322)

2. Explain why cost of goods sold is highest under LIFO. Be specific. (p. 322)
3. Prepare Spice’s income statement for October. Report gross profit. Operating expenses

totaled $10,000. Spice uses the LIFO method for inventory. The income tax rate is
40%. (pp. 320, 327)

P6-60B (Learning Objective 2: Applying the different inventory costing methods—
perpetual system) The records of Sonic Sound Systems include the following for cases of
compact discs at December 31 of the current year:

Inventory

121,500

201,000
140,000
259,000

Jan.

May
Aug.
Oct.

1

19
12
4

Balance

Purchase
Purchase
Purchase

300 cases @ $300
100 cases @   315
600 cases @   335
400 cases @   350
700 cases @   370

Sales Revenue

910,000Dec. 31 1,800 cases

� Required
1. Prepare a partial income statement through gross profit under the average, FIFO, and

LIFO cost methods. Round average cost per unit to 4 decimal places and all other
amounts to the nearest dollar. (p. 320)

2. Which inventory method would you use to report the highest net income? Explain why
this method produces the highest reported income. (p. 320)

P6-61B (Learning Objective 2: Applying the lower-of-cost-or-market rule to inventories—
perpetual system) Westside Copiers has recently been plagued with lackluster sales. The rate
of inventory turnover has dropped, and some of the company’s merchandise is gathering dust.
At the same time, competition has forced some of Westside’s suppliers to lower the prices that
Westside will pay when it replaces its inventory. It is now December 31, 20X7. The current
replacement cost of Westside’s ending inventory is $6,800,000, which is far less than Westside
paid for the goods, $8,900,000. Before any adjustments at the end of the period, Westside’s
Cost of Goods Sold account has a balance of $36,400,000.

What accounting action should Westside Copiers take in this situation? Give any journal
entry required. At what amount should Westside report Inventory on the balance sheet? At
what amount should Westside report Cost of Goods Sold on the income statement? Discuss
the accounting principle or concept that is most relevant to this situation. (p. 326)

writing assignment � 

writing assignment � 
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P6-62B (Learning Objective 3: Using gross profit percentage and inventory turnover to
evaluate two leading companies) Hewlett Packard and Apple Computer are competitors.
The companies reported these amounts, in billions:

Hewlett-Packard Company
Statement of Earnings (Adapted)

Hewlett-Packard Company
Balance Sheet (Adapted)

Apple Computer, Inc.
Statement of Operations (Adapted)

Apple Computer, Inc.
Balance Sheet (Adapted)

Net sales.......................................................................

Cost of sales .................................................................

Selling, general, and administrative expenses................

20052006

$73.6

55.2

11.3

$68.9

52.6

11.2

Fiscal Years

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents................

Accounts receivable..........................

Inventories .......................................

20052006

$16.4

10.9

7.8

$13.9

9.9

6.9

Year End

Net sales.......................................................................

Cost of sales .................................................................

Selling, general, and administrative expenses................

20052006

$19.3

13.7

2.4

$13.9

9.9

1.9

Fiscal Years

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents................

Accounts receivable..........................

Inventories .......................................

20052006

$6.4

1.3

0.3

$3.5

0.9

0.2

Year End
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Assess Your Progress � 357

� Required
1. Compute both companies’ gross profit percentage and their rate of inventory turnover

during 2006. (pp. 327–329)

2. Can you tell from these statistics which company should be more profitable in percentage
terms? Why? What other important category of expenses do the gross profit percentage
and the inventory turnover ratio fail to consider? (Challenge)

P6-63B (Learning Objective 4: Estimating inventory by the gross profit method; preparing
the income statement) Assume FedEx Kinko’s, the copy center, lost some inventory in a fire.
To file an insurance claim, FedEx Kinko’s must estimate its ending inventory by the gross profit
method. Assume for the past 2 years, FedEx Kinko’s gross profit has averaged 40% of net sales.
Suppose the company’s inventory records reveal the following data at June 15, date of the fire.

� Required

1. Estimate the cost of the ending inventory lost in the fire using the gross profit method.
(pp. 330–331)

2. Prepare FedEx Kinko’s income statement through gross profit for the period up to the
date of the fire. Date the statement “For the Period Up to the Fire.” Show the detailed
computations of cost of goods sold in a separate schedule. (p. 332)

P6-64B (Learning Objective 1: Determining the amount of inventory to purchase) A Pay
Less convenience store’s income statement and balance sheet reported the following. The
business is organized as a proprietorship, so it pays no corporate income tax.

The owner is budgeting for 20X6. He expects sales and cost of goods sold to increase by
10%. To meet customer demand, ending inventory will need to be $80,000 at December 31,
20X6. The owner can lower operating expenses by $6,000 by doing some of the work him-
self. He hopes to earn a net income of $160,000 next year.

Inventory, January 1 ................  $1,200,000

Transactions during the year:

Purchases ............................. 6,500,000

Purchase discounts ............... 100,000

Purchase returns...................  10,000

Sales revenue ........................ 8,600,000

Sales returns .........................  20,000

� spreadsheet

Sales ...................................

Cost of goods sold ..............

Gross profit ........................

Operating expenses .............

Net income .........................

Pay Less Store
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X5

$960,000

720,000

240,000

110,000

$130,000

Cash .............................

Inventories ....................

Land and

 buildings, net ............

Total assets....................

Pay Less Store
Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X5

$  40,000

70,000

270,000

$380,000

Assets

Accounts payable ..........

Note payable.................

Total liabilities ..............

Owner, capital...............

Total liabilities

 and capital ................

$  30,000

190,000

220,000

160,000

$380,000

Liabilities and Capital
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358 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

� Required

1. One of the most important decisions a business owner makes is the amount of inventory
to purchase. Compute the amount of inventory to purchase in 20X6. (p. 330)

2. Prepare the store’s budgeted income statement for 20X6 to reach the target net income of
$160,000. To reach this goal, Pay Less must decrease operating expenses by $6,000.
(Challenge)

P6-65B (Learning Objective 5: Correcting inventory errors over a 3-year period) The
accounting records of Oriental Rugs show these data (in thousands):

Auditors discovered that the ending inventory for 2005 was overstated by $100 thousand
and that the ending inventory for 2006 was understated by $50 thousand. The ending inven-
tory at December 31, 2007, was correct.

� Required
1. Show correct income statements for each of the 3 years.

2. How much did these corrections add to, or take away from, Oriental Rugs’ total net
income over the 3-year period? How did the corrections affect the trend of net income?
(p. 332)

Net sales revenue.................

Cost of goods sold:

 Beginning inventory ........

 Purchases ........................

 Goods available ..............

 Less ending inventory......

 Cost of goods sold ..........

Gross profit.........................

Total operating expenses .....

Net income..........................

Oriental Rugs

$1,200

600

600

430

$  170

20062007

$   300

700

1,000

(400)

$1,400

700

700

500

$  200

$   400

800

1,200

(500)

2005

$1,100

500

600

450

$  150

$ 200

600

800

(300)

(Amounts in thousands)

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 1, 2: Assessing the impact of a year-end purchase of
inventory) Duracraft Corporation is nearing the end of its first year of operations. Duracraft
made inventory purchases of $745,000 during the year, as follows:

January 1,000 units @ $100.00 = $100,000

July 4,000 121.25 485,000

November 1,000 160.00 160,000

Totals 6,000 $745,000

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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Apply Your Knowledge � 359

Sales for the year are 5,000 units for $1,200,000 of revenue. Expenses other than cost of
goods sold and income taxes total $200,000. The president of the company is undecided
about whether to adopt the FIFO method or the LIFO method for inventories. The income
tax rate is 40%.

� Required

1. To aid company decision making, prepare income statements under FIFO and under LIFO.
(pp. 310, 324)

2. Compare the net income under FIFO with net income under LIFO. Which method 
produces the higher net income? What causes this difference? Be specific. (pp. 322, 323)

Case 2. (Learning Objective 2: Assessing the impact of the inventory costing method on
the financial statements) The inventory costing method a company chooses can affect the
financial statements and thus the decisions of the people who use those statements.

� Required
1. Company A uses the LIFO inventory method and discloses its use of the LIFO method in

notes to the financial statements. Company B uses the FIFO method to account for its
inventory. Company B does not disclose which inventory method it uses. Company B
reports a higher net income than Company A. In which company would you prefer to
invest? Give your reason. (p. 325)

2. Conservatism is an accepted accounting concept. Would you want management to be
conservative in accounting for inventory if you were a shareholder or a creditor of a com-
pany? Give your reason. (p. 325)

Ethical Issue

During 20X8, Vanguard, Inc., changed to the LIFO method of accounting for inventory.
Suppose that during 20X9, Vanguard changes back to the FIFO method and the following
year Vanguard switches back to LIFO again.

� Required

1. What would you think of a company’s ethics if it changed accounting methods
every year?

2. What accounting principle would changing methods every year violate?
3. Who can be harmed when a company changes its accounting methods too often? How?

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands

(Learning Objective 2, 3: Analyzing inventories) The notes are part of the financial state-
ments. They give details that would clutter the statements. This case will help you learn to use
a company’s inventory notes. Refer to YUM! Brands’ statements and related notes in
Appendix A at the end of the book and answer the following questions:

1. How much was YUM’s merchandise inventory at December 30, 2006? At December 30,
2005? (p. 310)

2. How does YUM value its inventories? Which cost method does the company use? 
(p. 317)

3. How much were Yum’s purchases of food and paper inventory during the year ended
December 30, 2006? (p. 330)

4. Did YUM’s gross profit percentage on company sales improve or deteriorate in 2006 com-
pared to 2005? (p. 327)

5. Would you rate YUM’s rate of inventory turnover as fast or slow in comparison to most
other companies? Explain your answer. (pp. 328–329)
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360 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports

(Learning Objective 1, 2, 3: Measuring critical inventory amounts) Refer to the Pier 1

Imports financial statements in Appendix B at the end of this book. Show amounts in mil-
lions and round to the nearest $1 million.

1. Three important pieces of inventory information are (a) the cost of inventory on hand,
(b) the cost of goods sold, and (c) the cost of inventory purchases. Identify or compute
each of these items for Pier 1 at the end of 2006. (p. 330)

2. Which item in requirement 1 is most directly related to cash flow? Why? (Challenge)
3. Assume that all inventory purchases were made on account, and that only inventory pur-

chases increased Accounts Payable. Compute Pier 1’s cash payments for inventory during
2006. (p. 646)

4. How does Pier 1 value its inventories? Which costing method does Pier 1 use? (pp. 317–320)
5. Did Pier 1’s gross profit percentage and rate of inventory turnover improve or deteriorate

in 2006 (versus 2005)? Consider the overall effect of these 2 ratios. Did Pier 1 improve
during 2006? How did these factors affect the net loss for 2006? Pier 1’s inventories
totaled $374 million at the end of 2004. Round decimals to 3 places. (pp. 327–329)

Group Project

(Learning Objective 3: Comparing companies’ inventory turnover ratios) Obtain the annual
reports of 10 companies, 2 from each of 5 different industries. Most companies’ financial
statements can be downloaded from their Web sites.

1. Compute each company’s gross profit percentage and rate of inventory turnover for the
most recent 2 years. If annual reports are unavailable or do not provide enough data for
multiple-year computations, you can gather financial statement data from Moody’s
Industrial Manual.

2. For the industries of the companies you are analyzing, obtain the industry averages for
gross profit percentage and inventory turnover from Robert Morris Associates, Annual
Statement Studies; Dun and Bradstreet, Industry Norms and Key Business Ratios; or Leo Troy,
Almanac of Business and Industrial Financial Ratios.

3. How well does each of your companies compare to the other company in its industry?
How well do your companies compare to the average for their industry? What insight
about your companies can you glean from these ratios?

4. Write a memo to summarize your findings, stating whether your group would invest in
each of the companies it has analyzed.

Quick Check Answers

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. c

2. e

3. a

4. a [(20 × $6) + (30 × $7) = $330]

5. b (15 × $6 =$90)

6. c 15 × [($120 + $210 + $120) ÷ 65] =
$103.85

7. c

8. d

9. b

10. c ($104,000 – $44,000 = $60,000)

11. d ($10,000 + X – $20,000 = $130,000; X
= $140,000)

12. c ($20,000 + $80,000 – $5,000 + $6,000
– $24,000 = $77,000)

13. a ($160,000 – $77,000)/$160,000 
= .519

14. b [$77,000 ÷ ($20,000 + $24,000)/2 
= 3.5]

15. d $60,000 + $180,000 – [$300,000 ×
(1 – .30)] = $30,000

16. b
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Appendix A to Chapter 6 � 361

APPENDIX A TO CHAPTER 6

Accounting for Inventory in the Periodic System
In the periodic inventory system, the business keeps no running record of the merchandise.

Instead, at the end of the period, the business counts inventory on hand and applies the unit

costs to determine the cost of ending inventory. This inventory figure appears on the balance

sheet and is used to compute cost of goods sold.

Recording Transactions in the Periodic System
In the periodic system, throughout the period the Inventory account carries the beginning

balance left over from the preceding period. The business records purchases of inventory in

the Purchases account (an expense). Then, at the end of the period, the Inventory account

must be updated for the financial statements. A journal entry removes the beginning balance

by crediting Inventory and debiting Cost of Goods Sold. A second journal entry sets up the

ending inventory balance, based on the physical count. The final entry in this sequence trans-

fers the amount of Purchases to Cost of Goods Sold. These end-of-period entries can be made

during the closing process.

Exhibit 6A-1 illustrates the accounting in the periodic system. After the process is com-

plete, Inventory has its correct ending balance of $120,000, and Cost of Goods Sold shows

$540,000.
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362 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Recording and Reporting Inventories—Periodic System
(Amounts Assumed)

E X H I B I T  6 - A 1

PANEL A—Recording Transactions and the T-accounts (All amounts are assumed)

Sales revenue ..........................

Cost of goods sold:

 Beginning inventory ...........

 Purchases ...........................

 Goods available .................

 Ending inventory................

Cost of goods sold..................

 Gross profit........................

Income Statement (Partial)

$900,000

540,000

$360,000

Current assets:

 Cash............................................

 Short-term investments ...............

 Accounts receivable.....................

 Inventory ....................................

 Prepaid expenses .........................

Ending Balance Sheet (Partial)

$    XXX

XXX

XXX

120,000

XXX

PANEL B—Reporting in the Financial Statements

Inventory

100,000*
120,000

100,000

Cost of Goods Sold

100,000
560,000
540,000

120,000

*Beginning inventory was $100,000

$ 100,000

560,000

660,000

(120,000)

560,000

900,000

100,000

120,000

560,000

560,000

900,000

100,000

120,000

560,000

1.

2.

3.

a.

b.

c.

Purchases

 Accounts Payable

Purchased inventory on account.

Accounts Receivable

 Sales Revenue

Sold inventory on account.

End-of-period entries to update Inventory and record Cost of Goods Sold:

Cost of Goods Sold

 Inventory (beginning balance)

Transferred beginning inventory to COGS.

Inventory (ending balance)

 Cost of Goods Sold

Set up ending inventory based on physical count.

Cost of Goods Sold

 Purchases

Transferred purchases to COGS.

The T-accounts show the following:

Appendix Assignments

Short Exercises
S6A-1 (Recording inventory transactions in the periodic system) Parkland Technologies
began the year with inventory of $20,000. During the year, Parkland purchased inventory
costing $100,000 and sold goods for $140,000, with all transactions on account. Parkland
ended the year with inventory of $30,000. Journalize all the necessary transactions under the
periodic inventory system.
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S6A-2 (Computing cost of goods sold and preparing the income statement—periodic
system) Use the data in Short Exercise S6A-1 to do the following for Parkland Technologies:

1. Post to the Inventory and Cost of Goods Sold accounts.

2. Compute cost of goods sold by the cost-of-goods-sold model.

3. Prepare the income statement of Parkland Technologies through gross profit.

Exercises

E6A-3 (Computing amounts for the GAAP inventory methods—periodic system) Suppose
Intel Corporation’s inventory records for a particular computer chip indicate the following
at October 31:

The physical count of inventory at October 31 indicates that 8 units of inventory are on hand.

� Required
Compute ending inventory and cost of goods sold, using each of the following methods.
Round all amounts to the nearest dollar:

1. Specific unit cost, assuming four $160 units 3. First-in, first-out 
and four $170 units are on hand 4. Last-in, first-out

2. Average cost

E6A-4 (Journalizing inventory transactions in the periodic system; computing cost of goods
sold) Use the data in Exercise E6A-3 to journalize the following for the periodic system:

1. Total October purchases in 1 summary entry. All purchases were on credit.

2. Total October sales in a summary entry. Assume that the selling price was $300 per unit
and that all sales were on credit.

3. October 31 entries for inventory. Intel uses LIFO. Post to the Cost of Goods Sold 
T-account to show how this amount is determined. Label each item in the account.

4. Show the computation of cost of goods sold by the cost-of-goods-sold model.

Problems

P6A-5 (Computing cost of goods sold and gross profit on sales—periodic system) Assume
a Ralph Lauren Polo outlet store began August 20X4 with 50 units of inventory that cost
$40 each. The sale price of these units was $70. During August, the store completed these
inventory transactions:

Units Unit Cost Unit Sale Price

Sale ............. 16 $40

8 Purchase...... 80 41

$70

  72

11 Sale ............. 34 40 70

Sale ............. 41 72

24 Sale ............. 35 41 72

31 Sale ............. 10 41 72

7330 Purchase...... 18 42

3Aug.

919

Oct. 1 Beginning inventory ...............  5 units @ $160 = $   800

8 Purchase.................................  4 units @ 160 =      640

15 Purchase................................. 11 units @ 170 =   1,870

26 Purchase.................................  5 units @ 180 =      900

Appendix A to Chapter 6 � 363
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� Required

1. Determine the store’s cost of goods sold for August under the periodic inventory system.
Assume the FIFO method.

2. Compute gross profit for August.

P6A-6 (Recording transactions in the periodic system; reporting inventory items in the
financial statements) Accounting records for Total Desserts, Inc., yield the following data for
the year ended December 31, 20X5 (amounts in thousands):

364 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

Inventory, December 31, 20X4 .......................................................................

Purchases of inventory (on account)................................................................

Sales of inventory—80% on account; 20% for cash........................................

Inventory at the lower of FIFO cost or market, December 31, 20X5...............  

$   370

2,900

4,390

560

� Required

1. Journalize Total Desserts’ inventory transactions for the year under the periodic system.
Show all amounts in thousands. Use Exhibit 6A-1 as a model.

2. Report ending inventory, sales, cost of goods sold, and gross profit on the appropriate
financial statement (amounts in thousands). Show the computation of cost of goods sold.
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Appendix B to Chapter 6 � 365

APPENDIX B TO CHAPTER 6

The LIFO Reserve—Converting a LIFO Company’s Net

Income to the FIFO Basis
Suppose you are a financial analyst, and it is your job to recommend stocks for your clients to

purchase as investments. You have narrowed your choice to Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., and

Gap, Inc. Wal-Mart uses the LIFO method for inventories and the GAP uses FIFO. The 2

companies’ net incomes are not comparable because they use different inventory methods. To

compare the 2 companies, you need to place them on the same footing.

The Internal Revenue Service allows companies to use LIFO for income tax purposes only if

they use LIFO for financial reporting, but companies may also report an alternative inventory

amount in the financial statements. Doing so presents a rare opportunity to convert a company’s

net income from the LIFO basis to what the income would have been if the business had used

FIFO. Fortunately, you can convert Wal-Mart’s income from the LIFO basis, as reported in the

company’s financial statements, to the FIFO basis. Then you can compare Wal-Mart and Gap.

Like many other companies that use LIFO, Wal-Mart reports the FIFO cost, a LIFO Reserve,

and the LIFO cost of ending inventory. The LIFO Reserve1 is the difference between the LIFO

cost of an inventory and what the cost of that inventory would be under FIFO. Assume that Wal-

Mart reported the following amounts:

1The LIFO Reserve account is widely used in practice even though the term reserve is poor terminology.

(In millions)
20X3 20X2

From the Wal-Mart balance sheet:

Inventories (approximate FIFO cost)...............

Less LIFO reserve............................................

LIFO cost ........................................................  

$22,749

(135)

22,614

From the Wal-Mart income statement:

Cost of goods sold...........................................

Net income......................................................  

Income tax rate ...............................................

     $  25,056

 (165)

24,891

$191,838

8,039

35%

Wal-Mart Uses LIFO

Converting Wal-Mart’s 20X3 net income to the FIFO basis focuses on the LIFO Reserve

because the reserve captures the difference between Wal-Mart’s ending inventory costed at LIFO

and at FIFO. Observe that during each year, the FIFO cost of ending inventory exceeded the

LIFO cost. During 20X3, the LIFO Reserve increased by $30 million ($165 million – $135 mil-

lion). The LIFO Reserve can increase only when inventory costs are rising. Recall that during a period

of rising costs, LIFO produces the highest cost of goods sold and the lowest net income.

Therefore, for 20X3, Wal-Mart’s cost of goods sold would have been lower if the company had

used the FIFO method for inventories. Wal-Mart’s net income would have been higher, as the fol-

lowing computations show:
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366 � Chapter 6 Inventory & Cost of Goods Sold

If Wal-Mart Had Used FIFO in 20X3

(In millions)

Cost of goods sold, as reported under LIFO................................................. $191,838

� Increase in LIFO Reserve ($165 − $135) .................................................. (30)

� Cost of goods sold, if Wal-Mart had used FIFO.......................................  $191,808

Lower cost of goods sold → Higher pretax income by................................ $         30

Minus income taxes (35%) ............................ 11

Higher net income under FIFO....................... 19

Net income as reported under LIFO............... 8,039

Net income Wal-Mart would have reported for 

20X3 if using FIFO .................................... $    8,058

Now you can compare Wal-Mart’s net income with that of Gap, Inc. All the ratios used for the

analysis—current ratio, inventory turnover, and so on—can be compared between the 2 compa-

nies as though they both used the FIFO inventory method.

The LIFO Reserve provides another opportunity for managers and investors to answer a key

question about a company.

How much income tax has the company saved over its lifetime by
using the LIFO method to account for inventory?

Using Wal-Mart as an example, the computation at the end of 20X3 is (amounts in millions):

Income tax saved by using LIFO = LIFO Reserve × Income tax rate
$58 = $165 × .35

With these price changes, by the end of 20X3 Wal-Mart has saved a total of $58 million by

using the LIFO method to account for its merchandise inventory. Had Wal-Mart used the

FIFO method, Wal-Mart would have almost $58 million less cash to invest in the opening of

new stores.

In recent years many companies have experienced decreases in the cost of their inventories.

When prices decline, cost of goods sold under FIFO is greater (LIFO cost of goods sold is less).

This makes gross profit and net income less under FIFO.
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S P O T L I G H T

FEDEX CORPORATION

If you need a document delivered across the country overnight, FedEx can handle it. FedEx Corporation sets

the standard for quick delivery. As you can see from the company’s balance sheet, FedEx moves packages

using aircraft, package-handling equipment, computers, and vehicles. These are FedEx’s most important

assets (lines 9–13).

This chapter covers long-term plant assets to complete our coverage of assets, except for investments in

Chapter 10. Let’s begin by examining the various types of long-term assets.

Plant Assets & Intangibles7
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368 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Determine the cost of a plant asset

2 Account for depreciation

3 Select the best depreciation method

4 Analyze the effect of a plant asset disposal

5 Account for natural resources and depletion

6 Account for intangible assets and amortization

7 Report plant asset transactions on the statement of cash flows

TYPES OF ASSETS

Businesses use several types of long-lived assets, as shown in Exhibit 7-1. We also show

the expense that applies to each asset. For example, buildings, airplanes, and equipment

depreciate. Natural resources deplete, and intangible assets are amortized.

 1 ASSETS

 2 CURRENT ASSETS

 3  Cash and cash equivalents..................................

 4  Receivables, less allowances of $144 and $125 ......

 5  Spare parts, supplies and fuel .............................

 6  Prepaid expenses and other ...............................

 7   Total current assets .........................................

 8 PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, AT COST

 9  Aircraft ..............................................................

 10  Package handling and ground support equipment....

 11  Computer and electronic equipment...................

 12  Vehicles ..............................................................

 13  Facilities and other.............................................

 14   Total cost........................................................

 15  Less: Accumulated depreciation .........................

 16   Net property and equipment...........................

 17 OTHER LONG-TERM ASSETS

 18  Goodwill ............................................................

 19  Prepaid pension cost...........................................

 20  Intangible and other assets .................................

 21   Total other long-term assets............................

 22 TOTAL ASSETS ....................................................

$   1,937

3,516

308

703

6,464

8,611 

3,558 

4,331 

2,203 

5,371 

24,074 

(13,304)

10,770 

2,825

1,349

1,282

5,456

$ 22,690

(In millions) 2006 2005

FedEx Corporation
Consolidated Balance Sheets (Partial, Adapted)

$   1,039

3,297

250

683

5,269

7,610 

3,366 

3,893 

1,994 

5,154 

22,017 

(12,374)

9,643 

2,835

1,272

1,385

5,492

$ 20,404

May 31,
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Types of Assets � 369

� Plant assets, or fixed assets, are long-lived assets that are tangible—for instance,

land, buildings, and equipment. The expense associated with plant assets is

called depreciation. Of the plant assets, land is unique. Land is not expensed

over time because its usefulness does not decrease. Most companies report

plant assets as Property, plant, and equipment on the balance sheet. FedEx uses

the heading Property and Equipment (lines 8–16).
� Intangible assets are useful because of the special rights they carry. They have

no physical form. Patents, copyrights, and trademarks are intangible assets; so

is goodwill. Accounting for intangibles is similar to accounting for plant assets.

FedEx reports Goodwill and Intangible Assets on its balance sheet (lines 18

and 20). Prepaid pension cost (line 19) is a type of long-term prepaid expense

that’s covered in later courses.

Accounting for plant assets and intangibles has its own terminology. Different

names apply to the individual plant assets and their corresponding expenses, as

shown in Exhibit 7-1.

Unless stated otherwise, we describe accounting that follows generally accepted

accounting principles for the financial statements. Later, we cover depreciation for

income-tax purposes. Before examining the various types of plant assets, let’s see how

to value them.

Measuring the Cost of a Plant Asset

Here is a basic working rule for determining the cost of an asset:

The cost of any asset is the sum of all the costs incurred to bring the asset to its intended

use. The cost of a plant asset includes purchase price, plus any taxes, commissions,

and other amounts paid to make the asset ready for use. Because the specific costs dif-

fer for the various types of plant assets, we discuss the major groups individually.

Land

The cost of land includes its purchase price (cash plus any note payable given), bro-

kerage commission, survey fees, legal fees, and any back property taxes that the pur-

chaser pays. Land cost also includes expenditures for grading and clearing the land

and for removing unwanted buildings.

The cost of land does not include the cost of fencing, paving, security systems,

and lighting. These are separate plant assets—called land improvements—and they are

subject to depreciation.

Plant Assets

 Land

 Buildings, Machinery and Equipment

 Furniture and Fixtures

 Land Improvements

 Natural Resources

Intangibles

Plant Assets TerminologyE X H I B I T  7 - 1

None

Depreciation

Depreciation

Depreciation

Depletion

Amortization

Related Expense Account

(Income Statement)

Asset Account

(Balance Sheet)

OBJECTIVE

1 Determine the cost of a
plant asset
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370 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

Suppose FedEx  signs a $300,000 note payable to purchase 20 acres of land for

a new shipping site. FedEx also pays $10,000 for real estate commission, $8,000 of

back property tax, $5,000 for removal of an old building, a $1,000 survey fee, and

$260,000 to pave the parking lot—all in cash. What is FedEx ’s cost of this land?

Note that the cost to pave the parking lot, $260,000, is not included in the land’s cost,

because the pavement is a land improvement. FedEx would record the purchase of

this land as follows:

This purchase of land increases both assets and liabilities. There is no effect on

equity1.

Buildings, Machinery, and Equipment

The cost of constructing a building includes architectural fees, building permits, con-

tractors’ charges, and payments for material, labor, and overhead. If the company

constructs its own building, the cost will also include the cost of interest on money

borrowed to finance the construction.

When an existing building (new or old) is purchased, its cost includes the pur-

chase price, brokerage commission, sales and other taxes paid, and all expenditures

to repair and renovate the building for its intended purpose.

The cost of FedEx’s is package-handling equipment includes its purchase price

(less any discounts), plus transportation from the seller to FedEx, insurance while in

transit, sales and other taxes, purchase commission, installation costs, and any

expenditures to test the asset before it’s placed in service. The equipment cost will

also include the cost of any special platforms. Then after the asset is up and running,

insurance, taxes, and maintenance costs are recorded as expenses, not as part of the

asset’s cost.

−   24,000

=Assets Liabilities

+ 300,000

Stockholders’
Equity

=

+

+ 0
+ 324,000

300,000

24,000

324,000Land

 Note Payable

 Cash

Purchase price of land ..................... $300,000

Add related costs:

Real estate commission ............... $10,000

Back property tax........................ 8,000

Removal of building.................... 5,000

Survey fee.................................... 1,000

Total related costs ....................... 24,000

Total cost of land............................  $324,000

1We show the accounting equation along with each journal entry—where the accounting equation aids your

understanding of the transaction.
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Land Improvements and Leasehold Improvements

For a FedEx shipping terminal, the cost to pave a parking lot ($260,000) would be

recorded in a separate account entitled Land Improvements. This account includes

costs for such other items as driveways, signs, fences, and sprinkler systems.

Although these assets are located on the land, they are subject to decay, and their cost

should therefore be depreciated.

FedEx may lease some of its airplanes and other assets. The company customizes

these assets for its special needs. For example, FedEx paints its red, white, and blue

logo on delivery trucks. These improvements are assets of FedEx even though the

company may not own the truck. The cost of leasehold improvements should be

depreciated over the term of the lease. Most companies call the depreciation on lease-

hold improvements amortization, which is the same concept as depreciation.

Lump-Sum (or Basket) Purchases of Assets

Businesses often purchase several assets as a group, or a “basket,” for a single lump-

sum amount. For example, FedEx may pay one price for land and a building.

The company must identify the cost of each asset. The total cost is divided among the

assets according to their relative sales (or market) values. This technique is called

the relative-sales-value method.

Suppose FedEx purchases land and a building in Denver. The building sits on

2 acres of land, and the combined purchase price of land and building is $2,800,000.

An appraisal indicates that the land’s market value is $300,000 and that the building’s

market value is $2,700,000.

FedEx first figures the ratio of each asset’s market value to the total market value.

Total appraised value is $2,700,000 + $300,000 = $3,000,000. Thus, the land, valued at

$300,000, is 10% of the total market value. The building’s appraised value is 90% of the

total. These percentages are then used to determine the cost of each asset, as follows:

Market Total Percentage

(Sales) Market of Total Total Cost of

Asset Value Value Market Value Cost Each Asset

Land $ 300,000 ÷ $3,000,000 = 10% � $2,800,000 $   280,000

Building 2,700,000 ÷ 3,000,000 = 90% � $2,800,000 2,520,000

Total $3,000,000 100% $2,800,000

If FedEx pays cash, the entry to record the purchase of the land and building is

Total assets don’t change—merely the makeup of FedEx’s assets.

+ 2,520,000

Liabilities

0

Stockholders’
Equity=

=

+

+ 0

Assets

+    280,000

− 2,800,000 =

=

2,800,000

280,000

2,520,000

Land

Building

 Cash
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372 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

Capital Expenditure vs. Immediate Expense

When a company spends money on a plant asset, it must decide whether to record an

asset or an expense. Examples of these expenditures range from FedEx’s purchase of

an airplane to replacing the tires on a FedEx truck.

Expenditures that increase the asset’s capacity or extend its useful life are called

capital expenditures. For example, the cost of a major overhaul that extends the

useful life of a FedEx truck is a capital expenditure. Capital expenditures are said to

be capitalized, which means the cost is added to an asset account and not expensed imme-

diately. A major decision in accounting for plant assets is whether to capitalize or to

expense a certain cost.

Costs that do not extend the asset’s capacity or its useful life, but merely maintain

the asset or restore it to working order, are recorded as expenses. For example, Repair

Expense is reported on the income statement and matched against revenue. The costs

of repainting a FedEx delivery truck, repairing a dented fender, and replacing tires are

also expensed immediately. Exhibit 7-2 shows the distinction between capital expen-

ditures and immediate expenses for delivery truck expenditures.

E X H I B I T  7 - 2 Capital Expenditure or Immediate Expense
for Costs Associated with a Delivery Truck

Ordinary repairs:

 Repair of transmission or other mechanism

 Oil change, lubrication, and so on

 Replacement of tires and windshield,

  or a paint job

Record Repair and Maintenance

Expense (Not an Asset)

for an Expense

Extraordinary repairs:

 Major engine overhaul

 Modification of body for new use

  of truck

Addition to storage capacity of truck

Record an Asset for

Capital Expenditures

STOP & think. . .

How would FedEx divide a $120,000 lump-sum purchase price for land, building, and equipment with esti-

mated market values of $40,000, $95,000, and $15,000, respectively?

Answer:

Estimated Percentage of Total Cost of

Market Value Total Market Value Cost Each Asset

Land.................. $  40,000 26.7%* � $120,000 $   32,040

Building............. 95,000 63.3% � $120,000 75,960

15,000 10.0% 12,000Equipment......... $120,000

Total ................. $150,000 100.0% $120,000

�

�

=

=

=

=

*$40,000/$150,000 units = 0.267, and so on
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Measuring Depreciation on Plant Assets � 373

The distinction between a capital expenditure and an expense requires

judgment: Does the cost extend the asset’s usefulness or its useful life? If so, record

an asset. If the cost merely repairs the asset or returns it to its prior condition, then

record an expense.

Most companies expense all small costs, say, below $1,000. For higher costs,

they follow the rule we gave above: capitalize costs that extend the asset’s usefulness

or its useful life, and expense all other costs. A conservative policy is one that avoids

overstating assets and profits. A company that overstates its assets may get into

trouble and have to defend itself in court. Whenever investors lose money because a

company overstated its profits or its assets, the investors file a lawsuit. The courts

tend to be sympathetic to investor losses caused by shoddy accounting.

Accounting errors sometimes occur for plant asset costs. For example, a com-

pany may

� expense a cost that should have been capitalized. This error overstates expenses

and understates net income in the year of the error.
� capitalize a cost that should have been expensed. This error understates

expenses and overstates net income in the year of the error.

MEASURING DEPRECIATION ON PLANT ASSETS

As we’ve seen in previous chapters, plant assets are reported on the balance sheet at

book value, which is

Plant assets wear out, grow obsolete, and lose value over time. To account for this

process we allocate a plant asset’s cost to expense over its life—a process called depre-

ciation. The depreciation process matches the asset’s expense against revenue to meas-

ure income, as the matching principle directs. Exhibit 7-3 illustrates the accounting

for a Boeing 737 jet by FedEx.

Book Value of a Plant Asset = Cost − Accumulated Depreciation

E X H I B I T  7 - 3 Depreciation and the Matching of
Expense with Revenue

Boeing 737

Cost, $32 million

Estimated useful life, 20 years
minus

Annual depreciation expense, $1.6 million*

Annual revenue generated, $9 million

Mat
ch

 

*$32 million ÷ 20 years = $1.6 million per year.

Recall that depreciation expense (not accumulated depreciation) is reported on

the income statement.IS
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374 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

Only land has an unlimited life and is not depreciated for accounting purposes.

For most plant assets, depreciation is caused by:

� Physical wear and tear. For example, physical deterioration takes its toll on the

usefulness of FedEx airplanes, equipment, delivery trucks, and buildings.
� Obsolescence. Computers and other electronic equipment may become obsolete

before they deteriorate. An asset is obsolete when another asset can do the job

more efficiently. An asset’s useful life may be shorter than its physical life. FedEx

and other companies depreciate their computers over a short period of time—

perhaps 4 years—even though the computers will remain in working condition

much longer.

Suppose FedEx buys a computer for use in tracking packages. FedEx believes it

will get 4 years of service from the computer, which will then be worthless. Under

straight-line depreciation, FedEx expenses one-quarter of the asset’s cost in each of its

4 years of use.

You’ve just seen what depreciation is. Let’s see what depreciation is not.

1. Depreciation is not a process of valuation. Businesses do not record deprecia-

tion based on changes in the market value of their plant assets. Instead, busi-

nesses allocate the asset’s cost to the period of its useful life.

2. Depreciation does not mean setting aside cash to replace assets as they wear

out. Any cash fund is entirely separate from depreciation.

How to Measure Depreciation

To measure depreciation for a plant asset, we must know 3 things about the asset:

1. Cost 2. Estimated useful life 3. Estimated residual value

We have discussed cost, which is a known amount. The other 2 factors must be

estimated.

Estimated useful life is the length of service expected from using the

asset. Useful life may be expressed in years, units of output, miles, or some other

measure. For example, the useful life of a building is stated in years. The useful life

of a FedEx airplane or delivery truck may be expressed as the number of miles the

vehicle is expected to travel. Companies base estimates on their experience and trade

publications.

Estimated residual value—also called scrap value or salvage value—is the

expected cash value of an asset at the end of its useful life. For example, FedEx may

believe that a package-handling machine will be useful for 7 years. After that time,

FedEx may expect to sell the machine as scrap metal. The amount FedEx believes it

can get for the machine is the estimated residual value. In computing depreciation,

the  estimated residual value is not depreciated because FedEx expects to receive this

amount from selling the asset. If there’s no expected residual value, the full cost of the

asset is depreciated. A plant asset’s depreciable cost is measured as follows:

Depreciable Cost = Asset’s cost − Estimated residual value
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Measuring Depreciation on Plant Assets � 375

Depreciation Methods

There are 3 main depreciation methods:

� Straight-line � Units-of-production � Double-declining-balance—an
accelerated depreciation method

These methods allocate different amounts of depreciation to each period.

However, they all result in the same total amount of depreciation, which is the asset’s

depreciable cost. Exhibit 7-4 presents the data we use to illustrate depreciation com-

putations for a FedEx truck.

Straight-Line Method. In the straight-line (SL) method, an equal amount of

depreciation is assigned to each year (or period) of asset use. Depreciable cost is

divided by useful life in years to determine the annual depreciation expense. Applied

to the FedEx truck data from Exhibit 7-4, SL depreciation is

The entry to record depreciation is

Observe that depreciation decreases the asset (through Accumulated Depreciation)

and also decreases equity (through Depreciation Expense). Let’s assume that FedEx

purchased this truck on January 1, 20X3. Assume that FedEx’s accounting year ends

on December 31. Exhibit 7-5 gives a straight-line depreciation schedule for the truck.

+ −Liabilities

0

Stockholders’ 
Equity=

=

Assets

− 8,000

Expenses

− 8,000

8,000

8,000Depreciation Expense

 Accumulated Depreciation

Cost − Residual value

Useful life, in years

=
$41,000 − $1,000

5

= $8,000

Straight-line depreciation per year =

Data for Depreciation
Computations—A FedEx Truck

E X H I B I T  7 - 4

Cost of truck.........................................

Less: Estimated residual value ...............

Depreciable cost ....................................

Estimated useful life:

 Years .................................................

 Units of production ...........................

Data Item

100,000 units [miles]

Amount

$41,000

(1,000)

$40,000

5 years

OBJECTIVE

2Account for depreciation
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376 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

The final column of the exhibit shows the asset’s book value, which is cost less accu-

mulated depreciation.

E X H I B I T  7 - 5

 

  1-  1-20X3

12-31-20X3

12-31-20X4

12-31-20X5

12-31-20X6

12-31-20X7

Depreciation
Rate

0.20*

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

Depreciable
Cost

$40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

Accumulated
Depreciation

$  8,000

16,000

24,000

32,000

40,000

Straight-Line Depreciation for a FedEx Truck

Depreciation for the Year

Asset
Cost

$41,000

Depreciation
Expense

$8,000

8,000

8,000

8,000

8,000

�

�

�

�

�

=

=

=

=

=

Asset
Book Value

$41,000

33,000

25,000

17,000

9,000

1,000

Date

*  year = .20 per year51⁄

As an asset is used in operations,

• accumulated depreciation increases.

• the book value of the asset decreases.

An asset’s final book value is its residual value ($1,000 in Exhibit 7-5). At the

end of its useful life, the asset is said to be fully depreciated.

STOP & think. . .

A FedEx sorting machine that cost $10,000, has a useful life of 5 years, and residual value of $2,000, was

purchased on January 1. What is SL depreciation for each year?

Answer:

$1,600 = ($10,000 − $2,000)/5

Units-of-Production Method. In the units-of-production (UOP) method, a

fixed amount of depreciation is assigned to each unit of output, or service, produced

by the asset. Depreciable cost is divided by useful life—in units of production—to

determine this amount. This per-unit depreciation expense is then multiplied by the

number of units produced each period to compute depreciation. The UOP deprecia-

tion for the FedEx truck data in Exhibit 7-4 (p. 375) is

Assume that FedEx expects to drive the truck 20,000 miles during the first year,

30,000 during the second, 25,000 during the third, 15,000 during the fourth, and

10,000 during the fifth. Exhibit 7-6 shows the UOP depreciation schedule.

Cost − Residual value

Useful life, in units of production

=
$41,000 − $1,000

100,000 miles
= $0.40 per mile

Units-of-production depreciation per unit of output =
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E X H I B I T  7 - 6

 

  1-  1-20X3

12-31-20X3

12-31-20X4

12-31-20X5

12-31-20X6

12-31-20X7

Depreciation
Per Unit

Number
of Units

20,000

30,000

25,000

15,000

10,000

Accumulated
Depreciation

$  8,000

20,000

30,000

36,000

40,000

Units-of-Production Depreciation for a FedEx Truck

Depreciation for the Year

Asset
Cost

$41,000

�

�

�

�

�

=

=

=

=

=

Asset
Book Value

$41,000

33,000

21,000

11,000

5,000

1,000

Date

*($41,000 − $1,000)/100,000 miles = $0.40 per mile.

$0.40*

  0.40

  0.40

  0.40

  0.40

Depreciation
Expense

$  8,000

12,000

10,000

6,000

4,000

The amount of UOP depreciation varies with the number of units the asset pro-

duces. In our example, the total number of units produced is 100,000. UOP depreci-

ation does not depend directly on time, as do the other methods.

Double-Declining-Balance Method. An accelerated depreciation method

writes off a larger amount of the asset’s cost near the start of its useful life than the

straight-line method does. Double-declining-balance is the main accelerated depreci-

ation method. Double-declining-balance (DDB) depreciation computes annual

depreciation by multiplying the asset’s declining book value by a constant percent-

age, which is 2 times the straight-line depreciation rate. DDB amounts are computed

as follows:

� First, compute the straight-line depreciation rate per year. A 5-year truck has a

straight-line depreciation rate of 1/5, or 20% each year. A 10-year asset has

a straight-line rate of 1/10, or 10%, and so on.
� Second, multiply the straight-line rate by 2 to compute the DDB rate. For a 

5-year asset, the DDB rate is 40% (20% × 2). A 10-year asset has a DDB rate of

20% (10% × 2).
� Third, multiply the DDB rate by the period’s beginning asset book value (cost

less accumulated depreciation). Under the DDB method, ignore the residual

value of the asset in computing depreciation, except during the last year. The

DDB rate for the FedEx truck in Exhibit 7-4 (p. 375) is

� Fourth, determine the final year’s depreciation amount—that is, the amount

needed to reduce asset book value to its residual value. In Exhibit 7-7, the fifth

and final year’s DDB depreciation is $4,314—book value of $5,314 less the

$1,000 residual value. The residual value should not be depreciated but should

remain on the books until the asset is disposed of.

1

Useful life, in years

=
1

5 years

= 20% � 2 = 40%

DDB depreciation rate per year =

� 2

� 2
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E X H I B I T  7 - 7

 

  1-  1-20X3

12-31-20X3

12-31-20X4

12-31-20X5

12-31-20X6

12-31-20X7

Asset
Book Value

$41,000

24,600

14,760

8,856

Accumulated
Depreciation

$16,400

26,240

32,144

35,686

40,000

Double-Declining-Balance Depreciation for a FedEx Truck

Depreciation for the Year

Asset
Cost

$41,000

�

�

�

�

=

=

=

=

Asset
Book Value

$41,000

24,600

14,760

8,856

5,314

1,000

Date

*Last-year depreciation is the “plug” amount needed to reduce asset book value (far right column) to the residual amount ($5,314 − $1,000 = $4,314).

DDB
Rate

  0.40

  0.40

  0.40

  0.40

Depreciation
Expense

$16,400

9,840

5,904

3,542

4,314*

The DDB method differs from the other methods in 2 ways:

1. Residual value is ignored initially; first-year depreciation is computed on the

asset’s full cost.

2. Depreciation expense in the final year is the “plug” amount needed to reduce

the asset’s book value to the residual amount.

STOP & think. . .

What is the DDB depreciation each year for the asset in the Stop and Think on page 376?

Answers:

Yr. 1: $4,000 ($10,000 � 40%)
Yr. 2: $2,400 ($6,000 � 40%)
Yr. 3: $1,440 ($3,600 � 40%)
Yr. 4: $160 ($10,000 − $4,000 − $2,400 − $1,440 − $2,000 = $160)*
Yr. 5: $0

*The asset is not depreciated below residual value of $2,000.

Comparing Depreciation Methods

Let’s compare the 3 methods in terms of the yearly amount of depreciation. The

yearly amount varies by method, but the total $40,000 depreciable cost is the same

under all methods.

Amount of Depreciation Per Year

Accelerated Method

Year Straight-Line Units-of-Production Double-Declining Balance

1 $  8,000 $ 8,000 $16,400

2 8,000 12,000 9,840

3 8,000 10,000 5,904

4 8,000 6,000 3,542

5 8,000 4,000 4,314

Total $40,000 $40,000 $40,000
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Measuring Depreciation on Plant Assets � 379

Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) say to match an asset’s depre-

ciation against the revenue the asset produces. For a plant asset that generates rev-

enue evenly over time, the straight-line method best meets the matching principle.

The units-of-production method best fits those assets that wear out because of phys-

ical use rather than obsolescence. The accelerated method (DDB) applies best to

assets that generate more revenue earlier in their useful lives and less in later years.

Exhibit 7-8 graphs annual depreciation amounts for the straight-line, units-of-

production, and accelerated depreciation (DDB) methods. The graph of straight-line

depreciation is flat through time because annual depreciation is the same in all peri-

ods. Units-of-production depreciation follows no particular pattern because annual

depreciation depends on the use of the asset. Accelerated depreciation is greatest in

the first year and less in the later years.

E X H I B I T  7 - 8 Depreciation Patterns Through Time
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Exhibit 7-9 shows the percentage of companies that use each depreciation

method from a survey of 600 companies by the American Institute of CPAs.

For reporting in the financial statements, straight-line depreciation is most

popular. As we shall see, however, accelerated depreciation is most popular for

income-tax purposes.

E X H I B I T  7 - 9 Depreciation Methods
Used by 600 Companies

88%
Straight-line

Accelerated
7%

 4% Units-of-production

1% Other
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380 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

Suppose FedEx purchased equipment on January 1, 20X7, for $44,000. The expected use-
ful life of the equipment is 10 years or 100,000 units of production, and its residual value is
$4,000. Under 3 depreciation methods, the annual depreciation expense and the balance of
accumulated depreciation at the end of 20X7 and 20X8 are as follows:

MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM

Method A Method B Method C

Year

20X7

20X8

Annual

Depreciation

Expense

$4,000

4,000

Accumulated

Depreciation

$4,000

8,000

Annual

Depreciation

Expense

$8,800

7,040

Accumulated

Depreciation

$ 8,800

15,840

Annual

Depreciation

Expense

$1,200

5,600

Accumulated

Depreciation

$1,200

6,800

� Required

1. Identify the depreciation method used in each instance, and show the equation and
computation for each. (Round to the nearest dollar.)

2. Assume continued use of the same method through year 20X9. Determine the annual
depreciation expense, accumulated depreciation, and book value of the equipment for
20X7 through 20X9 under each method, assuming 12,000 units of production in 20X9.

Answers

� Requirement 1

Depreciable cost = $40,000($44,000 − $4,000)

Each year: $40,000/10 years = $4,000

Method A: Straight-Line

Method B: Double-Declining-Balance

20X7: 0.20 � $44,000 = $8,800

Rate = � 2 = 10% � 2 = 20%
1

10 years

20X8: 0.20 � ($44,000 − $8,800) = $7,040

Method C: Units-of-Production

20X7: $0.40 � 3,000 units = $1,200

$44,000 − $4,000

100,000 units

20X8: $0.40 � 14,000 units = $5,600

Depreciation per unit = = $0.40
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� Requirement 2

Method A: Straight-Line

Annual

Depreciation Accumulated

Year Expense Depreciation Book Value

Start $44,000

20X7 $4,000 $ 4,000 40,000

20X8 4,000 8,000 36,000

20X9 4,000 12,000 32,000

Method B: Double-Declining-Balance

Annual

Depreciation Accumulated

Year Expense Depreciation Book Value

Start $44,000

20X7 $8,800 $ 8,800 35,200

20X8 7,040 15,840 28,160

20X9 5,632 21,472 22,528

Method C: Units-of-Production

Annual

Depreciation Accumulated

Year Expense Depreciation Book Value

Start $44,000

20X7 $1,200 $ 1,200 42,800

20X8 5,600 6,800 37,200

20X9 4,800 11,600 32,400

Computations for 20X9

Straight-line

Double-declining-balance

Units-of-production

$40,000/10 years = $4,000

$28,160 � 0.20 = $5,632

12,000 units � $0.40 = $4,800

Other Issues in Accounting for Plant Assets � 381

OTHER ISSUES IN ACCOUNTING FOR PLANT ASSETS

Plant assets are complex because

� they have long lives.
� depreciation affects income taxes.
� companies may have gains or losses when they sell plant assets.

Depreciation for Tax Purposes

FedEx and most other companies use straight-line depreciation for reporting to

stockholders and creditors on their financial statements. But for their income taxes

they also keep a separate set of depreciation records. For tax purposes, FedEx and

most other companies use an accelerated depreciation method. This is legal, ethical,

and honest. U.S. law permits it.

OBJECTIVE

3 Select the best
depreciation method
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382 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

Suppose you are a business manager, and the IRS allows an accelerated deprecia-

tion method. Why do FedEx managers prefer accelerated over straight-line depreciation

for income-tax purposes? Accelerated depreciation provides the fastest tax deductions,

thus decreasing immediate tax payments. FedEx can reinvest the tax savings back in the

business. FedEx has a choice—pay taxes or buy equipment. This choice is easy.

To understand the relationships between cash flow, depreciation, and income

tax, recall our depreciation example of a FedEx truck:

� First-year depreciation is $8,000 under straight-line and $16,400 under

double-declining-balance (DDB).
� DDB is permitted for income tax purposes.

Assume that this FedEx office has $400,000 in revenue and $300,000 in cash operat-

ing expenses during the truck’s first year and an income tax rate of 30%. The cash-

flow analysis appears in Exhibit 7-10.

You can see that, for income-tax purposes, accelerated depreciation helps con-

serve cash for the business. That’s why virtually all companies use accelerated depre-

ciation to compute their income tax.

There is a special depreciation method—used only for income tax purposes—

called the Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS). Under MACRS

assets are grouped into 1 of 8 classes identified by asset life (Exhibit 7-11).

Depreciation for the first 4 classes is computed by the double-declining-balance

method. Depreciation for 15-year assets and 20-year assets is computed by the

150%-declining-balance method. Under 150% DB, annual depreciation is computed

by multiplying the straight-line rate by 1.50 (instead of 2.00, as for DDB).

For a 20-year asset, the straight-line rate is 0.05 per year (1/20 = 0.05),
so the annual MACRS depreciation rate is 0.075 (0.05 × 1.50 = 0.075).
The taxpayer computes annual depreciation by multiplying asset
book value by 0.075, in a manner similar to how DDB works.

E X H I B I T  7 - 1 0 The Cash-Flow Advantage of Accelerated
Depreciation over Straight-Line Depreciation
for Income Tax Purposes

 1  Cash revenue.....................................................................

 2  Cash operating expenses ...................................................

 3  Cash provided by operations before income tax................

 4  Depreciation expense (a noncash expense)............................

 5  Income before income tax .................................................

 6  Income tax expense (30%) ................................................

   Cash-flow analysis:

 7   Cash provided by operations before tax ........................

 8   Income tax expense .......................................................

 9   Cash provided by operations .........................................

 10   Extra cash available for investment

     if DDB is used ($74,920 – $72,400)...........................

SL Accelerated

$400,000

300,000

100,000

8,000

$  92,000

$  27,600

$100,000

27,600

$  72,400

$400,000

300,000

100,000

16,400

$  83,600

$  25,080

$100,000

25,080

$  74,920

$    2,520
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Other Issues in Accounting for Plant Assets � 383

Most real estate is depreciated by the straight-line method (see the last 2 cate-

gories in Exhibit 7-11).

Depreciation for Partial Years

Companies purchase plant assets whenever they need them, not just at the beginning

of the year. Therefore, companies must compute depreciation for partial years.

Suppose UPS purchases a warehouse building on April 1 for $500,000. The build-

ing’s estimated life is 20 years, and its estimated residual value is $80,000. UPS’s

accounting year ends on December 31. Let’s consider how UPS computes deprecia-

tion for April through December:

� First, compute depreciation for a full year.
� Second, multiply full-year depreciation by the fraction of the year that you held

the asset—in this case, 9/12. Assuming the straight-line method, the year’s

depreciation for this UPS building is $15,750, as follows:

What if UPS bought the asset on April 18? Many businesses record no monthly

depreciation on assets purchased after the 15th of the month, and they record a full

month’s depreciation on an asset bought on or before the 15th.

Most companies use computerized systems to account for fixed assets. Each

asset has a unique identification number, and the system will automatically calculate

the asset’s depreciation expense. Accumulated Depreciation is automatically updated.

Changing the Useful Life of a Depreciable Asset

After an asset is in use, managers may change its useful life on the basis of experience

and new information. The Walt Disney Company made such a change, called a

change in accounting estimate. Disney recalculated depreciation on the basis of revised

Partial year depreciation

$500,000 − $80,000

20
Full-year depreciation = $21,000

= $15,750$21,000 � 9/12

E X H I B I T  7 - 1 1 MACRS Depreciation Method

Race horses

Automobiles, light trucks

Equipment

Equipment

Sewage-treatment plants

Certain real estate

Residential rental property

Nonresidential rental property

Representative

Assets

  3

  5

  7

10

15

20

27½

39

Class Identified

by Asset Life (years)

DDB

DDB

DDB

DDB

150% DDB

150% DDB

SL

SL

Depreciation

Method
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384 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

useful lives of several of its theme park assets. The following note in Walt Disney’s

financial statements reports this change in accounting estimate:

Note 5
...[T]he Company extended the estimated useful lives of certain
theme park ride and attraction assets based upon historical data and
engineering studies. The effect of this change was to decrease
depreciation by approximately $8 million (an increase in net income
of approximately $4.2 million...).

Assume that a Disney hot dog stand cost $50,000 and that the company origi-

nally believed the asset had a 10-year useful life with no residual value. Using the

straight-line method, the company would record $5,000 depreciation each year

($50,000/10 years = $5,000). Suppose Disney used the asset for 4 years.

Accumulated depreciation reached $20,000, leaving a remaining depreciable book

value (cost less accumulated depreciation less residual value) of $30,000 ($50,000 –

$20,000). From its experience, management believes the asset will remain useful for

an additional 10 years. The company would spread the remaining depreciable book

value over the asset’s remaining life as follows:

The yearly depreciation entry based on the new estimated useful life is

Depreciation decreases both assets and equity.

Fully Depreciated Assets

A fully depreciated asset is one that has reached the end of its estimated useful life.

Suppose FedEx has fully depreciated equipment with zero residual value (cost was

$60,000). FedEx accounts will appear as follows:

Accumulated DepreciationEquipment

60,000 60,000
−

=

Book value
$0

+ −Liabilities

0

Stockholders’ 
Equity=

=

Assets

− 3,000

Expenses

− 3,000

3,000

3,000Depreciation Expense—Hot Dog Stand

 Accumulated Depreciation—Hot Dog Stand

=
Asset’s remaining

depreciable book value
(New) Estimated

useful life remaining
(New) Annual
depreciation

÷

=$30,000 10 years $3,000÷
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Other Issues in Accounting for Plant Assets � 385

The equipment’s book value is zero, but that doesn’t mean the equipment is worth-

less. FedEx may use the equipment for a few more years, but FedEx will not record

any more depreciation on a fully depreciated asset.

When FedEx disposes of the equipment, FedEx will remove both the asset’s cost

($60,000) and its accumulated depreciation ($60,000) from the books. The next sec-

tion shows how to account for plant asset disposals.

Accounting for Disposal of Plant Assets

Eventually, a plant asset ceases to serve a company’s needs. The asset may wear out or

become obsolete. Before accounting for the disposal of the asset, the business should

bring depreciation up to date to

� measure the asset’s final book value and
� record the expense up to the date of sale.

To account for disposal, remove the asset and its related accumulated deprecia-

tion from the books. Suppose the final year’s depreciation expense has just been

recorded for a machine that cost $60,000 and is estimated to have zero residual

value. The machine’s accumulated depreciation thus totals $60,000. Assuming that

this asset is junked, the entry to record its disposal is:

There is no gain or loss on this disposal, and there’s no effect on total assets, liabilities,

or equity.

If assets are junked before being fully depreciated, the company incurs a loss on

the disposal. Suppose FedEx disposes of equipment that cost $60,000. This asset’s

accumulated depreciation is $50,000, and book value is, therefore, $10,000. Junking

this equipment results in a loss equal to the book value of the asset, as follows:

+ −Liabilities

0

Stockholders’ EquityAssets

+  50,000

− 60,000

=

=

Losses

− 10,000

Accumulated Depreciation—Equipment 50,000

Loss on Disposal of Equipment 10,000

Equipment 60,000

To dispose of equipment.

+

+

Liabilities

0

Stockholders’ Equity

0

Assets

+  60,000

− 60,000

=

=

60,000

60,000Accumulated Depreciation—Machinery

 Machinery

To dispose of a fully depreciated machine.

OBJECTIVE

4Analyze the effect of a
plant asset disposal
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386 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

FedEx got rid of an asset with $10,000 book value and received nothing. The result

is a $10,000 loss, which decreases both total assets and equity.

The Loss on Disposal of Equipment is reported as Other income (expense) on

the income statement. Losses decrease net income exactly as expenses do. Gains

increase net income the same as revenues.

Selling a Plant Asset. Suppose FedEx sells equipment on September 30, 20X4, for

$7,000 cash. The equipment cost $10,000 when purchased on January 1, 20X1, and has

been depreciated straight-line. FedEx estimated a 10-year useful life and no residual

value. Prior to recording the sale, FedEx accountants must update the asset’s deprecia-

tion. Assume that FedEx uses the calendar year as its accounting period. Partial-year

depreciation must be recorded for the asset’s depreciation from January 1, 20X4, to the

sale date. The straight-line depreciation entry at September 30, 20X4, is

The Equipment account and the Accumulated Depreciation account appear as

follows. Observe that the equipment’s book value is $6,250 ($10,000 – $3,750).

Sept. 30 Depreciation Expense ($10,000/10 years × 9/12) 750

Accumulated Depreciation—Equipment 750

To update depreciation.

Jan.1, 20X1

Dec. 31, 20X3

Sept. 30, 20X4

Balance

Accumulated DepreciationEquipment

10,000 1,000Dec. 31, 20X1

1,000Dec. 31, 20X2

1,000

750

3,750

− =
Book value

$6,250

Suppose FedEx sells the equipment for $7,300 cash. The gain on the sale is

$1,050, computed as follows:

The entry to record sale of the equipment for $7,300 cash is

Sept. 30 Cash 7,300

Accumulated Depreciation—Equipment 3,750

Equipment 10,000

Gain on Sale of Equipment 1,050

To sell equipment.

Cash received from sale of the asset ...............

Book value of asset sold:

Cost ...........................................................

Less: Accumulated depreciation .................

Gain on sale of the asset.................................

$10,000

(3,750)

$7,300

6,250

$1,050
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Other Issues in Accounting for Plant Assets � 387

Total assets increase, and so does equity—by the amount of the gain.

Gains are recorded as credits, as revenues are. Gains and losses on asset dispos-

als appear on the income statement as Other Income (Expense), or Other Gains

(Losses).

Exchanging Plant Assets. Managers often trade in old assets for new ones. For

example, a pizzeria may trade in a 5-year-old delivery car for a newer model. In many

cases, the business simply transfers the book value of the old asset plus any cash

payment into the new asset account. For example, assume Mazzio Pizzeria’s

� old delivery car cost $9,000 and has accumulated depreciation of $8,000. The

old car’s book value is $1,000.

If Mazzio trades in the old automobile and pays cash of $10,000, 

� the cost of the new delivery car is $11,000 (book value of the old asset, $1,000,

plus cash given, $10,000).

The pizzeria records the exchange transaction as follows:

− +Liabilities

0

Stockholders’ 
Equity=

=

GainsAssets

7,300

3,750

10,000

+

+

−

+ 1,050

DeliveryAuto (new) 

Accumulated Depreciation (old)

Delivery Auto (old) 

Cash

Traded in old delivery car for new auto.

11,000

8,000

9,000

10,000

There was no effect on total assets, liabilities or equity—because there was no gain or

loss on the exchange.

T-Accounts for Analyzing Plant Asset Transactions

You can perform quite a bit of analysis if you know how transactions affect the plant

asset accounts. Here are the accounts with descriptions of the activity in each

account.

+

+

Liabilities

0 0

Stockholders’ 
Equity=

=

Assets

11,000

8,000

9,000

+

+

−

10,000−
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388 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

Example: Suppose you started the year with buildings that cost $100,000. During the

year you bought another building for $150,000 and ended the year with buildings

that cost $180,000. What was the cost of the building you sold?

You can perform similar analyses to answer other interesting questions about

what the business did during the period.

ACCOUNTING FOR NATURAL RESOURCES

Natural resources are plant assets of a special type, such as iron ore, petroleum (oil),

and timber. As plant assets are expensed through depreciation, so natural resource

assets are expensed through depletion. Depletion expense is that portion of the cost

of a natural resource that is used up in a particular period. Depletion expense is com-

puted in the same way as units-of-production depreciation.

An oil lease may cost ExxonMobil $100,000 and contain an estimated 10,000

barrels of oil. The depletion rate would be $10 per barrel ($100,000/10,000 barrels).

If 3,000 barrels are extracted, depletion expense is $30,000 (3,000 barrels × $10 per

barrel). The depletion entry is

This entry is almost identical to a depreciation entry.

Depletion Expense (3,000 barrels � $10) 30,000

Accumulated Depletion—Oil 30,000

Beginning balance

Cost of assets
    sold

100,000

150,000

180,000Ending balance

Cost of assets
    purchased

Building

? = $70,000

Beginning balance

Ending balance

Beginning balance

Ending balance

Cost of assets
    purchased

Cost of assets
    disposed of

Depreciation expense
    for the current period

Accum. deprec.
    of assets
    disposed of

Accumulated DepreciationBuilding (or Equipment)

Depreciation 
    expense for the
    current period

Gain on sale

Gain on Sale of Building (or Equipment)

Loss on sale

Loss on Sale of Building (or Equipment)

Depreciation Expense

OBJECTIVE

5 Account for natural
resources and depletion
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Accounting for Intangible Assets � 389

If 4,500 barrels are removed the next year, that period’s depletion is $45,000

(4,500 barrels × $10 per barrel). Accumulated Depletion is a contra account similar

to Accumulated Depreciation.

Natural resource assets can be reported on ExxonMobil’s balance sheet as fol-

lows (amounts assumed):

ACCOUNTING FOR INTANGIBLE ASSETS

As we’ve seen, intangible assets are long-lived assets with no physical form. Intangibles

are valuable because they carry special rights from patents, copyrights, trademarks,

franchises, leaseholds, and goodwill. Like buildings and equipment, an intangible

asset is recorded at its acquisition cost. Intangibles are the most valuable assets of

high-tech companies and those that depend on research and development. The resid-

ual value of most intangibles is zero.

Intangible assets fall into 2 categories:

� Intangibles with finite lives that can be measured. We record amortization for

these intangibles. Amortization expense is the title of the expense associated

with intangibles. Amortization works like depreciation and is usually computed

on a straight-line basis. Amortization can be credited directly to the asset

account, as we shall see.
� Intangibles with indefinite lives. Record no amortization for these intangibles.

Instead, check them annually for any loss in value, and record a loss when it

occurs. Goodwill is the most prominent example of an intangible asset with an

indefinite life.

In the following discussions, we illustrate the accounting for both categories of

intangibles.

Accounting for Specific Intangibles

Each type of intangible asset is unique, and the accounting can vary from one asset to

another.

Patents. Patents are federal government grants that give the holder the exclusive

right for 20 years to produce and sell an invention. The invention may be a product

or a process—for example, Sony compact disc players and the Dolby noise-reduction

process. Like any other asset, a patent may be purchased. Suppose a company pays

$170,000 to acquire a patent on January 1, and the business believes the expected

useful life of the patent is 5 years—not the entire 20-year period. Amortization

Property, Plant, and Equipment:

Less: Accumulated depreciation ....................

Equipment.....................................................

Oil.................................................................

Less: Accumulated depletion .........................

Total property, plant, and equipment................

$960,000

(410,000) $550,000

$340,000

(140,000) 200,000

$750,000

OBJECTIVE

6 Account for intangible
assets and amortization
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390 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

expense is $34,000 per year ($170,000/5 years). Sony records the acquisition and

amortization for this patent as follows:

You can see that we credited the Patents account directly (no Accumulated

Amortization account).

Amortization for an intangible decreases both assets and equity exactly as deprecia-

tion does for equipment or a building.

Copyrights. Copyrights are exclusive rights to reproduce and sell a book, musi-

cal composition, film, or other work of art. Copyrights also protect computer soft-

ware programs, such as Microsoft’s Windows® and Excel. Issued by the federal

government, copyrights extend 70 years beyond the author’s (composer’s, artist’s, or

programmer’s) life. The cost of obtaining a copyright from the government is low,

but a company may pay a large sum to purchase an existing copyright from the

owner. For example, a publisher may pay the author of a popular novel $1 million

or more for the book copyright. Because the useful life of a copyright is usually no

longer than 2 or 3 years, each period’s amortization amount is a high proportion of

the copyright cost.

Trademarks and Trade Names. Trademarks and trade names (or brand names)

are distinctive identification of a product or service. The “eye” symbol that flashes

across our television screens is the trademark that identifies the CBS television net-

work. You are probably also familiar with NBC’s peacock. Advertising slogans that

are legally protected include United Airlines’ “Fly the friendly skies®” and Avis

Rental Car’s “We try harder®.” These are distinctive identifications of products or

services, marked with the symbol ™ or ®.

Some trademarks may have a definite useful life set by contract. We should

amortize this trademark’s cost over its useful life. But a trademark or a trade name

may have an indefinite life and not be amortized.

Franchises and Licenses. Franchises and licenses are privileges granted by a

private business or a government to sell a product or service in accordance with

specified conditions. The Chicago Cubs baseball organization is a franchise granted

to its owner by the National League. McDonald’s restaurants and Holiday Inns are

+Liabilities

0

Stockholders’
EquityAssets

−  34,000

Expenses−=

= − 34,000

Dec. 31 Amortization Expense—Patents ($170,000/5) 34,000

Patents 34,000

To amortize the cost of a patent.

Jan. 1 Patents 170,000

Cash 170,000

To acquire a patent.
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Accounting for Intangible Assets � 391

popular franchises. The useful lives of many franchises and licenses are indefinite

and, therefore, are not amortized.

Goodwill. In accounting, goodwill has a very specific meaning.

Goodwill is defined as the excess of the cost of purchasing another
company over the sum of the market values of the acquired
company’s net assets (assets minus liabilities).

A purchaser is willing to pay for goodwill when the purchaser buys another

company that has abnormal earning power.

FedEx operates in several foreign countries. Suppose FedEx acquires Europa

Company at a cost of $10 million. Europa’s assets have a market value of $9 million,

and its liabilities total $2 million so Europa’s net assets total $7 million at current

market value. In this case, FedEx paid $3 million for goodwill, computed as follows:

FedEx’s entry to record the acquisition of Europa Company, including its goodwill,

would be

Purchase price paid for Europa Company ...........................

Sum of the market values of Europa Company’s assets .......

Less: Europa Company’s liabilities ......................................

Market value of Europa Company’s net assets ....................

Excess is called goodwill ..................................................... 

$9 million

(2 million)

$10 million

 7 million

$ 3 million

Assets (Cash, Receivables, Inventories, Plant Assets,  

all at market value) 9,000,000

Goodwill 3,000,000

Liabilities 2,000,000

Cash 10,000,000

Goodwill in accounting has special features, as follows:

1. Goodwill is recorded only when it is purchased in the acquisition of another com-

pany. A purchase transaction provides objective evidence of the value of goodwill.

Companies never record goodwill that they create for their own business.

2. According to generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), goodwill is not

amortized because the goodwill of many entities increases in value.

Accounting for the Impairment of an Intangible Asset

Some intangibles—such as goodwill, licenses, and some trademarks—have indefinite

lives and therefore are not subject to amortization. But all intangibles are subject to a

write-down when their value decreases. PepsiCo is a major company with vast

amounts of purchased goodwill due to its acquisition of other companies.

Each year, PepsiCo determines whether the goodwill it has purchased has

increased or decreased in value. If PepsiCo’s goodwill is worth more at the end of the

year than at the beginning, no increase in the asset is permitted. But if PepsiCo’s

goodwill has decreased in value, say from $500 million to $470 million, thenIS
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392 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

PepsiCo will record a $30 million loss and write down the book value of the good-

will, as follows (in millions):

Both assets (Goodwill) and equity decrease (through the Loss account).

PepsiCo’s financial statements will report the following (in millions):

Accounting for Research and Development Costs

Accounting for research and development (R&D) costs is one of the most difficult

issues in accounting. R&D is the lifeblood of companies such as Procter & Gamble,

General Electric, Intel, and Boeing. R&D is one of these companies’ most valuable

(intangible) assets. But, in general, companies do not report R&D assets on their bal-

ance sheets.

GAAP requires companies to expense R&D costs as they incur them. Only in

limited circumstances may the company capitalize R&D cost as an asset. For exam-

ple, a company may incur R&D cost under a contract guaranteeing that the company

will recover R&D costs from a customer. This R&D cost is an asset, and the company

records an intangible R&D asset when it incurs the cost. But this is the exception to

the general rule.

REPORTING PLANT ASSET TRANSACTIONS ON THE

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Three main types of plant asset transactions appear on the statement of cash flows:

� acquisitions
� sales
� depreciation (including amortization and depletion).

Acquisitions and sales are investing activities. A company invests in plant assets.

The payments for equipment and buildings are investing activities that appear on the

statement of cash flows. The sale of plant assets results in a cash receipt, as illustrated

in Exhibit 7-12, which excerpts data from the cash-flow statement of FedEx

20X6 20X5

Balance sheet

Intangible assets:

Goodwill .......................... $470 $500

Income statement

(Loss) on goodwill................ (30) —

+Liabilities

0

Stockholders’
EquityAssets

−  30

−=

= − 30

Losses

20X9

Dec. 31 Loss on Goodwill ($500−$470) 30

Goodwill 30

OBJECTIVE

7 Report plant asset
transactions on the
statement of cash flows
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Reporting Plant Asset Transactions on the Statement of Cash Flows � 393

Corporation. Depreciation, acquisitions, and sales of plant assets are denoted in color

(lines 2, 5, and 6).

Let’s examine FedEx’s investing activities first. During 2006, FedEx paid $2,518

million for plant assets (line 5). FedEx also sold property and equipment, receiving

cash of $64 million (line 6). FedEx labels the cash received as Proceeds from asset

dispositions. The $64 million is the amount of cash FedEx received from the sale of

plant assets.

FedEx’s statement of cash flows reports Depreciation and amortization (line 2).

Observe that “Depreciation and amortization” is listed as a positive item under

Adjustments to reconcile net income to Cash provided by operating activities. You

may be wondering why depreciation appears on the cash-flow statement. After all,

depreciation does not affect cash.

In this format, the operating activities section of the cash-flow statement starts

with net income (line 1) and reconciles to cash provided by operating activities (line 4).

Depreciation decreases net income but does not affect cash. Depreciation is therefore

added back to net income to measure cash flow from operations. The add-back of

depreciation to net income offsets the earlier subtraction of the expense. The sum of net

income plus depreciation, therefore, helps to reconcile net income (on the accrual

basis) to cash flow from operations (a cash-basis amount). We revisit this topic in the

full context of the statement of cash flows in Chapter 12.

Incidentally, FedEx’s cash flows are exceptionally strong. Operations generated

$3,676 million of cash, and FedEx spent $2,518 million on new property and equip-

ment. FedEx is growing.

Reporting Plant Asset Transactions 
on  FedEx’s Statement of Cash Flows

E X H I B I T  7 - 1 2

FedEx Corporation
Statement of Cash Flows (partial, adapted)

Year Ended May 31, 2006

Cash Flows from Operating Activities:

1 Net income............................................................  $1,806

Millions

Adjustments to reconcile net income

    to net cash provided by operating activities:

2 Depreciation and amortization.............................. 1,548

3 Other items (summarized) ..................................... 322

4 Cash provided by operating activities.................... 3,676

Cash Flows from Investing Activities:

5 Capital expenditures .............................................  (2,518)

6 Proceeds from asset dispositions............................ 64

7 Cash (used in) investing activities ..........................

Cash Flows from Financing Activities:

8 Cash (used in) financing activities .........................

(2,454)

(324)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents......................... 898

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period ............... 1,039

9

10

11 Cash and cash equivalents, end of period .........................  $1,937
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DECISION GUIDELINES

PLANT ASSETS AND RELATED EXPENSES

FedEx Corporation, like all other companies, must make some decisions about how to

account for its plant assets and intangibles. Let’s review some of these decisions.

Decision

Capitalize or expense a cost?

Capitalize or expense:

• Cost associated with a new asset?

• Cost associated with an existing
asset?

Which depreciation method to use:

• For financial reporting?

• For income tax?

• How to account for natural
resources?

• How to account for intangibles?

Guidelines

General rule: Capitalize all costs that provide future benefit for the
business such as a new package-handling system. Expense all costs
that provide no future benefit, such as a repair to an airplane.

Capitalize all costs that bring the asset to its intended use, including
asset purchase price, transportation charges, and taxes paid to
acquire the asset.
Capitalize only those costs that add to the asset’s usefulness or to its
useful life. Expense all other costs as maintenance or repairs.

Use the method that best matches depreciation expense against the
revenues produced by the asset. Most companies use the straight-
line method.

Use the method that produces the fastest tax deductions (MACRS). A
company can use different depreciation methods for financial
reporting and for income-tax purposes. In the United States, this
practice is both legal and ethical.

Capitalize the asset’s acquisition cost and all later costs that add to
the natural resource’s future benefit. Then record depletion expense,
as computed by the units-of-production method.

Capitalize acquisition cost and all later costs that add to the asset’s
future benefit. For intangibles with finite lives, record amortization
expense. For intangibles with indefinite lives, do not record
amortization. But if an intangible asset loses value, then record a loss
in the amount of the decrease in asset value.

394 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles
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End-of-Chapter Summary Problem � 395

END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
1. The figures that follow appear in the Answers to the Mid-Chapter Summary Problem,

Requirement 2, on page 381.

Method A: Straight-Line Method B: Double-Declining-Balance

Annual Annual

Depreciation Accumulated Book Depreciation Accumulated Book

Year Expense Depreciation Value Expense Depreciation Value

Start $44,000 $44,000

20X7 $4,000 $ 4,000 40,000 $8,800 $ 8,800 35,200

20X8 4,000 8,000 36,000 7,040 15,840 28,160

20X9 4,000 12,000 32,000 5,632 21,472 22,528

� Required

1. Suppose the income tax authorities permitted a choice between these 2 depreciation
methods. Which method would FedEx select for income-tax purposes? Why?

2. Suppose FedEx purchased the equipment described in the table on January 1, 20X7.
Management has depreciated the equipment by using the double-declining-balance
method. On July 1, 20X9, FedEx sold the equipment for $27,000 cash.

� Required
Record depreciation for 20X9 and the sale of the equipment on July 1, 20X9.

Answers
1. For tax purposes, most companies select the accelerated method because it results in the

most depreciation in the earliest years of the asset’s life. Accelerated depreciation mini-
mizes income tax payments in the early years of the asset’s life. That maximizes the busi-
ness’s cash at the earliest possible time.

2. Entries to record depreciation to date of sale, and then the sale of the equipment:

20X9

July 1 Depreciation Expense—Equipment ($5,632 � 1/2 year) 2,816

Accumulated Depreciation—Equipment 2,816

To update depreciation.

July 1 Cash 27,000

Accumulated Depreciation—Equipment

($15,840 + $2,816) 18,656

Equipment 44,000

Gain on Sale of Equipment 1,656

To record sale of equipment.
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396 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 416.)
1. Burleson, Inc. purchased a tract of land, a small office building, and some equipment for

$1,500,000. The appraised value of the land was $850,000, the building $675,000, and
the equipment $475,000. What is the cost of the land?
a. $481,667 c. $637,500
b. $850,000 d. None of the above.

2. Which statement is false?
a. Depreciation creates a fund to repace the asset at the end of its useful life.
b. The cost of a plant asset minus accumulated depreciation equals the asset’s book value.
c. Depreciation is a process of allocating the cost of a plant asset over its useful life.
d. Depreciation is based on the matching principle because it matches the cost of the

asset with the revenue generated over the asset’s useful life.

Use the following data for questions 3–6.
On September 1, 20X3, Grande Communications purchased a new piece of equipment that
cost $25,000. The estimated useful life is 5 years and estimated residual value is $2,500.
3. What is depreciation expense for 20X3 if Grande uses the straight-line method?

a. $1,875 c. $2,083
b. $1,500 d. $4,500

4. Assume Grande purchased the equipment on January 1, 20X3. If Grande uses the
straight-line method for depreciation, what is the asset’s book value at the end of 20X4?
a. $13,500 c. $18,625
b. $15,000 d. $16,000

5. Assume Grande purchased the equipment on January 1, 20X3. If Grande uses the
double-declining-balance method, what is depreciation for 20X4?
a. $5,400 c. $8,333
b. $6,000 d. $15,000

6. Return to Grande’s original purchase date of September 1, 20X3. Assume that Grande
uses the straight-line method of depreciation and sells the equipment for $11,500 on
September 1, 20X7. The result of the sale of the equipment is a gain (loss) of
a. $4,500. c. $(9,000).
b. $13,500. d. $0.

7. A company bought a new machine for $17,000 on January 1. The machine is expected to
last 4 years and have a residual value of $2,000. If the company uses the double-
declining-balance method, accumulated depreciation at the end of year 2 will be:
a. $10,880 c. $12,750
b. $11,250 d. $15,000

8. Which of the following is not a capital expenditure:
a. The addition of a building wing.
b. A complete overhaul of an air-conditioning system.
c. A tune-up of a company vehicle.
d. Replacement of an old motor with a new one in a piece of equipment.
e. The cost of installing a piece of equipment.

9. Which of the following assets is not subject to a decreasing book value through deprecia-
tion, depletion, or amortization:
a. Goodwill c. Land improvements
b. Intangibles d. Natural resources

10. Why would a business select an accelerated method of depreciation for tax purposes?
a. MACRS depreciation follows a specific pattern of depreciation.
b. Accelerated depreciation generates a greater amount of depreciation over the life of

the asset than does straight-line depreciation.
c. Accelerated depreciation is easier to calculate because salvage value is ignored.
d. Accelerated depreciation generates higher depreciation expense immediately, and

therefore lower tax payments in the early years of the asset’s life.

REVIEW PLANT ASSETS AND INTANGIBLES
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11. A company purchased an oil well for $200,000. It estimates that the well contains 50,000
barrels, has a 10-year life, and no salvage value. If the company extracts and sells 6,000
barrels of oil in the first year, how much depletion expense should be recorded?
a. $16,000 c. $20,000
b. $24,000 d. $100,000

12. Which item among the following is not an intangible asset:
a. A trademark d. Goodwill
b. A copyright e. All of the above are intagible assets
c. A patent

accelerated depreciation method (p. 377) A depreciation
method that writes off a relatively larger amount of the
asset’s cost nearer the start of its useful life than the straight-
line method does.

amortization (p. 389) The systematic reduction of a lump-
sum amount. Expense that applies to intangible assets in the
same way depreciation applies to plant assets and depletion
applies to natural resources.

capital expenditure (p. 372) Expenditure that increases an
asset’s capacity or efficiency or extends its useful life. Capital
expenditures are debited to an asset account.

copyright (p. 390) Exclusive right to reproduce and sell a
book, musical composition, film, other work of art, or com-
puter program. Issued by the federal government, copy-
rights extend 70 years beyond the author’s life.

depletion expense (p. 388) That portion of a natural
resource’s cost that is used up in a particular period.
Depletion expense is computed in the same way as units-of-
production depreciation.

depreciable cost (p. 374) The cost of a plant asset minus
its estimated residual value.

double-declining-balance (DDB) method (p. 377) An
accelerated depreciation method that computes annual
depreciation by multiplying the asset’s decreasing book
value by a constant percentage, which is 2 times the
straight-line rate.

estimated residual value (p. 374) Expected cash value of
an asset at the end of its useful life. Also called residual value,
scrap value, or salvage value.

estimated useful life (p. 374) Length of service that a busi-
ness expects to get from an asset. May be expressed in years,
units of output, miles, or other measures.

franchises and licenses (p. 390) Privileges granted by a
private business or a government to sell a product or service
in accordance with specified conditions.

goodwill (p. 391) Excess of the cost of an acquired com-
pany over the sum of the market values of its net assets
(assets minus liabilities).  

intangible assets (p. 369) An asset with no physical form,
a special right to current and expected future benefits.

Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS)
(p. 382) A special depreciation method used only for
income-tax purposes. Assets are grouped into classes, and
for a given class depreciation is computed by the double-
declining-balance method, the 150%-declining balance
method, or, for most real estate, the straight-line method.

patent (p. 389) A federal government grant giving the
holder the exclusive right for 20 years to produce and sell
an invention.

plant assets (p. 369) Long-lived assets, such as land, build-
ings, and equipment, used in the operation of the business.
Also called fixed assets.

straight-line (SL) method (p. 375) Depreciation method
in which an equal amount of depreciation expense is
assigned to each year of asset use.

trademark, trade name (p. 390) A distinctive identification
of a product or service. Also called a brand name.

units-of-production (UOP) method (p. 376) Depreciation
method by which a fixed amount of depreciation is assigned
to each unit of output produced by the plant asset.

Accounting Vocabulary
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398 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

Short Exercises

S7-1 (Learning Objective 1: Cost and book value of a company’s plant assets) Examine
FedEx’s assets at the beginning of this chapter. Answer these questions about the company:
(p. 368)

1. What is FedEx’s largest category of assets? List all 2006 assets and their amounts as
reported by FedEx.

2. What was FedEx’s cost of property and equipment at May 31, 2006? What was the book
value of property and equipment on this date? Why is book value less than cost?

S7-2 (Learning Objective 1: Measuring the cost of a plant asset) Page 369–370 of this
chapter lists the costs included for the acquisition of land. First is the purchase price of the
land, which is obviously part of the cost of the land. The reasons for including the other costs
are not so obvious. For example, property tax is ordinarily an expense, not part of the cost of
an asset. State why the other costs listed on page 370 are included as part of the cost of the
land. After the land is ready for use, will these other costs be capitalized or expensed?

S7-3 (Learning Objective 1: Lump-sum purchase of assets) Suppose you get a good buy on
land, a building, and some equipment. At the time of your acquisition, the land has a current
market value of $80,000, the building’s market value is $80,000, and the equipment’s market
value is $40,000. Journalize your lump-sum purchase of the 3 assets for a total cost of
$150,000. You sign a note payable for this amount. (p. 371)

S7-4 (Learning Objective 1: Capitalizing versus expensing plant asset costs) Assume
United Airlines repaired a Boeing 777 aircraft at a cost of $1.6 million, which United paid
in cash. Further, assume the United accountant erroneously capitalized this expense as part of
the cost of the plane.

Show the effects of the accounting error on United Airlines’ income statement. To answer
this question, determine whether revenues, total expenses, and net income were overstated or
understated by the accounting error. (p. 373)

S7-5 (Learning Objective 2: Computing depreciation by 3 methods—first year only)
Assume that at the beginning of 20X0, UPS, a FedEx competitor, purchased a used Boeing
737 aircraft at a cost of $25,000,000. UPS expects the plane to remain useful for 5 years
(5 million miles) and to have a residual value of $5,000,000. UPS expects to fly the plane
750,000 miles the first year, 1,250,000 miles each year 2 through 4, and 500,000 miles the
last year. (pp. 376–378)

1. Compute UPS’s first-year depreciation on the plane using the following methods:

a. Straight-line b. Units-of-production c. Double-declining-balance

2. Show the airplane’s book value at the end of the first year under each depreciation
method.

S7-6 (Learning Objective 2: Computing depreciation by 3 methods—third year only) Use
the UPS data in Short Exercise S7-5 to compute UPS’s third-year depreciation on the plane
using the following methods: (pp. 376–378)

a. Straight-line b. Units-of-production c. Double-declining balance

S7-7 (Learning Objective 3: Selecting the best depreciation method for income tax
purposes) This exercise uses the assumed UPS data from Short Exercise S7-5. Assume UPS is
trying to decide which depreciation method to use for income tax purposes. (pp. 381–382)

1. Which depreciation method offers the tax advantage for the first year? Describe the
nature of the tax advantage.

2. How much income tax will UPS save for the first year of the airplane’s use as compared
with using the straight-line depreciation method? The income tax rate is 40%. Ignore any
earnings from investing the extra cash.

ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS
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S7-8 (Learning Objective 2: Partial-year depreciation) Assume that on September 30,
20X4, Swissair, the national airline of Switzerland, purchased an Airbus aircraft at a cost of
E40,000,000 (E is the symbol for the euro). Swissair expects the plane to remain useful for 7
years (5,000,000 miles) and to have a residual value of E5,000,000. Swissair will fly the plane
400,000 miles during the remainder of 20X4. Compute Swissair’s depreciation on the plane
for the year ended December 31, 20X4, using the following methods: (pp. 375, 376, 303)

a. Straight-line b. Units-of-production c. Double-declining-balance

Which method would produce the highest net income for 20X4? Which method produces
the lowest net income? (pp. 383–384)

S7-9 (Learning Objective 2: Computing and recording depreciation after a change in useful
life of the asset) Six Flags over Georgia paid $60,000 for a concession stand. Six Flags
started out depreciating the building straight-line over 10 years with zero residual value. After
using the concession stand for 4 years, Six Flags determines that the building will remain use-
ful for only 2 more years. Record Six Flags’ depreciation on the concession stand for year 5 by
the straight-line method. (pp. 383–384)

S7-10 (Learning Objective 4: Recording a gain or loss on disposal ) On January 1, 20X4,
JetBlue purchased an airplane for $25,000,000. JetBlue expects the plane to remain useful for
5 years and to have a residual value of $5,000,000. JetBlue uses the straight-line method to
depreciate its airplanes. JetBlue flew the plane for 4 years and sold it on January 1, 20X8, for
$8,000,000.

1. Compute accumulated depreciation on the airplane at January 1, 20X8 (same as
Decembere 31, 20X7). (p. 376)

2. Record the sale of the plane on January 1, 20X8. (p. 386)

S7-11 (Learning Objective 5: Accounting for the depletion of a company’s natural
resources) ChevronTexaco, the giant oil company, holds reserves of oil and gas assets. At
the end of 20X4, assume the cost of ChevronTexaco’s mineral assets totaled $150 billion, rep-
resenting 12 billion barrels of oil in the ground. (pp. 388–389)

1. Which depreciation method do ChevronTexaco’s and other oil companies use to com-
pute their annual depletion expense for the minerals removed from the ground?

2. Suppose ChevronTexaco removed 0.6 billion barrels of oil during 20X5. Record deple-
tion expense for the year. Show amounts in billions.

3. At December 31, 20X4, ChevronTexaco’s Accumulated Depletion account stood at
$85.0 billion. Report Mineral Assets and Accumulated Depletion at December 31,
20X5. Do ChevronTexaco’s Mineral Assets appear to be plentiful or mostly used up?
Give your reason.

S7-12 (Learning Objective 6: Measuring and recording goodwill) PepsiCo, Inc., domi-
nates the snack-food industry with its Frito-Lay brand. Assume that PepsiCo, Inc., purchased
Taco Chips, Inc., for $8.5 million cash. The market value of Taco Chips’ assets is $14 million,
and Taco Chips has liabilities of $9 million. (pp. 390–391)

� Required

1. Compute the cost of the goodwill purchased by PepsiCo.

2. Explain how PepsiCo will account for goodwill in future years.

S7-13 (Learning Objective 6: Accounting for patents and research and development cost)
This exercise summarizes the accounting for patents, which like copyrights, trademarks, and
franchises, provide the owner with a special right or privilege. It also covers research and
development costs.

Suppose Jaguar Automobiles Limited paid $500,000 to research and develop a new global
positioning system. Jaguar also paid $1,200,000 to acquire a patent on a new motor. After
readying the motor for production, Jaguar’s sales revenue for the first year totaled $6,500,000.
Cost of goods sold was $3,200,000, and selling expenses totaled $300,000. All these transac-
tions occurred during 20X4. Jaguar expects the patent to have a useful life of 3 years.

(continued)
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Prepare Jaguar Automobiles’ income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X4,
complete with a heading. Ignore income tax. (pp. 389–392)

S7-14 (Learning Objective 7: Reporting investing activities on the statement of cash flows)
During 20X5, Imperial Sugar Co. purchased 2 other companies for $180 million. Also during
20X5, Imperial made capital expenditures of $45 million to expand its market share. During
the year, Imperial sold its South American operations, receiving cash of $110 million. Overall,
Imperial reported a net income of $1.4 million during 20X5.

Show what Imperial Sugar Co. would report for cash flows from investing activities on
its statement of cash flows for 20X5. Report a total amount for net cash provided by (used for)
investing activities. (p. 393)

Exercises

E7-15 (Learning Objective 1: Determining the cost of plant assets) Afton Self Storage pur-
chased land, paying $150,000 cash as a down payment and signing a $150,000 note payable
for the balance. Afton also had to pay delinquent property tax of $2,000, title insurance cost-
ing $2,500, and $6,000 to level the land and remove an unwanted building. The company
paid $50,000 to add soil for the foundation and then constructed an office building at a cost
of $1,000,000. It also paid $65,000 for a fence around the property, $10,400 for the company
sign near the property entrance, and $6,000 for lighting of the grounds. Determine the cost of
Afton’s land, land improvements, and building. (pp. 370–371)

E7-16 (Learning Objective 1, 4: Allocating costs to assets acquired in a lump-sum
purchase; disposing of a plant asset) Haley-Davis Inc. bought 3 used machines in a
$100,000 lump-sum purchase. An independent appraiser valued the machines as follows:

What is each machine’s individual cost? Immediately after making this purchase, Haley-Davis
sold machine 2 for its appraised value. What is the result of the sale? Round decimals to
3 places. (p. 371)

E7-17 (Learning Objective 1: Distinguishing capital expenditures from expenses) Assume
M&M Mars purchased conveyor-belt machinery. Classify each of the following expenditures
as a capital expenditure or an immediate expense related to machinery: (a) sales tax paid on
the purchase price, (b) transportation and insurance while machinery is in transit from seller
to buyer, (c) purchase price, (d) installation, (e) training of personnel for initial operation of
the machinery, (f) special reinforcement to the machinery platform, (g) income tax paid on
income earned from the sale of products manufactured by the machinery, (h) major overhaul
to extend the machinery’s useful life by 3 years, (i) ordinary repairs to keep the machinery in
good working order, (j) lubrication of the machinery before it is placed in service and (k) peri-
odic lubrication after the machinery is placed in service. (p. 372)

E7-18 (Learning Objective 1, 2: Measuring, depreciating, and reporting plant assets) During
20X4, Golden Book Store paid $480,000 for land and built a store in Chicago. Prior to construc-
tion, the city of Chicago charged Golden $1,000 for a building permit, which Golden paid.
Golden also paid $15,000 for architect’s fees. The construction cost of $660,000 was financed
by a long-term note payable, with interest cost of $39,000 paid at completion of the project. The
building was completed September 30, 20X4. Golden depreciates the building by the straight-
line method over 35 years, with estimated residual value of $330,000. (pp. 370, 375)

Machine No. Appraised Value

1 $27,000

2 45,000

3 36,000
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1. Journalize transactions for

a. Purchase of the land

b. All the costs chargeable to the building in a single entry

c. Depreciation on the building

Explanations are not required.

2. Report Golden Book Store’s plant assets on the company’s balance sheet at December 31,
20X4. (p. 368)

3. What will Golden’s income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X4, report for
this situation? (pp. 373–374)

E7-19 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Determining depreciation amounts by three methods)
Little Caesar’s Pizza bought a used Nissan delivery van on January 2, 20X1, for $15,000.
The van was expected to remain in service 4 years (100,000 miles). At the end of its useful
life, Little Caesar’s officials estimated that the van’s residual value will be $3,000. The van trav-
eled 34,000 miles the first year, 28,000 the second year, 18,000 the third year, and 20,000 in
the fourth year. Prepare a schedule of depreciation expense per year for the van under the
3 depreciation methods. Show your computations. (pp. 375–378)

Which method best tracks the wear and tear on the van? Which method would Little
Caesar’s prefer to use for income tax purposes? Explain in detail why Little Caesar’s prefers
this method. (p. 381)

E7-20 (Learning Objective 1, 2, 7: Reporting plant assets, depreciation, and investing cash
flows) Assume that in January 20X6, an IHOP restaurant purchased a building, paying
$50,000 cash and signing a $100,000 note payable. The restaurant paid another $60,000 to
remodel the building. Furniture and fixtures cost $50,000, and dishes and supplies—a cur-
rent asset—were obtained for $9,000.

IHOP is depreciating the building over 20 years by the straight-line method, with esti-
mated residual value of $50,000. The furniture and fixtures will be replaced at the end of
5 years and are being depreciated by the double-declining-balance method, with zero residual
value. At the end of the first year, the restaurant still has dishes and supplies worth $2,000.

Show what the restaurant will report for supplies, plant assets, and cash flows at the end
of the first year on its (pp. 368, 373–374, 393)

• Income statement • Balance sheet • Statement of cash flows 

Show all computations. (investing only)

Note: The purchase of dishes and supplies is an operating cash flow because supplies are a
current asset.

E7-21 (Learning Objective 3: Selecting the best depreciation method for income tax
purposes) On June 30, 20X6, Holtkamp Corp. paid $210,000 for equipment that is expected
to have a 7-year life. In this industry, the residual value of equipment is approximately 10% of
the asset’s cost. Holtkamp’s cash revenues for the year are $100,000 and cash expenses total
$60,000.

Select the appropriate MACRS depreciation method for income tax purposes
(pp. 382–383). Then determine the extra amount of cash that Holtkamp. can invest by using
MACRS depreciation, versus straight-line, for the year ended December 31, 20X6. The
income tax rate is 35%. (pp. 380–381)

E7-22 (Learning Objective 2: Changing a plant asset’s useful life) Assume United Van

Lines purchased a building for $900,000 and depreciated it on a straight-line basis over
40 years. The estimated residual value was $100,000. After using the building for 20 years,
United realized that the building will remain useful only 15 more years. Starting with the 21st
year, United began depreciating the building over the newly revised total life of 35 years and
decreased the estimated residual value to $50,000. Record depreciation expense on the build-
ing for years 20 and 21. (pp. 383–384)

writing assignment � 

� spreadsheet
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E7-23 (Learning Objective 4: Analyzing the effect of a sale of a plant asset; DDB
depreciation) Assume that on January 2, 20X4, Insurors of Pennsylvania purchased fixtures
for $8,700 cash, expecting the fixtures to remain in service 5 years. Insurors has depreciated
the fixtures on a double-declining-balance basis, with $1,000 estimated residual value. On
September 30, 20X5, Insurors sold the fixtures for $2,500 cash. Record both the deprecia-
tion expense on the fixtures for 20X5 and then the sale of the fixtures. Apart from your jour-
nal entry, also show how to compute the gain or loss on Insurors’ disposal of these fixtures.
(p. 386)

E7-24 (Learning Objective 1, 2, 4: Measuring a plant asset’s cost, using UOP deprecia-
tion, and trading in a used asset) Celadon is a large trucking company that operates
throughout the United States. Celadon uses the units-of-production (UOP) method to
depreciate its trucks.

Celadon trades in trucks often to keep driver morale high and to maximize fuel econ-
omy. Consider these facts about one Volvo truck in the company’s fleet: When acquired in
20X2, the tractor-trailer rig cost $285,000 and was expected to remain in service for 5 years
or 1,000,000 miles. Estimated residual value was $35,000. During 20X2, the truck was
driven 75,000 miles; during 20X3, 120,000 miles; and during 20X4, 210,000 miles. After
35,000 miles in 20X5, the company traded in the Volvo truck for a Mack rig. Celadon paid
cash of $150,000. Determine Celadon’s cost of the new truck. Journal entries are not
required. (p. 387)

E7-25 (Learning Objective 5: Recording natural resource assets and depletion) Colorado
Mines paid $498,500 for the right to extract ore from a 200,000-ton mineral deposit. In addi-
tion to the purchase price, Colorado Mines also paid a $500 filing fee, a $1,000 license fee to
the state of Colorado, and $60,000 for a geologic survey of the property. Because the company
purchased the rights to the minerals only, it expected the asset to have zero residual value
when fully depleted. During the first year of production, Colorado Mines removed 80,000
tons of ore. Make journal entries to record (a) purchase of the mineral rights, (b) payment of
fees and other costs, and (c) depletion for first-year production. What is the mineral asset’s
book value at the end of the year? (pp. 338–339)

E7-26 (Learning Objective 6: Recording intangibles, amortization, and a change in the
asset’s useful life) (Part 1.) Holze Music Company purchased for $600,000 a patent for
a new sound system. Although the patent gives legal protection for 20 years, it is expected to
provide Holze with a competitive advantage for only 6 years. Assuming the straight-line
method of amortization, make journal entries to record (a) the purchase of the patent and (b)
amortization for year 1.

(Part 2.) After using the patent for 2 years, Holze learns at a professional meeting that BOSE

is designing a more powerful system. On the basis of this new information, Holze determines
that the patent’s total useful life is only 4 years. Record amortization for year 3. (pp. 383–384,
388–389)

E7-27 (Learning Objective 6: Computing and accounting for goodwill) Assume Google
paid $18 million to purchase MySpace.com. Assume further that MySpace had the following
summarized data at the time of the Google acquisition (amounts in millions):

MySpace’s long-term assets had a current market value of only $15 million.

Assets Liabilities and Equity

Current assets ..................... $10 Total liabilities .....................  $24

Long-term assets ................. 20 Stockholders’ equity ............. 6

$30 $30

MySpace.com
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� Required

1. Compute the cost of goodwill purchased by Google. (pp. 390–391)

2. Journalize Google’s purchase of MySpace. (pp. 390–391)

3. Explain how Google will account for goodwill in the future. (pp. 391–392)

E7-28 (Learning Objective 7: Reporting cash flows for property and equipment) Assume
Starbucks Corporation completed the following transactions. For each transaction, show
what Starbucks would report for investing activities on its statement of cash flows. Show neg-
ative amounts in parentheses. (pp. 391–393)

a. Sold a store building for $600,000. The building had cost Starbucks $1,000,000, and
at the time of the sale its accumulated depreciation totaled $400,000.

b. Lost a store building in a fire. The building cost $300,000 and had accumulated
depreciation of $180,000. The insurance proceeds received by Starbucks totaled
$120,000.

c. Renovated a store at a cost of $100,000.
d. Purchased store fixtures for $50,000. The fixtures are expected to remain in service

for 10 years and then be sold for $15,000. Starbucks uses the straight-line deprecia-
tion method.

Challenge Exercises

E7-29 (Learning Objective 2: Units-of-production depreciation) Atlas Gym purchased
exercise equipment at a cost of $100,000. In addition, Atlas paid $2,000 for a special platform
on which to stabilize the equipment for use. Freight costs of $1,200 to ship the equipment
were borne by the seller. Atlas will depreciate the equipment by the units-of-production
method, based on an expected useful life of 50,000 hours of exercise. The estimated residual
value of the equipment is $10,000. How many hours did Atlas Gym use the machine if depre-
ciation expense is $3,680? (p. 376)

E7-30 (Learning Objective 4: Determining the sale price of property and equipment)
FedEx Corporation reported the following for property and equipment (in millions,
adapted):

During 20X6, FedEx paid $2,518 million for new property and equipment. Depreciation for
the year totaled $1,548 million. During 20X6, FedEx sold property and equipment for cash of
$64 million. How much was FedEx’s gain or loss on the sale of property and equipment dur-
ing 20X6? (p. 386)

E7-31 (Learning Objective 2: Determining net income after a change in depreciation
method) Amanda, Inc., has a popular line of sunglasses. Amanda reported net income of $68
million for 20X1. Depreciation expense for the year totaled $18 million. Amanda, Inc., depre-
ciates plant assets over 8 years using the straight-line method and no residual value.

Amanda, Inc., paid $160 million for plant assets at the beginning of 20X1. Then at the
start of 20X2, Amanda switched over to double-declining-balance (DDB) depreciation. 20X2
is expected to be the same as 20X1 except for the change in depreciation method. If Amanda
had been using DDB depreciation all along, how much net income can Amanda, Inc. expect
to earn during 20X2? Ignore income tax. (pp. 375–379)

Property and equipment ...................

Accumulated depreciation ................

Year End

20X6 20X5

$24,074 $22,017

(13,304) (12,080)
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E7-32 (Learning Objective 1: Capitalizing versus expensing; measuring the effect of an
error) Agence France Press (AFP) is a major French telecommunication conglomerate.
Assume that early in year 1, AFP purchased equipment at a cost of 6 million euros (E6 mil-
lion). Management expects the equipment to remain in service 4 years and estimated residual
value to be negligible. AFP uses the straight-line depreciation method. Through an accounting
error, AFP expensed the entire cost of the equipment at the time of purchase. Because AFP is oper-
ated as a partnership, it pays no income tax.

� Required

Prepare a schedule to show the overstatement or understatement in the following items at the
end of each year over the 4-year life of the equipment: (p. 373, Challenge)

1. Total current assets 2. Equipment, net 3. Net income

Quiz
Test your understanding of accounting for plant assets, natural resources, and intangibles by answering
the following questions. Select the best choice from among the possible answers given.

Q7-33 A capital expenditure (p. 372)
a. is expensed immediately. c. adds to an asset.
b. records additional capital. d. is a credit like capital (owners’ equity).

Q7-34 Which of the following items should be accounted for as a capital expenditure? 
(p. 372)
a. Taxes paid in conjunction with the purchase of office equipment.
b. The monthly rental cost of an office building.
c. Costs incurred to repair leaks in the building roof.
d. Maintenance fees paid with funds provided by the company’s capital.

Q7-35 Suppose you buy land for $3,000,000 and spend $1,000,000 to develop the property.
You then divide the land into lots as follows:

How much did each hilltop lot cost you? (p. 371)
a. $171,429 c. $250,000
b. $228,571 d. $400,000

Q7-36 Which statement about depreciation is false? (pp. 373–374)
a. Depreciation is a process of allocating the cost of an asset to expense over its useful life.
b. Depreciation should not be recorded in years that the market value of the asset has

increased.
c. A major objective of depreciation accounting is to match the cost of using an asset with the

revenues it helps to generate.
d. Obsolescence as well as physical wear and tear should be considered when determining

the period over which an asset should be depreciated.

Use the following information to answer questions 37 and 38:

Madison Corporation acquired a machine for $26,000 and has recorded depreciation for
3 years using the straight-line method over a 6-year life and $2,000 residual value. At the start
of the fourth year of use, Madison revised the estimated useful life to a total of 10 years.
Estimated residual value declined to $0.

Category Sale price per lot

10 Hilltop lots................

10 Valley lots .................

$500,000

300,000
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Q7-37 What is the book value of the machine at the end of 3 full years of use? (p. 376)
a. $10,000 c. $13,000
b. $12,000 d. $14,000

Q7-38 How much depreciation should Madison record in each of the asset’s last 7 years (that
is, year 4 through year 10), following the revision? (pp. 383–384)
a. $2,000 c. $2,800
b. $2,600 d. Some other amount

Q7-39 Kramer Company failed to record depreciation of equipment. How does this omis-
sion affect Kramer’s financial statements? (p. 373)
a. Net income is overstated and assets are understated.
b. Net income is understated and assets are understated.
c. Net income is understated and assets are overstated.
d. Net income is overestated and assets are overstated.

Q7-40 Jack’s Stereo, Inc., uses the double-declining-balance method for depreciation on its
computers. Which item is not needed to compute depreciation for the first year? (p. 377)
a. Original cost c. Expected useful life in years
b. Estimated residual value d. All the above are needed.

Q7-41 Which of the following costs is reported on a company’s income statement? 
(pp. 372–374)
a. Accumulated depreciation
b. Land
c. Accounts payable
d. Depreciation expense

Q7-42 Which of the following items is reported on the balance sheet? (Challenge)
a. Net sales revenue c. Gain on disposal of equipment
b. Accumulated depreciation d. Cost of goods sold

Q7-43 Hamilton Company purchased a machine for $8,800 on January 1, 20X6. The
machine has been depreciated using the straight-line method over an 8-year life and $800
residual value. Hamilton sold the machine on January 1, 20X8, for $7,500. What gain or loss
should Hamilton record on the sale? (p. 386)
a. Gain, $500 c. Loss, $1,300
b. Gain, $700 d. Gain, $1,500

Q7-44 Journalize Hamilton’s sale of the machine.

Q7-45 Same information as for question 43, except the machine was purchased on April 2,
20X6. What is straight-line depreciation for the year ended December 31, 20X6, and what is
the book value on December 31, 20X7 (fill in the blanks)? (p. 376)
Depreciation for 20X6 _________ Book value at December 31, 20X7 _________

Q7-46 A company purchased mineral assets costing $850,000, with estimated residual value
of $50,000, and holding approximately 400,000 tons of ore. During the first year, 45,000
tons are extracted and sold. What is the amount of depletion for the first year? (pp. 388–389)
a. $13,913 c. $90,000
b. $70,000 d. Cannot be determined from the data given

Q7-47 Suppose FedEx pays $60 million to buy Lone Star Overnight. Lone Star’s assets are
valued at $70 million, and its liabilities total $20 million. How much goodwill did FedEx pur-
chase in its acquisition of Lone Star Overnight? (pp. 390–391)
a. $10 million c. $30 million
b. $20 million d. $40 million
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Problems
(Group A)

P7-48A (Learning Objective 1, 2: Identifying the elements of a plant asset’s cost) Assume
Google Inc. opened an office in Orlando, Florida. Further assume that Google incurred the
following costs in acquiring land, making land improvements, and constructing and furnish-
ing the new sales building:

a. Purchase price of land, including an old building that will be used 

for a garage (land market value is $320,000; building market

value is $80,000)..................................................................................... $350,000

b. Landscaping (additional dirt and earth moving)...................................... 8,100

c. Fence around the land............................................................................. 31,600

d. Attorney fee for title search on the land .................................................. 600

e. Delinquent real estate taxes on the land to be paid by Google................. 5,900

f. Company signs at entrance to the property ............................................. 1,800

g. Building permit for the sales building ...................................................... 300

h. Architect fee for the design of the sales building...................................... 19,800

i. Masonry, carpentry, and roofing of the sales building.............................  516,000

j.

k.

l.

m.

n.

o.

Renovation of the garage building........................................................... 41,800

Interest cost on construction loan for sales building ................................ 9,000

Landscaping (trees and shrubs) ...............................................................  6,400

Parking lot and concrete walks on the property ...................................... 52,300

Lights for the parking lot and walkways ................................................. 7,300

Salary of construction supervisor (85% to sales building; 9%

to land improvements; and 6% to garage building renovation) ...............

p.

q.

40,000

Office furniture for the sales building...................................................... 79,400

Transportation and installation of furniture............................................  1,800

Assume Google depreciates buildings over 40 years, land improvements over 20 years, and
furniture over 8 years, all on a straight-line basis with zero residual value.

� Required

1. Set up columns for Land, Land Improvements, Sales Building, Garage Building, and
Furniture. Show how to account for each of Google’s costs by listing the cost under the
correct account. Determine the total cost of each asset. (pp. 370–371)

2. All construction was complete and the assets were placed in service on May 2. Record
depreciation for the year ended December 31. Round to the nearest dollar. (p. 375)

3. How will what you learned in this problem help you manage a business?

P7-49A (Learning Objective 2: Recording plant asset transactions; reporting on the
balance sheet) Highland Lakes Resort reported the following on its balance sheet at
December 31, 20X5:

Property, plant, and equipment, at cost:

Land......................................................... $ 140,000

Buildings .................................................. 700,000

Less: Accumulated depreciation ............... (340,000)

Equipment................................................ 400,000

Less: Accumulated depreciation ............... (260,000)

� general ledger

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
exercises using MAL.
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In early July 20X6, the resort expanded operations and purchased additional equipment at a
cost of $100,000. The company depreciates buildings by the straight-line method over
20 years with residual value of $80,000. Due to obsolescence, the equipment has a useful life
of only 10 years and is being depreciated by the double-declining-balance method with zero
residual value.

� Required

1. Journalize Highland Lakes Resort’s plant asset purchase and depreciation transactions for
20X6. (pp. 372, 377)

2. Report plant assets on the December 31, 20X6, balance sheet. (p. 368)

P7-50A (Learning Objective 1, 2, 4: Recording plant asset transactions, exchanges, and
changes in useful life) Lamborghini, Inc., has the following plant asset accounts: Land,
Buildings, and Equipment, with a separate accumulated depreciation account for each of
these except land. Lamborghini completed the following transactions:

Jan. 2 Traded in equipment with accumulated depreciation of $67,000 (cost of

$130,000) for similar new equipment with a cash cost of $176,000. Received

a trade-in allowance of $70,000 on the old equipment and paid $106,000

in cash. (p. 387)

June 30 Sold a building that had a cost of $650,000 and had accumulated deprecia-

tion of $145,000 through December 31 of the preceding year. Depreciation

is computed on a straight-line basis. The building has a 40-year useful life

and a residual value of $250,000. Lamborghini received $100,000 cash and

a $400,000 note receivable. (p. 386)

Oct. 29 Purchased land and a building for a single price of $420,000. An indepen-

dent appraisal valued the land at $150,000 and the building at $300,000. (p. 371)

Dec. 31 Recorded depreciation as follows: (p. 377)

Equipment has an expected useful life of 6 years and an estimated residual

value of 5% of cost. Depreciation is computed on the double-declining-balance

method.

Depreciation on buildings is computed by the straight-line method. The

new building carries a 40-year useful life and a residual value equal to 10%

of its cost.

� Required

Record the transactions in Lamborghini, Inc’s., journal.

P7-51A (Learning Objective 2: Explaining the concept of depreciation) The board of
directors of Fiberglass Structures, Inc., is reviewing the 20X7 annual report. A new board
member—a wealthy woman with little business experience—questions the company
accountant about the depreciation amounts. The new board member wonders why depreci-
ation expense has decreased from $200,000 in 20X6 to $184,000 in 20X7 to $172,000 in
20X8. She states that she could understand the decreasing annual amounts if the company
had been disposing of properties each year, but that has not occurred. Further, she notes that
growth in the city is increasing the values of company properties. Why is the company
recording depreciation when the property values are increasing?

� Required

Write a paragraph or 2 to explain the concept of depreciation to the new board member and
to answer her questions. (pp. 373–374)

P7-52A (Learning Objective 2, 3: Computing depreciation by 3 methods and the cash-flow
advantage of accelerated depreciation for tax purposes) On January 3, 20X2, J.B. Weld Co.
paid $224,000 for a computer system. In addition to the basic purchase price, the company
paid a setup fee of $6,200, $6,700 sales tax, and $3,100 for a special platform on which to

� general ledger

writing assignment � 

� spreadsheet

(continued)
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408 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

place the computer. J.B. Weld management estimates that the computer will remain in service
5 years and have a residual value of $20,000. The computer will process 50,000 documents
the first year, with annual processing decreasing by 5,000 documents during each of the next
4 years (that is, 45,000 documents in 20X3; 40,000 documents in 20X4; and so on). In try-
ing to decide which depreciation method to use, the company president has requested a
depreciation schedule for each of 3 depreciation methods (straight-line, units-of-production,
and double-declining-balance).

� Required

1. For each of the generally accepted depreciation methods, prepare a depreciation sched-
ule showing asset cost, depreciation expense, accumulated depreciation, and asset book
value. (pp. 376–377)

2. J.B. Weld reports to stockholders and creditors in the financial statements using the
depreciation method that maximizes reported income in the early years of asset use. For
income tax purposes, the company uses the depreciation method that minimizes income
tax payments in those early years. Consider the first year J.B. Weld Co. uses the com-
puter. Identify the depreciation methods that meet Weld’s objectives, assuming the
income tax authorities permit the use of any of the methods. (pp. 381–382)

3. Cash provided by operations before income tax is $150,000 for the computer’s first year.
The income tax rate is 40%. For the 2 depreciation methods identified in Requirement 2,
compare the net income and cash provided by operations (cash flow). Show
which method gives the net-income advantage and which method gives the cash-flow
advantage. (p. 382)

P7-53A (Learning Objective 2, 4, 7: Analyzing plant asset transactions from a company’s
financial statements) Best Buy Inc. sells electronics and appliances. The excerpts that fol-
low are adapted from Best Buy’s financial statements for 2006.

Operating activities:

 Net income ..................................................................

 Noncash items affecting net income:

  Depreciation ............................................................

Investing activities:

 Additions to property, plant, and equipment................

$984

459

619

February 28,

$1,140

456

723

2006 2005Statement of Cash Flows (dollars in millions)

Year Ended

Assets

Total current assets ..................................

Property, plant, and equipment ................

Less: Accumulated depreciation ...............

Goodwill ..................................................

$6,903

4,192

1,728

513

February 28,

$7,985

4,836

2,124

557

2006 2005Balance Sheet (dollars in millions)
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� Required

Answer these questions about Best Buy’s plant assets and goodwill:

1. How much was Best Buy’s cost of plant assets at February 28, 2006? How much was the
book value of plant assets? Show computations. (pp. 368, 373)

2. The financial statements give 3 evidences that Best Buy purchased plant assets and good-
will during 2006. What are they? (pp. 390–391, 393)

3. Prepare T-accounts for Property, Plant, and Equipment; Accumulated Depreciation, and
Goodwill. Then show all the activity in these accounts during 2006. Label each increase
or decrease and give its dollar amount. During 2006, Best Buy sold plant assets that had
cost the company $79 million (accumulated depreciation on these assets was $60 mil-
lion). Assume there were no losses on goodwill during 2006. (pp. 389–390)

P7-54A (Learning Objective 5: Accounting for natural resources, and the related expense)
Atlantic Energy Company’s balance sheet includes the asset Iron Ore. Atlantic Energy paid
$2.6 million cash for a lease giving the firm the right to work a mine that contained an esti-
mated 200,000 tons of ore. The company paid $60,000 to remove unwanted buildings from
the land and $70,000 to prepare the surface for mining. Atlantic Energy also signed a $30,000
note payable to a landscaping company to return the land surface to its original condition
after the lease ends. During the first year, Atlantic Energy removed 40,000 tons of ore, which
it sold on account for $32 per ton. Operating expenses for the first year totaled $240,000, all
paid in cash. In addition, the company accrued income tax at the tax rate of 40%.

� Required

1. Record all of Atlantic Engery’s transactions for the year. (pp. 388–389)

2. Prepare the company’s income statement for its iron ore operations for the first year.
Evaluate the profitability of the company’s operations. (p. 52)

P7-55A (Learning Objective 7: Reporting plant asset transactions on the statement of cash
flows) At the end of 20X0, Solar Power Associates (SPA) had total assets of $17.3 billion and
total liabilities of $9.5 billion. Included among the assets were property, plant, and equipment
with a cost of $4.8 billion and accumulated depreciation of $3.4 billion.

SPA completed the following selected transactions during 20X1: The company earned
total revenues of $26.5 billion and incurred total expenses of $21.3 billion, which included
depreciation of $1.7 billion. During the year, SPA paid $1.4 billion for new property, plant,
and equipment and sold old plant assets for $0.3 billion. The cost of the assets sold was $0.8
billion, and their accumulated depreciation was $0.4 billion.

� Required

1. Explain how to determine whether SPA had a gain or loss on the sale of old plant assets
during the year. What was the amount of the gain or loss, if any? (p. 386)

2. Show how SPA would report property, plant, and equipment on the balance sheet at
December 31, 20X1, after all the year’s activity. What was the book value of property,
plant, and equipment? (p. 368)

3. Show how SPA would report its operating activities and investing activities on its state-
ment of cash flows for 20X1. Ignore gains and losses. (p. 393)

(Group B)

P7-56B (Learning Objective 1, 2: Identifying the elements of a plant asset’s cost) Scissors
Salons operate in several states.  The home office incurred the following costs to acquire land
and a garage, make land improvements, and construct and furnish the office building.

(continued)
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410 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

Scissors Salons depreciates buildings over 40 years, land improvements over 20 years, and
furniture over 8 years, all on a straight-line basis with zero residual value.

� Required

1. Set up columns for Land, Land Improvements, Office Building, Garage, and Furniture.
Show how to account for each of Scissors’ costs by listing the cost under the correct
account. Determine the total cost of each asset. (pp. 370–371)

2. All construction was complete and the assets were placed in service on March 29.
Record depreciation for the year ended December 31. Round figures to the nearest
dollar. (pp. 375–376).

3. How will what you learned in this problem help you manage a business? (Challenge)

P7-57B (Learning Objective 2: Recording plant asset transactions; reporting on the
balance sheet) Ambold Lock & Key, Inc. has a hefty investment in security equipment, as
reported in the company’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X5:

In early July 20X6, Ambold purchased additional security equipment at a cost of $80,000.
Ambold depreciates buildings by the straight-line method over 20 years with residual value of
$70,000. Due to obsolescence, security equipment has a useful life of only 8 years and is
being depreciated by the double-declining-balance method with zero residual value.

� Required

1. Journalize Ambold’s plant asset purchase and depreciation transactions for 20X6. 
(pp. 372, 377).

2. Report plant assets on the company’s December 31, 20X6, balance sheet. (p. 368)

Property, plant, and equipment, at cost:

Land......................................................... $ 200,000

Buildings .................................................. 310,000

Less: Accumulated depreciation ............... (40,000)

Security equipment................................... 620,000

Less: Accumulated depreciation ............... (370,000)

� general ledger

a. Purchase price of land, including a building that will be used as a

garage (land market value is $150,000; building market

value is $50,000).......................................................................................... $180,000

b. 3,700

c. Landscaping (additional dirt and earth moving)...........................................

Fence around the land..................................................................................

3,550

d. Title insurance on the land acquisition ......................................................... 1,000

e.

Delinquent real estate taxes on the land to be paid by Scissors.....................

26,000

f.

Company signs at near front and rear approaches to company property......

200

g.

Building permit for the office building..........................................................

45,000

h.

Architect fee for the design of the office building .........................................

53,550

i.

Masonry, carpentry, and roofing to construct the office building.................  

16,400

j.

k.

l.

m.

n.

o.

Renovation of the garage .............................................................................

322,000

Interest cost on construction loan for office building....................................

234,000

Landscaping (trees and shrubs) ....................................................................  

3,400

Parking lots and concrete walks on the property .......................................... 17,450

Lights for the parking lot, walkways, and company signs ............................ 8,900

Salary of construction supervisor (90% to office building, 6%

to land improvements, and 4% to garage renovation)..................................

p.

q.

55,000

Furniture for the office building ................................................................... 61,500

Transportation of furniture from seller to the office building .......................  1,300

Concrete, wood, and other materials used in the office building ..................

r. 9,100
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P7-58B (Learning Objective 1, 2, 4: Recording plant asset transactions, exchanges, and
changes in useful life) Schmaltz Cable Company’s balance sheet reports the following assets
under Property and Equipment: Land, Buildings, Office Furniture, Communication
Equipment, and Televideo Equipment. The company has a separate accumulated deprecia-
tion account for each of these assets except land. Assume that Schmaltz completed the follow-
ing transactions:

� general ledger

writing assignment � 

� spreadsheet

(continued)

Jan. 3 Traded in communication equipment with accumulated depreciation of $85,000

(cost of $96,000) for similar new equipment with a quoted price of $118,000.

The seller gave Schmaltz a trade-in allowance of $18,000 on the old equipment,

and Schmaltz paid $100,000 in cash. (p. 387)

June 30 Sold a building that had cost of $495,000 and had accumulated depreciation

of $255,000 through December 31 of the preceding year. Depreciation is

computed on a straight-line basis. The building has a 40-year life and a

residual value of $95,000. Schmaltz received $50,000 cash and a $250,000

note receivable. (p. 386)

Nov. 4 Purchased used communication and televideo equipment from Time Warner

Cable. Total cost was $80,000 paid in cash. An independent appraisal valued

Dec. 31 Recorded depreciation as follows:

Equipment is depreciated by the double-declining-balance method over a

5-year life with zero residual value. Record depreciation separately on the

equipment purchased on January 3 and on November 4. (p. 377)

the communication equipment at $75,000 and the televideo equipment at

$25,000. (p. 371)

� Required

Record the transactions in the journal of Schmaltz Cable Company.

P7-59B (Learning Objective 2: Explaining the concept of depreciation) The board of direc-
tors of Gemstar Instruments is having its quarterly meeting. Accounting policies are on the
agenda, and depreciation is being discussed. A new board member has some strong opinions.
Jeffrey Hatton, an environmental engineer, argues that depreciation must be coupled with a
fund to replace company assets. Otherwise, there is no substance to depreciation, he argues.
He also challenges the 3-year estimated life over which Gemstar Instruments is depreciating
company computers. He notes that the computers will last at least 5 years. Hatton argues for
depreciating computers over 5 years instead of 3.

� Required

Write a paragraph or 2 to explain the accounting concept of depreciation to Jeffrey Hatton
and to answer his arguments. (pp. 373–374)

P7-60B (Learning Objective 2, 3: Computing depreciation by 3 methods and the cash-flow
advantage of accelerated depreciation for tax purposes) On January 2, 20X1, St. Paul Vision
Center purchased equipment at a cost of $63,000. Before placing the equipment in service, St.
Paul spent $2,200 for special chips, $800 for a platform, and $4,000 to customize the equip-
ment. St. Paul management estimates that the equipment will remain in service for 6 years
and have a residual value of $16,000. The equipment can be expected to process 18,000
examinations in each of the first 4 years and 14,000 tests in each of the next 2 years. In trying
to decide which depreciation method to use, Lana Rich, the general manager, requests a
depreciation schedule for each method (straight-line, units-of-production, and double-
declining-balance).

� Required

1. Prepare a depreciation schedule for each of the depreciation methods, showing asset cost,
depreciation expense, accumulated depreciation, and asset book value. (pp. 376–377).
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412 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

2. St. Paul reports to creditors in the financial statements using the depreciation method
that maximizes reported income in the early years of asset use. For income tax purposes,
however, the company uses the depreciation method that minimizes income-tax pay-
ments in those early years. Consider the first year that St. Paul uses the equipment.
Identify the depreciation methods that meet the general manager’s objectives, assuming
the income tax authorities would permit the use of any of the methods. (pp. 381–382)

3. Cash provided by operations before income tax is $100,000 for the equipment’s first year.
The income tax rate is 35%. For the 2 depreciation methods identified in Requirement 2,
compare the net income and cash provided by operations (cash flow). Show which
method gives the net-income advantage and which method gives the cash-flow
advantage. (p. 382)

P7-61B (Learning Objective 2, 4, 7: Analyzing plant asset transactions from a company’s
financial statements) Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) is the leading computer com-
pany in the world. The excerpts that follow are adapted from HP’s financial statements for fis-
cal year 2006.

� Required

Answer these questions about Hewlett-Packard’s plant assets and goodwill:

1. How much was HP’s cost of plant assets at October 31, 2006? How much was the book
value of plant assets? Show computations. (pp. 368, 373)

2. The financial statements give 4 evidences that HP purchased plant assets and goodwill
during 2006. What are they? (pp. 390-391, 393)

3. Prepare T-accounts for Property, Plant, and Equipment; Accumulated Depreciation; and
Goodwill. Then show all the activity in each account during 2006. Label each increase or
decrease and give its dollar amount. During 2006, HP sold plant assets that had cost the
company $1,392 million (accumulated depreciation on these assets was $1,221 million).
Assume there was no loss on goodwill during 2006. (p. 388)

Cash Flows from Operating Activities:

 Net income ....................................................

 Noncash items affecting net income:

  Depreciation ..............................................

Cash Flows from Investing Activities:

 Capital expenditures ......................................

 Acquisition of businesses................................

$ 6,198

2,353

$(2,536)

(855)

$ 2,398

2,344

$(1,995)

(641)

2005Statement of Cash Flows (dollars in millions)
October 31,
Year Ended

2006

Assets

Total current assets .................................

Property, plant, and equipment ...............

Less: Accumulated depreciation ..............

Goodwill .................................................

October 31,

$48,264

15,024

8,561

16,853

2006

$43,334

13,880

7,429

16,441

2005Balance Sheet (dollars in millions)
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P7-62B (Learning Objective 5: Accounting for natural resources and the related expense)
Mainstay Pipeline Company operates a pipeline that provides natural gas to several East Coast
cities. Mainstay’s balance sheet includes the asset Oil Properties.

Mainstay paid $5 million cash for petroleum reserves that contained an estimated
500,000 barrels of oil. The company paid $350,000 for additional geologic tests of the prop-
erty and $110,000 to prepare the surface for drilling. Prior to production, the company
signed a $40,000 note payable to have a building constructed on the property. Because the
building provides on-site headquarters for the drilling effort and will be abandoned when the
oil is depleted, its cost is debited to the Oil Properties account and included in depletion
charges. During the first year of production, Mainstay removed 80,000 barrels of oil, which it
sold on credit for $38 per barrel. Operating expenses related to this project totaled $660,000
for the first year, all paid in cash. In addition, Mainstay accrued income tax at the rate of 40%.

� Required

1. Record all of Mainstay’s transactions for the year. (pp. 388–389)

2. Prepare the company’s income statement for this oil and gas project for the first year.
Evaluate the profitability of the project. (p. 52)

P7-63B (Learning Objective 7: Reporting plant asset transactions on the statement of cash
flows) Assume that at the end of 20X2, Verizon, the telecommunications company, had total
assets of $15.2 billion and total liabilities of $10.5 billion. Included among the assets were
property, plant, and equipment with a cost of $17.1 billion and accumulated depreciation of
$10.2 billion.

Assume that Verizon completed the following selected transactions during 20X3: The
company earned total revenues of $16.9 billion and incurred total expenses of $13.2 billion,
which included depreciation of $1.7 billion. During the year, Verizon paid $2.8 billion for
new property, plant, and equipment and sold old plant assets for $1.0 billion. The cost of the
assets sold was $1.6 billion, and their accumulated depreciation was $0.4 billion.

� Required

1. Explain how to determine whether Verizon had a gain or a loss on the sale of old plant
assets. What was the amount of the gain or loss, if any? (p. 386)

2. Show how Verizon would report property, plant, and equipment on the balance sheet at
December 31, 20X3, after all the year’s activity. (p. 368)

3. Show how Verizon would report operating activities and investing activities on its state-
ment of cash flows for 20X3. Ignore gains and losses. (p. 393).

writing assignment � 

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 2, 3: Measuring profitability based on different inventory and
depreciation methods) Suppose you are considering investing in 2 businesses, La Petite
France Bakery and Burgers Ahoy!. The 2 companies are virtually identical, and both began
operations at the beginning of the current year. During the year, each company purchased
inventory as follows:

Jan. 4 10,000 units at $4 = 40,000

Apr. 6 5,000 units at 5 = 25,000

Aug. 9 7,000 units at 6 = 42,000

Nov. 27 10,000 units at 7 = 70,000

Totals 32,000 $177,000

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE

(continued)
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414 � Chapter 7 Plant Assets & Intangibles

During the first year, both companies sold 25,000 units of inventory.
In early January, both companies purchased equipment costing $150,000 that had a

10-year estimated useful life and a $20,000 residual value. La Petite France uses the inven-
tory and depreciation methods that maximize reported income. By contrast, Burgers uses
the inventory and depreciation methods that minimize income tax payments. Assume that
both companies’ trial balances at December 31 included the following:

The income tax rate is 40%.

� Required

1. Prepare both companies’ income statements. (pp. 376, 378)

2. Write an investment newsletter to address the following questions: Which company
appears to be more profitable? Which company has more cash to invest in promising
projects? If prices continue rising over the long term, which company would you prefer
to invest in? Why? (Challenge)

Case 2. (Learning Objective 1, 6: Plant assets and intangible assets) The following ques-
tions are unrelated except that they all apply to plant assets and intangible assets:

1. The manager of Carpet World regularly debits the cost of repairs and maintenance of
plant assets to Plant and Equipment. Why would she do that, since she knows she is vio-
lating GAAP? (p. 372)

2. The manager of Horizon Software regularly buys plant assets and debits the cost to
Repairs and Maintenance Expense. Why would he do that, since he knows this action
violates GAAP? (p. 372)

3. It has been suggested that because many intangible assets have no value except to the com-
pany that owns them, they should be valued at $1.00 or zero on the balance sheet. Many
accountants disagree with this view. Which view do you support? Why? (pp. 388–389)

Ethical Issue

United Jersey Bank of Princeton purchased land and a building for the lump sum of $6.0 mil-
lion. To get the maximum tax deduction, the bank’s managers allocated 80% of the purchase
price to the building and only 20% to the land. A more realistic allocation would have been
60% to the building and 40% to the land.

� Required

1. Explain the tax advantage of allocating too much to the building and too little to the land.

2. Was United Jersey Bank’s allocation ethical? If so, state why. If not, why not? Identify who
was harmed.

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands

(Learning Objective 2, 3, 6: Analyzing plant assets) Refer to YUM! Brands’ financial
statements in Appendix A at the end of the book, and answer the following questions:

1. Which depreciation method does YUM use for reporting to stockholders and creditors in
the financial statements? What type of depreciation method does the company probably
use for income tax purposes? Why is this method preferable for tax purposes? 
(pp. 375–378, 381–384)

Sales revenue ......................... $350,000

Operating expenses ............... 50,000

writing assignment � 

writing assignment � 
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2. Depreciation expense is embedded in the expense amounts listed on the income state-
ment. It is reported on the statement of cash flows. How much was YUM’s depreciation
and amortization expense during fiscal year 2006? How much was YUM’s accumulated
depreciation and amortization at the end of 2006? Explain why accumulated depreciation
and amortization exceeds depreciation and amortization expense for the current year.
(Challenge, pp. 136–137)

3. How much did YUM spend on property, plant, and equipment during 2006? In 2005?
Evaluate the trend in these capital expenditures as to whether it conveys good news or
bad news for YUM. Explain (p. 372)

4. YUM reports 2 separate intangible assets. What are they? How does YUM account for
each of these intangibles over its lifetime? (pp. 388–389)

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports

(Learning Objective 2, 4, 7: Explaining plant asset activity) Refer to the Pier 1 Imports

financial statements in Appendix B at the end of this book. This case leads you through a
comprehensive analysis of Pier 1’s long-term assets. Its purpose is to show you how to account
for plant asset (properties) transactions in summary form.

1. On the statement of cash flows, how much did Pier 1 pay for capital expenditures during
2006? How much cash did Pier 1 receive from the disposition of properties (fixed assets)
during 2006? Consider the loss on disposal of fixed assets reported under Cash Flow
from Operating Activities, and determine the book value of plant assets that Pier 1 sold
during 2006. Do not round these amounts. (pp. 368–389)

2. Use the answer to requirement 1, plus the amount of depreciation and amortization reported
on the statement of cash flows, to explain all the activity in the Properties, Net account dur-
ing 2006. Of the total depreciation and amortization for 2006, assume that $10 million
related to Other Noncurrent Assets and not to Properties. Use either a T-account or an equa-
tion for your analysis. For this requirement, show amounts in millions and round to the
nearest $1 million. (pp. 388–389)

3. Which depreciation method does Pier 1 use? Over what useful life does Pier 1 depreciate
buildings, equipment, furniture, and fixtures?

4. Were Pier 1’s plant assets proportionately newer or older at the end of 2006 (versus
2005)? Explain your answer. (Challenge)

Group Project

Visit a local business.

� Required

1. List all its plant assets.

2. If possible, interview the manager. Gain as much information as you can about the busi-
ness’s plant assets. For example, try to determine the assets’ costs, the depreciation
method the company is using, and the estimated useful life of each asset category. If an
interview is impossible, then develop your own estimates of the assets’ costs, useful lives,
and book values, assuming an appropriate depreciation method.

3. Determine whether the business has any intangible assets. If so, list them and gain as
much information as possible about their nature, cost, and estimated useful lives.

4. Write a detailed report of your findings and be prepared to present your results to
the class.
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Quick Check Answers:

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. c {[$850,000/($850,000 + $675,000 + $475,000)] × $1,500,000 = $637,500}

2. a

3. b ($25,000 – $2,500)/5 × 4/12 = $1,500)

4. d [($25,000 – $2,500)/5 × 2 = $9,000; $25,000 – $9,000 = $16,000]

5. b [$25,000 × 2/5 = $10,000; ($25,000 – $10,000) × 2/5 = $6,000]

6. a [($25,000 – $2,500)/5 × 4 = $18,000; $25,000 – $18,000 = $7,000; $11,500 – $7,000
= gain of $4,500]

7. c [$17,000 × 2/4 = $8,500; ($17,000 – $8,500) × 2/4 = $4,250; $8,500 + $4,250 
= $12,750]

8. c

9. a

10. d

11. b [$200,000 × (6,000/50,000) = $24,000]

12. e
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S P O T L I G H T

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES: A SUCCESS STORY

Southwest Airlines has been a maverick in the airline industry from the start. Most recently, Southwest has

churned out profits while other airlines have been in bankruptcy.

The airlines have some interesting liabilities. Southwest’s Rapid Rewards program provides free flights to

the company’s frequent fliers. Southwest accrues frequent-flier liability for this program and reports “Accrued

Liabilities” on the company balance sheet.

Southwest collects cash in advance and then provides flights for customers later. This creates unearned

revenue that Southwest can report as “Unearned Ticket Revenue.” The company also has notes payable and

bonds payable that it reports under “Long-Term Debt.”

Liabilities8
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418 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

This chapter shows how to account for liabilities—both current and

long-term. We begin with current liabilities.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Account for current liabilities and contingent liabilities

2 Account for bonds payable 

3 Measure interest expense

4 Understand the advantages and disadvantages of borrowing

5 Report liabilities on the balance sheet

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Current liabilities are obligations due within 1 year or within the company’s normal

operating cycle if longer than a year. Obligations due beyond that period of time are

classified as long-term liabilities.

Current liabilities are of 2 kinds:

� known amounts.
� estimated amounts.

We look first at current liabilities of a known amount.

Current Liabilities of Known Amount

Current liabilities of known amount include accounts payable, short-term notes

payable, sales tax payable, accrued liabilities, payroll liabilities, unearned revenues,

and current portion of long-term debt.

Accounts Payable. Amounts owed for products or services purchased on account

are accounts payable. For example, Southwest Airlines purchases soft drinks and nap-

kins on accounts payable. We have seen many other accounts payable examples in

OBJECTIVE

1 Account for current
liabilities and contingent
liabilities

(In millions)

Current Assets

  Cash ..........................................

  Other current assets ...................

  Total current assets ....................

Equipment and

 property, net .................................

Other assets.....................................

Total assets......................................

$     643

1,323

799

122

2,887

1,567

2,557

6,449

$13,460

Assets Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

Southwest Airlines Co.
Balance Sheet  (Adapted)

December 31, 2006

Current Liabilities

  Accounts payable.......................

  Accrued liabilities ......................

  Unearned ticket revenue.............

  Current maturities of

   long-term debt ........................

  Total current liabilities ...............

Long-term debt ...............................

Other long-term liabilities ...............

Stockholders’ Equity .......................

Total liabilities and equity...............

$  1,390

1,211

2,601

10,094

765

$13,460
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Current Liabilities � 419

preceding chapters. One of a merchandiser’s most common transactions is the credit

purchase of inventory. Best Buy and Wal-Mart buy their inventory on account.

Short-Term Notes Payable. Short-term notes payable, a common form of

financing, are notes payable due within 1 year. Starbucks lists its short-term notes

payable as short-term borrowings. Starbucks may issue short-term notes payable to

borrow cash or to purchase assets. On its notes payable, Starbucks must accrue

interest expense and interest payable at the end of the period. The following

sequence of entries covers the purchase of inventory, accrual of interest expense,

and payment of a 10% short-term note payable that’s due in 1 year.

This transaction increases both an asset and a liability.

The Starbucks fiscal year ends each September 30. At year end, Starbucks must

accrue interest expense at 10% for January through September:

Liabilities increase and equity decreases because of the expense.

The balance sheet at year end will report the Note Payable of $8,000 and the related

Interest Payable of $600 as current liabilities. The income statement will report inter-

est expense of $600.

The following entry records the note’s payment at maturity on January 1, 20X6:

The debits zero out the payables and also record Starbuck’s interest expense for

October, November, and December.

8,800

8,000

600

200

20X6

Jan. 1 Note Payable, Short-Term

Interest Payable

Interest Expense ($8,000 � .10 � 3/12)

 Cash [$8,000 + ($8,000 � .10)]

Payment of a note payable and interest at maturity.

Liabilities

+ 600

=

=

+ Stockholders’ EquityAssets

0

Expenses

− 600

−

600

600Sept. 30 Interest Expense ($8,000 � .10 � 9/12)

 Interest Payable

Accrual of interest expense at year end.

Liabilities

+ 8,000

=

=

+

+

Stockholders’ Equity

0

Assets

+ 8,000

8,000

8,000

20X5

Jan. 1 Inventory

 Note Payable, Short-Term

Purchase of inventory by issuing a note payable
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420 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

Sales Tax Payable. Most states levy a sales tax on retail sales. Retailers collect the

tax from customers and thus owe the state for sales tax collected. Suppose one

Saturday’s sales at a Home Depot store totaled $200,000. Home Depot collected an

additional 5% ($10,000) of sales tax. The store would record that day’s sales as follows:

Assets, liabilities, and equity all increase—equity because of the revenues.

Accrued Liabilities (Accrued Expenses). An accrued liability usually results

from an expense the business has incurred but not yet paid. Therefore, an accrued

expense creates a liability, which explains why it is also called an accrued expense.

For example, Southwest Airlines’ salary expense and salary payable occur as

employees work for the company. Interest expense accrues with the passage of time.

There are several categories of accrued expenses:

� Salaries and Wages Payable
� Interest Payable
� Income Taxes Payable

Salaries and Wages Payable is the liability for payroll expenses not yet paid at the end

of the period. This category includes salaries, wages, and payroll taxes withheld

from employee paychecks. Interest Payable is the company’s interest payable on

notes payable. Income Taxes Payable is the amount of income tax the company still

owes at year end.

Payroll Liabilities. Payroll, also called employee compensation, is a major expense.

For service organizations—such as law firms, real estate companies, and travel agen-

cies—compensation is the major expense, just as cost of goods sold is the largest

expense for a merchandising company.

Employee compensation takes many different forms. A salary is employee pay

stated at a monthly or yearly rate. A wage is employee pay stated at an hourly rate. Sales

employees earn a commission, which is a percentage of the sales the employee has made.

A bonus is an amount over and above regular compensation. Accounting for all forms of

compensation follows the pattern illustrated in Exhibit 8-1 (using assumed figures).

Liabilities

+ 10,000

=

=

+ Stockholders’ EquityAssets

+ 210,000

Revenues

+ 200,000

+

200,000

10,000

210,000Cash ($200,000 � 1.05)

 Sales Revenue

 Sales Tax Payable ($200,000 � .05)

To record cash sales and the related sales tax.
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Current Liabilities � 421

Every expense accrual has the same effect: Liabilities increase and equity decreases

because of the expense. The accounting equation shows these effects.

Salary expense represents gross pay (that is, employee pay before subtractions

for taxes and other deductions). Salary expense creates several payroll liabilities:

� Employee Income Tax Payable is the employees’ income tax that has been with-

held from paychecks.
� FICA Tax Payable includes the employees’ Social Security tax and Medicare tax,

which also are withheld from paychecks. (FICA stands for the Federal

Insurance Contributions Act, which created the Social Security tax.)
� Salary Payable to employees is their net (take-home) pay.

Companies must also pay some employer payroll taxes and expenses for

employee benefits. Accounting for these expenses is similar to the illustration in

Exhibit 8-1.

Unearned Revenues. Unearned revenues are also called deferred revenues and

revenues collected in advance. For all unearned revenue the business has received cash

from customers before earning the revenue. The company has a liability—an obliga-

tion to provide goods or services to the customer. Let’s consider an example.

Southwest Airlines sells tickets and collects cash in advance. Southwest therefore

reports Unearned Ticket Revenue for airline tickets sold in advance*. At December 31,

2006, Southwest owed customers $799 million of air travel (see page 418). Let’s see

how Southwest accounts for unearned ticket revenue.

Liabilities

+ 1,200

= + Stockholders’ EquityAssets Expenses

− 10,000

−

+ 800=0

+ 8,000

E X H I B I T  8 - 1 Accounting for Payroll Expenses and Liabilities

Salary Expense

 Employee Income Tax Payable

 FICA Tax Payable

 Salary Payable to Employees [take-home pay]

To record salary expense.

10,000

1,200

800

8,000

*Some airlines call this liability “Air Traffic Liability.”
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422 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

Assume that Southwest collects $300 for a round-trip ticket from Dallas to

Los Angeles and back. Southwest records the cash collection and related liability as

follows:

Suppose the customer flies to Los Angeles late in December. Southwest records

the revenue earned as follows:

The liability decreases and the revenue goes up.

At year end, Southwest reports

� $150 of unearned ticket revenue (a liability) on the balance sheet
� $150 of ticket revenue on the income statement

The customer returns to Dallas in January 20X9, and Southwest records the revenue

earned with this journal entry:

Now the liability balance is zero because Southwest has earned all the revenue

it collected in advance.

150

150

20X9

Jan. 4 Unearned Ticket Revenue

 Ticket Revenue ($300 � 1/2)

Earned revenue that was collected in advance.

Unearned Ticket Revenue

300
150

Ticket Revenue

150150
Bal.

150

150

20X8

Dec. 28 Unearned Ticket Revenue

 Ticket Revenue ($300 � 1/2)

Earned revenue that was collected in advance.

Unearned Ticket Revenue

300

300

300

20X8

Dec. 15 Cash

 Unearned Ticket Revenue

Received cash in advance for ticket sales.
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Current Liabilities � 423

Current Portion of Long-Term Debt. Some long-term debt must be paid in

installments. The current portion of long-term debt (also called current maturity or

current installment) is the amount of the principal that is payable within 1 year. At the

end of each year, a company reclassifies (from long-term debt to a current liability)

the amount of its long-term debt that must be paid next year.

Southwest Airlines reports Current Maturities of Long-Term Debt as a current

liability. Southwest also reports a long-term liability for Long-Term Debt, which

excludes the current maturities. Long-term debt refers to long-term notes payable and

bonds payable, which we cover in the second half of this chapter.

Current Liabilities That Must Be Estimated

A business may know that a liability exists but not know its exact amount. The busi-

ness must report the liability on the balance sheet. Estimated liabilities vary among

companies. Let’s look first at Estimated Warranty Payable, a liability account that

most merchandisers have.

Estimated Warranty Payable. Many companies guarantee their products under

warranty agreements. The warranty period may extend for 90 days to a year for con-

sumer products. Automobile companies—General Motors, BMW, and Toyota—

accrue liabilities for vehicle warranties.

Whatever the warranty’s life, the matching principle demands that the company

record the warranty expense in the same period that the business records sales rev-

enue. After all, the warranty motivates customers to buy products, so the company

must record warranty expense. At the time of the sale, however, the company doesn’t

know which products are defective. The exact amount of warranty expense cannot be

known with certainty, so the business must estimate warranty expense and the

related liability.

Assume that Black & Decker, which manufactures power tools, made sales of

$100,000 subject to product warranties. Assume that in past years between 2% and

4% of products proved defective. Black & Decker could estimate that 3% of sales will

require repair or replacement. In this case Black & Decker would estimate warranty

expense of $3,000 ($100,000 × 0.03) for the year and make the following entry:

Estimated Warranty Payable

3,000

3,000

3,000Warranty Expense

 Estimated Warranty Payable

To accrue warranty expense.

Unearned Ticket Revenue

300

0

150
150

Bal.
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424 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

Assume that defects add up to $2,800, and Black & Decker will replace the

defective products. Black & Decker then records the following:

At the end of the year Black & Decker will report Estimated Warranty Payable of

$200 as a current liability. The income statement reports Warranty Expense of

$3,000 for the year. Then, next year Black & Decker will repeat this process. The

Estimated Warranty Payable account probably won’t ever zero out. 

If Black & Decker paid cash to satisfy the warranty, then the credit would be to

Cash rather than to Inventory. Vacation pay is another expense that must be esti-

mated. And income taxes must be estimated because the final amount isn’t deter-

mined until early the next year.

Contingent Liabilities

A contingent liability is not an actual liability. Instead, it’s a potential liability that

depends on a future event arising out of past events. The Financial Accounting

Standards Board (FASB) provides these guidelines to account for contingent liabilities:

1. Record an actual liability if it’s probable that the loss (or expense) will occur and

the amount can be reasonably estimated. Warranty expense is an example.

2. Report the contingency in a financial statement note if it’s reasonably possible that a

loss (or expense) will occur. Lawsuits in progress are a prime example. Southwest

Airlines includes a note in its financial statements to report contingent liabilities.

Note 17, Contingencies
The Company is subject to various legal proceeding [...] including [...]
examinations by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). The IRS regularly
examines the Company’s federal income tax returns and, in the
course thereof, proposes adjustments to the Company’s federal
income tax liability reported on such returns.
The Company’s management does not expect that [...] any of its
currently ongoing legal proceedings or [...] any proposed
adjustments [...] by the IRS [...] will have a material adverse effect on
the Company’s financial condition, results of operations or cash flow.

3. There is no need to report a contingent loss that is unlikely to occur. Instead,

wait until an actual transaction clears up the situation. For example, suppose Del

Monte Foods grows vegetables in Nicaragua, and the Nicaraguan government

threatens to confiscate the assets of all foreign companies. Del Monte will report

nothing about the contingency if the probability of a loss is considered remote.

Estimated Warranty Payable

3,000
200

2,800
Bal.

2,800

2,800Estimated Warranty Payable

 Inventory

To replace defective products sold under warranty.
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Summary of the Current Liabilities � 425

A contingent liability may arise from lawsuits that claim wrongdoing by the

company. The plantiff may seek damages through the courts. If the court or the IRS

rules in favor of Southwest, there is no liability. But if the ruling favors the plaintiff,

then Southwest will have an actual liability. It would be unethical to omit these dis-

closures from the financial statements because investors need this information to

properly evaluate a company.

Are All Your Liabilities Reported on the Balance Sheet?

The big danger with liabilities is that you may fail to report a large debt on your bal-

ance sheet. What is the consequence of missing a large liability? You will definitely

understate your liabilities and your debt ratio. You’ll probably overstate your net

income. In short, your financial statements will make you look better than you really

are. Any such error, if significant, hurts a company’s credibility.

Contingent liabilities are very easy to overlook because they aren’t actual debts.

How would you feel if you owned stock in a company that failed to report a contin-

gency that put the company out of business. If you had known of the contingency,

you could have sold the stock and avoided the loss. In this case, you would hire a

lawyer to file suit against the company for negligent financial reporting.

SUMMARY OF THE CURRENT LIABILITIES

Let’s summarize what we’ve covered thus far. A company can report its current liabil-

ities on the balance sheet as follows:

Accounting, Inc.
Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X1

Current Assets:
 Cash
 Short-term investments
 Etc.

Current liabilities:
 Accounts payable
 Salary payable*
 Interest payable*
 Income tax payable*
 Unearned revenue
 Estimated warranty payable*
 Notes payable, short-term
 Current portion of long-term debt
 Total current liabilities
Long-term liabilities

Property, plant, and equipment:
 Land
 Etc.

Other assets

Total assets $XXX

Assets Liabilities

Stockholder’s Equity

Common stock
Retained earnings

Total liabilities and stockholders equity $XXX

*These items are often combined and reported in a single total as “Accrued Liabilities” or “Accrued Expenses Payable.”

On its income statement this company would report

• Expenses related to some of the current liabilities. Examples include Salary

Expense, Interest Expense, Income Tax Expense, and Warranty Expense.

• Revenue related to the unearned revenue. Examples include Service Revenue

and Sales Revenue that were collected in advance.IS
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426 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

Assume that the Estée Lauder Companies, Inc., faced the following liability situations
at June 30, 20X4, the end of the company’s fiscal year. Show how Estée Lauder would
report these liabilities on its balance sheet at June 30, 20X4.
a. Salary expense for the last payroll period of the year was $900,000. Of this amount,

employees’ withheld income tax totaled $88,000 and FICA taxes were $61,000. These
payroll amounts will be paid in early July.

b. On fiscal-year 20X4 sales of $400 million, management estimates warranty expense of
2%. One year ago, at June 30, 20X3, Estimated Warranty Payable stood at $3 million.
Warranty payments were $9 million during the year ended June 30, 20X4.

c. The company pays royalties on its purchased trademarks. Royalties for the trademarks
are equal to a percentage of Estée Lauder’s sales. Assume that sales in 20X4 were $400
million and were subject to a royalty rate of 3%. At June 30, 20X4, Estée Lauder owes
two-thirds of the year’s royalty, to be paid in July.

d. Long-term debt totals $100 million and is payable in annual installments of $10 million
each. The interest rate on the debt is 7%, and the interest is paid each December 31.

d. Current liabilities:

Current installment of long-term debt .................................. 10,000,000

Interest payable ($100,000,000 � 0.07 � 6/12)................... 3,500,000

    Long-term debt ($100,000,000 � $10,000,000) ..................... 90,000,000

c. Current liabilities:

Royalties payable ($400,000,000 � 0.03 � 2/3).................. 8,000,000

a. Current liabilities:

Salary payable ($900,000 � $88,000 � $61,000)................ $     751,000

Employee income tax payable .............................................. 88,000

FICA tax payable ................................................................. 61,000

b. Current liabilities:

Estimated warranty payable ................................................. 2,000,000

[$3,000,000 � ($400,000,000 � 0.02) � $9,000,000]

Liabilities at June 30, 20X4:

Answer

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES: BONDS AND

NOTES PAYABLE

Large companies such as Southwest Airlines, Home Depot, and Toyota cannot bor-

row billions from a single lender. So how do corporations borrow huge amounts?

They issue (sell) bonds to the public. Bonds payable are groups of notes payable

issued to multiple lenders, called bondholders. Southwest Airlines needs airplanes and

can borrow large amounts by issuing bonds to thousands of individual investors,

who each lend Southwest a modest amount. Southwest receives the cash it needs,

and each investor limits risk by diversifying investments—not putting all the

investor’s “eggs in one basket.” Here we treat bonds payable and notes payable

together because their accounting is the same.

MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
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Long-Term Liabilities � 427

Bonds: An Introduction

Each bond payable is, in effect, a note payable. Bonds payable are debts of the issuing

company.

Purchasers of bonds receive a bond’s certificate, which carries the issuing com-

pany’s name. The certificate also states the principal, which is typically stated in units

of $1,000; principal is also called the bond’s face value, maturity value, or par value.

The bond obligates the issuing company to pay the debt at a specific future time

called the maturity date.

Interest is the rental fee on borrowed money. The bond certificate states the

interest rate that the issuer will pay the holder and the dates that the interest pay-

ments are due (generally twice a year). Exhibit 8-2, shows an actual bond certificate.

Bond (Note) Certificate (Adapted)E X H I B I T  8 - 2

Annual
Interest
rate

Semiannual interest
payments on
January 1 and
July 1 of each year

Issuing
corporation

Maturity date
July 1, 2010

Principal
amount

Issuing bonds usually requires the services of a securities firm, such as Merrill

Lynch, to act as the underwriter of the bond issue. The underwriter purchases the
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428 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

bonds from the issuing company and resells them to its clients, or it may sell the

bonds to its clients and earn a commission on the sale.

Types of Bonds. All the bonds in a particular issue may mature at the same time

(term bonds) or in installments over a period of time (serial bonds). Serial bonds

are like installment notes payable. Some of Southwest Airlines’ long-term debts are

serial in nature because they are payable in installments.

Secured, or mortgage, bonds give the bondholder the right to take specified assets

of the issuer if the company defaults—that is, fails to pay interest or principal.

Unsecured bonds, called debentures, are backed only by the good faith of the bor-

rower. Debentures carry a higher rate of interest than secured bonds because deben-

tures are riskier investments. 

Bond Prices. Investors may buy and sell bonds through bond markets. Bond

prices are quoted at a percentage of their maturity value. For example,

� A $1,000 bond quoted at 100 is bought or sold for $1,000, which is 100% of its

face value.
� The same bond quoted at 101.5 has a market price of $1,015 (101.5% of face

value = $1,000 × 1.015).
� A $1,000 bond quoted at 88.375 is priced at $883.75 ($1,000 × 0.88375).

Bond Premium and Bond Discount. A bond issued at a price above its face

(par) value is said to be issued at a premium, and a bond issued at a price below face

(par) value has a discount.

Premium on Bonds Payable has a credit balance and Discount on Bonds

Payable carries a debit balance. Bond Discount is therefore a contra liability account.  

As a bond nears maturity, its market price moves toward par value. Therefore,

the price of a bond issued at a

� premium decreases toward maturity value.
� discount increases toward maturity value.

On the maturity date, a bond’s market value exactly equals its face value because the

company that issued the bond pays that amount to retire the bond.

The Time Value of Money. A dollar received today is worth more than a dollar

to be received in the future. You can invest today’s dollar immediately and earn

income from it. But if you must wait to receive the dollar, you forgo the interest rev-

enue. Money earns income over time, a fact called the time value of money. Let’s exam-

ine how the time value of money affects the pricing of bonds.

Assume that a Southwest Airlines bond with a face value of $1,000 reaches

maturity 3 years from today and carries no interest. Would you pay $1,000 today to

purchase this bond? No, because the payment of $1,000 today to receive the same

amount in the future provides you with no income on the investment. Just how

much would you pay today to receive $1,000 at the end of 3 years? The answer is

some amount less than $1,000. Let’s suppose that you feel $750 is a good price. By

investing $750 now to receive $1,000 later, you earn $250 interest revenue over the

3 years. The issuing company such as Southwest Airlines, sees the transaction this

way: Southwest will pay you $250 interest to use your $750 for 3 years.

The amount to invest now to receive more later is called the present value of a

future amount. In our example, $750 is the present value, and $1,000 is the future

amount.
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Long-Term Liabilities � 429

Our $750 bond price is a reasonable estimate. The exact present value of any

future amount depends on

1. The amount of the future payment ($1,000 in our example)

2. The length of time from the investment date to the date when the future amount

is to be collected (3 years)

3. The interest rate during the period (say 10%)

In this case the present value is very close to $750. Present value is always less than

the future amount. We discuss how present value is computed in Appendix C at the

end of the book (pp. 777–786).

Bond Interest Rates Determine Bond Prices. Bonds are always sold at their

market price, which is the amount investors will pay for the bond. Market price is

the bond’s present value, which equals the present value of the principal payment

plus the present value of the cash interest payments. Interest is usually paid semian-

nually (twice a year). Some companies pay interest annually or quarterly.

Two interest rates work to set the price of a bond:

� The stated interest rate, also called the coupon rate, is the interest rate printed

on the bond certificate. The stated interest rate determines the amount of cash

interest the borrower pays—and the investor receives—each year. Suppose

Southwest Airlines bonds have a stated interest rate of 9%. Southwest would

pay $9,000 of interest annually on each $100,000 bond. Each semiannual pay-

ment would be $4,500 ($100,000 × 0.09 × 6/12).
� The market interest rate, or effective interest rate, is the rate that investors

demand for loaning their money. The market interest rate varies by the minute.

A company may issue bonds with a stated interest rate that differs from the prevailing

market interest rate. In fact, the 2 interest rates often differ.

Exhibit 8-3 shows how the stated interest rate and the market interest rate

interact to determine the issue price of a bond payable for 3 separate cases. 

How the Stated Interest Rate and the Market Interest
Rate Interact to Determine the Price of a Bond

E X H I B I T  8 - 3

Issue Price of Bonds Payable

Case A:

Stated interest 
rate on a bond
payable
Example: 9%

Market 
interest

rate
9%

equals

=

Therefore,

→

Price of face (par, or maturity) value

Par: $1,000 bond issued for $1,000

Case B:

Stated interest 
rate on a bond
payable
Example: 9%

Market 
interest 

rate
10%

less
than

<

Therefore,

→

Discount price (price below face value)

Discount: $1,000 bond issued for a 

price below $1,000

Case C:

Stated interest 
rate on a bond
payable
Example: 9%

greater
than

>

Market 
interest

rate
8%

Therefore,

→

Premium price (price above face value)

Premium: $1,000 bond issued for 

a price above $1,000
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430 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

Southwest Airlines may issue 9% bonds when the market rate has risen to 10%.

Will the Southwest 9% bonds attract investors in this market? No, because investors can

earn 10% on other bonds of similar risk. Therefore, investors will purchase Southwest

bonds only at a price less than their face value. The difference between the lower price

and face value is a discount (Exhibit 8-3). Conversely, if the market interest rate is 8%,

Southwest’s 9% bonds will be so attractive that investors will pay more than face value to

purchase them. The difference between the higher price and face value is a premium.

Issuing Bonds Payable at Par (Face Value)

We start with the most straightforward situation—issuing bonds at their par value.

There is no premium or discount on these bonds payable.

Suppose Southwest Airlines has $50,000 of 9% bonds payable that mature in

5 years. Assume that Southwest issued these bonds at par on January 1, 2008. The

issuance entry is

OBJECTIVE

2Account for bonds payable

50,000

50,000

2008

Jan. 1 Cash

 Bonds Payable

To issue bonds at par.

Bonds Payable

50,000

Assets and liabilities increase when a company issues bonds payable.

Southwest, the borrower, makes a one-time entry to record the receipt of cash

and the issuance of bonds. Afterward, investors buy and sell the bonds through the

bond markets. These later buy-and-sell transactions between outside investors do not

involve Southwest at all.

Interest payments occur each January 1 and July 1. Southwest’s entry to record

the first semiannual interest payment is:

The payment of interest expense decreases assets and equity. Bonds payable are not

affected.

Liabilities

0

=

=

+

+

Stockholders’ EquityAssets

− 2,250

Expenses

− 2,250

−

2,250

2,250

2008

July 1 Interest Expense ($50,000 � 0.09 � 6/12)

 Cash

To pay semiannual interest.

Liabilities

+ 50,000

=

=

+

+

Stockholders’ Equity

0

Assets

+ 50,000
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At year end, Southwest accrues interest expense and interest payable for 6 months

(July through December), as follows:

Liabilities increase, and equity decreases.

On January 1, Southwest will pay the interest, debiting Interest Payable and crediting

Cash. Then, at maturity, Southwest pays off the bonds as follows:

Liabilities

+ 2,250

=

=

+

+

Stockholders’ EquityAssets

0

Expenses

− 2,250

−

2,250

2,250

2008

Dec. 31 Interest Expense ($50,000 � 0.09 � 6/12)

 Interest Payable

To accrue interest.

50,000

50,000

2013

Jan. 1 Bonds Payable

 Cash

To pay bonds payable at maturity.

Bonds Payable

50,000
0

50,000
Bal.

Issuing Bonds Payable at a Discount

Market conditions may force a company to issue bonds at a discount. Suppose

Southwest Airlines issued $100,000 of 9%, 5-year bonds when the market interest

rate is 10%. The market price of the bonds drops, and Southwest receives $96,1491

at issuance. The transaction is recorded as follows:

100,000

96,149

3,851

2008

Jan. 1 Cash

Discount on Bonds Payable

 Bonds Payable

To issue bonds at a discount.

Liabilities

− 50,000

=

=

+ Stockholders’ EquityAssets

− 50,000

1Appendix C at the end of this book shows how to determine the price of this bond.
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432 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

The accounting equation shows that Southwest has a net liability of $96,149—

not $100,000.

The bonds payable accounts have a net balance of $96,149 as follows:

Liabilities

− 3,851

=

=

+

+

Stockholders’ Equity

0

Assets

+ 96,149

+ 100,000

Bonds Payable

100,000

Discount on Bonds Payable

3,851
− =

Net carrying amount
of bonds payable

$96,149

Southwest’s balance sheet immediately after issuance of the bonds would report the

following:

Discount on Bonds Payable is a contra account to Bonds Payable, a decrease in the

company’s liabilities. Subtracting the discount from Bonds Payable yields the carrying

amount of the bonds. Thus, Southwest’s liability is $96,149, which is the amount the

company borrowed.

What Is the Interest Expense on These Bonds Payable?

Southwest pays interest on bonds semiannually, which is common practice. Each

semiannual interest payment is set by the bond contract and therefore remains the

same over the life of the bonds:

But Southwest’s interest expense increases as the bonds march toward maturity.

Remember: These bonds were issued at a discount.

Panel A of Exhibit 8-4 repeats the Southwest Airlines bond data we’ve been

using. Panel B provides an amortization table that does 2 things:

� Determines the periodic interest expense (column B)
� Shows the bond carrying amount (column E)

Study the exhibit carefully because the amounts we’ll be using come directly from

the amortization table. This exhibit shows the effective-interest method of amortization,

which is the correct way to measure interest expense.

Semiannual interest payment = $100,000 � 0.09 � 6/12

= $4,500

Total current liabilities .................................. $   XXX

Long-term liabilities:

Bonds payable, 9%, due 2013.................... $100,000

Less: Discount on bonds payable................ (3,851) 96,149

OBJECTIVE

3Measure interest expense
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Long-Term Liabilities � 433

Interest Expense on Bonds Issued at a Discount

In Exhibit 8-4, Southwest Airlines borrowed $96,149 cash but must pay $100,000

when the bonds mature. What happens to the $3,851 balance of the discount

account over the life of the bond issue?

The $3,851 is additional interest expense to Southwest over and above the

stated interest that Southwest pays each 6 months. Exhibit 8-5 graphs the interest

expense and the interest payment on the Southwest bonds over their lifetime.

Observe that the semiannual interest payment is fixed—by contract—at $4,500. But

the amount of interest expense increases as the discount bond marches upward

toward maturity.

E X H I B I T  8 - 4 Debt Amortization for a Bond Discount

Issue date—January 1, 2008

Face (par or maturity) value—$100,000

Stated interest rate—9%

Interest paid—4½% semiannually, $4,500 = $100,000 � 0.09 � 6/12

Panel A—Bond Data

Maturity date—January 1, 2013

Market interest rate at time of issue—10% annually, 5% semiannually

Issue price—$96,149

A B C D E

Interest Expense 
(5% of

Preceding
Bond

Carrying
Amount)

Interest 
Payment

(4 1/2% of
Maturity
Value)

Discount 
Account
Balance

(Preceding D – C)

Bond 
Carrying
Amount

($100,000 – D)

Discount 
Amortization

(B – A)

Semiannual

Interest

Date

Jan. 1, 2008 $3,851 $ 96,149

July 1 $4,500 $4,807 $307 3,544 96,456

Jan. 1, 2009 4,500 4,823 323 3,221 96,779

July 1 4,500 4,839 339 2,882 97,118

Jan. 1, 2010 4,500 4,856 356 2,526 97,474

July 1 4,500 4,874 374 2,152 97,848

Jan. 1, 2011 4,500 4,892 392 1,760 98,240

July 1 4,500 4,912 412 1,348 98,652

Jan. 1, 2012 4,500 4,933 433 915 99,085

July 1 4,500 4,954 454 461 99,539

Jan. 1, 2013 4,500 4,961* 461 -0- 100,000

*Adjusted for effect of rounding

Notes

Column A The semiannual interest payments are constant—fixed by the bond contract.

Column B The interest expense each period = the preceding bond carrying amount � the market interest rate. 

 Interest expense increases as the bond carrying amount (E) increases.

Column C The discount amortization (C) is the excess of interest expense (B) over interest payment (A).

Column D The discount balance (D) decreases when amortized.

Column E The bond carrying amount (E) increases from $96,149 at issuance to $100,000 at maturity.

Panel B—Amortization Table
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434 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

The discount is allocated to interest expense through amortization over the term of

the bonds. Exhibit 8-6 illustrates the amortization of the bonds from $96,149 at the start

to $100,000 at maturity. These amounts come from Exhibit 8-4, column E (p. 433).

Now let’s see how Southwest would account for these bonds issued at a dis-

count. In our example, Southwest issued its bonds on January 1, 2008. On July 1,

Southwest made the first semiannual interest payment. But Southwest’s interest

expense is greater than its payment of $4,500. Southwest’s journal entry to record

interest expense and the interest payment for the first 6 months follows (with all

amounts taken from Exhibit 8-4, page 433:

E X H I B I T  8 - 5 Interest Expense on Bonds Payable
Issued at a Discount

$5,000

4,950

4,900

4,850

4,800

4,500

4,400

10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

In
te

re
st

 E
xp

e
n

se

Semiannual Interest Periods 

Interest payment

Interest expense

$4,807

$4,500 $4,500

$4,961

Discount Amortization

E X H I B I T  8 - 6 Amortizing Bonds Payable Issued at a Discount

$101,000

100,000

99,000

98,000

97,000

96,000

95,000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

B
o

n
d

 C
a

rr
yi

n
g

 A
m

o
u

n
t

Semiannual Interest Periods 

Bonds’ face (maturity) value = $100,000 

Bonds reach face value 

of $100,000 at maturity

Bonds’ issue price = $96,149

0

Bond carrying amount increases to maturity 
Discount Amortization
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The credit to Discount on Bonds Payable accomplishes 2 purposes:

� It amortizes the bonds as they march upward toward maturity value.
� It amortizes the discount to interest expense.

At December 31, 2008, Southwest accrues interest and amortizes the bonds for

July through December with this entry (amounts from Exhibit 8-4, page 433:

At December 31, 2008, Southwest’s bond accounts appear as follows:

Bonds Payable Discount on Bonds Payable

100,000 3,851

3,221

307
323

Bal.

Bond carrying amount, $96,779 = $100,000 − $3,221 from Exhibit 8-4, page 433.

323

4,500

4,823

2008

Dec. 31 Interest Expense

 Discount on Bonds Payable

 Interest Payable

To accrue semiannual interest and amortize bond discount.

307

4,500

4,807

2008

July 1 Interest Expense

 Discount on Bonds Payable

 Cash

To pay semiannual interest and amortize bond discount.

STOP & think. . .

What would Southwest Airlines’ 2008 income statement and year-end balance sheet report for these bonds?

Answer:

Income Statement for 2008

Interest expense ($4,807 + $4,823) ................  $  9,630

Balance Sheet at December 31, 2008

Current liabilities:

Interest payable .......................................... $  4,500

Long-term liabilities:

Bonds payable ............................................ $100,000

Less: Discount on bonds payable................ (3,221) 96,779

At maturity on January 1, 2013, the discount will have been amortized to zero,

and the bonds’ carrying amount will be face value of $100,000. Southwest will retire

the bonds by paying $100,000 to the bondholders.IS
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436 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

Partial-Period Interest Amounts

Companies don’t always issue bonds at the beginning or the end of their accounting

year. They issue bonds when market conditions are most favorable, and that may be on

May 16, August 1, or any other date. To illustrate partial-period interest, assume

Google Inc. issues $100,000 of 8% bonds payable at 96 on August 31, 2009. The mar-

ket rate of interest was 9%, and these bonds pay semiannual interest on February 28

and August 31 each year. The first few lines of Google’s amortization table are

Google’s accounting year ends on December 31, so at year end Google must

accrue interest and amortize bond discount for 4 months (September through

December). At December 31, 2009, Google will make this entry:

The year-end entry at December 31, 2009, uses 4/6 of the upcoming semiannual

amounts at February 28, 2010. This example clearly illustrates the benefit of an

amortization schedule.

Issuing Bonds Payable at a Premium

Let’s modify the Southwest Airlines bond example to illustrate issuance of the bonds at

a premium. Assume that Southwest issues $100,000 of 5-year, 9% bonds that pay

interest semiannually. If the 9% bonds are issued when the market interest rate is 8%,

their issue price is $104,100.2 The premium on these bonds is $4,100, and Exhibit 8-7

shows how to amortize the bonds by the effective-interest method. In practice, bond

premiums are rare because few companies issue their bonds to pay cash interest above

the market interest rate. We cover bond premiums for completeness.

Southwest’s entries to record issuance of the bonds on January 1, 2008, and to

make the first interest payment and amortize the bonds on July 1, are as follows:

100,000

4,100

104,100

2008

Jan. 1 Cash

 Bonds Payable

 Premium on Bonds Payable

To issue bonds at a premium.

213

2,667

2,880

2009

Dec. 31 Interest Expense ($4,320 � 4/6)

 Discount on Bonds Payable ($320 � 4/6)

 Interest Payable ($4,000 � 4/6)

To accrue interest and amortize discount at year end.

Aug. 31, 2009

Feb. 28, 

Date
Interest

Semiannual

Aug. 31, 2010

Payment
Interest

4%

$4,000

4,000

Expense
Interest
4 ½%

$4,320

4,334

Amortization
Discount

$320

334

Balance
Account
Discount

$4,000

3,680

3,346

Amount
Carrying

Bond

$96,000

96,320

96,654

2010

2Appendix C at the end of this book shows how to determine the price of this bond.
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Long-Term Liabilities � 437

At the beginning, Southwest’s liability is $104,000—not $100,000. The

accounting equation makes this clear.

4,500

4,164

336

2008

July 1 Interest Expense (from Exhibit 8-7)

Premium on Bonds Payable

 Cash

To pay semiannual interest and amortize bond premium.

Liabilities

+ 100,000

=

=

+

+

Stockholders’ Equity

0

Assets

+ 104,100

+ 4,100

E X H I B I T  8 - 7 Debt Amortization for a Bond Premium

Issue date—January 1, 2008

Face (par or maturity) value—$100,000

Stated interest rate—9%

Interest paid—4½% semiannually, $4,500 = $100,000 � 0.09 � 6/12

Panel A—Bond Data

Maturity date—January 1, 2013

Market interest rate at time of issue—8% annually, 4% semiannually

Issue price—$104,100

A B C D E

Interest Expense 
(4% of

Preceding
Bond

Carrying
Amount)

Interest 
Payment

(4 1/2% of
Maturity
Value)

Premium
Account
Balance

(Preceding D − C)

Bond 
Carrying
Amount

($100,000 + D)

Premium
Amortization

(A − B)

Semiannual

Interest

Date

Jan. 1, 2008 $4,100 $ 104,100

July 1 $4,500 $4,164 $336 3,764 103,764

Jan. 1, 2009 4,500 4,151 349 3,415 103,415

July 1 4,500 4,137 363 3,052 103,052

Jan. 1, 2010 4,500 4,122 378 2,674 102,674

July 1 4,500 4,107 393 2,281 102,281

Jan. 1, 2011 4,500 4,091 409 1,872 101,872

July 1 4,500 4,075 425 1,447 101,447

Jan. 1, 2012 4,500 4,058 442 1,005 101,005

July 1 4,500 4,040 460 545 100,545

Jan. 1, 2013 4,500 3,955* 545 -0- 100,000

*Adjusted for effect of rounding

Notes

Column A The semiannual interest payments are constant—fixed by the bond contract.

Column B The interest expense each period = the preceding bond carrying amount � the market interest rate. 

 Interest expense decreases as the bond carrying amount (E) decreases.

Column C The premium amortization (C) is the excess of interest payment (A) over interest expense (B).

Column D The premium balance (D) decreases when amortized.

Column E The bond carrying amount (E) decreases from $104,100 at issuance to $100,000 at maturity.

Panel B—Amortization Table
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438 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

Immediately after issuing the bonds at a premium on January 1, 2008,

Southwest would report the bonds payable on the balance sheet as follows:

Total current liabilities ............................. $     XXX

Long-term liabilities:

Bonds payable ........................................ $100,000

Premium on bonds payable .................... 4,100 104,100

A premium is added to the balance of bonds payable to determine the carrying

amount.

In Exhibit 8-7 Southwest borrowed $104,100 cash but must pay back only

$100,000 at maturity. The $4,100 premium is a reduction in Southwest’s interest

expense over the term of the bonds. Exhibit 8-8 graphs Southwest’s interest pay-

ments (column A from Exhibit 8-7) and interest expense (column B).

Through amortization the premium decreases interest expense each period over

the term of the bonds. Exhibit 8-9 diagrams the amortization of the bonds from the

issue price of $104,100 to maturity value of $100,000. All amounts are taken from

Exhibit 8-7.

Interest Expense on Bonds Payable Issued 
at a Premium

E X H I B I T  8 - 8

$4,500

4,400

4,300

4,200

4,100

4,000

3,900

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

In
te

re
st

 E
xp

e
n

se

Semiannual Interest Periods 

Interest payment

$4,164

$4,500

$3,955

$4,500

0

Interest expense

Premium Amortization
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Long-Term Liabilities � 439

The Straight-Line Amortization Method: A Quick and Dirty
Way to Measure Interest Expense

There’s a less precise way to amortize bond discount or premium. The straight-line

amortization method divides a bond discount (or premium) into equal periodic

amounts over the bond’s term. The amount of interest expense is the same for each

interest period.

Let’s apply the straight-line method to the Southwest Airlines bonds issued at a

discount and illustrated in Exhibit 8-4 (p. 433). Suppose Southwest’s financial vice

president is considering issuing the 9% bonds at $96,149. To estimate semiannual

interest expense on the bonds, the executive can use the straight-line amortization

method for the bond discount, as follows:

The straight-line amortization method uses these same amounts every period over

the term of the bonds.

Semiannual cash interest payment ($100,000 × 0.09 × 6/12)............... $4,500

+ Semiannual amortization of discount ($3,851 ÷ 10)............................ 385

= Estimated semiannual interest expense ................................................ $4,885

E X H I B I T  8 - 9 Amortizing Bonds Payable Issued at a Premium

$105,000

104,000

103,000

102,000

101,000

100,000

10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

B
o

n
d
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yi

n
g

 A
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t

Semiannual Interest Periods 

Bonds’ maturity value  = $100,000 

Bonds reach face 

value of $100,000 

at maturity

Bond carrying amount decreases to maturity

Bond’s issue price = $104,100

Premium Amortization
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440 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

Southwest’s entry to record interest and amortization of the bond discount

under the straight-line amortization method would be

Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) permit the straight-line

amortization method only when its amounts differ insignificantly from the amounts

determined by the effective-interest method.

Should We Retire Bonds Payable Before Their Maturity?

Normally, companies wait until maturity to pay off, or retire, their bonds payable. But

companies sometimes retire bonds early. The main reason for retiring bonds early is

to relieve the pressure of making high interest payments. Also, the company may be

able to borrow at a lower interest rate.

Some bonds are callable, which means that the issuer may call, or pay off, those

bonds at a prearranged price (this is the call price) whenever the issuer chooses. The

call price is often a percentage point or 2 above the par value, perhaps 101 or 102.

Callable bonds give the issuer the benefit of being able to pay off the bonds whenever

it is most favorable to do so. The alternative to calling the bonds is to purchase them

in the open market at their current market price.

Southwest Airlines has $300 million of debenture bonds outstanding. Assume

the unamortized discount is $30 million. Lower interest rates may convince manage-

ment to pay off these bonds now. Assume that the bonds are callable at 101. If the

market price of the bonds is 99, will Southwest call the bonds at 101 or purchase

them for 99 in the open market? Market price is the better choice because the market

price is lower than the call price. Let’s see how to account for an early retirement of

bonds payable. Retiring the bonds at 99 results in a loss of $27 million, computed as

follows:

Millions

Par value of bonds being retired .............................. $300

Less: Unamortized discount..................................... (30)

Carrying amount of the bonds being retired............ 270

Market price ($300 � .99) ...................................... 297

Loss on retirement of bonds payable ....................... $  27

2008

July 1 Interest Expense 4,885

Discount on Bonds Payable 385

Cash 4,500

To pay semiannual interest and amortize bond discount.
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Gains and losses on early retirement of bonds payable are reported as Other income

(loss) on the income statement.

Convertible Bonds and Notes

Some corporate bonds may be converted into the issuing company’s common stock.

These bonds are called convertible bonds (or convertible notes). For investors

these bonds combine the safety of (a) assured receipt of interest and principal on the

bonds with (b) the opportunity for gains on the stock. The conversion feature is so

attractive that investors usually accept a lower interest rate than they would on non-

convertible bonds. The lower cash interest payments benefit the issuer. If the market

price of the issuing company’s stock gets high enough, the bondholders will convert

the bonds into stock.

Suppose Southwest Airlines has convertible notes payable of $100 million. If

Southwest’s stock price rises high enough, the noteholders will convert the notes into

the company’s common stock. Conversion of the notes payable into stock will

decrease Southwest’s liabilities and increase its equity.

Assume the noteholders convert the notes into 4 million shares of Southwest

Airlines common stock ($1 par) on May 14. Southwest makes the following entry in

its accounting records:

The accounting equation shows that liabilities decrease and equity goes up.

The carrying amount of the notes ($100 million) ceases to be debt and becomes

stockholders’ equity. Common Stock is recorded at its par value, which is a dollar

amount assigned to each share of stock. In this case, the credit to Common Stock is

$4,000,000 (4,000,000 shares × $1 par value per share). The extra carrying amount

of the notes payable ($96,000,000) is credited to another stockholders’ equity

account, Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par—Common. We’ll be using this account in

various ways in the next chapter.

Assets =

=

Liabilities +

Stockholders’ 
Equity

0 − 100,000,000 + 4,000,000 + 96,000,000

May 14 Notes Payable   100,000,000

Common Stock (4,000,000 × $1 par) 4,000,000

Paid-in Capital in Excess of

Par—Common 96,000,000

To record conversion of notes payable.
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Financing Operations with Bonds or Stock?

Managers must decide how to get the money they need to pay for assets. There are 3

main ways to finance operations:

� By retained earnings
� By issuing stock
� By issuing bonds (or notes) payable

Each strategy has its advantages and disadvantages.

1. Financed by retained earnings means that the company already has enough

cash to purchase the needed assets. There’s no need to issue more stock or to

borrow money. This strategy is low-risk to the company. 

2. Issuing stock creates no liabilities or interest expense and is less risky to the

issuing corporation. But issuing stock is more costly, as we shall see.

3. Issuing bonds or notes payable does not dilute control of the corporation. It

often results in higher earnings per share because the earnings on borrowed

money usually exceed interest expense. But creating more debt increases the

risk of the company.

Earnings per share (EPS) is the amount of a company’s net income for each

share of its stock. EPS is the single most important statistic for evaluating companies

because EPS is a standard measure of operating performance that applies to compa-

nies of different sizes and from different industries.

Suppose Southwest Airlines needs $500,000 for expansion. Assume Southwest

has net income of $300,000 and 100,000 shares of common stock outstanding.

Management is considering 2 financing plans. Plan 1 is to issue $500,000 of 6%

bonds payable, and plan 2 is to issue 50,000 shares of common stock for $500,000.

Management believes the new cash can be invested in operations to earn income of

$200,000 before interest and taxes.

Exhibit 8-10 shows the earnings-per-share advantage of borrowing. As you

can see, Southwest’s EPS amount is higher if the company borrows by issuing

bonds (compare lines 9 and 10). Southwest earns more on the investment

($102,000) than the interest it pays on the bonds ($30,000). This is called trading

on the equity, or using leverage. It is widely used to increase earnings per share of

common stock.

OBJECTIVE

4Understand the
advantages and
disadvantages of
borrowing
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In this case borrowing results in higher earnings per share than issuing stock.

Borrowing has its disadvantages, however. Interest expense may be high enough to

eliminate net income and lead to losses. Also, borrowing creates liabilities that must

be paid during bad years as well as good years. In contrast, a company that issues

stock can omit its dividends during a bad year. The Decision Guidelines provide

some help in deciding how to finance operations.

Earnings-Per-Share Advantage of BorrowingE X H I B I T  8 - 1 0

Plan 1 Plan 2

Issue 50,000 Shares
of Common Stock

for $500,000
Borrow $500,000

at 6%

Net income before expansion1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

$300,000 $300,000

Expected project income before interest and income tax $200,000 $200,000

0Less interest expense ($500,000 � .06) (30,000)

Expected project income before income tax 170,000 200,000

Less income tax expense (40%) (68,000) (80,000)

Expected project net income 102,000 120,000

Total company net income $402,000 $420,000

Earnings per share after expansion:

Plan 1 Borrow ($402,000/100,000 shares) $4.02

Plan 2 Issue Stock ($420,000/150,000 shares) $2.80
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DECISION GUIDELINES

FINANCING WITH DEBT OR WITH STOCK

El Chico is the leading chain of Tex-Mex restaurants in the United States, begun by the

Cuellar family in the Dallas area. Suppose El Chico is expanding into neighboring states. Take

the role of Miguel Cuellar and assume you must make some key decisions about how to

finance the expansion.

Decision

How will you finance El Chico’s
expansion?

Do El Chico’s operations generate
enough cash to meet all its financing
needs?

Are you willing to give up some of your
control of the business?

How much financing risk are you willing
to take?

How good is the business’s credit
rating?

Guidelines

Your financing plan depends on El Chico’s ability to generate cash
flow, your willingness to give up some control of the business, the
amount of financing risk you are willing to take, and El Chico’s
credit rating.

If yes, the business needs little outside financing. There is no 
need to borrow.
If no, the business will need to issue additional stock or borrow 
the money.

If yes, then issue stock to other stockholders, who can vote their 
shares to elect the company’s directors.
If no, then borrow from bondholders, who have no vote in the
management of the company.

If much, then borrow as much as you can, and you may increase 
El Chico’s earnings per share. But this will increase the business’s debt
ratio and the risk of being unable to pay its debts.

If little, then borrow sparingly. This will hold the debt ratio down and
reduce the risk of default on borrowing agreements. But El Chico’s
earnings per share may be lower than if you were to borrow.

The better the credit rating, the easier it is to borrow on favorable 
terms. A good credit rating also makes it easier to issue stock. Neither
stockholders nor creditors will entrust their money to a company with 
a bad credit rating.

The Times-Interest-Earned Ratio

We have just seen how borrowing can increase EPS. But too much debt can lead to

bankruptcy if the business cannot pay liabilities as they come due. UAL Inc., the par-

ent company of United Airlines, fell into the debt trap.

The debt ratio measures the effect of debt on the company’s financial position but

says nothing about the ability to pay interest expense. Analysts use a second ratio—the

times-interest-earned ratio—to relate income to interest expense. To compute this

ratio, we divide income from operations (also called operating income) by interest

expense. This ratio measures the number of times that operating income can cover
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interest expense. The times-interest-earned ratio is also called the interest-coverage

ratio. A high times-interest-earned ratio indicates ease in paying interest expense; a

low value suggests difficulty. Let’s see how competing airlines, Southwest and United

(UAL), compare on the times-interest-earned ratio (dollar amounts in millions taken

from the companies’ 2006 financial statements):

Southwest’s income from operations covers its interest expense 7.3 times. UAL’s

times-interest-earned ratio is less than 1.0 times. UAL is much more risky on this

ratio than Southwest.

Southwest

United

Times–interest
earned ratio

Operating income

Interest expense
=

= 7.3 times

= 0.7 times

$934

$128

$499

$728

STOP & think. . .

Which company, Southwest or UAL, would you expect to have the higher debt ratio? Compute the 2 com-

panies’ debt ratios to confirm your opinion. Summarized balance sheets follow at December 31, 2006. 

Answer:

As expected, UAL has a much higher debt ratio than Southwest, as follows (dollar amounts in millions):

Southwest

=
Total liabilities

Total assets

=

=
$  7,011

$13,460

0.521 =

$23,221

$25,369

0.915

UAL

Debit Ratio

Millions

Southwest UAL

Total assets ...................................... $13,460 $25,369

Total liabilities ................................. $  7,011 $23,221

Stockholders’ equity ......................... 6,449 2,148

Total liabilities and equity................ $13,460 $25,369

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES: LEASES AND PENSIONS

A lease is a rental agreement in which the tenant (lessee) agrees to make rent pay-

ments to the property owner (lessor) in exchange for the use of the asset. Leasing

allows the lessee to acquire the use of a needed asset without having to make the large
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up-front payment that purchase agreements require. Accountants distinguish

between 2 types of leases: operating leases and capital leases.

Types of Leases

Operating leases are often short-term or cancelable. They give the lessee the right to

use the asset but provide no continuing rights to the asset. The lessor retains the

usual risks and rewards of owning the leased asset. To account for an operating lease,

the lessee debits Rent Expense (or Lease Expense) and credits Cash for the amount of

the lease payment. Operating leases require the lessee to make rent payments, so an

operating lease creates a liability even though that liability does not appear on the

lessee’s balance sheet.

Capital leases. Most businesses use capital leasing to finance the acquisition of some

assets. A capital lease is a long-term noncancelable debt. How do we distinguish a

capital lease from an operating lease? FASB Statement No. 13 provides the guidelines.

To be classified as a capital lease, the lease must meet any 1 of the following criteria:

1. The lease transfers title of the leased asset to the lessee at the end of the lease

term. Thus, the lessee becomes the legal owner of the leased asset.

2. The lease contains a bargain purchase option. The lessee can be expected to pur-

chase the leased asset and become its legal owner.

3. The lease term is 75% or more of the estimated useful life of the leased asset.

The lessee uses up most of the leased asset’s service potential.

4. The present value of the lease payments is 90% or more of the market value of

the leased asset. In effect, the lease payments are the same as installment pay-

ments for the leased asset.

Accounting for a capital lease is much like accounting for the purchase of an

asset. The lessee enters the asset into the lessee’s accounts and records a lease liability

at the beginning of the lease term. Thus, the lessee capitalizes the asset even though

the lessee may never take legal title to the asset.

Most companies lease some of their plant assets. Southwest Airlines leases air-

planes under capital leases. At December 31, 2006, Southwest Airlines reported its

capital leases in Note 8 of its financial statements, excerpted as follows:

Year Ending

December 31 Capital Lease Payments

2007 $     16

2008 16

2009 16

2010 15

2011 12

after 2011 −

75

Less amount representing interest (       12)

Present value of...lease payments $     63

This is Southwest’s 

liability under its

capital leases.

Note 8 Leases (partial)
Southwest’s “future minimum lease payments under capital
leases [...] December 31, 2006, were” (in millions):
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The note shows that Southwest must pay a total of $75 million on its capital leases.

The present value of this liability is $63 million. The present value is the amount

that’s included in the liability figures reported on Southwest’s balance sheet.

Do Lessees Prefer Operating Leases or Capital Leases?

Suppose you were the chief financial officer (CFO) of Southwest Airlines. Southwest

leases some of its planes. The lease can be structured either as an operating lease or as

a capital lease. Which type of lease would you prefer for Southwest? Why?

Computing Southwest’s debt ratio 2 ways (new lease as an operating lease versus new

lease as a capital lease) will make your decision clear (using Southwest’s actual figures

in millions):

You can see that a capital lease increases the debt ratio—only a bit for Southwest,

but a lot for UAL and AMR (parent company of American Airlines). By contrast,

operating leases don’t affect the debt ratio that’s reported on the balance sheet. For

this reason, companies prefer operating leases.

Pensions and Postretirement Liabilities

Most companies have retirement plans for their employees. A pension is employee

compensation that will be received during retirement. Companies also provide

postretirement benefits, such as medical insurance for retired former employees.

Because employees earn these benefits by their service, the company records pension

and retirement-benefit expense while employees work for the company.

Pensions are one of the most complex areas of accounting. As employees earn

their pensions and the company pays into the pension plan, the plan’s assets grow.

The obligation for future pension payments to employees also accumulates. At the

end of each period, the company compares

� The fair market value of the assets in the retirement plans—cash and invest-

ments—with
� The plans’ accumulated benefit obligation, which is the present value of promised

future payments to retirees.

If the plan assets exceed the accumulated benefit obligation, the plan is said to be

overfunded. In this case, the asset and obligation amounts are to be reported only in

the notes to the financial statements. However, if the accumulated benefit obligation

(the liability) exceeds plan assets, the plan is underfunded, and the company must

report the excess liability amount as a long-term liability on the balance sheet.

Southwest Airlines’ retirement plans don’t create large liabilities for Southwest.

To illustrate pension liabilities let’s see the pension plan of AMR Corp., the parent

company of American Airlines.

New Lease is an 
Operating Lease

New Lease is a
Capital Lease

Debt ratio
Total liabilities

Total assets
=

=

= =

=0.521 0.523

$  7,011

$13,460

$  7,074

$13,523

$7,011 + $63

$13,460 + $63
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Note 10 Financial Instruments (adapted)
Long-term debt

consists of (in millions);

Southwest Airlines Co.
Balance Sheet

(Partial, adapted)

Current maturities of long-term debt................. 

7 8

1
8

Liabilities (in millions)

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable .............................................. $   643

Accrued liabilities.............................................. 1,323

Unearned ticket revenue .................................... 799

122

Total current liabilities ...................................... 2,887

Long-term debt ..................................................... 1,567

Other long-term liabilities ..................................... 2,557

French credit agreements due 2012 ................

6½% notes due 2012 ..................................... 369

37

$   100

5¼% notes due 2014 ..................................... 336

5¾% notes due 2016 ..................................... 300

5   % notes due 2017 ..................................... 300

French credit agreements due 2017 ................ 100

Total long-term debt ......................................

Other long-term debt ..................................... 147

Less current maturities ...................................

1,689

Long-term debt ..............................................

(122)

$1,567

7 ⁄ % notes due 2007......................................

448 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

At December 31, 2006, the retirement plans of AMR Corporation were under-

funded. They had

� Assets with a fair market value of $8,767 million
� Accumulated benefit obligations totaling $13,409 million

AMR’s balance sheet, therefore, included a Pension and Post-Retirement Liability of

$4,642 million ($13,409 – $8,767). This liability was reported among Other Long-

Term Liabilities.

REPORTING LIABILITIES

Reporting on the Balance Sheet

This chapter began with the liabilities reported on the balance sheets of Southwest

Airlines. Exhibit 8-11 shows a standard way for Southwest to report its long-term debt.

OBJECTIVE

5 Report liabilities on the
balance sheet

Exhibit 8-11 includes Note 10 from Southwest’s financial statements. The note gives

additional details about the company’s liabilities. Note 10 shows the interest rates and

the maturity dates of Southwest’s long-term debt. Investors need these data to evalu-

ate the company. The note also reports

� Current maturities of long-term debt ($122 million) as a current liability
� Long-term debt (excluding current maturities) of $1,567 million

Trace these amounts from the Note to the balance sheet. Working back and forth

between the financial statements and the related notes is an important part of finan-

cial analysis. You now have the tools to understand the liabilities reported on an

actual balance sheet.
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Reporting the Fair Market Value of Long-Term Debt

FASB Statement No. 107 requires companies to report the fair market value of their

long-term debt. At December 31, 2006, Southwest Airlines’ Note 10 could have

included this excerpt:

The estimated fair values of the Company’s long-term debt was

$1,678 million.

Overall, the fair market value of Southwest’s long-term debt is about $11 million less

than its carrying amount on books ($1,689).

Reporting Financing Activities on the Statement of
Cash Flows

The Southwest Airlines balance sheet (p. 418) shows that the company finances

about half of its operations with debt. In fact, Southwest’s debt ratio is 52%. Let’s

examine Southwest’s financing activities as reported on its statement of cash flows.

Exhibit 8-12 is an excerpt from Southwest’s cash-flow statement.

Statement of Cash Flows (partial;
adapted) for Southwest Airlines Co.

E X H I B I T  8 - 1 2

Southwest Airlines Co.
Statement of Cash Flows

Year Ended
December 31,

2006(In millions)

Cash Flow from Operating Activities:

Net cash provided by operating activities .................................................... $ 1,406

Cash Flow from Investing Activities:

Net cash used for investing activities ........................................................... $(1,495)

Cash Flow from Financing Activities:

Issuance of long-term debt .......................................................................... $   300

Payments of long-term debt......................................................................... (607)

During 2006, Southwest borrowed $300 million and paid off $607 million. You

can see that Southwest is decreasing its debt position. This may be one reason the

company is more profitable than its competitors.
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END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM

450 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

The Cessna Aircraft Company has outstanding an issue of 8% convertible bonds
that mature in 2018. Suppose the bonds are dated October 1, 2008, and pay interest each
April 1 and October 1.

� Required

1. Complete the following effective-interest amortization table through October 1, 2010.

Bond Data
Maturity (face) value—$100,000
Stated interest rate—8%
Interest paid—4% semiannually, $4,000 ($100,000 × 0.08 × 6/12)

Market interest rate at the time of issue—9% annually, 4 1/2% semiannually
Issue price—93.5

END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM

Amortization Table

Semiannual
Interest

Date

A

Interest Payment
(4% of

Maturity Amount)

B

Interest Expense 
(4½% of Preceding

Bond Carrying Amount)

C

Discount
Amortization

(B − A)

D

Discount
Account Balance
(Preceding D − C)

E

Bond
Carrying Amount
($100,000 − D)

10-1-08

4-1-09

10-1-09

4-1-10

10-1-10

2. Using the amortization table, record the following transactions:
a. Issuance of the bonds on October 1, 2008.
b. Accrual of interest and amortization of the bonds on December 31, 2008.
c. Payment of interest and amortization of the bonds on April 1, 2009.
d. Conversion of one-third of the bonds payable into no-par stock on October 2, 2010.

For no-par stock, transfer the bond carrying amount into the Common Stock
account. There is no Additional Paid-in Capital account.

e. Retirement of two-thirds of the bonds payable on October 2, 2010. Purchase price of
the bonds was based on their call price of 102.

Answers

� Requirement 1

Semiannual
Interest

Date

10-1-08

4-1-09

10-1-09

4-1-10

10-1-10

A

Interest Payment
(4% of

Maturity Amount)

$4,000

4,000

4,000

4,000

B

Interest Expense 
(4½% of Preceding

Bond Carrying Amount)

$4,208

4,217

4,227

4,237

C

Discount
Amortization

(B − A)

$208

217

227

237

D

Discount
Account Balance
(Preceding D − C)

$6,500

6,292

6,075

5,848

5,611

E

Bond
Carrying Amount
($100,000 − D)

$93,500

93,708

93,925

94,152

94,389
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� Requirement 2

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

2008

Oct. 1

Dec. 31

2009

Apr. 1

2010

Oct. 2

Oct. 2

Cash ($100,000 � 0.935)

Discount on Bonds Payable

 Bonds Payable

To issue bonds at a discount.

Interest Expense ($4,208 � 3/6)

 Discount on Bonds Payable ($208 � 3/6)

 Interest Payable ($4,000 � 3/6)

To accrue interest and amortize the bonds.

Interest Expense

Interest Payable

 Discount on Bonds Payable ($208 � 3/6)

 Cash

To pay semiannual interest, part of which was 

accrued, and amortize the bonds.

Bonds Payable ($100,000 � 1/3)

 Discount on Bonds Payable (5,611 � 1/3)

 Common Stock ($94,389 � 1/3)

To record conversion of bonds payable.

Bonds Payable ($100,000 � 2/3)

Loss on Retirement of Bonds

 Discount on Bonds Payable ($5,611 � 2/3)

 Cash ($100,000 � 2/3 � 1.02)

To retire bonds payable before maturity.

93,500

6,500

2,104

2,104

2,000

33,333

66,667

5,074

100,000

104

2,000

104

4,000

1,870

31,463

3,741

68,000

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 475.)
1. Which of the following is not an estimated liability?

a. Allowance for bad debts c. Income taxes
b. Product warranties d. Vacation pay

2. Recording estimated warranty expense in the current year best follows which accounting
principle?
a. Consistency d. Historical cost
b. Materiality e. Matching
c. Full disclosure

3. Lotta Sound grants a 90-day warranty on all stereos. Historically, approximately 2 1/2%
of all sales prove to be defective. Sales in July are $200,000. In July, $2,900 of defective
units are returned for replacement. What entry must Lotta Sound make at the end of July
to record the warranty expense?
a. Debit Warranty Expense and credit Estimated Warranty Payable, $2,900.
b. Debit Warranty Expense and credit Cash, $4,865.

(continued)

REVIEW LIABILITIES
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c. Debit Warranty Expense and credit Estimated Warranty Payable, $5,000.
d. No entry is needed at July 31.

4. Outback Camera Co. was organized to sell a single product that carries a 60-day warranty
against defects. Engineering estimates indicate that 5% of the units sold will prove defec-
tive and require an average repair cost of $40 per unit. During Outback’s first month of
operations, total sales were 400 units; by the end of the month, 6 defective units had
been repaired. The liability for product warranties at month-end should be:
a. $270 d. $810
b. $530 e. None of these
c. $560

5. A contingent liability should be recorded in the accounts:
a. if the related future event will probably occur.
b. if the amount is due in cash within 1 year.
c. if the amount can be reasonably estimated.
d. Both a and b.
e. Both a and c.

6. An unsecured bond is a
a. registered bond. d. serial bond.
b. mortgage bond. e. debenture bond.
c. term bond.

7. The Discount on Bonds Payable account
a. is a contra account to Bonds Payable. d. is expensed at the bond’s maturity.
b. is a miscellaneous revenue account. e. has a normal credit balance.
c. is an expense account.

8. The discount on a bond payable becomes
a. additional interest expense the year the bonds are sold.
b. additional interest expense over the life of the bonds.
c. a reduction in interest expense the year the bonds mature.
d. a reduction in interest expense over the life of the bonds.
e. a liability in the year the bonds are sold.

9. A bond that matures in installments is called a
a. secured bond. d. term bond.
b. zero coupon. e. callable bond.
c. serial bond.

10. The carrying value of Bonds Payable equals
a. Bonds Payable – Premium on Bonds Payable.
b. Bonds Payable – Discount on Bonds Payable.
c. Bonds Payable + Discount on Bonds Payable.
d. Bonds Payable + Accrued Interest.

11. A corporation issues bonds that pay interest each March 1 and September 1. The corpo-
ration’s December 31 adjusting entry may include a
a. debit to Cash. d. debit to Interest Payable.
b. credit to Cash. e. credit to Discount on Bonds Payable.
c. credit to Interest Expense.

Use this information to answer questions 12–16.
McLennan Corporation issued $200,000 of 9 1/2% 5-year bonds. The bonds are dated and
sold on 1/1/X2. Interest payment dates are 1/1 and 7/1. The bonds are issued for $196,140 to
yield the market interest rate of 10%. Use the effective-interest method for questions 12–15.
12. What is the amount of interest expense that McLennan Corporation will record on

7/1/X2, the first semiannual interest payment date?
a. $9,807 c. $10,000
b. $9,926 d. $19,000

13. What is the amount of discount amortization that McLennan Corporation will record on
7/1/X2, the first semiannual interest payment date?
a. $0 c. $193
b. $74 d. $307
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14. What is the total cash payment for interest for each 12-month period?
a. $10,000 c. $19,614
b. $19,000 d. $20,000

15. What is the carrying amount of the bonds on the 12/31/X2 balance sheet?
a. $196,140 c. $196,769
b. $196,526 d. $196,912

16. Using straight-line amortization, the carrying amount of McLennan Corporation’s bonds
at 12/31/X2 is
a. $196,140. c. $196,769.
b. $196,526. d. $196,912.

accrued expense (p. 420) An expense incurred but not yet
paid in cash. Also called accrued liability.

accrued liability (p. 420) A liability for an expense that
has not yet been paid. Also called accrued expense.

bonds payable (p. 426) issued to multiple lenders called
bondholders.

callable bonds (p. 440) at a specified price whenever the
issuer wants.

capital lease (p. 446) Lease agreement that meets any 1 of
4 criteria: (1) The lease transfers title of the leased asset to
the lessee. (2) The lease contains a bargain purchase option.
(3) The lease term is 75% or more of the estimated useful life
of the leased asset. (4) The present value of the lease pay-
ments is 90% or more of the market value of the leased asset.

convertible bonds (or notes) (p. 441) Bonds or notes that
may be converted into the issuing company’s common stock
at the investor’s option.

current installment of long-term debt (p. 423) The
amount of the principal that is payable within one year.

debentures (p. 428) Unsecured bonds—bonds backed
only by the good faith of the borrower.

discount (on a bond) (p. 428) Excess of a bond’s face
(par) value over its issue price. 

earnings per share (EPS) (p. 442)  Amount of a company’s
net income per share of its outstanding common stock.

interest-coverage ratio (p. 445) Another name for the
times-interest-earned ratio.

lease (p. 446) Rental agreement in which the tenant
(lessee) agrees to make rent payments to the property owner
(lessor) in exchange for the use of the asset.

lessee (p. 446) Tenant in a lease agreement.

lessor (p. 446) Property owner in a lease agreement.

leverage (p. 442) Earning more income on borrowed
money than the related interest expense, thereby increasing

the earnings for the owners of the business. Also called
leverage.

market interest rate (p. 429) Interest rate that investors
demand for loaning their money. Also called effective interest rate.

operating lease (p. 446) Usually a short-term or cance-
lable rental agreement.

payroll (p. 420) Employee compensation, a major expense
of many businesses.

pension (p. 447) Employee compensation that will be
received during retirement.

premium (on a bond) (p. 428) Excess of a bond’s issue
price over its face (par) value.

present value (p. 428) Amount a person would invest now
to receive a greater amount at a future date.

serial bonds (p. 428) Bonds that mature in installments
over a period of time.

short-term notes payable (p. 419) Note payable due
within 1 year.

stated interest rate (p. 429) Interest rate that determines
the amount of cash interest the borrower pays and the
investor receives each year. 

term bonds (p. 428) Bonds that all mature at the same
time for a particular issue.

times-interest-earned ratio (p. 445) Ratio of income from
operations to interest expense. Measures the number of
times that operating income can cover interest expense. Also
called the interest-coverage ratio.  

trading on the equity (p. 442) Earning more income on
borrowed money than the related interest expense, thereby
increasing the earnings for the owners of the business. Also
called leverage.

underwriter (p. 427) Organization that purchases the
bonds from an issuing company and resells them to its
clients or sells the bonds for a commission, agreeing to buy
all unsold bonds.

Accounting Vocabulary
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Short Exercises

S8-1 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for a note payable) Malibu Sports Authority purchased
inventory costing $10,000 by signing a 10% short-term note payable. The purchase occurred on
March 31, 20X7. Malibu pays annual interest each year on March 31. Journalize Malibu’s (a) pur-
chase of inventory, (b) accrual of interest expense on December 31, 20X7, and (c) payment of the
note plus interest on March 31, 20X8. (p. 419)

S8-2 (Learning Objective 1: Reporting a short-term note payable and the related interest
in the financial statements) This short exercise works with Short Exercise S8-1.

1. Refer to the data in Short Exercise S8-1. Show what the company would report on its bal-
ance sheet at December 31, 20X7, and on its income statement for the year ended on that
date. (pp. 425, 380–381)

2. What 1 item will the financial statements for the year ended December 31, 20X8 report?
Identify the financial statement, the item, and its amount. (p. 425)

S8-3 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for warranty expense and estimated warranty
payable) Nissan USA guarantees automobiles against defects for 4 years or 50,000 miles,
whichever comes first. Suppose Nissan can expect warranty costs during the 4-year period to
add up to 3% of sales.

Assume that Lakeland Nissan in Lakeland, Florida, made sales of $500,000 during
20X0. Lakeland Nissan received cash for 10% of the sales and took notes receivable for the
remainder. Payments to satisfy customer warranty claims totaled $12,000 during 20X0.

1. Record the sales, warranty expense, and warranty payments for Lakeland Nissan. Ignore
any reimbursement that Lakeland Nissan may receive from Nissan USA. (pp. 423–424)

2. Post to the Estimated Warranty Payable T-account. The beginning balance was $10,000.
At the end of 20X0, how much in estimated warranty payable does Lakeland Nissan owe
its customers? (pp. 423–424)

S8-4 (Learning Objective 1: Applying GAAP; reporting warranties in the financial
statements) Refer to the data given in Short Exercise S8-3. What amount of warranty
expense will Lakeland Nissan report during 20X0? Which accounting principle addresses
this situation? Does the warranty expense for the year equal the year’s cash payments for
warranties? Explain the relevant accounting principle as it applies to measuring warranty
expense. (pp. 423–424)

S8-5 (Learning Objective 1: Interpreting a company’s contingent liabilities) Harley-

Davidson, Inc., the motorcycle manufacturer, included the following note in its annual report:

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
7 (In Part): Commitments and Contingencies

The Company self-insures its product liability losses in the United States up to $3 million
(catastrophic coverage is maintained for individual claims in excess of $3 million up to
$25 million). Outside the United States, the Company is insured for product liability up to
$25 million per individual claim and in the aggregate.

1. Why are these contingent (versus real) liabilities? (pp. 423–424)

2. In the United States, how can the contingent liability become a real liability for Harley-
Davidson? What are the limits to the company’s product liabilities in the United States?
Explain how these limits work. (p. 425)

3. How can a contingency outside the United States become a real liability for the company?
How does Harley-Davidson’s potential liability differ for claims outside the United States?
(p. 425)
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S8-6 (Learning Objective 2: Pricing bonds) Compute the price of the following bonds
(p. 428):

a. $1,000,000 quoted at 89.75 c. $100,000 quoted at 97.50
b. $500,000 quoted at 110.375 d. $400,000 quoted at 102.625

S8-7 (Learning Objective 2: Determining bond prices at par, discount, or premium)
Determine whether the following bonds payable will be issued at par value, at a premium, or
at a discount (p. 433):

a. The market interest rate is 9%. Chevy, Inc., issues bonds payable with a stated rate of 8 1/2%.
b. Charger Corporation issued 7 1/2% bonds payable when the market rate was 7 1/2%.
c. Explorer Corporation issued 8% bonds when the market interest rate was 6 7/8%.
d. Tundra Company issued bonds payable that pay cash interest at the stated interest rate

of 7%. At the date of issuance, the market interest rate was 8 1/4%.

S8-8 (Learning Objective 2: Journalizing basic bond payable transactions; bonds issued at
par) Suppose Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS) issued the 10-year
bond in Exhibit 8-2, page 427, when the market interest rate was 6 1/2%. Assume that the
accounting year of WPPSS ends on December 31. Journalize the following transactions for
WPPSS, including an explanation for each entry (pp. 433–434)

a. Issuance of the bond payable on July 1, 2000.
b. Accrual of interest expense on December 31, 2000 (rounded to the nearest dollar).
c. Payment of cash interest on January 1, 2001.
d. Payment of the bonds payable at maturity. (Give the date.)

S8-9 (Learning Objective 2: Issuing bonds payable and amortizing bonds by the effective-
interest method) Edgewood Nurseries, Inc., issued $100,000 of 7%, 10-year bonds payable
at a price of 87 on January 31, 20X8. The market interest rate at the date of issuance was 9%,
and the Edgewood bonds pay interest semiannually.

1. Prepare an effective-interest amortization table for the bonds through the first 3 interest
payments. Use Exhibit 8-4, page 433, as a guide and round amounts to the nearest dol-
lar. (p. 432)

2. Record Edgewood’s issuance of the bonds on January 31, 20X8, and payment of the first
semiannual interest amount and amortization of the bonds on July 31, 20X8.
Explanations are not required. (p. 435)

S8-10 (Learning Objective 3: Analyzing data on long-term debt) Use the amortization
table that you prepared for Edgewood Nurseries in Short Exercise S8-9 to answer these ques-
tions about the company’s long-term debt: (p. 432) 

1. How much cash did Edgewood borrow on January 31, 20X8? How much cash will
Edgewood pay back at maturity on January 31, 20X8?

2. How much cash interest will Edgewood pay each 6 months?

3. How much interest expense will Edgewood report on July 31, 20X8, and on January 31,
20X9? Why does the amount of interest expense increase each period? Explain in detail.

S8-11 (Learning Objective 3: Determining bonds payable amounts; amortizing bonds by the
straight-line method) WPPSS borrowed money by issuing the bond payable in Exhibit 8-2,
page 427. Assume the issue price was 94 on July 1, 2000. (pp. 426–427, 432)

1. How much cash did WPPSS receive when it issued the bond payable?

2. How much must WPPSS pay back at maturity? When is the maturity date?

3. How much cash interest will WPPSS pay each 6 months? Carry the interest amount to
the nearest cent.

4. How much interest expense will WPPSS report each 6 months? Assume the straight-line
amortization method and carry the interest amount to the nearest cent.

S8-12 (Learning Objective 3: Issuing bonds payable, accruing interest, and amortizing
bonds by the straight-line method) Return to the WPPSS bond in Exhibit 8-2, page 427. 

(continued)
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Assume that WPPSS issued the bond payable on July 1, 2000, at a price of 90. Also assume
that WPPSS’s accounting year ends on December 31. Journalize the following transactions for
WPPSS, including an explanation for each entry (pp. 435, 439–440):

a. Issuance of the bonds on July 1, 2000.
b. Accrual of interest expense and amortization of bonds on December 31, 2000. (Use

the straight-line amortization method, and round amounts to the nearest dollar.)
c. Payment of the first semiannual interest amount on January 1, 2001.

S8-13 (Learning Objective 4: Earnings-per-share effects of financing with bonds versus
stock) Assume that YouTube, Inc., needs $1 million to expand the company. YouTube is
considering the issuance of either

• $1,000,000 of 7% bonds payable to borrow the money, or

• 100,000 shares of common stock at $10 per share

Before any new financing, YouTube expects to earn net income of $400,000, and the company
already has 200,000 shares of common stock outstanding. YouTube believes the expansion will
increase income before interest and income tax by $200,000. YouTube’s income tax rate is 30%.

Prepare an analysis similar to Exhibit 8-10, page 443, to determine which plan is likely
to result in the higher earnings per share. Based solely on the earnings-per-share comparison,
which financing plan would you recommend for YouTube?

S8-14 (Learning Objective 4: Computing the times-interest-earned ratio) Zigzag International
reported the following data in 20X8 (in millions):

Compute Zigzag’s times-interest-earned ratio, and write a sentence to explain what the
ratio value means. Would you be willing to lend Zigzag $1 million? State your reason. (p. 444)

S8-15 (Learning Objective 5: Reporting liabilities, including capital lease obligations)
Trinidad Industries has the following selected accounts at December 31, 20X7:

Interest payable 

 (due March 1, 20X8) ............... 7,000

Accounts payable ........................... 44,000

Discount on bonds payable

 (all long-term).......................... 10,000

Accounts receivable.......................  31,000

Bonds payable ................................ $300,000

Equipment...................................... 114,000

Current portion of

 bonds payable.......................... 50,000

Notes payable, long-term ..............  60,000

Net operating revenues................ $29.2

Operating expenses ..................... 25.3

Operating income....................... 3.9

Nonoperating items:

Interest expense....................... (1.4)

Other ...................................... (0.2)

Net income.................................. $  2.3
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Prepare the liabilities section of Trinidad’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X7, to
show how Trinidad would report these items. Report total current liabilities and total liabilities.
(pp. 425, 418)

Exercises

E8-16 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for warranty expense and the related liability)
The accounting records of Audio-Video, Inc., included the following balances before the year-
end adjustments:

Aug. 31 Sold 1-year subscriptions, collecting cash of $1,500, plus sales tax of 4%.

Dec. 31 Remitted (paid) the sales tax to the state of New York.
Made the necessary adjustment at year end.31

Estimated Warranty Payable Sales Revenue Warranty Expense

Beg. bal   8,000 150,000

In the past, Audio-Video’s warranty expense has been 6% of sales. During the current
period, the business paid $9,400 to satisfy the warranty claims of customers.

� Required

1. Record Audio-Video’s warranty expense for the period and the company’s cash payments
to satisfy warranty claims. Explanations are not required. (pp. 423–444)

2. Show everything Audio-Video will report on its income statement and balance sheet for
this situation. (p. 425)

3. Which data item from requirement 2 will affect Audio-Video’s current ratio? Will Audio-
Video’s current ratio increase or decrease as a result of this item? (p. 157)

E8-17 (Learning Objective 1: Recording and reporting current liabilities) Yankee Traveler
Magazine completed the following transactions during 20X6:

Journalize these transactions (explanations not required). Then report any liability on the
company’s balance sheet at December 31. (pp. 421–422).

E8-18 (Learning Objective 1: Reporting payroll expense and liabilities) Penske Talent
Search has an annual payroll of $150,000. In addition, the company incurs payroll tax
expense of 9%. At December 31, Penske owes salaries of $7,600 and FICA and other payroll
tax of $900. The company will pay these amounts early next year.

Show what Penske will report for the foregoing on its income statement and year-end
balance sheet. (pp. 421, 425)

E8-19 (Learning Objective 1: Recording note payable transactions) Joy’s Lahaina Grill
completed the following note-payable transactions.

(continued)
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Answer these questions for Joy’s Lahaina Grill (pp. 419–420):

1. How much interest expense must be accrued at December 31, 20X6?

2. Determine the amount of Joy’s final payment on July 1, 20X7.

3. How much interest expense will Joy’s report for 20X6 and for 20X7?

E8-20 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for income tax) At December 31, 20X4, Young
Real Estate reported a current liability for income tax payable of $200,000. During 20X5,
Young earned income of $900,000 before income tax. The company’s income tax rate during
20X5 was 35%. Also during 20X5, Young paid income taxes of $350,000.

How much income tax payable did Young Real Estate report on its balance sheet at
December 31, 20X5? How much income tax expense did Young report on its 20X5 income
statement? (p. 425)

E8-21 (Learning Objective 1, 5: Analyzing liabilities) Geodesic Domes, Inc., builds envi-
ronmentally sensitive structures. The company’s 20X8 revenues totaled $360 million, and at
December 31, 20X8, the company had $65 million in current assets. The December 31,
20X8, balance sheet reported the liabilities and stockholders’ equity as follows.

� Required

1. Describe each of Geodesic Domes, Inc.’s, liabilities and state how the liability arose.
(pp. 418, 423–424, 428, 447)

2. What were the company’s total assets at December 31, 20X8? Was the company’s debt
ratio at the end of 20X8 high, low, or in a middle range? (p. 157)

E8-22 (Learning Objective 1: Reporting a contingent liability) L&M Electronics’ rev-
enues for 20X3 totaled $25.9 million. As with most companies, L&M is a defendant in law-
suits related to its products. Note 14 of the L&M Annual Report for 20X3 reported:

At year end (In millions) 20X8 20X7

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

Current Liabilities ...................................................

Accounts payable ................................................. $  29 $  26

Accrued expenses ................................................. 16 20

Employee compensation and benefits ................... 9 11

Current portion of long-term debt........................ —

Total Current Liabilities................................... 59 57

Long-Term Debt ..................................................... 115 115

Postretirement Benefits Payable............................... 31 27

Other Liabilities ...................................................... 21 17

Shareholders’ Equity ............................................... 73 70

Total Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity ............... $299 $286

5

20X6

July Purchased kitchen equipment costing $60,000 by issuing a
1-year, 8% note payable.

Dec. 31 Accrued interest on the note payable.

20X7

July Paid the note payable at maturity.    1

    1
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14. Contingencies

The company is involved in various legal proceedings. . . . It is the Company’s policy to
accrue for amounts related to these legal matters if it is probable that a liability has been
incurred and an amount is reasonably estimable.

� Required

1. Suppose L&M’s lawyers believe that a significant legal judgment against the company is
reasonably possible. How should L&M report this situation in its financial statements?
(pp. 423–424)

2. Suppose L&M’s lawyers believe it is probable that a $2 million judgment will be rendered
against the company. Report this situation in L&M’s financial statements. Journalize any
entry required by GAAP. Explanations are not required. (pp. 423–424)

E8-23 (Learning Objective 1, 5: Reporting current and long-term liabilities) Assume that
Pinnacle Golf Equipment completed these selected transactions during December 20X7.

a. Sales of $2,000,000 are subject to estimated warranty cost of 3%. The estimated war-
ranty payable at the beginning of the year was $30,000, and warranty payments for
the year totaled $55,000.

b. On December 1, Pinnacle signed a $100,000 note payable that requires annual pay-
ments of $20,000 plus 9% interest on the unpaid balance each December 1.

c. Academy Sports, a chain of sporting goods stores, ordered $100,000 of golf equip-
ment. With its order, Academy Sports sent a check for $100,000, and Pinnacle
shipped $85,000 of the goods. Pinnacle will ship the remainder of the goods on
January 3, 20X8.

d. The December payroll of $100,000 is subject to employee withheld income tax of 9%
and FICA tax of 8%. On December 31, Pinnacle pays employees their take-home pay
and accrues all tax amounts.

� Required

Classify each liability as current or long-term and report the liability and its amount that
would appear on the Pinnacle Golf Equipment balance sheet at December 31, 20X7. Show a
total for current liabilities. (pp. 420–422)

E8-24 (Learning Objective 2: Issuing bonds payable, paying and accruing interest, and
amortizing the bonds by the straight-line method) On January 31, Triumph Sports Cars
issued 10-year, 7% bonds payable with a face value of $100,000. The bonds were issued at 98
and pay interest on January 31 and July 31. Triumph amortizes bonds by the straight-line
method. Record (a) issuance of the bonds on January 31, (b) the semiannual interest payment
and discount amortization on July 31, and (c) the interest accrual and discount amortization
on December 31. (pp. 431, 440)

E8-25 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Measuring cash amounts for a bond; amortizing the bonds
by the straight-line method) City Bank has $200,000 of 8% debenture bonds outstanding.
The bonds were issued at 102 in 2004 and mature in 2024.

� Required

1. How much cash did City Bank receive when it issued these bonds? (pp. 435–436)

2. How much cash in total will City Bank pay the bondholders through the maturity date of
the bonds? (Challenge)

3. Take the difference between your answers to Requirements 1 and 2. This difference rep-
resents City Bank’s total interest expense over the life of the bonds. (Challenge)

4. Compute City Bank’s annual interest expense by the straight-line amortization method.
Multiply this amount by 20. Your 20-year total should be the same as your answer to
Requirement 3. (pp. 439–440, Challenge)
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E8-26 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Issuing bonds payable (discount); recording interest pay-
ments and the related bond amortization) Family General Stores, Inc., is authorized to issue
$500,000 of 7%, 10-year bonds payable. On December 31, 2008, when the market interest
rate is 8%, the company issues $400,000 of the bonds and receives cash of $372,660. Family
General amortizes bonds by the effective-interest method. The semiannual interest dates are
June 30 and December 31.

� Required

1. Prepare a bond amortization table for the first 4 semiannual interest periods. (p. 432)

2. Record issuance of the bonds payable on December 31, 20X8 and the semiannual inter-
est payments on June 30, 2009, and on December 31, 2009. (p. 435)

E8-27 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Issuing bonds payable (premium); recording interest
accrual and payment and the related bond amortization) On June 30, 2008, the market
interest rate is 7%. Dellaca Enterprises issues $300,000 of 8%, 20-year bonds payable at
110.625. The bonds pay interest on June 30 and December 31. Dellaca amortizes bonds by
the effective-interest method.

� Required

1. Prepare a bond amortization table for the first 4 semiannual interest periods. (p. 432)

2. Record issuance of the bonds on June 30, 2008, the payment of interest at December 31,
2008, and the semiannual interest payment on June 30, 2009. (p. 435)

E8-28 (Learning Objective 3: Debt payment and bond amortization schedule) Carlson
Candies issued $600,000 of 8 3/8% (.08375), 5-year bonds payable on January 1, 20X1,
when the market interest rate was 9 1/2% (.095). The company pays interest annually at year
end. The issue price of the bonds was $574,082.

� Required

Create a spreadsheet model to prepare a schedule to amortize the bonds. Use the effective-
interest method of amortization. Round to the nearest dollar and format your answer as
shown here. (p. 432)

E8-29 (Learning Objective 2: Recording conversion of notes payable) Montrose
Corporation issued $400,000 of 8 1/2% notes payable on December 31, 20X4, at a price of
98.5. The notes’ term to maturity is 10 years. After 3 years, the notes may be converted into
Montrose common stock. Each $1,000 face amount of notes is convertible into 50 shares of
$1 par stock. On December 31, 20X9, noteholders exercised their right to convert all the
notes into common stock.

1 A B C D E F

2 Bond 

Carrying

Amount

$574,082

3 Interest 

Payment

Interest

Expense

Discount

Amortization

Discount 

Balance4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Date

1-1-X1

12-31-X1

12-31-X2

12-31-X3

12-31-X4

12-31-X5

600,000*.08375 +F5*.095 +C6−B6 600,000 −F5 +F5+D6

$ $ $

$
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� Required

1. Without making journal entries, compute the carrying amount of the notes payable at
December 31, 20X9, immediately before the conversion. Montrose uses the straight-line
method to amortize bonds. (pp. 439–440)

2. All amortization has been recorded properly. Journalize the conversion transaction at
December 31, 20X9. (p. 440)

E8-30 (Learning Objective 4: Measuring the times-interest-earned ratio) Companies that
operate in different industries may have very different financial ratio values. These differences
may grow even wider when we compare companies located in different countries.

Compare 3 leading companies on their current ratio, debt ratio, and times-interest-
earned ratio. Compute 3 three ratios for Kroger (the U.S. grocery chain), Sony (the Japanese
electronics manufacturer), and Daimler (the German auto company). (p. 445)

Based on your computed ratio values, which company looks the least risky? (Challenge)

E8-31 (Learning Objective 4: Analyzing alternative plans for raising money) Altman &
Associates is considering 2 plans for raising $500,000 to expand operations. Plan A is to bor-
row at 8%, and plan B is to issue 100,000 shares of common stock. Before any new financing,
Altman has net income of $500,000 and 100,000 shares of common stock outstanding.
Assume you own most of Altman’s existing stock. Management believes the company can use
the new funds to earn additional income of $420,000 before interest and taxes. Altman’s
income tax rate is 30%.

� Required

1. Analyze Altman’s situation to determine which plan will result in higher earnings per
share. Use Exhibit 8-10 (p. 443) as a model.

2. Which plan results in the higher earnings per share? Which plan allows you to retain
control of the company? Which plan creates more financial risk for the company?
Which plan do you prefer? Why? Present your conclusion in a memo to Altman’s board
of directors. (p. 443)

Note: ¥ is the symbol for a Japanese yen; € for a euro. 

Income data

(Amounts in millions or billions) Kroger Sony Daimler

Total revenues.............................

Operating income........................

Interest expense...........................

Net income.................................. 

$66,111

2,236

488

1,115

¥7,475

191

29

124

€151,589

2,072

913

3,227

Asset and liability data

(Amounts in millions or billions) Kroger Sony Daimler

Total current assets .....................

Long-term assets .........................

Total current liabilities ................

Long-term liabilities ....................

Stockholders’ equity ....................

$  6,755

14,460

7,581

8,711

4,923

¥3,770

6,838

3,200

4,204

3,204

€93,131

96,891

59,977

95,890

34,155
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Challenge Exercises

E8-32 (Learning Objective 1, 5: Reporting current liabilities) Assume the top management
of Best Buy Co., Inc., examines company accounting records at February 7, three weeks
before the end of the fiscal year (amounts in billions):

Suppose Best Buy’s top management wants to achieve a current ratio of 1.4. How much in
current liabilities should Best Buy pay off within the next 3 weeks to achieve its goal?
(Challenge)

E8-33 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 5: Refinancing old bonds payable with new bonds) United
Products completed one of the most famous debt refinancings in history. A debt refinancing
occurs when a company issues new bonds payable to retire old bonds. The company debits
the old bonds payable and credits the new bonds payable.

United had $125 million of 5 1/2% bonds payable outstanding, with 20 years to matu-
rity. United retired these old bonds by issuing $75 million of new 9% bonds payable to the
holders of the old bonds and paying the bondholders $13 million in cash. United issued both
groups of bonds at par so there was no bond premium or discount. At the time of the debt
refinancing, United had total assets of $600 million and total liabilities of $450 million. Net
income for the most recent year was $6.5 million on sales of $1 billion.

� Required

1. Journalize the debt refinancing transaction. (Challenge)

2. Compute annual interest expense for both the old and the new bond issues. (Challenge)

3. Why did United Products refinance the old 5 1/2% bonds payable with the new 9%
bonds? Consider interest expense, net income, and the debt ratio. (Challenge)

E8-34 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Analyzing bond transactions) This (adapted) advertise-
ment appeared in The Wall Street Journal. (Note: A subordinated debenture is an unsecured bond
payable whose rights are less than the rights of other bondholders.)

Total current assets ..................... $  8.0

Noncurrent assets........................ 3.9

$11.9

Total current liabilities ................ 6.0

Noncurrent liabilities .................. 0.6

Owners’ equity............................ 5.3

$11.9
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� Required

Answer these questions.

1. Journalize Mark IV’s issuance of these bonds payable on March 15, 2007. No explanation
is required, but describe the transaction in detail, indicating who received cash, who paid
cash, and how much. (p. 434)

2. Why is the stated interest rate on these bonds so high? (p. 428)

3. Compute the semi-annual cash interest payment on the bonds. (pp. 432–433)

4. Compute the semi-annual interest expense under the straight-line amortization method.
(pp. 439–440)

5. Compute both the first-year (from March 15, 2007, to March 15, 2008) and the second-
year interest expense (March 15, 2008, to March 15, 2009) under the effective-interest
amortization method. The market rate of interest at the date of issuance was 14%. Why is
interest expense greater in the second year? (p. 432)

Quiz
Test your understanding of accounting for liabilities by answering the following questions. Select the
best choice from among the possible answers given.

Q8-35 For the purpose of classifying liabilities as current or noncurrent, the term operating
cycle refers to (p. 154)
a. a period of 1 year.
b. the time period between date of sale and the date the related revenue is collected.
c. the time period between purchase of merchandise and the conversion of this merchandise

back to cash.
d. the average time period between business recessions.

Q8-36 Failure to accrue interest expense results in (p. 425)
a. an overstatement of net income and an overstatement of liabilities.
b. an understatement of net income and an overstatement of liabilities.
c. an understatement of net income and an understatement of liabilities.
d. an overstatement of net income and an understatement of liabilities.

Q8-37 Sportscar Warehouse operates in a state with a 6% sales tax. For convenience, Sportscar
Warehouse credits Sales Revenue for the total amount (selling price plus sales tax) collected
from each customer. If Sportscar Warehouse fails to make an adjustment for sales taxes (p. 419),
a. net income will be overstated and liabilities will be overstated.
b. net income will be overstated and liabilities will be understated.
c. net income will be understated and liabilities will be overstated.
d. net income will be understated and liabilities will be understated.

Q8-38 What kind of account is Unearned Revenue? (p. 421)
a. Asset account c. Revenue account
b. Liability account d. Expense account

Q8-39 An end-of-period adjusting entry that debits Unearned Revenue most likely will
credit (p. 422)
a. a revenue. c. an expense.
b. an asset. d. a liability.

Q8-40 Adrian, Inc. manufactures and sells computer monitors with a 3-year warranty.
Warranty costs are expected to average 8% of sales during the warranty period. The following
table shows the sales and actual warranty payments during the first 2 years of operations:

Year Sales Warranty Payments

20X1 $500,000 $  4,000

20X2 700,000 32,000

(continued)
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Based on these facts, what amount of warranty liability should Adrian, Inc. report on its bal-
ance sheet at December 31, 20X2? (pp. 423–424)
a. $32,000 c. $60,000
b. $36,000 d. $96,000

Q8-41 Today’s Fashions has a debt that has been properly reported as a long-term liability up
to the present year (20X8). Some of this debt comes due in 20X8. If Today’s Fashions contin-
ues to report the current position as a long-term liability, the effect will be to (p. 420)
a. overstate the current ratio. c. understate total liabilities.
b. overstate net income. d. understate the debt ratio.

Q8-42 A bond with a face amount of $10,000 has a current price quote of 102.875. What is
the bond’s price? (p. 428)
a. $1,028,750 c. $10,028.75
b. $10,200.88 d. $10,287.50

Q8-43 Bond carrying value equals Bonds Payable (pp. 431, 438)
a. minus Premium on Bonds Payable. d. minus Discount on Bonds Payable.
b. plus Discount on Bonds Payable. e. both a and b.
c. plus Premium on Bonds Payable. f. both c and d.

Q8-44 What type of account is Discount on Bonds Payable and what is its normal balance? 
(p. 428)

Type of account Normal balance
a. Contra liability Debit
b. Reversing account Debit
c. Adjusting amount Credit
d. Contra liability Credit

Questions 45–48 use the following data:

Q8-45 Sweetwater Company sells $100,000 of 10%, 15-year bonds for 97 on April 1, 20X1.
The market rate of interest on that day is 10 1/2%. Interest is paid each year on April 1. The
entry to record the sale of the bonds on April 1 would be. (pp. 430–431)

Q8-46 Sweetwater Company uses the straight-line amortization method. The sale price of
the bonds was $97,000. The amount of interest expense on April 1 of each year will be:
(pp. 430–431)
a. $4,080 d. $10,200
b. $4,000 e. None of these. The interest expense is ___.
c. $4,200

a.

b.

c.

d.

Cash

 Bonds Payable

Cash

 Bonds Payable

Cash

Discount on Bonds Payable

 Bonds Payable

Cash

 Discount on Bonds Payable

 Bonds Payable

97,000

100,000

97,000

3,000

100,000

97,000

100,000

100,000

3,000

97,000
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Q8-47 Write the adjusting entry required at December 31, 20X1 (pp. 435, 439–440)

Q8-48 Write the journal entry required at April 1, 20X2. (pp. 435, 439–440)

Q8-49 McPherson Corporation issued $100,000 of 10%, 5-year bonds payable on January
1, 20X4, for $92,280. The market interest rate when the bonds were issued was 12%. Interest
is paid semiannually on January 1 and July 1. The first interest payment is July 1, 20X4. Using
the effective-interest amortization method, how much interest expense will McPherson record
on July 1, 20X4? (p. 432)
a. $6,000 d. $5,000
b. $5,228 e. Some other amount ___
c. $6,772

Q8-50 Using the facts in the preceding question, McPherson’s journal entry to record the
interest expense on July 1, 20X4 will include a (p. 435)
a. debit to Bonds Payable. c. debit to Premium on Bonds Payable.
b. credit to Interest Expense. d. credit to Discount on Bonds Payable.

Q8-51 Amortizing the discount on bonds payable (pp. 428, 432)
a. increases the recorded amount of interest expense.
b. is necessary only if the bonds were issued at more than face value.
c. reduces the semiannual cash payment for interest.
d. reduces the carrying value of the bond liability.

Q8-52 The journal entry on the maturity date to record the payment of $1,000,000 of bonds
payable that were issued at a $70,000 discount includes (pp. 431, 435–436)
a. a debit to Discount on Bonds Payable for $70,000.
b. a credit to Cash for $1,070,000.
c. a debit to Bonds Payable for $1,000,000.
d. all of the above.

Q8-53 Is the payment of the face amount of a bond on its maturity date regarded as an oper-
ating activity, an investing activity, or a financing activity? (pp. 449–450)
a. Operating activity b. Investing activity c. Financing activity

Problems
(Group A)

P8-54A (Learning Objective 1: Measuring current liabilities) Sea Spray Marine experi-
enced these events during the current year.

a. December revenue totaled $110,000, and in addition, Sea Spray collected sales tax of
5%. The tax amount will be sent to the state of Maine early in January. (p. 419)

b. On October 31, Sea Spray signed a 6-month, 7% note payable to purchase a boat cost-
ing $90,000. The note requires payment of principal and interest at maturity. (p. 419)

c. On August 31, Sea Spray received cash of $1,800 in advance for service revenue.
This revenue will be earned evenly over 6 months. (p. 421)

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
exercises using MAL.

(continued)
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d. Revenues of $900,000 were covered by Sea Spray’s service warranty. At January 1,
estimated warranty payable was $11,300. During the year, Sea Spray recorded war-
ranty expense of $31,000 and paid warranty claims of $34,700. (p. 422).

e. Sea Spray owes $100,000 on a long-term note payable. At December 31, 6% interest
for the year plus $20,000 of this principal are payable within 1 year. (p. 420)

� Required

For each item, indicate the account and the related amount to be reported as a current liabil-
ity on the Sea Spray Marine balance sheet at December 31.

P8-55A (Learning Objective 1: Recording liability-related transactions) The following
transactions of Smooth Sounds Music Company occurred during 20X5 and 20X6:

� Required

Record the transactions in Smooth Sounds’ journal. Explanations are not required. 
(pp. 419–420)

P8-56A (Learning Objective 2: Recording bond transactions (at par) and reporting bonds
payable on the balance sheet) The board of directors of Circuits Plus authorizes the issue of
$1 million of 7%, 10-year bonds payable. The semiannual interest dates are May 31 and
November 30. The bonds are issued on May 31, 20X5, at par.

� Required

1. Journalize the following transactions: (pp. 433–434)
a. Issuance of half of the bonds on May 31, 20X5.
b. Payment of interest on November 30, 20X5.
c. Accrual of interest on December 31, 20X5.
d. Payment of interest on May 31, 20X6.

2. Report interest payable and bonds payable as they would appear on the Circuits Plus bal-
ance sheet at December 31, 20X5. (pp. 436–437)

P8-57A (Learning Objective 2, 5: Issuing bonds at a discount, amortizing by the straight-line
method, and reporting bonds payable on the balance sheet) On February 28, 20X4, ETrade
Inc., issues 8 1/2%, 20-year bonds payable with a face value of $200,000. The bonds pay inter-
est on February 28 and August 31. ETrade amortizes bonds by the straight-line method.

� Required

1. If the market interest rate is 7 5/8% when ETrade issues its bonds, will the bonds be
priced at par, at a premium, or at a discount? Explain. (pp. 429–430)

2. If the market interest rate is 9% when ETrade issues its bonds, will the bonds be priced at
par, at a premium, or at a discount? Explain. (pp. 429–430)

3. Assume that the issue price of the bonds is 97. Journalize the following bond transactions.
(pp. 431–433, 439–440)

20X5

Mar. 3 Purchased a Steinway piano (inventory) for $40,000, signing a 6-month, 8% 
note payable.

Apr. 30 Borrowed $50,000 on a 9% note payable that calls for annual installment

payments of $25,000 principal plus interest. Record the short-term

note payable in a separate account from the long-term note payable.

Sept. 3 Paid the 6-month, 8% note at maturity.

Dec. 31 Accrued warranty expense, which is estimated at 2% of sales of $190,000.

  31 Accrued interest on the outstanding note payable.

20X6

Apr. 30 Paid the first installment plus interest for 1 year on the outstanding note payable.
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a. Issuance of the bonds on February 28, 20X4.
b. Payment of interest and amortization of the bonds on August 31, 20X4.
c. Accrual of interest and amortization of the bonds on December 31, 20X4.
d. Payment of interest and amortization of the bonds on February 28, 20X5.

4. Report interest payable and bonds payable as they would appear on the ETrade balance
sheet at December 31, 20X4. (pp. 435–437)

P8-58A (Learning Objective 2: Accounting for bonds payable at a discount and amortizing
by the straight-line method)

1. Journalize the following transactions of Trekker Boot Company: (pp. 430–431, 439–440)

2. At December 31, 2007, after all year-end adjustments, determine the carrying amount of
Trekker’s bonds payable, net.(pp. 435–437)

3. For the 6 months ended July 1, 2007, determine for Trekker: (pp. 440–441)
a. Interest expense b. Cash interest paid

What causes interest expense on the bonds to exceed cash interest paid? (p. 434)

P8-59A (Learning Objective 2, 3, 5: Analyzing a company’s long-term debt and reporting
long-term debt on the balance sheet (effective-interest method)) Notes to the E-Z-Boy
Recliners financial statements reported the following data on December 31, Year 1 (the end of
the fiscal year):

E-Z-Boy amortizes bonds by the effective-interest method.

� Required

1. Answer the following questions about E-Z-Boy’s long-term liabilities: (pp. 432–433)
a. What is the maturity value of the 5% bonds?
b. What are E-Z-Boy’s annual cash interest payments on the 5% bonds?
c. What is the carrying amount of the 5% bonds at December 31, year 1?

2. Prepare an amortization table through December 31, Year 4, for the 5% bonds. The mar-
ket interest rate for these bonds was 6%. E-Z-Boy pays interest annually on December 31.
How much is E-Z-Boy’s interest expense on the 5% bonds for the year ended December
31, Year 4? (pp. 432–433)

3. Show how E-Z-Boy Recliners, would report the bonds payable and notes payable at
December 31, Year 4. (pp. 431, 435–437)

Note 6. Indebtedness

Bonds payable, 5%, due in Year 6 ......................... $600,000

Less: Discount ........................................................ (25,274) $574,726

Notes payable, 8.3%, payable in $50,000

 annual installments starting in Year 5............... 250,000

2007

Jan. 1 Issued $500,000 of 8%, 10-year bonds payable at 97.

July 1 Paid semiannual interest and amortized bonds by the 

straight-line method on the 8% bonds payable.

Dec. 31 Accrued semiannual interest expense and amortized bonds 

by the straight-line method on the 8% bonds payable.

2017

Jan. 1 Paid the 8% bonds at maturity.

2008

Jan. 1 Paid semiannual interest.
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P8-60A (Learning Objective 2, 3, 5: Issuing convertible bonds at a discount, amortizing by
the effective-interest method, retiring bonds early, converting bonds, and reporting the
bonds payable on the balance sheet) On December 31, 20X7, Digital Connections issued 8%,
10-year convertible bonds payable with a maturity value of $500,000. The semiannual inter-
est dates are June 30 and December 31. The market interest rate is 9%, and the issue price of
the bonds is 94. Digital Connections amortizes bonds by the effective-interest method.

� Required

1. Prepare an effective-interest-method amortization table for the first 4 semiannual interest
periods. (p. 432)

2. Journalize the following transactions: (pp. 436–437, 441)
a. Issuance of the bonds on December 31, 20X7. Credit Convertible Bonds Payable.
b. Payment of interest and amortization of the bonds on June 30, 20X8.
c. Payment of interest and amortization of the bonds on December 31, 20X8.
d. Conversion by the bondholders on July 1, 20X9, of bonds with face value of

$200,000 into 10,000 shares of Digital Connections’ $1-par common stock. (p. 441)
3. Show how Digital Connections would report the remaining bonds payable on its balance

sheet at December 31, 20X9. (pp. 436–437)

P8-61A (Learning Objective 4: Financing operations with debt or with stock) Outback
Sporting Goods is embarking on a massive expansion. Assume plans call for opening 20 new
stores during the next 2 years. Each store is scheduled to be 50% larger than the company’s
existing locations, offering more items of inventory, and with more elaborate displays.
Management estimates that company operations will provide $1 million of the cash needed
for expansion. Outback must raise the remaining $6 million from outsiders. The board of
directors is considering obtaining the $6 million either through borrowing or by issuing com-
mon stock.

� Required

Write a memo to Outback’s  management discussing the advantages and disadvantages of bor-
rowing and of issuing common stock to raise the needed cash. Which method of raising the
funds would you recommend? (p. 442)

P8-62A (Learning Objective 5: Reporting liabilities on the balance sheet; times-interest-
earned ratio) The accounting records of Pacer Foods, Inc., include the following items at
December 31, 20X8:

Mortgage note payable,

current .................................... $  50,000

Accumulated pension

benefit obligation .................... 463,000

Bonds payable, long-term............ 490,000

Mortgage note payable,

long-term ................................ 150,000

Bonds payable, current portion ... 70,000

Interest expense........................... 67,000

Accumulated depreciation,

equipment ....................... $219,000

Discount on bonds payable

(all long-term) ................. 7,000

Operating income................ 291,000

Equipment........................... 487,000

Pension plan assets

(market value) ................. 382,000

Interest payable ................... 9,000

� Required

1. Show how each relevant item would be reported on the Pacer Foods, Inc., classified
balance sheet, including headings and totals for current liabilities and long-term liabil-
ities. (pp. 425, 438)
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2. Answer the following questions about Pacer’s financial position at December 31, 20X8:
a. What is the carrying amount of the bonds payable (combine the current and long-

term amounts)? (p. 438)
b. Why is the interest-payable amount so much less than the amount of interest

expense? (Challenge)
3. How many times did Pacer cover its interest expense during 20X8? (p. 445)

(Group B)

P8-63B (Learning Objective 1: Measuring current liabilities) Goldwater Corporation
experienced these 5 events during the current year:

a. December sales totaled $50,000, and Goldwater collected an additional state sales
tax of 6%. This amount will be sent to the state of Indiana early in January. (p. 419)

b. On November 30, Goldwater received rent of $6,000 in advance for a lease on
unused store space. This rent will be earned evenly over 3 months. (p. 421)

c. On September 30, Goldwater signed a 6-month, 9% note payable to purchase store
fixtures costing $12,000. The note requires payment of principal and interest at
maturity. (p. 419)

d. Sales of $400,000 were covered by Goldwater’s product warranty. At January 1, esti-
mated warranty payable was $12,400. During the year, Goldwater recorded warranty
expense of $22,300 and paid warranty claims of $24,600. (pp. 422–423)

e. Goldwater owes $100,000 on a long-term note payable. At December 31, 6% inter-
est since July 31 and $20,000 of this principal are payable within 1 year. (p. 420)

� Required

For each item, indicate the account and the related amount to be reported as a current liabil-
ity on the Goldwater Corporation balance sheet at December 31.

P8-64B (Learning Objective 1: Recording liability-related transactions) Assume that the
following transactions of Mardell Book Stores occurred during 20X8 and 20X9.

� Required

Record the transactions in the company’s journal. Explanations are not required. (pp. 419–420)

20X8

Jan. 9 Purchased store fixtures at a cost of $50,000, signing an 8%, 
6-month note payable for that amount.

June 30 Borrowed $200,000 on a 9% note payable that calls for annual
installment payments of $50,000 principal plus interest. Record
the short-term note payable in a separate account from the long-
term note payable.

July 9 Paid the 6-month, 8% note at maturity.

Dec. 31 Accrued warranty expense, which is estimated at 3% of sales of 
$600,000.

 31 Accrued interest on the outstanding note payable.

20X9

June 30 Paid the first installment and interest for 1 year on the 
outstanding note payable.
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P8-65B (Learning Objective 2: Recording bond transactions (at par) and reporting bonds
payable on the balance sheet) Assume the board of directors of Fiesta Bowl Arizona

Corporation authorizes the issue of $1 million of 8%, 20-year bonds payable. The semian-
nual interest dates are March 31 and September 30. The bonds are issued on March 31, 20X8,
at par.

� Required

1. Journalize the following transactions: (pp. 430–431)
a. Issuance of the bonds on March 31, 20X8.
b. Payment of interest on September 30, 20X8.
c. Accrual of interest on December 31, 20X8.
d. Payment of interest on March 31, 20X9.

2. Report interest payable and bonds payable as they would appear on the Fiesta Bowl
Arizona Corporation balance sheet at December 31, 20X8. (pp. 435–437)

P8-66B (Learning Objective 2, 5: Issuing notes at a discount, amortizing by the straight-line
method, and reporting notes payable on the balance sheet) On February 28, 20X8, Kids R Us,
Inc., issues 7%, 10-year notes payable with a face value of $300,000. The notes pay interest on
February 28 and August 31, and Kids R Us amortizes bonds by the straight-line method.

� Required

1. If the market interest rate is 6% when Kids R Us issues its notes, will the notes be priced
at par, at a premium, or at a discount? Explain. (p. 430)

2. If the market interest rate is 8% when Kids R Us issues its notes, will the notes be priced
at par, at a premium, or at a discount? Explain. (p. 430)

3. Assume that the issue price of the notes is 96. Journalize the following note payable
transactions: (pp. 431–432, 439–440)
a. Issuance of the notes on February 28, 20X8.
b. Payment of interest and amortization of the bonds on August 31, 20X8.
c. Accrual of interest and amortization of the bonds on December 31, 20X8.
d. Payment of interest and amortization of the bonds on February 28, 20X9.

4. Report interest payable and notes payable as they would appear on the Kids R Us balance
sheet at December 31, 20X8. (pp. 435–437)

P8-67B (Learning Objective 2: Accounting for bonds payable at a discount and amortizing
by the straight-line method)

1. Journalize the following transactions of Ski Boats Unlimited: (pp. 431–432, 439–440)

2. At December 31, 20X4, after all year-end adjustments, determine the carrying amount of
Ski Boats Unlimited’s bonds payable, net. (pp. 435–437)

3. For the 6 months ended July 1, 20X4, determine the following for Ski Boats Unlimited:
(pp. 440–441)
a. Interest expense b. Cash interest paid
What causes interest expense on the bonds to exceed cash interest paid? (p. 434)

20X4

Jan. 1 Issued $100,000 of 8%, 5-year bonds payable at 94.

July 1 Paid semiannual interest and amortized the bonds by the

straight-line method on our 8% bonds payable.

Dec. 31 Accrued semiannual interest expense and amortized the bonds by 
the straight-line method on our 8% bonds payable.

20X9

Jan. 1 Paid the 8% bonds at maturity.

20X5

Jan. 1 Paid semiannual interest.
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Assess Your Progress � 471

P8-68B (Learning Objective 2, 3, 5: Analyzing a company’s long-term debt and reporting the
long-term debt on the balance sheet (effective-interest method)) The notes to the Christian
Charities financial statements reported the following data on December 31, Year 1 (end of the
fiscal year):

Note D—Long-Term Debt

7% bonds payable, due in Year 7..............................

Less: Discount ........................................................... $473,968(26,032)

$500,000

6½% notes payable; principal due in annual 

amounts of $50,000 in Years 5 through 10............... 300,000

Christian Charities amortizes bonds by the effective-interest method and pays all interest
amounts at December 31.

� Required

1. Answer the following questions about Christian Charities’ long-term liabilities: (p. 432)
a. What is the maturity value of the 7% bonds?
b. What is Christian Charities’ annual cash interest payment on the 7% bonds?
c. What is the carrying amount of the 7% bonds at December 31, Year 1?

2. Prepare an amortization table through December 31, Year 4, for the 7% bonds. The mar-
ket interest rate on the bonds was 8%. Round all amounts to the nearest dollar. How
much is Christian Charities’ interest expense on the 7% bonds for the year ended
December 31, Year 4? (p. 432)

3. Show how Christian Charities would report the 7% bonds payable and the 6 1/2% notes
payable at December 31, Year 4. (pp. 432, 435–437)

P8-69B (Learning Objective 2, 3, 5: Issuing convertible bonds at a premium, by the effec-
tive-interest method, retiring bonds early, converting bonds, and reporting the bonds
payable on the balance sheet) On December 31, 20X6, Caribbean Cruise Lines (CCL) issues
9%, 10-year convertible bonds payable with a maturity value of $300,000. The semiannual
interest dates are June 30 and December 31. The market interest rate is 8%, and the issue
price of the bonds is 106. CCL amortizes bonds by the effective-interest method.

� Required

1. Prepare an effective-interest-method amortization table for the first 4 semiannual interest
periods. (p. 438)

2. Journalize the following transactions. (pp. 435–441)
a. Issuance of the bonds on December 31, 20X6. Credit Convertible Bonds Payable.
b. Payment of interest and amortization of the bonds on June 30, 20X7.
c. Payment of interest and amortization of the bonds on December 31, 20X7.
d. Conversion by the bondholders on July 1, 20X8, of bonds with face value of

$150,000 into 10,000 shares of CCL’s $1-par common stock.
3. Show how Caribbean Cruise Lines would report the remaining bonds payable on its bal-

ance sheet at December 31, 20X8. (pp. 435–437)

P8-70B (Learning Objective 4: Financing operations with debt or with stock) Two busi-
nesses in very different circumstances are pondering how to raise $2 million.

Pizzazz.com has fallen on hard times. Net income has been low for the last 3 years, even
falling by 10% from last year’s level of profits, and cash flow also took a nose dive. Top man-
agement has experienced some turnover and has stabilized only recently. To become compet-
itive again, Pizzazz.com needs $2 million to invest in new technology.

MeToo Personals is in the midst of its most successful period since it began operations in
2005. Net income has increased by 25%. The outlook for the future is bright with new mar-
kets opening up and competitors unable to compete with MeToo Personals. As a result MeToo
is planning a large-scale expansion.
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472 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

� Required

Propose a plan for each company to raise the needed cash. Which company should borrow?
Which company should issue stock? Consider the advantages and the disadvantages of rais-
ing money by borrowing and by issuing stock and discuss them in your answer. (p. 442)

P8-71B (Learning Objective 5: Reporting liabilities on the balance sheet, times-interest-
earned ratio) The accounting records of Hartford Financial Services include the following
items at December 31, 20X6:

� Required

1. Show how each relevant item would be reported on Hartford Financial Services’ classified
balance sheet. Include headings and totals for current liabilities and long-term liabilities.
(pp. 425, 438)

2. Answer the following questions about the financial position of Hartford Financial
Services at December 31, 20X6:
a. What is the carrying amount of the bonds payable (combine the current and long-

term amounts)? (p. 438)
b. Why is the interest payable amount so much less than the amount of interest

expense? (Challenge)
3. How many times did Hartford cover its interest expense during 20X6? (pp. 444–445)

Interest expense....................................................... 39,000

Bonds payable, current portion ............................... 50,000

Accumulated depreciation, building ........................ 70,000

Mortgage note payable, long-term ..........................  215,000

Bonds payable, long-term........................................ 250,000

Building................................................................... 160,000

Premium on bonds payable(all long-term)............... $  13,000

Interest payable ....................................................... 3,900

Pension plan assets(market value) ........................... 402,000

Operating income....................................................  104,000

Accumulated pension benefit obligation.................. 436,000

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 2: Exploring an actual bankruptcy) In 20X2, Enron

Corporation filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, shocking the business community:
How could a company this large and this successful go bankrupt? This case explores the
causes and the effects of Enron’s bankruptcy.

At December 31, 20X0, and for the 4 years ended on that date, Enron reported the fol-
lowing (amounts in millions):

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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Apply Your Knowledge � 473

Unknown to investors and lenders, Enron also controlled hundreds of partnerships that
owed vast amounts of money. These special-purpose entities (SPEs) did not appear on the
Enron financial statements. Assume that the SPEs’ assets totaled $7,000 million and their lia-
bilities stood at $6,900 million; assume a 10% interest rate on these liabilities.

During the 4-year period up to 20X0, Enron’s stock price shot up from $17.50 to
$90.56. Enron used its escalating stock price to finance the purchase of the SPEs by guaran-
teeing lenders that Enron would give them Enron stock if the SPEs could not pay their loans.

In 20X1, the SEC launched an investigation into Enron’s accounting practices. It was
alleged that Enron should have been including the SPEs in its financial statements all along.
Enron then restated net income for years up to 20X0, wiping out nearly $600 million of total
net income (and total assets) for this 4-year period. Enron’s stock price tumbled, and the guar-
antees to the SPEs’ lenders added millions to Enron’s liabilities (assume the full amount of the
SPEs’ debt). To make matters worse, the assets of the SPEs lost much of their value; assume
that their market value is only $500 million.

� Required

1. Compute the debt ratio that Enron reported at the end of 20X0. Recompute this ratio after
including the SPEs in Enron’s financial statements. Also compute Enron’s times-interest-
earned ratio both ways for 20X0. Assume that the changes to Enron’s financial position
occurred during 20X0. (pp. 157, 444)

2. Why does it appear that Enron failed to include the SPEs in its financial statements? How
do you view Enron after including the SPEs in the company’s financial statements?
(Challenge)

Case 2. (Learning Objective 4: Analyzing alternative ways of raising $5 million) Business
is going well for Park ’N Fly, the company that operates remote parking lots near major air-
ports. The board of directors of this family-owned company believes that Park ’N Fly could
earn an additional $1.5 million income before interest and taxes by expanding into new mar-
kets. However, the $5 million that the business needs for growth cannot be raised within the
family. The directors, who strongly wish to retain family control of the company, must con-
sider issuing securities to outsiders. The directors are considering 3 financing plans.

Plan A is to borrow at 6%. Plan B is to issue 100,000 shares of common stock. Plan C is
to issue 100,000 shares of nonvoting, $3.75 preferred stock ($3.75 is the annual dividend
paid on each share of preferred stock).* Park ’N Fly presently has net income of $3.5 million
and 1 million shares of common stock outstanding. The company’s income tax rate is 35%.

� Required

1. Prepare an analysis to determine which plan will result in the highest earnings per share
of common stock. (pp. 442–443)

2. Recommend 1 plan to the board of directors. Give your reasons. (pp. 442–443)

*Operating income = $1,953
 Interest expense = $838

Balance Sheet (summarized)

Total assets ................................................................... $65,503

Total liabilities .............................................................. 54,033

Total stockholders’ equity ............................................. 11,470

Income Statements (excerpts)

20X0 19X9 19X8 19X7

Net income $979* $893 $703 $105

*For a discussion of preferred stock, see Chapter 9.
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474 � Chapter 8 Liabilities

Ethical Issues

Issue 1. Microsoft Corporation is the defendant in numerous lawsuits claiming unfair
trade practices. Microsoft has strong incentives not to disclose these contingent liabilities.
However, GAAP requires that companies report their contingent liabilities.

� Required

1. Why would a company prefer not to disclose its contingent liabilities?

2. Describe how a bank could be harmed if a company seeking a loan did not disclose its
contingent liabilities.

3. What is the ethical tightrope that companies must walk when they report their contingent
liabilities?

Issue 2. The top managers of Medtech.com borrowed heavily to develop a prescription-
medicine distribution system. Medtech’s outlook was bright, and investors poured millions
into the company. Sadly, Medtech never lived up to its potential, and the company is in bank-
ruptcy. It can’t pay about half of its liabilities.

� Required

Is it unethical for managers to saddle a company with a high level of debt? Or is it just risky?
Who could be hurt by a company’s taking on too much debt? Discuss.

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands
(Learning Objective 1, 2, 5: Analyzing current and contingent liabilities) Refer to YUM!

Brands’ financial statements in Appendix A at the end of this book.

1. YUM’s balance sheet reports a combined total for Accounts payable and other current lia-
bilities. Give the breakdown of the reported total at the end of 2006. (Challenge)

2. Income tax provision is another title for income tax expense. Why is YUM’s income tax
provision larger than income taxes payable at the end of each year? (Challenge)

3. Did YUM borrow more or pay off more short-term and long-term debt during 2006? How
can you tell? (Challenge)

4. How would experienced analysts rate YUM’s overall debt position—risky, safe, or average?
Compute the ratio at December 30, 2006 that answers this question. (p. 157)

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports
(Learning Objective 1, 2, 3, 5: Analyzing current liabilities and long-term debt) Pier 1

Imports’ financial statements in Appendix B at the end of this book report a number of lia-
bilities. Show amounts in thousands.

1. How would experienced analysts rate Pier 1’s overall debt position at year end 2006—
risky, safe, or average? Compute the ratio that enables you to answer this question. 
(pp. 157–158)

2. The statement of cash flow reports that Pier 1 completed 2 notes payable transactions and
1 long-term debt transaction during 2006. Journalize those transactions. (pp. 419, 430)

3. Use the data on the faces of Pier 1’s 2006 income statement and balance sheet to estimate
Pier 1’s average interest rate during 2006 on all company borrowings. Use the beginning
balance of long-term debt for 2006. (Challenge)

Group Projects

Project 1. Consider 3 different businesses:

1. A bank

2. A magazine publisher

3. A department store
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For each business, list all of its liabilities—both current and long-term. Then compare the 3 lists
to identify the liabilities that the 3 businesses have in common. Also identify the liabilities that
are unique to each type of business.

Project 2. Alcenon Corporation leases the majority of the assets that it uses in operations.
Alcenon prefers operating leases (versus capital leases) in order to keep the lease liability off
its balance sheet and maintain a low debt ratio.

Alcenon is negotiating a 10-year lease on an asset with an expected useful life of 15
years. The lease requires Alcenon to make 10 annual lease payments of $20,000 each, with
the first payment due at the beginning of the lease term. The leased asset has a market value
of $135,180. The lease agreement specifies no transfer of title to the lessee and includes no
bargain purchase option.

Write a report for Alcenon’s management to explain what conditions must be present for
Alcenon to be able to account for this lease as an operating lease.

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

Quick Check Answers
1. a

2. e

3. c ($200,000 × 0.025 = $5,000)

4. c [400 × 0.05 × $40 = warranty expense of $800; repaired $40 × 6 = $240; 
year-end liability = $560 ($800 - $240)]

5. e

6. e

7. a

8. b

9. c

10. b

11. e

12. a ($196,140 × .10 × 6/12 = $9,807)

13. d [Int. exp. = $9,807 Int. payment = $9,500 ($200,000 × .095 × 6/12)
$9,807 – $9,500 = $307]

14. b ($200,000 × .095 = $19,000)

15. c (See Amortization Schedule)

Interest Interest Discount Bond
Date Payment Expense Amortiz. Carry Amt.

1/1/X2 $196,140
7/1/X2 $9,500 $9,807 $307 196,447
1/1/X3 9,500 9,822 322 196,769

16. d {$196,140 + [($200,000 – $196,140) × 1/5] = $196,912}
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S P O T L I G H T

IHOP: THE BEST PANCAKES IN TOWN

It’s late and you have a history exam tomorrow morning at 8. Where do you go for a quick bite? IHOP may be

your choice, because IHOP locates near college campuses.

IHOP started in 1958 and first offered the company’s stock to the public in 1991. Now IHOP operates

1,302 restaurant and racks up annual sales of $350 million.

In this chapter we’ll show you how to account for IHOP’s issuance of stock to investors. We’ll also cover

the other elements of stockholders’ equity—Additional Paid-in Capital, Retained Earnings, and Treasury Stock,

plus dividends and stock splits. By the time you finish this chapter, you may be hungry for a stack of IHOP pan-

cakes. Or you may go out and buy some IHOP stock.

Stockholders’ Equity9
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478 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

Chapters 4 to 8 discussed accounting for assets and liabilities. By this

time, you should be familiar with all the assets and liabilities listed on IHOP’s balance
sheet. Let’s focus now on IHOP’s stockholders’ equity. In this chapter we discuss
some of the decisions a company faces when:

� paying dividends
� issuing stock

� buying back its stock

Let’s begin with the organization of a corporation.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Explain the features of a corporation

2 Account for the issuance of stock

3 Describe how treasury stock affects a company

4 Account for dividends

5 Use stock values in decision making

6 Compute return on assets and return on equity

7 Report equity transactions on the statement of cash flows

Assets

Current assets:

 Total current assets ...............................................................

Long-term receivables ...............................................................

Property and equipment, net .....................................................

Other assets...............................................................................

 Total assets............................................................................

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

Current liabilities:

 Total current liabilities ..........................................................

Long-term debt .........................................................................

Other long-term liabilities .........................................................

1 Stockholders’ equity:

2 Preferred stock, $1 par value, 10,000,000 shares authorized;

  shares issued and outstanding: none..................................

3 Common stock, $.01 par value, 40,000,000 shares authorized;

  22,718,007 shares issued and 17,873,548 shares outstanding 

4 Additional paid-in capital .....................................................

5 Retained earnings..................................................................

6 Treasury stock, at cost (4,844,459 shares).............................

7 Other equity..........................................................................

8  Total stockholders’ equity.................................................

  Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity ...........................

$   78,393

302,088

309,737

78,652

$ 768,870

$   64,105

94,468

321,084

—

227

131,748

358,975

(201,604)

(133)

289,213

$ 768,870

(In thousands, except number of shares)

IHOP Corp.
Consolidated Balance Sheet (Adapted) 

December 31, 2006
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What’s the Best Way to Organize a Business? � 479

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO ORGANIZE A BUSINESS?
Anyone starting a business must decide how to organize the company. Corporations

differ from proprietorships and partnerships in several ways.

Separate Legal Entity. A corporation is a business entity formed under state law.

It is a distinct entity, an artificial person that exists apart from its owners, the

stockholders, or shareholders. The corporation has many of the rights that a person

has. For example, a corporation may buy, own, and sell property. Assets and liabilities

in the business belong to the corporation and not to its owners. The corporation may

enter into contracts, sue, and be sued.

Nearly all large companies, such as IHOP, Toyota, and Wal-Mart, are corpora-

tions. Their full names may include Corporation or Incorporated (abbreviated Corp.

and Inc.) to indicate that they are corporations, for example, IHOP Corp. and Pier 1

Imports, Inc. Corporations can also use the word Company, such as Ford Motor

Company.

Continuous Life and Transferability of Ownership. Corporations have

continuous lives regardless of changes in their ownership. The stockholders of a corpo-

ration may buy more of the stock, sell the stock to another person, give it away, or

bequeath it in a will. The transfer of the stock from one person to another does not

affect the continuity of the corporation. In contrast, proprietorships and partnerships

terminate when their ownership changes.

Limited Liability. Stockholders have limited liability for the corporation’s debts.

They have no personal obligation for corporate liabilities. The most that a stock-

holder can lose on an investment in a corporation’s stock is the cost of the invest-

ment. Limited liability is one of the most attractive features of the corporate form of

organization. It enables corporations to raise more capital from a wider group of

investors than proprietorships and partnerships can. By contrast, proprietors and

partners are personally liable for all the debts of their businesses.1

Separation of Ownership and Management. Stockholders own the corpora-

tion, but the board of directors—elected by the stockholders—appoints officers to

manage the business. Thus, stockholders may invest $1,000 or $1 million in the cor-

poration without having to manage it.

Management’s goal is to maximize the firm’s value for the stockholders. But

the separation between owners and managers may create problems. Corporate offi-

cers may run the business for their own benefit and not for the stockholders. For

example, the CEO of Tyco Corporation was accused of looting Tyco of $600 million.

The CFO of Enron Corporation set up outside partnerships and paid himself mil-

lions to manage the partnerships—unknown to Enron stockholders. Both men

went to prison.

Corporate Taxation. Corporations are separate taxable entities. They pay several

taxes not borne by proprietorships or partnerships, including an annual franchise tax

levied by the state. The franchise tax keeps the corporate charter in force.

Corporations also pay federal and state income taxes.

Corporate earnings are subject to double taxation on their income.

OBJECTIVE

1 Explain the features of a
corporation

1Unless the business is organized as a limited-liability company (LLC) or a limited-liability partnership (LLP).IS
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480 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

� First, corporations pay income taxes on their corporate income.
� Then stockholders pay personal income tax on the cash dividends received

from corporations. Proprietorships and partnerships pay no business income

tax. Instead, the business’s tax falls solely on the owners.

Government Regulation. Because stockholders have only limited liability for

corporation debts, outsiders doing business with the corporation can look no further

than the corporation if it fails to pay. To protect a corporation’s creditors and stock-

holders, both federal and state governments monitor corporations. The regulations

mainly ensure that corporations disclose the information that investors and creditors

need to make informed decisions. Accounting provides much of this information.

Exhibit 9-1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the corporate

form of business organization.

ORGANIZING A CORPORATION

The creation of a corporation begins when its organizers, called the incorporators,

obtain a charter from the state. The charter includes the authorization for the corpo-

ration to issue a certain number of shares of stock. A share of stock is the basic unit

of ownership for a corporation. The incorporators

� pay fees
� sign the charter
� file documents with the state
� agree to a set of bylaws, which act as the constitution for governing the

company.

The corporation then comes into existence.

Ultimate control of the corporation rests with the stockholders who elect a

board of directors that sets company policy and appoints officers. The board elects a

chairperson, who usually is the most powerful person in the organization. The chair-

person of the board of directors has the title chief executive officer (CEO). The board

also designates the president, who is the chief operating officer (COO) in charge of

day-to-day operations. Most corporations also have vice presidents in charge of sales,

manufacturing, accounting and finance (the chief financial officer, or CFO), and other

key areas. Exhibit 9-2 shows the authority structure in a corporation.

Advantages and Disadvantages
of a Corporation

E X H I B I T  9 - 1

1. Can raise more capital than a proprietorship

 or partnership can

2. Continuous life

3. Ease of transferring ownership

4. Limited liability of stockholders  

Advantages

1. Separation of ownership and management

2. Corporate taxation

3. Government regulation

Disadvantages
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Organizing a Corporation � 481

Stockholders’ Rights

Ownership of stock entitles stockholders to 4 basic rights, unless a specific right is

withheld by agreement with the stockholders:

1. Vote. The right to participate in management by voting on matters that

come before the stockholders. This is the stockholder’s sole voice in the

management of the corporation. A stockholder gets 1 vote for each share of

stock owned.

2. Dividends. The right to receive a proportionate part of any dividend. Each share

of stock in a particular class receives an equal dividend.

3. Liquidation. The right to receive a proportionate share of any assets remaining

after the corporation pays its liabilities in liquidation. Liquidation means to go

out of business, sell the assets, pay all liabilities, and distribute any remaining

cash to the owners.

4. Preemption. The right to maintain one’s proportionate ownership in the corpora-

tion. Suppose you own 5% of a corporation’s stock. If the corporation issues

100,000 new shares, it must offer you the opportunity to buy 5% (5,000) of the

new shares. This right, called the preemptive right, is usually withheld from the

stockholders.

E X H I B I T  9 - 2 Authority Structure in a Corporation

Controller
(Accounting Officer)

Treasurer
(Finance Officer)

Stockholders

Board of Directors

Chairperson of the Board (Chief Executive Officer)

President (Chief Operating Officer)

Vice President,
Manufacturing

Vice President,
Sales

Vice President,
Personnel

SecretaryChief Financial
Officer

elect the

which elects the

and the

who leads

who manage day-to-day operations
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482 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

Stockholders’ Equity

As we saw in Chapter 1, stockholders’ equity represents the stockholders’ owner-

ship interest in the assets of a corporation. Stockholders’ equity is divided into 2

main parts:

1. Paid-in capital, also called contributed capital. This is the amount of stock-

holders’ equity the stockholders have contributed to the corporation. Paid-in

capital includes the stock accounts and any additional paid-in capital.

2. Retained earnings. This is the amount of stockholders’ equity the corporation

has earned through profitable operations and has not used for dividends.

Companies report stockholders’ equity by source. They report paid-in capital

separately from retained earnings because most states prohibit the declaration of cash

dividends from paid-in capital. Thus, cash dividends are declared from retained

earnings.

The owners’ equity of a corporation is divided into shares of stock. A corpora-

tion issues stock certificates to its owners when the company receives their investment

in the business—usually cash. Because stock represents the corporation’s capital, it is

often called capital stock. The basic unit of capital stock is 1 share. A corporation may

issue a stock certificate for any number of shares—1, 100, or any other number—but

the total number of authorized shares is limited by charter. Exhibit 9-3 shows an

actual stock certificate for 288 shares of Central Jersey Bancorp common stock.

E X H I B I T  9 - 3 Stock Certificate

Par value of $2.50

Company name

Stockholder name

Number of shares 
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Organizing a Corporation � 483

Stock in the hands of a stockholder is said to be outstanding. The total number of

shares of stock outstanding at any time represents 100% ownership of the corporation.

Classes of Stock

Corporations issue different types of stock to appeal to a variety of investors. The

stock of a corporation may be either

� Common or preferred � Par or no-par

Common and Preferred. Every corporation issues common stock, the basic

form of capital stock. Unless designated otherwise, the word stock is understood to

mean “common stock.” Common stockholders have the 4 basic rights of stock own-

ership, unless a right is specifically withheld. The common stockholders are the own-

ers of the corporation. They stand to benefit the most if the corporation succeeds

because they take the most risk by investing in common stock.

Preferred stock gives its owners certain advantages over common stockhold-

ers. Preferred stockholders receive dividends before the common stockholders and

they also receive assets before the common stockholders if the corporation liquidates.

Owners of preferred stock also have the 4 basic stockholder rights, unless a right is

specifically denied. Companies may issue different classes of preferred stock (Class A

and Class B or Series A and Series B, for example). Each class of stock is recorded in

a separate account. The most preferred stockholders can expect to earn is their fixed

dividend. 

Preferred stock is a hybrid between common stock and long-term debt. Like debt,

preferred stock pays a fixed dividend. But like stock, the dividend is not required to be

paid unless the board of directors declares the dividend. Also, companies have no obli-

gation to pay back true preferred stock. Preferred stock that must be redeemed (paid

back) by the corporation is a liability masquerading as a stock.

Preferred stock is rare. A recent survey of 600 corporations revealed that only

9% of them had preferred stock (Exhibit 9-4). All corporations have common stock.

The balance sheet of IHOP Corp. (p. 478, line 2) shows that IHOP is authorized to

issue preferred stock. To date, however, IHOP has issued none of the preferred.

E X H I B I T  9 - 4 Preferred Stock

Corporations
with preferred

stock

Corporations
with no

preferred stock

9%

91%
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484 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

Exhibit 9-5 shows some of the similarities and differences among common

stock, preferred stock, and long-term debt.

Comparison of Common Stock, Preferred
Stock, and Long-Term Debt

E X H I B I T  9 - 5

1. Obligation to repay principal

2. Dividends/interest

3. Obligation to pay

 dividends/interest

Common Stock

No

Dividends are not

tax-deductible

Only after

declaration

Preferred Stock

No

Dividends are not

tax-deductible

Only after

declaration

Long-Term Debt

Yes

Interest expense

is tax-deductible

At fixed rates

and dates

Par Value and No-Par. Stock may be par-value stock or no-par stock. Par value is

an arbitrary amount assigned by a company to a share of its stock. Most companies

set the par value of their common stock low to avoid legal difficulties from issuing

their stock below par. Most states require companies to maintain a minimum amount

of stockholders’ equity for the protection of creditors, and this minimum is often

called the corporation’s legal capital. For corporations with par-value stock, legal

capital is the par value of the shares issued.

The par value of PepsiCo common stock is 1 2/3 cents per share. Best Buy

common stock carries a par value of $1 per share, and Pier 1 Imports’ common

stock has par value of $1 per share. Par value of preferred stock is sometimes higher.

No-par stock does not have par value. But some no-par stock has a stated value,

which makes it similar to par-value stock. The stated value is an arbitrary amount

similar to par value. In a recent survey, only 9% of the companies had no-par 

stock outstanding. Apple Computer, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, and Sony have 

no-par stock.

ISSUING STOCK

Large corporations such as IHOP, PepsiCo, and Microsoft need huge quantities of

money to operate. Corporations may sell stock directly to the stockholders or use the

service of an underwriter, such as the brokerage firms Merrill Lynch and Goldman

Sachs. Companies often advertise the issuance of their stock to attract investors. The

Wall Street Journal is the most popular medium for such advertisements, which are

also called tombstones. Exhibit 9-6 is a reproduction of IHOP’s tombstone, which

appeared in The Wall Street Journal.

OBJECTIVE

2Account for the issuance
of stock
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E X H I B I T  9 - 6 Announcement of Public Offering of IHOP Stock (Adapted)

Lead foreign
underwriter

Number of shares
offered to the public

Company issuing
the stock

Class of stock

Par value per share

Lead U.S.
underwriter

Issue price: the amount
per share that IHOP 
received for the stock

The lead underwriter of IHOP’s public offering was First Boston. Outside the

United States, Credit Suisse First Boston led the way. Several other domestic brokerage

firms and investment bankers sold IHOP stock to their clients. In its initial public
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486 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

offering (Exhibit 9-6), IHOP sought to raise $62 million of capital (6.2 million shares

at the offering price of $10 per share). Let’s see how a stock issuance works.

Common Stock

Common Stock at Par. Suppose IHOP’s common stock carried a par value of $10

per share. The entry for issuance of 6.2 million shares of stock at par would be

IHOP’s assets and stockholders’ equity increase by the same amount.

Common Stock Above Par. Most corporations set par value low and issue

common stock for a price above par. IHOP’s common stock has a par value of $0.01

(1 cent) per share. The $9.99 difference between issue price ($10) and par value

($0.01) is additional paid-in capital. Both the par value of the stock and the addi-

tional amount are part of paid-in capital.

Because the entity is dealing with its own stockholders, a sale of stock is not

gain, income, or profit to the corporation. This situation illustrates one of the funda-

mentals of accounting:

A company neither earns a profit nor incurs a loss when it sells its
stock to, or buys its stock from, its own stockholders.

With par value of $0.01, IHOP’s actual entry to record the issuance of common stock

looked something like this:

Liabilities

0

=

=

+ Stockholders’ Equity

+ 62,000,000

Assets

+ 62,000,000

62,000,000

62,000,000Jan. 8 Cash (6,200,000 � $10)

 Common Stock

To issue common stock.

62,000

61,938,000

62,000,000July 23 Cash (6,200,000 � $10)

 Common Stock (6,200,000 � $0.01)

 Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par—Common

  (6,200,000 � $9.99)

To issue common stock.

Both assets and equity increase by the same amount.

Liabilities

0

=

=

+ Stockholders’ Equity

+ 62,000

Assets

+ 62,000,000

+ 61,938,000
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Issuing Stock � 487

Another title for Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par—Common is Additional Paid-in

Capital, as used by IHOP Corporation (p. 478, line 4). At the end of the year, IHOP

could report stockholders’ equity on its balance sheet as follows:

All the transactions in this section include a receipt of cash by the corporation as

it issues new stock. The transactions we illustrate are different from those reported in

the daily news. In those transactions, one stockholder sold stock to another investor.

The corporation doesn’t record those transactions because they were between 2 out-

side parties.

Common stock, $0.01 par, 40 million shares

 authorized, 6.2 million shares issued................

Paid-in capital in excess of par..............................

 Total paid-in capital.........................................

Retained earnings..................................................

Total stockholders’ equity .....................................

$       62,000

61,938,000

62,000,000

358,975

 $62,358,975

Stockholders’ Equity

STOP & think. . .

Examine IHOP’s balance sheet at December 31, 2006 (p. 478). Answer these questions about IHOP’s actual

stock transactions (amounts in thousands, except per share):

1. What was IHOP’s total paid-in capital at December 31, 2006?

2. How many shares of common stock had IHOP issued through the end of 2006 (in thousands)?

3. What was the average issue price of the IHOP stock that the company had issued through the end of 2006?

Answers:

1.

2.

3.

IHOP has issued its stock at an average price of $5.81 per share.

Total paid-in capital........................................ $227 + $131,748 = $131,975

Number of shares issued ................................. 22,718

December 31,
2006

=
Total received from issuance of stock

Shares issued
=

$131,975

22,718

= $5.81 per share

Average issue price of stock
through the end of 2006
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488 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

No-Par Common Stock. To record the issuance of no-par stock, the company

debits the asset received and credits the stock account for the cash value of the asset

received. Suppose Apple Computer issues 855 million shares of no-par common

stock for $4,355 million. Apple’s stock issuance entry is (in millions)

Apple’s charter authorizes the company to issue 1,800 million shares of no-par

stock, and the company has approximately $5,629 in retained earnings. Apple

Computer, Inc., reports stockholders’ equity on the balance sheet as follows (in millions)

You can see that a company with true no-par stock has no Additional Paid-in

Capital account.

No-Par Common Stock with a Stated Value. Accounting for no-par stock

with a stated value is identical to accounting for par-value stock. The excess over

stated value is credited to Additional Paid-in Capital.

Common Stock Issued for Assets Other Than Cash. When a corporation

issues stock and receieves assets other than cash, the company records the assets

received at their current market value and credits the stock and additional paid-in

capital accounts accordingly. The assets’ prior book value isn’t relevant because the

stockholder will demand stock equal to the market value of the asset given. Kahn

Corporation issued 15,000 shares of its $1 par common stock for equipment worth

$4,000 and a building worth $120,000. Kahn’s entry is

15,000

109,000

4,000

120,000

Nov. 12 Equipment

Building

  Common Stock (15,000 � $1)

  Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par—Common

   ($124,000 − $15,000)

To issue no-par common stock in exchange for equipment

and a building.

Common stock, no par, 1,800 shares

 authorized, 855 shares issued.................

Retained earnings........................................

Total stockholders’ equity ...........................

$4,355

5,629

$9,984

Stockholders’ Equity

Liabilities

0

=

=

+ Stockholders’ Equity

+ 4,355

Assets

+ 4,355

4,355

4,355Aug. 14 Cash

 Common Stock

To issue no-par common stock.
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Issuing Stock � 489

Assets and equity both increase by $124,000.

A Stock Issuance for Other Than Cash Can Create an
Ethical Challenge

Generally accepted accounting principles require a company to record its stock at the

fair market value of whatever the corporation receives in exchange for the stock.

When the corporation receives cash, there is clear evidence of the value of the stock

because cash is worth its face amount. But when the corporation receives an asset

other than cash, the value of the asset can create an ethical challenge.

A computer whiz may start a new company by investing computer software.

The software may be market-tested or it may be new. The software may be worth mil-

lions or worthless. The corporation must record the asset received and the stock

given with a journal entry such as the following:

If the software is really worth $500,000, the accounting records are okay. But if the

software is new and untested, the assets and equity may be overstated.

Suppose your computer-whiz friend invites you to invest in the new business

and shows you this balance sheet:

500,000

500,000Software

 Common Stock

Issued stock in exchange for software.

Liabilities

0

=

=

+ Stockholders’ Equity

+ 15,000

+ 109,000

Assets

+ 4,000

+ 120,000

Gee-Whiz Computer Solutions, Inc.
Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X8

Computer software ...............

Total assets............................

$500,000

$500,000

Common stock.............................

Total liabilities and equity............

$     -0-    

500,000

$500,000

Assets Liabilities

Stockholders’ Equity

Companies like to report large asset and equity amounts on their balance

sheets. That makes them look prosperous and creditworthy. Gee-Whiz looks debt-

free and appears to have a valuable asset. Will you invest in this new business? Here

are 2 takeaway lessons:

� Some accounting values are more solid than others.
� Not all financial statements mean exactly what they say—unless they are

audited by independent CPAs.IS
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490 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

Preferred Stock

Accounting for preferred stock follows the pattern we illustrated for common. When a

company issues preferred stock, it credits Preferred Stock at its par value, with any

excess credited to Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par—Preferred. This is an entirely sepa-

rate account from Paid-in-Capital in Excess of Par—Common. Accounting for no-par

preferred follows the pattern for no-par common stock. When reporting stockholders’

equity on the balance sheet, a corporation lists its accounts in this order:

� preferred stock
� common stock
� retained earnings

as illustrated for IHOP on page 478.

In Chapter 8 we saw how to account for convertible bonds payable (p. 441).

Companies also issue convertible preferred stock. The preferred stock is usually con-

vertible into the company’s common stock and always at the discretion of the preferred

stockholders. Whenever the common stock’s market price gets high enough—or the

preferred’s market price gets low enough—holders of convertible preferred will convert

their stock into common. Here are some representative journal entries for convertible

preferred stock, using assumed amounts:

As you can see, we merely remove Preferred Stock from the books and give the

new Common Stock the prior book value of the preferred.

8,000

42,000

50,0002010 Convertible Preferred Stock

 Common Stock

 Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par—Common

Investors converted preferred into common.

50,000

50,0002008 Cash

 Convertible Preferred Stock

Issued convertible preferred stock.
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MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
1. Test your understanding of the first half of this chapter by deciding whether each of the

following statements is true or false.
a. The policy-making body in a corporation is called the board of directors.
b. The owner of 100 shares of preferred stock has greater voting rights than the owner

of 100 shares of common stock.
c. Par-value stock is worth more than no-par stock.
d. Issuance of 1,000 shares of $5 par-value stock at $12 increases contributed capital by

$12,000.
e. The issuance of no-par stock with a stated value is fundamentally different from issu-

ing par-value stock.
f. A corporation issues its preferred stock in exchange for land and a building with a

combined market value of $200,000. This transaction increases the corporation’s
owners’ equity by $200,000 regardless of the assets’ prior book values.

g. Preferred stock is a riskier investment than common stock.
2. Adolfo Company has 2 classes of common stock. Only the Class A common

stockholders are entitled to vote. The company’s balance sheet included the following
presentation:

� Required
a. Record the issuance of the Class A common stock. Use the Adolfo account titles.
b. Record the issuance of the Class B common stock. Use the Adolfo account titles.
c. How much of Adolfo’s stockholders’ equity was contributed by the stockholders? How

much was provided by profitable operations? Does this division of equity suggest that
the company has been successful? Why or why not?

d. Write a sentence to describe what Adolfo’s stockholders’ equity means.

Answers
1.a. True b. False c. False d. True e. False f. True g. False
2.a.

Stockholders’ Equity

Capital stock:

Class A common stock, voting, $1 par value,

 authorized and issued 1,260,000 shares..................

Class B common stock, nonvoting, no par value,

 authorized and issued 46,200,000 shares................

Additional paid-in capital.............................................

Retained earnings.........................................................

$    1,260,000

11,000,000

12,260,000

2,011,000

872,403,000

$886,674,000

1,260,000

2,011,000

3,271,000Cash

 Class A Common Stock

 Additional Paid-in Capital

To record issuance of Class A common stock.
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11,000,000

11,000,000Cash

 Class B Common Stock

To record issuance of Class B common stock.

c. Contributed by the stockholders: $14,271,000 ($12,260,000 + $2,011,000).
Provided by profitable operations: $872,403,000.

This division suggests that the company has been successful because most of its stock-
holders’ equity has come from profitable operations.

d. Adolfo stockholders’ equity of $886,674,000 means that the company’s stockholders
own $886,674,000 of the business’s assets.

AUTHORIZED, ISSUED, AND OUTSTANDING STOCK

It’s important to distinguish among 3 distinctly different numbers of a company’s

stock. The following examples use IHOP’s actual data from page 478.

� Authorized stock is the maximum number of shares the company can issue

under its present charter. IHOP is authorized to issue 40 million shares of com-

mon stock.
� Issued stock is the number of shares the company has issued to its stockhold-

ers. This is a cumulative total from the company’s beginning up through the

current date. As of December 31, 2006, IHOP had issued 22,718,007 shares of

its common stock.
� Outstanding stock is the number of shares that the stockholders own (that is,

the number of shares outstanding in the hands of the stockholders). Outstanding

stock is issued stock minus treasury stock. At December 31, 2006, IHOP had

17,873,548 shares of common stock outstanding, computed as follows:

Now let’s learn about treasury stock.

TREASURY STOCK

A company’s own stock that it has issued and later reacquired is called treasury stock.2

In effect, the corporation holds this stock in its treasury. Corporations purchase their

own stock for several reasons:

1. The company has issued all its authorized stock and needs some stock for dis-

tributions to employees under stock purchase plans.

2. The business wants to increase net assets by buying its stock low and hoping to

resell it for a higher price.

3. Management wants to avoid a takeover by an outside party.

Issued shares (line 3) ............................

Less: Treasury shares (line 6)................

Outstanding shares (line 3)...................

(4,844,459)

17,873,548

22,718,007

OBJECTIVE

3Describe how treasury
stock affects a company 

2In this text, we illustrate the cost method of accounting for treasury stock because it is used most widely.

Other methods are presented in intermediate accounting courses.
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Should a Company Buy Back Its Own Stock?

Let’s illustrate the accounting for treasury stock for IHOP Corp. We use rounded

amounts, as adapted, and stated in thousands. If IHOP had not purchased any treas-

ury stock, the company could have reported the following stockholders’ equity at

December 31, 2006 (amounts in thousands):

Assume that during 2007, IHOP paid $201,604 to purchase some of its common

stock as treasury stock. IHOP would record the purchase of treasury stock as follows

(in thousands):

Treasury stock is recorded at cost—without regard to the par value of the stock.

Treasury Stock has a debit balance, the opposite of the other equity accounts.

Therefore, Treasury Stock is contra stockholders’ equity, reported beneath Retained

Earnings on the balance sheet. Treasury Stock’s balance is subtracted from equity as

shown for IHOP (amounts in thousands):

Compare IHOP’s total equity before the purchase of treasury stock ($490,817)

and after ($289,213). IHOP’s total equity decreased by $201,604, the cost of the

treasury stock. The purchase of treasury stock has the opposite effect of issuing stock:

� Issuing stock grows assets and equity.
� Purchasing treasury stock shrinks assets and equity.

Common stock........................................................

Paid-in capital in excess of par—common...............

Retained earnings....................................................

Less Treasury stock (at cost)....................................

Other equity............................................................

Total stockholders’ equity .......................................

$       227

131,748

358,975

(201,604)

(133)

$289,213

(After Purchase of Treasury Stock)

Liabilities

0

=

=

+ Stockholders’ Equity

− 201,604

Assets

− 201,604

201,604

201,604

2007

Nov. 12 Treasury Stock

 Cash

Purchased treasury stock.

Common stock................................

Additional paid-in capital................

Retained earnings............................

Other equity....................................

Total stockholders’ equity ...............

$       227

131,748

358,975

(133)

$490,817

(Before Purchase of Treasury Stock)
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494 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

Treasury stock is so named because it is held in the company treasury awaiting

resale. Now let’s see how to account for the sale of treasury stock.

Sale of Treasury Stock

Selling treasury stock grows assets and equity exactly as issuing new stock does.

Suppose IHOP resells its treasury stock in 2008 for $250,000. The sale increases

assets and equity by the full amount of cash received. IHOP would record this sale of

treasury stock as follows (in thousands):

If IHOP had sold the treasury stock for a price below cost, then IHOP could have

debited Retained Earnings for the difference.

Summary of Treasury-Stock Transactions

There are only 2 types of treasury-stock transactions:

� Buying treasury stock. Assets and equity decrease by an amount equal to the

cost of treasury stock purchased.
� Selling treasury stock. Assets and equity increase by an amount equal to the sale

price of the treasury stock sold.

Retirement of Stock

A corporation may purchase its own stock and retire it by canceling the stock certifi-

cates. Companies retire their preferred stock to avoid paying dividends on the pre-

ferred stock. The retired stock cannot be reissued. When a company retires its stock,

the journal entry credits Cash and debits the stock account and any additional paid-

in capital on the stock. Retirements of common stock are rare.

RETAINED EARNINGS, DIVIDENDS, AND SPLITS

The Retained Earnings account carries the balance of the business’s net income, less

its net losses and less any declared dividends that have been accumulated over the

corporation’s lifetime. Retained means “held onto.” Successful companies grow by

reinvesting back into the business the assets they generate through profitable opera-

tions. IHOP Corp. is an example; the vast majority of IHOP’s equity comes from

retained earnings.

The Retained Earnings account is not a reservoir of cash for paying dividends to the

stockholders. In fact, the corporation may have a large balance in Retained Earnings but

Liabilities

0

=

=

+ Stockholders’ Equity

+ 201,604

+ 48,396

Assets

+ 250,000

201,604

48,396

250,000

2008

July 22 Cash

 Treasury Stock

 Paid-in Capital from Treasury Stock Transactions

  (or Additional Paid-in Capital—Common)

Sold treasury stock.
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not have enough cash to pay a dividend. Cash and Retained Earnings are 2 entirely

separate accounts with no particular relationship. Retained Earnings says nothing

about the company’s Cash balance.

A credit balance in Retained Earnings is normal, indicating that the corporation’s

lifetime earnings exceed lifetime losses and dividends. A debit balance in Retained

Earnings arises when a corporation’s lifetime losses and dividends exceed lifetime

earnings. Called a deficit, this amount is subtracted to determine total stockholders’

equity. In a recent survey, 15.5% of companies had a retained earnings deficit

(Exhibit 9-7).

Should the Company Declare and Pay Cash Dividends?

A dividend is a corporation’s return to its stockholders of the benefits of earnings.

Dividends usually take 1 of 3 forms:

� Cash
� Stock
� Noncash assets

In this section we focus on cash dividends and stock dividends because noncash

dividends are rare. For a noncash asset dividend, debit Retained Earnings and credit

the asset (for example, Long-Term Investment) for the current market value of the

asset given.

Cash Dividends

Most dividends are cash dividends. Finance courses discuss how a company decides

on its dividend policy. Accounting tells a company if it can pay a dividend. To do so,

a company must have both

� Enough Retained Earnings and � Enough Cash to pay
to declare the dividend the dividend

A corporation declares a dividend before paying it. Only the board of directors

has the authority to declare a dividend. The corporation has no obligation to pay a

dividend until the board declares one, but once declared, the dividend becomes a

E X H I B I T  9 - 7 Retained Earnings of the Accounting
Trends & Techniques 600 Companies

Corporations
with Retained

Earnings deficits

15.5%

84.5%

Corporations with
positive balance of
Retained Earnings
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496 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

legal liability of the corporation. There are 3 relevant dates for dividends (using

assumed amounts):

1. Declaration date, June 19. On the declaration date, the board of directors

announces the dividend. Declaration of the dividend creates a liability for the cor-

poration. Declaration is recorded by debiting Retained Earnings and crediting

Dividends Payable. Assume a $50,000 dividend.

Liabilities increase, and equity goes down.

2. Date of record, July 1. As part of the declaration, the corporation announces the

record date, which follows the declaration date by a few weeks. The stockholders

on the record date will receive the dividend. There is no journal entry for the date

of record.

3. Payment date, July 10. Payment of the dividend usually follows the record date

by a week or 2. Payment is recorded by debiting Dividends Payable and crediting

Cash.

Both assets and liabilities decrease. The corporation shrinks.

Analyzing The Stockholder’s Equity Accounts

By knowing accounting you can look at a company’s comparative year-to-year finan-

cial statements and tell a lot about what the company did during the current year. For

example, IHOP reported the following for Retained Earnings (in thousands):

Retained earnings................

December 31,

$358,975

2006

$332,560

2005

Liabilities

− 50,000

=

=

+ Stockholders’ EquityAssets

− 50,000

50,000

50,000July 10 Dividends Payable

 Cash

Paid cash dividend.

Liabilities

+ 50,000

=

=

+ Stockholders’ Equity

− 50,000

Assets

0

50,000

50,000June 19 Retained Earnings3

 Dividends Payable

Declared a cash dividend.

OBJECTIVE

4Account for dividends 

3In the early part of this book, we debited a Dividends account to clearly identify the purpose of the payment.

From here on, we follow the more common practice of debiting the Retained Earnings account for dividend

declarations.
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What do these figures tell you about IHOP’s results of operations during 2006—was

it a net income or a net loss? How can you tell? IHOP had a net income. This is for

certain, because

� Retained Earnings increased in 2006.
� Net income is the only item that increases Retained Earnings.

Was IHOP’s net income the full $26,415 ($358,975 – $332,560 = $26,415)? Not

necessarily. IHOP may have declared a dividend, and dividends decrease Retained

Earnings.

If you know accounting—if you know IHOP’s net income ($44,553 from

IHOP’s income statement), you can compute IHOP’s dividend declarations during

2006, as follows (in thousands):

Dividends (x) were $18,138 ($332,560 + $44,553 – x = $358,975; x = $18,138). It

really helps to know accounting!

Dividends on Preferred Stock

When a company has issued both preferred and common stock, the preferred stock-

holders receive their dividends first. The common stockholders receive dividends

only if the total dividend is large enough to pay the preferred stockholders first.

Avant Garde, Inc., has 100,000 shares of $1.50 preferred stock outstanding in

addition to its common stock. The $1.50 designation means that the preferred stock-

holders receive an annual cash dividend of $1.50 per share. In 20X6, Avant Garde

declares an annual dividend of $500,000. The allocation to preferred and common

stockholders is:

If Avant Garde declares only a $200,000 dividend, preferred stockholders receive

$150,000, and the common stockholders get the remainder, $50,000 ($200,000 –

$150,000).

Two Ways to Express the Dividend Rate on Preferred Stock. Dividends

on preferred stock are stated either as a

� Percent of par value or � Dollar amount per share

For example, preferred stock may be “6% preferred,” which means that owners of the

preferred stock receive an annual dividend equal to 6% of the stock’s par value. If par

value is $100 per share, preferred stockholders receive an annual cash dividend of

Preferred dividend (100,000 shares � $1.50 per share)............

Common dividend (remainder: $500,000 − $150,000) ............

Total dividend..........................................................................

350,000

$500,000

$150,000

Retained Earnings

Dividends
Begin. bal.
Net income
Ending bal.

?
332,560
44,553

358,975
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498 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

$6 per share (6% of $100). Alternatively, the preferred stock may be “$3 preferred,”

which means that the preferred stockholders receive an annual dividend of $3 per

share regardless of the stock’s par value. The dividend rate on no-par preferred stock

is stated in a dollar amount per share.

Dividends on Cumulative and Noncumulative Preferred Stock. The alloca-

tion of dividends may be complex if the preferred stock is cumulative. Corporations

sometimes fail to pay a dividend to preferred stockholders. This is called passing the

dividend, and the passed dividends are said to be in arrears. The owners of cumulative

preferred stock must receive all dividends in arrears plus the current year’s dividend

before any dividends go to the common stockholders. In most states preferred stock is

cumulative unless it is specifically labeled as noncumulative. Therefore, most preferred

stock is cumulative.

The preferred stock of Avant Garde, Inc., is cumulative. Suppose Avant Garde

passed the preferred dividend of $150,000 in 20X6. Before paying dividends to com-

mon in 20X7, Avant Garde must first pay preferred dividends of $150,000 for both

20X6 and 20X7, a total of $300,000. In 20X7, Avant Garde declares a $500,000 div-

idend. The entry to record the declaration is

If the preferred stock is noncumulative, the corporation is not obligated to pay

dividends in arrears—until the board of directors declares the dividend.

Stock Dividends

A stock dividend is a proportional distribution by a corporation of its own stock to

its stockholders. Stock dividends increase the stock account and decrease Retained

Earnings. Total equity is unchanged, and no asset or liability is affected.

The corporation distributes stock dividends to stockholders in proportion to

the number of shares they already own. If you own 300 shares of IHOP common

stock and IHOP distributes a 10% common stock dividend, you get 30 (300 × .10)

additional shares. You would then own 330 shares of the stock. All other IHOP

stockholders would also receive 10% more shares, leaving all stockholders’ owner-

ship unchanged.

In distributing a stock dividend, the corporation gives up no assets. Why, then,

do companies issue stock dividends? A corporation may choose to distribute stock

dividends for these reasons:

1. To continue dividends but conserve cash. A company may need to conserve cash

and yet wish to continue dividends in some form. So the corporation may dis-

tribute a stock dividend. Stockholders pay no income tax on stock dividends.

2. To reduce the per-share market price of its stock. Distribution of a stock divi-

dend usually causes the stock’s market price to fall because of the increased

supply of the stock. The objective is to make the stock less expensive and there-

fore attractive to more investors.

300,000

200,000

500,000Sept. 6 Retained Earnings

 Dividends Payable, Preferred ($150,000 � 2)

 Dividends Payable, Common ($500,000 − $300,000)

To declare a cash dividend.
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Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) label a stock dividend of

25% or less as small and suggest that the dividend be recorded at the market value

of the shares distributed. Suppose IHOP declared a 10% stock dividend in 2008.

At the time, assume IHOP had 20,000,000 shares of common stock outstanding,

and IHOP’s stock is trading for $60 per share. IHOP would record this stock divi-

dend as follows:

20,000

119,980,000

120,000,000

2008

May 19 Retained Earnings4 (20,000,000 shares of common

outstanding � 0.10 stock dividend � $60 market

value per share of common)

  Common Stock (20,000,000 � 0.10 � $0.01

   per value per share)

  Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par—Common

Distributed a 10% stock dividend.

The accounting equation clearly shows that a stock dividend has no effect on

total assets, liabilities, or equity. The increases in equity offset the decreases, and the

net effect is zero.

GAAP identifies stock dividends above 25% as large and permits large stock

dividends to be recorded at par value. For a large stock dividend, therefore, IHOP

would debit Retained Earnings and credit Common Stock for the par value of the

shares distributed in the dividend.

Stock Splits

A stock split is an increase in the number of shares of stock authorized, issued, and

outstanding, coupled with a proportionate reduction in the stock’s par value. For

example, if the company splits its stock 2 for 1, the number of outstanding shares is

doubled and each share’s par value is halved. A stock split, like a large stock divi-

dend, decreases the market price of the stock—with the intention of making the

stock more attractive in the market. Most leading companies in the United States—

including IBM, PepsiCo, and Best Buy—have split their stock.

The market price of a share of Best Buy common stock has been approximately

$50. Assume that Best Buy wishes to decrease the market price to approximately $25

per share. Best Buy can split its common stock 2 for 1, and the stock price will fall to

around $25. A 2-for-1 stock split means that 

� the company will have twice as many shares of stock authorized, issued, and

outstanding after the split as it had before.
� each share’s par value will be cut in half.

Liabilities

0

=

=

+ Stockholders’ Equity

− 120,000,000

+ 20,000

Assets

0

+ 119,980,000

4Many companies debit Additional Paid-in Capital for their stock dividends.IS
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500 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

Before the split, Best Buy had approximately 500 million shares of $0.10 (10 cents)

par common stock issued and outstanding. Compare Best Buy’s stockholders’ equity

before and after a 2-for-1 stock split:

Common stock, $0.10 par, 1,000 shares

 authorized, 500 shares issued.........

Additional paid-in capital....................

Retained earnings................................

Other equity........................................

Total stockholders’ equity ...................

Best Buy Co., Inc., Stockholders’ Equity (Adapted)

$     50

643

4,304

260

$5,257

Common stock, $0.05 par, 2,000 shares

 authorized, 1,000 shares issued......

Additional paid-in capital....................

Retained earnings................................

Other ..................................................

Total stockholders’ equity ...................

$     50

643

4,304

260

$5,257

Before 2-for-1 Stock Split After 2-for-1 Stock Split(In millions) (In millions)

All account balances are the same after the stock split as before. Only 3 Best Buy

items are affected:

� Par value per share drops from 10 cents to 5 cents.
� Shares authorized double from 1,000 to 2,000.
� Shares issued double from 500 to 1,000.

Total equity doesn’t change, nor do any assets or liabilities.

Summary of the Effects on Assets, Liabilities, and
Stockholders’ Equity

We’ve seen how to account for the basic stockholders’ equity transactions:

� Issuance of stock—common and preferred (pp. 484–490)
� Purchase and sale of treasury stock (pp. 492–494)
� Cash dividends (pp. 495–498)
� Stock dividends and stock splits (pp. 498–500)

How do these transactions affect assets, liabilities, and equity? Exhibit 9-8 provides a

helpful summary.

Issuance of stock—common

 and preferred .................................

Purchase of treasury stock.................

Sale of treasury stock ........................

Declaration of cash dividend.............

Payment of cash dividend..................

Stock dividend—large and small .......

Stock split .........................................

Effects on Assets, Liabilities, and EquityE X H I B I T  9 - 8

Increase

Decrease

Increase

No effect

Decrease

No effect

No effect

Assets

No effect

No effect

No effect

Increase

Decrease

No effect

No effect

Liabilities

Increase

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

No effect

No effect*

No effect

Stockholders’
EquityTransaction

Effect on Total

* The stock accounts increase and retained earnings decrease by offsetting amounts that net to zero.

= +
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Measuring the Value of Stock � 501

MEASURING THE VALUE OF STOCK

The business community measures stock values in various ways, depending on the

purpose of the measurement. These values include market value, redemption value,

liquidation value, and book value.

Market, Redemption, Liquidation, and Book Value

A stock’s market value, or market price, is the price a person can buy or sell 1 share

of the stock for. Market value varies with the corporation’s net income, financial posi-

tion, and future prospects, and with general economic conditions. In almost all cases,

stockholders are more concerned about the market value of a stock than any other value.

IHOP’s stock price has been quoted recently at $59 per share. Therefore, if IHOP

were issuing 1,000 shares of its common stock, IHOP would receive cash of $59,000

(1,000 shares × $59 per share). This is the market value of the stock IHOP issued.

Preferred stock that requires the company to redeem the stock at a set price is

called redeemable preferred stock. The company is obligated to redeem (pay to retire)

the preferred stock. Therefore, redeemable preferred stock is really not stockholders’

equity. Instead it’s a liability. The price the corporation agrees to pay for the stock, set

when the stock is issued, is called the redemption value. Liquidation value is the

amount that a company must pay a preferred stockholder in the event the company

liquidates (sells out) and goes out of business.

The book value per share of common stock is the amount of owners’ equity on

the company’s books for each share of its stock. If the company has only common

stock outstanding, its book value is computed by dividing total equity by the number

of shares of common outstanding. Recall that outstanding stock is issued stock minus

treasury stock. For example, a company with stockholders’ equity of $150,000 and

5,000 shares of common stock outstanding has a book value of $30 per share

($150,000 ÷ 5,000 shares).

If the company has both preferred and common outstanding, the preferred stock-

holders have the first claim to owners’ equity. Preferred stock often has a specified

redemption value. The preferred equity is its redemption value plus any cumulative pre-

ferred dividends in arrears. Book value per share of common is then computed as follows:

Crusader Corporation’s balance sheet reports the following amounts:

Preferred stock, 5%, $100 par, 400 shares issued,

 redemption value $130 per share .............................

Common stock, $10 par, 5,500 shares issued ................

Additional paid-in capital—common ............................

Retained earnings..........................................................

Treasury stock—common, 500 shares at cost................

Total stockholders’ equity .............................................

$  40,000

55,000

72,000

88,000

(15,000)

$240,000

Stockholders’ Equity

=
Total stockholders’ equity − Preferred equity

Number of shares of common stock outstanding

Book value per
share of common stock

OBJECTIVE

5 Use stock values in
decision making 
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502 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

Cumulative preferred dividends are in arrears for 4 years (including the current

year). Crusader’s preferred stock has a redemption value of $130 per share. The

book-value-per-share computations for Crusader Corporation are:

Some investors search for stocks whose market price is below book value. They

believe this indicates a good buy. Financial analysts often shy away from companies

with a stock price at or below book value. To these investors, such a company is in

trouble. As you can see, not all investors agree on a stock value. In fact, wise investors

base their decisions on more than a single ratio. In Chapter 13 you’ll see the full

range of financial ratios, plus a few more analytical techniques.

Relating Profitability to a Company’s Stock

Investors search for companies whose stocks are likely to increase in value. They’re

constantly comparing companies. But a comparison of IHOP with a new restaurant

chain is not meaningful. IHOP’s profits run into the millions, which far exceed a new

company’s net income. Does this automatically make IHOP a better investment? Not

necessarily. To compare companies of different size, investors use some standard

profitability measures, including

� return on assets
� return on equity

Return on Assets. The rate of return on total assets, or simply return on assets

(ROA), measures a company’s use of its assets to earn income for the 2 groups who

finance the business:

� Creditors to whom the corporation owes money. Creditors want interest.
� Stockholders who own the corporation’s stock. Stockholders want net income.

The sum of interest expense and net income is the return to the 2 groups who finance a

corporation. This sum is the numerator of the return-on-assets ratio. The denominator

Redemption value (400 shares � $130) ...................................

Cumulative dividends ($40,000 � 0.05 � 4 years) ..................

Preferred equity........................................................................

8,000

$52,000

Preferred Equity

Total stockholders’ equity ........................................................

Less preferred equity ................................................................

Common equity .......................................................................

(60,000)

$180,000

$240,000

Common Equity

Book value per share [$180,000 ÷ 5,000 shares outstanding
 (5,500 shares issued minus 500 treasury shares)] ................. $    36.00

$60,000*

*If the preferred stock had no redemption value, then preferred equity would be
 $40,000 + preferred dividends in arrears.

OBJECTIVE

6 Compute return on assets
and return on equity 
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is average total assets. ROA is computed as follows, using actual data from the 2006

annual report of IHOP Corp. (dollars in millions):

Net income and interest expense come from the income statement. Average total

assets is computed from the beginning and ending balance sheets.

What is a good rate of return on total assets? Ten percent is considered strong in

most industries. However, rates of return vary by industry. Some high-technology

companies earn much higher returns than do utility companies, groceries, and man-

ufacturers of consumer goods such as toothpaste and paper towels. IHOP’s return on

assets (7.4%) is low.

Return on Equity. Rate of return on common stockholders’ equity, often called

return on equity (ROE), shows the relationship between net income available to

common and average common stockholders’ equity. Return on equity is computed

only on common stock because the return to preferred stockholders is the specified

dividend (for example, 5%).

The numerator of return on equity is net income minus preferred dividends.

The denominator is average common stockholders’ equity—total stockholders’ equity

minus preferred equity. IHOP Corp.’s ROE for 2006 is computed as follows (dollars

in millions):

Because IHOP Corp. has no preferred stock, preferred dividends are zero, and aver-

age common equity is the same as average total equity—the average of the beginning

and ending amounts.

IHOP’s return on equity (15.4%) is more than double IHOP’s return on assets

(7.4%). ROE is always higher than ROA for a successful company. Stockholders take

a lot more investment risk than bondholders, so the stockholders demand that ROE

exceed ROA. If ROA were higher, that would mean that the return on debt—

interest—is higher than the return on equity—net income. If that were true, there

wouldn’t be any stockholders. Everyone would be investing in bonds!

Investors and creditors use ROE in much the same way they use ROA—to com-

pare companies. The higher the rate of return, the more successful the company. In

most industries, 15% is considered a good ROE. Therefore, IHOP’s 15.4% return on

common stockholders’ equity compares well with most companies.

=
Net income − Preferred dividends

Average common stockholders’ equity

=
$45 − $0

($2895 + $2945)/2
=

$45

$291.5
= 0.154

Rate of return on common
stockholder’s equity

=
Net income + Interest expense

Average total assets

Rate of return
on total assets

=
$45 + $12

($769 + $771)/2
=

$57

$770
= 0.074

5 Ending equity comes from page 478. Beginning equity comes from the 2005 balance sheet. 
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504 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

The Decision Guidelines feature (p. 506) offers suggestions for what to consider

when investing in stock.

REPORTING STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY TRANSACTIONS

Statement of Cash Flows

Many of the transactions we’ve covered are reported on the statement of cash flows.

Equity transactions are financing activities because the company is dealing with its own-

ers. Financing transactions that affect both cash and equity fall into 3 main categories:

� issuance of stock
� treasury stock
� dividends

Issuances of Stock. During 2006, IHOP Corp. issued common stock. This is as a

financing activity, as shown in Exhibit 9-9

Treasury Stock. During 2006, IHOP purchased treasury stock and reported the

payment as a financing activity.

Dividends. Most companies, including IHOP, pay cash dividends to their stock-

holders. Dividend payments are a type of financing transaction because the company

is paying its stockholders for the use of their money. Stock dividends are not reported

on the statement of cash flows because the company pays no cash.

In Exhibit 9-9, cash receipts appear as positive amounts and cash payments as

negative amounts, denoted by parentheses.

Reporting Stockholders’ Equity on the Balance Sheet

Businesses may report stockholders’ equity in a way that differs from our examples.

We use a detailed format in this book to help you learn all the components of stock-

holders’ equity.

One of the most important skills you will take from this course is the ability

to understand the financial statements of real companies. Exhibit 9-10 presents a

side-by-side comparison of our general teaching format and the format you are

IHOP Corp’s Financing
Activities (Adapted)

E X H I B I T  9 - 9

Cash Flows from Financing Activities (In thousands)

Issuance of common stock...........................

Purchase of treasury stock...........................

Payment of dividends ..................................

$5,944

(42,695)

(18,138)

OBJECTIVE

7 Report equity transactions
on the statement of
cash flows 
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In general:

� Preferred Stock comes first and is usually reported as a single amount
� Common Stock lists par value per share, the number of shares authorized and

the number of shares issued. The balance of the Common Stock account is

determined as follows:

� Additional paid-in capital combines Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par plus Paid-in

Capital from Treasury Stock Transactions plus Paid-in Capital from Retirement of

Preferred Stock. Additional paid-in capital belongs to the common stockholders.
� Outstanding stock equals issued stock minus treasury stock.
� Retained Earnings comes after the paid-in capital accounts.
� Treasury Stock can come last, as a subtraction in arriving at total stockholders’

equity.

Common stock = Number of shares issued � Par value per share

Formats for Reporting Stockholders’ EquityE X H I B I T  9 - 1 0

Paid-in capital:

 Preferred stock, 8%, $10 par, 30,000

  shares authorized and issued ............ 

 Paid-in capital in excess of

  par—preferred .................................

Common stock, $1 par, 100,000 shares

 authorized, 60,000 shares issued..........

 Paid-in capital in excess of

  par—common ..................................

 Paid-in capital from treasury stock

  transactions, common ......................

 Paid-in capital from retirement of

  preferred stock .................................

 Total paid-in capital .............................

Retained earnings.....................................

 Subtotal ...............................................

Less treasury stock, common

 (1,400 shares at cost) ...........................

Total stockholders’ equity ........................

General Teaching Format Real-World Format

$   300,000

30,000

60,000

2,100,000

20,000

30,000

2,540,000

1,500,000

4,040,000

(40,000)

$4,000,000

Preferred stock, 8%, $10 par, 30,000

 shares authorized and issued ................ 

Common stock, $1 par, 100,000 shares

 authorized, 60,000 shares issued..........

Additional paid-in capital.........................

Retained earnings.....................................

Less treasury stock, common

 (1,400 shares at cost) ...........................

$   330,000

60,000

2,150,000

1,500,000

(40,000)

$4,000,000

Stockholders’ Equity Stockholders’ Equity

likely to encounter in real-world balance sheets, such as IHOP’s. All amounts are

assumed for this illustration.
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DECISION GUIDELINES

INVESTING IN STOCK

Suppose you’ve saved $5,000 to invest. You visit a nearby Edward Jones office, where the

broker probes for your risk tolerance. Are you investing mainly for dividends or for growth in

the stock price? You must make some key decisions.

Investor Decision

Which category of stock to buy for:

• A safe investment?

• Steady dividends?

• Increasing dividends?

• Increasing stock price?

How to identify a good stock to buy?

Guidelines

Preferred stock is safer than common, but for even more safety,
invest in high-grade corporate bonds or government securities.

Cumulative preferred stock. However, the company is not obligated
to declare preferred dividends, and the dividends are unlikely to
increase.

Common stock, as long as the company’s net income is increasing
and the company has adequate cash flow to pay a dividend after
meeting all obligations and other cash demands.

Common stock, but again only if the company’s net income and cash
flow are increasing.

There are many ways to pick stock investments. One strategy that
works reasonably well is to invest in companies that consistently
earn higher rates of return on assets and on equity than competing
firms in the same industry. Also, select industries that are expected
to grow.
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End-of-Chapter Summary Problem � 507

END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
1. The balance sheet of Trendline Corp. reported the following at December 31, 20X6.

� Required

a. Is the preferred stock cumulative or noncumulative? How can you tell?
b. What is the total amount of the annual preferred dividend?
c. How many shares of common stock are outstanding?
d. Compute the book value per share of the common stock. No preferred dividends are in

arrears, and Trendline has not yet declared the 20X6 dividend.
2. Use the following accounts and related balances to prepare the classified balance sheet of

Whitehall, Inc., at September 30, 20X7. Use the account format of the balance sheet.

Stockholders’ Equity

Preferred stock, 4%, $10 par, 10,000 shares authorized

 and issued (redemption value, $110,000).................

Common stock, no-par, $5 stated value, 100,000 shares

 authorized, 50,000 shares issued..............................

Paid-in capital in excess of par or stated value:

 Common stock ........................................................

Retained earnings..........................................................

Less: Treasury stock, common (1,000 shares)................

Total stockholders’ equity .............................................

$100,000

250,000

239,500

395,000

(8,000)

$976,500

Common stock, $1 par, Long-term note payable ............... 80,000

50,000 shares authorized, Inventory...................................... 85,000

20,000 shares issued................... 20,000 Property, plant, and

Dividends payable .......................... 4,000 equipment, net ......................... 226,000

Cash............................................... 9,000 Accounts receivable, net ............... 23,000

Accounts payable ........................... 28,000 Preferred stock, $3.75, no-par,

Paid-in capital in excess 10,000 shares authorized,

of par—common........................ 115,000 2,000 shares issued................... 24,000

Treasury stock, common, Accrued liabilities......................... 3,000

1,000 shares at cost.................... 6,000 Retained earnings......................... 75,000

Answers
1. a. The preferred stock is cumulative because it is not specifically labeled otherwise.

b. Total annual preferred dividend: $4,000 ($100,000 × 0.04).
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*

*Redemption value ...........................................................................................................

Cumulative dividend ($100,000 � 0.04)...........................................................................

Stockholders’ equity allocated to preferred........................................................................

$110,000

4,000

$114,000

Common:

Total stockholders’ equity ................................................... $976,500

Less stockholders’ equity allocated to preferred ..................

Stockholders’ equity allocated to common .......................... $862,500

Book value per share ($862,500 ÷ 49,000 shares) ............... $17.60

(114,000)

c. Common shares outstanding: 49,000 (50,000 issued – 1,000 treasury).
d. Book value per share of common stock:

Assets

Current

 Cash ..........................................

 Accounts receivable, net..............

 Inventory....................................

  Total current assets .................

Property, plant, and equipment, net.....

Total assets.......................................

Whitehall, Inc.
Balance Sheet

September 30, 20X7

$    9,000

23,000

85,000

117,000

226,000

$343,000

Liabilities

Current

 Account payable .........................

 Dividends payable.......................

 Accrued liabilities .......................

  Total current liabilities ............

Long-term note payable ...................

 Total liabilities ............................

Stockholders’ Equity

Preferred stock, $3.75, no par,

 10,000 shares authorized,

 2,000 shares issued .....................

Common stock, $1 par,

 50,000 shares authorized,

 20,000 shares issued ...................

Paid-in capital in excess of

 par—common.............................

Retained earnings.............................

Treasury stock, common,

 1,000 shares at cost ....................

Total stockholders’ equity ................

Total liabilities and

 stockholders’ equity....................

$  28,000

4,000

3,000

35,000

80,000

115,000

228,000

$343,000

$  24,000

20,000

115,000

75,000

(6,000)
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Review Stockholders’ Equity � 509

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 536.)
1. Copeland Company is authorized to issue 40,000 shares of $10 par common stock. On

January 15, 20X8, Copeland issued 10,000 shares at $15 per share. Copeland’s journal
entry to record these facts should include a
a. credit to Common Stock for $100,000.
b. credit to Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par for $150,000.
c. debit to Common Stock for $150,000.
d. both a and b.

Questions 2–5 use the following account balances of Casio Co. at March 31, 20X7:

REVIEW STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Dividends Payable ........................ $  22,000

Preferred Stock, $100 par............. 100,000

Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par—

Common.................................. 45,000

Cash.............................................. $  74,000

Common Stock, $1 par ................. 180,000

Retained Earnings ......................... 200,000

2. Casio has issued ____ shares of common stock.
a. 74,000 c. 225,000
b. 180,000 d. Some other amount ____

3. Casio’s total paid-in capital at March 31, 20X7, is
a. $495,000. c. $1,175,000.
b. $680,000. d. Some other amount _______.

4. Casio’s total stockholders’ equity as of March 31, 20X7, is
a. $1,406,000. c. $525,000.
b. $1,249,000. d. $1,480,000.

5. What would Casio’s total stockholders’ equity be if Casio had $5,000 of Treasury Stock?
a. $420,000 c. $430,000
b. $425,000 d. $520,000

6. Woodstock Corporation purchased treasury stock in 20X2 at a price of $30 per share and
resold the treasury stock in 20X3 at a price of $40 per share. What amount should
Woodstock report on its income statement for 20X3?
a. $40 c. $10
b. $30 d. $0

7. The stockholders’ equity section of a corporation’s balance sheet reports
Treasury Stock Discount on Bonds Payable

a. Yes No
b. No Yes
c. Yes Yes
d. No No

8. The purchase of treasury stock
a. increases one asset and decreases another asset.
b. decreases total assets and decreases total stockholder’s equity.
c. has no effect on total assets, total liabilities, or total stockholders’ equity.
d. decreases total assets and increases total stockholders’ equity.

9. When does a cash dividend become a legal liability?
a. On date of payment. c. On date of declaration.
b. On date of record. d. It never becomes a liability because it is paid.

10. When do dividends increase stockholders’ equity?
a. Never. c. On date of record.
b. On date of declaration. d. On date of payment.
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11. Willow Run Mall, Inc., has 5,000 shares of 5%, $20 par cumulative preferred stock and
100,000 shares of $1 par common stock outstanding. At the beginning of the current
year, preferred dividends were 3 years in arrears. Willow Run’s board of directors wants
to pay a $1.25 cash dividend on each share of outstanding common stock. To accomplish
this, what total amount of dividends must Willow Run declare?
a. $170,000 c. $145,000
b. $185,000 d. Some other amount $____________

12. Stock dividends
a. have no effect on total stockholders’ equity.
b. are distributions of cash to stockholders.
c. reduce the total assets of the company.
d. increase the corporation’s total liabilities.

13. What is the effect of a stock split and a stock dividend on total assets?
Stock split Stock dividend

a. Decrease No effect
b. Decrease Decrease
c. No effect Decrease
d. No effect No effect

14. A 2-for-1 stock split has the same effect on the number of shares being issued as a
a. 20% stock dividend. c. 100% stock dividend.
b. 50% stock dividend. d. 200% stock dividend.

15. The numerator for computing the rate of return on total assets is
a. net income.
b. net income minus interest expense.
c. net income plus interest expense.
d. net income minus preferred dividends.

16. The numerator for computing the rate of return on common equity is
a. net income minus preferred dividends.
b. net income minus interest expense.
c. net income plus preferred dividends.
d. net income.

Board of directors (p. 480)  Group elected by the stock-
holders to set policy for a corporation and to appoint its
officers.

Book value (of a stock) (p. 501)  Amount of owners’ equity
on the company’s books for each share of its stock.

Bylaws (p. 480)  Constitution for governing a corporation.

Chairperson (p. 480)  Elected by a corporation’s board of
directors, usually the most powerful person in the
corporation.

Common stock (p. 483)  The most basic form of capital
stock. The common stockholders own a corporation.

Contributed capital (p. 482)  The amount of stockholders’
equity that stockholders have contributed to the corpora-
tion. Also called contributed capital. 

Cumulative preferred stock (p. 498)  Preferred stock whose
owners must receive all dividends in arrears before the cor-
poration can pay dividends to the common stockholders.  

Deficit (p. 495)  Debit balance in the Retained Earnings
account.

Dividends (p. 495)  Distribution (usually cash) by a corpo-
ration to its stockholders.

Double taxation (p. 480)  Corporations pay income taxes on
corporate income. Then, the stockholders pay personal income
tax on the cash dividends that they receive from corporations.

Legal capital (p. 484)  Minimum amount of stockholders’
equity that a corporation must maintain for the protection of
creditors. For corporations with par-value stock, legal capi-
tal is the par value of the stock issued.

Limited liability (p. 479)  No personal obligation of a
stockholder for corporation debts. A stockholder can lose
no more on an investment in a corporation’s stock than the
cost of the investment.

Market value (of a stock) (p. 501)  Price for which a per-
son could buy or sell a share of stock.

Accounting Vocabulary
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Outstanding stock (p. 483)  Stock in the hands of
stockholders.

Paid-in capital (p. 482)  The amount of stockholders’
equity that stockholders have contributed to the corpora-
tion. Also called contributed capital. 

Par value (p. 484)  Arbitrary amount assigned by a com-
pany to a share of its stock.

Preferred stock (p. 483)  Stock that gives its owners certain
advantages, such as the priority to receive dividends before
the common stockholders and the priority to receive assets
before the common stockholders if the corporation liquidates.

President (p. 480)  Chief operating officer in charge of
managing the day-to-day operations of a corporation.

Rate of return on common stockholders’ equity (p. 503)
Net income minus preferred dividends, divided by average
common stockholders’ equity. A measure of profitability.
Also called return on equity.

Rate of return on total assets (p. 502)  Net income plus
interest expense divided by average total assets. This ratio
measures a company’s success in using its assets to earn
income for the persons who finance the business. Also
called return on assets.

Retained earnings (p. 482)  The amount of stockholders’
equity that the corporation has earned through profitable

operation of the business and has not given back to
stockholders.

Return on assets (p. 502)  Another name for rate of return
on total assets.

Return on equity (p. 503)  Another name for rate of return
on common stockholders’ equity.

Shareholders (p. 479)  A person who owns stock in a
corporation. Also called a shareholder.

Stated value (p. 484)  An arbitrary amount assigned to 
no-par stock; similar to par value.

Stock (p. 482)  Shares into which the owners’ equity of a
corporation is divided.

Stock dividend (p. 498)  A proportional distribution by a
corporation of its own stock to its stockholders.

Stockholders (p. 479)  A person who owns stock in a
corporation. Also called a shareholder.

Stockholders’ equity (p. 482)  The stockholders’ owner-
ship interest in the assets of a corporation.

Stock split (p. 499)  An increase in the number of author-
ized, issued, and outstanding shares of stock coupled with a
proportionate reduction in the stock’s par value.

Treasury stock (p. 492)  A corporation’s own stock that it
has issued and later reacquired.

Short Exercises

S9-1 (Learning Objective 1: Advantages and disadvantages of a corporation) What are 2
main advantages that a corporation has over a proprietorship and a partnership? What are 2
main disadvantages of a corporation? (pp. 479–480)

S9-2 (Learning Objective 1: Authority structure in a corporation) Consider the authority
structure in a corporation, as diagrammed in Exhibit 9-2, page 481.

1. What group holds the ultimate power in a corporation?

2. Who is the most powerful person in the corporation? What’s the abbreviation of this
person’s title?

3. Who’s in charge of day-to-day operations? What’s the abbreviation of this person’s title?

4. Who’s in charge of accounting and finance? What’s the abbreviation of this person’s title?

S9-3 (Learning Objective 1: Characteristics of preferred and common stock) Answer the
following questions about the characteristics of a corporation’s stock: (pp. 480–484)

1. Who are the real owners of a corporation?

2. What privileges do preferred stockholders have over common stockholders?

3. Which class of stockholders reap greater benefits from a highly profitable corporation?
Explain?

ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS
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512 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

S9-4 (Learning Objective 2: Effect of a stock issuance on paid-in capital) IHOP received
$62,000,000 for the issuance of its stock on July 23. The par value of the IHOP stock was
only $62,000. Was the excess amount of $61,938,000 a profit to IHOP? If not, what was it?
(pp. 486–487)

Suppose the par value of the IHOP stock had been $1 per share, $5 per share, or $10 per
share. Would a change in the par value of the company’s stock affect IHOP’s total paid-in
capital? Give the reason for your answer. (pp. 485–487)

S9-5 (Learning Objective 2: Issuing stock—par value stock and no-par stock) At fiscal year
end 2006, Hewlett-Packard and Krispy Kreme Doughnuts reported these adapted amounts
on their balance sheets (all amounts in millions):

  $       27

17,966

Common stock, 1 cent par value, 2,700 shares issued

Additional paid-in capital

Hewlett-Packard:

$298

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts:

Common stock, no par value, 62 shares issued

Assume each company issued its stock in a single transaction. Journalize each company’s issuance
of its stock, using its actual account titles. Explanations are not required. (pp. 486–489)

S9-6 (Learning Objective 2: Issuing stock to finance the purchase of assets) This Short
Exercise demonstrates the similarity and the difference between 2 ways to acquire plant
assets. (pp. 486, 489)

Case B—Issue stock to acquire 

the assets in a single transaction:

Tyler Corporation issued 10,000

shares of its $5 par common stock to

acquire a building valued at $160,000

and equipment worth $40,000.

Journalize this transaction. (pp. 488–489)

Case A—Issue stock and buy the assets 

in separate transactions:

Longview Corporation issued 10,000 shares of

its $5 par common stock for cash of $200,000.

In a separate transaction, Longview used the

cash to purchase a building for $160,000

and equipment for $40,000. Journalize the

2 transactions. (pp. 486–487)

Compare the balances in all the accounts after making both sets of entries. Are the account
balances the same or different?

S9-7 (Learning Objective 2: Preparing the stockholders’ equity section of a balance sheet)
The financial statements of Eppley Employment Services, Inc., reported the following
accounts (adapted, with dollar amounts in thousands except for par value):

Paid-in capital in excess of par .................. $198

Other stockholders’ equity (negative) ........

Common stock $0.01 par;

600 shares issued...................................

Long-term debt ......................................... 25

6

Total revenues...................... $1,390

Accounts payable .................

Retained earnings................. 646

Other current liabilities ........ 2,566

Total expenses...................... 805

420(29)

Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of Eppley’s balance sheet. Net income has already
been closed to Retained Earnings. (pp. 486–487)

S9-8 (Learning Objective 2: Using stockholders’ equity data) Use the Eppley Employment
Services data in Short Exercises 9-7 to compute Eppley’s

a. Net income (pp. 13–14)
b. Total liabilities (pp. 16–17)
c. Total assets (use the accounting equation) (pp. 11–12)
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S9-9 (Learning Objective 3: Accounting for the purchase and sale of treasury stock)
General Marketing Corporation reported the following stockholders’ equity at December 31.
(adapted and in millions):

During the next year, General Marketing purchased treasury stock at a cost of $28 million and
resold treasury stock for $7 million (this treasury stock had cost General Marketing $3 million).

Record the purchase and resale of General Marketing’s treasury stock. Overall, how much
did stockholders’ equity increase or decrease as a result of the 2 treasury stock transactions?
(pp. 493–494)

CP9-10 (Learning Objective 4: Accounting for cash dividends) Gleneagles Corporation
earned net income of $70,000 during the year ended December 31, 20X6. On December 15,
Gleneagles declared the annual cash dividend on its 5% preferred stock (10,000 shares with
total par value of $100,000) and a $0.60 per share cash dividend on its common stock (25,000
shares with total par value of $50,000). Gleneagles then paid the dividends on January 4, 20X7.

Journalize for Gleneagles Corporation: (pp. 495–497)

a. Declaring the cash dividends on December 15, 20X6.
b. Paying the cash dividends on January 4, 20X7.

Did Retained Earnings increase or decrease during 20X6? By how much? (Challenge)

S9-11 (Learning Objective 4: Dividing cash dividends between preferred and common
stock) Refer to the allocation of dividends for Avant Garde, Inc., on page 497. Answer these
questions about Avant Garde’s cash dividends. (pp. 497–498)

1. How much in dividends must Avant Garde declare each year before the common stock-
holders receive any cash dividends for the year?

2. Suppose Avant Garde declares cash dividends of $300,000 for 20X6. How much of the
dividends go to preferred? How much goes to common?

3. Is Avant Garde’s preferred stock cumulative or noncumulative? How can you tell?

4. Avant Garde passed the preferred dividend in 20X5 and 20X6. Then in 20X7, Avant
Garde declares cash dividends of $800,000. How much of the dividends go to preferred?
How much goes to common?

S9-12 (Learning Objective 4: Recording a small stock dividend) Fidelity Bancshares has
60,000 shares of $1 par common stock outstanding. Suppose Fidelity distributes a 10% stock
dividend when the market value of its stock is $11.50 per share.

1. Journalize Fidelity’s distribution of the stock dividend on May 11. An explanation is not
required. (pp. 498–499)

2. What was the overall effect of the stock dividend on Fidelity’s total assets? On total liabil-
ities? On total stockholders’ equity? (p. 499)

S9-13 (Learning Objective 5: Computing book value per share) Refer to the Real-World
Format of Stockholders’ Equity in Exhibit 9-10, page 505. That company has passed its pre-
ferred dividends for 3 years including the current year. Compute the book value of a share of
the company’s common stock. (pp. 501–502, 504–505)

S9-14 (Learning Objective 6: Computing and explaining return on assets and return on
equity) Give the formula for computing (a) rate of return on total assets (ROA) and (b) rate
of return on common stockholders’ equity (ROE). Then answer these questions about the
rate-of-return computations. (pp. 502–504)

Common stock.................................. $   243

Additional paid-in capital.................. 297

Retained earnings.............................. 2,159

Treasury stock................................... (691)

Total stockholders’ equity ................. $2,008

writing assignment � 

(continued)
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514 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

1. Why is interest expense added to net income in the computation of ROA?

2. Why are preferred dividends subtracted from net income to compute ROE? 

S9-15 (Learning Objective 6: Computing return on assets and return on equity for a
leading company) Sony Corpration’s 2006 financial statements reported the following
items, with 2005 figures given for comparison (adapted and in millions). Compute Sony’s
return on assets and return on common equity for 2006. Evaluate the rates of return as strong
or weak. ¥ is the symbol for the Japanese yen. (pp. 502–504)

S9-16 (Learning Objective 7: Measuring cash flows from financing activities) During
2006, PepsiCo earned net income of $5.6 billion and paid off $2.7 billion of long-term
notes payable. PepsiCo raised $1.2 billion by issuing common stock, paid $3.0 billion to
purchase treasury stock, and paid cash dividends of $1.9 billion. Report PepsiCo’s cash flows
from financing activities on the statement of cash flows for 2006. (pp. 449, 504–505)

Exercises

E9-17 (Learning Objective 1: Organizing a corporation) Lance Brown and Monica
Kobelsky are opening a Schlotzky’s deli. Brown and Kobelsky need outside capital, so they
plan to organize the business as a corporation. They come to you for advice. Write a memo-
randum informing them of the steps in forming a corporation. Identify specific documents
used in this process, and name the different parties involved in the ownership and manage-
ment of a corporation. (pp. 479–480)

E9-18 (Learning Objective 2: Issuing stock and reporting stockholders’ equity) Burgers &
Fries, Inc., is authorized to issue 100,000 shares of common stock and 5,000 shares of preferred
stock. During its first year, the business completed the following stock issuance transactions:

Balance sheet

 Total assets ...........................................................

 Total liabilities ......................................................

 Total stockholders’ equity (all common) ...............

 Total liabilities and equity.....................................

Income statement

 Revenues and other income ..................................

 Operating expense ................................................

 Interest expense ....................................................

 Other expense.......................................................

 Net income ...........................................................

¥10,608

¥  7,404

3,204

¥10,608

¥  7,629

7,284

29

192

¥     124

2006

¥9,499

¥6,629

2,870

¥9,499

2005

July 19 Issued 10,000 shares of $2.50 par common stock for cash of $6.50 per

share.

Oct.      3 Issued 500 shares of $1.50 no-par preferred stock for $50,000 cash.

   11 Received inventory valued at $11,000 and equipment with market

value of $8,500 for 3,300 shares of the $2.50 par common stock.

writing assignment � 

� general ledger
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� Required

1. Journalize the transactions. Explanations are not required.

2. Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of Burgers & Fries’ balance sheet. The ending
balance of retained earnings is a deficit of $42,000.

E9-19 (Learning Objective 2: Stockholders’ equity section of a balance sheet) Citadel
Sporting Goods is authorized to issue 5,000 shares of preferred stock and 10,000 shares
of common stock. During a 2-month period, Citadel completed these stock-issuance
transactions:

June 23 Issued 1,000 shares of $1 par common stock for cash of $16 per share.

July 2 Issued 300 shares of $4.50, no-par preferred stock for $20,000 cash.

12 Received inventory valued at $15,000 and equipment with market

value of $43,000 for 3,000 shares of the $1 par common stock.

� Required

Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of the Citadel Sporting Goods balance sheet for the
transactions given in this exercise. Retained earnings has a balance of $49,000. Journal entries
are not required. (pp. 486–489)

E9-20 (Learning Objective 2: Measuring the paid-in capital of a corporation) Trans World
Publishing was recently organized. The company issued common stock to an attorney who
provided legal services of $20,000 to help organize the corporation. Trans World also issued
common stock to an inventor in exchange for his patent with a market value of $80,000. In
addition, Trans World received cash both for the issuance of 5,000 shares of its preferred
stock at $110 per share and for the issuance of 20,000 shares of its common stock at $15 per
share. During the first year of operations, Trans World earned net income of $55,000 and
declared a cash dividend of $26,000. Without making journal entries, determine the total
paid-in capital created by these transactions. (pp. 292–295)

E9-21 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Stockholders’ equity section of a balance sheet) Sagebrush
Software had the following selected account balances at December 31, 20X6 (in thousands,
except par value per share). Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of Sagebrush Software’s
balance sheet (in thousands). (pp. 493–494)

How can Sagebrush have a larger balance of treasury stock than the sum of Common Stock
and Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par? (pp. 493–494 and Challenge)

Inventory........................................ $   653

Property, plant, and

equipment, net ........................... 857

Paid-in capital in excess of par ....... 901

Treasury stock,

120 shares at cost....................... 1,380

Other stockholders’ equity ............. (729)*

Common stock, $0.25 par

per share, 800 shares

authorized, 360 shares

issued .............................. $     90

Retained earnings................ 2,202

Accounts receivable, net ...... 600

Notes payable ..................... 1,122

*Debit balance

� spreadsheet
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516 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

E9-22 (Learning Objective 2, 3: Recording treasury stock transactions and measuring their
effects on stockholders’ equity) Journalize the following transactions of Concilio Video

Productions:

What was the overall effect of these transactions on Concilio’s stockholders’ equity?

E9-23 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Recording stock issuance, treasury stock, and dividend
transactions) At December 31, 20X7, Blumenthall Corporation reported the stockholders’
equity accounts shown here (as adapted, with dollar amounts in millions, except share amounts).

Blumenthall’s 20X8 transactions included the following:
a. Net income, $440 million.
b. Issuance of 6 million shares of common stock for $12.50 per share.
c. Purchase of 1 million shares of treasury stock for $14 million.
d. Declaration and payment of cash dividends of $30 million.

Journalize Blumenthall’s transactions in b, c, and d. Explanations are not required. (pp. 486–487,
493–497)

E9-24 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Reporting stockholders’ equity after a sequence of
transactions) Use the Blumenthall Corporation data in Exercise 9-23 to prepare the stock-
holders’ equity section of the company’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X8. (pp. 486–487,
493–497)

E9-25 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4, 5: Inferring transactions from a company’s stockholders’
equity) OPTICAL PRODUCTS COMPANY reported the following shareholders’ equity on
its balance sheet:

Preferred stock—$1 per share par value; authorized 20 shares;

 Convertible Preferred Stock; issued and outstanding:

 20X9 and 20X8—6 and 12 shares, respectively..................

Common stock—$1 per share par value; authorized

 1,000 shares; issued: 20X9 and 20X8—564

 and 364 shares, respectively................................................

Additional paid-in capital.........................................................

Retained earnings.....................................................................

Treasury stock, common—at cost

 20X9—49 shares; 20X8—9 shares .....................................

Total shareholders’ equity ........................................................

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity ..................................

20X9

$         6

564

2,706

6,280

(1,235)

8,321

$48,918

December 31,Shareholders’ Equity

(Dollars and shares in millions)

$       12

364

1,536

5,006

(215)

6,703

$45,549

20X8

Common stock $1.50 par value per share,

1,800 million shares issued................ $  2,700

Capital in excess of par value ................ 8,100

Retained earnings.................................. 1,200

Treasury stock, at cost .......................... -0-

Total stockholders’ equity ................. $12,000

Apr. 19 Issued 2,000 shares of $1 par common stock at $5 per share.

July 22 Purchased 900 shares of treasury stock at $7 per share.

Nov. 11 Sold 800 shares of treasury stock at $12 per share.

� general ledger
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� Required

1. What caused OPTICAL PRODUCTS’ preferred stock to decrease during 20X9? Cite all
the possible causes. (pp. 490, 494–495)

2. What caused OPTICAL PRODUCTS’ common stock to increase during 20X9? Identify all
the possible causes. (pp. 486–487, 490, 498–499)

3. How many shares of OPTICAL PRODUCTS’ common stock were outstanding at
December 31, 20X9? (p. 492)

4. OPTICAL PRODUCTS’ net income during 20X9 was $1,410 million. How much were
OPTICAL PRODUCTS’ dividends during the year? (pp. 496–497)

5. During 20X9, OPTICAL PRODUCTS sold no treasury stock. What average price per
share did OPTICAL PRODUCTS pay for the treasury stock the company purchased dur-
ing 20X9? (pp. 496–497 and Challenge)

E9-26 (Learning Objective 4: Computing dividends on preferred and common stock) Great
Lakes Manufacturing, Inc., reported the following:

Great Lakes Manufacturing has paid all preferred dividends through 20X1.

� Required

Compute the total amounts of dividends to both preferred and common for 20X4 and 20X5
if total dividends are $50,000 in 20X4 and $100,000 in 20X5. (pp. 497–498)

E9-27 (Learning Objective 4: Recording a stock dividend and reporting stockholders’ equity)
The stockholders’ equity for Dairy Queen Drive-Ins (DQ) on December 31, 2009, follows
(adapted).

On April 15, 2010, the market price of DQ common stock was $17 per share. Assume DQ
distributed a 10% stock dividend on this date.

� Required

1. Journalize the distribution of the stock dividend. (pp. 498–499)

2. Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of the balance sheet after the stock dividend.
(Challenge)

Common stock, $0.10 par, 2,000,000 shares

 authorized, 500,000 shares issued......................

Paid-in capital in excess of par—common...............

Retained earnings....................................................

Other equity............................................................

 Total stockholders’ equity..................................

$     50,000

962,000

7,122,000

(195,000)

$7,939,000

Stockholders’ Equity

Preferred stock, cumulative, $1 par, 5%, 60,000 shares issued ..........

Common stock, $0.10 par, 9,130,000 shares issued .....................

$  60,000

913,000

Stockholders’ Equity

(continued)
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518 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

3. Why is total stockholders’ equity unchanged by the stock dividend? (p. 499)

4. Suppose DQ had a cash balance of $540,000 on April 16, 2010. What is the maximum
amount of cash dividends DQ can declare? (pp. 498–499)

E9-28 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Measuring the effects of stock issuance, dividends, and
treasury stock transactions) Identify the effects—both the direction and the dollar
amount—of these assumed transactions on the total stockholders’ equity of FedEx

Corporation. Each transaction is independent. (p. 500)
a. Declaration of cash dividends of $80 million.
b. Payment of the cash dividend in a.
c. 10% stock dividend. Before the dividend, 69 million shares of $1 par common stock

were outstanding; the market value was $7.625 at the time of the dividend.
d. A 50% stock dividend. Before the dividend, 69 million shares of $1 par common

stock were outstanding; the market value was $13.75 at the time of the dividend.
e. Purchase of 2,000 shares of treasury stock (par value $1) at $4.25 per share.
f. Sale of 600 shares of the treasury stock for $5.00 per share. Cost of the treasury stock

was $4.25 per share.
g. A 3-for-1 stock split. Prior to the split, 69 million shares of $1 par common were

outstanding.

E9-29 (Learning Objective 4: Reporting stockholders’ equity after a stock split) Solartech
Corp. had the following stockholders’ equity at January 31 (dollars in millions, except par
value per share):

On March 7, Solartech split its $0.10 par common stock 2 for 1. Prepare the stockholders’
equity section of the balance sheet immediately after the split. (pp. 499–501)

E9-30 (Learning Objective 5: Measuring the book value per share of common stock) The
balance sheet of Oriental Rug Company reported the following:

� Required

1. Compute the book value per share for the common stock, assuming all preferred divi-
dends are fully paid up (none in arrears). (pp. 501–502)

2. Compute the book value per share of the common stock, assuming that 3 years’ preferred
dividends including the current year, are in arrears. (pp. 501–502)

3. Oriental Rug’s common stock recently traded at market price of $7.75 per share. Does
this mean that Oriental Rug’s stock is a good buy at $7.75? (pp. 502–503)

E9-31 (Learning Objective 6: Evaluating profitability) Lexington Inns reported these fig-
ures for 20X4 and 20X3 (in millions):

Redeemable preferred stock, 6%, $60 par value,

redemption value $10,000; outstanding 100 shares................ $  6,000

Common stockholders’ equity:

8,000 shares issued and outstanding ...................................... 87,200

Total stockholders’ equity .......................................................... $93,200

Common stock, $0.10 par, 500 million shares

authorized, 440 million shares issued ................  $     44

Additional paid-in capital...................................... 318

Retained earnings.................................................. 2,393

Other equity.......................................................... (149)

Total stockholders’ equity ................................. $2,606
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Compute Lexington’s return on assets and return on common stockholders’ equity for 20X4.
Do these rates of return suggest strength or weakness? Give your reason. (pp. 502–504)

E9-32 (Learning Objective 6: Evaluating profitability) Carolina Atlantic Company
included the following items in its financial statements for 20X7, the current year (amounts
in millions):

Balance sheet

 Total assets ....................................................................

 Common stock and additional paid-in capital ...............

 Retained earnings ..........................................................

 Other equity ..................................................................

Income statement

 Operating income ..........................................................

 Interest expense .............................................................

 Net income ....................................................................

$15,695

43

11,519

(2,914)

$  4,021

219

1,486

20X4

$13,757

388

16,510

(9,294)

$  3,818

272

1,543

20X3

Payment of long-term debt .......... $17,055

Proceeds from issuance

of common stock..................... 8,425

Total liabilities:

Current year end ..................... 32,320

Preceding year end .................. 38,023

Total stockholders’ equity:

Current year end ..................... 23,478

Preceding year end .................. 14,048

Borrowings.................................. 6,582

Dividends paid ..................... $   225

Interest expense:

Current year..................... 1,437

Preceding year .................. 597

Net income:

Current year..................... 1,882

Preceding year .................. 2,001

Operating income:

Current year..................... 4,884

Preceding year .................. 4,012

Compute Carolina Atlantic’s return on assets and return on common equity during 20X7 (the
current year). Carolina Atlantic has no preferred stock outstanding. Do the company’s rates of
return look strong or weak? Give your reason. (pp. 502–504)

E9-33 (Learning Objective 7: Reporting cash flows from financing activities) Use the
Carolina Atlantic data in Exercise E9-32 to show how the company reported cash flows from
financing activities during 20X7 (the current year). List items in descending order from largest
to smallest dollar amount. (pp. 449, 504–505)

Challenge Exercises
E9-34 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Reconstructing transactions from the financial
statements) A-1 Networking Solutions began operations on January 1, 20X7, and immedi-
ately issued its stock, receiving cash. A-1’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X7, reported the
following stockholders’ equity:

Common stock, $1 par...................... $  50,000

Additional paid-in capital.................. 200,600

Retained earnings.............................. 38,000

Treasury stock, 500 shares ................ (2,000)

Total stockholders’ equity ................. $286,600

writing assignment � 

(continued)
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520 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

During 20X7, A-1
a. Issued stock for $5 per share. (pp. 486–487)
b. Purchased 800 shares of treasury stock, paying $4 per share. (pp. 493–494)
c. Resold some of the treasury stock. (pp. 493–494)
d. Earned net income of $56,000 and declared and paid cash dividends. Revenues were

$171,000 and expenses totaled $115,000. 

� Required

Journalize all of A-1’s stockholders’ equity transactions during the year. A-1’s entry d. to close
net income to Retained Earnings was:

E9-35 (Learning Objective 7: Reporting financing activities on the statement of cash flows)
Use the data in Exercise E9-34 to report all of A-1 Networking Solutions’ financing activities
on the company’s statement of cash flows for 20X7 (Journal entries and/or T-accounts may aid
your approach to a solution). (pp. 504–505)

E9-36 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Explaining the changes in stockholders’ equity) Apollo
Corporation reported the following stockholders’ equity data (all dollars in millions except
par value per share):

Apollo earned net income of $2,960 during 20X2. For each account except Retained
Earnings, 1 transaction explains the change from the December 31, 20X1, balance to the
December 31, 20X2, balance. Two transactions affected Retained Earnings. Give a full expla-
nation, including the dollar amount, for the change in each account. (pp. 496–497)

E9-37 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Accounting for changes in stockholders’ equity) Fun City,
Inc., ended 20X5 with 8 million shares of $1 par common stock issued and outstanding.
Beginning additional paid-in capital was $13 million, and retained earnings totaled $40 million.

� In March 20X6, Fun City issued 2 million shares of common stock at a price of $2 per share.

� In May, the company distributed a 10% stock dividend at a time when Fun City’s com-
mon stock had a market value of $3 per share.

� Then in October, Fun City’s stock price dropped to $1 per share and the company pur-
chased 2 million shares of treasury stock.

� For the year, Fun City earned net income of $26 million and declared cash dividends of
$17 million.
Complete the following tabulation to show what Fun City should report for

stockholders’ equity at December 31, 20X6. Journal entries are not required. (Challenge)

Preferred stock ......................................

Common stock, $1 par value ................

Additional paid-in capital......................

Retained earnings..................................

Treasury stock, common .......................

20X2

$     604

900

1,490

20,661

(2,758)

December 31,

$     740

891

1,468

19,108

(2,643)

20X1

115,000

56,000

171,000Revenues

 Expenses

 Retained Earnings
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Common
Stock

Treasury
Stock(Amounts in millions)

Balance, Dec. 31, 20X5..................... $8

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

$13

Retained
Earnings

$40

Total
Equity

$61

Issuance of stock ...............................

Stock dividend...................................

Purchase of treasury stock.................

Net income........................................

Cash dividends ..................................

Balance, Dec. 31, 20X6..................... $   $   $   $   

$0 

$   

+ + − =

Quiz
Test your understanding of stockholders’ equity by answering the following questions. Select the best
choice from among the possible answers given.

Q9-38 Which of the following is a characteristic of a corporation? (pp. 478–479)
a. mutual agency c. limited liability of stockholders
b. no income tax d. both a and b

Q9-39 Team Spirit, Inc., issues 240,000 shares of no-par common stock for $5 per share.
The journal entry is: (pp. 487–488)

240,000

240,000

960,000

1,200,000

480,000

720,000

240,000

1,200,000

1,200,000

1,200,000

a.

b.

c.

d.

Cash

  Common Stock

Cash

  Common Stock

  Gain on the Sale of Stock

Cash

  Common Stock

Cash

  Common Stock

  Paid-in Capital in Excess of Stated Value—Common

Q9-40 Par value (pp. 483–484)
a. represents what a share of stock is worth.
b. represents the original selling price for a share of stock.
c. is established for a share of stock after it is issued.
d. is an arbitrary amount that establishes the legal capital for each share.
e. may exist for common stock but not for preferred stock.

Q9-41 The paid-in capital portion of stockholders’ equity does not include (pp. 481–482)
a. Preferred Stock.
b. Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par Value.
c. Retained Earnings.
d. Common Stock.

Q9-42 Preferred stock is least likely to have which of the following characteristics? (pp. 482–483)
a. Preference as to assets on liquidation of the corporation
b. Extra liability for the preferred stockholders
c. The right of the holder to convert to common stock
d. Preference as to dividends
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522 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

Q9-43 Which of the following classifications represents the most shares of common
stock? (p. 492)
a. Issued shares d. Unissued shares
b. Outstanding shares e. Authorized shares
c. Treasury shares

Use the following information for Questions Q9-44 to Q9-46:

These account balances at December 31 relate to Sportaid, Inc.:
Accounts Payable $ 51,700 Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par—Common $280,000
Accounts Receivable 81,350 Preferred Stock, 10%, $100 Par 89,000
Common Stock 313,000 Retained Earnings 71,800
Treasury Stock 5,000 Notes Receivable 12,500
Bonds Payable 3,400

Q9-44 What is total paid-in capital for Sportaid, Inc.? (pp. 481–482, 504–505)
a. $682,000 d. $753,800
b. $701,345 e. None of the above.
c. $694,445

Q9-45 What is total stockholders’ equity for Sportaid, Inc.? (pp. 504–505)
a. $753,800 d. $764,735
b. $758,800 e. None of the above.
c. $748,800

Q9-46 Sportaid’s net income for the period is $119,600 and beginning common stockholders’
equity is $681,400. Calculate Sportaid’s return on common stockholders’ equity. (pp. 503–504)
a. 15.7% c. 17.5%
b. 16.5% d. 18.6%

Q9-47 A company paid $20 per share to purchase 500 shares of its common stock as
treasury stock. The stock was originally issued at $15 per share. The journal entry to record
the purchase of the treasury stock is: (pp. 493–494)

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

7,500

2,500

5,000

5,000

10,000

a.

b.

c.

d.

Treasury Stock

  Cash

Treasury Stock

Retained Earnings

  Cash

Treasury Stock

Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par

  Cash

Common Stock

  Cash

Q9-48 When treasury stock is sold for less than its cost, the entry should include a debit to:
(pp. 493–494)
a. Gain on Sale of Treasury Stock. c. Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par.
b. Loss on Sale of Treasury Stock. d. Retained Earnings.

Q9-49 A company purchased 200 shares of its common stock at $55 per share. It then
sells 30 of the treasury shares at $58 per share. The entry to sell the treasury stock includes a
(pp. 493–494)
a. credit to Cash for $1,740.
b. credit to Treasury Stock for $1,740.
c. credit to Retained Earnings for $240.
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d. debit to Retained Earnings for $90.
e. credit to Paid-in Capital, Treasury Stock for $90.

Q9-50 Stockholders are eligible for a dividend if they own the stock on the date of:
(pp. 495–497)
a. declaration. c. payment.
b. record. d. issuance.

Q9-51 Mario’s Foods has outstanding 500 shares of 7% preferred stock, $100 par value, and
1,200 shares of common stock, $20 par value. Mario’s declares dividends of $14,300. The
correct entry is: (pp. 497–498)

3,500

10,800

14,300

7,150

7,150

14,300

14,300

14,300

14,300

3,500

10,800

a.

b.

c.

d.

Retained Earnings

  Dividends Payable, Preferred

  Dividends Payable, Common

Dividends Expense

  Cash

Retained Earnings

  Dividends Payable, Preferred

  Dividends Payable, Common

Dividends Payable, Preferred

Dividends Payable, Common

  Cash

Q9-52 A corporation has 20,000 shares of 8% preferred stock outstanding. Also, there are
20,000 shares of common stock outstanding. Par value for each is $100. If a $350,000 divi-
dend is paid, how much goes to the preferred stockholders? (pp. 497–498)
a. None d. $120,000
b. $350,000 e. $320,000
c. $160,000

Q9-53 Assume the same facts as in question 52. What is the amount of dividends per share
on common stock? (pp. 497–498, Challenge)
a. $9.50 d. $1.50
b. $8.00 e. None of these.
c. $17.50

Q9-54 Which of the following is not true about a 10% stock dividend? (pp. 498–499)
a. Par value decreases.
b. Paid-in Capital increases.
c. Retained Earnings decreases.
d. The market value of the stock is needed to record the stock dividend.
e. Total stockholders’ equity remains the same.

Q9-55 A company declares a 5% stock dividend. The debit to Retained Earnings is an
amount equal to: (pp. 498–499)
a. the par value of the shares to be issued.
b. the excess of the market price over the original issue price of the shares to be issued.
c. the book value of the shares to be issued.
d. the market value of the shares to be issued.

Q9-56 Which of the following statements is not true about a 3-for-1 stock split? 
(pp. 499–501)
a. Par value is reduced to one-third of what it was before the split.
b. Total stockholders’ equity increases.
c. The market price of each share of stock will decrease.
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d. A stockholder with 10 shares before the split owns 30 shares after the split.
e. Retained Earnings remains the same.

Q9-57 Franco Company’s net income and interest expense are $44,000 and $4,000,
respectively, and average total assets are $384,000. How much is Franco’s retun on assets?
(pp. 502–503)
a. 10.4% c. 12.5%
b. 11.5% d. 13.1%

Problems
(Group A)

P9-58A (Learning Objective 1, 2, 5: Explaining the features of a corporation’s stock)
Reinhart Corporation is conducting a special meeting of its board of directors to address some
concerns raised by the stockholders. Stockholders have submitted the following questions.
Answer each question.

1. Why are common stock and retained earnings shown separately in the shareholders’
equity section of the balance sheet? (pp. 481–482)

2. Lou Harris, a Reinhart shareholder, proposes to give some land she owns to the company
in exchange for shares of the company stock. How should Reinhart Corporation deter-
mine the number of shares of our stock to issue for the land? (pp. 493–494)

3. Preferred shares generally are preferred with respect to dividends and in the event of our
liquidation. Why would investors buy our common stock when preferred stock is
available? (pp. 482–483)

4. What does the redemption value of our preferred stock require us to do? (p. 499)
5. One of our stockholders owns 100 shares of Reinhart stock and someone has offered to

buy her shares for their book value. Our stockholder asks us the formula for computing
the book value of her stock. (pp. 501–502)

P9-59A (Learning Objective 2: Recording corporate transactions and preparing the stock-
holders’ equity section of the balance sheet) The partners who own Bassett Furniture Co.
wished to avoid the unlimited personal liability of the partnership form of business, so they
incorporated as BFC Inc. The charter from the state of Florida authorizes the corporation to
issue 10,000 shares of $6 no-par preferred stock and 250,000 shares of $5 par common
stock. In its first month, BFC completed the following transactions:

� Required

1. Record the transactions in the journal. (pp. 486–490)

Jan. 3 Issued 1,000 shares of common stock to the promoter for 

assistance with issuance of the common stock. The promotional

fee was $10,000. Debit Organization Expense.

6 Issued 5,000 shares of common stock to Jo Bassett and 3,800 

shares to Mel Bassett in return for cash equal to the stock’s market

value of $11 per share. The Bassetts were partners in Bassett

Furniture Co.

12 Issued 1,000 shares of preferred stock to acquire a patent with a 

market value of $110,000.

22 Issued 1,500 shares of common stock for $12 cash per share.

writing assignment � 

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
problems using MAL.
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2. Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of the BFC Inc. balance sheet at January 31. The
ending balance of Retained Earnings is $89,000. (pp. 486–487, 504–505)

P9-60A (Learning Objective 2, 4: Preparing the stockholders’ equity section of the balance
sheet) Lima Corp. has the following stockholders’ equity information:

Lima’s charter authorizes the company to issue 10,000 shares of 5% preferred stock with par
value of $100 and 400,000 shares of no-par common stock. The company issued 1,000
shares of the preferred stock at $100 per share. It issued 100,000 shares of the common stock
for a total of $370,000. The company’s retained earnings balance at the beginning of 20X8
was $40,000, and net income for the year was $90,000. During 20X8, Lima declared the
specified dividend on preferred and a $0.50 per-share dividend on common. Preferred divi-
dends for 20X7 were in arrears.

� Required

Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of Lima Corp.’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X8.
Show the computation of all amounts. Journal entries are not required. (pp. 504–505)

P9-61A (Learning Objective 3: Purchasing treasury stock to fight off a takeover of the
corporation) Gary Swan Imports, Inc., is located in Jacksonville, Florida. Swan is the only com-
pany with reliable sources for its imported gifts. The company does a brisk business with spe-
cialty stores such as Macy’s. Swan’s recent success has made the company a prime target for a
takeover. An investment group from Miami is attempting to buy 51% of Swan’s outstanding
stock against the wishes of Swan’s board of directors. Board members are convinced that the
Miami investors would sell the most desirable pieces of the business and leave little of value.

At the most recent board meeting, several suggestions were advanced to fight off the hos-
tile takeover bid. The suggestion with the most promise is to purchase a huge quantity of
treasury stock. Swan has the cash to carry out this plan.

� Required

1. Suppose you are a significant stockholder of Gary Swan Imports, Inc. Write a memoran-
dum to explain to the board how the purchase of treasury stock would make it difficult
for the Miami group to take over Swan. Include in your memo a discussion of the effect
that purchasing treasury stock would have on stock outstanding and on the size of the
corporation. (pp. 493–494)

2. Suppose Swan management is successful in fighting off the takeover bid and later sells
the treasury stock at prices greater than the purchase price. Explain what effect these
sales will have on assets, stockholders’ equity, and net income. (pp. 493–494)

P9-62A (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Measuring the effects of stock issuance, treasury stock,
and dividend transactions on stockholders’ equity) Federal Exchange Corporation is author-
ized to issue 500,000 shares of $1 par common stock.

In its initial public offering during 20X2, Federal Exchange issued 200,000 shares of its
$1 par common stock for $12 per share. Over the next year, Federal Exchange’s common stock
price increased, and the company issued 100,000 more shares at an average price of $14.50.

During 20X4, the price of Federal Exchange’s common stock dropped to $8, and Federal
Exchange purchased 30,000 shares of its common stock for the treasury. After the market
price of the common stock increased in 20X5, Federal Exchange sold 20,000 shares of the
treasury stock for $11 per share.

During the 5 years 20X2 to 20X6, Federal Exchange earned net income of $295,000 and
declared and paid cash dividends of $119,000. Stock dividends of $110,000 were distributed
to the stockholders in 20X3, with $14,000 credited to common stock and $96,000 credited
to additional paid-in capital. At December 31, 20X6, total assets of the company are
$7,030,000, and liabilities add up to $3,024,000.

(continued)
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� Required

Show the computation of Federal Exchange Corporation’s total stockholders’ equity at
December 31, 20X6. Present a detailed computation of each element of stockholders’ equity.
(pp. 486–487, 493–494, 497–499, 504–505)

P9-63A (Learning Objective 2, 4: Analyzing the stockholders’ equity and dividends of a
corporation) Teak Outdoor Furniture Company included the following stockholders’ equity
on its year-end balance sheet at February 28:

� Required

1. Identify the different issues of stock Teak Outdoor Furniture Company has outstanding.
(pp. 485–490)

2. Give the summary entries to record issuance of all the Teak stock. Assume that all the
stock was issued for cash. Explanations are not required. (pp. 486–487, 489–490)

3. Suppose Teak passed its preferred dividends for 3 years. Would the company have to pay
those dividends in arrears before paying dividends to the common stockholders? Give
your reason. (pp. 497–498)

4. What amount of preferred dividends must Teak declare and pay each year to avoid hav-
ing preferred dividends in arrears? (pp. 497–498)

5. Assume that preferred dividends are in arrears for 20X8. Record the declaration of an
$800,000 dividend on February 28, 20X9. An explanation is not required. (pp. 497–498)

P9-64A (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Accounting for stock issuance, dividends, and
treasury stock) Boston Enterprises reported the following summarized balance sheet at
December 31, 20X7:

During 20X8, Boston completed these transactions that affected stockholders’ equity:

Assets

Current assets................................................................................. $18,200

Property and equipment, net .......................................................... 34,700

Total assets .................................................................................... $52,900

Liabilities and Equity

Liabilities ....................................................................................... $  6,200

Stockholders’ equity:

$5 cumulative preferred stock, $10 par, 180 shares issued ......... 1,800

Common stock, $1 par, 2,400 shares issued............................... 2,400

Paid-in capital in excess of par, common....................................  23,500

Retained earnings....................................................................... 19,000

Total liabilities and equity.............................................................. $52,900

Stockholders’ Equity

Preferred stock, 5.5% cumulative—par value $20 per share;

authorized 100,000 shares in each class;

Class A—issued 75,000 shares ............................... $  1,500,000

Class B—issued 92,000 shares................................ 1,840,000

Common stock—par value $5 per share;

authorized 1,000,000 shares;

issued 280,000 shares................................................. 1,400,000

Additional paid-in capital, common............................... 5,540,000

Retained earnings........................................................... 8,330,000

$18,610,000
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� Required

1. Journalize Boston’s transactions. Explanations are not required. (pp. 486–487, 493–497)
2. Report Boston’s stockholders’ equity at December 31, 20X8. Net income for 20X8 was

$62,000. (pp. 504–505)

P9-65A (Learning Objective 3, 4: Measuring the effects of dividend and treasury stock
transactions on a company) Dairy Freeze of Texas, Inc., completed the following transac-
tions during 20X6, the company’s tenth year of operations:

� Required

Analyze each transaction in terms of its effect on the accounting equation of Dairy Freeze of
Texas, Inc. (p. 500)

P9-66A (Learning Objective 3, 6: Preparing a corporation’s balance sheet; measuring
profitability) The following accounts and related balances of Bluebird Designers, Inc., as of
December 31, 20X8, are arranged in no particular order.

Mar. 18 Purchased 2,000 shares of the company’s own common stock at 

$22 per share.

Apr. 22 Sold 700 shares of treasury common stock for $26 per share.

Aug. 6 Declared a cash dividend on the 10,000 shares of $0.60 no-par 

preferred stock.

Sept. 1 Paid the cash dividends.

Nov. 18 Distributed a 10% stock dividend on the 30,000 shares of $1 

par common stock outstanding. The market value of the

common stock was $25 per share.

Feb. 2 Issued 10,000 shares of company stock ($5 par) for cash of

$250,000.

Feb. 22 Issued 1,000 shares of common stock for $16 per share.

May 4 Declared the regular cash dividend on the preferred stock.

24 Paid the cash dividend.

July 9 Distributed a 10% stock dividend on the common stock. Market 

price of the common stock was $18 per share.

Nov. 19 Reacquired 800 shares of common stock as treasury stock,

paying $14 per share.

Dec. 8 Sold 600 shares of the treasury stock for $15 per share.

(continued)

Interest expense.......................... $  16,100

Property, plant, and

equipment, net ....................... 357,000

Common stock, $1 par,

500,000 shares authorized,

115,000 shares issued............. 115,000

Prepaid expenses ........................ 10,000

Common stockholders’

equity, December 31, 20X7.... 222,000

Net income................................. 31,000

Total assets,

December 31, 20X7 ............... 494,000

Treasury stock,

18,000 shares at cost.............. 22,000

Goodwill .................................... 14,000

Cash.............................................. $41,000

Accounts receivable, net ................ 24,000

Paid-in capital in excess

of par—common....................... 19,000

Accrued liabilities.......................... 26,000

Long-term note payable ................ 98,000

Inventory....................................... 99,000

Dividends payable ......................... 9,000

?Retained earnings..........................

Accounts payable .......................... 131,000

Trademark, net ............................. 9,000

Preferred stock, $0.50,

no-par, 10,000 shares

authorized and issued................ 27,000
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� Required

1. Prepare the company’s classified balance sheet in the account format at December 31,
20X8. (pp. 147, 504–505)

2. Compute rate of return on total assets and rate of return on common stockholders’ equity
for the year ended December 31, 20X8. (pp. 502–504)

3. Do these rates of return suggest strength or weakness? Give your reason. (pp. 503–504)

P9-67A (Learning Objective 7: Analyzing the statement of cash flows) The statement of cash
flows of PepsiCo, Inc., reported the following (adapted) for the year ended December 31, 2006:

� Required

Make the journal entry that PepsiCo would use to record each of these transactions.
(pp. 429–432, 486–487, 493–497)

(Group B)

P9-68B (Learning Objective 1, 3, 4: Explaining the features of a corporation’s stock) The
board of directors of Freestroke Swim Centers, Inc., is meeting to address the concerns of
stockholders. Stockholders have submitted the following questions for discussion at the
board meeting. Answer each question.

1. Why did Freestroke organize as a corporation if a corporation must pay an additional
layer of income tax? (pp. 478–479)

2. How is preferred stock similar to common stock? How is preferred stock similar to debt?
(pp. 482–483)

3. Freestroke purchased treasury stock for $50,000 and a year later sold it for $65,000.
Explain to the stockholders whether the $15,000 excess is profit to be reported on the
company’s income statement. Explain your answer. (pp. 493–494)

4. Would Freestroke investors prefer to receive cash dividends or stock dividends? Explain
your reasoning. (pp. 495–499)

P9-69B (Learning Objective 2: Recording corporate transactions and preparing the
stockholders’ equity section of the balance sheet) The charter from the state of Utah
authorizes Challenger Canoes, Inc., to issue 10,000 shares of 6%, $100 par preferred stock
and 100,000 shares of $1 par common stock. In its first month, Challenger completed the
following transactions:

Oct. 6 Issued 300 shares of common stock to the lawyer for

assistance with chartering the corporation. The lawyer’s

fee was $1,500. Debit Organization Expense.

9 Issued 9,000 shares of common stock to Jerry Grant and 12,000

shares to Sheila Hoffman in return for cash equal to the stock’s

market value of $5 per share. Grant and Hoffman are

executives of the company.

10 Issued 400 shares of preferred stock to acquire a patent with a

market value of $40,000.

26 Issued 2,000 shares of common stock for cash of $12,000.

Cash flows from financing activities—amounts in millions:

Cash dividends paid ............................................................... $(1,854)

Issuance of common stock at par value .................................. 1,194

Proceeds from issuance of long-term notes payable ................ 51

Purchases of treasury stock .................................................... (3,010)

Payments of long-term notes payable ..................................... (157)
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� Required

1. Record the transactions in the journal. (pp. 486–487, 489–490)
2. Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of the Challenger balance sheet at October 31.

The ending balance of Retained Earnings is $49,000. (pp. 486–487, 504–505)

P9-70B (Learning Objective 2, 4: Preparing the stockholders’ equity section of the balance
sheet) The charter of Samuells’ Sportswear authorizes the company to issue 5,000 shares of
5%, $100 par preferred stock and 500,000 shares of no-par common stock. Samuells’ issued
1,000 shares of the preferred stock at $100 per share. It issued 100,000 shares of the common
stock for $427,000. The company’s retained earnings balance at the beginning of 20X6 was
$61,000. Net income for 20X6 was $80,000, and the company declared a 5% cash dividend
on preferred stock for 20X6.

� Required

Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of Samuells’ Sportswear, Inc.’s, balance sheet at
December 31, 20X6. Show the computation of all amounts. Journal entries are not required.
(pp. 504–505)

P9-71B (Learning Objective 3: Fighting off a takeover of the corporation) Calpak
Outdoor Sports is positioned ideally in the water sports business. Located in Denver,
Colorado, Calpak is the only company with a distribution network for its imported goods.
The company does a brisk business with specialty stores such as Cabella’s, REI, and
Academy Sports. Calpak’s recent success has made the company a prime target for a
takeover. Against the wishes of Calpak’s board of directors, an investment group from Los
Angeles is attempting to buy 51% of Calpak’s outstanding stock. Board members are con-
vinced that the Los Angeles investors would sell off the most desirable pieces of the business
and leave little of value. At the most recent board meeting, several suggestions were
advanced to fight off the hostile takeover bid.

� Required

Suppose you are a significant stockholder of Calpak Outdoor Sports. Write a short memo to
the board to propose an action that would make it difficult for the investor group to take over
Calpak. Include in your memo a discussion of the effect your proposed action would have on
the company’s assets, liabilities, and total stockholders’ equity. (pp. 492–493)

P9-72B (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Measuring the effects of stock issuance, treasury stock,
and dividend transactions on stockholders’ equity) Wholegrain Health Foods, Inc., is
authorized to issue 5,000,000 shares of $1 par common stock.

In its initial public offering during 20X4, Wholegrain issued 500,000 shares of its $1 par
common stock for $7.00 per share. Over the next year, Wholegrain’s stock price increased
and the company issued 400,000 more shares at an average price of $8.50.

During 20X6, the price of Wholegrain’s common stock dropped to $7, and the com-
pany purchased 60,000 shares of its common stock for the treasury. After the market price
of the common stock rose in 20X7, Wholegrain sold 40,000 shares of the treasury stock for
$8 per share.

During the 5 years 20X4 through 20X8, Wholegrain earned net income of $620,000 and
declared and paid cash dividends of $140,000. Stock dividends of $280,000 were distributed
to the stockholders in 20X7, with $35,000 credited to common stock and $245,000 credited
to additional paid-in capital. At December 31, 20X8, the company has total assets of
$14,200,000 and total liabilities of $6,920,000.

� Required

Show the computation of Wholegrain’s total stockholders’ equity at December 31, 20X8.
Present a detailed computation of each element of stockholders’ equity. (pp. 486–487,
493–494, 497–499, 504–505)
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P9-73B (Learning Objective 2, 4: Analyzing the stockholders’ equity and dividends of a cor-
poration) Steeltrap Security included the following stockholders’ equity on its balance sheet:

� Required

1. Identify the different issues of stock Steeltrap Security has outstanding. (pp. 484–490)
2. Which class of stock did Steeltrap issue at par value, and which class did it issue above

par value? (pp. 485–490)
3. Suppose Steeltrap passed its preferred dividends for 1 year. Would the company have to

pay these dividends in arrears before paying dividends to the common stockholders?
Why? (pp. 495–498)

4. What amount of preferred dividends must Steeltrap declare and pay each year to avoid
having preferred dividends in arrears? (pp. 497–498)

5. Assume preferred dividends are in arrears for 20X7. Journalize the declaration of a
$50,000 cash dividend for 20X8. No explanation is needed. (pp. 497–498)

P9-74B (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Accounting for stock issuance, dividends, and treasury
stock) Madrid Jewelry Company reported the following summarized balance sheet at
December 31, 20X8:

Assets

Current assets.................................................................. $33,400

Property and equipment, net ........................................... 51,800

Total assets ..................................................................... $85,200

Liabilities and Equity

Liabilities ........................................................................ $37,800

Stockholders’ equity:

$0.50 cumulative preferred stock, $5 par,

400 shares issued..................................................... 2,000

Common stock, $1 par, 6,000 shares issued................  6,000

Paid-in capital in excess of par, common.....................  17,400

Retained earnings........................................................ 22,000

Total liabilities and equity............................................... $85,200

Stockholders’ Equity ($ Millions)

Preferred stock—

Authorized 20,000 shares in each class:

$5.00 Cumulative Convertible Preferred Stock,

$50.00 par value, 2,500 shares issued ....................... $   125,000

$2.50 Cumulative Convertible Preferred Stock,

$25.00 par value, 4,000 shares issued ....................... 100,000

Common stock—$2 par value:

Authorized 80,000 shares, issued 48,000 shares................ 96,000

Additional paid-in capital—common ................................ 288,000

529,000Retained earnings..................................................................

$1,138,000

� general ledger
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During 20X9, Madrid completed these transactions that affected stockholders’ equity:

� Required

1. Journalize Madrid’s transactions. Explanations are not required. (pp. 486–487, 493–499)
2. Report Madrid Jewelry Company’s stockholders’ equity at December 31, 20X9. Net

income for 20X9 was $27,000. (pp. 504–505)

P9-75B (Learning Objective 3, 4: Measuring the effects of dividend and treasury stock
transactions on a company) Niles Corporation completed the following selected transactions
during the current year:

� Required

Analyze each transaction in terms of its effect on the accounting equation of Niles
Corporation. (p. 500)

P9-76B (Learning Objective 3, 6: Preparing a corporation’s balance sheet; measuring
profitability) The following accounts and related balances of Kingston Appliances, Inc., are
arranged in no particular order.

Mar. 3 Distributed a 10% stock dividend on the 90,000 shares of

common stock outstanding ($2.50 par). The market value of

the common stock was $25 per share.

May 16 Declared a cash dividend on the 5%, $100 par preferred stock

(5,000 shares outstanding).

30 Paid the cash dividends.

Oct. 26 Purchased 1,500 shares of treasury stock at $24 per share.

Dec. 8 Sold all of the treasury stock for $27 per share.

19 Issued 10,000 shares of common stock ($2.50 par) for $28 per share.

Feb. 13 Issued 5,000 shares of common stock for $4 per share.

June 7 Declared the regular cash dividend on the preferred stock.

24 Paid the cash dividend.

Aug. 9 Distributed a 10% stock dividend on the common stock. Market

price of the common stock was $5 per share.

Oct. 26 Reacquired 500 shares of common stock as treasury stock,

paying $6 per share.

Nov. 20 Sold 200 shares of the treasury stock for $8 per share.

Accounts payable ....................... $  31,000

?Retained earnings.......................

Common stock, $1 par;

100,000 shares authorized,

42,000 shares issued............... 42,000

Inventory.................................... 93,000

Property, plant, and

equipment, net ....................... 181,000

Goodwill .................................... 6,000

Preferred stock, 4%, $10 par,

25,000 shares authorized,

3,700 shares issued................. 37,000

Cash............................................. 44,000

Additional paid-in capital—

common................................. 140,000

Dividends payable ........................ $    3,000

Total assets, December 31,

20X6........................................ 461,000

Net income................................... 36,200

Common stockholders’ equity,

December 31, 20X6 ................. 283,000

Interest expense............................ 3,800

Treasury stock, common,

1,600 shares at cost.................. 11,000

Prepaid expenses .......................... 13,000

Patent, net .................................... 31,000

Accrued liabilities......................... 17,000

Long-term note payable ............... 79,000

Accounts receivable, net ............... 71,000

� general ledger
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� Required

1. Prepare Kingston’s classified balance sheet in the account format at December 31, 20X7.
(pp. 147, 504–505)

2. Compute rate of return on total assets and rate of return on common stockholders’ equity
for the year ended December 31, 20X7. (pp. 502–504)

3. Do these rates of return suggest strength, weakness, or a mid range? Give your reason.
(pp. 504–505)

P9-77B (Learning Objective 7: Analyzing the statement of cash flows) The statement of
cash flows of Picture Perfect Photography reported the following for the year ended
December 31, 20X8.

� Required

Make the journal entry that Picture Perfect used to record each of these transactions. 
(pp. 419–420, 431–432, 486–487, 493–497, 504–505)

Cash flows from financing activities:

Dividends [declared and] paid .................................................... $ (8,300)

Proceeds from issuance of common stock at par value ............... 14,100

Payments of short-term notes payable ........................................ (6,900)

Payments of long-term notes payable ......................................... (1,300)

Proceeds from issuance of long-term notes payable .................... 2,100

Purchases of treasury stock ........................................................ (6,300)

writing assignment � 

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 2: Evaluating alternative ways of raising capital) Nate Smith
and Darla Jones have written a computer program for a video game that may rival Playstation
and Xbox. They need additional capital to market the product, and they plan to incorporate
their business. Smith and Jones are considering alternative capital structures for the corporation.
Their primary goal is to raise as much capital as possible without giving up control of the busi-
ness. Smith and Jones plan to receive 50,000 shares of the corporation’s common stock in return
for the net assets of their old business. After the old company’s books are closed and the assets
adjusted to current market value, Smith’s and Jones’s capital balances will each be $25,000.

The corporation’s plans for a charter include an authorization to issue 10,000 shares of
preferred stock and 500,000 shares of $1 par common stock. Smith and Jones are uncertain
about the most desirable features for the preferred stock. Prior to incorporating, Smith and
Jones are discussing their plans with 2 investment groups. The corporation can obtain capital
from outside investors under either of the following plans:

• Plan 1. Group 1 will invest $80,000 to acquire 800 shares of 6%, $100 par nonvoting,
preferred stock.

• Plan 2. Group 2 will invest $55,000 to acquire 500 shares of $5, no-par preferred stock
and $35,000 to acquire 35,000 shares of common stock. Each preferred share receives
50 votes on matters that come before the stockholders.

� Required
Assume that the corporation is chartered.

1. Journalize the issuance of common stock to Smith and Jones. Debit each person’s capital
account for its balance. (pp. 486–487)

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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2. Journalize the issuance of stock to the outsiders under both plans. (pp. 486–487)

3. Assume that net income for the first year is $120,000 and total dividends are $30,000.
Prepare the stockholders’ equity section of the corporation’s balance sheet under both
plans. (pp. 504–505)

4. Recommend one of the plans to Smith and Jones. Give your reasons. (Challenge)

Case 2. (Learning Objective 4: Analyzing cash dividends and stock dividends) United

Parcel Service (UPS), Inc. had the following stockholders’ equity amounts on December
31, 20X5 (adapted, in millions):

During 20X5, UPS paid a cash dividend of $0.715 per share. Assume that, after paying
the cash dividends, UPS distributed a 10% stock dividend. Assume further that the following
year UPS declared and paid a cash dividend of $0.65 per share.

Suppose you own 10,000 shares of UPS common stock, acquired 3 years ago, prior to
the 10% stock dividend. The market price of UPS stock was $61.02 per share before the stock
dividend.

� Required

1. How does the stock dividend affect your proportionate ownership in UPS? Explain. 
(pp. 497–500)

2. What amount of cash dividends did you receive last year? What amount of cash dividends
will you receive after the above dividend action? (pp. 495–497)

3. Assume that immediately after the stock dividend was distributed, the market value of
UPS’s stock decreased from $61.02 per share to $55.473 per share. Does this decrease
represent a loss to you? Explain. (Challenge)

4. Suppose UPS announces at the time of the stock dividend that the company will continue
to pay the annual $0.715 cash dividend per share, even after distributing the stock divi-
dend. Would you expect the market price of the stock to decrease to $55.473 per share as
in Requirement 3? Explain. (pp. 494–498)

Case 3. (Learning Objective 2, 3, 4, 5: Evaluating financial position and profitability)
At December 31, 20X4, Enron Corporation reported the following data (condensed in
millions):

During 20X5, Enron restated company financial statements for 20X1 to 20X4, after reporting
that some data had been omitted from those prior-year statements. Assume that the startling
events of 20X5 included the following:

• Several related companies should have been, but were not, included in the Enron state-
ments for 20X4. These companies had total assets of $5,700 million, liabilities totaling
$5,600 million, and net losses of $130 million.

• In January 20X5, Enron’s stockholders got the company to give them $2,000 million of
12% long-term notes payable in return for their giving up their common stock. Interest
is accrued at year end.

Total assets ................................................... $65,503

Total liabilities .............................................. 54,033

Stockholders’ equity ...................................... 11,470

Net income, as reported, for 20X4................ 979

Common stock and additional paid-in capital; 1,135 shares issued...............  $   278

Retained earnings.......................................................................................... 9,457

Total stockholders’ equity ............................................................................. $9,735
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534 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

Take the role of a financial analyst. It is your job to analyze Enron Corporation and rate the
company’s long-term debt.

� Required

1. Measure Enron’s expected net income for 20X5 two ways:
a. Assume 20X5’s net income should be the same as the amount of net income that

Enron actually reported for 20X4. (Given)
b. Recompute expected net income for 20X5 taking into account the new developments

of 20X5. (Challenge)
c. Evaluate Enron’s likely trend of net income for the future. Discuss why this trend is

developing. Ignore income tax. (Challenge)

2. Write Enron’s accounting equation two ways:
a. As actually reported at December 31, 20X4. (pp. 10–11)
b. As adjusted for the events of 20X5. (pp. 10–11, Challenge)

3. Measure Enron’s debt ratio as reported at December 31, 20X4, and again after making the
adjustments for the events of 20X5. (pp. 157–158)

4. Based on your analysis, make a recommendation to the Debt-Rating Committee of
Moody’s Investor Services. Would you recommend upgrading, downgrading, or leaving
Enron’s debt rating undisturbed (currently, it is “high-grade”). (Challenge)

Ethical Issues

Ethical Issue 1. Note: This case is based on a real situation.
George Campbell paid $50,000 for a franchise that entitled him to market Success

Associates software programs in the countries of the European Union. Campbell intended to
sell individual franchises for the major language groups of western Europe—German, French,
English, Spanish, and Italian. Naturally, investors considering buying a franchise from
Campbell asked to see the financial statements of his business.

Believing the value of the franchise to be greater than $50,000, Campbell sought to
capitalize his own franchise at $500,000. The law firm of McDonald & LaDue helped
Campbell form a corporation chartered to issue 500,000 shares of common stock with par
value of $1 per share. Attorneys suggested the following chain of transactions:

a. A third party borrows $500,000 and purchases the franchise from Campbell.

b. Campbell pays the corporation $500,000 to acquire all its stock.

c. The corporation buys the franchise from the third party, who repays the loan.

In the final analysis, the third party is debt-free and out of the picture. Campbell owns all the
corporation’s stock, and the corporation owns the franchise. The corporation balance sheet
lists a franchise acquired at a cost of $500,000. This balance sheet is Campbell’s most valuable
marketing tool.

� Required

1. What is unethical about this situation?

2. Who can be harmed in this situation? How can they be harmed? What role does account-
ing play here?

Ethical Issue 2. St. Genevieve Petroleum Company is an independent oil producer in Baton
Parish, Louisiana. In February, company geologists discovered a pool of oil that tripled the
company’s proven reserves. Prior to disclosing the new oil to the public, St. Genevieve quietly
bought most of its stock as treasury stock. After the discovery was announced, the company’s
stock price increased from $6 to $27.
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� Required

1. Did St. Genevieve managers behave ethically? Explain your answer.

2. Identify the accounting principle relevant to this situation.

3. Who was helped and who was harmed by management’s action?

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands

(Learning Objective 2, 3, 6: Analyzing common stock, retained earnings, return on equity,
and return on assets) YUM! Brands’ financial statements appear in Appendix A at the end
of this book.

1. YUM reports common stock in a single total. Why is there no paid-in capital in excess of
par? (pp. 487–488)

2. YUM’s common stock balance appears to be 0. Does the company really have no common
stock outstanding? Explain. (Challenge)

3. Examine YUM’s statement of shareholders’ equity. Explain why YUM’s retained earnings
balance decreased during 2006. (pp. 494–497)

4. Compute YUM’s return on equity and return on assets for 2006. Which is larger? Is this a
sign of financial strength or weakness? Explain. (pp. 502–504)

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports

(Learning Objective 2, 3, 4: Analyzing treasury stock and retained earnings) This case is
based on the financial statements of Pier 1 Imports, given in Appendix B at the end of this
book. In particular, this case uses Pier 1’s statement of shareholders’ equity for the year 2006.

1. During 2006, Pier 1 purchased treasury stock and also sold treasury stock under the com-
pany’s stock option plan and stock purchase plan. Was Pier 1’s average price per share
higher for the treasury stock the company purchased or for the treasury stock sold under
the stock option plan and the stock purchase plan? What was the difference in price per
share between the 2 transactions? Ignore the “Restricted stock grant and amortization.”
(pp. 492–493, Challenge)

2. Journalize the purchase of treasury stock and the sale of treasury stock under the
stock option plan and the stock purchase plan during the year ended February 25, 2006.
(pp. 493–494, Challenge)

3. Prepare a T-account to show the beginning and ending balances, plus all the activity in
Retained Earnings for the year ended February 25, 2006. (p. 496)

Group Project
Competitive pressures are the norm in business. Lexus automobiles (made in Japan) have
cut into the sales of Mercedes-Benz (a German company), Jaguar Motors (a British
company), General Motors Cadillac Division, and Ford Lincoln Division (both U.S.
companies). Dell, Gateway, and Compaq computers have siphoned business away from
Apple and IBM. Foreign steelmakers have reduced the once-massive U.S. steel industry to a
fraction of its former size.

Indeed, corporate downsizing has occurred on a massive scale. Each company or indus-
try mentioned here has pared down plant and equipment, laid off employees, or restructured
operations.
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536 � Chapter 9 Stockholders’ Equity

� Required

1. Identify all the stakeholders of a corporation. A stakeholder is a person or a group who has
an interest (that is, a stake) in the success of the organization.

2. Identify several measures by which a company may be considered deficient and in need of
downsizing. How can downsizing help to solve this problem?

3. Debate the downsizing issue. One group of students takes the perspective of the company
and its stockholders, and another group of students takes the perspective of the other
stakeholders of the company (the community in which the company operates and society
at large).

Quick Check Answers:

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. a (10,000 shares × $10 = $100,000)

2. b $180,000/$1 par = 180,000 shares

3. d ($180,000 + $100,000 + $45,000 = $325,000)

4. c ($180,000 + $200,000 + $100,000 + $45,000 = $525,000)

5. d ($525,000 – $5,000 = $520,000)

6. d [No gain or loss (for the income statement) on treasury stock transactions]

7. a

8. b

9. c

10. a

11. c [First, annual preferred dividend = $5,000 (5,000 × $20 × .05)]

[($5,000 × 4) + (100,000 × $1.25) = $145,000]

12. a

13. d

14. c

15. c

16. a
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S P O T L I G H T

INTEL HOLDS SEVERAL DIFFERENT TYPES OF INVESTMENTS

After college you’ll start investing through a plan at work, and you may make some investments on your own.

The reasons people invest are for current income (interest and dividends) and appreciation of the invest-

ment’s value (stocks, bonds, and real estate, for example).

Businesses like Intel, General Electric, and Coca-Cola invest for the same reasons. In this chapter you’ll

learn how to account for investments of all types. We use Intel Corporation as our example company because

Intel has so many interesting investments.

Long-Term Investments &
International Operations
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538 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

What comes to mind when you think of Intel? Computer processors and

microchips? Yes, Intel produces processors and computer chips. But, interest-

ingly, 27.5% of Intel’s assets are tied up in investments of various types. The

Assets section of Intel’s 2006 balance sheet reports investments on lines 4, 5,

11, and 12. Some of Intel’s other asset categories also include investments.

Throughout this course, you’ve become increasingly familiar with the

financial statements of companies such as Intel, Southwest Airlines, and IHOP.
You’ve seen most of the items that appear in a set of financial statements. One of your
learning goals should be to develop the ability to analyze whatever you encounter in
real-company statements. This chapter will help you advance toward that goal.

The first half of this chapter shows how to account for long-term investments,
including a brief overview of consolidated financial statements. The second half of
the chapter covers accounting for international operations.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Account for available-for-sale investments

2 Use the equity method for investments

3 Understand consolidated financial statements

4 Account for long-term investments in bonds

5 Account for international operations

6 Report investing transactions on the statement of cash flows

 1 Assets

 2 Current assets:

 3  Cash and cash equivalents.....................................

 4  Short-term investments..........................................

 5  Trading assets........................................................

 6  Accounts receivable, net of allowance for

   doubtful accounts of $32 ($64 in 2005) ................

 7     Inventories ............................................................

 8     Other current assets ..............................................

 9 Total current assets ...................................................

 10 Property, plant and equipment, net ...........................

 11 Marketable strategic equity securities .......................

 12 Other long-term investments.....................................

 13 Goodwill...................................................................

 14 Other long-term assets ..............................................

 15     Total assets ...........................................................

$  6,598

2,270

1,134

2,709

4,314

1,255

18,280

17,602

398

4,023

3,861

4,204

$48,368

(In millions) 2006

Intel Corporation
Consolidated Balance Sheets (partial; adapted) 

December 31, 2006
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Stock Investments: An Overview � 539

STOCK INVESTMENTS: AN OVERVIEW

Investments come in all sizes and shapes—from a few shares of stock to the acquisi-

tion of an entire company. In earlier chapters, we discussed stocks and bonds from

the perspective of the company that issued the securities. In this chapter, we examine

long-term investments.

To consider investments, we need to define 2 key terms. The entity that owns

the stock of a corporation is the investor. The corporation that issued the stock is the

investee. If you own some shares of Intel common stock, you are an investor and Intel

is the investee.

Stock Prices

You can log onto the Internet to learn Intel’s current stock price. Exhibit 10-1 pres-

ents information on Intel. During the previous 52 weeks, Intel common stock had a

high price of $22.50 and a low of $16.75 per share. The annual cash dividend is

$0.45 per share. During the previous day, 49.5 million shares of Intel common stock

were traded. At day’s end the price of the stock closed at $22.15, up $0.19 from the

closing price of the preceding day.

Reporting Investments on the Balance Sheet

An investment is an asset to the investor. The investment may be short-term or long-

term. Short-term investments—also called marketable securities—are current assets.

To be listed as short-term on the balance sheet, 

� the investment must be liquid (readily convertible to cash).
� the investor must intend either to convert the investment to cash within 1 year

or to use it to pay a current liability. 

We saw how to account for short-term investments in Chapter 5.

Investments that aren’t short-term are listed as long-term investments, a cate-

gory of noncurrent assets. Long-term investments include stocks and bonds that the

investor expects to hold for longer than 1 year. Exhibit 10-2 shows where short-term

and long-term investments appear on the balance sheet.

Stock Price Information for Intel 
Corporation

E X H I B I T  1 0 - 1

 52-Week

 Hi Lo Stock (sym) Div Volume Close Net Change

$22.50 $16.75 INTC $0.45 49,542,200 $22.15 + $0.19  
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540 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

Assets are listed in order of liquidity. Long-Term Investments are less liquid

than Current Assets but more liquid than Property, Plant, and Equipment. Intel also

reports short-term investments immediately after cash (p. 538).

The accounting rules for investments in stock depend on the percentage of

ownership by the investor. The closer the relationship, the tighter is the accounting,

as shown in Exhibit 10-3.1

An investment up to 20% is casual because the investor usually has almost no influ-

ence on the investee. This is like a dating relationship. Ownership between 20% and

50% provides the investor with the opportunity to significantly influence the

investee, similar to a girlfriend/boyfriend arrangement. An investment above 50% of

the investee’s stock is like a marriage. The investor has lots of influence—perhaps

control—over the investee company. Let’s see how these methods apply to long-term

investments in stock.

AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE INVESTMENTS

Available-for-sale investments are stock investments other than trading securities.

They are classified as current assets if the business expects to sell them within the next

year. All other available-for-sale investments are classified as long term (Exhibit 10-2).

Up to 20% Dating Relationship Available-for-Sale

20–50% Girlfriend/Boyfriend Equity

Greater than 50% Married Consolidation

Accounting Methods for Long-Term 
Investments Based on Level of Ownership

E X H I B I T  1 0 - 3

Similar to a 

Man/Woman 

Relationship

GAAP 

Accounting

Method

Percentage Ownership 

by the Investor

OBJECTIVE

1 Account for available-for-
sale investments

1Professor Mark Miller suggested this characterization of investments.

Reporting Investments on the Balance SheetE X H I B I T  1 0 - 2

 Current Assets:

  Cash

  Short-term investments

  Accounts receivable

  Inventories

  Prepaid expenses

    Total current assets

Long-term investments [or simply Investments]

Property, plant, and equipment 

Intangible assets

Other assets

$X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Available-for-Sale Investments � 541

Accounting for Available-for-Sale Investments

Available-for-sale investments are accounted for at market value because the com-

pany expects to sell the investment at its market price. Cost is used only as the initial

amount for recording the investments. These investments are reported on the balance

sheet at current market value.

Suppose Intel purchases 1,000 shares of Hewlett-Packard common stock at

the market price of $44.00. Intel intends to hold this investment for longer than a

year and therefore treats it as an available-for-sale investment. Intel’s entry to record

the investment is:

Assume that Intel receives a $0.20 cash dividend on the Hewlett-Packard stock.

Intel’s entry to record receipt of the dividend is

Receipt of a stock dividend is different from receipt of a cash dividend. For a

stock dividend, the investor records no dividend revenue. Instead, the investor makes

a memorandum entry in the accounting records to denote the new number of shares

of stock held as an investment. Because the number of shares of stock held has

increased, the investor’s cost per share decreases. To illustrate, suppose Intel receives a

10% stock dividend from Hewlett-Packard Company. Intel would receive 100 shares

(10% of 1,000 shares previously held) and make this memorandum entry in its

accounting records:

MEMORANDUM—Receipt of stock dividend: Received 100 shares of
Hewlett-Packard common stock in 10% stock dividend. New cost per
share is $40.00 (cost of $44,000 ÷ 1,100 shares).

In all future transactions affecting this investment, Intel’s cost per share is now $40.00.

Assets Liabilities

0

Stockholders’ Equity + Revenues

+200

=

= +

+

+200

20X7

Nov. 14 Cash (1,000 � $0.20)

 Dividend Revenue

Received cash dividend.

200

200

Assets Liabilities

0 0

Stockholders’ Equity

+ 44,000

=

=

+

+

− 44,000

20X7

Oct. 23 Long-Term Investment (1,000 � $44)

 Cash

Purchased investment.

44,000

44,000
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542 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

What Value of an Investment Is Most Relevant?

Market value is the amount that you can buy or sell an investment for. Because of the

relevance of market values for decision making, available-for-sale investments in

stock are reported on the balance sheet at their market value. On the balance-sheet

date we therefore adjust available-for-sale investments from their last carrying

amount to current market value. Assume that the market value of the Hewlett-

Packard common stock is $46,500 on December 31, 20X7. In this case, Intel makes

the following entry to bring the investment to market value.

The increase in the investment’s market value creates additional equity for the investor.

Allowance to Adjust Investment to Market is a companion account to Long-

Term Investment. In this case, the investment’s cost ($44,000) plus the Allowance

($2,500) equals the investment carrying amount ($46,500), as follows:

Here the Allowance has a debit balance because the market value of the investment

increased. If the investment’s market value declines, the Allowance is credited. In that

case the carrying amount is its cost minus the Allowance.

The other side of the adjustment entry (top of this page) is a credit to Unrealized

Gain on Investment. If the market value of the investment declines, the company deb-

its Unrealized Loss on Investment. Unrealized gains and losses result from changes in

market value, not from sales of investments. For available-for-sale investments, the

Investment carrying amount = Market value of $46,500

Long-Term Investment

44,000

Allowance to Adjust Investment to Market

2,500

Assets = Liabilities

0

+

+ 2,500 =

Stockholders’ Equity

+ 2,500

20X7

Dec. 31 Allowance to Adjust Investment to Market

($46,500 � $44,000)

  Unrealized Gain on Investment

Adjusted investment to market value.

2,500

2,500
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Available-for-Sale Investments � 543

Unrealized Gain account or the Unrealized Loss account is reported in 2 places in the

financial statements:

� Other comprehensive income, which can be reported on the income statement in a

separate section below net income
� Accumulated other comprehensive income, which is a separate section of stock-

holders’ equity, below retained earnings, on the balance sheet

The following display shows how Intel could report its investment and the related

unrealized gain in its financial statements at the end of 20X7 (all other figures are

assumed for this illustration):

Balance sheet
Assets:
  Total current assets ................................
  Long-term investments—    
    at market value  
    ($44,000 + $2,500 ...............................
  Property, plant, and equipment, .............
    net........................................................
Stockholders’ equity:
  Common stock.......................................
  Retained earnings...................................
Accumulated other
comprehensive income:
  Unrealized gain on investments ..............
Total stockholders’ equity ........................

$   XXX

46,500

XXX

1,000
2,000

2,500
$  5,500

Income statement

Revenues ..................................
Expenses, including 
  income tax .............................
Net income...............................
Other comprehensive income:
Unrealized gain on
  investments ............................
      Less Income tax
        40%.................................
Comprehensive income ............

$50,000

36,000
$14,000

1,500
$15,500

$ 2,500

(1,000)

Selling an Available-for-Sale Investment

The sale of an available-for-sale investment usually results in a realized gain or loss.

Realized gains and losses measure the difference between the amount received from

the sale and the cost of the investment.

Suppose Intel sells its investment in Hewlett-Packard stock for $43,000 during

20X9. Intel would record the sale as follows:

Intel would report Loss on Sale of Investments as an “Other” item on the income

statement. Then at December 31, 20X9, Intel must update the Allowance to Adjust

Assets = Liabilities

0

+ Stockholders’ Equity − Losses

+ 43,000
= − 1,000

− 44,000

44,000

43,000

1,000

20X9

May 19

Sold investment.

Cash

Loss on Sale of Investment

 Long-Term Investment (cost)
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544 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

STOP & think. . .

Suppose Intel Corporation holds the following available-for-sale securities as long-term investments at

December 31, 20X9:

Show how Intel will report long-term investments on its December 31, 20X9, balance sheet.

Answer:

Assets

Long-term investments, at market value................ $83,000

Stock Cost Current Market Value

The Coca-Cola Company......... $  85,000 $71,000

Eastman Kodak Company........ 16,000 12,000

$101,000 $83,000

When Should We Sell an Investment?

Companies control when they sell investments, and that helps them control when

they record gains and losses. Suppose a bad year hits and Intel holds an investment

that has appreciated in value. Intel can sell the investment, record the gain, and boost

reported income.

The cost principle of accounting provides this opportunity to “manage” earn-

ings. If companies had to account for all investments at pure market value, there

would be no gain or loss on the sale. Instead, all gains and losses would be recorded

when the market value of the asset changes. That would eliminate part of manage-

ment’s ability to “manage” earnings. But the business community may not be ready

to fully embrace market-value accounting.

EQUITY-METHOD INVESTMENTS

We use the equity method to account for investments in which the investor owns

20% to 50% of the investee’s stock.

Buying a Large Stake in Another Company

An investor with a stock holding between 20% and 50% of the investee’s voting stock

may significantly influence the investee (as in a girlfriend/boyfriend relationship).

Such an investor can probably affect dividend policy, product lines, and other impor-

tant matters.

Intel holds equity-method investments in IM Flash Technologies and Clearwire

Corporation. These investee companies are often referred to as affiliates; thus

Clearwire is an affiliate of Intel. And because Intel has a voice in shaping the policy

and operations of Clearwire, some measure of Clearwire’s profits and losses should be

included in Intel’s income.

Investment to Market and the Unrealized Gain on Investment accounts to their cur-

rent balances. These adjustments are covered in intermediate accounting courses.
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Equity-Method Investments � 545

Accounting for Equity-Method Investments

Investments accounted for by the equity method are recorded initially at cost. Suppose

Intel pays $400 million for 30% of the common stock of Clearwire Corporation. Intel’s

entry to record the purchase of this investment follows (in millions):

The Investor’s Percentage of Investee Income. Under the equity method, Intel,

as the investor, applies its percentage of ownership—30%, in our example—in record-

ing its share of the investee’s net income and dividends. If Clearwire reports net income

of $250 million for the year, Intel records 30% of this amount as follows (in millions):

Because of the close relationship between Intel and Clearwire, Intel the investor,

increases the Investment account and records Investment Revenue when Clearwire

the investee, reports income. As Clearwire’s owners’ equity increases, so does the

Investment account on Intel’s books.

Receiving Dividends under the Equity Method. Intel records its proportion-

ate part of cash dividends received from Clearwire. When Clearwire declares and

pays a cash dividend of $100 million, Intel receives 30% of this dividend and records

this entry (in millions):

The Investment account is decreased for the receipt of a dividend on an equity-

method investment. Why? Because the dividend decreases the investee’s owners’

equity and thus the investor’s investment.

Assets = Liabilities

0 0

+ Stockholders’ Equity

+ 30 = +

− 30

Dec. 31 Cash ($100 � 0.30)

  Long-Term Investment

To receive cash dividend on equity-method investment.

30

30

Assets = Liabilities

0 + 75

+ Stockholders’ Equity

+ 75 =

Dec. 31 Long-Term Investment ($250 � 0.30)

  Equity-Method Investment Revenue

To record investment revenue.

75

75

Assets = Liabilities

0 0

+ Stockholders’ Equity

+ 400 = +

− 400

Jan. 6 Long-Term Investment

  Cash

To purchase equity–method investment.

400

400

OBJECTIVE

2Use the equity method for
investments 
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546 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

After the preceding entries are posted, Intel’s Investment account shows Intel’s

equity in the net assets of Clearwire (in millions):

Intel would report the long-term investment on the balance sheet and the equity-

method investment revenue on the income statement as follows:

Gain or loss on the sale of an equity-method investment is measured as the dif-

ference between the sale proceeds and the carrying amount of the investment. For

example, Intel’s sale of 20% of the Clearwire common stock for $81 million would be

recorded as follows:

Summary of the Equity Method. The following T-account illustrates the

accounting for equity-method investments:

Equity-Method Investment

Original cost Share of losses

Share of income Share of dividends

Balance

Assets = Liabilities

0

+ Stockholders’ Equity − Losses

− 8+ 81 =

− 89

Feb. 13 Cash 

Loss on Sale of Investment

  Long-Term Investment ($445,000 � 0.20)

Sold 20% of investment.

89

81

8

$XXX

445

XXX

$XXX

75

$XXX

Millions

Balance sheet (partial):

Assets

 Total current assets............................................

 Long-term investments, at equity .......................

 Property, plant, and equipment, net...................

Income statement (partial):

 Income from operations.....................................

 Other revenue:

  Equity-method investment revenue................

Net income..................................................................  

Long-Term Investment

400Jan. 6 Purchase 30Dec. 31 Dividends

75Dec. 31 Net income

445Dec. 31 Balance
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CONSOLIDATED SUBSIDIARIES

Companies buy a significant stake in another company in order to influence the other

company’s operations. In this section we cover the situation in which a corporation

buys enough of another company to actually control that company. Intel’s ownership

of Intel Capital is an example.

Why Buy Another Company?

Most large corporations own controlling interests in other companies. A controlling

(or majority) interest is the ownership of more than 50% of the investee’s voting

stock. Such an investment enables the investor to elect a majority of the members of

the investee’s board of directors and thus control the investee. The investor is called

the parent company, and the investee company is called the subsidiary. For exam-

ple, Intel Capital is a subsidiary of Intel Corporation, the parent. Therefore, the

stockholders of Intel control Intel Capital, as diagrammed in Exhibit 10-4.

Exhibit 10-5 shows some of the subsidiaries of Intel Corporation.

Consolidation Accounting

Consolidation accounting is a method of combining the financial statements of all the

companies controlled by the same stockholders. Consolidation can be likened to

marriage. This method reports a single set of financial statements for the consolidated

entity, which carries the name of the parent company. Exhibit 10-6 summarizes the

accounting methods used for stock investments.

Intel Capital

Trillium Digital Systems

NetBoost Corporation

VxTel, Inc.

Basis Communications

Level One Communications

Selected Subsidiaries of IntelE X H I B I T  1 0 - 5

E X H I B I T  1 0 - 4 Ownership Structure of Intel Corporation
and Intel Capital

Many investors –

the stockholders
own which owns

Intel

Corporation

Intel

Capital

OBJECTIVE

3Understand consolidated
financial statements 
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548 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

Consolidated statements combine the balance sheets, income statements, and

cash-flow statements of the parent company with those of its subsidiaries. The result

is a single set of statements as if the parent and its subsidiaries were one company.

Investors can gain a better perspective on total operations than they could by exam-

ining the reports of the parent and each individual subsidiary.

In consolidated statements the assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenses of each

subsidiary are added to the parent’s accounts. For example, the balance in Intel Capital’s

Cash account is added to the balance in the Intel Corporation Cash account. The sum of

the 2 amounts is presented as a single amount in the Intel consolidated balance sheet.

Each account balance of a subsidiary, such as Intel Capital or Net Boost Corporation

loses its identity in the consolidated statements, which bear the name of the parent, Intel

Corporation. When a subsidiary’s financial statements get consolidated into the parent

company’s statements, the subsidiary’s statements are no longer available to the public.

Exhibit 10-7 diagrams a corporate structure for a parent corporation that owns

controlling interests in 5 subsidiaries and an equity-method investment in another

investee company.

E X H I B I T  1 0 - 6 Accounting Methods for Stock Investment 
by Percentage of Ownership

Available-for-Sale Method

Less

than 20%

20–50%

Equity

Method

More than 50%

Consolidation

Method

E X H I B I T  1 0 - 7 Parent Company with Consolidated Subsidiaries and an 
Equity-Method Investment  

Consolidated subsidiaries

Investment in affiliated company such as Clearwire, 

(20–50% owned), accounted for by 

the equity method. 

The consolidated

entities are enclosed 

by the dashed line.

Level OneVxTelNetBoostTrillium
Intel 

Capital

Parent, such

as Intel

Corporation

The Consolidated Balance Sheet and the Related Work Sheet

Intel owns all (100%) the outstanding common stock of Intel Capital. Both Intel and

Intel Capital keep separate sets of books. Intel, the parent company, uses a work sheet
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Consolidated Subsidiaries � 549

to prepare the consolidated statements of Intel and its consolidated subsidiaries.

Then Intel’s consolidated balance sheet shows the combined assets and liabilities of

both Intel and all its subsidiaries.

Exhibit 10-8 shows the work sheet for consolidating the balance sheets of

Parent Corporation and Subsidiary Corporation. We use these hypothetical entities

to illustrate the consolidation process. Consider elimination entry (a) for the parent-

subsidiary ownership accounts. Entry (a) credits the parent’s Investment account to

eliminate its debit balance. Entry (a) also eliminates the subsidiary’s stockholders’

equity accounts by debiting the subsidiary’s Common Stock and Retained Earnings

for their full balances. Without this elimination, the consolidated financial statements

would include both the parent company’s investment in the subsidiary and the sub-

sidiary company’s equity. But these accounts represent the same thing—Subsidiary’s

equity—and so they must be eliminated from the consolidated totals. If they weren’t,

the same resources would be counted twice.

Work Sheet for a Consolidated Balance SheetE X H I B I T  1 0 - 8

 

Assets

Cash

Note receivable from Subsidiary

Inventory

Investment in Subsidiary

Other assets

Total

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

Accounts payable

Notes payable

Common stock

Retained earnings

Total

30,000

—    

195,000

—    

356,000

581,000

60,000

190,000

176,000

155,000

581,000

Debit Credit

Parent

Corporation

12,000

80,000

104,000

150,000

218,000

564,000

43,000

190,000

176,000

155,000

564,000

Subsidiary

Corporation

18,000

—    

91,000

—    

138,000

247,000

17,000

80,000

100,000

50,000

247,000

Eliminations

Parent and

Subsidiary

Consolidated

Amounts

80,000

100,000

50,000

230,000

80,000

150,000

230,000

(b)

(a)

(a)

(b)

(a)

The resulting Parent and Subsidiary consolidated balance sheet (far-right col-

umn) reports no Investment in Subsidiary account. Moreover, the consolidated totals

for Common Stock and Retained Earnings are those of Parent Corporation only.

Study the final column of the consolidation work sheet.

In this example, Parent Corporation has an $80,000 note receivable from

Subsidiary, and Subsidiary has a note payable to Parent. The parent’s receivable

and the subsidiary’s payable represent the same resources—all entirely within the

consolidated entity. Both, therefore, must be eliminated and entry (b) accom-

plishes this.

� The $80,000 credit in the Elimination column of the work sheet zeros out

Parent’s Note Receivable from Subsidiary.
� The $80,000 debit in the Elimination column zeros out the Subsidiary’s Note

Payable to Parent.
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550 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

� The resulting consolidated amount for notes payable is the amount owed to

creditors outside the consolidated entity, which is appropriate.

After the work sheet is complete, the consolidated amount for each account repre-

sents the total asset, liability, and equity amounts controlled by Parent Corporation.

Goodwill and Minority Interest

Goodwill and Minority Interest are 2 accounts that only a consolidated entity can have.

Goodwill, which we studied in Chapter 7, arises when a parent company pays more to

acquire a subsidiary company than the market value of the subsidiary’s net assets. As we

saw in Chapter 7, goodwill is the intangible asset that represents the parent company’s

excess payment to acquire the subsidiary. GE reports goodwill on its balance sheet.

Minority interest arises when a parent company owns less than 100% of the

stock of a subsidiary. For example, General Electric (GE) owns less than 100% of

some of the companies it controls. The remainder of the subsidiaries’ stock is minor-

ity interest to GE. Minority Interest can be included along with the liabilities on the

balance sheet of the parent company.2 GE reports minority interest on its balance

sheet. By contrast, Intel reports no minority interest, so that suggests that Intel owns

100% of all its subsidiaries.

Income of a Consolidated Entity

The income of a consolidated entity is the net income of the parent plus the parent’s pro-

portion of the subsidiaries’ net income. Suppose Parent Company owns all the stock of

Subsidiary S-1 and 60% of the stock of Subsidiary S-2. During the year just ended, Parent

earned net income of $330,000, S-1 earned $150,000, and S-2 had a net loss of

$100,000. Parent Company would report net income of $420,000, computed as follows:

Parent Company ......................

Subsidiary S-1 ..........................

Subsidiary S-2 ..........................

Net Income

(Net Loss) of

Each Company

$330,000

150,000

(100,000)

�

�

�

Parent’s

Ownership of

Each Company

100%

100%

60%

=

=

=

Consolidated net income..........

Parent’s

Consolidated

Net Income

(Net Loss)

$330,000

150,000

(60,000)

$420,000

STOP & think. . .

Examine Exhibit 10-8. Why does the consolidated stockholders’ equity ($176,000 + $155,000) exclude the

equity of Subsidiary Corporation?

Answer:

The stockholders’ equity of the consolidated entity is that of the parent only.

2The FASB is considering classifying minority interest as a special category of stockholders’ equity.
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Long-Term Investments in Bonds � 551

LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS IN BONDS

The major investors in bonds are financial institutions—pension plans, mutual

funds, and insurance companies such as Intel Capital. The relationship between

the issuing corporation and the investor (bondholder) may be diagrammed as

follows:

An investment in bonds is classified either as short-term (a current asset) or as

long-term. Short-term investments in bonds are rare. Here, we focus on long-term

investments called held-to-maturity investments.

Bond investments are recorded at cost. Years later, at maturity, the investor will

receive the bonds’ face value. Often bond investments are purchased at a premium or

a discount. When there is a premium or discount, held-to-maturity investments are

amortized to account for interest revenue and the bonds’ carrying amount. Held-to-

maturity investments are reported by the amortized cost method, which determines

the carrying amount.

Suppose Intel Capital purchases $10,000 of 6% CBS bonds at a price of

95.2 on April 1, 20X5. The investor intends to hold the bonds as a long-term

investment until their maturity. Interest dates are April 1 and October 1. Because

these bonds mature on April 1, 20X9, they will be outstanding for 4 years (48

months). In this case the investor paid a discount price for the bonds (95.2% of

face value). Intel Capital must amortize the bonds’ carrying amount from cost of

$9,520 up to $10,000 over their term to maturity. Assume amortization of the

bonds by the straight-line method. The following are the entries for this long-

term investment:

9,520

300

60

9,520

300

60

Long-Term Investment in Bonds ($10,000 � 0.952)

 Cash

To purchase bond investment.

Cash ($10,000 � 0.06 � 6/12)

 Interest Revenue

To receive semiannual interest.

Long-Term Investment in Bonds [($10,000 − $9,520)/48] � 6

 Interest Revenue

To amortize bond investment.

20X5

Apr. 1

Oct. 1

Oct. 1

Investor (Bondholder) Issuing Corporation

Investment in bonds Bonds payable

Interest revenue Interest expense

Chapter 10 Chapter 8

OBJECTIVE

4Account for long-term
investments in bonds 
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DECISION GUIDELINES

ACCOUNTING METHODS FOR LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS

These guidelines show which accounting method to use for each type of long-term investment.

Intel has all types of investments—stocks, bonds, 25% interests, and controlling interests.

How should Intel account for its various investments?

Type of Long-Term Investment Accounting Method

Intel owns less than 20% of investee stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Available-for-sale

Intel owns between 20% and 50% of investee/affiliate stock  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Equity

Intel owns more than 50% of investee stock  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Consolidation

Intel owns long-term investment in bonds (held-to-maturity investment) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Amortized cost

552 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

At December 31, Intel Capital’s year-end adjustments are

This amortization entry has 2 effects:

� It increases the Long-Term Investment account on its march toward maturity value.
� It records the interest revenue earned from the increase in the carrying amount

of the investment.

The financial statements of Intel Capital at December 31, 20X5, would report

the following for this investment in bonds:

150

30

150

30

Interest Receivable ($10,000 � 0.06 � 3/12)

 Interest Revenue

To accrue interest revenue.

Long-Term Investment in Bonds [($10,000 − $9,520)/48] � 3

 Interest Revenue

To amortize bond investment.

20X5

Dec. 31

Dec. 31

Balance sheet at December 31, 20X5:

Current assets:

Interest receivable.................................................................... $      150

Long-term investments in bonds ($9,520 + $60 + $30) ............... 9,610

Property, plant, and equipment ....................................................... X,XXX

Income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X5:

Other revenues:

Interest revenue ($300 + $60 + $150 + $30)............................ $      540
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Mid-Chapter Summary Problems � 553

MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEMS
1. Identify the appropriate accounting method for each of the following situations:

a. Investment in 25% of investee’s stock
b. 10% investment in stock
c. Investment in more than 50% of investee’s stock

2. At what amount should the following available-for-sale investment portfolio be
reported on the December 31 balance sheet? All the investments are less than 5% of the
investee’s stock.

Journalize any adjusting entry required by these data.
3. Investor paid $67,900 to acquire a 40% equity-method investment in the common

stock of Investee. At the end of the first year, Investee’s net income was $80,000, and
Investee declared and paid cash dividends of $55,000. What is Investor’s ending bal-
ance in its Equity-Method Investment account? Use a T-account to answer.

4. Parent company paid $85,000 for all the common stock of Subsidiary Company, and Parent
owes Subsidiary $20,000 on a note payable. Complete the consolidation work sheet below.

Stock Investment Cost Current Market Value

DuPont

ExxonMobil

Procter & Gamble

$  5,000

61,200

3,680

$  5,500

53,000

6,230

Assets

 Cash .......................................

 Note receivable

  from Parent .........................

 Investment in

  Subsidiary ...........................

 Other assets ............................

 Total .......................................

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

 Accounts payable....................

 Notes payable .........................

 Common stock .......................

 Retained earnings ...................

 Total .......................................

Debit Credit

Parent

Company

7,000

—    

85,000

108,000

200,000

15,000

20,000

120,000

45,000

200,000

Subsidiary

Company

4,000

20,000

—    

99,000

123,000

8,000

30,000

60,000

25,000

123,000

Eliminations Consolidated

Amounts

Answers
1. a. Equity b. Available-for-sale c. Consolidation
2. Report the investments at market value: $64,730, as follows:
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Adjusting entry:

3.

5,150

5,150Unrealized Loss on Investments ($69,880 − $64,730)

 Allowance to Adjust Investment to Market

To adjust investments to current market value.

Stock Investment Cost Current Market Value

DuPont

ExxonMobil

Procter & Gamble

$  5,000

61,200

3,680

$  5,500

53,000

6,230

Totals $69,880 $64,730

554 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

Equity-Method Investment

Cost
Income
Balance

67,900
32,000*
77,900

Dividends 22,000**

* $80,000 � .40 = $32,000
**$55,000 � .40 = $22,000

Assets

 Cash .......................................

 Note receivable from Parent ...

 Investment in Subsidiary.........

 Other assets ............................

 Total .......................................

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

 Accounts payable....................

 Notes payable .........................

 Common stock .......................

 Retained earnings ...................

 Total .......................................

Debit Credit

Parent

Company

7,000

—    

85,000

108,000

200,000

15,000

20,000

120,000

45,000

200,000

Subsidiary

Company

4,000

20,000

—    

99,000

123,000

8,000

30,000

60,000

25,000

123,000

Eliminations Consolidated

Amounts

20,000

60,000

25,000

105,000

20,000

85,000

105,000

(a)

(b)

(b)

(a)

(b)

11,000

—    

—    

207,000

218,000

23,000

30,000

120,000

45,000

218,000

ACCOUNTING FOR INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

Many U.S. companies do a large part of their business abroad. Intel, General

Electric, and PepsiCo, among others, are very active in other countries. In fact, Intel

earns 84% of its revenue outside the United States. Exhibit 10-9 shows the percent-

ages of international revenues for these companies.

4. Consolidation work sheet:
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Accounting for International Operations � 555

Accounting for business activities across national boundaries is called interna-

tional accounting. Electronic communication makes international accounting impor-

tant because investors around the world need the same data to make decisions.

Therefore, the accounting in Australia needs to be the same as in Brazil and the

United Kingdom. The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) is working

on a uniform set of accounting standards for the whole world.

Foreign Currencies and Exchange Rates

Most countries use their own national currency. An exception is the European  Union

nations—France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, and others use a common currency, the

euro, whose symbol is E. If Intel, a U.S. company, sells computer processors to soft-

ware developers in France, will Intel receive U.S. dollars or euros? If the transaction is

in dollars, the company in France must buy dollars to pay Intel in U.S. currency. If the

transaction is in euros, then Intel will collect euros and must sell euros for dollars.

The price of one nation’s currency can be stated in terms of another country’s mon-

etary unit. This measure of one currency against another is called the foreign-currency

exchange rate. In Exhibit 10-10, the dollar value of a euro is $1.35. This means that

1 euro can be bought for $1.35. Other currencies are also listed in Exhibit 10-10.

Extent of International BusinessE X H I B I T  1 0 - 9

Company

Intel........................................

General Electric......................

PepsiCo..................................

Percentage of International Revenues

84%

87

41%

Foreign-Currency Exchange RatesE X H I B I T  1 0 - 1 0

Country

Brazil............

Canada.........

France ..........

Germany......

Monetary

Unit

Real (R)..............

Dollar ($) ...........

Euro (E)..............

Euro (E)..............

U.S. Dollar

Value

$0.49

0.91

1.35

1.35

Country

United Kingdom.......

Italy .........................

Japan........................

Mexico.....................

Monetary

Unit

Pound (£) .........

Euro (E)............

Yen (¥) .............

Peso (P) ............

U.S. Dollar

Value

$1.99

1.35

0.0083

0.092

Source: The Wall Street Journal (May 9, 2007), p. C14.

We can convert the cost of an item stated in one currency to its cost in a second

currency. We call this conversion a translation. Suppose an item costs 200 euros. To

compute its cost in dollars, we multiply the euro amount by the conversion rate: 200

euros × $1.35 = $270.

Two main factors affect the price (the exchange rate) of a particular currency:

1. The ratio of a country’s imports to its exports.

2. The rate of return available in the country’s capital markets.
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556 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

The Import/Export Ratio. Japanese exports often exceed Japan’s imports.

Customers of Japanese companies must buy yen (the Japanese unit of currency) to

pay for their purchases. This strong demand drives up the price of the yen. In con-

trast, the United States imports more goods than it exports. Americans must sell dol-

lars to buy the foreign currencies needed to pay for the foreign goods. As the supply

of the dollar increases, the price of a dollar falls.

The Rate of Return. The rate of return available in a country’s capital markets

affects the amount of investment funds flowing into the country. When rates of return

are high in a politically stable country such as the United States, international

investors buy stocks, bonds, and real estate in that country. This activity increases the

demand for the nation’s currency and drives up its exchange rate.

Currencies are often described as “strong” or “weak.” The exchange rate of a

strong currency is rising relative to other nations’ currencies. The exchange rate of a

weak currency is falling relative to other currencies.

The Wall Street Journal listed the exchange rate for the British pound as $1.99 on

May 9. On May 10, that rate may rise to $2.00. We would say that the dollar has

weakened against the pound. The pound has become more expensive, and that

makes travel in England more expensive for Americans.

Managing Cash in International Transactions. International transactions are

common. D.E. Shipp Belting, a family-owned company in Waco, Texas, provides an

example. Shipp Belting makes conveyor belts used in a variety of indus-

tries. Farmers along the Texas–Mexico border use Shipp conveyor belts to process

vegetables. Some of these customers are in Mexico, so Shipp makes sales in pesos, the

Mexican monetary unit. Shipp Belting purchases inventory from Swiss companies,

and some of these transactions are in Swiss francs.

Do We Collect Cash in Dollars or in Foreign Currency? Do
We Pay in Dollars or in Foreign Currency?

Consider Shipp Belting’s sale of conveyor belts to Artes de Mexico, a vegetable grower

in Matamoros, Mexico. The sale can be conducted in dollars or in pesos. If Artes de

Mexico agrees to pay in dollars, Shipp avoids the complication of dealing in a foreign

currency, and the transaction is the same as selling to M&M Mars across town. But

suppose Artes de Mexico orders 1 million pesos (approximately $90,000) worth of

conveyor belts from Shipp. Further suppose Artes demands to pay in pesos and

Shipp agrees to receive pesos instead of dollars.

Shipp will need to convert the pesos to dollars, so the transaction poses a chal-

lenge. What if the peso weakens before Shipp collects from Artes? In that case, Shipp

will not collect as many dollars as expected. The following example shows how to

account for international sales stated in a foreign currency.

Shipp Belting sells goods to Artes de Mexico for a price of 1 million pesos on

July 28. On that date, a peso is worth $0.086. One month later, on August 28, the

peso has weakened against the dollar so that a peso is worth only $0.083. Shipp

receives 1 million pesos from Artes on August 28, but the dollar value of Shipp’s cash

receipt is $3,000 less than expected. Shipp ends up earning less than hoped for on

the transaction. The following journal entries show how Shipp would account for

these transactions:
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If Shipp had required Artes to pay at the time of the sale, Shipp would have

received pesos worth $86,000. But by selling on account, Shipp exposed itself to

foreign-currency exchange risk. Shipp therefore had a $3,000 foreign-currency transac-

tion loss when it received $3,000 less cash than expected. If the peso had increased

in value, Shipp would have had a foreign-currency transaction gain.

When a company holds a receivable denominated in a foreign currency, it wants

the foreign currency to strengthen so that it can be converted into more dollars.

Unfortunately, that did not occur for Shipp Belting.

Purchasing in a foreign currency also exposes a company to foreign-currency

exchange risk. To illustrate, assume Shipp Belting buys inventory from Gesellschaft

Ltd., a Swiss company. The price is 20,000 Swiss francs. On September 15 Shipp

receives the goods, and the Swiss franc is quoted at $0.80. When Shipp pays 2 weeks

later, the Swiss franc has weakened against the dollar—to $0.78. Shipp would record

the purchase and payment as follows:

The Swiss franc could have strengthened against the dollar, and Shipp would

have had a foreign-currency transaction loss. A company with a payable denomi-

nated in a foreign currency wants the dollar to get stronger: The payment then costs

fewer dollars.

Reporting Gains and Losses on the Income Statement

The Foreign-Currency Transaction Gain account holds gains on transactions settled

in a foreign currency. Likewise, the Foreign-Currency Transaction Loss account holds

losses on transactions conducted in foreign currencies. Report the net amount of these

2 accounts on the income statement as Other Revenues and Gains, or Other

Expenses and Losses, as the case may be. For example, Shipp Belting would combine

15,600

400

16,000Accounts Payable—Gesellschaft Ltd

 Cash (20,000 Swiss francs � $0.78)

 Foreign-Currency Transaction Gain

Payment on account.

Sept. 29

16,000

16,000Inventory (20,000 Swiss francs � $0.80)

 Accounts Payable—Gesellschaft Ltd

Purchase on account.

Sept. 15

86,000

83,000

3,000

Cash (1,000,000 pesos � $0.083)

Foreign-Currency Transaction Loss

 Accounts Receivable—Artes

Collection on account.

Aug. 28

86,000

86,000Accounts Receivable—Artes (1,000,000 pesos � $0.086)

 Sales Revenue

Sale on account.

July 28
OBJECTIVE

5 Account for international
operations 
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558 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

its $3,000 foreign-currency loss and the $400 gain and report the net loss of $2,600

on the income statement as follows:

These gains and losses fall into the “Other” category because they arise from buying

and selling foreign currencies, not from the company’s main business (in the case of

D.E. Shipp Belting, selling conveyor belts).

Should We Hedge Our Foreign-Currency-Transaction Risk?

One way for U.S. companies to avoid foreign-currency transaction losses is to insist

that international transactions be settled in dollars. This requirement puts the burden

of currency translation on the foreign party. But this approach may alienate cus-

tomers and decrease sales. Another way for a company to protect itself is by hedging.

Hedging means to protect oneself from losing money in 1 transaction by engaging in

a counterbalancing transaction.

A U.S. company selling goods to be collected in Mexican pesos expects to

receive a fixed number of pesos. If the peso is losing value, the U.S. company would

expect the pesos to be worth fewer dollars than the amount of the receivable—an

expected loss situation, as we saw for Shipp Belting.

The U.S. company may have accumulated payables in a foreign currency, such as

Shipp’s payable to the Swiss company. Losses on pesos may be offset by gains on Swiss

francs. Most companies do not have equal amounts of receivables and payables in for-

eign currency. To obtain a more precise hedge, companies can buy futures contracts.

These are contracts for foreign currencies to be received in the future. Futures con-

tracts can create a payable to exactly offset a receivable, and vice versa. Many compa-

nies that do business internationally use hedging techniques.

Consolidation of Foreign Subsidiaries

A U.S. company with a foreign subsidiary must consolidate the subsidiary’s financial

statements into its own statements for reporting to the public. The consolidation of a

foreign subsidiary poses 2 special challenges:

1. Many foreign countries require accounting treatments that differ from

American accounting principles. For reporting to the American public, the

subsidiary’s statements must conform to American generally accepted account-

ing principles (GAAP).

2. The subsidiary’s statements may be expressed in a foreign currency. First, we

must translate the subsidiary’s statements into dollars. Then the 2 companies’

financial statements can be consolidated as illustrated in Exhibit 10-8.

The process of translating a foreign subsidiary’s financial statements into dollars

usually creates a foreign-currency translation adjustment. This item appears in the

financial statements of most multinational companies and is reported as part of other

comprehensive income on the income statement and as part of stockholders’ equity

on the consolidated balance sheet.

Other Expenses and Losses:

Foreign-currency transaction loss, net ................ $2,600
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A translation adjustment arises due to changes in the foreign exchange rate over

time. In general,

� assets and liabilities are translated into dollars at the current exchange rate on

the date of the statements.
� Stockholders’ equity is translated into dollars at older, historical exchange rates.

This difference in exchange rates creates an out-of-balance condition on the balance

sheet. The translation adjustment brings the balance sheet back into balance. Let’s see

how the translation adjustment works.

Suppose Intel has an Italian subsidiary whose financial statements are expressed

in euros (the European currency). Intel must consolidate the Italian subsidiary’s

financials into its own statements. When Intel acquired the Italian company in 20X6,

a euro was worth $1.35. When the Italian firm earned its retained income during

20X6–20X9, the average exchange rate was $1.30. On the balance sheet date in

20X9, a euro is worth only $1.20. Exhibit 10-11 shows how to translate the Italian

company’s balance sheet into dollars.

Translation of a Foreign-Currency Balance Sheet into DollarsE X H I B I T  1 0 - 1 1

 

Assets

Liabilities

Stockholders’ equity

 Common stock

 Retained earnings

 Accumulated other comprehensive income:

   Foreign-currency translation adjustment

Euros

800,000

500,000

100,000

200,000

800,000

Exchange Rate

$1.20

1.20

1.35

1.30

Dollars

$960,000

$600,000

135,000

260,000

(35,000)

$960,000

Italian Imports, Inc., Accounts

The foreign-currency translation adjustment is the balancing amount that

brings the dollar amount of liabilities and equity of a foreign subsidiary into agree-

ment with the dollar amount of total assets (in Exhibit 10-11, total assets equal

$960,000). Only after the translation adjustment of $35,000 do total liabilities and

equity equal total assets stated in dollars.

What caused the negative translation adjustment? The euro weakened after the

acquisition of the Italian company.

� When Intel acquired the foreign subsidiary in 20X6, a euro was worth $1.35.
� When the Italian company earned its income during 20X6 through 20X9, the

average exchange rate was $1.30.
� On the balance sheet date in 20X9, a euro is worth only $1.20.
� Thus, the Italian company’s equity (assets minus liabilities) are translated into

only $360,000 ($960,000 – $600,000).
� To bring stockholders’ equity to $360,000 requires a $35,000 negative adjustment.
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560 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

In a sense, a negative translation adjustment is like a loss, reported as a contra item in

the stockholders’ equity section of the balance sheet, as in Exhibit 10-11. The Italian

firm’s dollar figures in Exhibit 10-11 are what Intel would include in its consolidated

balance sheet. The consolidation procedures would follow those illustrated begin-

ning on page 547.

International Accounting Standards

In this text, we focus on the accounting principles that are generally accepted in the

United States. Most accounting methods are consistent throughout the world. Double-

entry accounting, the accrual system, and the basic financial statements are used world-

wide. Differences, however, do exist among countries, as shown in Exhibit 10-12.

Some International Accounting DifferencesE X H I B I T  1 0 - 1 2

Country

United States

Germany

Japan

United Kingdom

Inventories

Specific unit cost, FIFO, LIFO,

 and average cost

Similar to U.S.

Similar to U.S.

LIFO is unacceptable for tax

 purposes and is not widely

 used.

Goodwill

Record any loss in

 value of goodwill

Amortized over 5 years

Amortized over 5 years

Amortized over useful life

 or not amortized if life

 is indefinite.

Research and

Development Costs

Expensed as incurred

Expensed as incurred

May be capitalized and

 amortized over 5 years

Expense research costs. Some

 development costs may be

 capitalized.

In discussing depreciation (Chapter 7), we emphasized that in the United

States, the accounting methods used for reporting to tax authorities differ from the

methods used for reporting to shareholders. However, tax reporting and shareholder

reporting are identical in many countries.

Several organizations are working to achieve worldwide harmony of accounting

standards. Chief among these is the IASB, which operates much as the Financial
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Accounting Standards Board (FASB) in the United States. It has the support of the

accounting professions in the United States, most of the British Commonwealth

countries, Japan, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and Mexico. However, the IASB

has no authority to require compliance. It must rely on cooperation by the various

national accounting professions.

INVESTING ACTIVITIES ON THE STATEMENT OF

CASH FLOWS

Investing activities include many types of transactions. In Chapter 7, we covered the

purchase and sale of long-term assets such as plant and equipment. In this chapter,

we examine investments in stocks and bonds.

Exhibit 10-13 provides excerpts from Intel’s statement of cash flows. During

2006, Intel sold available-for-sale investments and received $7.1 billion of cash. Intel

bought available-for-sale investments for $5.3 billion and equity-method investments

for $1.7 billion. These actual investing activities relate directly to the topics you stud-

ied in this chapter.

Intel Corporation Statement of
Cash Flows (Partial, Adapted)

Intel Corporation
Statement of Cash Flows

E X H I B I T  1 0 - 1 3

Cash flows provided by (used for) investing activities:

 Sales of available-for-sale investments ..........................

 Purchases of available-for-sale investments...................

 Additions to property, plant, and equipment................

 Purchases of equity-method investments ......................

 Proceeds from selling subsidiary companies .................

Net cash (used for) investing activities..............................

$ 7.1

(5.3)

(5.8)

(1.7)

0.8

$(4.9)

2006(In billions)

OBJECTIVE

6 Report investing
transactions on the
statement of cash flows 
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Translate the balance sheet of the Brazilian subsidiary of Wrangler Corporation, a U.S.
company, into dollars. When Wrangler acquired this subsidiary, the exchange rate of the
Brazilian currency, the real, was $0.40. The average exchange rate applicable to retained
earnings is $0.41. The real’s current exchange rate is $0.43.

Before performing the translation, predict whether the translation adjustment will be
positive or negative. Does this situation generate a foreign-currency translation gain or loss?
Give your reasons.

Answer
Translation of foreign-currency balance sheet:
This situation will generate a positive translation adjustment, which is like a gain. The gain
occurs because the real’s current exchange rate, which is used to translate net assets (assets
minus liabilities), exceeds the historical exchange rates used for stockholders’ equity.

The calculation follows.

Reals

Assets ............................................................ 900,000

Liabilities ...................................................... 600,000

Stockholders’ equity:

Common stock.......................................... 30,000

Retained earnings...................................... 270,000

900,000

END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM

562 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

Reals Exchange Rate Dollars

Assets ....................................... 900,000 0.43

Liabilities ................................. 600,000 0.43

Stockholders’ equity:
Common stock..................... 30,000 0.40
Retained earnings................. 270,000 0.41
Accumulated other
comprehensive income:

Foreign-currency translation
adjustment ....................

900,000
––

$387,000

$258,000

12,000
110,700

6,300
$387,000
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Quick Check (Answers are given on page 582.)
1. Intel’s investment in less than 1% of GE’s stock, which Intel expects to hold for 2 years

and then sell, is which type of investment?
a. Trading c. Available-for-sale
b. Equity d. Consolidation

2. DuBois Corporation purchased an available-for-sale investment in 1,000 shares of
Microsoft stock for $31 per share. On the next balance-sheet date, Microsoft stock is
quoted at $35 per share. DuBois’ balance sheet should report
a. unrealized loss of $4,000. c. investments of $31,000.
b. unrealized gain of $31,000. d. investments of $35,000.

3. Use the DuBois Corporation data in question 2.DuBois’ income statement should report
a. unrealized gain of $4,000. c. investments of $31,000.
b. unrealized loss of $4,000. d. nothing because DuBois hasn’t sold the

investment.
4. Use the DuBois Corporation data in question 2. DuBois sold the Microsoft stock for

$40,000 2 years later. DuBois’ income statement should report
a. unrealized gain of $4,000. c. gain on sale of $5,000.
b. gain on sale of $9,000. d. investments of $40,000.

5. Alexander Moving & Storage Co. paid $100,000 for 20% of the common stock of Sellers
Co. Sellers earned net income of $50,000 and paid dividends of $25,000. The carrying
value of Alexander’s investment in Sellers is
a. $100,000. c. $125,000.
b. $105,000. d. $150,000.

6. Tarrant, Inc., owns 80% of Rockwall Corporation, and Rockwall owns 80% of
Kaufman Company. During 20X6, these companies’ net incomes are as follows before
any consolidations:

• Tarrant $100,000 • Rockwall $68,000 • Kaufman $40,000
How much net income should Tarrant report for 20X6?
a. $100,000 c. $180,000
b. $164,000 d. $204,000

7. iPod, Inc., holds an investment in Coca-Cola bonds that pay interest each June 30.
iPod’s balance sheet at December 31 should report
a. Interest receivable. c. Interest revenue.
b. Interest payable. d. Interest expense.

8. You are taking a vacation to France, and you buy euros for $1.35. On your return you
cash in your unused euros for $1.29. During your vacation
a. the dollar lost value. c. the euro gained value.
b. the euro rose against the dollar. d. the dollar rose against the euro.

9. Wood County, Texas, purchased earth-moving equipment from a Canadian company.
The cost was $1,000,000 Canadian, and the Canadian dollar was quoted at $0.93. A
month later, Wood County paid its debt, and the Canadian dollar was quoted at $0.95.
What was Wood County’s cost of the equipment?
a. $20,000 c. $950,000
b. $930,000 d. $1,020,000

10. Intel owns numerous foreign subsidiary companies. When Intel consolidates its British
subsidiary, Intel should translate the subsidiary’s assets into dollars at the
a. historical exchange rate when Intel purchased the British company.
b. average exchange rate during the period Intel owned the British subsidiary.
c. current exchange rate.
d. none of the above. There’s no need to translate the subsidiary’s assets into dollars.

REVIEW LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS AND
INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS
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Available-for-sale investments (p. 540) All investments
not classified as held-to-maturity or trading securities.

Consolidated statements (p. 548) Financial statements of
the parent company plus those of majority-owned sub-
sidiaries as if the combination were a single legal entity

Controlling interest (p. 547) Ownership of more than
50% of an investee company’s voting stock.

Equity method (p. 544) The method used to account for
investments in which the investor has 20–50% of the
investee’s voting stock and can significantly influence the
decisions of the investee.

Foreign-currency exchange rate (p. 555) The measure of
one country’s currency against another country’s currency.

Foreign-currency translation adjustment (p. 559) The
balancing figure that brings the dollar amount of the total
liabilities and stockholders’ equity of the foreign subsidiary
into agreement with the dollar amount of its total assets. 

Hedging (p. 558) To protect oneself from losing money in
one transaction by engaging in a counterbalancing transaction.

Held-to-maturity investments (p. 551) Bonds and notes
that an investor intends to hold until maturity.

Long-term investments (p. 539) Any investment that does
not meet the criteria of a short-term investment; any invest-
ment that the investor expects to hold longer than a year or
that is not readily marketable.

Majority interest (p. 547) Ownership of more than 50% of
an investee company’s voting stock.

Marketable securities (p. 539) Investment that a company
plans to hold for 1 year or less. Also called marketable
securities.

Minority interest (p. 550) A subsidiary company’s equity
that is held by stockholders other than the parent company.

Parent company (p. 547) An investor company that owns
more than 50% of the voting stock of a subsidiary company.

Short-term investments (p. 539) Investment that a com-
pany plans to hold for 1 year or less. Also called marketable
securities.

Strong currency (p. 556) A currency whose exchange rate
is rising relative to other nations’ currencies.

Subsidiary company (p. 547) An investee company in which
a parent company owns more than 50% of the voting stock.

Weak currency (p. 556) A currency whose exchange rate is
falling relative to that of other nations.

Accounting Vocabulary

Short Exercises

S10-1 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for an available-for-sale investment; unrealized
gain or loss) Assume UPS completed these long-term available-for-sale investment transac-
tions during 20X7:

1. Journalize UPS’s investment transactions. Explanations are not required. (pp. 541–543)
2. Show how to report the investment and any unrealized gain or loss on UPS’s balance

sheet at December 31, 20X8. Ignore income tax. (pp. 542–543)

S10-2 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for the sale of an available-for-sale investment)
Use the data given in Short Exercise S10-1. On May 19, 20X9, UPS sold its investment in
Sysco stock for $22 per share.

1. Journalize the sale. No explanation is required. (pp. 543–544)
2. How does the gain or loss that you recorded here differ from the gain or loss that was

recorded at December 31, 20X7? (pp. 543–544)

20X7

Apr. 10 Purchased 300 shares of Sysco stock, paying $20 per share.

UPS intends to hold the investment for the indefinite future.

July  22 Received a cash dividend of $1.25 per share on the Sysco stock.

Dec. 31 Adjusted the Sysco investment to its current market value of

$5,100.

ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS
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S10-3 (Learning Objective 2: Accounting for a 40% investment in another company)
Suppose on February 1, 20X8, General Motors paid $410 million for a 40% investment in
Isuzu Motors. Assume Isuzu earned net income of $60 million and paid cash dividends of
$20 million during 20X8.

1. What method should General Motors use to account for the investment in Isuzu? Give
your reason. (p. 544)

2. Journalize these 3 transactions on the books of General Motors. Show all amounts in mil-
lions of dollars and include an explanation for each entry. (p. 545)

3. Post to the Long-Term Investment T-account. What is its balance after all the transactions
are posted? (p. 546) 

S10-4 (Learning Objective 2: Accounting for the sale of an equity-method investment) Use
the data given in Short Exercise S10-3. Assume that in November 20X9, General Motors sold
half its investment in Isuzu to Toyota. The sale price was $140 million. Compute General
Motors’ gain or loss on the sale. (p. 546)

S10-5 (Learning Objective 3: Understanding consolidated financial statements) Answer
these questions about consolidation accounting: (pp. 547–548)

1. Define parent company. Define subsidiary company.
2. How do consolidated financial statements differ from the financial statements of a single

company?
3. Which company’s name appears on the consolidated financial statements? How much of

the subsidiary’s stock must the parent own before reporting consolidated statements?

S10-6 (Learning Objective 3: Understanding goodwill and minority interest) Two accounts
that arise from consolidation accounting are goodwill and minority interest. (p. 550)

1. What is goodwill, and how does it arise? Which company reports goodwill, the parent or
the subsidiary? Where is goodwill reported?

2. What is minority interest, and which company reports it, the parent or the subsidiary?
Where is minority interest reported?

S10-7 (Learning Objective 4: Working with a bond investment) Prudential Bache (PB)

owns vast amounts of corporate bonds. Suppose PB buys $1,000,000 of CitiCorp bonds at a
price of 101. The CitiCorp bonds pay cash interest at the annual rate of 7% and mature at the
end of 5 years. (pp. 551–552)

1. How much did PB pay to purchase the bond investment? How much will PB collect when
the bond investment matures?

2. How much cash interest will PB receive each year from CitiCorp?
3. Will PB’s annual interest revenue on the bond investment be more or less than the

amount of cash interest received each year? Give your reason.
4. Compute PB’s annual interest revenue on this bond investment. Use the straight-line

method to amortize the investment.

S10-8 (Learning Objective 4: Recording bond investment transactions) Return to Short
Exercise S10-7, the Prudential Bache (PB) investment in CitiCorp bonds. Journalize on
PB’s books: (pp. 551–552)

a. Purchase of the bond investment on June 30, 20X1. PB expects to hold the investment
to maturity.

b. Receipt of semiannual cash interest on December 31, 20X1.
c. Amortization of the bonds on December 31, 20X1. Use the straight-line method.
d. Collection of the investment’s face value at the maturity date on January 2, 20X6.

(Assume the receipt of 20X5 interest and the amortization of bonds for 20X5 have
already been recorded, so ignore these entries.)

S10-9 (Learning Objective 5: Accounting for transactions stated in a foreign currency) Suppose
Dr. Pepper sells soft drink syrup to a Russian company on September 14. Dr. Pepper agrees to
accept 200,000 Russian rubles. On the date of sale, the ruble is quoted at $0.34. Dr. Pepper collects

writing assignment � 

(continued)
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566 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

half the receivable on October 19, when the ruble is worth $0.30. Then on November 10, when the
foreign-exchange rate of the ruble is $0.35, Dr. Pepper collects the final amount.

Journalize these 3 transactions for Dr. Pepper. (pp. 556–557)

S10-10 (Learning Objective 5: Accounting for transactions stated in a foreign currency)
Shipp Belting sells goods for 1,000,000 Mexican pesos. The foreign-exchange rate for a
peso is $0.090 on the date of sale.  Shipp Belting then collects cash on August 28, when the
exchange rate for a peso is $0.092. Record Shipp’s cash collection.

Shipp Belting buys inventory for 20,000 Swiss francs. A Swiss franc costs $0.81 on the
purchase date. Record Shipp Belting’s payment of cash on September 29, when the exchange
rate for a Swiss Franc is $0.85.

In these two scenarios, which currencies strengthened? Which currencies weakened?
(pp. 555–556)

S10-11 (Learning Objective 5: International accounting differences) Exhibit 10-11,
page 559, outlines some differences between accounting in the United States and accounting
in other countries. American companies transact a lot of business with British companies. But
there are important differences between American and British accounting. In your own
words, describe these differences for inventories, goodwill, and research and development.

S10-12 (Learning Objective 6: Reporting cash flows) Companies divide their cash flows
into 3 categories for reporting on the statement of cash flows. (p. 561)

1. List the 3 categories of cash flows in the order they appear on the statement of cash flows.
Which category of cash flows is most closely related to this chapter?

2. Identify 2 types of transactions that companies report as cash flows from investing activities.

Exercises

E10-13 (Learning Objective 1: Journalizing transactions for an available-for-sale
investment) Journalize the following long-term available-for-sale investment transactions of
Solomon Brothers Department Stores: (pp. 541–543)

a. Purchased 400 shares of Kraft Foods common stock at $32 per share, with the intent
of holding the stock for the indefinite future.

b. Received cash dividend of $1 per share on the Kraft investment.
c. At year end, adjusted the investment account to current market value of $38 per share.
d. Sold the Kraft stock for the market price of $23 per share.

E10-14 (Learning Objective 1: Accounting for long-term investments) Dow-Smith Co.
bought 3,000 shares of Hong Kong common stock at $37; 600 shares of Beijing stock at
$46.75; and 1,400 shares of Shanghai stock at $79—all as available-for-sale investments. At
December 31, Hoover’s Online reports Hong Kong stock at $29.125, Beijing at $48.50, and
Shanghai at $68.25.

� Required

1. Determine the cost and the market value of the long-term investment portfolio at
December 31. (pp. 541–542)

2. Record Dow-Smith’s adjusting entry at December 31. (pp. 542–543)

3. What would Dow-Smith report on its income statement and balance sheet for the infor-
mation given? Make the necessary disclosures. Ignore income tax. (pp. 542–543)

E10-15 (Learning Objective 2: Accounting for transactions under the equity method) Intel

Corporation owns equity-method investments in several companies. Suppose Intel paid
$1,000,000 to acquire a 25% investment in Thai Software Company. Thai Software reported
net income of $640,000 for the first year and declared and paid cash dividends of $420,000.

1. Record the following in Intel’s journal: (a) purchase of the investment, (b) Intel’s propor-
tion of Thai Software’s net income, and (c) receipt of the cash dividends.

2. What is the ending balance in Intel’s investment account? (p. 545)
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E10-16 (Learning Objective 2: Measuring gain or loss on the sale of an equity-method
investment) Without making journal entries, record the transactions of Exercise 10-15
directly in the Intel account, Long-Term Investment in Thai Software. Assume that after all
the noted transactions took place, Intel sold its entire investment in Thai Software for cash of
$2,700,000. How much is Intel’s gain or loss on the sale of the investment? (p. 546)

E10-17 (Learning Objective 2: Applying the appropriate accounting method for a 30%
investment) Oaktree Financial paid $500,000 for a 25% investment in the common stock of
eTrav, Inc. For the first year, eTrav reported net income of $200,000 and at year end declared
and paid cash dividends of $100,000. On the balance-sheet date, the market value of
Oaktree’s investment in eTrav stock was $384,000.

� Required

1. Which method is appropriate for Oaktree Financial to use in accounting for its invest-
ment in eTrav? Why? (p. 544)

2. Show everything that Oaktree would report for the investment and any investment rev-
enue in its year-end financial statements. (p. 546)

E10-18 (Learning Objective 3: Preparing a consolidated balance sheet) Alfa, Inc., owns
Romeo Corp. The 2 companies’ individual balance sheets follow:

� Required

1. Prepare the consolidated balance sheet of Alfa, Inc. It is sufficient to complete the consol-
idation work sheet. (p. 549)

2. What is the amount of stockholders’ equity for the consolidated entity? (p. 550)

E10-19 (Learning Objective 4: Recording bond investment transactions) Assume that on
September 30, 20X3, Fiat, Inc., paid 97 for 6 1/2% bonds of Skoda Corporation as a long-
term held-to-maturity investment. The maturity value of the bonds will be $20,000 on
September 30, 20X8. The bonds pay interest on March 31 and September 30.

� Required

1. What method should Fiat use to account for its investment in the Skoda bonds? (pp. 551–552)

2. Using the straight-line method of amortizing the bonds, journalize all of Fiat’s transac-
tions on the bonds for 20X3. (pp. 551–552)

3. Show how Fiat would report everything related to the bond investment on its balance
sheet at December 31, 20X3. (p. 552)

Alfa Romeo

Assets

Cash................................................. $  49,000 $  14,000

Accounts receivable, net ................... 82,000 53,000

Note receivable from Alfa ................ 42,000

Inventory.......................................... 55,000 77,000

Investment in Romeo ....................... 100,000 —

Plant assets, net ................................ 286,000 99,000

Other assets...................................... 22,000 8,000

Total ................................................ $594,000 $293,000

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

Accounts payable ............................. $  44,000 $  26,000

Notes payable .................................. 147,000 36,000

Other liabilities ................................ 82,000 131,000

Common stock................................. 210,000 80,000

Retained earnings............................. 111,000 20,000

Total ................................................ $594,000 $293,000

—
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E10-20 (Learning Objective 5: Managing and accounting for foreign-currency transactions)
Assume that Circuit City Stores completed the following foreign-currency transactions:

1. Journalize these transactions for Circuit City. Focus on the gains and losses caused by
changes in foreign-currency rates. (pp. 556–557)

2. On March 18, immediately after the purchase, and on April 20, immediately after the
sale, which currencies did Circuit City want to strengthen? Which currencies did in fact
strengthen? Explain your reasoning in detail. (pp. 556–557)

E10-21 (Learning Objective 5: Translating a foreign-currency balance sheet into dollars)
Translate into dollars the balance sheet of California Leather Goods’ Spanish subsidiary. When
California Leather Goods acquired the foreign subsidiary, a euro was worth $1.01. The cur-
rent exchange rate is $1.35. During the period when retained earnings were earned, the aver-
age exchange rate was $1.15 per euro (pp. 558–559)

During the period covered by this situation, which currency was stronger, the dollar or
the euro? (pp. 556–557)

E10-22 (Learning Objective 6: Preparing and using the statement of cash flows) During
fiscal year 20X6, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts reported net loss of $135.8 million. Krispy
Kreme received $1.0 million from the sale of other businesses. Krispy Kreme made capital
expenditures of $10.4 million and sold property, plant, and equipment for $7.3 million. The
company purchased long-term investments at a cost of $12.2 million and sold other long-
term investments for $2.5 million.

� Required
Prepare the investing activities section of Krispy Kreme’s statement of cash flows. Based
solely on Krispy Kreme’s investing activities, does it appear that the company is growing or
shrinking? How can you tell? (pp. 561, 623, 643)

Euros

Assets ...................................... 500,000

Liabilities ................................ 300,000

Stockholders’ equity:

Common stock.................... 50,000

Retained earnings................ 150,000

500,000

Mar. 17 Purchased DVD players as inventory on account from Sony. The

price was 300,000 yen, and the exchange rate of the yen was

$0.0086.

Apr. 16 Paid Sony when the exchange rate was $0.0082.

19 Sold merchandise on account to BonTemps, a French company, at a

price of 60,000 euros. The exchange rate was $1.20

30 Collected from BonTemps when the exchange rate was $1.15.
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E10-23 (Learning Objective 6: Using the statement of cash flows) At the end of the year,
Blue Chip Properties’ statement of cash flows reported the following for investment activities:

� Required
For each item listed, make the journal entry that placed the item on Blue Chip’s statement of
cash flows. (pp. 71, 73, 263, 386, 543)

Challenge Exercises

E10-24 (Learning Objective 1, 2, 3, 5: Accounting for various types of investments) This
exercise summarizes the accounting for investments. Suppose YouTube.com owns the fol-
lowing investments at December 31, 20X1:

a. 100% of the common stock of YouTube United Kingdom, which holds assets of
£800,000 and owes a total of £600,000. At December 31, 20X1, the current exchange
rate of the pound (£) is £1 = $2.00. The translation rate of the pound applicable to
stockholders’ equity is £1 = $1.60. During 20X1, YouTube United Kingdom earned
net income of £100,000 and the average exchange rate for the year was £1 = $1.95.
YouTube United Kingdom paid cash dividends of £40,000 during 20X1.

b. Investments that YouTube is holding to sell. These investments cost $900,000 and
declined in value by $400,000 during 20X1, but they paid cash dividends of $16,000
to YouTube. One year ago, at December 31, 20X0, the market value of these invest-
ments was $1,100,000.

c. 25% of the common stock of YouTube Financing Associates. During 20X1, YouTube
Financing earned net income of $300,000 and declared and paid cash dividends of
$80,000. The carrying amount of this investment was $700,000 at December 31, 20X0.

� Required

1. Which method is used to account for each investment? (pp. 540–541, 544, 547–548)

2. By how much did each of these investments increase or decrease YouTube’s net income
during 20X1? (pp. 543, 546, 550)

3. For investments b and c, show how YouTube would report these investments on its bal-
ance sheet at December 31, 20X1. (pp. 540–541, 546)

Cash flows from Investing Activities

Notes receivable collected .........................................................

Purchases of short-term investments..........................................

Proceeds from sales of equipment..............................................

Proceeds from sales of investments (cost of $450,000) ..............

Expenditures for property and equipment .................................

Net cash used by investing activities..........................................

Blue Chip Properties
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows (Partial)

$ 3,110,000

(3,457,000)

1,409,000

461,000

(1,761,000)

$   (238,000)

*Cost $5,100,000; Accumulated depreciation, $3,691,000.

*
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570 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

E10-25 (Learning Objective 1, 6: Explaining and analyzing accumulated other comprehen-
sive income) Big-Box Retail Corporation reported stockholders’ equity on its balance sheet at
December 31, as follows:

� Required

1. Identify the 2 components that typically make up Accumulated other comprehensive
income. (pp. 543, 559–560)

2. For each component of Accumulated other comprehensive income, describe the event
that can cause a positive balance. Also describe the events that can cause a negative balance
for each component. (pp. 543, 559–560)

3. At December 31, 20X2, Big-Box’s Accumulated other comprehensive loss was $53 mil-
lion. Then during 20X3, Big-Box had a positive foreign-currency translation adjustment
of $29 million and an unrealized loss of $16 million on available-for-sale investments.
What was Big-Box’s balance of Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) at
December 31, 20X3? (pp. 559–560)

Quiz

Test your understanding of long-term investments and international operations by answering the
following questions. Select the best choice from among the possible answers given.

Questions 26–28 use the following data:
Assume that Fox Networks owns the following long-term available-for-sale investments:

Big-Box Retail
Balance Sheet (Partial)

Shareholders’ Equity:

 Common stock, $0.10 par value—

  800 million shares authorized,

  300 million shares issued .....................................

 Additional paid-in capital ......................................

 Retained earnings...................................................

 Accumulated other comprehensive (loss)................

 Less Treasury stock, at cost ....................................

$     30

1,088

6,250

(?)

(50)

Millions

Company

Airbus Corp.

Whole Grains, Inc.

MySpace Ltd.

Number

of Shares

1,000

200

500

Cost Per

Share

$60

9

20

Current Market

Value Per Share

$71

11

24

Dividend

Per Share

$2

1

1.50

Q10-26 Fox’s balance sheet should report (p. 543)
a. investments of $85,200. c. dividend revenue $2,800.
b. investments of $81,200. d. unrealized loss of $13,400.
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Q10-27 Fox’s income statement should report (pp. 542–543)
a. investments of $71,800. c. unrealized gain of $13,400.
b. gain on sale of investment of $13,400. d. dividend revenue of $2,800.

Q10-28 Suppose Fox sells the Airbus stock for $68 per share. Journalize the sale. (p. 543)

Q10-29 Dividends received on an equity-method investment (p. 545)
a. increase the investment account. c. increase dividend revenue.
b. decrease the investment account. d. increase owners’ equity.

Q10-30 The starting point in accounting for all investments is (pp. 540–541, 545)
a. market value on the balance-sheet date. c. cost.
b. equity value. d. cost minus dividends.

Q10-31 Consolidation accounting (pp. 547–548)
a. combines the accounts of the parent company and those of the subsidiary companies.
b. eliminates all liabilities.
c. reports the receivables and payables of the parent company only.
d. all of the above.

Q10-32 On January 1, 20X1, Microloft, Inc., purchased $100,000 face value of the 7%

bonds of Mail Frontier, Inc., at 105. The bonds mature on January 1, 20X6. For the year

ended December 31, 20X4, Microloft received cash interest of (pp. 551–552)
a. $5,000. c. $6,400.
b. $6,000. d. $7,000.

Q10-33 Return to Microloft, Inc.’s, bond investment in the preceding question. For the year

ended December 31, 20X1, Microloft earned interest revenue of (p. 552)
a. $5,000. c. $7,000.
b. $6,000. d. $8,000.

Q10-34 Yukon Systems purchased inventory on account from Panasonic. The price was

¥100,000, and a yen was quoted at $0.0090. Yukon paid the debt in yen a month later, when

the price of a yen was $0.0092. Yukon (pp. 556–558)
a. debited Inventory for $900.
b. debited Inventory for $920.
c. recorded a Foreign-Currency Transaction Loss of $80.
d. None of the above.

Q10-35 One way to hedge a foreign-currency transaction loss is to (pp. 557–558)
a. pay in the foreign currency. c. offset foreign-currency inventory and
b. collect in your own currency. plant assets.

d. pay debts as late as possible.

Q10-36 Foreign-currency transaction gains and losses are reported on the (pp. 557–558)
a. balance sheet. c. statement of cash flows.
b. consolidation work sheet. d. income statement.

Q10-37 Consolidation of a foreign subsidiary usually results in a (pp. 559–560)
a. gain or loss on consolidation. c. foreign-currency translation adjustment.
b. LIFO/FIFO difference. d. foreign-currency transaction gain or loss.
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Problems
(Group A)

P10-38A (Learning Objective 1, 2: Reporting investments on the balance sheet and the
related revenue on the income statement) Washington Exchange Company completed the
following long-term investment transactions during 20X6:

At year end the current market value of the Tomassini stock is $30,600. The market value of
the Fellingham stock is $652,000.

� Required

1. For which investment is current market value used in the accounting? Why is market
value used for 1 investment and not the other? (pp. 541–542, 545)

2. Show what Washington would report on its year-end balance sheet and income state-
ment for these investment transactions. It is helpful to use a T-account for the Long-Term
Investment in Fellingham Stock account. Ignore income tax. (pp. 542–543, 546)

P10-39A (Learning Objective 1, 2: Accounting for available-for-sale and equity-method
investments) The beginning balance sheet of NASDOQ Corporation included the following:

NASDOQ completed the following investment transactions during the year:

At year end, the market values of NASDOQ’s investments are: ATI, $25,700; MSC, $700,000.

Mar.

21

Purchased 2,000 shares of ATI, Inc., common stock as a long-

term available-for -sale investment, paying $12.25 per share.

May Received cash dividend of $0.75 per share on the ATI

investment.

Aug. 17 Received cash dividend of $81,000 from MSC Software.

Dec. 31 Received annual report from MSC Software; net income 

for the year was $550,000. Of this amount, NASDOQ’s 

proportion is 22%.

16

Long-Term Investment in MSC Software (equity-method investment) ............... $619,000

20X6

May 12 Purchased 20,000 shares, which make up 35% of the common

stock of Fellingham Corporation at total cost of $370,000.

July 9 Received annual cash dividend of $1.26 per share on the

Fellingham investment.

Sept. 16 Purchased 800 shares of Tomassini, Inc., common stock as an 

available-for-sale investment, paying $41.50 per share.

Oct.  30 Received cash dividend of $0.30 per share on the Tomassini

investment.

Dec. 31 Received annual report from Fellingham Corporation. Net income

for the year was $510,000.

� general ledger

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
exercises using MAL.
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� Required

1. Record the transactions in the journal of NASDOQ Corporation. (pp. 541–546)
2. Post entries to the T-account for Long-Term Investment in MSC and determine its bal-

ance at December 31. (p. 546)
3. Show how to report the Long-Term Available-for-Sale Investments and the Long-Term

Investment in MSC accounts on NASDOQ’s balance sheet at December 31. 
(pp. 542–543, 546)

P10-40A (Learning Objective 3: Analyzing consolidated financial statements) This problem
demonstrates the dramatic effect that consolidation accounting can have on a company’s ratios.
Ford Motor Company (Ford) owns 100% of Ford Motor Credit Corporation (FMCC), its
financing subsidiary. Ford’s main operations consist of manufacturing automotive products. FMCC
mainly helps people finance the purchase of automobiles from Ford and its dealers. The 2 compa-
nies’ individual balance sheets are adapted and summarized as follows (amounts in billions):

Assume that FMCC’s liabilities include $1.6 billion owed to Ford, the parent company.

� Required

1. Compute the debt ratio of Ford Motor Company considered alone. (p. 157)
2. Determine the consolidated total assets, total liabilities, and stockholders’ equity of Ford

Motor Company after consolidating the financial statements of FMCC into the totals of
Ford, the parent company. (pp. 548–549)

3. Recompute the debt ratio of the consolidated entity. Why do companies prefer not to
consolidate their financing subsidiaries into their own financial statements? (p. 157)

P10-41A (Learning Objective 3: Consolidating a wholly-owned subsidiary) Razorback
Express, Inc., paid $266,000 to acquire all the common stock of Sooner Corporation, and Sooner
owes Razorback $81,000 on a note payable. Immediately after the purchase on September 30,
20X8, the 2 companies’ balance sheets follow.

Razorback Sooner

Assets

Cash...................................................... $  24,000 $ 20,000

Accounts receivable, net ........................ 91,000 42,000

Note receivable from Sooner ................. 81,000 —

Inventory............................................... 19,000 214,000

Investment in Sooner............................. 266,000 —

Plant assets, net ..................................... 278,000 219,000

Total ..................................................... $759,000 $495,000

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

Accounts payable .................................. $  57,000 $ 49,000

Notes payable ....................................... 175,000 149,000

Other liabilities ..................................... 129,000 31,000

Common stock...................................... 150,000 118,000

Retained earnings.................................. 248,000 148,000

Total ..................................................... $759,000 $495,000

Ford FMCC

(Parent) (Subsidiary)

Total assets .......................................

Total liabilities ..................................

Total stockholders’ equity .................

Total liabilities and equity.................

$89.6

$65.1

24.5

$89.6

$170.5

$156.9

13.6

$170.5

� spreadsheet

(continued)
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� Required

Prepare the consolidated balance sheet of Razorback Express (It is sufficient to complete a
consolidation work sheet.) (pp. 548–549)

P10-42A (Learning Objective 4: Accounting for a bond investment purchased at a premium)
Insurance companies and pension plans hold large quantities of bond investments. Wolverine
Insurance Corp. purchased $600,000 of 6% bonds of Eaton, Inc., for 106 on March 1, 20X4.
These bonds pay interest on March 1 and September 1 each year. They mature on March 1,
20X8. At December 31, 20X4, the market price of the bonds is 103.5.

� Required

1. Journalize Wolverine’s purchase of the bonds as a long-term investment on March 1,
20X4 (to be held to maturity), receipt of cash interest, and amortization of the bond
investment at December 31, 20X4. The straight-line method is appropriate for amortiz-
ing the bond investment. (pp. 551–552)

2. Show all financial statement effects of this long-term bond investment on Wolverine
Insurance Corp.’s balance sheet and income statement at December 31, 20X4. (p. 552)

P10-43A (Learning Objective 5: Recording foreign-currency transactions and reporting the
transaction gain or loss) Suppose Bridgestone Corporation completed the following
international transactions:

� Required

1. Record these transactions in Bridgestone’s journal and show how to report the transaction
gain or loss on the income statement. (pp. 556–558)

2. How will what you learned in this problem help you structure international transactions?
(Challenge)

P10-44A (Learning Objective 5: Measuring and explaining the foreign-currency transla-
tion adjustment) Assume that Intel has a subsidiary company based in Japan.

� Required

1. Translate into dollars the foreign-currency balance sheet of the Japanese subsidiary of Intel. 

May 1 Sold inventory on account to Fiat, the Italian automaker, for

E82,000. The exchange rate of the euro is $1.30, and Fiat

demands to pay in euros.

10 Purchased supplies on account from a Canadian company at a

price of Canadian $50,000. The exchange rate of the Canadian

dollar is $0.70, and payment will be in Canadian dollars.

17 Sold inventory on account to an English firm for 100,000

British pounds. Payment will be in pounds, and the exchange

rate of the pound is $1.90.

22 Collected from Fiat. The exchange rate is E1 = $1.33.

June 18 Paid the Canadian company. The exchange rate of the

Canadian dollar is $0.69.

24 Collected from the English firm. The exchange rate of the

British pound is $1.87.

� general ledger
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When Intel acquired this subsidiary, the Japanese yen was worth $0.0064. The current
exchange rate is $0.0083. During the period when the subsidiary earned its income, the
average exchange rate was $0.0070 per yen. (pp. 559–560)
Before you perform the foreign-currency translation calculations, indicate whether Intel has
experienced a positive or a negative translation adjustment. State whether the adjustment is
a gain or a loss, and show where it is reported in the financial statements. (pp. 555–556,
559–560)

2. To which company does the foreign-currency translation adjustment “belong”? In which
company’s financial statements will the translation adjustment be reported? (pp. 559–560)

P10-45A (Learning Objective 6: Using a cash-flow statement) Excerpts from Smart Pro,
Inc.’s, statement of cash flows appear as follows:

� Required

As the chief executive officer of Smart Pro, Inc., your duty is to write the management letter to
your stockholders to explain Smart Pro’s investing activities during 20X8. Compare the com-
pany’s level of investment with preceding years and indicate the major way the company
financed its investments during 20X8. Net income for 20X8 was $1,291 million. (p. 561)

(In millions) 20X8

Smart Pro, Inc.
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows (Adapted, partial)

Years Ended December 31,

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year...........................

Net cash provided by operating activities .................................

Cash flows provided by (used for) investing activities:

 Additions to property, plant, and equipment........................

 Acquisitions of other companies ..........................................

 Purchases of available-for-sale investments...........................

 Sales of available-for-sale investments ..................................

Net cash (used for) investing activities......................................

Cash flows provided by (used for) financing activities:

 Borrowing ............................................................................

 Retirement of long-term debt ...............................................

 Proceeds from issuance of stock ...........................................

 Repurchase and retirement of common stock.......................

 Payment of dividends to stockholders ..................................

Net cash (used for) financing activities .....................................

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents ................

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year ....................................

$  2,976

8,654

(7,309)

(883)

(7,141)

15,138

(195)

329

(10)

762

(4,008)

(538)

(3,465)

4,994

$ 7,970

20X7

$  3,695

12,827

(6,674)

(2,317)

(17,188)

16,144

(10,035)

215

(46)

797

(4,007)

(470)

(3,511)

(719)

$ 2,976

Yen

Assets ......................................

Liabilities ................................

Stockholders’ equity:

Common stock....................

Retained earnings................

300,000,000

80,000,000

20,000,000

200,000,000

300,000,000
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(Group B)

P10-46B (Learning Objective 1, 2: Reporting investments on the balance sheet and the
related revenue on the income statement) Homestead Financial Corporation owns numer-
ous investments in the stock of other companies. Homestead Financial completed the follow-
ing long-term investment transactions:

At year end the current market value of the Mercury stock is $19,200. The market value of the
Mars stock is $740,000.

� Required

1. For which investment is current market value used in the accounting? Why is market
value used for 1 investment and not the other? (pp. 541–542, 545)

2. Show what Homestead Financial will report on its year-end balance sheet and income
statement for these investments. (It is helpful to use a T-account for the Long-Term
Investment in Mars Stock account.) Ignore income tax. (pp. 542–543, 546)

P10-47B (Learning Objective 1, 2: Accounting for available-for-sale and equity-method
investments) The beginning balance sheet of Dealmaker Securities included the following:

Dealmaker completed the following investment transactions during the year:

The market values of Dealmaker’s investments are BCM, $89,000; affiliated companies, $947,000.

� Required

1. Record the transactions in the journal of Dealmaker Securities. (pp. 541–546)
2. Post entries to the Long-Term Investments in Affiliates T-account and determine its bal-

ance at December 31. (p. 546)

Feb. 16 Purchased 10,000 shares of BCM Software common stock as a

long-term available-for-sale investment, paying $9.25 per share.

May 14 Received cash dividend of $0.82 per share on the BCM

investment.

Oct. 15 Received cash dividend of $29,000 from an affiliated company.

Dec. 31 Received annual reports from affiliated companies. Their total

net income for the year was $620,000. Of this amount,

Dealmaker’s proportion is 25%.

Long-Term Investments in Affiliates (equity-method investments) .......... $409,000

20X4

May 1 Purchased 8,000 shares, which make up 25% of the common

stock of Mars Company at total cost of $450,000.

Sep. 15 Received a cash dividend of $1.40 per share on the

Mars investment.

Oct. 12 Purchased 1,000 shares of Mercury Corporation common stock

as an available-for-sale investment paying $22.50 per share.

Dec. 14 Received a cash dividend of $0.75 per share on the

Mercury investment.

Received annual report from Mars Company. Net income for

the year was $350,000.

31
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Assess Your Progress � 577

3. Show how to report Long-Term Available-for-Sale Investments and Long-Term Investments
in Affiliates on Dealmaker’s balance sheet at December 31. (pp. 542–543, 546)

P10-48B (Learning Objective 3: Analyzing consolidated financial statements) This prob-
lem demonstrates the dramatic effect that consolidation accounting can have on a company’s
ratios. General Motors Corporation (GM) owns 100% of General Motors

Acceptance Corporation (GMAC), its financing subsidiary. GM’s main operations consist
of manufacturing automotive products. GMAC mainly helps people finance the purchase of
automobiles from GM and its dealers. The 2 companies’ individual balance sheets are summa-
rized as follows (amounts in billions):

Assume that GMAC’s liabilities include $5.1 billion owed to General Motors, the parent company.

� Required

1. Compute the debt ratio of GM Corporation considered alone. (p. 157)
2. Determine the consolidated total assets, total liabilities, and stockholders’ equity of GM

after consolidating the financial statements of GMAC into the totals of GM, the parent
company. (pp. 548–549)

3. Recompute the debt ratio of the consolidated entity. Why do companies prefer not to
consolidate their financing subsidiaries into their own financial statements? (p. 157)

P10-49B (Learning Objective 3: Consolidating a wholly-owned subsidiary) Murdoch
Corporation paid $179,000 to acquire all the common stock of Newswire, Inc., and
Newswire owes Murdoch $55,000 on a note payable. Immediately after the purchase on June
30, 20X6, the 2 companies’ balance sheets were as follows:

� Required

Prepare Murdoch’s consolidated balance sheet. (It is sufficient to complete a consolidation
work sheet.) (pp. 548–549)

Murdoch Newswire

Assets

Cash.......................................................... $  48,000 $  32,000

Accounts receivable, net ............................ 264,000 43,000

Note receivable from Newswire ................ 55,000 —

Inventory................................................... 193,000 153,000

Investment in Newswire ............................ 179,000 —

Plant assets, net ......................................... 105,000 138,000

Total ......................................................... $844,000 $366,000

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

Accounts payable ...................................... $  76,000 $  37,000

Notes payable ........................................... 118,000 123,000

Other liabilities ......................................... 174,000 27,000

Common stock.......................................... 82,000 90,000

Retained earnings...................................... 394,000 89,000

Total ......................................................... $844,000 $366,000

General Motors GMAC

(Parent) (Subsidiary)

Total assets ..................................... $132.6 $94.6

Total liabilities ................................ $109.3 $86.3

Total stockholders’ equity ............... 23.3 8.3

Total liabilities and equity............... $132.6 $94.6
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578 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

P10-50B (Learning Objective 4: Accounting for a bond investment purchased at a discount)
Financial institutions hold large quantities of bond investments. Suppose Morgan Stanley

purchases $500,000 of 6% bonds of General Components Corporation for 96 on January 31,
20X0. These bonds pay interest on January 31 and July 31 each year. They mature on July 31,
20X8. At December 31, 20X0, the market price of the bonds is 93.

� Required

1. Journalize Morgan Stanley’s purchase of the bonds as a long-term investment on January
31, 20X0 (to be held to maturity), receipt of cash interest and amortization of the bond
investment on July 31, 20X0, and accrual of interest revenue and amortization at
December 31, 20X0. The straight-line method is appropriate for amortizing the bond
investment. (pp. 551–552)

2. Show all financial statement effects of this long-term bond investment on Morgan
Stanley’s balance sheet and income statement at December 31, 20X0. (p. 552)

P10-51B (Learning Objective 5: Recording foreign-currency transactions and reporting the
transaction gain or loss) Sun Power Drinks, Inc.(SPD) completed the following international
transactions:

� Required

1. Record these transactions in Sun’s journal and show how to report the transaction gain or
loss on the income statement. (pp. 556–558)

2. How will what you learned in this problem help you structure international transactions?
(Challenge)

P10-52B (Learning Objective 5: Measuring and explaining the foreign-currency transla-
tion adjustment) Amex Fabrics owns a subsidiary based in France.

� Required

1. Translate the foreign-currency balance sheet of the French subsidiary of Amex Fabrics
into dollars. When Amex acquired this subsidiary, the euro was worth $1.17. The current
exchange rate is $1.35 per euro. During the period when the subsidiary earned its
income, the average exchange rate was $1.26 per euro. (pp. 559–560)

Apr. 4 Sold soft-drink syrup on account to a Mexican company for

$81,000. The exchange rate of the Mexican peso is $0.101,

and the customer agrees to pay in dollars.

13 Purchased inventory on account from a Canadian company at

a price of Canadian $100,000. The exchange rate of the

Canadian dollar is $0.65, and payment will be in Canadian

dollars.

20 Sold goods on account to an English firm for 70,000 British

pounds. Payment will be in pounds, and the exchange rate of the

pound is $1.96.

27 Collected from the Mexican company.

May 21 Paid the Canadian company. The exchange rate of the

Canadian dollar is $0.62.

June 17 Collected from the English firm. The exchange rate of the

British pound is $2.00.

� general ledger
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Assess Your Progress � 579

Before you perform the foreign-currency translation calculation, indicate whether Amex
Fabrics has experienced a positive or a negative foreign-currency translation adjustment.
State whether the adjustment is a gain or loss, and show where it is reported in the finan-
cial statements. (pp. 555–556, 559–560)

2. To which company does the translation adjustment “belong”? In which company’s finan-
cial statements will the translation adjustment be reported? (pp. 559–560)

P10-53B (Learning Objective 6: Using a cash-flow statement) Excerpts from The Coca-Cola

Company statement of cash flows, as adapted, appear as follows:

Operating Activities

 Net cash provided by operating activities .......

Investing Activities

Purchases of property, plant, and equipment......

Acquisitions and investments, principally

 trademarks and bottling companies ...............

Purchases of investments ....................................

Proceeds from disposals of investments ..............

Proceeds from disposals of property, plant,

 and equipment ...............................................

Other investing activities ....................................

 Net cash used in investing activities ...............

Financing activities

Issuances of debt (borrowing) ............................

Payments of debt................................................

Issuances of stock...............................................

Purchases of stock for treasury...........................

Dividends ...........................................................

 Net cash used in financing activities ...............

(In millions)

Years Ended December 31,

$ 1,165

(733)

(397)

(508)

290

45

138

(1,165)

3,671

(4,256)

331

(133)

(1,685)

(2,072)

20X3

$ 4,110

(769)

(651)

(456)

455

91

142

(1,188)

3,011

(3,937)

164

(277)

(1,791)

(2,830)

20X4

The Coca-Cola Company and Subsidiaries
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows 

(Adapted)

Euros

Assets ......................................

Liabilities ................................

Stockholders’ equity:

Common stock....................

Retained earnings................

3,000,000

1,000,000

300,000

1,700,000

3,000,000
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580 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

� Required

As the chief executive officer of The Coca-Cola Company, your duty is to write the manage-
ment letter to your stockholders explaining Coca-Cola’s major investing activities during 20X4.
Compare the company’s level of investment with previous years and indicate how the company
financed its investments during 20X4. Net income for 20X4 was $3,969 million. (p. 561)

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 1, 5: Making an investment decision) Infografix Corporation’s
consolidated sales for 20X6 were $26.6 billion, and expenses totaled $24.8 billion. Infografix
operates worldwide and conducts 37% of its business outside the United States. During
20X6, Infografix reported the following items in its financial statements (amounts in billions):

As you consider an investment in Infografix stock, some concerns arise. Answer each of the
following questions:

1. What do the parentheses around the two dollar amounts signify? (pp. 542–543, 561)

2. Are these items reported as assets, liabilities, stockholders’ equity, revenues, or expenses?
Are they normal-balance accounts, or are they contra accounts? (pp. 542–543, 561)

3. Are these items reason for rejoicing or sorrow at Infografix? Are Infografix’s emotions
about these items deep or only moderate? Why? (Challenge)

4. Did Infografix include these items in net income? in retained earnings? In the final analy-
sis, how much net income did Infografix report for 20X6? (pp. 542–543, 561)

5. Should these items scare you away from investing in Infografix stock? Why or why not?
(Challenge)

Case 2. (Learning Objective 1, 2, 4: Making an investment sale decision) Cathy Talbert is
the general manager of Barham Company, which provides data-management services for
physicians in the Columbus, Ohio, area. Barham Company is having a rough year. Net
income trails projections for the year by almost $75,000. This shortfall is especially impor-
tant. Barham plans to issue stock early next year and needs to show investors that the com-
pany can meet its earnings targets.

Barham holds several investments purchased a few years ago. Even though investing in
stocks is outside Barham’s core business of data-management services, Talbert thinks these
investments may hold the key to helping the company meet its net income goal for the year.
She is considering what to do with the following investments:

1. Barham owns 50% of the common stock of Ohio Office Systems, which provides the busi-
ness forms that Barham uses. Ohio Office Systems has lost money for the past 2 years but
still has a retained earnings balance of $550,000. Talbert thinks she can get Ohio’s treasurer
to declare a $160,000 cash dividend, half of which would go to Barham. (pp. 544, 545)

2. Barham owns a bond investment purchased 8 years ago for $250,000. The purchase price
represents a discount from the bonds’ maturity value of $400,000. These bonds mature
2 years from now, and their current market value is $380,000. Ms. Talbert has checked with a

Foreign-currency translation adjustments.......................................... $(202)

Unrealized holding ______ on available-for-sale investments............. (328)
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Charles Schwab investment representative, and Talbert is considering selling the bonds.
Schwab would charge a 1% commission on the sale transaction. (pp. 551–552)

3. Barham owns 5,000 shares of Microsoft stock valued at $53 per share. One year ago,
Microsoft stock was worth only $28 per share. Barham purchased the Microsoft stock for
$37 per share. Talbert wonders whether Barham should sell the Microsoft stock. (p. 543)

� Required
Evaluate all 3 actions as a way for Barham Company to generate the needed amount of
income. Recommend the best way for Barham to achieve its net income goal.

Ethical Issue

Media One owns 18% of the voting stock of Web Talk, Inc. The remainder of the Web Talk
stock is held by numerous investors with small holdings. Austin Cohen, president of Media
One and a member of Web Talk’s board of directors, heavily influences Web Talk’s policies.

Under the market value method of accounting for investments, Media One’s net income
increases as it receives dividend revenue from Web Talk. Media One pays President Cohen a
bonus computed as a percentage of Media One’s net income. Therefore, Cohen can control his
personal bonus to a certain extent by influencing Web Talk’s dividends.

A recession occurs in 20X4, and Media One’s income is low. Cohen uses his power to
have Web Talk pay a large cash dividend. The action requires Web Talk to borrow in order to
pay the dividend.

� Required

1. In getting Web Talk to pay the large cash dividend, is Cohen acting within his authority as
a member of the Web Talk board of directors? Are Cohen’s actions ethical? Whom can his
actions harm?

2. Discuss how using the equity method of accounting for investment would decrease
Cohen’s potential for manipulating his bonus.

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands

(Learning Objective 2, 3, 5: Analyzing investments, consolidated subsidiaries, and interna-
tional operations) The financial statements of YUM! Brands, Inc. are given in Appendix A
at the end of this book.

1. YUM accounts for its investments in unconsolidated affiliates by the equity method.
During 2006, YUM made additional equity-method investments and sold no equity-
method investments. Assume YUM received no dividends from unconsolidated affiliates.
What was the overall result of operations for YUM’s unconsolidated affiliates during 2006?
State the reason underlying your answer. (p. 749)

2. What is YUM’s percentage ownership of its consolidated subsidiaries? How can you tell?
Which financial statement provides the evidence? (p. 750)

3. Does YUM have any foreign subsidiaries? What evidence answers this question? Which
financial statement provides the evidence? (p. 751)

4. Which monetary currency was stronger, the U.S. dollar or YUM’s foreign currencies, dur-
ing 2004, 2005, and 2006? Give the basis for your answers. (pp. 558–560, 751)

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports

(Learning Objective 3, 5: Analyzing consolidated statements and international operations)
This case is based on the financial statements of Pier 1 Imports, Inc. given in Appendix B at
the end of this book.

1. What indicates that Pier 1 Imports owns foreign subsidiaries? Identify the item that proves
your point and the financial statement on which the item appears. (p. 769)
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582 � Chapter 10 Long-Term Investments & International Operations

2. Which currency, the U.S. dollar, or Pier 1’s foreign currencies, was stronger in each fiscal
year 2004, 2005, and 2006? Give the evidence to support each answer. Ignore the mini-
mum pension liability adjustment. (p.769)

3. At February 25, 2006, did Pier 1 Imports have a cumulative net gain or a cumulative net
loss from translating its foreign subsidiaries’ financial statements into dollars? How can
you tell? Ignore the beginning balance of Cumulative Other Comprehensive Income at
March 1, 2003. (p. 769, Challenge)

Group Project

Pick a stock from The Wall Street Journal or other database or publication. Assume that your
group purchases 1,000 shares of the stock as a long-term investment and that your 1,000
shares are less than 20% of the company’s outstanding stock. Research the stock in Value Line,
Moody’s Investor Record, or other source to determine whether the company pays cash divi-
dends and, if so, how much and at what intervals.

� Required

1. Track the stock for a period assigned by your professor. Over the specified period, keep a
daily record of the price of the stock to see how well your investment has performed. Each
day, search the Corporate Dividend News in The Wall Street Journal to keep a record of any
dividends you’ve received. End the period of your analysis with a month end, such as
September 30 or December 31.

2. Journalize all transactions that you have experienced, including the stock purchase, divi-
dends received (both cash dividends and stock dividends), and any year-end adjustment
required by the accounting method that is appropriate for your situation. Assume you will
prepare financial statements on the ending date of your study.

3. Show what you will report on your company’s balance sheet, income statement, and state-
ment of cash flows as a result of your investment transactions.

Quick Check Answers

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. c
2. d (1,000 shares × $35 = $35,000)

3. a ($35,000 – $31,000 = $4,000)
4. b [$40,000 – (1,000 shares × $31) = $9,000]

5. b [$100,000 + 0.20 ($50,000 – $25,000) = $105,000]
6. c {$100,000 + 0.80 [$68,000 + 0.80($40,000)] = $180,000}
7. a
8. d
9. b ($1,000,000 Canadian × $0.93 = $930,000)

10. c
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S P O T L I G H T

PIER 1 IMPORTS HAD A TOUGH YEAR

Marvin J. Girouard, Chairman and CEO, begins Pier 1 Imports’ 2006 annual report with these words, “Fiscal

2006 was a difficult year for Pier 1 Imports.” Indeed it was a tough year, as you can see from Pier 1’s income

statement.

Sales in 2006 were down from 2005 (line1), and Pier 1 actually lost money in 2006 (line 15). But there’s

more to this story. Pier 1’s income statement includes some new items:

� continuing operations (line 10)
� discontinued operations (lines 11 through 14)
� income tax saving (line 13)

The Income Statement & the
Statement of Stockholders’ Equity
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584 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

This chapter rounds out your coverage of the corporate income statement.

After studying this material, you will have seen all the types of items that appear
on an income statement. You’ll also learn about earnings per share (lines 16
through 18), the most often-mentioned statistic in business. Finally, you’ll learn
about the statement of stockholders’ equity, which is like an expanded version of
the statement of retained earnings. Your new learning will help you analyze finan-
cial statements and use the information in decision making.

Net income. Income from continuing operations. Which number measures a
company’s progress? This chapter will help you make that decision. We begin with a
basic question: how to evaluate the quality of earnings. The term quality of earnings
refers to the characteristics of an earnings number that make it most useful for deci-
sion making.

 1 Net sales ........................................................................................

  Operating costs and expenses:

 2  Cost of sales (including buying and store occupancy costs) ........

 3  Selling, general and administrative expenses...............................

 4  Depreciation and amortization...................................................

 5   Operating income (loss) ........................................................

  Nonoperating (income) and expenses:

 6  Interest and investment income ..................................................

 7  Interest expense..........................................................................

 8 Income (loss) from continuing operations before income taxes ......

 9 Provision (benefit) for income taxes...............................................

 10 Income (loss) from continuing operations ......................................

 11 Discontinued operations:

 12  Income (loss) from discontinued operations (including write

     down of assets held for sale of $7,441 in 2006) .......................

 13  Income tax saving ......................................................................

 14   Income (loss) from discontinued operations..........................

 15 Net income (loss) ...........................................................................

 16 Earnings (loss) per share from continuing operations:

   Basic...........................................................................................

 17 Earnings (loss) per share from disconinuted operations:

   Basic...........................................................................................

 18 Earnings (loss) per share:

   Basic...........................................................................................

Year Ended

2006

Pier 1 Imports, Inc.
Consolidated Statements of Operations (Adapted) 

(In thousands except per share amounts)

$1,776,701

1,175,011

588,273

56,229

1,819,513

(42,812)

(3,510)

2,610

(900)

(41,912)

(14,441)

(27,471)

(17,583)

(5,250)

(12,333)

$    (39,804)

$          (.32)

$          (.14)

$          (.46)

2005

$1,825,343

1,121,697

549,635

55,762

1,727,094

98,249

(2,635)

1,735

(900)

99,149

36,384

62,765

(2,308)

—

(2,308)

$    60,457

$          .72

$          (.03)

$          .69

2004

$1,806,092

1,045,180

526,060

48,869

1,620,109

185,983

(2,724)

1,688

(1,036)

187,019

69,315

117,704

297

—

297

$   118,001

$        1.32

$          .00

$        1.32
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Evaluating the Quality of Earnings � 585

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Analyze a corporate income statement

2 Account for a corporation’s income tax

3 Analyze a statement of stockholders’ equity

4 Understand managers’ and auditors’ responsibilities for the financial statements

EVALUATING THE QUALITY OF EARNINGS

A corporation’s net income (including earnings per share) receives more attention

that any other item in the financial statements. To stockholders, the larger the net

income, the greater the likelihood of dividends. To creditors, the better the ability to

pay debts.

Suppose you are considering investing in the stock of Pier 1 Imports or Brand

X Superstore. The 2 companies are similar but they generate profits in different ways:

� Brand X’s profits come from continuing operations.
� Pier 1 Imports is better known, but the company is struggling to turn a profit.

Do you go with the known company (Pier 1), or do you follow the numbers 

(Brand X)?

To explore the makeup and the quality of earnings, let’s examine its various

sources. Exhibit 11-1 provides a comprehensive example that we will use throughout

the chapter. It is the income statement of Allied Electronics Corporation, which pro-

duces electronic-control instruments.

Continuing Operations

In Exhibit 11-1, the topmost section of the income statement reports the results of

continuing operations (lines 1 to 10). This part of the business is expected to con-

tinue from period to period. We use this information to predict that Allied

Electronics will earn income of approximately $54,000 next year.

The continuing operations of Allied Electronics include 3 new items:

� During 20X9, Allied restructured operations at a loss of $8,000 (line 6).

Restructuring costs include severance pay to laid-off workers and moving

expenses for employees transferred to other locations. The restructuring loss is

part of continuing operations because Allied Electronics is remaining in the

electronics business. But the restructuring loss is an “Other” item because

restructuring falls outside Allied’s core activity.
� Allied had a gain on the sale of machinery (line 7), also outside the company’s

core business. This explains why the gain isn’t part of operating income

(lines 1 to 5).
� Income tax expense (line 9) is subtracted in arriving at income from continuing

operations. Corporate income tax is a significant expense. The current maximum

federal income tax rate for corporations is 35%. State income taxes run about 5%

in many states. Thus, we use an income tax rate of 40% in our illustrations. The

$36,000 income tax expense in Exhibit 11-1 equals the pretax income from con-

tinuing operations multiplied by the tax rate ($90,000 × 0.40 = $36,000).

OBJECTIVE

1 Analyze a corporate
income statement
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586 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

Which Income Number Predicts Future Profits?

How is income from continuing operations used in investment analysis? Suppose

Margaret Blume, an analyst with First Charter Bank in Tallahassee, Florida, is estimat-

ing the value of Allied Electronics’ common stock. Blume believes that Allied

Electronics can earn annual income each year equal to its income from continuing

operations—$54,000 for Allied Electronics.

To estimate the value of Allied’s common stock, financial analysts determine the

present value (present value means the value today) of Allied’s stream of future income.

Blume must use some interest rate to compute the present value. Assume that an

appropriate interest rate (i) for the valuation of Allied Electronics is 12%. This rate is

based on the risk that Allied might not be able to earn annual income of $54,000 for

the indefinite future. The rate is also called the investment capitalization rate

because it is used to estimate the value of an investment. The higher the risk, the

higher the rate, and vice versa. The computation of the estimated value of a stock such

as Allied Electronics or Pier 1 Imports is

Allied Electronics Corporation
Income Statement

E X H I B I T  1 1 - 1

 1 Sales revenue..................................................................................

 2 Cost of goods sold .........................................................................

 3 Gross profit ...................................................................................

 4 Operating expenses (detailed) ........................................................

 5 Operating income ..........................................................................

  Other gains (losses):

 6  Loss on restructuring operations ................................................

 7  Gain on sale of machinery..........................................................

 8 Income from continuing operations before income tax ..................

 9 Income tax expense........................................................................

 10 Income from continuing operations ...............................................

 11 Discontinued operations, $35,000, less income tax of $14,000 .....

 12 Income before extraordinary item..................................................

 13 Extraordinary flood loss, $20,000, less income tax saving of $8,000.....

14  Net income ....................................................................................

  Earnings per share of common stock (20,000 shares outstanding):

 15  Income from continuing operations............................................

 16  Income from discontinued operations ........................................

 17  Income before extraordinary item ..............................................

 18  Extraordinary loss......................................................................

 19  Net income.................................................................................

$500,000

240,000

260,000

181,000

79,000

(8,000)

19,000

90,000

36,000

54,000

21,000

75,000

(12,000)

$  63,000

$      2.70

1.05

3.75

(0.60)

$      3.15

 
Allied Electronics Corporation 

Income Statement 
Year Ended December 31, 20X9 
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Evaluating the Quality of Earnings � 587

Blume thus estimates that Allied Electronics Corporation is worth $450,000. She

would then compare this estimate to the current market value of Allied Electronics’

stock, which is $513,000. Allied Electronics’ balance sheet reports that Allied has

20,000 shares of common stock outstanding, and Hoover’s Online reports that Allied

common stock is selling for $4.75 per share. The current value of Allied stock is thus

The investment decision rule may be:

= �

Current market
value of the
company

Number of shares
of common stock

outstanding

Current
market price

per share

= �$513,000 20,000 $25.65

=
Estimated annual income in the future

Investment capitalization rate

Estimated value of
Allied Electronics

common stock
=

$54,000

0.12
= $450,0001

Decision:

Exceeds

Current market

Equals value of

Is less than

the company

(such as Allied)

If The Estimated Value
of the Company

Buy the stock because you
think the stock price will go up.

Hold the stock because you think
the stock price will hold steady.

Sell the stock because you
think the price will fall.

In this case,

Decision:

Estimated Value Current market

of Allied Is less than value of Allied Sell the stock

$450,000 $513,000

Is less than$22.50 per share* $25.65 per share

*$450,000/20,000 shares = $22.50 per share

Blume believes Allied’s stock price should fall below its current market value of

$513,000 to somewhere in a range near $450,000. Based on this analysis, First

Charter Bank would recommend that investors holding Allied stock should sell it.

Investors often value a single share of stock. They can estimate the value of 1

share of stock by using earnings per share (EPS) of common stock, as follows:

=
Estimated annual earnings per share

Investment capitalization rate

Estimated value of
one share of

common stock
=

$2.70

0.12
= $22.50

1This valuation model has many forms, which are covered in finance classes. Here we introduce the 

basic form.IS
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588 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

The analysis based on 1 share of stock follows the pattern illustrated for the

company as a whole.

Discontinued Operations

Most large companies engage in several lines of business. For example, Pier 1 Imports

has its basic stores in addition to Pier 1 Kids stores. General Electric makes house-

hold appliances and jet engines and owns NBC, the media network. We call each

identifiable part of a company a segment of the business.

A company may sell a segment of its business. During fiscal year 2006 Pier 1

sold its operations in the United Kingdom and Ireland, called “The Pier.” The sale of

a business segment is viewed as a one-time transaction. Pier 1’s income statement

reports on the segment of the business that has been disposed of under the heading

Discontinued Operations (line 11 through 14 on page 584).

Let’s return to the Allied Electronics example in Exhibit 11-1 (p. 586). Allied

faces an income tax rate of 40%, so the discontinued operations are taxed at the 40%

rate. Discontinued operations are reported along with their income tax by Allied

Electronics Corporation as follows (line 11, p. 584).

Discontinued operations, $35,000, less ancome tax of $14,000 ................ $21,000

Financial analysts typically do not include discontinued operations in pre-

dictions of future corporate income because the discontinued segments will not

continue to generate income for the company.

Gains and losses on the sales of plant assets are not reported as discontinued

operations. These items are not so unusual, and they recur from time to time, so they

appear in the “Other” section of the income statement (Exhibit 11-1, lines 6 and 7).

Extraordinary Gains and Losses (Extraordinary Items)

Extraordinary gains and losses, also called extraordinary items, are both unusual for

the company and infrequent. Losses from natural disasters (such as earthquakes,

floods, and tornadoes) and the expropriation of company assets by a foreign govern-

ment (expropriation) are extraordinary. Pier 1 Imports had no extraordinary items on

its income statement.

Extraordinary items are reported along with their income tax effects. During

20X9, Allied Electronics Corporation suffered a $20,000 flood loss (Exhibit 11-1,

line 13). This extraordinary item reduced income and therefore reduced Allied’s

income tax. Taxes decrease the net amount of a loss the same way they reduce net

income. Another way to report an extraordinary loss along with its tax effect is as

follows:

Trace this item to the income statement in Exhibit 11-1 (line 13). An extraordinary

gain is reported in the same way, net of its income tax.

Extraordinary flood loss................................. $(20,000)

Less Income tax saving............................... 8,000

Extraordinary flood loss, net of tax................ (12,000)
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Evaluating the Quality of Earnings � 589

On page 584, Pier 1 Imports reports an income tax saving resulting from its loss

on discontinued operations. Gains and losses due to lawsuits, restructuring, and the

sale of plant assets are not extraordinary items. These gains and losses are considered

normal business occurrences and are reported as Other Gains and Losses. Exhibit 11-1

(p. 586, lines 6 and 7) provides an example.

Accounting Changes

Companies sometimes change from one accounting method to another, such as from

double-declining-balance (DDB) to straight-line depreciation, or from first-in, first-

out (FIFO) to average cost for inventory. An accounting change makes it difficult to

compare one period with preceding periods. Without detailed information, investors

can be misled into thinking that the current year is better or worse than the preced-

ing year, when in fact the only difference is a change in accounting method.

Two types of accounting changes are most relevant to introductory accounting:2

a. Changes in accounting estimates include changing the estimated life of a building

or equipment and the collectibility of receivables. For these changes, companies

report amounts for the current and future periods on the new basis. There is no

looking back to the past. A change in depreciation method is treated as a

change in estimate.  

b. Changes in accounting principles include most changes in accounting methods,

such as from FIFO to average cost for inventory and from one method to

another for a revenue or an expense. For these changes the company reports

figures for all periods—past, current and future—on the new basis. The company

retroactively restates prior-period amounts as though the new accounting

method had been in effect all along. This lets investors compare all periods on

the same accounting basis.

Watch Out for Voluntary Accounting Changes That Increase
Reported Income

Investment analysts follow companies to see if they meet their forecasted earnings

targets. And managers sometimes take drastic action to increase reported earnings.

Assume it’s late in November and our earnings may fall below the target for the year.

A reasonable thing to do is to try to increase sales and net income. Managers can also

cut expenses. These actions are ethical and honest. Profits earned by these actions are

real. Managers can take another action that is honest and legal, but its ethics are ques-

tionable. Suppose the company has been using the double-declining-balance method

for depreciation. Changing to straight-line depreciation can increase reported

income.

Accounting changes are a quick-and-dirty way to create profits when the 

company can’t earn enough from continuing operations. This is why GAAP requires

companies to report all accounting changes, along with their effects on earnings—to

let investors know where the income came from.

2FASB Statement No. 154, “Accounting Changes and Error Corrections,” May 2005.
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590 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

Earnings per Share of Common Stock

The final segment of the income statement reports earnings per share. Earnings per

share (EPS) is the amount of a company’s net income per share of its outstanding

common stock. EPS is a key measure of a business’s success because it shows how

much income the company earned for each share of stock. Stock prices are quoted at

an amount per share, and investors buy a certain number of shares. EPS is used to

help determine the value of a share of stock. EPS is computed as follows:

The corporation lists its various sources of income separately: continuing oper-

ations, discontinued operations, and so on. It also lists the EPS figure for each ele-

ment of net income. Consider the EPS of Allied Electronics Corporation. The final

section of Exhibit 11-1 (lines 16 to 21) shows how companies report EPS. Allied

Electronics has 20,000 shares of common stock outstanding.

Earnings per share =
Net income − Preferred dividends

Average number of shares of common stock outstsanding

Earnings per share of common stock (20,000 shares outstanding): 

15 Income from continuing operations ($54,000/20,000) ................... $2.70

16 Income from discontinued operations ($21,000/20,000) ................ 1.05

17 Income before extraordinary item ($75,000/20,000)...................... 3.75

18 Extraordinary loss ($12,000/20,000) ............................................. (0.60)

19 Net income ($63,000/20,000) ........................................................ $3.15

Effect of Preferred Dividends on Earnings Per Share. Recall that EPS is

earnings per share of common stock. But the holders of preferred stock have first

claim on dividends. Therefore, preferred dividends must be subtracted from net

income to compute EPS. Preferred dividends are not subtracted from discontinued

operations, extraordinary items, or the cumulative effect of accounting changes.

Suppose Allied Electronics Corporation had 10,000 shares of preferred stock

outstanding, each with a $1.00 dividend. Allied’s annual preferred dividends would

be $10,000 (10,000 × $1.00). The $10,000 is subtracted from each income subtotal,

resulting in the following EPS amounts (recall that Allied has 20,000 shares of com-

mon stock outstanding):

Earnings per share of common stock (20,000 shares outstanding): 

Income from continuing operations ($54,000 − $10,000)/20,000 .................

Income from discontinued operations ($21,000/20,000) ...............................

Income before extraordinary item ($75,000 − $10,000)/20,000....................

Extraordinary loss ($12,000/20,000) ............................................................

Net income ($63,000 − $10,000)/20,000 ......................................................

$2.20

3.25

(0.60)

$2.65

1.05
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Evaluating the Quality of Earnings � 591

Earnings Per Share Dilution. Some corporations have convertible preferred

stock, which may be exchanged for common stock. When preferred is converted to

common, the EPS is diluted—reduced—because more common shares are divided

into net income. Corporations with complex capital structures present 2 sets of EPS

figures:

� EPS based on actual outstanding common shares (basic EPS)
� EPS based on outstanding common shares plus the additional shares that can

arise from conversion of the preferred stock into common (diluted EPS)

Reporting Comprehensive Income

All companies report net income or net loss on their income statements. As we saw in

Chapter 10, companies with unrealized gains and losses on certain investments and

foreign-currency translation adjustments also report another income figure.

Comprehensive income is the company’s change in total stockholders’ equity from

all sources other than from the owners of the business. Comprehensive income

includes net income plus:

� Unrealized gains (losses) on available-for-sale investments
� Foreign-currency translation adjustments

These items do not enter into the determination of net income or of earnings

per share. They can be reported as Other comprehensive income, as shown in

Exhibit 11-2. All amounts are assumed for this illustration.

What Should You Analyze to Gain an Overall Picture 
of a Company?

Two key figures used in financial analysis are

� Net income (or income from continuing operations)
� Cash flow from operations

E X H I B I T  1 1 - 2 Reporting Comprehensive Income

Net income.........................................................................

Other comprehensive income:

 Unrealized gain on investment ......................................

 Less income tax (40%) .................................................

 Foreign-currency translation adjustment (loss)..............

 Less income tax saving (40%).......................................

 Other comprehensive income (loss)...............................

Comprehensive income ......................................................

Allied Electronics Corporation
Statement of Comprehensive Income (Partial) 

Year Ended December 31, 20X9

$ 6,500

2,600

$(9,000)

3,600

$ 3,900

(5,400)

$69,000

(1,500)

$67,500
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592 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

For any 1 period, Allied Electronics’ net income and net cash flow from operating

activities may chart different paths. Accounting income arises from the accrual

process as follows:

As we have seen, revenues and gains are recorded when they occur, regardless of

when the company receives or pays cash.

Net cash flow, on the other hand, is based solely on cash receipts and cash pay-

ments. During 2009, a company may have lots of revenues and expenses and a hefty

net income. But the company may have weak cash flow because it cannot collect

from customers. The reverse may also be true: The company may have abundant cash

but little income.

The income statement and the cash-flow statement often paint different pic-

tures of the company. Which statement provides better information? Neither: Both

statements are needed, along with the balance sheet and statement of stockholders’

equity, for an overall view of the business. In Chapter 12 we’ll cover the statement of

cash flows in detail.

ACCOUNTING FOR CORPORATE INCOME TAXES

Corporations pay income tax as individuals do, but corporate and personal tax rates

differ. The current federal tax rate on most corporate income is 35%. Most states also

levy income taxes on corporations, so most corporations have a combined federal

and state income tax rate of approximately 40%.

To account for income tax, the corporation measures

� Income tax expense, an expense on the income statement. Income tax expense

helps measure net income.
� Income tax payable, a current liability on the balance sheet. Income tax payable

is the amount of tax to pay the government in the next period.

Accounting for income tax follows the principles of accrual accounting. Suppose in

20X7 Pier 1 Imports reported income before tax (also called pretax accounting

income) of $100 million. Pier 1’s combined income tax rate is close to 40%. To start

this discussion, assume income tax expense and income tax payable are the same.

Then Pier 1 would record income tax for the year as follows (amounts in millions):

Pier 1’s 20X7 financial statements would report these figures (partial, in millions):

40

40Income Tax Expense ($100 � 0.40)

 Income Tax Payable

Recorded income tax for the year.

20X7

Dec. 31

Total revenues and gains − Total expenses and losses = Net income (or Net loss)

OBJECTIVE

2 Account for a
corporation’s income tax

Income statement Balance sheet

Income before income tax ........... $100 Current liabilities:

Income tax expense ..................... (40) Income tax payable ...................

Net income.................................. $  60

$40
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Accounting for Corporate Income Taxes � 593

In general, income tax expense and income tax payable can be computed as

follows:*

The income statement and the income tax return are entirely separate documents:

� The income statement reports the results of operations.
� The income tax return is filed with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to measure

how much tax to pay the government in the current period.

For most companies, tax expense and tax payable differ. Some revenues and

expenses affect income differently for accounting and for tax purposes. The most

common difference between accounting income and taxable income occurs when a

corporation uses straight-line depreciation in its financial statements and accelerated

depreciation for the tax return.

Continuing with the Pier 1 Imports illustration, suppose for 20X8 that Pier 1 had:

� Pretax accounting income of $100 million on its income statement
� Taxable income of $80 million on its income tax return

Taxable income is less than accounting income because Pier 1 uses

� straight-line depreciation for accounting purposes (say $30 million)
� accelerated depreciation for tax purposes (say $10 million).

Pier 1 would record income tax for 20X8 as follows (dollar amounts in millions and

an income tax rate of 40%):

Income
tax

payable

Income
tax
rate

=

Taxable
income (from

the income tax
return filed with

the IRS)

�=

Income
tax

expense

Income
tax
rate

�

Income before
income tax
(from the
income

statement)

*The authors thank Jean Marie Hudson for suggesting this presentation.

32

8

40Income Tax Expense ($100 � 0.40)

 Income Tax Payable ($80 � 0.40)

 Deferred Tax Liability

Recorded income tax for the year.

20X8

Dec. 31

Deferred Tax Liability is usually long-term.

Pier 1’s financial statements for 20X8 will report the following:

Income statement Balance sheet

Income before income tax ........... $100 Current liabilities:

Income tax expense ..................... (40) Income tax payable .............. $32

Net income.................................. $  60 Long-term liabilities:

Deferred tax liability ............ 8*

*The beginning balance of Deferred tax liability was zero.

Early in 20X9, Pier 1 would pay income tax payable of $32 million because this is a

current liability. The deferred tax liability can be paid later.
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594 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

For a given year, Income Tax Payable can exceed Income Tax Expense. When

that occurs, the company debits a Deferred Tax Asset.

ANALYZING RETAINED EARNINGS

Occasionally a company records a revenue or an expense incorrectly. If the error is

corrected in a later period, the balance of Retained Earnings is wrong until corrected.

Corrections to Retained Earnings for errors of an earlier period are called prior-

period adjustments. The prior-period adjustment appears on the statement of

retained earnings.

Assume that NPR Corporation recorded 20X6 income tax expense as $30,000,

but the correct amount was $40,000. This error understated expenses by $10,000

and overstated net income by $10,000. The government sent a bill in 20X7 for the

additional $10,000, and this alerted NPR to the mistake.

This accounting error requires a prior-period adjustment. Prior-period adjust-

ments are not reported on the income statement because they relate to an earlier

accounting period. This prior-period adjustment would appear on the statement of

retained earnings, as shown in Exhibit 11-3, with all amounts assumed:

E X H I B I T  1 1 - 3 Reporting a Prior-Period Adjustment
on the Statement of Retained Earnings

Retained earnings balance, December 31, 20X6, as originally reported ........

Prior-period adjustment—debit to correct error in recording income tax

 expense of 20X6......................................................................................

Retained earnings balance, December 31, 20X6, as adjusted ........................

Net income for 20X7 ....................................................................................

Dividends for 20X7.......................................................................................

Retained earnings balance, December 31, 20X7............................................

NPR Corporation
Statement of Retained Earnings
Year Ended December 31, 20X7

$390,000

(10,000)

380,000

110,000

490,000

(40,000)

$450,000

ANALYZING THE STATEMENT OF

STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Companies report a statement of stockholders’ equity, which includes retained earn-

ings. The statement of stockholders’ equity is formatted like a statement of retained

earnings but with a column for each element of stockholders’ equity. The statement

of stockholders’ equity thus reports the reasons for all the changes in equity during

the period.

Exhibit 11-4 is the 20X9 statement of stockholders’ equity for Allied Electronics

Corporation. Study its format. There is a column for each element of equity, starting
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Analyzing the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity � 595

with Common Stock on the left. The far-right column reports the total. The top row

(line 1) reports beginning balances, taken from last period’s balance sheet. The rows

then report the various transactions that affected equity, starting with Issuance of

stock (line 2). The statement ends with the December 31, 20X9, balances (line 10).

All the amounts on the bottom line appear on the ending balance sheet, given in

Exhibit 11-5.

E X H I B I T  1 1 - 4 Reporting a Prior-Period Adjustment on the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

 1 Balance, December 31, 20X8........

 2 Issuance of stock...........................

 3 Net income ...................................

 4 Cash dividends..............................

 5 Stock dividend—10%...................

 6 Purchase of treasury stock ............

 7 Sale of treasury stock ....................

 8 Unrealized gain

     on investments ...........................

 9 Foreign-currency

     translation adjustment ...............

 10 Balance, December 31, 20X9........

Allied Electronics Corporation
Statement of Stockholders’ Equity
Year Ended December 31, 20X9

$10,000

20,000

3,000

$33,000

Common

Stock

$1 Par

Additional

Paid-in

Capital

$160,000

500,000

72,000

7,000

$739,000

Retained

Earnings

$130,000

69,000

(21,000)

(75,000)

$103,000

Treasury

Stock

$(25,000)

(9,000)

4,000

$(30,000)

Unrealized

Gain

(Loss) on

Investments

$6,000

1,000

$7,000

Foreign-

Currency

Translation

Adjustment

$(10,000)

3,000

$  (7,000)

Total

Stockholders’

Equity

$271,000

520,000

69,000

(21,000)

0

(9,000)

11,000

1,000

3,000

$845,000

Accumulated Other

Comprehensive Income

Let’s examine Allied Electronics’ stockholders’ equity during 20X9.

Issuance of Stock (Line 2). During 20X9, Allied issued common stock for

$520,000. Of this total, $20,000 (par value) went into the Common Stock account,

and $500,000 increased Additional Paid-in Capital. Total equity increased by

$520,000.

Net Income (Line 3). During 20X9, Allied Electronics earned net income of

$69,000, which increased Retained Earnings. Trace net income from the income

statement (Exhibit 11-1, p. 586) to the statement of stockholders’ equity

(Exhibit 11-4).

OBJECTIVE

3Analyze a statement of
stockholders’ equity
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596 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

Declaration of Cash Dividends (Line 4). Allied Electronics declared cash divi-

dends of $21,000. Exhibit 11-4 reports the decrease in retained earnings from the

declaration of the cash dividends.

Distribution of Stock Dividends (Line 5). During 20X9, Allied Electronics dis-

tributed a stock dividend to its stockholders. Prior to the stock dividend, Allied’s

Common Stock account had a balance of $30,000 (beginning balance of $10,000 +

new issue of $20,000). The 10% stock dividend then added 3,000 shares of $1-par

common stock, or $3,000, to the Common Stock account.

Allied decreased (debited) Retained Earnings for the market value of this

“small” stock dividend. The difference between the market value of the dividend

($75,000) and its par value ($3,000) was credited to Additional Paid-in Capital

($72,000).

Purchase and Sale of Treasury Stock (Lines 6 and 7). Recall from Chapter 9

that treasury stock is recorded at cost. During 20X9, Allied Electronics paid $9,000

to buy treasury stock (line 6). This transaction decreased stockholders’ equity.

Allied later sold some treasury stock (line 7). The sale of treasury stock brought in

$11,000 cash and increased total stockholders’ equity by $11,000. The treasury

stock that Allied sold had cost the company $4,000, and the extra $7,000 was

added to Additional Paid-in Capital. At year end (line 10), Allied still owned treas-

ury stock that cost the company $30,000. The parentheses around the treasury

stock figures in Exhibit 11-4 mean that treasury stock is a negative element of

stockholders’ equity. Trace treasury stock’s ending balance to the balance sheet in

Exhibit 11-5.

E X H I B I T  1 1 - 5 Stockholders’ Equity Section
of the Balance Sheet

Allied Electronic Corporation
Balance Sheet (Partial)
December 31, 20X9

Total assets..............................................................................

Total liabilities ........................................................................

Stockholders’ equity:

 Common stock, $1 par, shares issued—33,000 ..................

 Additional paid-in capital ..................................................

 Retained earnings ..............................................................

 Treasury stock ...................................................................

 Accumulated other comprehensive income:

  Unrealized gain on investments ......................................

  Foreign-currency translation adjustment ........................

 Total stockholders’ equity..................................................

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity .................................

$1,500,000

$  655,000

$    33,000

739,000

103,000

(30,000)

7,000

(7,000)

845,000

$1,500,000
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Responsibility for the Financial Statements � 597

Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income (Lines 8 and 9). Two cate-

gories of other comprehensive income are unrealized gains and losses on available-

for-sale investments and the foreign-currency translation adjustment.

At December 31, 20X8, Allied Electronics held available-for-sale investments

with an unrealized gain of $6,000. This explains the beginning balance. Then, during

20X9, the market value of the investments increased by another $1,000 (line 8). At

December 31, 20X9, Allied’s portfolio of investments had an unrealized gain of $7,000

(line 10). An unrealized loss on investments would appear as a negative amount.

At December 31, 20X8, Allied had a negative foreign-currency translation

adjustment of $10,000 (line 1). During 20X9, the foreign-currency translation

adjustment increased by $3,000 (line 9), and at December 31, 20X9, Allied’s cumu-

lative foreign-currency translation adjustment stood at $7,000—a negative amount

that resembles an unrealized loss (line 10).

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Management’s Responsibility

Management issues a report on internal control over financial reporting, along with

the company’s financial statements. Exhibit 11-6 is an excerpt from the report of

management for Pier 1 Imports.

Management declares its responsibility for the internal controls over financial

reporting in accordance with GAAP. As we’ve seen throughout this book, GAAP is the

standard for preparing the financial statements. GAAP is designed to produce rele-

vant, reliable, and useful information for making investment and credit decisions.

Excerpt from Management’s Responsibility for
Financial Reporting—Pier 1 Imports, Inc.

E X H I B I T  1 1 - 6

REPORT OF MANAGEMENT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING

 Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining a system of internal control

over financial reporting designed to provide reasonable assurance that transactions are

executed in accordance with management authorization and that such transactions are

properly recorded and reported in the financial statements, and that records are maintained so

as to permit preparation of the financial statements in accordance with U.S. generally

accepted accounting principles....

Auditor Report

The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requires companies that issue their stock

publicly to file audited financial statements with the Securities and Exchange

Commission (SEC), a governmental agency. Companies engage outside auditors who

are certified public accountants to examine their statements. The independent audi-

tors decide whether the company’s financial statements comply with GAAP and then

issue an audit report. Exhibit 11-7 is the audit report on the financial statements of

Pier 1 Imports, Inc.

OBJECTIVE

4Understand managers’ and
auditors’ responsibilities
for the financial statements
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598 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

The audit report is addressed to the board of directors of the company. The

auditing firm signs its name, in this case the Fort Worth office of Ernst & Young LLP

(LLP is the abbreviation for limited liability partnership).

The audit report typically contains 3 paragraphs:

� The first paragraph identifies the audited statements.
� The second paragraph describes how the audit was performed, mentioning that

generally accepted auditing standards are the benchmark for evaluating audit

quality.
� The third paragraph states Ernst & Young’s opinion that Pier 1’s financial state-

ments conform to GAAP and that people can rely on them for decision mak-

ing. Pier 1’s audit report contains a clean opinion, more properly called an

unqualified opinion. Audit reports usually fall into one of four categories:

1. Unqualified (clean). The statements are reliable.

2. Qualified. The statements are reliable, except for 1 or more items for which the

opinion is said to be qualified.

3. Adverse. The statements are unreliable.

4. Disclaimer. The auditor was unable to reach a professional opinion.

The independent audit adds credibility to the financial statements. It is no

accident that financial reporting and auditing are more advanced in the United States

than anywhere else in the world and that U.S. capital markets are the envy of

the world.

Excerpt from the Audit Report on the
Financial Statements of Pier 1 Imports, Inc.

E X H I B I T  1 1 - 7

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

To the Board of Directors of Pier 1 Imports, Inc.

 We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Pier 1 Imports, Inc. as

of February 25, 2006 and February 26, 2005, and the related consolidated statements of

operations, shareholders’ equity, and cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended

February 25, 2006. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s

management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based

on our audits.

 We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company

Accounting Oversight Board (United States).... We believe that our audits provide a reasonable

basis for our opinion.

 In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material

respects, the consolidated financial position of Pier 1 Imports, Inc. at February 25, 2006 and

February 26, 2005, and the consolidated results of its operations and its cash flows for each of

the three years in the period ended February 25, 2006, in conformity with U.S. generally

accepted accounting principles.

/s/ Ernst & Young LLP

Fort Worth, Texas

April 25, 2006
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DECISION GUIDELINES
USING THE INCOME STATEMENT AND RELATED NOTES IN
INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

Suppose you’ve completed your studies, taken a job, and been fortunate to save $10,000.

Now you are ready to start investing. These guidelines provide a framework for using

accounting information for investment analysis.

Decision Factors to Consider Decision Variable or Model

Which measure of profitability Are you interested Income, including all
should be used for in accounting income? revenues, expenses, Net income (bottom line)
investment analysis? gains, and losses?

Income that can be Income from continuing
expected to repeat operations
from year to year?

Are you interested Cash flows from operating
in cash flows? activities (Chapter 12)

Note: A conservative strategy may use both income and cash flows and compare the 2 sets of results.

What is the estimated  If you believe the company can 
value of the stock? earn the income (or cash flow) 

indefinitely

If you believe the company
can earn the income (or cash 
flow) for a finite number of years

How does risk affect  If the investment is high risk Increase the investment capitalization rate
the value of the stock? If the investment is low risk Decrease the investment capitalization rate

End-of-Chapter Summary Problem � 599

Estimated value =
Annual income

Investment capitalization rate

Estimated value = Annual income �
Present value of annuity

(See Appendix C)

END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
The following information was taken from the ledger of Maxim, Inc.:

Prior-period adjustment— Treasury stock, common 

credit to Retained Earnings ......... $    5,000 (5,000 shares at cost) ................... $  25,000

Gain on sale of plant assets ............. 21,000 Selling expenses................................ 78,000

Cost of goods sold........................... 380,000 Common stock, no par, 

Income tax expense (saving): 45,000 shares issued..................... 180,000

Continuing operations................. 32,000 Sales revenue .................................... 620,000

Discontinued operations.............. 8,000 Interest expense................................ 30,000

Extraordinary gain ...................... 10,000 Extraordinary gain ........................... 26,000

Income from discontinued  

operations .................................... 20,000

Loss due to lawsuit........................... 11,000

General expenses.............................. 62,000

Preferred stock, 8%, $100 par, 

500 shares issued......................... 50,000

Dividends ........................................ 16,000

Retained earnings, beginning, 

as originally reported ................... 103,000
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� Required
Prepare a single-step income statement (with all revenues and gains grouped together) and
a statement of retained earnings for Maxim, Inc., for the current year ended December 31,
20XX. Include the earnings-per-share presentation and show computations. Assume no
changes in the stock accounts during the year.

Answers

600 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

Revenue and gains:

 Sales revenue................................................................................

 Gain on sale of plant assets..........................................................

  Total revenues and gains ..........................................................

Expenses and losses:

 Cost of goods sold .......................................................................

 Selling expenses ...........................................................................

 General expenses .........................................................................

 Interest expense ...........................................................................

 Loss due to lawsuit ......................................................................

 Income tax expense......................................................................

  Total expenses and losses .........................................................

Income from continuing operations...................................................

Discontinued operations, $20,000, less income tax, $8,000..............

Income before extraordinary item .....................................................

Extraordinary gain, $26,000, less income tax, $10,000 ....................

Net income........................................................................................

Earnings per share:*

 Income from continuing operations

  [($48,000 − $4,000)/40,000 shares] .........................................

 Income from discontinued operations

  ($12,000/40,000 shares)...........................................................

 Income before extraordinary item

  [($60,000 − $4,000)/40,000 shares] .........................................

 Extraordinary gain ($16,000/40,000 shares)................................

 Net income [($76,000 − $4,000)/40,000 shares]..........................

 
Maxim, Inc. 

Income Statement 
Year Ended December 31, 20XX 

$620,000

21,000

641,000

593,000

48,000

12,000

60,000

16,000

$  76,000

$ 1.10

0.30

1.40

0.40

$ 1.80

 

 

 

 

 

$380,000

78,000

62,000

30,000

11,000

32,000 

*Computations:

EPS =

Preferred dividends: $50,000 � 0.08 = $4,000

Common shares outstanding:

 45,000 shares issued – 5,000 treasury shares = 40,000 shares outstanding

Income – Preferred dividends

Common shares outstanding
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Maxim, Inc. 

Statement of Retained Earnings 
Year Ended December 31, 20XX 

Retained earnings balance, beginning, as originally reported................

Prior-period adjustment—credit ...........................................................

Retained earnings balance, beginning, as adjusted................................

Net income for current year.................................................................

Dividends for current year....................................................................

Retained earnings balance, ending........................................................

$103,000

5,000

108,000

76,000

184,000

(16,000)

$168,000

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 618.)
1. The quality of earnings suggests that:

a. Net income is the best measure of the results of operations.
b. Income from continuing operations is better than income from one-time transactions.
c. Continuing operations and one-time transactions are of equal importance.
d. Stockholders want the corporation to earn enough income to be able to pay its debts.

2. Which statement is true?
a. Discontinued operations are a separate category on the income statement.
b. Extraordinary items are part of discontinued operations.
c. Accounting changes should always be reported on the income statement.
d. All of the above are true.

3. FedEx Corporation earned $5.94 per share of its common stock.  Suppose you capital-
ize FedEx’s income at 6%. How much are you willing to pay for a share of FedEx stock?
a. $32.17 c. $165.00
b. $5.17 d. Some other amount 

4. Return to Pier 1 Imports’ income statement on page 584. Pier 1 has no preferred stock
outstanding. How many shares of common stock did Pier 1 have outstanding during fis-
cal year 2006? Focus on the bottom line, net loss.
a. 99 million c. 86.5 million
b. 320 million d. 31 million

5. Why is it important for companies to report their accounting changes to the public?
a. Accounting changes affect dividends, and investors want dividends.
b. Some accounting changes are more extraordinary than others.
c. Most accounting changes increase net income, and investors need to know why the

increase in net income occurred.
d. Without the reporting of accounting changes, investors could believe all the

company’s income came from continuing operations.
6. Other comprehensive income

a. affects earnings per share. c. includes unrealized gains and losses on 
b. includes extraordinary investments.

gains and losses. d. has no effect on income tax.

REVIEW THE INCOME STATEMENT

Review The Income Statement � 601
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602 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

7. Onstar GPS Systems earned income before tax of $50,000. Taxable income was $40,000,
and the income tax rate was 40%. Onstar recorded income tax with this journal entry:

8. Deferred Tax Liability is usually
Type of Account Reported on the

a. Short-term Income statement
b. Short-term Statement of stockholders’ equity
c. Long-term Income statement
d. Long-term Balance statement

9. The main purpose of the statement of stockholders’ equity is to report
a. financial position. c. results of operations.
b. reasons for changes in the d. comprehensive income.

equity accounts.
10. An auditor report by independent accountants

a. ensures that the financial statements are error-free.
b. gives investors assurance that the company’s stock is a safe investment.
c. gives investors assurance that the company’s financial statements conform to GAAP.
d. is ultimately the responsibility of the management of the client company.

16,000

4,000

20,000

16,000

16,000

4,000

20,000

20,000

16,000

20,000

Income Tax Expense

 Income Tax Payable

 Deferred Tax Liability

Income Tax Expense

 Income Tax Payable

Income Tax Payable

 Income Tax Expense

Income Tax Payable

 Income Tax Expense

 Deferred Tax Liability

a.

b.

c.

d.

adverse opinion (p. 598) An audit opinion stating that the
financial statements are unreliable. 

clean opinion (p. 598) An unqualified opinion.

comprehensive income (p. 591) A company’s change in
total stockholder’s equity from all sources other than from
the owners of the business. 

disclaimer (p. 598) An audit opinion stating that the audi-
tor was unable to reach a professional opinion regarding the
quality of the financial statements. 

earnings per share (EPS) (p. 590) Amount of a company’s
net income per share of its outstanding common stock. 

extraordinary gains and losses (p. 588) Also called
extraordinary items, these gains and losses are both unusual
for the company and infrequent. 

extraordinary items (p. 588) An extraordinary gain or loss.

investment capitalization rate (p. 586) An earnings rate
used to estimate the value of an investment in stock. 

pretax accounting income (p. 592) Income before tax on
the income statement. 

prior-period adjustment (p. 594) A correction to
beginning balance of retained earnings for an error of an
earlier period. 

qualified opinion (p. 598) An audit opinion stating that
the financial statements are reliable, except for one or more
items for which the opinion is said to be qualified. 

statement of stockholders’ equity (p. 594) Reports the
changes in all categories of stockholders’ equity during
the period. 

taxable income (p. 593) The basis for computing the
amount of tax to pay the government. 

unqualified (clean) opinion (p. 598) An audit opinion
stating that the financial statements are reliable. 

Accounting Vocabulary
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Assess Your Progress � 603

Short Exercises

S11-1 (Learning Objective 1: Preparing a complex income statement) List the major parts
of a complex corporate income statement for Oneida Corporation for the year ended
March 31, 20X9. Include all the major parts of the income statement, starting with net sales
revenue and ending with net income (net loss). You may ignore dollar amounts and earnings
per share. (p. 586)

S11-2 (Learning Objective 1: Explaining the items on a complex income statement) Study
the 2005 (not 2006) income statement of Pier 1 Imports (p. 584) and answer these ques-
tions about the company: (pp. 584–586)

1. How much gross profit did Pier 1 earn on the sale of its products? How much was
income from continuing operations? Net income? (p. 313)

2. At the end of 2005, what dollar amount of net income would most sophisticated
investors use to predict Pier 1’s net income for 2006 and beyond? Name this item, give its
amount, and state your reason. (p. 586)

S11-3 (Learning Objective 1: Preparing a complex income statement) Financial Resources,
Inc., reported the following items, listed in no particular order at December 31, 20X7 (in
thousands):

ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS

Extraordinary gain ................. $  5,000

Cost of goods sold.................. 71,000

Operating expenses ................ 64,000

Accounts receivable................ 19,000

Other gains (losses) ............... $  (2,000)

Net sales revenue................... 182,000

Loss on discontinued

operations ......................... 15,000

Income tax of 40% applies to all items.
Prepare Financial Resources’ income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X7.

Omit earnings per share. (p. 586)

S11-4 (Learning Objective 1: Reporting earnings per share) Return to the Financial
Resources data in Short Exercise S11-3. Financial Resources had 10,000 shares of common
stock outstanding during 20X7. Financial Resources declared and paid preferred dividends
of $6,000 during 20X7.

Report Financial Resources’ earnings per share on the income statement. (p. 590)

S11-5 (Learning Objective 1: Reporting comprehensive income) Use the Financial
Resources data in Short Exercise S11-3. In addition, Financial Resources had unrealized gains
of $1,000 on investments and a $2,000 foreign-currency translation adjustment (a gain)
during 20X7. Both amounts are net of tax. Start with Financial Resources’ net income from
S11-3 and show how the company could report other comprehensive income on its 20X7
income statement. (pp. 591–592)

Should Financial Resources report earnings per share for other comprehensive income?
State why or why not.

S11-6 (Learning Objective 1: Valuing a company’s stock) For fiscal year 2006, Apple

Computer, Inc., reported net sales of $19,315 million, net income of $1,989 million, and
no significant discontinued operations, extraordinary items, or accounting changes.

Earnings per share was $2.36. At a capitalization rate of 6%, how much should 1 share
of Apple stock be worth? Compare your estimated stock price to Apple’s actual stock price as
quoted in The Wall Street Journal, in your newspaper, or on the Internet. Based on your esti-
mated market value, should you buy, hold, or sell Apple stock? (pp. 586–588)
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604 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

S11-7 (Learning Objective 1: Interpreting earnings-per-share data) Marstaller Motor
Company has preferred stock outstanding and issued additional common stock during the year.
(p. 590)

1. Give the basic equation to compute earnings per share of common stock for net income.

2. List the income items for which Marstaller must report earnings-per-share data.

3. What makes earnings per share so useful as a business statistic?

S11-8 (Learning Objective 2: Accounting for a corporation’s income tax) Pensacola Marine,
Inc., had income before income tax of $110,000 and taxable income of $90,000 for 20X8, the
company’s first year of operations. The income tax rate is 40%.

1. Make the entry to record Pensacola Marine’s income taxes for 20X8. (pp. 593–594)

2. Show what Pensacola Marine will report on its 20X8 income statement starting with
income before income tax. Also show what Pensacola Marine will report for current and
long-term liabilities on its December 31, 20X8, balance sheet. (pp. 593–594)

S11-9 (Learning Objective 3: Reporting a prior-period adjustment) iFlash, Inc., was set to
report the following statement of retained earnings for the year ended December 31, 20X1.

iFlash, Inc.
Statement of Retained Earnings
Year Ended December 31, 20X1

Retained earnings, December 31, 20X0 ................

Net income for 20X1 ............................................

Dividends for 20X1...............................................

Retained earnings, December 31, 20X1 ................

$140,000

91,000

(14,000)

$217,000

Before issuing its 20X1 financial statements, iFlash learned that net income of 20X0 was over-
stated by $16,000. Prepare iFlash’s 20X1 statement of retained earnings to show the correc-
tion of the error—that is, the prior-period adjustment. (pp. 593–594)

S11-10 (Learning Objective 4: Using the statement of stockholders’ equity) Use the state-
ment of stockholders’ equity in Exhibit 11-4 (p. 595) to answer the following questions about
Allied Electronics Corporation:

1. How much cash did the issuance of common stock bring in during 20X9? (p. 487)

2. What was the effect of the stock dividends on Allied’s retained earnings? on total paid-in
capital? on total stockholders’ equity? on total assets? (pp. 498–500)

3. What was the cost of the treasury stock that Allied purchased during 20X9? What was
Allied’s cost of the treasury stock that Allied sold during the year? For how much did
Allied sell the treasury stock during 20X9? (pp. 493, 494)

Exercises

E11-11 (Learning Objective 1: Preparing and using a complex income statement) Outback
Cycles, Inc., reported a number of special items on its income statement. The following data,
listed in no particular order, came from Outback’s financial statements (amounts in thousands):

Income tax expense (saving):

Continuing operations.................. $610

Discontinued operations............... 50

Extraordinary loss........................ (3)

Unrealized gain on

available-for-sale investments....... 40

Short-term investments..................... 35

13

Net sales................................................. $13,800

Foreign-currency translation

adjustment ......................................... 360

Extraordinary loss..................................

Income from discontinued operations .... 270

Dividends declared and paid .................. 680

Total operating expenses........................ 12,250
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Assess Your Progress � 605

� Required

Show how the Outback Cycles, Inc., income statement for the year ended September 30,
20X8 should appear. Omit earnings per share. (p. 586)

E11-12 (Learning Objective 1: Preparing and using a complex income statement) The
Golden Books Company accounting records include the following for 20X6 (in
thousands):

Extraordinary gain ....................................................................... 1,300

Sales revenue ................................................................................ 104,000

Total operating expenses.............................................................. 97,900

Other revenues ............................................................................. $    1,800

Income tax expense — extraordinary gain ................................... 500

Income tax expense — income from continuing operations.......... 2,800

� Required

1. Prepare Golden Books’ single-step income statement for the year ended December 31,
20X6, including EPS. Golden Books had 1,600 thousand shares of common stock and no
preferred stock outstanding during the year. (pp. 126, 590)

2. Assume investors capitalize Golden Books earnings at 7%. Estimate the price of 1 share
of the company’s stock. (pp. 586–588)

E11-13 (Learning Objective 1: Using an income statement) High Seas Cruise Lines, Inc.,
reported the following income statement for the year ended December 31, 2006.

� Required

1. Were High Seas’ discontinued operations more like an expense or a revenue? How can
you tell? (p. 586)

2. Should the discontinued operations of High Seas be included in or excluded from net
income? State your reason. (pp. 588–589)

3. Suppose you are working as a financial analyst and your job is to predict High Seas’ net
income for 2007 and beyond. Which item from the income statement will you use for
your prediction? Identify its amount. Why will you use this item? (p. 586)

E11-14 (Learning Objective 1: Using income data for investment analysis) During 20X6,
PepsiCo, Inc., had sales of $35.1 billion, operating profit of $6.4 billion, and net income of
$5.6 billion. Earnings per share (EPS) were $3.42. On May 15, 20X7, of a share of PepsiCo’s
common stock was priced at $67.26 on the New York Stock Exchange.

What investment capitalization rate did investors appear to be using to determine the
value of 1 share of PepsiCo stock? The formula for the value of 1 share of stock uses EPS in
the calculation. (pp. 586–588, 590)

Millions 

Operating revenues ............................................................... $70,752

Operating expenses ............................................................... 60,258

Operating income.................................................................. 10,494

Other revenue (expense), net ................................................. 985

11,479Income from continuing operations.......................................

935Discontinued operations, net of tax.......................................

Net income............................................................................ $12,414

� spreadsheet
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606 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

E11-15 (Learning Objective 1: Computing earnings per share) Tennyson Loan Company’s
balance sheet reports the following:

During 20X7 Tennyson earned net income of $5,800,000. Compute Tennyson’s EPS for 20X7.
(p. 590)

E11-16 (Learning Objective 1: Computing and using earnings per share) Midtown Holding
Company operates numerous businesses, including motel, auto rental, and real estate compa-
nies. Year 20X6 was interesting for Midtown, which reported the following on its income
statement (in millions):

During 20X6, Midtown had the following (in millions, except for par value per share):

� Required

Show how Midtown should report earnings per share for 20X6. (p. 590)

E11-17 (Learning Objective 2: Accounting for income tax by a corporation) For 20X9, its
first year of operations, Smartpages Advertising earned pretax accounting income (on the
income statement) of $600,000. Taxable income (on the tax return filed with the Internal
Revenue Service) is $550,000. The income tax rate is 40%. Record Smartpages’ income tax for
the year. Show what Smartpages will report on its 20X9 income statement and balance sheet
for this situation. Start the income statement with income before tax. (pp. 592–593)

E11-18 (Learning Objective 2: Accounting for income tax by a corporation) During 20X6,
the Castle Heights Corp. income statement reported income of $300,000 before tax. The
company’s income tax return filed with the IRS showed taxable income of $250,000. During
20X6, Castle Heights was subject to an income tax rate of 40%.

� Required

1. Journalize Castle Heights’ income taxes for 20X6. (pp. 593–594)

2. How much income tax did Castle Heights have to pay currently for the year 20X6? 
(pp. 593–594)

3. At the beginning of 20X6, Castle Heights’ balance of Deferred Tax Liability was $40,000.
How much Deferred Tax Liability did Castle Heights report on its balance sheet at
December 31, 20X6? (pp. 593–594)

Common stock, $0.01 par value, 900 shares issued ................

Treasury stock, 180 shares at cost...........................................

$       9

(3,568)

Net revenues ................................................................

Total expenses and other..............................................

Income from continuing operations..............................

Discontinued operations, net of tax..............................

Income before extraordinary item, net of tax ...............

Extraordinary gain, net of tax ......................................

Net income...................................................................  

$3,930

3,354

576

84

660

8

$   668

Preferred stock, $50 par value, 6%, 10,000 shares issued ............ $500,000

Common stock, $0.50 par, 1,200,000 shares issued..................... 600,000

Treasury stock, common, 100,000 shares at cost ......................... 800,000
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E11-19 (Learning Objective 3: Reporting a prior-period adjustment on the statement of
retained earnings) Roy Beaty Products, Inc., a household products chain, reported a prior-
period adjustment in 20X2. An accounting error caused net income of 20X1 to be understated
by $13 million. Retained earnings at December 31, 20X1, as previously reported, stood at
$344 million. Net income for 20X2 was $92 million, and 20X2 dividends were $48 million.

� Required

Prepare the company’s statement of retained earnings for the year ended December 31, 20X2.
How does the prior-period adjustment affect Roy Beaty’s net income for 20X2? (pp. 593–594)

E11-20 (Learning Objective 3: Preparing a staement of stockholders’ equity) At December
31, 20X4, Lake Air Mall, Inc., reported stockholders’ equity as follows:

During 20X5, Lake Air Mall completed these transactions (listed in chronological order):

a. Declared and issued a 5% stock dividend on the outstanding stock. At the time, Lake
Air Mall stock was quoted at a market price of $10 per share.

b. Issued 20,000 shares of common stock at the price of $12 per share.
c. Net income for the year, $340,000.
d. Declared cash dividends of $100,000.

� Required

Prepare Lake Air Mall, Inc.’s, statement of stockholders’ equity for 20X5, using the format of
Exhibit 11-4 (p. 595) as a model.

E11-21 (Learning Objective 3: Using a company’s statement of stockholders’ equity) Spring
Water Company reported the following items on its statement of shareholders’ equity for the
year ended December 31, 20X9 (in thousands):

Common stock, $1 par, 500,000 shares

 authorized, 320,000 shares issued ................

Additional paid-in capital.......................................

Retained earnings...................................................

$   320,000

600,000

680,000

$1,600,000

� spreadsheet

Balance, Dec. 31, 20X8.....................

Net earnings......................................

Unrealized gain on investments .........

Issuance of stock ...............................

Cash dividends ..................................

Balance, Dec.31, 20X9......................

$380

110

$1,590

560

$3,500

1,020

(220)

$9

1

$5,479

Accumulated 

Other 

Comprehensive

Income

$1 Par

Common

Stock

Capital in

Excess of

Par Value

Total

Shareholders’

Equity

Retained 

Earnings

� Required

1. Determine the December 31, 20X9, balances in Spring Water’s shareholders’ equity
accounts and total shareholders’ equity on this date. (pp. 594–595)

2. Spring Water’s total liabilities on December 31, 20X9 are $5,000 thousand. What is
Spring Water’s debt ratio on this date? (p. 157)

3. Was there a profit or a loss for the year ended December 31, 20X9? How can you tell? 
(pp. 596–597)

4. At what price per share did Spring Water issue common stock during 20X9? (pp. 594–595)IS
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E11-22 (Learning Objective 4: Identifying responsibility and standards for the financial
statements) The annual report of Apple Computer, Inc., included the following:

The Company’s management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate 

control over financial reporting [....] Management conducted an evaluation of the effectiveness 

of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting [....] Based on this evaluation, 

management has concluded that the company’s internal control over financial reporting was 

effective as of September 30, 2006....

Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

1. Who is responsible for Apple’s financial statements? (pp. 597–598)

2. By what accounting standard are the financial statements prepared? (pp. 597–598)

3. Identify 1 concrete action that Apple management takes to fulfill its responsibility for the
reliability of the company’s financial information. (p. 597)

4. Which entity gave an outside, independent opinion on the Apple financial statements?
Where was this entity located, and when did it release its opinion to the public? (p. 598)

5. Exactly what did the audit cover? Give names and dates. (p. 598)

6. By what standard did the auditor conduct the audit? (p. 598)

7. What was the auditor’s opinion of Apple’s financial statements? (p. 598)

Quiz
Test your understanding of the corporate income statement and the statement of stockholders equity
by answering the following questions. Select the best choice from among the possible answers given.

Q11-23 What is the best source of income for a corporation? (p. 586)
a. Prior-period adjustments c. Extraordinary items
b. Continuing operations d. Discontinued operations

writing assignment � 

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

The Board of Directors and Shareholders

Apple Computer, Inc.:

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Apple Computer, Inc. and 

subsidiaries (the Company) as of September 30, 2006 and September 24, 2005, and the related 

consolidated statements of operations, shareholders’ equity and cash flows for each of the years 

in the three-year period ended September 30, 2006. These consolidated financial statements are

the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on 

these consolidated financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting 

Oversight Board (United States)....

In our opinion, the consolidated financial  statements referred to above present fairly, in all 

material respects, the financial position of the Company as of September 30, 2006 and 

September 24, 2005, and the results of their operations and their operations and their cash flows 

for each of the years in the three-year period ended September 30, 2006, in conformity with 

accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

      /S/ KPMG LLP

Mountain View, California

December 29, 2006
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Jergens Lotion Company reports several earnings numbers on its current-year income state-
ment (parentheses indicate a loss):

Q11-24 How much net income would most investment analysts predict for Jurgen’s to earn
next year? (p. 586)
a. $14,000 c. $49,000
b. $35,000 d. $41,000

Q11-25 Return to the preceding question. Suppose you are evaluating Jergens Lotion Company
stock as an investment. You require a 10% rate of return on investments, so you capitalize Jergen’s
earnings at 10%. How much are you willing to pay for all of Jergens’ stock? (pp. 586–588)
a. $1,400,000 c. $410,000
b. $600,000 d. $350,000

Q11-26 Hi-Valu Corporation had the following extraordinary items:

Net income before income tax and before extraordinary items totals $260,000, and the
income tax rate is 40%. Hi-Valu’s net income is (pp. 586, 588–589)
a. $168,000. c. $380,000.
b. $280,000. d. $460,000.

Q11-27 Hi-Valu Corporation in question 26 has 10,000 shares of 5%, $100 par preferred
stock and 100,000 shares of common stock outstanding. Earnings per share for net income is
(p. 590)
a. $1.02. c. $1.68.
b. $1.18. d. $2.02.

Q11-28 Earnings per share is not reported for (pp. 591–592)
a. continuing operations. c. comprehensive income.
b. discontinued operations. d. extraordinary items.

Q11-29 Copystar Corporation has income before income tax of $150,000 and taxable
income of $100,000. The income tax rate is 40%. Copystar’s income statement will report net
income of (pp. 593–594)
a. $40,000. c. $90,000.
b. $60,000. d. $120,000.

Q11-30 Copystar Corporation in the preceding question must immediately pay income tax
of (pp. 593–594)
a. $60,000. c. $32,000.
b. $8,000. d. $40,000.

Q11-31 Use the Copystar Corporation data in question 29. At the end of its first year of
operations, Copystar’s deferred tax liability is (pp. 593–594)
a. $20,000. c. $32,000.
b. $28,000. d. $40,000.

Q11-32 Which of the following items is most closely related to prior-period adjustments? 
(pp. 593–594)
a. Earnings per share c. Accounting changes
b. Retained earnings d. Preferred stock dividends

Extraordinary flood loss.........................

Extraordinary gain on lawsuit................

$ 90,000

110,000

Gross profit...............................

Net income................................

Income before income tax .........

$ 140,000

41,000

60,000

Income from continuing operations.......

Extraordinary gains...............................

Discontinued operations........................

$ 35,000

14,000

(8,000)
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610 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

Q11-33 Examine the statement of stockholders’ equity of Allied Electronics Corporation in
Exhibit 11-4, page 595. What was the market value of each share of the stock that Allied gave
its stockholders in the stock dividend? (pp. 499, 594–595)
a. $8 c. $34,000
b. $8,000 d. $25

Q11-34 Which statement is true? (pp. 597–598)
a. Management audits the financial statements.
b. Independent auditors prepare the financial statements.
c. GAAP governs the form and content of the financial statements.
d. The Public Company Oversight Board evaluates internal controls.

Problems
(Group A)

Dividends on common stock ..............

Interest expense..................................

Gain on lawsuit settlement .................

Dividend revenue ...............................

Treasury stock, common

 (2,000 shares at cost) ................

General expenses................................

Sales revenue ......................................

Retained earnings, beginning, 

 as originally reported................

Selling expenses..................................

Common stock, no par,

 22,000 shares authorized

 and issued.................................

$37,000

23,000

8,000

11,000

28,000

71,000

567,000

63,000

87,000

350,000

Prior-period adjustment—

 debit to Retained Earnings.............

Income tax expense (saving):

 Continuing operations ...................

 Income from discontinued 

 operations......................................

 Extraordinary loss .........................

Loss on sale of plant assets......................

Income from discontinued 

 operations......................................

Preferred stock, 6%, $25 par,

 4,000 shares issued ........................

Extraordinary loss...................................

Cost of goods sold...................................

$  4,000

28,000

2,000

(10,800)

10,000

7,000

100,000

22,400

319,000

P11-35A (Learning Objective 1: Preparing a complex income statement) The following
information was taken from the records of Filner Cosmetics, Inc., at December 31, 20X8.

� Required

1. Prepare Filner Cosmetics’ single-step income statement, which lists all revenues together
and all expenses together, for the fiscal year ended December 31, 20X8. Include
earnings-per-share data. (pp. 126, 586)

2. Evaluate income for the year ended December 31, 20X8. Filner’s top managers hoped to
earn income from continuing operations equal to 10% of sales. (Challenge)

P11-36A (Learning Objective 3: Preparing a statement of retained earnings) Use the data
in Problem P11-35A to prepare the Filner Cosmetics statement of retained earnings for the
year ended December 31, 20X8. (pp. 593–594)

P11-37A (Learning Objective 1: Using income data to make an investment decision) Filner
Cosmetics in Problem P11-35A holds significant promise for carving a niche in its industry. A
group of Canadian investors is considering purchasing the company’s outstanding common
stock. Filner’s stock is currently selling for $32 per share.

Some of these problems A can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
problems using MAL.
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A Financial Markets Magazine story predicted the company’s income is bound to grow. It
appears that Filner can earn at least its current level of income for the indefinite future. Based
on this information, the investors think that an appropriate investment capitalization rate for
estimating the value of Filner’s common stock is 8%. How much will this belief lead the
investors to offer for Filner Cosmetics? Will Filner’s existing stockholders be likely to accept
this offer? Explain your answers. (pp. 586–588)

P11-38A (Learning Objective 1: Computing earnings per share and estimating the price of a
stock) Turnaround Specialists, Ltd., (TSL) specializes in taking underperforming companies to a
higher level of performance. TSL’s capital structure at December 31, 20X7 included 10,000 shares
of $2.50 preferred stock and 120,000 shares of common stock. During 20X8, TSL issued com-
mon stock and ended the year with 127,000 shares of common stock outstanding. Average com-
mon shares outstanding during 20X8 were 123,500. Income from continuing operations during
20X8 was $219,000. The company discontinued a segment of the business at a loss of $69,000,
and an extraordinary item generated a gain of $49,500. All amounts are after income tax.

� Required

1. Compute TSL’s earnings per share. Start with income from continuing operations.
(p. 590)

2. Analysts believe TSL can earn its current level of income for the indefinite future.
Estimate the market price of a share of TSL common stock at investment capitalization
rates of 6%, 8%, and 10%. Which estimate presumes an investment in TSL is the most
risky? How can you tell? (pp. 586–588)

P11-39A (Learning Objective 1: Preparing a corrected income statement, including
comprehensive income) Richard Wright, accountant for Sweetie Pie Foods, Inc., was injured
in an auto accident. Another employee prepared the following income statement for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 20X7:

Revenue and gains:

   Sales ....................................................................................

   Paid-in capital in excess of par—common...........................

   Total revenues and gains.....................................................

Expenses and losses:

   Cost of goods sold...............................................................

   Selling expenses...................................................................

   General expenses.................................................................  

   Sales returns ........................................................................

   Unrealized loss on available-for-sale investments.................

   Dividends paid ...................................................................

   Sales discounts ....................................................................

   Income tax expense .............................................................

    Total expenses and losses ...............................................

Income from operations ...............................................................

Other gains and losses:

   Extraordinary gain ..............................................................

   Loss on discontinued operations .........................................

    Total other gains (losses)................................................

Net income...................................................................................

Earnings per share .......................................................................

$383,000

103,000

74,000

22,000

4,000

15,000

10,000

56,400

30,000

(15,000)

$733,000

100,000

833,000

667,400

165,600

15,000

$180,600

$4.52

Sweetie Pie Foods, Inc.
Income Statement

June 30, 20X7

(continued)
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612 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

The individual amounts listed on the income statement are correct. However, some accounts
are reported incorrectly, and some accounts do not belong on the income statement at all.
Also, income tax (40%) has not been applied to all appropriate figures. Sweetie Pie Foods
issued 44,000 shares of common stock back in 20X1 and held 4,000 shares as treasury stock
all during the fiscal year 20X7.

� Required

Prepare a corrected statement of income (single-step, which lists all revenues together and all
expenses together), including comprehensive income, for fiscal year 20X7. Include earnings
per share. (p. 586)

P11-40A (Learning Objective 2: Accounting for a corporation’s income tax) The account-
ing (not the income tax) records of Haynes Publications, Inc., provide the comparative
income statement for 20X1 and 20X2, respectively:

Taxable income for 20X1 includes these modifications from pretax accounting income:
a. Additional taxable income of $10,000 for rent revenue earned in 20X2 but taxed in 20X1.
b. Additional depreciation expense of $20,000 for MACRS tax depreciation.

The income tax rate is $40%.

� Required

1. Compute Haynes’ taxable income for 20X1. (Challenge, p. 593)
2. Journalize the corporation’s income taxes for 20X1. (pp. 593–594)
3. Prepare the corporation’s income statement for 20X1. (pp. 593–594)

P11-41A (Learning Objective 3: Using a statement of stockholders’ equity) Asian Food
Specialties, Inc., reported the following statement of stockholders’ equity for the year ended
June 30, 20X7:

Total revenue ...........................................

Expenses:

Cost of goods sold...............................

Operating expenses .............................

Total expenses before tax....................

Pretax accounting income .......................

20X1 20X2

$600,000 $720,000

$290,000 $310,000

180,000 190,000

470,000 500,000

$130,000 $220,000

Balance, June 30, 20X6................

Net income...................................

Cash dividends .............................

Issuance of stock (5 shares) ..........

Stock dividend..............................

Sale of treasury stock ...................

Balance, June 30, 20X7................

Asian Food Specialties, Inc.
Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

Year Ended June 30, 20X7

$175

5

18

$198

Common

Stock

Additional

Paid-in

Capital

$2,118

46

180

14

$2,358

Retained

Earnings

$1,702

540

(117)

(198)

$1,927

Treasury

Stock

$(18)

6

$(12)

Total

$3,977

540

(117)

51

—

20

$4,471

(In millions)
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� Required

Answer these questions about Asian Food Specialties’ stockholders’ equity transactions.

1. The income tax rate is 40%. How much income before income tax did Asian Food
Specialties report on the income statement? (pp. 592–594)

2. What is the par value of the company’s common stock? (pp. 486–487)
3. At what price per share did Asian Food Specialties issue its common stock during the

year? (p. 486)
4. What was the cost of treasury stock sold during the year? What was the total selling price

of the treasury stock sold? What was the increase in total stockholders’ equity? (p. 493)
5. Asian Food Specialties’ statement of stockholders’ equity lists the stock transactions in

the order in which they occurred. What was the percentage of the stock dividend? Round
to the nearest percentage. (p. 499)

(Group B)

P11-42B (Learning Objective 1: Preparing a complex income statement) The following
information was taken from the records of Kendall Corporation at April 30, 20X3. Kendall
manufactures electronic controls for model airplanes.

Treasury stock, common

  (1,000 shares at cost) ......................

 Prior-period adjustment—

   credit to Retained Earnings .............

Interest expense.....................................

Cost of goods sold.................................

Loss on sale of plant assets....................

Income tax expense (saving):

   Continuing operations.....................

   Discontinued operations..................

   Extraordinary gain ..........................

Common stock, $10 par,

   25,000 shares authorized and issued...

$ 11,000

6,000

11,000

424,000

8,000

72,000

2,000

12,000

250,000

Dividends ..................................................

Interest revenue .........................................

Extraordinary gain ....................................

Income form discontinued operations .......

Loss on insurance settlement .....................

General expenses.......................................

Preferred stock—5%, $40 par,

  10,000 shares authorized,

   5,000 shares issued..............................

Retained earnings, beginning,

   as originally reported...........................

Selling expenses.........................................

Sales revenue .............................................

$  15,000

4,000

19,000

5,000

12,000

113,000

200,000

88,000

136,000

833,000

� Required

1. Prepare Kendall’s single-step income statement, which lists all revenues together and all
expenses together, for the fiscal year ended April 30, 20X3. Include earnings-per-share
data. (pp. 126, 586)

2. Evaluate income for the year ended April 30, 20X3. Kendall’s top managers hoped to
earn income from continuing operations equal to 10% of sales. (Challenge)

P11-43B (Learning Objective 3: Preparing a statement of retained earnings) Use the data
in Problem P11-42B to prepare Kendall Corporation’s statement of retained earnings for the
year ended April 30, 20X3. (pp. 593–594)

P11-44B (Learning Objective 1: Using income data to make an investment decision) Kendall
Corporation in Problem P11-42B holds significant promise for carving a niche in the electronic
controls industry, and a group of Swiss investors is considering purchasing Kendall’s outstand-
ing common stock. Kendall’s common stock is currently selling for $50 per share.

A Business Today magazine story predicts that Kendall’s income is bound to grow. It
appears that the company can earn at least its current level of income for the indefinite future.

(continued)IS
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614 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

Based on this information, the investors think an appropriate investment capitalization rate
for estimating the value of Kendall common stock is 6%. How much will this belief lead the
investors to offer for Kendall Corporation? Will the existing stockholders of Kendall be likely
to accept this offer? Explain your answers. (pp. 586–588)

P11-45B (Learning Objective 1: Computing earnings per share and estimating the price of
a stock) The capital structure of AMEX Products at December 31, 20X5, included 20,000
shares of $1.25 preferred stock and 44,000 shares of common stock. During 20X6, AMEX
issued common stock and ended the year with 58,000 shares. The average number of com-
mon shares outstanding for the year was 51,000. Income from continuing operations during
20X6 was $81,100. The company discontinued a segment of the business at a gain of $6,630,
and an extraordinary item generated a loss of $16,000. All amounts are after income tax.

� Required

1. Compute AMEX’s earnings per share. Start with income from continuing operations. (p. 590)
2. Analysts believe AMEX can earn its current level of income for the indefinite future.

Estimate the market price of a share of AMEX common stock at investment capitalization
rates of 7%, 9%, and 11%. Which estimate presumes an investment in AMEX stock is the
most risky? How can you tell? (pp. 586–588)

P11-46B (Learning Objective 1: Preparing a corrected income statement, including com-
prehensive income) Rhonda Sparks, accountant for Canon Pet Supplies, was injured in a ski-
ing accident. Another employee prepared the accompanying income statement for the year
ended December 31, 20X1.

The individual amounts listed on the income statement are correct. However, some accounts
are reported incorrectly, and 1 account does not belong on the income statement at all. Also,
income tax (40%) has not been applied to all appropriate figures. Canon issued 52,000 shares of
common stock in 20X0 and held 2,000 shares as treasury stock all during 20X1.

Revenue and gains:

 Sales ....................................................................

 Unrealized gain on available-for-sale

 investments ...................................................

 Paid-in capital in excess of par—common ...........

 Total revenues and gains .....................................

Expenses and losses:

 Cost of goods sold ...............................................

 Selling expenses ...................................................

 General expenses .................................................

 Sales returns .......................................................

 Dividends paid.....................................................

 Sales discounts ....................................................

 Income tax expense ............................................

 Total expenses and losses..............................

Income from operations ................................................

Other gains and losses:

 Extraordinary loss ...............................................

 Loss on discontinued operations..........................

 Total other losses .........................................

Net income ...................................................................

Earnings per share ........................................................

$362,000

10,000

80,000

452,000

294,000

158,000

(23,000)

$135,000

$2.70

$103,000

56,000

61,000

11,000

7,000

6,000

50,000

$(20,000)

(3,000)

Canon Pet Supplies
Income Statement 

20X1
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� Required

Prepare a corrected statement of income (single-step, which lists all revenues together and all
expenses together), including comprehensive income for 20X1. Include earnings per share. (p. 586)

P11-47B (Learning Objective 2: Accounting for a corporation’s income tax) The account-
ing (not the income tax) records of Colorado Rafting, Inc., provide the following comparative
income statement for 20X4 and 20X5, respectively.

Taxable income for 20X4 includes these modifications from pretax accounting income:

a. Additional taxable income of $15,000 for accounting income earned in 20X5 but
taxed in 20X4.

b. Additional depreciation expense of $30,000 for MACRS tax depreciation.

The income tax rate is $40%.

� Required

1. Compute Colorado Rafting’s taxable income for 20X4. (Challenge, p. 593)
2. Journalize the corporation’s income taxes for 20X4. (pp. 593–594)
3. Prepare the corporation’s income statement for 20X4. (pp. 593–594)

P11-48B (Learning Objective 3: Using a statement of stockholders’ equity) Datacom
Services, Inc., reported the following statement of stockholders’ equity for the year ended
October 31, 20X7.

Total revenue ......................................

Expenses:

Cost of goods sold..........................

Operating expenses ........................

Total expenses before tax...............

Pretax accounting income ..................

20X4 20X5

$900,000 $990,000

$430,000 $460,000

270,000 280,000

700,000 740,000

$200,000 $250,000

Balance, Oct. 31, 20X6........................

Net income...........................................

Cash dividends .....................................

Issuance of stock (13 shares) ................

Stock dividend .....................................

Sale of treasury stock ...........................

Balance, Oct. 31, 20X7........................

$427

13

44

$484

$1,622

36

122

11

$1,791

$904

360

(194)

(166)

$904

$(117)

9

$108

$2,836

360

(194)

49

–

20

$3,071

Datacom Services, Inc.
Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

Year Ended October 31, 20X7

(In millions)
Common

Stock

Additional

Paid-in

Capital

Retained

Earnings

Treasury

Stock Total

� Required

Answer these questions about Datacom Services’ stockholders’ equity transactions:

1. The income tax rate is 40%. How much income before income tax did Datacom report on
the income statement? (pp. 592–594)

2. What is the par value of the company’s common stock? (pp. 486–487)
(continued)
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616 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

3. At what price per share did Datacom Services issue its common stock during the year? 
(pp. 486–487)

4. What was the cost of treasury stock sold during the year? What was the selling price of the
treasury stock sold? What was the increase in total stockholders’ equity? (pp. 493–494)

5. Datacom Services’ statement lists the stock transactions in the order they occurred. What
was the percentage of the stock dividend? (p. 499)

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 1: Evaluating the components of income) Prudhoe Bay Oil Co.
is having its initial public offering (IPO) of company stock. To create public interest in its
stock, Prudhoe Bay’s chief financial officer has blitzed the media with press releases. One, in
particular, caught your eye. On November 19, Prudhoe Bay announced unaudited earnings
per share (EPS) of $1.19, up 89% from last year’s EPS of $0.63. An 89% increase in EPS is
outstanding!

Before deciding to buy Prudhoe Bay stock, you investigated further and found that the
company omitted several items from the determination of unaudited EPS, as follows:

• Unrealized loss on available-for-sale investments, $0.06 per share
• Gain on sale of building, $0.05 per share
• Prior-period adjustment, increase in retained earnings $1.10 per share
• Restructuring expenses, $0.29 per share
• Loss on settlement of lawsuit begun 5 years ago, $0.12 per share
• Lost income due to employee labor strike, $0.24 per share
• Income from discontinued operations, $0.09 per share

Wondering how to treat these “special items,” you called your stockbroker at Merrill Lynch.
She thinks that these items are nonrecurring and outside Prudhoe Bay’s core operations.
Furthermore, she suggests that you ignore the items and consider Prudhoe Bay’s earnings of
$1.19 per share to be a good estimate of long-term profitability.

� Required

What EPS number will you use to predict Prudhoe Bay’s future profits? Show your work, and
explain your reasoning for each item. (pp. 584–590)

Case 2. (Learning Objective 1: Using the financial statements in investment analysis)
Mike Magid Toyota is an automobile dealership. Magid’s annual report includes Note 1—
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies as follows:

Income Recognition

Sales are recognized when cash payment is received or, in the case
of credit sales, which represent the majority of . . . sales, when a
down payment is received and the customer enters into an
installment sales contract. These installment sales contracts . . . are
normally collectible over 36 to 60 months. . . .

Revenue from auto insurance policies sold to customers are
recognized as income over the life of the contracts.

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE

writing assignment � 

writing assignment � 
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Bay Area Nissan, a competitor of Mike Magid Toyota, includes the following note in its
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies:

Accounting Policies for Revenues

Sales are recognized when cash payment is received or, in the case
of credit sales, which represent the majority of . . . sales, when the
customer enters into an installment sales contract. Customer down
payments are rare. Most of these installment sales contracts are nor-
mally collectible over 36 to 60 months. . . . Revenue from auto insur-
ance policies sold to customers are recognized when the customer
signs an insurance contract. Expenses are recognized over the life of
the insurance contracts.

Suppose you have decided to invest in an auto dealership and you’ve narrowed your choices
to Magid and Bay Area. Which company’s earnings are of higher quality? Why? Will their
accounting policies affect your investment decision? If so, how? Mention specific accounts in
the financial statements that will differ between the 2 companies. (pp. 584–585, Challenge)

Ethical Issue

The income statement of Royal Bank of Singapore reported the following results of
operations:

Suppose Royal Bank’s management had reported the company’s results of operations in this manner:

� Required

1. Does it really matter how a company reports its operating results? Why? Who could be
helped by management’s action? Who could be hurt?

2. Suppose Royal Bank’s management decides to report its operating results in the second
manner. Evaluate the ethics of this decision.

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands

(Learning Objective 1: Analyzing income and investments) Refer to the YUM! Brands,

Inc. financial statements in Appendix A at the end of this book.

1. YUM’s income statement does not mention income from continuing operations. Why not?
(pp. 584–589)

Earnings before income taxes ................ $847,111

Income tax expense ............................... 352,651

Net earnings.......................................... $494,460

Earnings before income taxes and extraordinary gain ............... $187,046

Income tax expense ................................................................... 72,947

Earnings before extraordinary gain ........................................... 114,099

Extraordinary gain, net of income tax....................................... 419,557

Net earnings.............................................................................. $533,656
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618 � Chapter 11 The Income Statement & the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity

2. Take the role of an investor, and suppose you are determining the price to pay for a share
of YUM stock. Assume you are considering 3 investment capitalization rates that depend
on the risk of an investment in YUM: 5%, 6%, and 7%. Compute your estimated value of
a share of YUM stock using each of the 3 capitalization rates. Which estimated value
would you base your investment strategy on if you rate YUM risky? If you consider YUM
a safe investment? Use basic earnings per share for 2006. (pp. 586–588, 590)

3. Go to YUM! Brands Web site and compare your computed estimates to YUM’s actual stock
price. Which of your prices is most realistic? (Challenge)

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports

(Learning Objective 1, 3: Evaluating the quality of earnings, valuing investments, and
analyzing stock outstanding) This case is based on the Pier 1 Imports financial statements
in Appendix B at the end of this book.

1. Pier 1’s income statement reports only 1 special item. What is it, and what is its amount
for 2006? (pp. 584–589)

2. What is your evaluation of the quality of Pier 1’s earnings? State how you formed your
opinion. (pp. 584–589)

3. At the end of 2005, how much would you have been willing to pay for 1 share of Pier 1
stock if you had rated the investment as high risk? as low risk? Use even-numbered invest-
ment capitalization rates in the range of 6%–12% for your analysis, and use basic earnings
per share for continuing operations. (pp. 586–588)

4. Go to Pier 1’s Web site and get the current price of a share of Pier 1 Imports’ common
stock. Which value that you estimated in requirement 2 is closest to Pier 1’s actual stock
price? (Challenge)

Group Project
Select a company and research its business. Search the business press for articles about this
company. Obtain its annual report by requesting it directly from the company or from the
company’s Web site or from Moody’s Industrial Manual (the exercise will be most meaningful if
you obtain an actual copy and do not have to use Moody’s).

� Required

1. Based on your group’s analysis, come to class prepared to instruct the class on 6 interest-
ing facts about the company that can be found in its financial statements and the related
notes. Your group can mention only the obvious, such as net sales or total revenue, net
income, total assets, total liabilities, total stockholders’ equity, and dividends, in conjunc-
tion with other terms. Once you use an obvious item, you may not use that item again.

2. The group should write a paper discussing the facts that it has uncovered. Limit the paper
to 2 double-spaced word-processed pages.

Quick Check Answers

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. b 6. c

2. a 7. a

3. d ($5.94/0.06 = $99) 8. d

4. c ($39,804/$0.46 = 86,530 thousand = 86.5 million) 9. b

5. d 10. c
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S P O T L I G H T

GOOGLE: THE ULTIMATE ANSWER MACHINE

What do you use to find Web sites on the Internet? It's probably Google, the world's largest search engine.

Google was created by Larry Page and Sergey Brin when they were students at Stanford University. These

guys have done well. Recently the market value of Google stock surpassed that of Wal-Mart, the world's

largest retailer.

The beauty of Google is that it's so easy to use. Access the Internet at www.google.com, and you can

simply enter what you want to find in the search box. You get a whole list of helpful Web sites. Google may

be the ultimate answer machine. 

The Statement of Cash Flows12
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620 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

In preceding chapters, we covered cash flows as they related to various

topics: receivables, plant assets, and so on. In this chapter, we show you how to pre-
pare and use the statement of cash flows. We begin with the statement format used
by the vast majority (98.7%) of companies, called the indirect approach. We end
with the alternate format of the statement of cash flows, the direct approach, used
by 1.3% of companies in a recent survey. After working through this chapter, you can
analyze the cash flows of actual companies.

This chapter has 3 distinct sections:

� Introduction, beginning on this page
� Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Indirect Method, page 624
� Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Direct Method, page 638

The introduction applies to all the cash-flow topics. Professors who wish to cover
only the indirect method can assign the first 2 parts of the chapter. Those interested
only in the direct method can proceed from the introduction, which ends on page
624, to the direct method, on page 638.

Cash Flows from Operating Activities

 Net income ...........................................................................

 Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash

  provided by operating activities:

  Depreciation and amortization..........................................

  Change in assets and liabilities, net of acquired businesses:

   Accounts receivable ....................................................

   Other current assets ....................................................

   Accounts payable........................................................

   Accrued expenses and other liabilities.........................

   Unearned revenue .......................................................

   Income taxes payable..................................................

   Other, net....................................................................

  Net cash provided by operating activities..........................

Cash Flows from Investing Activities

 Purchases of property and equipment ...................................

 Purchases of investments .......................................................

 Sales of investments ..............................................................

 Acquisitions of other companies ...........................................

  Net cash used in investing activities ..................................

Cash Flows from Financing Activities

 Proceeds from issuance of common stock, net.......................

 Other, net ..............................................................................

  Net cash provided by financing activities ..........................

 Other, net ..............................................................................

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents .................

 Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year.....................

 Cash and cash equivalents at end of year ..............................

$  3,077

572

(624)

(289)

95

292

31

398

29

$  (1,903)

(27,701)

23,107

(402)

$ 2,384

582

Google Inc.
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows (Adapted; in millions) 

Year Ended December 31, 2006

$ 3,581

(6,899)

2,966

20

(332)

3,877

$ 3,545
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Basic Concepts: The Statement of Cash Flows � 621

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Identify the purposes of the statement of cash flows

2 Distinguish among operating, investing, and financing cash flows

3 Prepare a statement of cash flows by the indirect method

4 Prepare a statement of cash flows by the direct method

BASIC CONCEPTS: THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

The balance sheet reports financial position, and balance sheets from two periods

show whether cash increased or decreased. But that doesn’t tell why the cash balance

changed. The income statement reports net income and offers clues about cash, but

the income statement doesn’t tell why cash increased or decreased. We need a third

financial statement.

The statement of cash flows reports cash flows—cash receipts and cash

payments—in other words, where cash came from (receipts) and how it was spent

(payments). The statement covers a span of time and therefore is dated “Year Ended

December 31, 2008” or “Month Ended June 30, 2009.” Exhibit 12-1 illustrates the

relative timing of the 4 basic statements.

The statement of cash flows serves these purposes:

1. Predicts future cash flows. Past cash receipts and payments are reasonably good

predictors of future cash flows.

2. Evaluates management decisions. Businesses that make wise decisions prosper,

and those that make unwise decisions suffer losses. The statement of cash flows

reports how managers got cash and how they used cash to run the business.

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 1 Timing of the Financial Statements

December 31, 20X8
(a point in time)

Balance
Sheet

Balance
Sheet

For the Year Ended December 31, 20X9
(a period of time)

December 31, 20X9
(a point in time)

Income
Statement

Statement
of

Stockholders’
Equity

Statement
of Cash
Flows

OBJECTIVE

1 Identify the purposes of
the statement of cash flows
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622 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

3. Determines ability to pay dividends and interest. Stockholders want dividends

on their investments. Creditors demand interest and principal on their loans.

The statement of cash flows reports on the ability to make these payments.

4. Shows the relationship of net income to cash flows. Usually, high net income

leads to an increase in cash, and vice versa. But cash flow can suffer even when

net income is high.

On a statement of cash flows, cash means more than just cash in the bank. It

includes cash equivalents, which are highly liquid short-term investments that can

be converted into cash immediately. Examples include money-market accounts and

investments in U.S. Government securities. Throughout this chapter, the term cash

refers to cash and cash equivalents.

How’s Your Cash Flow? Telltale Signs of Financial Difficulty

Companies want to earn net income because profit measures success. Without net

income, a business sinks. There will be no dividends, and the stock price suffers.

High net income attracts investors, but you can’t pay bills with net income. That

requires cash.

A company needs both net income and strong cash flow. Income and cash flow

usually move together because net income generates cash. Sometimes, however, net

income and cash flow take different paths. To illustrate, consider Fastech Company:

Sales revenue ................

Cost of goods sold........

Operating expenses ......

Net income...................

$100,000

30,000

10,000

$  60,000

Fastech Company
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X7

Cash........................

Receivables..............

Inventory.................

Plant assets, net .......

Total assets..............

$    3,000

37,000

40,000

60,000

$140,000

Fastech Company
Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X7

Total current liabilities ............

Long-term liabilities ................

Stockholders’ equity................

Total liabilities and equity.......

$  50,000

20,000

70,000

$140,000

What can we glean from Fastech’s income statement and balance sheet?

� Fastech is profitable. Net income is 60% of revenue. Fastech’s profitability looks

outstanding.
� The current ratio is 1.6, and the debt ratio is only 50%. These measures suggest

little trouble in paying bills. 
� But Fastech is on the verge of bankruptcy. Can you spot the problem? Can you

see what is causing the problem? Three trouble spots leap out to a financial

analyst.

1. The cash balance is very low. Three thousand dollars isn’t enough cash to pay

the bills of a company with sales of $100,000.

2. Fastech isn’t selling inventory fast enough. Fastech turned over its inventory

only 0.75 times during the year. As we saw in Chapter 6,  inventory turnover
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Basic Concepts: The Statement of Cash Flows � 623

rates of 3–8 times a year are common. A turnover ratio of 0.75 times means it

takes Fastech far too long to sell its inventory, and that delays cash collections.

3. Fastech’s days’ sales in receivables ratio is 135 days. Very few companies can

wait that long to collect from customers.

The takeaway lesson from this discussion is this:

� You need both net income and strong cash flow to succeed in business.

Let’s turn now to the different categories of cash flows.

Operating, Investing, and Financing Activities

A business engages in 3 types of business activities:

� Operating activities � Investing activities � Financing activities

Google’s statement of cash flows reports cash flows under these 3 headings, as shown

for Google on page 620.

Operating activities create revenues, expenses, gains, and losses—net income,

which is a product of accrual-basis accounting. The statement of cash flows reports

on operating activities. Operating activities are the most important of the 3 categories

because they reflect the core of the organization. A successful business must generate

most of its cash from operating activities.

Investing activities increase and decrease long-term assets, such as computers,

land, buildings, equipment, and investments in other companies. Purchases and sales

of these assets are investing activities. Investing activities are important, but they are

less critical than operating activities.

Financing activities obtain cash from investors and creditors. Issuing stock,

borrowing money, buying and selling treasury stock, and paying cash dividends are

financing activities. Paying off a loan is another example. Financing cash flows relate

to long-term liabilities and owners’ equity. They are the least important of the 3 cate-

gories of cash flows, and that’s why they come last. Exhibit 12-2 shows how operat-

ing, investing, and financing activities relate to the various parts of the balance sheet.

Examine Google’s statement of cash flows on page 620. Focus on the final line of

each section: Operating, Investing, and Financing. Google has very strong cash flows.

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 2 How Operating, Investing, and Financing
Cash Flows Affect the Balance Sheet

Operating
Cash Flows

Investing
Cash Flows

Operating
Cash Flows

Financing
Cash Flows

Long-Term Assets

Current Assets

Long-Term Liabilities

Owners’ Equity

Current Liabilities

OBJECTIVE

2 Distinguish among
operating, investing, and
financing cash flows
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624 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

During 2006, Google’s operating activities provided $3.6 billion of cash. Google

invested almost $7 billion and received $3 billion in financing. These figures show that

� Operations are Google’s largest source of cash.
� The company is investing in the future.
� People are willing to finance Google.

Two Formats for Operating Activities

There are 2 ways to format operating activities on the statement of cash flows:

� Indirect method, which reconciles from net income to net cash provided by

operating activities. (pp. 624–638)
� Direct method, which reports all cash receipts and cash payments from operat-

ing activities. (pp. 638–649)

The 2 methods use different computations, but they produce the same figure for cash

from operating activities. The 2 methods do not affect investing or financing activities.

The following table summarizes the differences between the 2 approaches:

We begin with the indirect method because 98 out of 100 companies use it.

PREPARING THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS:
INDIRECT METHOD

To illustrate the statement of cash flows, we use The Roadster Factory, Inc. (TRF), a

dealer in auto parts for sports cars. Proceed as follows to prepare the statement of

cash flows by using the indirect method:

Step 1 Lay out the template as shown in Part 1 of Exhibit 12-3. The exhibit is comprehen-

sive. The diagram in Part 2 (p. 626) gives a visual picture of the statement.

Step 2 Use the balance sheet to determine the increase or decrease in cash during the period.

The change in cash is the “check figure” for the statement of cash flows. Exhibit 12-4

(p. 627) gives The Roadster Factory’s (TRF’s) comparative balance sheet, with cash

highlighted. TRF’s cash decreased by $8,000 during 20X9. Why did cash decrease?

The statement of cash flows will provide the answer.

Indirect Method Direct Method

Net income.................................. $600 Collections from customers .......... $2,000

Adjustments: Deductions:

Depreciation, etc. .................... 300 Payments to suppliers, etc. ....... (1,100)

Net cash provided by Net cash provided by

operating activities .............. $900 operating activities ............... $   900

same

OBJECTIVE

3 Prepare a statement of
cash flows by the indirect
method
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Indirect Method � 625

Step 3 From the income statement, take net income, depreciation, depletion, and amortiza-

tion expense, and any gains or losses on the sale of long-term assets. Print these

items on the statement of cash flows. Exhibit 12-5 (p. 627) gives TRF’s income

statement, with relevant items highlighted.

Step 4 Use the income statement and balance sheet data to prepare the statement of cash

flows. The statement of cash flows is complete only after you have explained the

year-to-year changes in all the balance sheet accounts.

Go to “Cash Flows from Operating Activities” on page 628.

Part 1: Template of the Statement
of Cash Flows: Indirect Method

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 3

Cash flows from operating activities

 Net income

  Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities:

  + Depreciation/depletion/amortization expense

  + Loss on sale of long-term assets

  − Gain on sale of long-term assets

  − Increases in current assets other than cash

  + Decreases in current assets other than cash

  + Increases in current liabilities

  − Decreases in current liabilities

   Net cash provided by (used for) operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities:

 Sales of long-term assets (investments, land, building, equipment, and so on)

− Purchases of long-term assets

+ Collections of notes receivable

− Loans to others

   Net cash provided by (used for) investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities:

 Issuance of stock

+ Sale of treasury stock

− Purchase of treasury stock

+ Borrowing (issuance of notes or bonds payable)

− Payment of notes or bonds payable

− Payment of dividends

   Net cash provided by (used for) financing activities

Net increase (decrease) in cash during the year

+ Cash at December 31, 20X8

= Cash at December 31, 20X9

The Roadster Factory, Inc. (TRF)
Statement of Cash Flows

Year Ended December 31, 20X9
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626 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 3 Part 2: Positive and Negative Items on the
Statement of Cash Flows: Indirect Method

Positive Items

Net Income

Depreciation/amortization

Loss on sale of long-term assets

Decreases in current assets

other than cash

Increases in current liabilities

Sale of plant assets

Sale of investments that are not

cash equivalents

Collections of loans receivable

Issuing stock

Selling treasury stock

Borrowing money

Negative ItemsBusiness Activity

Operating Activities

Investing Activities

Financing Activities

Net loss

Gain on sale of long-term assets

Increases in current assets

other than cash

Acquisition of plant assets

Purchase of investments that are not

cash equivalents

Making loans to others

Payment of dividends

Purchase of treasury stock

Payment of principal amounts of debts

Decreases in current liabilities

CASH RECEIPTS

CASH RECEIPTS

CASH PAYMENTS

CASH PAYMENTS
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Indirect Method � 627

Assets

Current:

Cash........................................

 Accounts receivable.................

 Inventory ................................

 Prepaid expenses .....................

Notes receivable ..........................

Plant assets, net of depreciation...

 Total .......................................

Liabilities

Current:

 Accounts payable ....................

 Salary and wage payable .........

 Accrued liabilities....................

Long-term debt ...........................

Stockholders’ Equity

Common stock............................

Retained earnings........................

 Total .......................................

The Roadster Factory, Inc. (TRF)
Comparative Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X9 and 20X8

Comparative Balance SheetE X H I B I T  1 2 - 4

(In thousands) 20X9

$  34

96

35

8

21

343

$537

$  91

4

1

160

162

119

$537

Increase

(Decrease)

$   (8)

15

(3)

1

21

124

$150

$  34

(2)

(2)

83

4

33

$150

20X8

$  42

81

38

7

—

219

$387

$  57

6

3

77

158

86

$387

Changes in current assets—Operating

Changes in noncurrent assets—Investing

Changes in current liabilities—Operating

Changes in long-term liabilities and
paid-in capital accounts—Financing

Changes due to net income—Operating
Change due to dividends—Financing

Revenues and gains:

 Sales revenue..................................

 Interest revenue..............................

 Gain on sale of plant assets ............

  Total revenues and gains ............

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold .........................

 Salary and wage expense................

 Depreciation expense .....................

 Other operating expense ................

 Income tax expense........................

 Interest expense..............................

  Total expenses............................

Net income.........................................

The Roadster Factory, Inc. (TRF)
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X9

Income StatementE X H I B I T  1 2 - 5

(In thousands)

$303

2

8

$150

56

18

17

15

7

$313

263

$  50
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628 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Cash Flows from Operating Activities

Operating activities are related to the transactions that make up net
income.1

The operating section begins with the net income, taken from the income state-

ment, (Exhibit 12-5) and is followed by “Adjustments to reconcile net income to net

cash provided by operating activities.” Let’s discuss these adjustments.

Depreciation, Depletion, and Amortization Expenses. These expenses are

added back to net income to convert net income to cash flow. Let’s see why.

Depreciation is recorded as follows:

Depreciation has no effect on cash. But depreciation, like all other expenses,

decreases net income. Therefore, to convert net income to cash flows, we add depre-

ciation back to net income. The add-back cancels the earlier deduction.

18,000

18,000Depreciation Expense

 Accumulated Depreciation

Statement of Cash Flows—Operating
Activities by the Indirect Method

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 6

Cash flows from operating activities:

 Net income ....................................................................

 Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash

 provided by operating activities:

  Depreciation ..............................................................

  Gain on sale of plant assets ........................................

  Increase in accounts receivable...................................

  Decrease in inventory.................................................

  Increase in prepaid expenses ......................................

  Increase in accounts payable ......................................

  Decrease in salary and wage payable..........................

  Decrease in accrued liabilities.....................................

   Net cash provided by operating activities.............

The Roadster Factory, Inc. (TRF)
Statement of Cash Flows (Indirect Method)

For the Year Ended December 31, 20X9

(In thousands)

$ 18

(8)

(15)

3

(1)

34

(2)

(2)

$50

27

$77

�

�

�

1The authors thank Professor Alfonso Oddo for suggesting this summary.
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Indirect Method � 629

Example: Suppose you had only 2 transactions, a $1,000 cash sale and depreci-

ation expense of $300. Cash flow from operations is $1,000, and net income is $700

($1,000 – $300). To go from net income ($700) to cash flow ($1,000), 

we add back the depreciation ($300). Depletion and amortization are treated like

depreciation.

Gains and Losses on the Sale of Assets. Sales of long-term assets are investing

activities and there’s often a gain or loss on the sale. On the statement of cash flows,

the gain or loss is an adjustment to net income. Exhibit 12-6 includes an adjustment

for a gain. During 20X9, The Roadster Factory sold equipment for $62,000. The

book value was $54,000, so there was a gain of $8,000.

The $62,000 cash received from the sale is an investing activity, and the

$62,000 includes the $8,000 gain. Net income also includes the gain, so we must

subtract the gain from net cash provided by operations, as shown in the statement

of cash flows (Exhibit 12-7). (We explain investing activities in the next section.)

A loss on the sale of plant assets also creates an adjustment in the operat-

ing section. Losses are added back to net income to compute cash flow from 

operations.

Changes in the Current Asset and Current Liability Accounts. Most cur-

rent assets and current liabilities result from operating activities. For example,

accounts receivable result from sales, inventory relates to cost of goods sold, and so

on. Changes in the current accounts are adjustments to net income on the cash-

flow statement. The reasoning follows:

1. An increase in another current asset decreases cash. It takes cash to acquire

assets. Suppose you make a sale on account. Accounts receivable are increased,

but cash isn’t affected yet. Exhibit 12-4 (p. 627) reports that during 20X9, The

Roadster Factory’s Accounts Receivable increased by $15,000. To compute cash

flow from operations, we must subtract the $15,000 increase in Accounts

Receivable, as shown in Exhibit 12-6. The reason is this: We have not collected

this $15,000 in cash. The same logic applies to all the other current assets. If

they increase, cash decreases.

2. A decrease in another current asset increases cash. Suppose TRF’s Accounts

Receivable balance decreased by $4,000. Cash receipts caused Accounts

Receivable to decrease, so we add decreases in Accounts Receivable and the

other current assets to net income.

3. A decrease in a current liability decreases cash. Payment of a current liability

decreases both cash and the liability, so we subtract decreases in current liabili-

ties from net income. In Exhibit 12-6, the $2,000 decrease in Accrued

Liabilities is subtracted to compute net cash provided by operations.

4. An increase in a current liability increases cash. The Roadster Factory’s

Accounts Payable increased. That can occur only if cash was not spent to pay

this debt. Cash payments are therefore less than expenses and TRF has more

cash on hand. Thus, increases in current liabilities increase cash.
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630 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Evaluating Cash Flows from Operating Activities. Let’s step back and evalu-

ate The Roadster Factory’s operating cash flows during 20X9. TRF’s operations pro-

vided net cash flow of $77,000. This amount exceeds net income, and it should

because of the add-back of depreciation. Now let’s examine TRF’s investing and

financing activities, as reported in Exhibit 12-7.

Cash Flows from Investing Activities

Investing activities affect long-term assets, such as Plant Assets,
Investments, and Notes Receivable.

Most of the data come from the balance sheet.

Computing Purchases and Sales of Plant Assets. Companies keep a separate

account for each plant asset. But for computing cash flows, it is helpful to combine all

Statement of Cash Flows—
Indirect Method

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 7

Cash flows from operating activities:

 Net income ....................................................................

 Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash

 provided by operating activities:

  Depreciation ..............................................................

  Gain on sale of plant assets ........................................

  Increase in accounts receivable...................................

  Decrease in inventory.................................................

  Increase in prepaid expenses ......................................

  Increase in accounts payable ......................................

  Decrease in salary and wage payable

  Decrease in accrued liabilities.....................................

   Net cash provided by operating activities.............

Cash flows from investing activities:

 Acquisition of plant assets..............................................

 Loan to another company..............................................

 Proceeds from sale of plant assets ..................................

  Net cash used for investing activities..........................

Cash flows from financing activities:

 Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt ......................

 Proceeds from issuance of common stock.......................

 Payment of long-term debt .............................................

 Payment of dividends .....................................................

  Net cash provided by financing avctivities .................

Net (decrease) in cash.........................................................

 Cash balance, December 31, 20X8 ................................

 Cash balance, December 31, 20X9 ................................

The Roadster Factory, Inc. (TRF)
Statement of Cash Flows (Indirect Method)

For the Year Ended December 31, 20X9

(In thousands)

18

(8)

(15)

3

(1)

34

(2)

(2)

$(196)

(21)

62

$  94

4

(11)

(17)

$   50

27

77

(155)

70

$    (8)

42

$   34

�

�

�
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Indirect Method � 631

the plant assets into a single summary account. Also, we subtract accumulated depre-

ciation and use the net figure. It’s easier to work with a single plant asset account.

To illustrate, observe that The Roadster Factory’s

� balance sheet reports beginning plant assets, net of accumulated depreciation,

of $219,000. The ending balance is $343,000 (Exhibit 12-4).
� income statement shows depreciation expense of $18,000 and an $8,000 gain

on sale of plant assets (Exhibit 12-5).

TRF’s purchases of plant assets total $196,000 (take this amount as given; see Exhibit

12-7). How much, then, are the proceeds from the sale of plant assets? First, we must

determine the book value of the plant assets sold, as follows:

Depreciation

$18,000

Book value of
assets sold

−X

−

−

−Acquisitions

$196,000

+

+

=

Ending
balance

=

=

Beginning
balance

$219,000

−X

X =

$343,000

$343,000 − $219,000 − $196,000 + $18,000

$54,000

Plant Assets, Net

The sale proceeds are $62,000, determined as follows:

Trace the sale proceeds of $62,000 to the statement of cash flows in Exhibit 12-7.

The Plant Assets T-account provides another look at the computation of the book value

of the assets sold.

If the sale resulted in a loss of $3,000, the sale proceeds would be $51,000

($54,000 – $3,000), and the statement of cash flows would report $51,000 as a cash

receipt from this investing activity.

Computing Purchases and Sales of Investments, and Loans and
Collections. The cash amounts of investment transactions can be computed in the

manner illustrated for plant assets. Investments are easier because there is no depre-

ciation, as shown in the following equation:

−Purchases

$50,000

+

+

Beginning
balance

$100,000

Book value of
investments sold

−X

−X

X

=

=

=

=

Ending
balance

$140,000

$140,000 − $100,000 − $50,000

$10,000

Investments (amounts assumed for illustration only)

Plant Assets, Net

Beginning balance
Acquisitions
Ending balance

219,000
196,000
343,000

Depreciation
Book value of assets sold

18,000
54,000

Sale
proceeds

Gain

$8,000

Loss

$0

+

+

−

−

Book value of
assets sold

$54,000

$62,000

=

=

=

X

X
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632 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

The investments T-account provides another look (amounts assumed).

The Roadster Factory has a long-term receivable, and the cash flows from loan

transactions on notes receivable can be determined as follows (data from 

Exhibit 12-4):

Exhibit 12-8 summarizes the cash flows from investing activities, highlighted in color.

Notes Receivable

Beginning balance
New loans made
Ending balance

0
21
21

Collections 0

−+

+

Beginning
balance

$0

Collections

−0

New loans
made

X

X =

=

=

Ending
balance

$21,000

$21,000

Notes Receivable

Investments

Beginning balance
Purchases
Ending balance

100
50

140
Book value of investments sold 10

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 8 Computing Cash Flows from Investing Activities

Receipts

From sale of plant assets

From sale of investments

From collection of 
New loans made

notes receivable

Payments

For acquisition of plant

=

=

assets

Ending plant

assets, net

Ending plant

assets, net

For purchase of

investments

For new loans made

+

=

+

=

+

+

+

+

Acquisition

cost

Book value of

assets sold

Purchase cost

of investments

Cost of

investments sold

Acquisition cost

Purchase cost

of investments

New loans made

−

+

or
−

−

+

or
−

−

−

−

−

Depreciation

Gain on sale

Loss on sale

Cost of

investments sold

Gain on sale

Loss on sale

Collections

Depreciation

Cost of

investments sold

Collections

−

=

=

−

=

=

Beginning plant

assets, net

Cash received

Beginning

investments

Cash received

Beginning notes 

receivable

Beginning plant

assets, net

Beginning

investments

Beginning notes 

receivable

Book value of

assets sold

Ending

investments

Ending notes 

receivable

Book value of

assets sold

Ending

investments

Ending notes 

receivable
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Indirect Method � 633

Cash Flows from Financing Activities

Financing activities affect liabilities and stockholders’ equity, such as
Notes Payable, Bonds Payable, Long-Term Debt, Common Stock,
Paid-in Capital in Excess of Par, and Retained Earnings. Most of the
data come from the balance sheet.

Computing Issuances and Payments of Long-Term Debt. The beginning

and ending balances of Long-Term Debt, Notes Payable, or Bonds Payable come

from the balance sheet. If either new issuances or payments are known, the other

amount can be computed. The Roadster Facory’s new debt issuances total $94,000

(take this amount as given; Exhibit 12-7). Debt payments are computed from the

Long-Term Debt account (see Exhibit 12-4).

Computing Issuances of Stock and Purchases of Treasury Stock. These

cash flows can be determined from the stock accounts. For example, cash received

from issuing common stock is computed from Common Stock and Capital in Excess

of Par. We use a single summary Common Stock account as we do for plant assets.

The Roadster Factory data are

Common Stock

Beginning balance
Issuance of new stock
Ending balance

158,000
4,000

162,000

+

+

Beginning
balance

$158,000

Issuance
of new stock

$4,000

=

=

Ending
balance

$162,000

Common Stock

Long-Term Debt

Payments 11,000
Beginning balance
Issuance of new debt
Ending balance

77,000
94,000

160,000

−
Issuance of
new debt

$94,000

+

+

Beginning
balance

$77,000

Payments
of debt

−X

−X

X

=

=

=

=

Ending
balance

$160,000

$160,000 − $77,000 − $94,000

$11,000

Long-Term Debt (Notes Payable, Bonds Payable)
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634 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

The Roadster Factory has no treasury stock, but cash flows from purchasing

treasury stock can be computed as follows (using assumed amounts):

Computing Dividend Payments. If dividend payments are not given elsewhere,

they can be computed. The Roadster Factory’s dividend payments are

The T-accounts also show the dividend computation.

Exhibit 12-9 summarizes the cash flows from financing activities, highlighted in color.

Retained Earnings

Dividend declarations
   and payments 17,000

Beginning balance
Net income
Ending balance

86,000
50,000

119,000

−+

+

Beginning
balance

$86,000

Net
income

$50,000

Retained Earnings

Dividend declarations
and payments

−X

−X

X

Ending
balance

$119,000

$119,000 − $86,000 − $50,000

$17,000=

=

=

=

Treasury Stock

Beginning balance
Purchase of treasury stock
Ending balance

16,000
3,000

19,000

+

+

Beginning
balance

$16,000

Purchase of
treasury stock

$3,000

=

=

Ending
balance

$19,000

Treasury Stock (amounts assumed for illustration only)

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 9 Computing Cash Flows from Financing Activities

Receipts

From borrowing—issuance of

long-term debt (notes payable)

From issuance of stock

Payments

Of long-term debt

+

+

+

−

=

−

Ending stock

Payment of debt

=

=

Beginning long-term

debt (notes payable)

Beginning stock

Beginning long-term

debt (notes payable)

Cash received from

issuance of long-term debt

Cash received from

issuance of new stock

Cash received from

issuance of long-term debt

Ending long-term

debt (notes payable)

Ending long-term debt 

(notes payable)

To purchase treasury stock Beginning treasury stock + Purchase cost of treasury stock = Ending treasury stock

Of dividends Beginning retained earnings + Net income − Dividend declarations and payments = Ending retained earnings

Payment of debt
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Indirect Method � 635

Noncash Investing and Financing Activities

Companies make investments that do not require cash. They also obtain financing

other than cash. Our examples have included none of these transactions. Now sup-

pose The Roadster Factory issued common stock valued at $300,000 to acquire a

warehouse. TRF would journalize this transaction as follows:

This transaction would not be reported as a cash payment because TRF paid no

cash. But the investment in the warehouse and the issuance of stock are important.

These noncash investing and financing activities can be reported in a separate sched-

ule under the statement of cash flows. Exhibit 12-10 illustrates noncash investing

and financing activities (all amounts are assumed).

Now let’s apply what you’ve learned about the statement of cash flows prepared

by the indirect method.

Noncash Investing and Financing Activities:

 Acquisition of building by issuing common stock

 Acquisition of land by issuing note payable

 Payment of long-term debt by issuing common stock

 Total noncash investing and financing activities

Thousands

$300

70

100

$470

Noncash Investing and Financing
Activities (All Amounts Assumed)

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 1 0

300,000

300,000Warehouse Building

 Common Stock

STOP & think. . .

Classify each of the following as an operating activity, an investing activity, or a financing activity as reported

on the statement of cash flows prepared by the indirect method.

a. Issuance of stock g. Paying bonds payable

b. Borrowing h. Interest expense

c. Sales revenue i. Sale of equipment

d. Payment of dividends j. Cost of goods sold

e. Purchase of land k. Purchase of another company

f. Purchase of treasury stock l. Making a loan

Answer:

a. Financing e. Investing i. Investing

b. Financing f. Financing j. Operating

c. Operating g. Financing k. Investing

d. Financing h. Operating l. Investing
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Lucas Corporation reported the following income statement and comparative balance sheet, along with transaction
data for 20X5:

Sales revenue ......................................

Cost of goods sold..............................

Gross profit........................................

Operating expenses

 Salary expenses ..............................

 Depreciation expense—

  equipment ..................................

 Amortization expense—

  patent.........................................

 Rent expense..................................

 Total operating expenses ................

Income from operations .....................

Other items:

 Loss on sale of equipment ..............

Income before income tax ..................

Income tax expense ............................

Net income.........................................

Lucas Corporation
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X5

$46,000

7,000

3,000

2,000

$662,000

560,000

102,000

58,000

44,000

(2,000)

42,000

16,000

$  26,000

Assets

Current: 

 Cash and equivalents ..........

  Accounts receivable.........

  Inventories ......................

  Prepaid expenses .............

   Total current assets ...

Long-term investments ............

Equipment, net........................

Patent, net ...............................

Total assets..............................

Lucas Corporation
Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X5 and 20X4

$  19,000

22,000

34,000

1,000

76,000

18,000

67,000

44,000

$205,000

$    3,000

23,000

31,000

3,000

60,000

10,000

52,000

10,000

$132,000

Liabilities

Current:

 Accounts payable ................

 Accrued liabilities................

 Income tax payable .............

  Total current liabilities ....

Long-term note payable ..........

Bonds payable .........................

Owners’ Equity

Common stock........................

Retained earnings....................

Less: Treasury stock ................

Total liabilities and equity.......

$  35,000

7,000

10,000

52,000

44,000

40,000

52,000

27,000

(10,000)

$205,000

$  26,000

9,000

10,000

45,000

—

53,000

20,000

19,000

(5,000)

$132,000

20X5 20X4 20X5 20X4

Transaction Data for 20X5:

Purchase of equipment ...............................

Payment of cash dividends .........................

Issuance of common stock to

 retire bonds payable...............................

Purchase of long-term investment...............

Purchase of treasury stock..........................

$  98,000

18,000

13,000

8,000

5,000

Issuance of long-term note payable

 to purchase patent..................................

Issuance of long-term note payable to

 borrow cash ...........................................

Issuance of common stock for cash ............

Sale of equipment (book value, 76,000) .....

$  37,000

7,000

19,000

74,000

MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM 

636 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows
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Mid-Chapter Summary Problem � 637

� Required
Prepare Lucas Corporation’s statement of cash flows (indirect method) for the year ended
December 31, 20X5. Follow the 4 steps outlined below. For Step 4, prepare a T-account to
show the transaction activity in each long-term balance sheet account. For each plant asset,
use a single account, net of accumulated depreciation (for example: Equipment, Net).

� Requirement 1

Step 1 Lay out the template of the statement of cash flows.
Step 2 From the comparative balance sheet, determine the increase in cash during the year,

$16,000.
Step 3 From the income statement, take net income, depreciation, amortization, and the

loss on sale of equipment, to the statement of cash flows.
Step 4 Complete the statement of cash flows. Account for the year-to-year change in each

balance sheet account.

Answer

Cash flows from operating activities:

 Net income ....................................................................

 Adjustments to reconcile net income to

 net cash provided by operating activities:

  Depreciation ..............................................................

  Amortization..............................................................

  Loss on sale of equipment ..........................................

  Decrease in accounts receivable..................................

  Increase in inventories................................................

  Decrease in prepaid expenses .....................................

  Increase in accounts payable ......................................

  Decrease in accrued liabilities.....................................

   Net cash provided by operating activities.............

Cash flows from investing activities:

 Purchase of equipment ...................................................

 Sale of equipment...........................................................

 Purchase of long-term investment ..................................

   Net cash used for investing activities....................

Cash flows from financing activities:

 Issuance of common stock .............................................

 Payment of cash dividends .............................................

 Issuance of long-term note payable ................................

 Purchase of treasury stock..............................................

   Net cash provided by financing activities .............

Net increase in cash............................................................

 Cash balance, December 31, 20X4 ................................

 Cash balance, December 31, 20X5 ................................

Noncash investing and financing activities:

 Issuance of long-term note payable to purchase patent...

 Issuance of common stock to retire bonds payable.........

  Total noncash investing and financing activities .........

Lucas Corporation
Statement of Cash Flows

Year Ended December 31, 20X5

$  7,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

(3,000)

2,000

9,000

(2,000)

$(98,000)

74,000

(8,000)

$ 19,000

(18,000)

7,000

(5,000)

$ 26,000

19,000

45,000

(32,000)

3,000

$ 16,000

3,000

$ 19,000

$ 37,000

13,000

$ 50,000
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638 � Chapter 7 The Statement of Cash Flows

PREPARING THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS:
DIRECT METHOD

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) prefers the direct method of

reporting operating cash flows because it provides clearer information about the

sources and uses of cash. But only about 1% of companies use this method because it

takes more computations than the indirect method. Investing and financing cash

flows are unaffected by the operating cash flows.

To illustrate the statement of cash flows, we use The Roadster Factory, Inc.

(TRF), a dealer in auto parts for sports cars. To prepare the statement of cash flows by

the direct method, proceed as follows:

Step 1 Lay out the template of the statement of cash flows by the direct method, as shown

in Part 1 of Exhibit 12-11. Part 2 (p. 640) gives a visual picture of the statement.

Long-Term Investments

Bal.

Bal.

10,000
8,000

18,000

Equipment, Net

Bal.

Bal.

52,000
98,000

67,000

76,000
7,000

Patent, Net

Bal.

Bal.

10,000
37,000
44,000

3,000

Long-term Note Payable

Bal.

Bal.

0
37,000
7,000

44,000

Bonds Payable

13,000
Bal.

Bal.

53,000

40,000

Common Stock

Bal.

Bal.

20,000
13,000
19,000
52,000

Retained Earnings

18,000
19,000
26,000
27,000

Bal.

Bal.

Treasury Stock

Bal.

Bal.

5,000
5,000

10,000

OBJECTIVE

4 Prepare a statement of
cash flows by the direct
method
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Direct Method � 639

Step 2 Use the balance sheet to determine the increase or decrease in cash during the

period. The change in cash is the “check figure” for the statement of cash flows. The

Roadster Factory’s comparative balance sheet shows that cash decreased by $8,000

during 20X9 (Exhibit 12-4, p. 627). Why did cash fall during 20X9? The statement

of cash flows explains.

Part 1: Template of the Statement
of Cash Flows—Direct Method

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 1 1

Cash flows from operating activities:

 Receipts:

  Collections from customers

  Interest received on notes receivable

  Dividends received on investments in stock

   Total cash receipts

 Payments:

  To suppliers

  To employees

  For interest

  For income tax

   Total cash payments

 Net cash provided by (used for) operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities:

 Sales of long-term assets (investments, land, building, equipment, and so on)

− Purchases of long-term assets

+ Collections of notes receivable

− Loans to others

 Net cash provided by (used for) investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities:

 Issuance of stock

+ Sale of treasury stock

− Purchase of treasury stock

+ Borrowing (issuance of notes or bonds payable)

− Payment of notes or bonds payable

− Payment of dividends

 Net cash provided by (used for) financing activities

Net increase (decrease) in cash during the year

+ Cash at December 31, 20X8

= Cash at December 31, 20X9

The Roadster Factory, Inc. (TRF)
Statement of Cash Flows

Year Ended December 31, 20X9
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640 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Step 3 Use the available data to prepare the statement of cash flows. The Roadster Factory’s

transaction data appear in Exhibit 12-12. These transactions affected both the income

statement (Exhibit 12-5, p. 627) and the statement of cash flows. Some transactions

affect one statement and some affect the other. For example, sales (item 1) are

reported on the income statement. Cash collections (item 2) go on the statement of

cash flows. Other transactions, such as interest expense and payments (item 11)

affect both statements. The statement of cash flows reports only those transactions with

cash effects (those with an asterisk in Exhibit 12-12). Exhibit 12-13 gives The

Roadster Factory’s statement of cash flows for 20X9.

Cash Flows from Operating Activities. Operating cash flows are listed first

because they are most important. Exhibit 12-13 shows that The Roadster Factory is

sound; operating activities were the largest source of cash.

Cash Collections from Customers. Both cash sales and collections of accounts

receivable are reported on the statement of cash flows as “Collections from customers

. . . $288,000” in Exhibit 12-13.

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 11 Part 2: Cash Receipts and Cash Payments on
the Statement of Cash Flows—Direct Method

CASH RECEIPTS

Sale of plant assets

Sale of investments that are not

cash equivalents

Collections of loans receivable

Issuing stock

Selling treasury stock

Borrowing money

CASH PAYMENTSBusiness Activity

Operating Activities

Investing Activities

Financing Activities

Acquisition of plant assets

Purchase of investments that are not

cash equivalents

Making loans to others

Payment of dividends

Purchase of treasury stock

Payment of principal amounts of debts

Collections from customers

Receipts of interest and dividends

on investments

Other operating receipts

Payments to suppliers

Payments to employees

Payments of interest and income tax

Other operating payments

CASH RECEIPTS

CASH RECEIPTS

CASH PAYMENTS

CASH PAYMENTS
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Direct Method � 641

Cash Receipts of Interest and Dividends. The income statement reports inter-

est revenue and dividend revenue. Only the cash receipts of interest and dividends

appear on the statement of cash flows—$2,000 of interest received in Exhibit 12-13.

Payments to Suppliers. Payments to suppliers include all expenditures for

inventory and operating expenses except employee pay, interest, and income taxes.

Suppliers are those entities that provide inventory and essential services. For example,

a clothing store’s suppliers may include Tommy Hilfiger, Adidas, and Ralph Lauren.

Other suppliers provide advertising, utilities, and office supplies. Exhibit 12-13

shows that The Roadster Factory paid suppliers $133,000.

Payments to Employees. This category includes salaries, wages, and other forms

of employee pay. Accrued amounts are excluded because they have not yet been paid.

The statement of cash flows reports only the cash payments ($58,000).

Payments for Interest Expense and Income Tax Expense. Interest and

income tax payments are reported separately. The Roadster Factory paid cash for all

its interest and income taxes. Therefore, the same amount goes on the income state-

ment and the statement of cash flows. These payments are operating cash flows

because the interest and income tax are expenses.

Summary of The Roadster
Factory’s 20X9 Transactions

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 1 2

Operating Activities

 1. Sales on credit, $303,000

 *2. Collections from customers, $288,000

 *3. Interest revenue and receipts, $2,000

 4. Cost of goods sold, $150,000

 5. Purchases of inventory on credit, $147,000

 *6. Payments to suppliers, $133,000

 7. Salary and wage expense, $56,000

 *8. Payments of salary and wages, $58,000

 9. Depreciation expense, $18,000

 10. Other operating expense, $17,000

 *11. Income tax expense and payments, $15,000

 *12. Interest expense and payments, $7,000

Investing Activities

 *13. Cash payments to acquire plant assets, $196,000

 *14. Loan to another company, $21,000

 *15. Proceeds from sale of plant assets, $62,000, including $8,000 gain

Financing Activities

 *16. Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt, $94,000

 *17. Proceeds from issuance of common stock, $4,000

 *18. Payment of long-term debt, $11,000

 *19. Declaration and payment of cash dividends, $17,000

* Indicates a cash flow to be reported on the statement of cash flows.
Note: Income statement data are taken from Exhibit 12-16, page 645.
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642 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Depreciation, Depletion, and Amortization Expense. These expenses are not

listed on the direct-method statement of cash flows because they do not affect cash.

Cash Flows from Investing Activities

Investing is critical because a company’s investments affect the future. Large pur-

chases of plant assets signal expansion. Meager investing activity means the business

is not growing.

Purchasing Plant Assets and Investments and Making Loans to Other
Companies. These cash payments acquire long-term assets. The Roadster Factory’s

first investing activity in Exhibit 12-13 is the purchase of plant assets ($196,000).

TRF also made a $21,000 loan and thus got a note receivable.

Proceeds from Selling Plant Assets and Investments and from Collecting
Notes Receivable. These cash receipts are also investing activities. The sale of the

plant assets needs explanation. The Roadster Factory received $62,000 cash from 

Statement of Cash Flows—
Direct Method

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 1 3

Cash flows from operating activities:

 Receipts:

  Collections from customers.....................................

  Interest received ......................................................

   Total cash receipts ............................................

 Payments:

  To suppliers.............................................................

  To employees ..........................................................

  For income tax........................................................

  For interest..............................................................

   Total cash payments .........................................

  Net cash provided by operating activities................

Cash flows from investing activities:

 Acquisition of plant assets...........................................

 Loans to another company..........................................

 Proceeds from sale of plant assets ...............................

  Net cash used for investing activities.......................

Cash flows from financing activities:

 Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt ...................

 Proceeds from issuance of common stock....................

 Payment of long-term debt ..........................................

 Payment of dividends ..................................................

  Net cash provided by financing activities ................

Net (decrease) in cash......................................................

 Cash balance, December 31, 20X8 .............................

 Cash balance, December 31, 20X9 .............................

The Roadster Factory, Inc. (TRF)
Statement of Cash Flows (Direct Method)

For Year Ended December 31, 20X9

$ 288

2

$(133)

(58)

(15)

(7)

$(196)

(21)

62

$  94

4

(11)

(17)

$ 290

(213)

77

(155)

70

$    (8)

42

$  34

(In thousands)
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Direct Method � 643

the sale of plant assets, and there was an $8,000 gain on this transaction. What is the

appropriate amount to show on the cash-flow statement? It is $62,000, the cash

received from the sale, not the $8,000 gain.

Investors are often critical of a company that sells large amounts of its plant

assets. That may signal an emergency. For example, problems in the airline industry

have caused some companies to sell airplanes to generate cash.

Cash Flows from Financing Activities

Cash flows from financing activities include the following:

Proceeds from Issuance of Stock and Debt (Notes and Bonds Payable).
Issuing stock and borrowing money are 2 ways to finance a company. In Exhibit 12-13,

The Roadster Factory received $4,000 when it issued common stock. TRF also received

$94,000 cash when it issued long-term debt (such as a note payable) to borrow money.

Payment of Debt and Purchasing the Company’s Own Stock. Paying debt

(notes payable) is the opposite of borrowing. TRF reports long-term debt payments

of $11,000. The purchase of treasury stock is another example of a use of cash.

Payment of Cash Dividends. Paying cash dividends is a financing activity, as

shown by The Roadster Factory’s $17,000 payment in Exhibit 12-13. A stock divi-

dend has no effect on Cash and is not reported on the cash-flow statement.

Noncash Investing and Financing Activities

Companies make investments that do not require cash. They also obtain financing

other than cash. Our examples thus far have included none of these transactions.

Now suppose that The Roadster Factory issued common stock valued at $300,000 to

acquire a warehouse. TRF would journalize this transaction as follows:

This transaction would not be reported as a cash payment because TRF paid no

cash. But the investment in the warehouse and the issuance of stock are important.

These noncash investing and financing activities can be reported in a separate sched-

ule under the statement of cash flows. Exhibit 12-14 illustrates noncash investing

and financing activities (all amounts are assumed).

Noncash Investing and Financing Activities:

 Acquisition of building by issuing common stock

 Acquisition of land by issuing note payable

 Payment of long-term debt by issuing common stock

 Total noncash investing and financing activities

Thousands

$300

70

100

$470

Noncash Investing and Financing
Activities (All Amounts Assumed)

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 1 4

300,000

300,000Warehouse Building

 Common Stock
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644 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

STOP & think. . .

Classify each of the following as an operating activity, an investing activity, or a financing activity. Also iden-

tify those items that are not reported on the statement of cash flows prepared by the direct method.

a. Net income i. Issuance of stock

b. Payment of dividends j. Purchase of another company

c. Borrowing k. Payment of a note payable

d. Payment of cash to suppliers l. Payment of income taxes

e. Making a loan m. Collections from customers

f. Sale of treasury stock n. Accrual of interest revenue

g. Depreciation expense o. Expiration of prepaid expense

h. Purchase of equipment p. Receipt of cash dividends

Answer:

a. Not reported e. Investing i. Financing m. Operating

b. Financing f. Financing j. Investing n. Not reported

c. Financing g. Not reported k. Financing o. Not reported

d. Operating h. Investing l. Operating p. Operating

Now let’s see how to compute the operating cash flows by the direct method.

Computing Operating Cash Flows by the Direct Method

To compute operating cash flows by the direct method, we use the income statement

and the changes in the balance sheet accounts. Exhibit 12-15 diagrams the process.

Exhibit 12-16 is The Roadster Factory’s income statement, and Exhibit 12-17 is the

comparative balance sheet.

E X H I B I T  1 2 - 1 5 Direct Method of Computing Cash Flows
from Operating Activities

RECEIPTS /
PAYMENTS

Income
Statement Account

RECEIPTS:

From customers

PAYMENTS:

To suppliers

To employees

For interest

For income tax

Of interest

Sales Revenue

Cost of Goods Sold

Salary (Wage) Expense

Operating Expense

Interest Expense

Income Tax Expense

Interest Revenue

Change in Related Balance Sheet Account

Decrease in Accounts Receivable
Increase in Accounts Receivable

Increase in Inventory
Decrease in Inventory

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

+

−

Decrease in Accounts Payable
Increase in Accounts Payable

Decrease in Salary (Wage) Payable
Increase in Salary (Wage) Payable

Increase in Prepaids
Decrease in Prepaids

Decrease in Accrued Liabilities
Increase in Accrued Liabilities

Decrease in Interest Payable
Increase in Interest Payable

Decrease in Income Tax Payable
Increase in Income Tax Payable

Decrease in Interest Receivable
Increase in Interest Receivable

* We thank Professor Barbara Gerrity for suggesting this exhibit.
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Direct Method � 645

Revenues and gains:

 Sales revenue..................................

 Interest revenue..............................

 Gain on sale of plant assets ............

  Total revenues and gains ............

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold .........................

 Salary and wage expense................

 Depreciation expense .....................

 Other operating expense ................

 Income tax expense........................

 Interest expense..............................

  Total expenses............................

Net income.........................................

The Roadster Factory, Inc. (TRF)
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X9

Income StatementE X H I B I T  1 2 - 1 6

(In thousands)

$303

2

8

$150

56

18

17

15

7

$313

263

$  50

Assets

Current:

Cash........................................

 Accounts receivable.................

 Inventory ................................

 Prepaid expenses .....................

Notes receivable ..........................

Plant assets, net of depreciation...

 Total .......................................

Liabilities

Current:

 Accounts payable ....................

 Salary and wage payable .........

 Accrued liabilities....................

Long-term debt ...........................

Stockholders’ Equity

Common stock............................

Retained earnings........................

 Total .......................................

The Roadster Factory, Inc. (TRF)
Comparative Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X9 and 20X8

Comparative Balance SheetE X H I B I T  1 2 - 1 7

(In thousands) 20X9

$  34

96

35

8

21

343

$537

$  91

4

1

160

162

119

$537

Increase

(Decrease)

$   (8)

15

(3)

1

21

124

$150

$  34

(2)

(2)

83

4

33

$150

20X8

$  42

81

38

7

—

219

$387

$  57

6

3

77

158

86

$387

Changes in current assets—Operating

Changes in noncurrent assets—Investing

Changes in current liabilities—Operating

Changes in long-term liabilities and
paid-in capital accounts—Financing

Changes due to net income—Operating
Change due to dividends—Financing
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646 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Computing Cash Collections from Customers. Collections start with sales revenue

(an accrual-basis amount). The Roadster Factory’s income statement (Exhibit 12-16) reports

sales of $303,000. Accounts receivable increased from $81,000 at the beginning of the year

to $96,000 at year end, a $15,000 increase (Exhibit 12-17). Based on those amounts, Cash

Collections equal $288,000, as follows. We must solve for cash collections (X):

The T-account for Accounts Receivable provides another view of the same computation.

Accounts Receivable increased, so collections must be less than sales.

All collections of receivables are computed this way. Let’s turn now to cash

receipts of interest revenue. In our example, The Roadster Factory earned interest rev-

enue and collected cash of $2,000. The amounts of interest revenue and cash receipts

of interest often differ and exhibit 12-15 shows how to make this computation.

Computing Payments to Suppliers. This computation includes 2 parts:

� Payments for inventory
� Payments for operating expenses (other than interest and income tax)

Payments for inventory are computed by converting cost of goods sold to the

cash basis. We use Cost of Goods Sold, Inventory, and Accounts Payable. First, we

must solve for purchases.  All the amounts come from Exhibits 12-16 and 12-17.

Now we can compute cash payments for inventory (Y), as follows:

The T-accounts show where the data come from. Start with Cost of Goods Sold.

−Purchases

$147,000

+

+

Beginning
balance

$57,000

=

=

=

=

Ending
balance

$91,000

$91,000 − $57,000 − $147,000

$113,000

Accounts Payable

Payments for
inventory

−Y

−Y

   Y

+

+

Beginning
inventory

$38,000

Ending
inventory

$35,000

=

=

=

=

Cost of
goods sold

$150,000

$150,000 − $38,000 + $35,000

$147,000

Cost of Goods Sold

Purchases

X

X

X

−

−

Accounts Receivable

Beginning balance
Sales
Ending balance

81,000
303,000
96,000

Collections 288,000

−+

+

Beginning
balance

$81,000

Sales

$303,000

Accounts Receivable

Collections

−X

−X

X

=

=

=

=

Ending
balance

$96,000

$96,000 − $81,000 − $303,000

$288,000
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Preparing the Statement of Cash Flows: Direct Method � 647

Accounts Payable increased, so payments for inventory are less than purchases.

Computing Payments for Operating Expenses. Payments for operating

expenses other than interest and income tax are computed from three accounts:

Prepaid Expenses, Accrued Liabilities, and Other Operating Expenses. All The

Roadster Factory data come from Exhibits 12-16 and 12-17.

The T-accounts give another picture of the same data.

−
Expiration of

prepaid expense

$7,000

+

+

Accrual of expense
at year end

$1,000

Other Operating Expenses

Payments

X

X

X

Total payments for operating expenses

=

=

=

=

=

=

Ending
balance

$17,000

$17,000 − $1,000 − $7,000

$9,000

$8,000 + $3,000 + $9,000

$20,000

−
Accrual of expense at
year end (assumed)

$1,000

+

+

Beginning
balance

$3,000

=

=

=

=

Ending
balance

$1,000

$1,000 − $3,000 − $1,000

$3,000

Accrued Liabilities

Payments

−X

−X

   X

+

+

Beginning
balance

$7,000

Expiration of prepaid
expense (assumed)

$7,000

=

=

=

=

Ending balance

$8,000

$8,000 − $7,000 + $7,000

$8,000

Prepaid Expenses

Payments

X

X

X

−

−

Cost of Goods Sold

Beg. inventory
Purchases
Cost of goods sold

38,000
147,000
150,000

End. inventory 35,000

Accounts Payable

Payments for
   inventory 113,000

Beg. bal.
Purchases
End. bal.

57,000
147,000
91,000

Prepaid Expenses

Beg. bal.
Payments

End. bal.

7,000
8,000

8,000

Accrued Liabilities

Payment 3,000
Beg. bal.
Accrual of
   expense at
   year end
End. bal.

3,000

1,000
1,000

Other Operating Expenses

Accrual of
   expense at
   year end
Expiration of
   prepaid
   expense
Payments
End. bal.

1,000

7,000
9,000

17,000

Expiration of
   prepaid
   expense 7,000

Total payments for operating expenses = $20,000($8,000 + $3,000 + $9,000)
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648 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Now we can compute Payments to Suppliers as follows:

Computing Payments to Employees. It is convenient to combine all payments

to employees into 1 account, Salary and Wage Expense. We then adjust the expense

for the change in Salary and Wage Payable, as shown here:

Computing Payments of Interest and Income Taxes. The Roadster Factory’s

expense and payment amounts are the same for interest and income tax, so no analy-

sis is required. If the expense and the payment differ, the payment can be computed

as shown in Exhibit 12-15.

Computing Investing and Financing Cash Flows

Investing and financing activities are explained on pages 630–634. These computa-

tions are the same for both the direct and the indirect methods.

Salary and Wage Payable

Payments to employees 58,000
Beginning balance
Salary and wage expense
Ending balance

6,000
56,000
4,000

−
Salary and

wage expense

$56,000

+

+

Beginning
balance

$6,000

=

=

=

=

Ending
balance

$4,000

$4,000 − $6,000 − $56,000

$58,000

Salary and Wage Payable

Payments

−X

−X

   X

Payments
for Inventory

$113,000

Payments for
Operating Expenses

$20,000

Payments
to Suppliers

$133,000 =

= +

+

STOP & think. . .

Fidelity Company reported the following for 2006 and 2005 (in millions):

At December 31, 2006 2005

Receivables, net......................... $3,500 $3,900

Inventory................................... 5,200 5,000

Accounts payable ...................... 900 1,200

Income taxes payable ................ 600 700
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Measuring Cash Adequacy: Free Cash Flow � 649

MEASURING CASH ADEQUACY: FREE CASH FLOW

Throughout this chapter, we have focused on cash flows from operating, investing,

and financing activities. Some investors want to know how much cash a company

can “free up” for new opportunities. Free cash flow is the amount of cash available

from operations after paying for planned investments in plant assets. Free cash flow

can be computed as follows:

PepsiCo, Inc., uses free cash flow to manage its operations. Suppose PepsiCo

expects net cash inflow of $2.3 billion from operations. Assume PepsiCo plans to

spend $1.9 billion to modernize its bottling plants. In this case, PepsiCo’s free cash

flow would be $0.4 billion ($2.3 billion - $1.9 billion). If a good investment oppor-

tunity comes along, PepsiCo should have $0.4 billion to invest in the other company.

Shell Oil Company also uses free-cash-flow analysis. A large amount of free cash

flow is preferable because it means that a lot of cash is available for new investments.

The Decision Guidelines that follow shows some ways to use cash-flow and income

data for investment and credit analysis.

Free cash flow = −
Cash payments earmarked for

investments in plant assets
Net cash provided

by operating activities

Revenues

$23,000

Increase in
Inventory

($5,200 − $5,000)

Income
Tax Expense

$900

+

+

+

+

+

+

Beginning
Receivables

$3,900

Cost of
Goods Sold

$14,100

Beginning Income
Taxes Payable

$700

Collections

$23,400

Decrease in
Accounts Payable

($1,200 − $900)

Payment

$1,000

=

=

=

=

=

=

Ending
Receivables

$3,500

Payments

$14,600

Ending Income
Taxes Payable

$600

−

−

+

+

−

−

$23,400:

$14,600:

$1,000:

=

=

=

Collections from
customers

Payments for
inventory

Payment of
income taxes

Year Ended December 31, 2006

Revenues ......................................

Cost of goods sold........................

Income tax expense ......................

$23,000

14,100

900

Based on these figures, how much cash did

• Fidelity collect from customers during 2006?

• Fidelity pay for inventory during 2006?

• Fidelity pay for income taxes during 2006?
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DECISION GUIDELINES

INVESTORS’ AND CREDITORS’ USE OF CASH-FLOW AND 
RELATED INFORMATION

Jan Childres is a private investor. Through years of experience she has devised some guide-

lines for evaluating both stock investments and bond investments. Childres uses a combina-

tion of accrual-accounting data and cash-flow information. Here are her decision guidelines

for both investors and creditors.

INVESTORS

Questions

1. How much in
dividends can I
expect to receive
from an investment
in stock?

2. Is the stock price
likely to increase or
decrease?

3. What is the future
stock price likely
to be?

Factors to Consider*

Expected future net income

Expected future cash balance

Future dividend policy

Expected future net income

Expected future cash flows
from operating activities

Expected future income from

• continuing operations,
and

• net cash flow from
operating activities

Financial Statement Predictor/Decision Model*

Income from continuing operations**

Net cash flows from (in order):

• Operating activities

• Investing activities

• Financing activities

Current and past dividend policy

Income from continuing operations**

Income from continuing operations**
Net cash flow from operating activities

Questions

Can the company pay
the interest and
principal at the
maturity of a loan?

Factors to Consider

Expected future net cash flow
from operating activities

Financial Statement Predictor

Income from continuing operations**
Net cash flow from operating activities

650 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

=
Expected future earnings per share**

Investment capitalization rate**

Expected future price
of a share of stock

=
Net cash flow from operations per share

Investment capitalization rate**

Expected future price
of a share of stock

CREDITORS

*There are many other factors to consider in making these decisions. These are some of the more common.
**See Chapter 11.  IS
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End-of Chapter Summary Problem � 651

END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM 
Adeva Health Foods, Inc., reported the following comparative balance sheet and income
statement for 20X6.

Assume that Berkshire Hathaway is considering buying Adeva. Berkshire Hathaway
requests the following cash-flow data for 20X6. There were no noncash investing and
financing activities.

a. Collections from customers
b. Cash payments for inventory
c. Cash payments for operating expenses

Adeva Health Foods, Inc.
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X6

Sales revenue ......................................

Gain on sale of equipment..................

 Total revenue and gains ................

Cost of goods sold..............................

Depreciation expense .........................

Other operating expenses ...................

 Total expenses ..............................

Income before income tax ..................

Income tax expense ............................

Net income.........................................

$190,000

6,000

$196,000

$  85,000

19,000

36,000

140,000

56,000

18,000

$  38,000

Adeva Health Foods, Inc.
Comparative Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X6 and 20X5

Cash.......................................

Accounts receivable................

Inventories .............................

Prepaid expenses ....................

Equipment, net.......................

Intangible assets .....................

Accounts payable ...................

Accrued liabilities...................

Income tax payable ................

Notes payable ........................

Common stock.......................

Retained earnings...................

Treasury stock........................

20X6

$  19,000

22,000

34,000

1,000

90,000

9,000

$175,000

$  14,000

16,000

14,000

45,000

31,000

64,000

(9,000)

$175,000

20X5

$    3,000

23,000

31,000

3,000

79,000

9,000

$148,000

$    9,000

19,000

12,000

50,000

20,000

40,000

(2,000)

$148,000
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652 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

d. Cash payment for income tax
e. Cash received from the sale of equipment. Adeva paid $40,000 for new equipment dur-

ing the year.
f. Issuance of common stock
g. Issuance of notes payable. Adeva paid off $20,000 during the year.
h. Cash dividends. There were no stock dividends.

Provide the requested data. Show your work.

Answer
a. Analyze Accounts Receivable (let X = Collections from customers):

b. Analyze Inventory and Accounts Payable (let X = Purchases, and let Y = Payments for
inventory):

c. Start with Other Operating Expenses, and adjust for the changes in Prepaid Expenses
and Accrued Liabilities:

d. Analyze Income Tax Payable (let X = Payment of income tax):

Income Tax
Expense

$18,000

+

+

=

=

=

Ending

$14,000

$16,000

−

−

Payments

X

X

Beginning

$12,000

− Decrease in
Prepaid Expenses

− $2,000

=

=

Payments for
Operating Expenses

$37,000

+ Decrease in
Accrued Liabilities

+ $3,000

Other
Operating
Expenses

$36,000

Purchases

$88,000+

+ =

=

=

Ending
Accounts
Payable

$14,000

$83,000

−

−

Payments

Y

Y

Beginning
Accounts
Payable

$9,000

Purchases

X

X

+

+

=

=

=

Cost of
Goods Sold

$85,000

$88,000

−

−

Ending
inventory

$34,000

Beginning
Inventory

$31,000

Sales

190,000

+

+

=

=

=

Ending

$22,000

$191,000

−

−

Collections

X

X

Beginning

+ 23,000
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Review Statement of Cash Flows � 653

e. Analyze Equipment, Net (let X = Book value of equipment sold. Then combine with the
gain or loss to compute cash received from the sale.)

f. Analyze Common Stock (let X = issuance)

g. Analyze Notes Payable (let X = issuance):

h. Analyze Retained Earnings (let X = dividends)

−

−

+

+

DividendsNet Income

X

X

=

=

Ending

$64,000

$14,000

Beginning

$40,000 $38,000

=

−

−

+

+

PaymentIssuance

X

X

$20,000

=

=

Ending

$45,000

$15,000

Beginning

$50,000

=

=

=

+

+

EndingIssuance

X

X

$31,000

= $11,000

Beginning

$20,000

=

=

+

+

Book Value Sold

$10,000

Gain on Sale

$6,000

Cash Received from Sale

$16,000

Aquisitions

$40,000

+

+

=

=

=

Ending

$90,000

$10,000

−

−

−

−

Depreciation

$19,000

Book Value Sold

X

X

Beginning

$79,000

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 684.)
1. All of the following activities are reported on the statement of cash flows except:

a. operating activities. c. financing activities.
b. investing activities. d. marketing activities.

2. Activities that create long-term liabilities are usually
a. operating activities. c. financing activities.
b. investing activities. d. noncash investing and financing activities.

REVIEW STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
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654 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

3. Activities affecting long-term assets are
a. operating activities. c. financing activities.
b. investing activities. d. marketing activities.

4. In 20X9, IMC Corporation borrowed $50,000, paid dividends of $12,000, issued 2,000
shares of stock for $30 per share, purchased land for $24,000, and received dividends of
$6,000. Net income was $80,000, and depreciation for the year totaled $5,000. How much
should be reported as net cash provided by operating activities by the indirect method?
a. $85,000 c. $110,000
b. $98,000 d. $104,000

5. Activities that obtain the cash needed to launch and sustain a company are
a. income activities c. financing activities.
b. investing activities. d. marketing activities.

6. The exchange of stock for land would be reported as
a. Exchanges are not reported on c. investing activities.

the statement of cash flows. d. financing activities.
b. noncash investing and

financing activities.
Use the following Carolina Company information for questions 7–10.

Net income....................................... $47,000 Increase in accounts payable ...... $  7,000

Depreciation expense ....................... 8,000

Payment of dividends ....................... 2,000

Increase in accounts receivable ......... 4,000

Collection of notes receivable........... 6,000

Loss on sale of land.......................... 12,000

Acquisition of equipment ........... 24,000

Sale of treasury stock ................. 3,000

Payment of long-term debt ......... 9,000

Proceeds from sale of land.......... 36,000

Decrease in inventories............... 2,000

7. Under the indirect method, net cash provided by operating activities would be:
a. $72,000 c. $83,000
b. $76,000 d. $84,000

8. Net cash provided by (used for) investing activities would be:
a. $18,000 c. $(6,000)
b. $(12,000) d. $24,000

9. Net cash provided by (used for) financing activities would be:
a. $4,000 c. $(8,000)
b. $2,000 d. $(11,000)

10. The cost of land must have been
a. $30,000. c. $54,000.
b. $48,000. d. Cannot be determined from the data given.

11. Blue Bunny Ice Cream began the year with $45,000 in accounts receivable and ended the
year with $31,000 in accounts receivable. If sales for the year were $650,000, the cash
collected from customers during the year amounted to:
a. $664,000 c. $733,000
b. $672,000 d. $655,000

12. Hampshire Farms, Ltd., made sales of $690,000 and had cost of goods sold of $390,000.
Inventory decreased by $15,000 and accounts payable decreased by $9,000. Operating
expenses were $175,000. How much was Hampshire Farms’ net income for the year?
a. $110,000 c. $125,000
b. $116,000 d. $300,000

13. Use the Hampshire Farms data from question 12. How much cash did Hampshire Farms
pay for inventory during the year?
a. $374,000 c. $396,000
b. $390,000 d. (Some other amount__________).
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Assess Your Progress � 655

cash equivalents (p. 622) Highly liquid short-term invest-
ments that can be converted into cash immediately. 

cash flows (p. 621) Cash receipts and cash payments
(disbursements). 

direct method (p. 624) Format of the operating activities
section of the statement of cash flows; lists the major cate-
gories of operating cash receipts (collections from customers
and receipts of interest and dividends) and cash disburse-
ments (payments to suppliers, to employees, for interest and
income taxes). 

financing activities (p. 623) Activities that obtain from
investors and creditors the cash needed to launch and sus-
tain the business; a section of the statement of cash flows. 

free cash flow (p. 649) The amount of cash available
from operations after paying for planned investments in
plant assets.

indirect method (p. 624) Format of the operating
activities section of the statement of cash flows; starts with
net income and reconciles to cash flows from operating
activities. 

investing activities (p. 623) Activities that increase or
decrease the long-term assets available to the business; a
section of the statement of cash flows. 

operating activities (p. 623) Activities that create revenue
or expense in the entity’s major line of business; a section of
the statement of cash flows. Operating activities affect the
income statement. 

statement of cash flows (p. 621) Reports cash receipts and
cash payments classified according to the entity’s major
activities: operating, investing, and financing. 

Accounting Vocabulary

Short Exercises

S12-1 (Learning Objective 1: Purposes of the statement of cash flows) State how the statement
of cash flows helps investors and creditors perform each of the following functions. (pp. 620–621)

a. Predict future cash flows.
b. Evaluate management decisions.

S12-2 (Learning Objective 2: Evaluating operating cash flows—indirect method) Examine
the Google cash-flow statement on page 620. Suppose Google’s operating activities used,
rather than provided, cash. Identify 3 things under the indirect method that could cause oper-
ating cash flows to be negative. (pp. 620, 624–625)

S12-3 (Learning Objective 3: Reporting cash flows from operating activities—indirect
method) Majestic America Transportation (MAT) began 20X6 with accounts receivable,
inventory, and prepaid expenses totaling $65,000. At the end of the year MAT had a total of
$78,000 for these current assets. At the beginning of 20X6, MAT owed current liabilities of
$42,000, and at year end current liabilities totaled $40,000.

Net income for the year was $80,000. Included in net income were a $4,000 gain on the
sale of land and depreciation expense of $9,000.

Show how MAT should report cash flows from operating activities for 20X6. MAT uses
the indirect method. Use Exhibit 12-6 (p. 628) as a guide.

S12-4 (Learning Objective 2: Identifying items for reporting cash flows from operations—
indirect method) Cooper Clinic, Inc., is preparing its statement of cash flows (indirect
method) for the year ended September 30, 20X7. Consider the following items in preparing
the company’s statement of cash flows. Identify each item as an operating activity—addition
to net income (O+), or subtraction from net income (O-); an investing activity (I); a financing
activity (F); or an activity that is not used to prepare the cash-flow statement by the indirect
method (N). Place the appropriate symbol in the blank space. (pp. 624–635).

ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS
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656 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

S12-5 (Learning Objective 3: Computing operating cash flows—indirect method) (Short
Exercise S12-6 is an alternate exercise.) Edwards Corporation accountants have assembled
the following data for the year ended June 30, 20X8.

Prepare the operating activities section of Edwards’ statement of cash flows for the year ended
June 30, 20X8. Edwards uses the indirect method for operating cash flows. (pp. 627–628)

S12-6 (Learning Objective 3: Preparing a statement of cash flows—indirect method) Use
the data in Short Exercise S12-5 to prepare Edwards Corporations’ statement of cash flows for
the year ended June 30, 20X8. Edwards uses the indirect method for operating activities. Use
Exhibit 12-7, page 630, as a guide, but you may stop after determining the net increase (or
decrease) in cash.

S12-7 (Learning Objective 3: Computing investing cash flows) Motorcars of Phoenix, Inc.,
reported the following financial statements for 20X6:

Motorcars of Phoenix, Inc.
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X6

Sales revenue ............................

Cost of goods sold....................

Salary expense..........................

Depreciation expense ...............

Other expenses.........................

Total expenses..........................

Net income ..............................

$710

$340

70

20

130

560

$150

(In thousands)

Cost of goods sold....................

Other operating expenses .........

Purchase of equipment .............

Decrease in current liabilities....

Payment of note payable ..........

Proceeds from sale of land........

Depreciation expense ...............

$100,000

35,000

40,000

5,000

30,000

60,000

8,000

Net income...............................

Payment of dividends ...............

Proceeds from issuance

 of common stock ............

Sales revenue ............................

Increase in current

 assets other than cash .....

Purchase of treasury stock........

$            ?

6,000

20,000

224,000

30,000

5,000

Loss on sale of land

Depreciation expense

Increase in inventory

Decrease in prepaid expense

Decrease in accounts receivable

Purchase of equipment

Collection of cash from 

customers

Increase in accounts payable

Net income

Payment of dividends

Decrease in accrued liabilities

Issuance of common stock

Gain on sale of building

Retained earnings

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

m.

n.
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Assess Your Progress � 657

Compute the following investing cash flows. (p. 632):

a. Acquisitions of plant assets (all were for cash). Motorcars of Phoenix sold no plant assets.
b. Proceeds from the sale of investments. Motorcars of Phoenix purchased no investments.

S12-8 (Learning Objective 3: Computing financing cash flows) Use the Motorcars of
Phoenix data in Short Exercise S12-7 to compute. (pp. 634–635)

a. New borrowing or payment of long-term notes payable. Motorcars of Phoenix had
only 1 long-term note payable transaction during the year.

b. Issuance of common stock or retirement of common stock. Motorcars of Phoenix had
only 1 common stock transaction during the year.

c. Payment of cash dividends (same as dividends declared).

S12-9 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing a statement of cash flows—direct method) Tally-Ho
Horse Farm, Inc., began 20X6 with cash of $44,000. During the year, Tally-Ho earned service
revenue of $500,000 and collected $510,000 from customers. Expenses for the year totaled
$420,000, with $400,000 paid in cash to suppliers and employees. Tally-Ho also paid $100,000
to purchase equipment and a cash dividend of $50,000 to stockholders. During 20X6 Tally-Ho
borrowed $20,000 by issuing a note payable.

Prepare the company’s statement of cash flows for the year. Format operating activities by
the direct method. (pp. 641–642)

S12-10 (Learning Objective 4: Computing operating cash flows—direct method) Short
Exercise S12-11 is an alternate. Millbrook Golf Club, Inc., provides the following data for the
year ended June 30, 20X9.

Cost of goods sold............................

Payments to suppliers.......................

Purchase of equipment .....................

Payments to employees.....................

Payment of note payable ..................

Proceeds from sale of land................

Depreciation expense .......................

$100,000

87,000

40,000

70,000

30,000

60,000

8,000

Payment of dividends .........................

Proceeds from issuance

 of common stock ......................

Sales revenue ......................................

Collections from customers ................

Payment of income tax.......................

Purchase of treasury stock..................

 $    6,000

20,000

210,000

180,000

10,000

5,000

Motorcars of Phoenix, Inc.
Comparative Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X6 and 20X5

Assets

Current:

 Cash .............................

 Accounts receivable ......

 Inventory......................

 Prepaid expenses...........

Long-term investments ...........

Plant assets, net ......................

Total .....................................

20X6

$  19

59

75

3

55

225

$436

20X5

$  16

48

84

2

75

185

$410

Liabilities

 Current:

 Accounts payable..........

 Salary payable ..............

 Accrued liabilities .........

Long-term notes payable ........

Stockholders’ Equity

Common stock.......................

Retained earnings...................

Total .....................................

20X6

$  47

23

8

68

40

250

$436

20X5

$  42

21

11

58

32

246

$410

(In thousands)

(continued)
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658 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Prepare the operating activities section of Millbrook Golf Club, Inc.’s, statement of cash
flows for the year ended June 30, 20X9. Millbrook uses the direct method for operating cash
flows. (pp. 641–642)

S12-11 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing a statement of cash flows—direct method) Use
the data in Short Exercise S12-10 to prepare Millbrook Golf Club, Inc.’s, statement of cash
flows for the year ended June 30, 20X9. Millbrook uses the direct method for operating activ-
ities. Use Exhibit 12-13, page 642, as a guide, but you may stop after determining the net
increase (or decrease) in cash.

S12-12 (Learning Objective 4: Computing operating cash flows—direct method) Use the
Motorcars of Phoenix data in Short Exercise S12-7 to compute the following:

a. Collections from customers (pp. 644–645) b. Payments for inventory (pp. 646–647)

S12-13 (Learning Objective 4: Computing operating cash flows—direct method) Use the
Motorcars of Phoenix data in Short Exercise S12-7 to compute the following:

a. Payments to employees (pp. 647–648) b. Payments of other expenses (pp. 647–648)

Exercises

E12-14 (Learning Objective 1: Identifying the purposes of the statement of cash flows) U.S.
Plating, Inc., has experienced an unbroken string of 10 years of growth in net income.
Nevertheless, the company is facing bankruptcy. Creditors are calling all of U.S. Plating’s loans
for immediate payment, and the cash is simply not available. It is clear that the company’s top
managers overemphasized profits and gave too little attention to cash flows.

� Required

Write a brief memo, in your own words, to explain to the managers of U.S. Plating, Inc., the
purposes of the statement of cash flows. (pp. 620–621)

E12-15 (Learning Objective 2: Identifying activities for the statement of cash flows—indirect
method) Tyler-Bolton Investments specializes in low-risk government bonds. Identify each of
Tyler-Bolton’s transactions as operating (O), investing (I), financing (F), noncash investing and
financing (NIF), or a transaction that is not reported on the statement of cash flows (N). Indicate
whether each item increases (+) or decreases (–) cash. The indirect method is used for operating
activities. (pp. 624–635)

E12-16 (Learning Objective 2: Classifying transactions for the statement of cash flows—
indirect method) Indicate whether each of the following transactions records an operating
activity, an investing activity, a financing activity, or a noncash investing and financing activity.
The statement of cash flows is prepared by the indirect method. (pp. 624–635)

Net income

Payment of cash dividend

Sale of long-term investment

Loss on sale of equipment

Amortization of intangible

assets

Issuance of long-term

note payable to borrow cash

Depreciation of equipment

Purchase of treasury stock

Issuance of common stock

for cash

Increase in accounts payable

Acquisition of equipment by

issuance of note payable

Payment of long-term debt

Acquisition of building by

cash payment

Accrual of salary expense

Purchase of long-term

investment

Decrease in merchandise

inventory

Increase in prepaid expenses

Cash sale of land

Decrease in accrued liabilities

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

k.

l.

m.

n.

o.

p.

q.

r.

s.

writing assignment � 
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Assess Your Progress � 659

E12-17 (Learning Objective 3: Computing cash flows from operating activities—indirect
method) The accounting records of North Central Distributors, Inc., reveal the following:

12,000

69,000

13,000

70,000

22,000

87,000

9,000

81,000

13,000

60,000

10,000

22,000

87,000

9,000

18,000

7,200

45,000

164,000

1,400

16,500

22,100

18,000

7,200

45,000

164,000

1,400

16,500

22,100

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

m.

Equipment

 Cash

Cash

 Long-Term Investment

Bonds Payable

 Cash

Building

 Note Payable, Long-Term

Loss on Disposal of Equipment

 Equipment, Net

Dividends Payable

 Cash

Furniture and Fixtures

 Cash

Cash

 Common Stock

 Capital in Excess of Par

Treasury Stock

 Cash

Cash

Accounts Receivable

 Service Revenue

Salary Expense

 Cash

Land

 Cash

Depreciation Expense

 Accumulated Depreciation

Net income.............................

Collection of dividend

 revenue .........................

Payment of interest.................

Sales revenue ..........................

Loss on sale of land................

Acquisition of land ................

$35,000

7,000

16,000

9,000

5,000

37,000

Depreciation................................

Decrease in current

 liabilities ............................

Increase in current assets

 other than cash ..................

Payment of dividends ..................

Payment of income tax................

$18,000

20,000

27,000

7,000

13,000

� Required

Compute cash flows from operating activities by the indirect method. Use the format of the
operating activities section of Exhibit 12-6 (p. 628). Also evaluate the operating cash flow of
North Central Distributors. Give the reason for your evaluation.

E12-18 (Learning Objective 3: Computing cash flows from operating activities—indirect
method) The accounting records of Saskatoon Fur Traders include these accounts:

writing assignment � 

Cash

Mar.   1

Receipts

Mar. 31

5,000

447,000

4,000

Payments 448,000

Accounts Receivable

Mar.   1

Receipts

Mar. 31

18,000

443,000

14,000

Collections 447,000

Inventory

Cost of sales 335,000

Mar.   1

Purchases

Mar. 31

19,000

337,000

21,000

Equipment

Mar.   1

Acquisition

Mar. 31

93,000

6,000

99,000

Accumulated Depreciation—Equipment

Mar.   1

Depreciation

Mar. 31

52,000

3,000

55,000

Accounts Payable

Mar.   1

Purchases

Mar. 31

14,000

337,000

19,000

Mar.   1

Net income

Mar. 31

64,000

41,000

87,000

Payments 332,000

Accrued Liabilities

Mar.   1

Receipts

Mar. 31

9,000

11,000

6,000

Payments 14,000

Retained Earnings

Quarterly

   dividend 18,000

(continued)
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660 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Compute Saskatoon’s net cash provided by (used for) operating activities during March. Use
the indirect method. Does Saskatoon have trouble collecting receivables or selling inventory?
How can you tell? (pp. 627–628)

E12-19 (Learning Objective 3: Preparing the statement of cash flows—indirect method)
The income statement and additional data of Noel Travel Products, Inc., follow:

Additional data:

a. Acquisition of plant assets was $150,000. Of this amount, $100,000 was paid in cash
and $50,000 by signing a note payable.

b. Proceeds from sale of land totaled $24,000.
c. Proceeds from issuance of common stock totaled $30,000.
d. Payment of long-term note payable was $15,000.
e. Payment of dividends was $11,000.
f. From the balance sheet:

� Required

1. Prepare Noel’s statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 20X6, using the
indirect method. (p. 630)

2. Evaluate Noel’s cash flows for the year. In your evaluation, mention all 3 categories of
cash flows and give the reason for your evaluation. (pp. 622–623)

Current Assets:

 Cash ......................................

 Accounts receivable ...............

 Inventory...............................

 Prepaid expenses....................

Current Liabilities:

 Accounts payable...................

 Accrued liabilities ..................

$47,000

43,000

83,000

9,000

$35,000

13,000

$20,000

58,000

77,000

8,000

$22,000

21,000

20X6 20X5

December 31,

Noel Travel Products, Inc.
Income Statement 

Years Ended December 31, 20X6

Revenues:

  Sales revenue.............................

  Dividend revenue ......................

Expenses:

  Cost of goods sold ....................

  Salary expense ..........................

  Depreciation expense ................

  Advertising expense ..................

  Interest expense ........................

  Income tax expense...................

   Net income ..........................

$229,000

8,000

$  91,000

45,000

29,000

4,000

2,000

9,000

$237,000

180,000

$  57,000

writing assignment � 
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E12-20 (Learning Objective 3: Interpreting a cash-flow statement—indirect method)
Consider 3 independent cases for the cash flows of 827 Boulevard Shoes. For each case, iden-
tify from the cash-flow statement how 827 Boulevard Shoes generated the cash to acquire new
plant assets. Rank the 3 cases from the most healthy financially to the least healthy. (p. 630)

Cash flows from operating activities:

 Net income ....................................

 Depreciation and amortization ......

 Increase in current assets ...............

 Decrease in current liabilities .........

Cash flows from investing activities:

 Acquisition of plant assets .............

 Sales of plant assets .......................

Cash flows from financing activities:

 Issuance of stock............................

 Payment of debt.............................

Net increase (decrease) in cash ................

$ 30,000

11,000

(1,000)

0

$ 40,000

$(91,000)

8,000

$(83,000)

$ 50,000

(9,000)

$ 41,000

$  (2,000)

Case A

$ 30,000

11,000

(19,000)

(6,000)

$ 16,000

$(91,000)

97,000

$  6,000

$ 16,000

(21,000)

$  (5,000)

$ 17,000

Case B

$ 30,000

11,000

(7,000)

(8,000)

$ 26,000

$ (91,000)

4,000

$ (87,000)

$104,000

(29,000)

$  75,000

$  14,000

Case C

E12-21 (Learning Objective 3: Computing investing and financing amounts for the
statement of cash flows) Compute the following items for the statement of cash flows:

a. Beginning and ending Plant Assets, Net, are $103,000 and $107,000, respectively.
Depreciation for the period was $21,500, and purchases of new plant assets were
$27,000. Plant assets were sold at a $1,000 loss. What were the cash proceeds of the
sale? (pp. 630–632)

b. Beginning and ending Retained Earnings are $45,000 and $73,000, respectively. Net
income for the period was $47,000, and stock dividends were $8,000. How much
were cash dividends? (pp. 634–635)

E12-22 (Learning Objective 4: Identifying activities for the statement of cash flows—direct
method) Identify each of the following transactions as operating (O), investing (I), financing
(F), noncash investing and financing (NIF), or not reported on the statement of cash flows
(N). Indicate whether each transaction increases (+) or decreases (–) cash. The direct method
is used for operating activities. (pp. 638–644)

Purchase of treasury stock

Issuance of common stock

for cash

Payment of accounts payable

Issuance of preferred stock

for cash

Payment of cash dividend

Sale of long-term investment

Amortization of patent

Collection of accounts

receivable

Issuance of long-term note

payable to borrow cash

Depreciation of equipment

Acquisition of equipment by

issuance of note payable

Payment of long-term debt

Acquisition of building by

payment of cash

Accrual of salary expense

Purchase of long-term

investment

Payment of wages to

employees

Collection of cash interest

Cash sale of land

Distribution of stock

dividend

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

__

k.

l.

m.

n.

o.

p.

q.

r.

s.
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662 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

E12-23 (Learning Objective 4: Classifying transactions for the statement of cash flows—
direct method) Indicate where, if at all, each of the following transactions would be reported
on a statement of cash flows prepared by the direct method and the accompanying schedule of
noncash investing and financing activities. (pp. 638–644)

36,000

2,000

87,700

8,300

4,300

12,000

69,000

13,000

36,000

2,000

87,700

8,300

4,300

81,000

13,000

18,000

7,200

45,000

164,000

1,400

16,500

22,100

18,000

7,200

45,000

164,000

1,400

16,500

22,100

Equipment

 Cash

Cash 

 Long-Term Investment

Bonds Payable

 Cash

Building

 Cash

Cash

 Accounts Receivable

Dividends Payable

 Cash

Furniture and Fixtures

 Note Payable, Short-Term

Retained Earnings

 Common Stock

Cash

 Interest Revenue

Land

 Cash

Accounts Payable

 Cash

Salary Expense

 Cash 

Cash 

 Common Stock 

 Capital in Excess of Par

Treasury Stock

 Cash

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

m.

n.

E12-24 (Learning Objective 4: Computing cash flows from operating activities—direct
method) The accounting records of Jasmine Pharmaceuticals, Inc., reveal the following:

� Required

Compute cash flows from operating activities by the direct method. Use the format of the
operating activities section of Exhibit 12-13 (pp. 641–642). Also evaluate Jasmine’s operating
cash flow. Give the reason for your evaluation. (pp. 622–623, 641–642)

E12-25 (Learning Objective 4: Identifying items for the statement of cash flows—direct
method) Selected accounts of Fishbowl Antiques show the following:

Payment of salaries and

 wages................................

Depreciation...............................

Decrease in current

 liabilities ..........................

Increase in current assets

 other than cash ................

Payment of dividends ................

Collection of accounts

 receivable.........................  

$34,000

22,000

20,000

27,000

12,000

93,000

Net income.................................  

Payment of income tax...............

Collection of dividend

 revenue .............................

Payment of interest.....................

Cash sales...................................

Loss on sale of land ...................

Acquisition of land ....................

Payment of accounts

 payable ............................

$34,000

13,000

7,000

16,000

38,000

5,000

37,000

54,000
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� Required

For each account, identify the item or items that should appear on a statement of cash flows
prepared by the direct method. State where to report the item. (pp. 639–644)

E12-26 (Learning Objective 4: Preparing the statement of cash flows—direct method) The
income statement and additional data of Floral World, Inc., follow:

Additional data:

a. Collections from customers are $30,000 more than sales.
b. Payments to suppliers are $1,000 more than the sum of cost of goods sold plus adver-

tising expense.

Floral World, Inc.
Income Statement 

Year Ended June 30, 20X6

Revenues:

 Sales revenue ............................

 Dividend revenue .....................

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold....................

 Salary expense..........................

 Depreciation expense ...............

 Advertising expense..................

 Interest expense........................

 Income tax expense ..................

     Net income ..........................

$229,000

15,000

$103,000

45,000

29,000

11,000

2,000

9,000

$244,000

199,000

$  45,000

Beginning balance

Payments 40,000 Salary expense 38,000

Ending balance

Salary Payable

9,000

7,000

Beginning balance

Acquisitions 145,000 Book value of building sold 109,000*

Ending balance

*Sale price was 140,000.

Buildings

90,000

108,000

Depreciation 18,000

Payments 69,000 Issuance of note payable for cash 83,000

Beginning balance 273,000

Ending balance 287,000

Notes Payable

writing assignment � 

(continued)
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664 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

c. Payments to employees are $1,000 more than salary expense.
d. Dividend revenue, interest expense, and income tax expense equal their cash amounts.
e. Acquisition of plant assets is $150,000. Of this amount, $101,000 is paid in cash and

$49,000 by signing a note payable.
f. Proceeds from sale of land total $24,000.
g. Proceeds from issuance of common stock total $30,000.
h. Payment of long-term note payable is $15,000.
i. Payment of dividends is $11,000.
j. Cash balance, June 30, 20X5, was $20,000.

� Required

1. Prepare Floral World, Inc.’s, statement of cash flows and accompanying schedule of non-
cash investing and financing activities. Report operating activities by the direct method.
(pp. 641–644)

2. Evaluate Floral World’s cash flows for the year. In your evaluation, mention all 3 cate-
gories of cash flows and give the reason for your evaluation. (pp. 622–623)

E12-27 (Learning Objective 4: Computing amounts for the statement of cash flows—direct
method) Compute the following items for the statement of cash flows:

a. Beginning and ending Accounts Receivable are $22,000 and $32,000, respectively.
Credit sales for the period total $60,000. How much are cash collections from cus-
tomers? (pp. 644–645)

b. Cost of goods sold is $111,000. Beginning Inventory was $25,000, and ending
Inventory is $21,000. Beginning and ending Accounts Payable are $14,000 and
$8,000, respectively. How much are cash payments for inventory? (pp. 646–647)

Challenge Exercises

E12-28 (Learning Objective 3, 4: Computing cash-flow amounts) 500 Broad Street, Inc.,
reported the following in its financial statements for the year ended August 31, 20X9 (in
thousands):

Income Statement

   Net sales ..............................................

   Cost of sales ........................................

   Depreciation ........................................

   Other operating expenses ....................

   Income tax expense .............................

   Net income ..........................................

Balance Sheet

   Cash and equivalents ...........................

   Accounts receivable .............................

   Inventory.............................................

   Property and equipment, net................

   Accounts payable.................................

   Accrued liabilities ................................

   Income tax payable..............................

   Long-term liabilities.............................

   Common stock ....................................

   Retained earnings ................................

$24,623

18,048

269

3,883

537

$  1,886

$       17

601

3,100

4,345

1,547

938

201

478

519

4,380

$21,207

15,466

230

4,248

486

$     777

$       13

615

2,831

3,428

1,364

631

194

464

446

3,788

20X9 20X8
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Determine the following cash receipts and payments for 500 Broad Street, Inc., during 20X9:

a. Collections from customers
(pp. 644–645)

b. Payments for inventory 
(pp. 646–647)

c. Payments for other operating
expenses (pp. 646–647)

E12-29 (Learning Objective 3: Using the balance sheet and the cash-flow statement
together) Crown Specialties reported the following at December 31, 20X8 (in thousands):

Determine the following items for Crown Specialties during 20X8:

1. Gain or loss on the sale of property and equipment (p. 631)

2. Amount of long-term debt issued for something other than cash (pp. 633, 635–636)

Quiz
Test your understanding of the statement of cash flows by answering the following questions. Select
the best choice from among the possible answers given.

Q12-30 Paying off bonds payable is reported on the statement of cash flows under 
(pp. 624–625)
a. operating activities. c. financing activities.
b. investing activities. d. noncash investing and financing activities.

Q12-31 The sale of inventory for cash is reported on the statement of cash flows under 
(pp. 624–625, 630)
a. operating activities. c. financing activities.
b. investing activities. d. noncash investing and financing activities.

Q12-32 Selling equipment is reported on the statement of cash flows under (pp. 624–625)
a. operating activities. c. financing activities.
b. investing activities. d. noncash investing and financing activities.

Q12-33 Which of the following terms appears on a statement of cash flows—indirect
method? (pp. 624–625)
a. Payments to suppliers c. Collections from customers
b. Depreciation expense d. Cash receipt of interest revenue

Q12-34 On an indirect method statement of cash flows, an increase in a prepaid insurance
would be: (pp. 624–625)
a. included in payments to suppliers. c. added to increases in current assets.
b. added to net income. d. deducted from net income.

From the comparative balance sheet:

  Property and equipment, net........................................

  Long-term notes payable..............................................

From the statement of cash flows:

  Depreciation ................................................................

  Capital expenditures ....................................................

  Proceeds from sale of

   property and equipment ..........................................

  Proceeds from issuance of long-term note payable .......

  Payment of long-term note payable..............................

  Issuance of common stock ...........................................

$11,150

4,400

$  1,920

(4,130)

770

1,190

(110)

383

$9,590

3,080

20X8 20X7

d. Payment of income tax (pp. 647–648)
e. Proceeds from issuance of common stock

(p. 633)
f. Payment of cash dividends (pp. 634–635)
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666 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Q12-35 On an indirect method statement of cash flows, an increase in accounts payable
would be: (pp. 624–625)
a. reported in the investing activities section.
b. reported in the financing activities section.
c. added to net income in the operating activities section.
d. deducted from net income in the operating activities section.

Q12-36 On an indirect method statement of cash flows, a gain on the sale of plant assets
would be (pp. 624–625)
a. ignored, since the gain did not generate any cash.
b. reported in the investing activities section.
c. deducted from net income in the operating activities section.
d. added to net income in the operating activities section.

Q12-37 Paying cash dividends is a/an ____________ activity. (pp. 624–625)

Receiving cash dividends is a/an ____________ activity. (pp. 641–642)

Q12-38 Matlock Camera Co. sold equipment with a cost of $20,000 and accumulated
depreciation of $8,000 for an amount that resulted in a gain of $3,000. What amount should
Matlock report on the statement of cash flows as “proceeds from sale of plant assets”? (p. 631)
a. $9,000 c. $15,000
b. $17,000 d. Some other amount (fill in the blank)

Questions 39–47 use the following data. Taft Corporation formats operating cash flows by the
indirect method.

*The book value of equipment sold during 20X3 was $20,000.

Taft’s Income Statement for 20X3

Sales revenue .....................................

Gain on sale of equipment.................

Cost of goods sold.............................

Depreciation......................................

Other operating expenses ..................

Net income .......................................

$180,000  

8,000*

$110,000  

6,000  

25,000  

$188,000

141,000

$  47,000

Cash..................................

Accounts receivable...........

Inventory...........................

Plant and equipment, net...

$    4,000

7,000

10,000

93,000

$114,000

$  1,000

11,000

9,000

69,000

$90,000

20X3 20X2

Accounts payable ...............

Accrued liabilities...............

Common stock...................

Retained earnings...............

$    6,000

7,000

20,000

81,000

$114,000

$ 7,000

3,000

10,000

70,000

$90,000

20X3 20X2

Taft’s Comparative Balance Sheet at the end of 20X3
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Q12-39 How many items enter the computation of Taft’s net cash provided by operating
activities? (pp. 624–625)
a. 2 c. 5
b. 3 d. 7

Q12-40 How do Taft’s accrued liabilities affect the company’s statement of cash flows for
20X3? (pp. 624–625)
a. They don’t because the accrued liabilities are not yet paid.
b. Increase in cash provided by operating activities.
c. Increase in cash used by investing activities.
d. Increase in cash used by financing activities

Q12-41 How do accounts receivable affect Taft’s cash flows from operating activities for
20X3? (pp. 624–625)
a. Increase in cash provided by operating activities.
b. Decrease in cash provided by operating activities
c. They don’t because accounts receivable result from investing activities.
d. Decrease in cash used by investing activities.

Q12-42 Taft’s net cash provided by operating activities during 20X3 was: (pp. 627–628)
a. $3,000 c. $51,000
b. $47,000 d. $58,000

Q12-43 How many items enter the computation of Taft’s net cash flow from investing activ-
ities for 20X3? (pp. 624–625)
a. 2 c. 5
b. 3 d. 7

Q12-44 The book value of equipment sold during 20X3 was $20,000. Taft’s net cash flow
from investing activities for 20X3 was: (pp. 631)
a. net cash used of $22,000. c. net cash used of $50,000.
b. net cash used of $28,000. d. net cash used of $28,000.

Q12-45 How many items enter the computation of Taft’s net cash flow from financing activ-
ities for 20X3? (pp. 624–625)
a. 2 c. 5
b. 3 d. 7

Q12-46 Taft’s largest financing cash flow for 20X3 resulted from: (p. 630)
a. sale of equipment. c. issuance of common stock.
b. purchase of equipment. d. payment of dividends.

Q12-47 Taft’s net cash flow from financing activities for 20X3 was: (p. 630)
a. net cash used of $25,000. c. net cash provided of $10,000.
b. net cash used of $20,000. d. net cash used of $26,000.

Q12-48 Sales totaled $800,000, accounts receivable increased by $40,000, and accounts
payable decreased by $35,000. How much cash did the company collect from customers? 
(pp. 644–645)
a. $760,000 c. $800,000
b. $795,000 d. $840,000

Q12-49 Income Tax Payable was $5,000 at the end of the year and $2,800 at the beginning.
Income tax expense for the year totaled $59,100. What amount of cash did the company pay
for income tax during the year? (pp. 647–648)
a. $56,900 c. $61,300
b. $59,100 d. $61,900
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668 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Problems

(Group A)

P12-50A (Learning Objective 1, 2: Using cash-flow data to evaluate performance) Top
managers of Relax Inns are reviewing company performance for 20X9. The income statement
reports a 20% increase in net income over 20X8. However, most of the increase resulted from
an extraordinary gain on insurance proceeds from storm damage to a building. The balance
sheet shows a large increase in receivables. The cash-flow statement, in summarized form,
reports the following:

� Required

Write a memo giving Relax Inns’ managers your assessment of 20X9 operations and your out-
look for the future. Focus on the information content of the cash-flow data. (pp. 622–623)

P12-51A (Learning Objective 2, 3: Preparing an income statement, balance sheet, and
statement of cash flows—indirect method) Vintage Automobiles of Philadelphia, Inc., was
formed on January 1, 20X8, when Vintage issued its common stock for $300,000. Early in
January, Vintage made the following cash payments:

a. $150,000 for equipment
b. $120,000 for inventory (4 cars at $30,000 each)
c. $20,000 for 20X8 rent on a store building

In February, Vintage purchased 6 cars for inventory on account. Cost of this inventory was
$260,000 ($43,333.33 each). Before year end, Vintage paid $208,000 of this debt. Vintage
uses the FIFO method to account for inventory.

During 20X8, Vintage sold 8 vintage autos for a total of $500,000. Before year end,
Vintage collected 80% of this amount.

The business employs 3 people. The combined annual payroll is $95,000, of which
Vintage owes $4,000 at year end. At the end of the year, Vintage paid income tax of $10,000.

Late in 20X8, Vintage declared and paid cash dividends of $11,000.
For equipment, Vintage uses the straight-line depreciation method, over 5 years, with

zero residual value.

� Required

1. Prepare Vintage Automobiles of Philadelphia, Inc.’s, income statement for the year ended
December 31, 20X8. Use the single-step format, with all revenues listed together and all
expenses together. (pp. 627–628)

2. Prepare Vintage’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X8. (pp. 625–626)
3. Prepare Vintage’s statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 20X8. Format

cash flows from operating activities by using the indirect method. (p. 630)

P12-52A (Learning Objective 2, 3: Preparing the statement of cash flows—indirect
method) Primrose Software Corp. has assembled the following data for the year ended
December 31, 20X7.

Net cash used for operating activities ..................... $(80,000)

Net cash provided by investing activities ................ 40,000

Net cash provided by financing activities ............... 50,000

Increase in cash during 20X9 ................................. $ 10,000

writing assignment � 

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
exercises using PHGA.
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� Required

Prepare Primrose Software Corp.’s statement of cash flows using the indirect method to report
operating activities. Include an accompanying schedule of noncash investing and financing
activities. (pp. 630, 635–636)

P12-53A (Learning Objective 2, 3: Preparing the statement of cash flows—indirect
method) The comparative balance sheet of Northern Movie Theater Company at March 31,
20X9, reported the following:

Current assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents ...............

 Accounts receivable .........................

 Inventories .......................................

 Prepaid expenses..............................

Current liabilities:

 Accounts payable.............................

 Accrued liabilities ............................

 Income tax payable..........................

$14,000

21,700

60,600

1,700

$27,600

11,100

4,700

20X8

March 31,

$  9,900

14,900

63,200

1,900

$30,300

10,700

8,000

20X9

Acquisition of land by issuing

 long-term note payable .....

Stock dividends .....................

Collection of loan..................

Depreciation expense ............

Purchase of building..............

Retirement of bonds payable

 by issuing common stock ....

Purchase of long-term

 investment.........................

$95,000

31,800

8,700

21,800

125,300

65,000

31,600

Transaction Data for 20X7:

Purchase of treasury stock.....

Loss on sale of equipment .....

Payment of cash dividends ....

Issuance of long-term note

 payable to borrow cash.....

Net income..........................

Issuance of common stock

 for cash ...........................

Procedes from sale of 

 equipment .......................

Amortization expense..........

$14,300

11,700

18,300

34,400

45,100

41,200

58,000

5,300

Current Accounts:

Current assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents ................

 Accounts receivable ..........................

 Inventories ........................................

 Prepaid expenses...............................

Current liabilities:

 Accounts payable..............................

 Income tax payable...........................

 Accrued liabilities .............................

$38,700

69,700

88,600

5,300

$57,200

18,600

15,500

$22,700

64,200

83,000

4,100

$55,800

16,700

27,200

20X7

December 31,

20X6

writing assignment � 

� spreadsheet
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670 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Northern’s transactions during the year ended March 31, 20X9, included the following:

� Required

1. Prepare Northern Movie Theater Company’s statement of cash flows for the year ended March
31, 20X9, using the indirect method to report cash flows from operating activities. Report non-
cash investing and financing activities in an accompanying schedule. (pp. 630, 635–636)

2. Evaluate Northern’s cash flows for the year. Mention all 3 categories of cash flows and
give the reason for your evaluation. (pp. 622–623)

P12-54A (Learning Objective 2, 3: Preparing the statement of cash flows—indirect
method) The 20X8 comparative balance sheet and income statement of 4 Seasons Supply
Corp. follow. 4 Seasons had no noncash investing and financing transactions during 20X8.
During the year, there were no sales of land or equipment, no issuance of notes payable, no
retirements of stock, and no treasury stock transactions.

� Required

1. Prepare the 20X8 statement of cash flows, formatting operating activities by using the
indirect method. (p. 630)

2. How will what you learned in this problem help you evaluate an investment? (Challenge)

Current assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents .............

 Accounts receivable .......................

 Inventories .....................................

 Prepaid expenses............................

Plant assets:

 Land ..............................................

 Equipment,net ...............................

Total assets..............................................

Current liabilities:

 Accounts payable...........................

 Salary payable ...............................

 Other accrued liabilities .................

Long-term liabilities:

 Notes payable................................

Stockholders’ equity:

 Common stock, no-par..................

 Retained earnings ..........................

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity.....

$ 12,300

(400)

(3,600)

600

29,000

4,100

$ 42,000

$  2,100

(3,500)

(1,100)

(25,000)

23,600

45,900

$ 42,000

Increase

(Decrease)

$    5,300

27,600

87,200

1,900

60,000

49,400

$231,400

$  33,700

6,600

23,700

100,000

64,700

2,700

$231,400

20X7

December 31,

$  17,600

27,200

83,600

2,500

89,000

53,500

$273,400

$  35,800

3,100

22,600

75,000

88,300

48,600

$273,400

20X8

4 Season Supply Corp.
Comparative Balance Sheet

$101,000

2,000

30,000

78,700

50,000

Acquisition of land

 by issuing note payable .....

Amortization expense............

Payment of cash dividend......

Cash purchase of 

 equipment .........................

Issuance of long-term note

 payable to borrow cash.....

$13,700

15,300

47,000

50,000

11,000

18,000

Sale of long-term investment.

Depreciation expense ............

Cash purchase of building .....

Net income............................

Issuance of common

 stock for cash....................

Stock dividend.......................
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P12-55A (Learning Objective 2, 4: Preparing the statement of cash flows—direct method)
Ethan Allen Furniture Gallery, Inc., provided the following data from the company’s records
for the year ended April 30, 20X7:

a. Credit sales, $583,900 n. Payments to suppliers, $368,500

b. Loan to another company, $12,500 o. Cash sales, $171,900

c. Cash payments to purchase plant p. Depreciation expense, $59,900

assets, $59,400 q. Proceeds from issuance of note payable,

d. Cost of goods sold, $382,600 $19,600

e. Proceeds from issuance of common r. Payments of long-term notes payable, 
stock, $8,000 $50,000

f. Payment of cash dividends, $48,400 s. Interest expense and payments, $13,300

g. Collection of interest, $4,400 t. Salary expense, $95,300

h. Acquisition of equipment by issuing u. Loan collections, $12,800

short-term note payable, $16,400 v. Proceeds from sale of investments,

i. Payments of salaries, $93,600 $9,100, including $2,000 gain

j. Proceeds from sale of plant assets, w. Payment of short-term note payable by

$22,400, including $6,800 loss issuing long-term note payable, $63,000

k. Collections on accounts receivable, x. Amortization expense, $2,900

$428,600 y. Income tax expense and payments,

l. Interest revenue, $3,800 $37,900

m.Cash receipt of dividend revenue, z. Cash balance: April 30, 20X6, $39,300;

$4,100 April 30, 20X7, $36,600

� Required

1. Prepare Ethan Allen Furniture Gallery, Inc.’s, statement of cash flows for the year ended April
30, 20X7. Use the direct method for cash flows from operating activities. Follow the format
of Exhibit 12-13 (p. 642), but do not show amounts in thousands. Include an accompanying
schedule of noncash investing and financing activities. (pp. 641–642, 643–644)

2. Evaluate 20X7 from a cash-flow standpoint. Give your reasons. (pp. 622–623)

P12-56A (Learning Objective 2, 4: Preparing an income statement, balance sheet, and
statement of cash flows—direct method) Use the Vintage Automobiles of Philadelphia, Inc.,
data from Problem P12-51A.

4 Season Supply Corp.
Income Statement for 20X8

Revenues:

 Sales revenue .................................

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold .........................

 Salary expense ...............................

 Depreciation expense.....................

 Other operating expense................

 Interest expense .............................

 Income tax expense .......................

 Total expenses ...............................

 Net income ....................................

$228,700

153,600

$  75,100

$70,600

27,800

4,000

10,500

11,600

29,100

writing assignment � 

(continued)
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672 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

� Required

1. Prepare Vintage’s income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X8. Use the single-
step format, with all revenues listed together and all expenses together. (pp. 645–646)

2. Prepare Vintage’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X8. (pp. 645–646)
3. Prepare Vintage’s statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 20X8. Format

cash flows from operating activities by using the direct method. (pp. 641–642)

P12-57A (Learning Objective 2, 4: Preparing the statement of cash flows—direct method)
Use the 4 Seasons Supply Corp. data from Problem P12-54A.

� Required

1. Prepare the 20X8 statement of cash flows by using the direct method. (pp. 641–642)
2. How will what you learned in this problem help you evaluate an investment? (Challenge)

P12-58A (Learning Objective 3, 4: Preparing the statement of cash flows—direct and
indirect methods) To prepare the statement of cash flows, accountants for Franklin Electric
Company have summarized 20X8 activity in 2 accounts as follows:

writing assignment � 

� spreadsheet

Cash

Beginning balance 53,600 Payments on accounts payable 399,100

Issuance of common stock

Payments of dividends 27,200

Receipts of dividends

21,200

Payments of salaries and wages 143,800

Payments of interest 26,900

Sale of long-term investment

661,700

Purchase of equipment 31,400

47,300

Payments of operating expenses 34,300

Collections from customers

17,100

Payment of long-term note payable 41,300

Purchase of treasury stock 26,400

Payment of income tax 18,900

Ending balance 51,600

Common Stock

Beginning balance

Issuance for cash

Issuance to acquire land

Issuance to retire note payable

84,400

47,300

80,100

19,000

Ending balance 230,800

� Required

1. Prepare the statement of cash flows of Franklin Electric Company for the year ended
December 31, 20X8, using the direct method to report operating activities. Also prepare
the accompanying schedule of noncash investing and financing activities. (pp. 641–644)

2. Use the following data from Franklin’s 20X8 income statement and balance sheet to
prepare a supplementary schedule of cash flows from operating activities by using the
indirect method. (pp. 627–628)
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Franklin Electric Company
Selected Balance Sheet Data

Current assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents ................

 Accounts receivable ..........................

 Inventories ........................................

 Prepaid expenses...............................

Long-term investments ...............................

Equipment, net...........................................

Land .........................................................

Current liabilities:

 Accounts payable..............................

 Interest payable ................................

 Salary payable ..................................

 Other accrued liabilities ....................

 Income tax payable...........................

Long-term note payable .............................

Common stock...........................................

Retained earnings.......................................

Treasury stock............................................

$   (2,000)

27,600

(11,800)

600

(22,300)

12,100

80,100

$   (8,300)

1,900

7,000

10,400

(2,700)

(60,300)

146,400

16,300

(26,400)

20X8

Increase

(Decrease)

Franklin Electric Company
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X8

Revenues:

 Sales revenue .....................................

 Dividend revenue...............................

  Total revenue ................................

Expenses and losses:

 Cost of goods sold .............................

 Salary and wage expense ...................

 Depreciation expense.........................

 Other operating expense....................

 Interest expense .................................

 Income tax expense ...........................

 Loss on sale of investments ................

  Total expenses and losses ..............

Net income..................................................

$689,300

17,100

706,400

662,900

$  43,500

$402,600

150,800

19,300

44,100

28,800

16,200

1,100
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674 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

P12-59A (Learning Objective 3, 4: Preparing the statement of cash flows—indirect and
direct methods) The comparative balance sheet of Graphic Design Studio, Inc., at June 30,
20X9, included these amounts.

Transaction data for the year ended June 30, 20X9:

a. Net income, $60,300
b. Depreciation expense on equipment, $13,400
c. Purchased long-term investment, $4,900
d. Sold land for $46,900, including $6,700 loss
e. Acquired equipment by issuing long-term note payable, $14,300
f. Paid long-term note payable, $61,000
g. Received cash for issuance of common stock, $3,900
h. Paid cash dividends, $38,100
i. Paid short-term note payable by issuing common stock, $4,700

� Required

1. Prepare the statement of cash flows of Graphic Design Studio, Inc., for the year ended June
30, 20X9, using the indirect method to report operating activities. Also prepare the accom-
panying schedule of noncash investing and financing activities. All current accounts
except short-term notes payable result from operating transactions. (pp. 630, 635–636)

2. Prepare a supplementary schedule showing cash flows from operations by the direct
method. The accounting records provide the following: collections from customers

Graphic Design Studio
Balance Sheet

June 30, 20X9 and 20X8

Current assets:

 Cash ..............................................

 Accounts receivable .......................

 Inventories .....................................

 Prepaid expenses............................

Long-term investment .............................

Equipment, net........................................

Land ......................................................

Current liabilities:

 Notes payable, short-term .............

 Accounts payable...........................

 Income tax payable........................

 Accrued liabilities ..........................

 Interest payable .............................

 Salary payable ...............................

Long-term note payable ..........................

Common stock........................................

Retained earnings....................................

$ 20,000

(3,100)

8,400

900

4,900

900

(53,600)

$(21,600)

$(4,700)

2,100

(700)

(1,500)

800

(1,700)

(46,700)

8,600

22,200

$(21,600)

Increase

(Decrease)

$   8,600

51,900

60,200

2,800

5,200

73,600

96,000

$298,300

$18,100

40,300

14,500

9,700

2,900

2,600

94,100

51,200

64,900

$298,300

20X8

$  28,600

48,800

68,600

3,700

10,100

74,500

42,400

$276,700

$  13,400

42,400

13,800

8,200

3,700

900

47,400

59,800

87,100

$276,700

20X9
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$261,800; interest received, $1,300; payments to suppliers, $133,500; payments to
employees, $40,500; payments for income tax, $10,600; and payment of interest,
$5,300. (pp. 641–642)

(Group B)

P12-60B (Learning Objective 1, 2: Using cash-flow information to evaluate performance)
Top managers of Culinary Imports are reviewing company performance for 20X7. The
income statement reports a 15% increase in net income, the fifth consecutive year showing an
income increase above 10%. The income statement includes a nonrecurring loss without
which net income would have increased by 16%. The balance sheet shows modest increases
in assets, liabilities, and stockholders’ equity. The assets posting the largest increases are plant
and equipment because the company is halfway through a 5-year expansion program. No
other asset and no liabilities are increasing dramatically. A summarized version of the cash-
flow statement reports the following:

� Required

Write a memo giving top managers of Culinary Imports your assessment of 20X7
operations and your outlook for the future. Focus on the net income and the cash-flow
data. (pp. 622–623)

P12-61B (Learning Objective 2, 3: Preparing an income statement, balance sheet, and
statement of cash flows—indirect method) Cruise America Motorhomes, Inc. (CAM), was
formed on January 1, 20X8, when the company issued its common stock for $200,000. Early
in January, CAM made the following cash payments:

a. For store fixtures, $50,000
b. For inventory 2 motorhomes at $60,000 each, a total of $120,000
c. For rent on a store building, $12,000

In February, CAM purchased 3 motorhomes on account. Cost of this inventory was $160,000
($53,333.33 each). Before year end, CAM paid $140,000 of this debt. CAM uses the FIFO
method to account for inventory.

During 20X8, CAM sold 4 motorhomes for a total of $560,000. Before year end, CAM
collected 90% of this amount.

The store employs 3 people. The combined annual payroll is $90,000, of which CAM
owes $3,000 at year end. At the end of the year, CAM paid income tax of $64,000.

Late in 20X8, CAM declared and paid cash dividends of $40,000.
For store fixtures, CAM uses the straight-line depreciation method, over 5 years, with

zero residual value.

� Required

1. Prepare Cruise America Motorhomes, Inc.’s, income statement for the year ended
December 31, 20X8. Use the single-step format, with all revenues listed together and all
expenses together. (pp. 627–628)

2. Prepare CAM’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X8. (p. 626)
3. Prepare CAM’s statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 20X8. Format

cash flows from operating activities by the indirect method. (p. 630)

Net cash provided by operating activities ............

Net cash used for investing activities ...................

Net cash provided by financing activities ............

Increase in cash during 20X7 ..............................

$ 310,000

(290,000)

50,000

$  70,000

writing assignment � 
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676 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

P12-62B (Learning Objective 2, 3: Preparing the statement of cash flows—indirect
method) Accountants for Crowne Plaza Products, Inc., have assembled the following data for
the year ended December 31, 20X4:

� Required

Prepare Crowne Plaza Products’ statement of cash flows using the indirect method to report
operating activities. Include an accompanying schedule of noncash investing and financing
activities. (pp. 630, 635–636)

P12-63B (Learning Objective 2, 3: Preparing the statement of cash flows—indirect method)
The comparative balance sheet of Crossbow Novelties Corp. at December 31, 20X5, reported
the following:

Current Assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents ...............

 Accounts receivable .........................

 Inventories .......................................

 Prepaid expenses..............................

Current Liabilities:

 Accounts payable.............................

 Accrued liabilities ............................

 Income tax payable..........................

$28,800

28,600

51,600

4,200

$31,100

14,300

11,000

$12,500

29,300

53,000

3,700

$28,000

16,800

14,300

20X5

December 31,

20X4

Current Accounts:

    Current assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents ................

 Accounts receivable ..........................

 Inventories ........................................

 Prepaid expenses...............................

    Current liabilities:

 Accounts payable..............................

 Income tax payable...........................

 Accrued liabilities .............................

$29,100

70,100

90,600

3,200

$71,600

5,900

28,300

$34,800

73,700

96,500

2,100

$67,500

6,800

23,200

20X4

December 31,

20X3

Payment of cash dividends ......

Issuance of long-term note

 payable to borrow cash.........

Net income..............................

Issuance of preferred stock

 for cash ...............................

Sale of long-term investment ...

Amortization expense..............

Payment of long-term 

 note payable........................

Gain on sale of investment ......

$48,300

71,000

31,000

36,200

12,200

1,100

47,800

3,500

Transaction Data for 20X4:

Stock dividends .......................

Collection of loan....................

Depreciation expense ..............

Purchase of equipment ............

Payment of note payable 

 by issuing common stock ....

Purchase of long-term

 investment...........................

Acquisition of building by

 issuing long-term note

 payable ...............................

$  12,600

10,300

29,200

69,000

89,400

44,800

201,000

writing assignment � 

� spreadsheet
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Crossbow’s transactions during 20X5 included the following:

� Required

1. Prepare the statement of cash flows of Crossbow Novelties Corp. for the year ended December
31, 20X5. Use the indirect method to report cash flows from operating activities. Report non-
cash investing and financing activities in an accompanying schedule. (pp. 630, 635–636)

2. Evaluate Crossbow’s cash flows for the year. Mention all 3 categories of cash flows and
give the reason for your evaluation.

P12-64B (Learning Objective 2, 3: Preparing the statement of cash flows—indirect
method) The 20X8 comparative balance sheet and income statement of Riverbend Pools, Inc.,
follows. Riverbend had no noncash investing and financing transactions during 20X8. During
the year, there were no sales of land or equipment, no issuances of notes payable, no retire-
ments of stock, and no treasury stock transactions.

� Required

1. Prepare the statement of cash flows of Riverbend Pools, Inc., for the year ended
December 31, 20X8. Format operating activities by the indirect method. (p. 630)

2. How will what you learned in this problem help you evaluate an investment? (Challenge)

Riverbend Pools, Inc.
Comparative Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X8 and 20X7

Current assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents ...........................

 Accounts receivable .....................................

 Inventories ...................................................

 Prepaid expenses..........................................

Plant assets:

 Land ............................................................

 Equipment, net ............................................

 Total assets...........................................................

Current liabilities:

 Accounts payable.........................................

 Salary payable .............................................

 Other accrued liabilities ...............................

Long-term liabilities:

 Notes payable..............................................

Stockholders’ equity:

 Common stock, no-par................................

 Retained earnings ........................................

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity ...............

$  28,700

47,100

94,300

1,700

35,100

100,900

$307,800

$  22,700

2,100

24,400

55,000

131,100

72,500

$307,800

$  15,600

44,000

89,900

2,200

10,000

93,700

$255,400

$  24,600

1,400

22,500

65,000

122,300

19,600

$255,400

20X8 20X7

$13,100

3,100

4,400

(500)

25,100

7,200

$52,400

$ (1,900)

700

1,900

(10,000)

8,800

52,900

$52,400

Increase

(Decrease)

$124,000

52,000

105,600

13,000

6,000

Cash purchase of 

 building ...............

Net income....................

Issuance of common

 stock for cash ......

Stock dividend...............

Sale of long-term

 investment ...........

5,000

17,000

55,000

32,000

30,000

12,800

Amortization expense.................

Payment of cash dividends .........

Cash purchase of equipment ......

Issuance of long-term note

 payable to borrow cash ....

Retirement of note payable

 by issuing common stock....

Depreciation expense .................

writing assignment � 

� spreadsheet

(continued)
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678 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

P12-65B (Learning Objective 2, 4: Preparing the statement of cash flows—direct method)
Rocco’s Gourmet Foods, Inc., provides the following data from the company’s records for the
year ended July 31, 20X5:

Riverbend Pools, Inc.
Income Statement for 20X8

Revenues:

 Sales revenue .................................

 Interest revenue .............................

  Total revenues .........................

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold .........................

 Salary expense ...............................

 Depreciation expense.....................

 Other operating expense................

 Interest expense .............................

 Income tax expense .......................

  Total expenses.........................

Net income..............................................  

$185,200

76,400

15,300

49,700

24,600

16,900

$438,000

11,700

449,700

368,100

$  81,600

a. Salary expense, $105,300
b. Cash payments to purchase plant

assets, $181,000
c. Proceeds from issuance of note

payable, $44,100
d. Payments of long-term note payable,

$18,800
e. Proceeds from sale of plant assets,

$59,700, including $10,600 gain
f. Interest revenue, $12,100
g. Cash receipt of dividend revenue on

stock investments, $2,700
h. Payments to suppliers, $673,300
i. Interest expense and payments,

$37,800
j. Cost of goods sold, $481,100
k. Collection of interest revenue,

$11,700
l. Acquisition of equipment by issuing

short-term note payable, $35,500

m.Payments of salaries, $104,000
n. Credit sales, $768,100
o. Loan to another company, $35,000
p. Income tax expense and payments,

$56,400
q. Depreciation expense, $27,700
r. Collections on accounts receivable,

$741,100
s. Loan collections, $74,400
t. Proceeds from sale of investments,

$34,700, including $3,800 loss
u. Payment of long-term note payable by

issuing  preferred stock, $107,300
v. Amortization expense, $23,900
w. Cash sales, $146,000
x. Proceeds from issuance of common

stock, $50,000
y. Payment of cash dividends, $50,500
z. Cash balance: July 31, 20X4—

$23,800; July 31, 20X5—$31,400

� Required

1. Prepare Rocco’s Gourmet Foods, Inc.’s, statement of cash flows for the year ended July
31, 20X5. Use the direct method for cash flows from operating activities. Follow the for-
mat of Exhibit 12-13, but do not show amounts in thousands. Include an accompanying
schedule of noncash investing and financing activities. (pp. 641–644)

2. Evaluate 20X5 in terms of cash flow. Give your reasons. (pp. 622–623)
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Assess Your Progress � 679

P12-66B (Learning Objective 2, 4: Preparing an income statement, balance sheet, and
statement of cash flows—direct method) Use the Cruise America Motorhomes, Inc. (CAM),
data from Problem P12-61B.

� Required

1. Prepare CAM’s income statement for the year ended December 31, 20X8. Use the single-
step format, with all the revenues listed together and all expenses together. (pp. 645–646)

2. Prepare CAM’s balance sheet at December 31, 20X8. (pp. 645–646)
3. Prepare CAM’s statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 20X8. Format

cash flows from operating activities by using the direct method. (pp. 641–642)

P12-67B (Learning Objective 2, 4: Preparing the statement of cash flows—direct method)
Use the Riverbend Pools, Inc., data from Problem P12-64B.

� Required

1. Prepare the 20X8 statement of cash flows by using the direct method. (pp. 641–642)
2. How will what you learned in this problem help you evaluate an investment? (Challenge)

P12-68B (Learning Objective 3, 4: Preparing the statement of cash flows—direct and
indirect methods) To prepare the statement of cash flows, accountants for Powers Art Gallery,
Inc., have summarized 20X6 activity in 2 accounts as follows:

Cash

Beginning balance 87,100 Payments of operating expenses 46,100

Issuance of common stock 34,600 Payment of long-term note payable 78,900

Receipts of dividends 1,900 Purchase of treasury stock 10,400

Collection of loan 18,500 Payment of income tax 8,000

Sale of long-term investments 9,900 Payments on accounts payable 101,600

Receipts of interest 12,200 Payments of dividends 1,800

Collections from customers 308,100 Payments of salaries and wages 67,500

Sale of treasury stock 26,200 Payments of interest 21,800

Purchase of equipment 79,900

Ending balance 82,500

Common Stock

Beginning balance 103,500

Issuance for cash 34,600

Issuance to acquire land 62,100

Issuance to retire long-term note payable 21,100

Ending balance 221,300

� Required

1. Prepare Powers’ statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 20X6, using the
direct method to report operating activities. Also prepare the accompanying schedule of
noncash investing and financing activities. Powers’ 20X6 income statement and selected
balance sheet data follow. (pp. 641–644)

2. Prepare a supplementary schedule showing cash flows from operating activities by the
indirect method. (pp. 627–628)

writing assignment � 
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(continued)
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680 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

P12-69B (Learning Objective 3, 4: Preparing the statement of cash flows—indirect and
direct method) Artes de Mexico, Inc.’s, comparative balance sheet at September 30, 20X9
included the following balances:

Current assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents ................

 Accounts receivable ..........................

 Inventories ........................................

 Prepaid expenses...............................

Loan receivable ..........................................

Long-term investments ...............................

Equipment, net...........................................

Land .........................................................

Current liabilities:

 Accounts payable..............................

 Interest payable ................................

 Salary payable ..................................

 Other accrued liabilities ....................

 Income tax payable...........................

Long-term note payable .............................

Common stock...........................................

Retained earnings.......................................

Treasury stock............................................

$    (4,600)

(16,300)

5,700

(1,900)

(18,500)

(9,200)

59,000

62,100

$    7,700

2,300

(700)

(3,300)

(5,400)

(100,000)

117,800

42,100

15,800

20X6

Increase

(Decrease)

Power Art Gallery, Inc.
Selected Balance Sheet Data

Powers Art Gallery, Inc.
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 20X6

Revenues and gains:

 Sales revenue ........................................

 Interest revenue ....................................

 Dividend revenue..................................

 Gain on sale of investments ..................

  Total revenues and gains ................

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold ................................

 Salary and wage expense ......................

 Depreciation expense............................

 Other operating expense.......................

 Interest expense ....................................

 Income tax expense ..............................

  Total expenses................................

Net income.....................................................

$103,600

66,800

20,900

44,700

24,100

2,600

$291,800

12,200

1,900

700

306,600

262,700

$  43,900
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Apply Your Knowledge � 681

Transaction data for the year ended September 30, 20X9:

a. Net income, $66,900
b. Depreciation expense on equipment, $8,500
c. Purchased long-term investments, $37,300
d. Sold land for $38,100, including $10,900 gain
e. Acquired equipment by issuing long-term note payable, $26,300
f. Paid long-term note payable, $24,700
g. Received cash of $51,900 for issuance of common stock
h. Paid cash dividends, $64,300
i. Acquired equipment by issuing short-term note payable, $22,000

� Required

1. Prepare Artes de Mexico’s statement of cash flows for the year ended September 30, 20X9,
using the indirect method to report operating activities. Also prepare the accompanying
schedule of noncash investing and financing activities. All current accounts except short-
term notes payable result from operating transactions. (pp. 630, 635–636)

2. Prepare a supplementary schedule showing cash flows from operations by using the direct
method. The accounting records provide the following: collections from customers,
$343,100; interest received, $8,600; payments to suppliers, $216,400; payments to employ-
ees, $63,000; payment of income tax, $21,200; payment of interest, $10,700. (pp. 641–642)

Artes de Mexico, Inc.
Balance Sheet

September 30, 20X9 and 20X8

Current assets:

 Cash .............................................

 Accounts receivable ......................

 Inventories ....................................

 Prepaid expenses...........................

Long-term investments ...........................

Equipment, net.......................................

Land .....................................................

Current liabilities:

 Notes payable, short-term ............

 Accounts payable..........................

 Accrued liabilities .........................

 Salary payable ..............................

Long-term note payable .........................

Common stock.......................................

Retained earnings...................................

$  4,100

(800)

4,800

(700)

37,300

39,800

(27,200)

$ 57,300

$ 22,000

(10,000)

(11,200)

400

1,600

51,900

2,600

$ 57,300

Increase

(Decrease)

$  17,600

46,800

116,900

9,300

13,800

92,100

74,300

$370,800

$           0

98,100

29,100

1,100

121,400

62,000

59,100

$370,800

20X8

$  21,700

46,000

121,700

8,600

51,100

131,900

47,100

$428,100

$  22,000

88,100

17,900

1,500

123,000

113,900

61,700

$428,100

20X9

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 3: Preparing and using the statement of cash flows to evaluate
operations) The 20X8 income statement and the 20X8 comparative balance sheet of T-Bar-M
Camp, Inc., have just been distributed at a meeting of the camp’s board of directors. The

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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682 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

directors raise a fundamental question: Why is the cash balance so low? This question is espe-
cially troublesome since 20X8 showed record profits. As the controller of the company, you
must answer the question.

� Required

1. Prepare a statement of cash flows for 20X8 in the format that best shows the relationship
between net income and operating cash flow. The company sold no plant assets or long-term
investments and issued no notes payable during 20X8. There were no noncash investing and
financing transactions during the year. Show all amounts in thousands. (pp. 630, 635–636)

2. Answer the board members’ question: Why is the cash balance so low? Point out the 2 largest
cash payments during 20X8. (Challenge)

3. Considering net income and the company’s cash flows during 20X8, was it a good year or
a bad year? Give your reasons. (pp. 622–623)

T–Bar–M Camp, Inc.
Comparative Balance Statement
December 31, 20X8 and 20X7

Assets

 Cash ........................................................

 Accounts receivable, net ..........................

 Inventories ...............................................

 Long-term investments ............................

 Property, plant and equipment.................

 Accumulated depreciation .......................

 Patents .....................................................

  Totals................................................... 

Liabilities and Owners’ Equity

 Accounts payable.....................................

 Accrued liabilities ....................................

 Notes payable, long-term.........................

 Common stock, no par............................

 Retained earnings ....................................

  Totals...................................................

$  63

61

181

0

259

(198)

188

$ 554

$  56

17

264

61

156

$ 554

20X7

$  17

72

194

31

369

(244)

177

$ 616

$  63

12

179

149

213

$ 616

20X8(In thousands)

T–Bar–M Camp, Inc.
Comparative Income Statement
Year Ended December 31, 20X8

Revenues:

 Sales revenue .............................................

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold .....................................

 Salary expense ...........................................

 Depreciation expense.................................

 Interest expense .........................................

 Amortization expense ................................

  Total expenses........................................

Net income .........................................................

$436

$221

48

46

13

11

339

$  97

(In thousands)
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Net cash provided by operating activities: .......................

Cash provided by (used for) investing activities:

 Purchase of plant assets .........................................

 Sale of plant assets .................................................

Cash provided by (used for) financing activities:

 Issuance of common stock .....................................

 Paying off long-term debt ......................................

Net increase in cash.........................................................

$(20,000)

40,000

$ 30,000

20,000

––

(40,000)

$ 10,000

Applied

$(100,000)

10,000

$ 70,000

(90,000)

30,000

––

$10,000

Four–Star

Based on their cash flows, which company looks better? Give your reasons. (Challenge)

Ethical Issue

Columbia Motors is having a bad year. Net income is only $37,000. Also, 2 important overseas
customers are falling behind in their payments to Columbia, and Columbia’s accounts receiv-
able are ballooning. The company desperately needs a loan. The Columbia board of directors is
considering ways to put the best face on the company’s financial statements. Columbia’s bank
closely examines cash flow from operations. Daniel Peavey, Columbia’s controller, suggests
reclassifying as long-term the receivables from the slow-paying clients. He explains to the
board that removing the $80,000 rise in accounts receivable from current assets will increase
net cash provided by operations. This approach may help Columbia get the loan.

� Required

1. Using only the amounts given, compute net cash provided by operations, both with-
out and with the reclassification of the receivables. Which reporting makes Columbia
look better?

2. Under what condition would the reclassification of the receivables be ethical? Unethical?

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands

(Learning Objective 1, 2, 3, 4: Using the statement of cash flows) Use YUM! Brands, Inc.’s,
statement of cash flows along with the company’s other financial statements, all in Appendix
A at the end of the book, to answer the following questions.

� Required

1. By which method does YUM report cash flows from operating activities? How can you tell
(pp. 623–625)?

2. Suppose YUM reported net cash flows from operating activities by using the direct
method. Compute these amounts for the year ended December 30, 2006 (ignore the state-
ment of cash flows, and use only YUM’s income statement and balance sheet).
a. Collections from customers, franchises, and licenses. (p. 633)
b. Payments for inventory. YUM calls its Cost of Goods Sold “Food and Paper Expense.”

Note 11 gives the Accounts Payable balance. (pp. 646–647)

3. Prepare a T-account for Property, Plant, and Equipment, Net and show all activity in this
account for 2006. Use the depreciation amount in note 9 and assume that YUM (a) sold
property, plant, and equipment with book value of $53 million and (b) acquired
$180 million of property, plant, and equipment as part of YUM’s acquisitions of other
companies. (p. 631)

4. Evaluate 2006 in terms of net income, total assets, stockholders’ equity, cash flows from
operating activities, and overall results. Be specific. (Challenge)

Apply Your Knowledge � 683

Case 2. (Learning Objective 1, 2: Using cash-flow data to evaluate an investment) Applied
Technology, Inc., and Four-Star Catering are asking you to recommend their stock to your
clients. Because Applied and Four-Star earn about the same net income and have similar finan-
cial positions, your decision depends on their cash-flow statements, summarized as follows:
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684 � Chapter 12 The Statement of Cash Flows

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports

(Learning Objective 1, 2, 3, 4: Analyzing cash flows) Refer to the Pier 1 Imports financial
statements in Appendix B at the end of this book. Focus on 2006.

1. What is Pier 1’s main source of cash? Is this good news or bad news to Pier 1 managers,
stockholders, and creditors? What is Pier 1’s main use of cash? Good news or bad news?
Explain all answers in detail. (pp. 622–623)

2. Explain in detail the 3 main reasons why net cash provided by operations differs from net
income. (pp. 624–625)

3. Did Pier 1 buy more fixed assets or sell more fixed assets during 2006? How can you tell?
(pp. 624–625)

4. Identify the sale price, the book value, and the gain or loss from selling fixed assets during
2006. Fixed assets is another name of property, plant, and equipment. (p. 631)

5. How much cash in total did Pier 1 return to stockholders during 2006? (pp. 633–635)

Group Projects

Project 1. Each member of the group should obtain the annual report of a different com-
pany. Select companies in different industries. Evaluate each company’s trend of cash flows for
the most recent 2 years. In your evaluation of the companies’ cash flows, you may use any
other information that is publicly available—for example, the other financial statements
(income statement, balance sheet, statement of stockholders’ equity, and the related notes)
and news stories from magazines and newspapers. Rank the companies’ cash flows from best
to worst and write a 2-page report on your findings.

Project 2. Select a company and obtain its annual report, including all the financial state-
ments. Focus on the statement of cash flows and, in particular, the cash flows from operating
activities. Specify whether the company uses the direct method or the indirect method to
report operating cash flows. As necessary, use the other financial statements (income state-
ment, balance sheet, and statement of stockholders’ equity) and the notes to prepare the com-
pany’s cash flows from operating activities by using the other method.

Quick Check Answers

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. d

2. c

3. b

4. a ($80,000 + $5,000 = $85,000)

5. c

6. b

7. a ($47,000 + $8,000 – $4,000 + $12,000 + $7,000 + $2,000 = $72,000)

8. a ($6,000 – $24,000 + $36,000 = $18,000)

9. c (–$2,000 + $3,000 – $9,000 = –$8,000)

10. b ($12,000 + $36,000 = $48,000)

11. a [$650,000 + ($45,000 – $31,000) = $664,000]

12. c ($690,000 – $390,000 – $175,000 = $125,000)

13. d ($390,000 –$15,000 + $9,000 = $384,000)
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S P O T L I G H T

HOW WELL IS YUM! BRANDS DOING?
This book began with the financial statements of YUM! Brands, Inc., the company that owns Pizza Hut, Taco

Bell, A&W, KFC, and Long John Silver restaurants. Throughout the book we have shown how to account for

companies such as YUM! Brands, Pier 1 Imports, and Google. Only one aspect of the course remains: the

overall analysis of financial statements.

We begin with the analysis of YUM! Brands’ income statement. In 2006 YUM had revenues of $9,561 mil-

lion, and the company earned net income of $824 million. These numbers look pretty good, but how good

are they? We need to compare 2006 with prior years to see if YUM made progress during 2006. It could turn

out that 2006 was worse than 2005. We also need to compare YUM to its competitors.

Financial Statement Analysis13
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686 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

This chapter covers the basic tools of financial analysis. The first part

of the chapter shows how to evaluate YUM! Brands from year to year and how to
compare YUM! Brands to other companies. For this comparison we use 2 leading
fast-food chains, YUM! Brands and McDonald’s. The second part of the chapter
discusses the most widely used financial ratios. You have seen many of these ratios
in earlier chapters—the current ratio, days’ sales in receivables, and inventory
turnover, return on assets, and return on equity.

By studying all these ratios together,

� You will learn the basic tools of financial analysis.
� You will enhance your business education.

Regardless of your chosen field—marketing, management, finance, entrepre-
neurship, or accounting—you will find these analytical tools useful as you move
through your career.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1 Perform a horizontal analysis of financial statements

2 Perform a vertical analysis of financial statements

3 Prepare common-size financial statements

4 Use the statement of cash flows for decisions

5 Compute the standard financial ratios

6 Use ratios in decision making

7 Measure the economic value added by operations

Revenues ...........................................................................

Expenses:

 Food and paper (Cost of goods sold) ...........................

 Payroll and employee benefits......................................

 Occupancy and other operating expenses ....................

 General and administrative expenses ...........................

 Interest expense ...........................................................

 Other expense (income), net ........................................

Income before income taxes ..............................................

Income tax expense ...........................................................

Net income........................................................................

In millions

$9,561

2,549

2,142

2,403

1,187

154

18

1,108

284

$   824

2006

$9,349

2,584

2,171

2,315

1,158

127

(32)

1,026

264

$   762

2005

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Statements of Income (Adapted)

Years Ended December 31, 2006 and 2005
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Horizontal Analysis � 687

HOW DOES AN INVESTOR EVALUATE A COMPANY?
Investors and creditors cannot evaluate a company by examining only 1 year’s data.

This is why most financial statements cover at least 2 periods, like the YUM! Brands

income statement that begins this chapter. In fact, most financial analysis covers

trends of 3 to 5 years. The goal of financial analysis is to predict the future.

The graphs in Exhibit 13-1 show YUM! Brands’ 3-year trend of revenues and

net income.

Representative Financial Data
of YUM! Brands, Inc.

E X H I B I T  1 3 - 1
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Both YUM’s revenues and net income increased during 2005 and 2006. These

are good signs. How would you predict YUM’s revenues and net income for 2007 and

beyond? Based on the recent past, you would probably extend the revenue line and

the net income line upward. Let’s examine some financial analysis tools. We begin

with horizontal analysis.

HORIZONTAL ANALYSIS

Many decisions hinge on the trend of revenues, expenses, net income, and so on.

Have revenues increased from last year? By how much? Suppose sales have increased

by $50,000. Considered alone this fact is not very helpful, but the percentage change

in sales helps a lot. It’s better to know that sales have increased by 20% than to know

that the increase is $50,000.

The study of percentage changes from year to year is called horizontal analysis.

Computing a percentage change takes 2 steps:

1. Compute the dollar amount of the change from one period (the base period) to

the next.

2. Divide the dollar amount of change by the base-period amount.

OBJECTIVE

1 Perform a horizontal
analysis of financial
statements
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688 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Illustration: YUM! Brands

Horizontal analysis is illustrated for YUM! Brands as follows (dollars in millions):

YUM’s revenues increased by 2.3% during 2006, computed as follows:

STEP 1 Compute the dollar amount of change from 2005 to 2006:

STEP 2 Divide the dollar amount of change by the base-period amount. This com-

putes the percentage change for the period:

Exhibits 13-2 and 13-3 are detailed horizontal analysis for YUM! Brands. The

income statements show that revenues increased by 2.3% during 2006. But net

income on the bottom line grew by 8.1%. Why the difference? YUM’s revenues grew

faster than expenses.

=

Percentage change =
Dollar amount of change

Base-year amount

$212

$9,349
= 2.3%

2006 Increase

$9,561 − $9,349 = $212

2005

Increase (Decrease)

2006 2005 Amount Percentage

Revenue ................ $9,561 $9,349 $212 2.3%

E X H I B I T  1 3 - 2 Comparative Income Statement—Horizontal Analysis

Revenues .......................................................................

Expenses:

 Food and paper (Cost of goods sold) .......................

 Payroll and employee benefits..................................

 Occupancy and other operating expenses ................

 General and administrative expenses .......................

 Interest expense .......................................................

 Other expense, net ...................................................

Income before income taxes ..........................................

Income tax expense .......................................................

Net income....................................................................

Dollars in millions

$9,561

2,549

2,142

2,403

1,187

154

18

1,108

284

$   824

2006

$9,349

2,584

2,171

2,315

1,158

127

(32)

1,026

264

$   762

2005

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Statement of Income (Adapted)

Years Ended December 31, 2006 and 2005

2.3 %

(1.4)

(1.3)

3.8

2.5

21.3

156.3

8.0

7.6

8.1 %

$212

(35)

(29)

88

29

27

50

82

20

$  62

Amount Percentage

Increase (Decrease)
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Horizontal Analysis � 689

E X H I B I T  1 3 - 3 Comparative Balance Sheet—Horizontal Analysis

Assets

 Current Assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents ...........................................

 Short-term investments ................................................

 Receivables, net ...........................................................

 Inventories ...................................................................

 Prepaid expenses and other..........................................

  Total current assets ..................................................

 Property, plant, and equipment, net .............................

 Intangible assets...........................................................

 Other assets .................................................................

  Total assets...............................................................

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

 Current Liabilities:

 Accounts payable.........................................................

 Income tax payable......................................................

 Short-term debt............................................................

 Other...........................................................................

  Total current liabilities .............................................

 Long-term debt ............................................................

 Other liabilities ............................................................

  Total liabilities .........................................................

 Shareholders’ Equity

 Common stock ............................................................

 Retained earnings ........................................................

 Accumulated other comprehensive (loss) .....................

  Total shareholders’ equity ........................................

  Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity ..................

(Dollars in millions)

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Balance Sheet (Adapted)

December 31, 2006 and 2005

Increase (Decrease)

$   319

6

220

93

263

901

3,631

1,009

812

$6,353

$1,386

37

227

74

1,724

2,045

1,147

4,916

—*

1,593

(156)

1,437

$6,353

2006

$   158

43

236

85

333

855

3,356

868

718

$5,797

$1,256

79

211

77

1,623

1,649

1,076

4,348

—*

1,619

(170)

1,449

$5,797

2005 Amount

$161

(37)

(16)

8

(70)

46

275

141

94

$556

$130

(42)

16

(3)

101

396

71

568

—

(26)

14

(12)

$556

Percentage

101.9 %

(86.0)

(6.8)

9.4

(21.0)

5.4

8.2

16.2

13.1

9.6 %

10.4 %

(53.2)

7.6

(3.9)

6.2

24.0

6.6

13.1

(1.6)

8.2

(0.8)

9.6 %

* Amount rounds to 0.

STOP & think. . .

Examine Exhibit 13-2. Which item had the largest percentage increase during 2006? Should this increase

cause alarm? Explain your reasoning.

Answer:

Other expense had the largest percentage increase (156.3%). This increase would not cause alarm because

the dollar amount of the expense is low. This illustrates the materiality concept, which says to give major

consideration to big items and less attention to small (immaterial) items. In this case, other expense is imma-

terial to the analysis of YUM! Brands.
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690 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

The comparative balance sheets in Exhibit 13-3 show that total assets grew by

9.6% and total liabilities increased by 13.1%. Shareholders’ equity therefore

decreased by 0.8%. YUM! Brands’ growth during 2006 is modest.

Trend Percentages

Trend percentages are a form of horizontal analysis. Trends indicate the direction a

business is taking. How have revenues changed over a 5-year period? What trend

does net income show? These questions can be answered by trend percentages over a

representative period, such as the most recent 5 years.

Trend percentages are computed by selecting a base year whose amounts are set

equal to 100%. The amount for each following year is stated as a percentage of the

base amount. To compute a trend percentage, divide an item for a later year by the

base-year amount.

YUM! Brands showed net income for the past 6 years as follows:

Trend % =
Any year $

Base year $

OBJECTIVE

2 Perform a vertical analysis
of financial statements

(In millions)

Net income.................

2006

$824

2005

$762

2004

$740

2003

$617

2002

$583

Base

2001

$492

Net income.................

2006

167

2005

155

2004

150

2003

125

2002

118

Base

2001

100

We want trend percentages for the 5-year period 2002 to 2006. The base year is

2001. Trend percentages are computed by dividing each year’s amount by the 2001

amount. The resulting trend percentages follow (2001 = 100%):

Net income rose sharply in 2002 and in 2004, and grew steadily in the other years.

You can perform a trend analysis on any item you consider important. Trend

analysis is widely used for predicting the future.

Horizontal analysis highlights changes over time. However, no single technique

gives a complete picture of a business.

VERTICAL ANALYSIS

Vertical analysis shows the relationship of a financial-statement item to its base,

which is the 100% figure. All items on the statement are reported as a percentage of

the base. For the income statement, total revenue is usually the base. Suppose under

normal conditions a company’s net income is 8% of revenue. A drop to 6% may cause

the company’s stock price to fall.
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Illustration: YUM! Brands

Exhibit 13-4 shows the vertical analysis of YUM! Brands’ income statement as a per-

centage of revenue. In this case,

Vertical analysis % =
Each income statement item

Total revenue

E X H I B I T  1 3 - 4 Comparative Income Statement—Vertical Analysis

Revenues .......................................................................

Expenses:

 Food and paper (Cost of goods sold) .......................

 Payroll and employee benefits..................................

 Occupancy and other operating expenses ................

 General and administrative expenses .......................

 Interest expense .......................................................

 Other expense (income), net ....................................

Income before income taxes ..........................................

Income tax expense .......................................................

Net income....................................................................

(Dollars in millions)

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Statements of Income (Adapted)

Years Ended December 31, 2006 and 2005

$9,349

2,584

2,171

2,315

1,158

127

(32)

1,026

264

$   762

Amount

100.0 %

27.6

23.2

24.8

12.4

1.3

(0.3)

11.0

2.8

8.2 %

Percentage

of Total

2005

$9,561

2,549

2,142

2,403

1,187

154

18

1,108

284

$   824

Amount

100.0%

26.7

22.4

25.1

12.4

1.6

0.2

11.6

3.0

8.6%

Percentage

of Total

2006

For YUM! Brands in 2006, the vertical-analysis percentage for cost of goods

sold is 26.7% ($2,549/$9,561 = .267). YUM’s major expenses decreased in 2006. Net

income’s percentage of revenue (8.6%) is a little higher than the year earlier.

Exhibit 13-5 shows the vertical analysis of YUM’s balance sheet. The base

amount (100%) is total assets. The vertical analysis of YUM! Brands’ balance sheet

reveals several things about YUM’s financial position at December 31, 2006:

� Cash increased nicely in 2006.

� Current assets make up a small percentage of total assets (only 14.2%), and pre-

paid expenses are the second largest current asset. It makes sense that inventory

is a small percentage because food spoils quickly.

� Total liabilities make up 77.4% of YUM’s total assets. This is a heavy debt load.

YUM’s financial position improved modestly during 2006.
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692 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

How Do We Compare One Company to Another?

Exhibits 13-4 and 13-5 can be modified to report only percentages (no dollar

amounts). Such a statement is called a common-size statement. Envision these

statements with only the percentages.

OBJECTIVE

3 Prepare common-size
financial statements

E X H I B I T  1 3 - 5 Comparative Balance Sheet—Vertical Analysis

Assets

 Current Assets:

 Cash and cash equivalents .........................................

 Short-term investments ..............................................

 Receivables, net .........................................................

 Inventories .................................................................

 Prepaid expenses and other........................................

  Total current assets ................................................

 Property, plant, and equipment, net ...........................

 Intangible assets.........................................................

 Other assets ...............................................................

  Total assets.............................................................

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

 Current Liabilities:

 Accounts payable.......................................................

 Income tax payable....................................................

 Short-term debt..........................................................

 Other.........................................................................

  Total current liabilities ...........................................

 Long-term debt ..........................................................

 Other liabilities ..........................................................

  Total liabilities .......................................................

 Shareholders’ Equity

 Common stock ..........................................................

 Retained earnings ......................................................

 Accumulated other comprehensive (loss) ...................

  Total shareholders’ equity ......................................

  Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity ................

(Dollars in millions)

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Balance Sheet (Adapted)

December 31, 2006 and 2005

2005

$   158

43

236

85

333

855

3,356

868

718

$5,797

$1,256

79

211

77

1,623

1,649

1,076

4,348

—*

1,619

(170)

1,449

$5,797

Amount

Percentage

of Total

2.7 %

0.7

4.1

1.5

5.7

14.7

57.9

15.0

12.4

100.0 %

21.7 %

1.4

3.6

1.3

28.0

28.4

18.6

75.0

27.9

(2.9)

25.0

100.0 %

$   319

6

220

93

263

901

3,631

1,009

812

$6,353

$1,386

37

227

74

1,724

2,045

1,147

4,916

—*

1,593

(156)

1,437

$6,353

Percentage

of Total

5.0 %

0.1

3.5

1.5

4.1

14.2

57.1

15.9

12.8

100.0 %

21.8 %

0.6

3.5

1.2

27.1

32.2

18.1

77.4

25.1

(2.5)

22.6

100.0 %

2006

Amount

* Amount rounds to zero.
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BENCHMARKING

Benchmarking compares a company to some standard set by others. The goal of

benchmarking is improvement. Suppose you are a financial analyst for Edward

Jones Company. You are considering investing in a fast-food company, say, YUM!

Brands or McDonald’s. A direct comparison of their financial statements is not mean-

ingful because McDonald’s is larger. But you can convert both companies’ income

statements to common size and compare the percentages. This comparison is mean-

ingful, as we shall see.

On a common-size income statement, each item is expressed as a percentage of

the revenue amount. Total revenue is therefore the common size. In the balance sheet,

the common size is total assets. A common-size statement aids the comparison of dif-

ferent companies because all amounts are stated in percentages.

STOP & think. . .

Calculate the common-size percentages for the following income statement:

Answer:

Net sales................................. 100% (= $150,000 ÷ $150,000)

Cost of goods sold.................. 40 (= $  60,000 ÷ $150,000)

Gross profit............................ 60 (= $  90,000 ÷ $150,000)

Operating expense.................. 27 (= $  40,000 ÷ $150,000)

Operating income................... 33 (= $  50,000 ÷ $150,000)

Income tax expense ................ 10 (= $  15,000 ÷ $150,000)

Net income............................. 23% (= $  35,000 ÷ $150,000)

Net sales................................. $150,000

Cost of goods sold.................. 60,000

Gross profit............................ 90,000

40,000

Operating income................... 50,000

Income tax expense ................ 15,000

Net income............................. $  35,000

Operating expense..................
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694 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Benchmarking Against a Key Competitor

Exhibit 13-6 presents the common-size income statements of YUM! Brands

and McDonald’s. McDonald’s is the fast-food market leader. In this comparison,

McDonald’s comes out the winner. McDonald’s seems to control expenses better

than YUM! Brands. Net income is a higher percentage of revenue at The

Golden Arches.

Using the Statement of Cash Flows

This chapter has focused on the income statement and balance sheet. We may also

perform horizontal and vertical analyses on the statement of cash flows. To continue

our discussion of its role in decision making, let’s use Exhibit 13-7, the statement of

cash flows of Unix Corporation.

Common-Size Income Statement
Compared with a Key Competitor

E X H I B I T  1 3 - 6

Revenues .......................................................................

Cost of goods sold.........................................................

Payroll expenses ............................................................

Occupancy and other operating expenses......................

General and administrative expenses.............................

Other expenses (income), net ........................................

Net income....................................................................

YUM! Brands, Inc.
Common-Size Income Statement for Comparison with Key Competitor

Year Ended During 2006

100.0%

26.7

22.4

25.1

12.4

4.8

8.6%

YUM! Brands

100.0%

24.8

19.4

18.6

10.8

10.0

16.4%

McDonald’s

Cost of 
goods sold 

26.7%

Payroll
22.4%

Occupacy
25.1%

General
Admin. 12.4%

xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

Occupancy
18.6%

Cost of 
goods sold 

24.8%

Payroll
19.4%

General
Admin.
10.8%

Other 
expenses 10.0%xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx

Other 
expenses

4.8%

Net income 8.6% Net income 16.4%

YUM McDonald's

OBJECTIVE

4Use the statement of cash
flows for decisions
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Benchmarking � 695

Analysts find the statement of cash flows more helpful for spotting

weakness than for gauging success. Why? Because a shortage of cash can throw a

company into bankruptcy, but lots of cash doesn’t ensure success. The statement of

cash flows in Exhibit 13-7 reveals the following:

� Unix’s operations provide less cash than net income. That’s strange. Ordinarily,

cash provided by operations exceeds net income because of the add-back of

depreciation. The increases in current assets and current liabilities should cancel

out over time. For Unix Corporation, current assets increased far more than cur-

rent liabilities during the year. This may be harmless. But it may signal difficulty

in collecting receivables or selling inventory. Either event will cause trouble.
� The sale of plant assets is Unix’s major source of cash. This is okay if this is a

one-time situation. Unix may be shifting from one line of business to another,

and it may be selling off old assets. But if the sale of plant assets is the major

source of cash for several periods, Unix will face a cash shortage. A company

can’t sell off its plant assets forever. Soon it will go out of business.
� The only strength shown by the statement of cash flows is that Unix paid off

more long-term debt than it did new borrowing. This will improve the debt

ratio and Unix’s credit standing.

Here are some cash-flow signs of a healthy company:

� Operations are the major source of cash (not a use of cash).
� Investing activities include more purchases than sales of long-term assets.
� Financing activities are not dominated by borrowing.

E X H I B I T  1 3 - 7 Statement of Cash Flows

Operating activities:

 Net income ..................................................................

  Adjustments for noncash items:

   Depreciation .......................................................

   Net increase in current assets other than cash .....

   Net increase in current liabilities.........................

  Net cash provided by operating activities .................

Investing activities:

 Sale of property, plant, and equipment ........................

  Net cash provided by investing activities ..................

Financing activities:

 Borrowing....................................................................

 Payment of long-term debt...........................................

 Purchase of treasury stock ...........................................

 Payment of dividends...................................................

  Net cash used for financing activities .......................

Increase (decrease) in cash.................................................

Millions

Unix Corporation
Statement of Cash Flows

Year Ended June 30, 2006

$  35,000

(2,000)

33,000

91,000

(100,000)

$  24,000

$ 14,000

(24,000)

8,000

$ 91,000

$ 22,000

(90,000)

(9,000)

(23,000)
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696 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Perform a horizontal analysis and a vertical analysis of the comparative income statement of
Hard Rock Products, Inc., which makes metal detectors. State whether 20X6 was a good
year or a bad year, and give your reasons.

Answer
The horizontal analysis shows that total revenues increased 22.2%. This was greater than
the 19.5% increase in total expenses, resulting in a 140% increase in net income.

The vertical analysis on the next page shows decreases in the percentages of net sales
consumed by the cost of goods sold (from 73.3% to 70.5%) and by the engineering, sell-
ing, and administrative expenses (from 21.3% to 19.6%). Because these 2 items are Hard
Rock’s largest dollar expenses, their percentage decreases are quite important. The relative
reduction in expenses raised 20X6 net income to 4.4% of sales, compared with 2.2% the
preceding year. The overall analysis indicates that 20X6 was significantly better than 20X5.

Total revenues ..............................

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold ..................

 Engineering, selling, and

  administrative expenses.......

 Interest expense ......................

 Income tax expense.................

 Other expense (income) ..........

  Total expenses .....................

Net income...................................

Hard Rock Products, Inc.
Horizontal Analysis of Comparative Income Statement

Years Ended December 31, 20X6 and 20X5

Increase (Decrease)

20X6

$275,000

194,000

54,000

5,000

9,000

1,000

263,000

$  12,000

20X5

$225,000

165,000

48,000

5,000

3,000

(1,000)

220,000

$    5,000

Amount

$50,000

29,000

6,000

—

6,000

2,000

43,000

$  7,000

Percent

22.2%

17.6

12.5

—

200.0

—*  

19.5

140.0%

*Percentage changes are typically not computed for shifts from a negative to a positive amount and vice versa.

Total revenues ...............................................................

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold ...................................................

 Engineering, selling, and administrative expenses ....

 Interest expense .......................................................

 Income tax expense..................................................

 Other expense (income) ...........................................

  Total expenses ......................................................

Net income....................................................................

Hard Rock Products, Inc.
Comparative Income Statement

Years Ended December 31, 20X6 and 20X5

20X5

$225,000

165,000

48,000

5,000

3,000

(1,000)

220,000

$    5,000

20X6

$275,000

194,000

54,000

5,000

9,000

1,000

263,000

$  12,000

MID-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
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Total revenues ...............................

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold ...................

 Engineering, selling, and

  administrative expenses........

 Interest expense .......................

 Income tax expense..................

 Other expense (income) ...........

  Total expenses ......................

Net income....................................

Hard Rock Products, Inc.
Vertical Analysis of Comparative Income Statement

Years Ended December 31, 20X6 and 20X5

20X5

$275,000

194,000

54,000

5,000

9,000

1,000

263,000

$  12,000

Amount

$225,000

165,000

48,000

5,000

3,000

(1,000)

220,000

$    5,000

Percent

100.0 %

73.3

21.3

2.2

1.4**

(0.4)

97.8

2.2 %

20X6

Amount Percent

100.0 %

70.5

19.6

1.8

3.3

0.4

95.6

4.4 %

**Number rounded up.

Using Ratios to Make Business Decisions � 697

USING RATIOS TO MAKE BUSINESS DECISIONS

Ratios are a major tool of financial analysis. A ratio expresses the relationship of

one number to another. Suppose your balance sheet shows current assets of

$100,000 and current liabilities of $50,000. The ratio of current assets to current

liabilities is $100,000 to $50,000. We can express this ratio as 2 to 1, or 2:1. The

current ratio is 2.0.

Many companies include ratios in a special section of their annual reports.

RubberMate Corporation displays ratio data in the Summary section. Exhibit 13-8

shows data from that summary section. Investment services—Moody’s, Standard &

Poor’s, Risk Management Association, and others—report these ratios.

E X H I B I T  1 3 - 8 Financial Summary of RubberMate
Corporation (Dollar Amounts in Millions
Except per-share Amounts)

Operating Results

Net income...........................................................

Per common share................................................

Percent of sales.....................................................

Return on average shareholders’ equity................

Financial Position

Current assets.......................................................

Current liabilities .................................................

Working capital....................................................

Current ratio ........................................................

Year Ended December 31

$ 163

$1.02

9.8%

19.7%

$ 419

$ 345

$   74

1.21

20X4

$ 164

$1.02

9.1%

17.5%

$ 477

$ 323

$ 154

1.48

20X5

$ 218

$1.32

10.8%

20.0%

$ 570

$ 359

$ 211

1.59

20X6

OBJECTIVE

5 Compute the standard
financial ratios
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698 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

The ratios we discuss in this chapter are classified as follows:

1. Ability to pay current liabilities

2. Ability to sell inventory and collect receivables

3. Ability to pay long-term debt

4. Profitability

5. Analyze stock as an investment

How much can a computer help in analyzing financial statements for invest-

ment purposes? Time yourself as you complete the problems in this chapter. Multiply

your efforts by 10 as though you were comparing 10 companies. Now rank these 10

companies on the basis of 4 or 5 ratios.

Measuring Ability to Pay Current Liabilities

Working capital is defined as follows:

Working capital measures the ability to pay current liabilities with current

assets. In general, the larger the working capital, the better the ability to pay debts.

Recall that capital is total assets minus total liabilities. Working capital is like a “cur-

rent” version of total capital. Consider 2 companies with equal working capital:

Both companies have working capital of $50,000, but Jones’s working capital is

as large as its current liabilities. Smith’s working capital is only one-third as large as

current liabilities. Jones is in a better position because its working capital is a higher

percentage of current liabilities. Two decision-making tools based on working-capital

data are the current ratio and the acid-test ratio.

Current Ratio. The most common ratio evaluating current assets and current lia-

bilities is the current ratio, which is current assets divided by current liabilities. The

current ratio measures the ability to pay current liabilities with current assets. Exhibit

13-9, page 699, gives the income statement and balance sheet data of Palisades

Furniture.

The current ratios of Palisades Furniture, Inc., at December 31, 20X8 and

20X7, follow, along with the average for the retail furniture industry:

Palisades’ Current Ratio

Formula

Current ratio =
Current assets

Current liabilities

20X8

$262,000

$142,000
= 1.85

20X7

$236,000

$126,000
= 1.87

Industry

Average

1.50

Company

Current assets......................

Current liabilities ................

Working capital ..................

$200,000

150,000

$  50,000

SmithJones

$100,000

50,000

$  50,000

Working capital = Current assets − Current liabilities
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Using Ratios to Make Business Decisions � 699

E X H I B I T  1 3 - 9 Comparative Financial Statements

Palisades Furniture, Inc.
Comparative Income Statement

Years Ended December 31, 20X8 and 20X7

Palisades Furniture, Inc.
Comparative Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X8 and 20X7

Net sales .............................................

Cost of goods sold...............................

Gross profit.........................................

Operating expenses:

 Selling expenses .............................

 General expenses ...........................

 Total operating expenses................

Income from operations ......................

Interest revenue ...................................

Interest (expense) ................................

Income before income taxes ................

Income tax expense .............................

Net income..........................................

20X7

$803,000

509,000

294,000

114,000

123,000

237,000

57,000

—

(14,000)

43,000

17,000

$  26,000

20X8

$858,000

513,000

345,000

126,000

118,000

244,000

101,000

4,000

(24,000)

81,000

33,000

$  48,000

Assets

 Current Assets:

  Cash...........................................................

  Accounts receivable, net .............................

  Inventories .................................................

  Prepaid expenses ........................................

   Total current assets ...............................

 Long-term investments...................................

 Property, plant, and equipment, net ...............

  Total assets.................................................

Liabilities

 Current Liabilities:

  Notes payable ............................................

  Accounts payable .......................................

  Accrued liabilities.......................................

   Total current liabilities ..........................

 Long-term debt ..............................................

   Total liabilities ......................................

Stockholders’ Equity

 Common stock, no par..................................

 Retained earnings ..........................................

  Total stockholders’ equity ..........................

  Total liabilities

   and stockholders’ equity.......................

20X7

$  32,000

85,000

111,000

8,000

236,000

9,000

399,000

$644,000

$  27,000

68,000

31,000

126,000

198,000

324,000

186,000

134,000

320,000

$644,000

20X8

$  29,000

114,000

113,000

6,000

262,000

18,000

507,000

$787,000

$  42,000

73,000

27,000

142,000

289,000

431,000

186,000

170,000

356,000

$787,000
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The current ratio was virtually unchanged during 20X8. In general, a higher

current ratio indicates a stronger financial position. The business has sufficient cur-

rent assets to maintain its operations. Palisades Furniture’s current ratio of 1.85 com-

pares favorably with the current ratios of some well-known companies:

Note: These figures show that ratio values vary widely from one industry to another.

Company

YUM! Brands.......................................

Hewlett-Packard Company................

eBay .....................................................

Current Ratio

0.52

1.35

2.14

What is an acceptable current ratio? The answer depends on the industry. The

norm for companies in most industries is around 1.50, as reported by the Risk

Management Association. Palisades Furniture’s current ratio of 1.85 is better than

average.

The Limitations of Ratio Analysis

Business decisions are made in a world of uncertainty. As useful as ratios are, they

aren’t a cure-all. Consider a physician’s use of a thermometer. A reading of 102.0°

Fahrenheit tells a doctor something is wrong with the patient, but that doesn’t indi-

cate what the problem is or how to cure it.

In financial analysis, a sudden drop in the current ratio signals that something is

wrong, but that doesn’t identify the problem. A manager must analyze the figures to

learn what caused the ratio to fall. A drop in current assets may mean a cash shortage

or that sales are slow. The manager must evaluate all the ratios in the light of factors

such as increased competition or a slowdown in the economy.

Legislation, international affairs, scandals, and other factors can turn profits

into losses. To be useful, ratios should be analyzed over a period of years to consider

all relevant factors. Any 1 year, or even any 2 years, may not represent the company’s

performance over the long term.

Acid-Test Ratio. The acid-test (or quick) ratio tells us whether the entity could

pass the acid test of paying all its current liabilities if they came due immediately. The

acid-test ratio uses a narrower base to measure liquidity than the current ratio does.

To compute the acid-test ratio, we add cash, short-term investments, and net

current receivables (accounts and notes receivable, net of allowances) and divide by

current liabilities. Inventory and prepaid expenses are excluded because they are less

liquid. A business may be unable to convert inventory to cash immediately.

Palisades Furniture’s acid-test ratios for 20X8 and 20X7 follow.

Acid-test ratio =

Cash + Short-term investments
+ Net current receivables

Current liabilities

$29,000 + $0 + $114,000

$142,000
= 1.01

$32,000 + $0 + $85,000

$126,000
= 0.93

Industry

Average

0.40

Palisades’ Acid-Test Ratio

20X8 20X7Formula IS
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The company’s acid-test ratio improved during 20X8 and is significantly better

than the industry average. Compare Palisades’ acid test ratio with the values of some

leading companies.

Company

IHOP ...............................

Best Buy ........................

1.02

0.70

Acid-Test Ratio

Pier 1 Imports................ 1.08

An acid-test ratio of 0.90 to 1.00 is acceptable in most industries. How can a com-

pany such as Best Buy function with such a low acid-test ratio? Best Buy prices its

inventory to turn it over quickly. And most of Best Buy’s sales are for cash or credit

cards, so the company collects cash quickly. This points us to the next two ratios.

Measuring Ability to Sell Inventory and Collect Receivables

The ability to sell inventory and collect receivables is critical. In this section, we dis-

cuss 3 ratios that measure this ability.

Inventory Turnover. Companies generally strive to sell their inventory as quickly

as possible. The faster inventory sells, the sooner cash comes in.

Inventory turnover measures the number of times a company sells its average

level of inventory during a year. A fast turnover indicates ease in selling inventory; a

low turnover indicates difficulty. A value of 6 means that the company’s average level

of inventory has been sold 6 times during the year, and that’s usually better than a

turnover of 3 times. But too high a value can mean that the business is not keeping

enough inventory on hand, which can lead to lost sales if the company can’t fill

orders. Therefore, a business strives for the most profitable rate of turnover, not nec-

essarily the highest rate.

To compute inventory turnover, divide cost of goods sold by the average inven-

tory for the period. We use the cost of goods sold—not sales—in the computation

because both cost of goods sold and inventory are stated at cost. Palisades Furniture’s

inventory turnover for 20X8 is

Cost of goods sold comes from the income statement (Exhibit 13-9). Average inven-

tory is the average of beginning ($111,000) and ending inventory ($113,000). (See

the balance sheet, Exhibit 13-9.) If inventory levels vary greatly from month to

month, you should compute the average by adding the 12 monthly balances and

dividing the sum by 12.

Inventory turnover varies widely with the nature of the business. For example,

YUM! Brands has an inventory turnover ratio of 29 times per year because food spoils so

Formula

Inventory turnover =
Cost of goods sold

Average inventory

Palisades’
Inventory Turnover

$513,000

$112,000
= 4.6

Industry Average

1.50
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702 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

quickly. Pier 1 Imports, on the other hand, turns over its furniture only around 3 times

per year. Pier 1 keeps enough inventory on hand for customers to make their selections.

To evaluate inventory turnover, compare the ratio over time. A sharp decline

suggests the need for corrective action.

Accounts Receivable Turnover. Accounts receivable turnover measures the

ability to collect cash from customers. In general, the higher the ratio, the better.

However, a receivable turnover that is too high may indicate that credit is too tight,

and that may cause you to lose sales to good customers.

To compute accounts receivable turnover, divide net sales by average net

accounts receivable. The ratio tells how many times during the year average receiv-

ables were turned into cash. Palisades Furniture’s accounts receivable turnover ratio

for 20X8 is

Average net accounts receivable is figured by adding beginning ($85,000) and ending

receivables ($114,000), then dividing by 2. If accounts receivable vary widely during

the year, compute the average by using the 12 monthly balances.

Palisades’ receivable turnover of 8.6 times per year is much slower than the

industry average. Why the slow collection? Palisades is a hometown store that sells to

local people who pay bills over a period of time. Many larger furniture stores sell their

receivables to other companies called factors. This practice keeps receivables low and

receivable turnover high. But companies that factor (sell) their receivables receive less

than face value of the receivables. Palisades Furniture follows a different strategy.

Days’ Sales in Receivables. Businesses must convert accounts receivable to cash.

All else being equal, the lower the receivable balance, the better the cash flow.

The days’-sales-in-receivables ratio shows how many days’ sales remain in

Accounts Receivable. Compute the ratio by a 2-step process:

1. Divide net sales by 365 days to figure average sales per day.

2. Divide average net receivables by average sales per day.

The data to compute this ratio for Palisades Furniture, Inc., are taken from the

20X8 income statement and the balance sheet (Exhibit 13-9):

Palisades’ Days’ Sales
in Accounts Receivable

$858,000

365 days
= $2,351

$99,500

$2,351
= 42 days

Industry

Average

7 days

Formula

Days’ Sales in Average Accounts Receivable:

1. One day’s sales =
Net sales

365 days

=

Average net
accounts receivable

One day’s sales
2.

Days’ sales in
average accounts

receivable

Formula

=
Net sales

Average net
accounts receivable

Palisades’ Accounts
Receivable Turnover

$858,000

$99,500
= 8.6

Industry

Average

51.0
Accounts

receivable turnover
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Days’ sales in average receivables can also be computed in a single step:

$99,500/($858,000/365 days) = 42 days.

Measuring Ability to Pay Debts

The ratios discussed so far relate to current assets and current liabilities. They

measure the ability to sell inventory, collect receivables, and pay current bills. Two

indicators of the ability to pay total liabilities are the debt ratio and the times-interest-

earned ratio.

Debt Ratio. Suppose you are a bank loan officer and you have received $500,000

loan applications from 2 similar companies. The first firm already owes $600,000,

and the second owes only $250,000. Which company gets the loan? Company 2,

because it owes less.

This relationship between total liabilities and total assets is called the debt

ratio. It tells us the proportion of assets financed with debt. A debt ratio of 1 reveals

that debt has financed all the assets. A debt ratio of 0.50 means that debt finances half

the assets. The higher the debt ratio, the greater the pressure to pay interest and prin-

cipal. The lower the ratio, the lower the risk.

The debt ratios for Palisades Furniture in 20X8 and 20X7 follow.

Risk Management Association reports that the average debt ratio for most companies

ranges around 0.62, with relatively little variation from company to company.

Palisades’ 0.55 debt ratio indicates a fairly low-risk debt position compared with the

retail furniture industry average of 0.64.

Times-Interest-Earned Ratio. Analysts use a second ratio—the times-interest-

earned ratio—to relate income to interest expense. To compute the times-interest-

earned ratio, divide income from operations (operating income) by interest expense.

This ratio measures the number of times operating income can cover interest expense

and is also called the interest-coverage ratio. A high ratio indicates ease in paying inter-

est; a low value suggests difficulty.

Palisades’ times-interest-earned ratios are

The company’s times-interest-earned ratio increased in 20X8. This is a favorable sign.

Formula 20X8

$101,000

$24,000
= 4.21

20X7

$57,000

$14,000
= 4.07

Industry

Average

2.80

Palisades’ Times-
Interest-Earned Ratio

=

Income from
operations

Interest expense
Times-interest-

earned ratio

Formula

Debt ratio =
Total liabilities

Total assets

20X8

$431,000

$787,000
= 0.55

20X7

$324,000

$644,000
= 0.50

Industry

Average

0.64

Palisades’ Debt Ratio
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Measuring Profitability

The fundamental goal of business is to earn a profit, and so the ratios that measure

profitability are reported widely.

Rate of Return on Sales. In business, return refers to profitability. Consider the

rate of return on net sales, or simply return on sales. (The word net is usually

omitted for convenience.) This ratio shows the percentage of each sales dollar

earned as net income. The return-on-sales ratios for Palisades Furniture are

Companies strive for a high rate of return. The higher the percentage, the more

profit is being generated by sales dollars. Palisades Furniture’s return on sales is

higher than the average furniture store. Compare Palisades’ rate of return on sales to

the rates of some leading companies:

Formula 20X8

$48,000

$858,000
= 0.056

20X7

$26,000

$803,000
= 0.032

Industry

Average

0.008

Palisades’ Rate of Return on Sales

=
Net income

Net sales
Rate of return

on sales

Company

FedEx ....................

PepsiCo.................

Intel .......................

0.056

0.125

0.143

Rate of Return on Sales

Rate of Return on Total Assets. The rate of return on total assets, or simply

return on assets, measures a company’s success in using assets to earn a profit.

Creditors have loaned money, and the interest they receive is their return on invest-

ment. Shareholders have bought the company’s stock, and net income is their return.

The sum of interest expense and net income is the return to the 2 groups that have

financed the company. This sum is the numerator of the ratio. Average total assets is

the denominator. The return-on-assets ratio for Palisades Furniture is

To compute average total assets, add the beginning and ending balances and divide

by 2. Compare Palisades Furniture’s rate of return on assets to the rates of these lead-

ing companies:

Industry

Average
Palisades’ 20X8 Rate of
Return on Total Assets

$48,000 + $24,000

$715,500
= 0.101 0.078

Formula

=
Net income + Interest expense

Average total assets
Rate of return

on assets

Company

General Electric.................

Starbucks ..........................

Google ...............................

0.059

0.145

0.214

Rate of Return on Assets
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Rate of Return on Common Stockholders’ Equity. A popular measure of prof-

itability is rate of return on common stockholders’ equity, often shortened to return

on equity. This ratio shows the relationship between net income and common stockhold-

ers’ investment in the company—how much income is earned for every $1 invested.

To compute this ratio, first subtract preferred dividends from net income to

measure income available to the common stockholders. Then divide income avail-

able to common by average common equity during the year. Common equity is total

equity minus preferred equity. The 20X8 return on common equity for Palisades

Furniture is

Average equity uses the beginning and ending balances [($320,000 + $356,000)/2 =

$338,000].

Observe that Palisades’ return on equity (0.142) is higher than its return on

assets (0.101). This is a good sign. The difference results from borrowing at one

rate—say, 8%—and investing the funds to earn a higher rate, such as the firm’s

14.2% return on equity. This practice is called using leverage, or trading on the

equity. The higher the debt ratio, the higher the leverage. Companies that finance

operations with debt are said to leverage their positions.

For Palisades Furniture, leverage increases profitability. This is not always the

case, because leverage can hurt profits. If revenues drop, debts still must be paid.

Therefore, leverage is a double-edged sword. It increases profits during good times

but compounds losses during bad times.

Palisades Furniture’s rate of return on equity lags behind those of GE, Google,

and Starbucks.

Industry

Average

Palisades’ 20X8 Rate
of Return on Common
Stockholders’ Equity

$48,000 − $0

$338,000
= 0.142 0.121

Formula

=

Average common
stockholders’ equity

Rate of return
on common

stockholders’ equity

Preferred
dividends

Net income −

Company

General Electric.................

Google ...............................

Starbucks ..........................

0.188

0.233

0.261

Rate of Return on Common Equity

Earnings per Share of Common Stock. Earnings per share of common stock, or

simply earnings per share (EPS), is the amount of net income earned for each share

of outstanding common stock. EPS is the most widely quoted of all financial statistics.

It’s the only ratio that appears on the income statement.

Earnings per share is computed by dividing net income available to common

stockholders by the average number of common shares outstanding during the year.

Preferred dividends are subtracted from net income because the preferred stockhold-

ers have a prior claim to their dividends. Palisades Furniture has no preferred stock

and thus has no preferred dividends. The firm’s EPS for 20X8 and 20X7 follows

(Palisades has 10,000 shares of common stock outstanding).
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Palisades Furniture’s EPS increased 85% during 20X8, and that’s good news.

The Palisades stockholders should not expect such a significant boost every year.

Most companies strive to increase EPS by 10% to 15% annually.

Analyzing Stock Investments

Investors buy stock to earn a return on their investment. This return consists of

2 parts: (1) gains (or losses) from selling the stock and (2) dividends.

Price/Earnings Ratio. The price/earnings ratio is the ratio of common stock

price to earnings per share. This ratio, abbreviated P/E, appears in The Wall Street

Journal stock listings and online. It shows the market price of $1 of earnings.

Calculations for the P/E ratios of Palisades Furniture, Inc., follow. The market

price of Palisades’ common stock was $60 at the end of 20X8 and $35 at the end of

20X7. Stock prices can be obtained from a company’s Web site, a financial publica-

tion, or a stockbroker.

Given Palisades Furniture’s 20X8 P/E ratio of 12.5, we would say that the com-

pany’s stock is selling at 12.5 times earnings. Each $1 of Palisades’ earnings is worth

$12.50 to the stock market.

Dividend Yield. Dividend yield is the ratio of dividends per share of stock to the

stock’s market price. This ratio measures the percentage of a stock’s market value

returned annually to the stockholders as dividends. Preferred stockholders pay spe-

cial attention to this ratio because they invest primarily to receive dividends.

Palisades Furniture paid annual cash dividends of $1.20 per share in 20X8 and

$1.00 in 20X7. The market prices of the company’s common stock were $60 in 20X8

and $35 in 20X7. The firm’s dividend yields on common stock are

20X8 20X7

$1.20

$60.00
= 0.020

$1.00

$35.00
= 0.029

Dividend Yield on
Palisades’ Common Stock

=
Dividend yield on
common stock*

*Dividend yields may also be calculated for preferred stock.

Formula

Dividend per share
of common stock

Market price per
share of common stock

20X8

$60.00

$4.80
= 12.5

20X7

$35.00

$2.60
= 13.5

Palisades’ Price/Earnings Ratio

Formula

P/E ratio =

Market price per
share of common stock

Earnings per share

Formula

Palisades’ Earnings per Share

20X8

$48,000 − $0

10,000
= $4.80

20X7

$26,000 − $0

10,000
= $2.60=

Average number of
shares of common
stock outstanding

Earnings per
share of

common stock

Preferred
dividends

−
Net

income

OBJECTIVE

6 Use ratios in decision
making
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An investor who buys Palisades Furniture common stock for $60 can expect to

receive around 2% of the investment annually in the form of cash dividends.

Dividend yields vary widely, from 5% to 8% for older, established firms (such as

Procter & Gamble and General Motors) down to the range of 0% to 3% for young,

growth-oriented companies. Google, Starbucks, and eBay pay no cash dividends.

Book Value per Share of Common Stock. Book value per share of common

stock is simply common stockholders’ equity divided by the number of shares of

common stock outstanding. Common equity equals total equity less preferred

equity. Palisades Furniture has no preferred stock outstanding. Calculations of its

book value per share of common follow. Recall that 10,000 shares of common stock

were outstanding.

OBJECTIVE

7 Measure the economic
value added by operations

20X8

$356,000 − $0

10,000
= $35.60

20X7

$320,000 − $0

10,000
= $32.00

Book Value per Share
of Palisades’ Common Stock

Formula

=

Book value
per share of

common stock Number of shares
of common stock

outstanding

Preferred
equity

−

Total
stockholders’

equity

Book value indicates the recorded accounting amount for each share of com-

mon stock outstanding. Many experts believe book value is not useful for investment

analysis because it bears no relationship to market value and provides little informa-

tion beyond what’s reported on the balance sheet. But some investors base their

investment decisions on book value. For example, some investors rank stocks by the

ratio of market price to book value. The lower the ratio, the more attractive the stock.

These investors are called “value” investors, as contrasted with “growth” investors,

who focus more on trends in net income.

OTHER MEASURES

Economic Value Added (EVA®)

The top managers of Coca-Cola, Quaker Oats, and other leading companies use

economic value added (EVA®) to evaluate operating performance. EVA® combines

accounting and finance to measure whether operations have increased stockholder

wealth. EVA® can be computed as follows:

All amounts for the EVA® computation, except the cost of capital, come from

the financial statements. The cost of capital is a weighted average of the returns

Capital charge = �
Cost of
capitalNotes

payable
+ 

Current
maturities
of long-

term debt

+ 
Long-term

debt
+ 

Stockholders’
equity

(Beginning balances)

EVA® = Net income + Interest expense − Capital charge
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demanded by the company’s stockholders and lenders. Cost of capital varies with the

company’s level of risk. For example, stockholders would demand a higher return

from a start-up company than from YUM! Brands because the new company is

untested and therefore more risky. Lenders would also charge the new company a

higher interest rate because of its greater risk. Thus, the new company has a higher

cost of capital than YUM! Brands.

The cost of capital is a major topic in finance classes. In the following discus-

sions we assume a value for the cost of capital (such as 10%, 12%, or 15%) to illus-

trate the computation of EVA®.

The idea behind EVA® is that the returns to the company’s stockholders (net

income) and to its creditors (interest expense) should exceed the company’s capital

charge. The capital charge is the amount that stockholders and lenders charge a

company for the use of their money. A positive EVA® amount suggests an increase in

stockholder wealth, and so the company’s stock should remain attractive to investors.

If EVA® is negative, stockholders will probably be unhappy with the company and

sell its stock, resulting in a decrease in the stock’s price. Different companies tailor the

EVA® computation to meet their own needs.

Let’s apply EVA® to YUM! Brands. The company’s EVA® for 2006 can be com-

puted as follows, assuming a 10% cost of capital (dollars in millions):

YUM! Brand’s EVA® = �
Cost of
capital

+ −
Short-term
borrowings

Stockholders’
equity

Net
income

Interest
expense

Long-term
debt

+ +

(Beginning balances)

= � 0.10]+ − [($74 $1,437$824 $154 $2,045+ +

= � 0.10− $3,556$978

= − $356$978

= $622

By this measure, YUM! Brands’ operations added $622 million of value to its

stockholders’ wealth after meeting the company’s capital charge. This performance is

very strong.

Red Flags in Financial Statement Analysis

Recent accounting scandals have highlighted the importance of red flags in financial

analysis. The following conditions may mean a company is very risky.

� Earnings Problems. Have income from continuing operations and net income

decreased for several years in a row? Has income turned into a loss? This may

be okay for a company in a cyclical industry, such as an airline or a home

builder, but a company such as YUM! Brands may be unable to survive consec-

utive loss years.
� Decreased Cash Flow. Cash flow validates earnings. Is cash flow from opera-

tions consistently lower than net income? Are the sales of plant assets a major

source of cash? If so, the company may be facing a cash shortage. IS
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Other Measures � 709

� Too Much Debt. How does the company’s debt ratio compare to that of major

competitors and to the industry average? If the debt ratio is much higher than

average, the company may be unable to pay debts during tough times. As we

saw earlier, YUM! Brands’ debt ratio of 77% is quite high.1

� Inability to Collect Receivables. Are days’ sales in receivables growing faster

than for other companies in the industry? A cash shortage may be looming.

YUM’s cash collections are very strong.
� Buildup of Inventories. Is inventory turnover slowing down? If so, the com-

pany may be unable to move products, or it may be overstating inventory as

reported on the balance sheet. Recall from the cost-of-goods-sold model that

one of the easiest ways to overstate net income is to overstate ending inventory.

YUM! Brands has no problem here.
� Trends of Sales, Inventory, and Receivables. Sales, receivables, and inventory

generally move together. Increased sales lead to higher receivables and require

more inventory in order to meet demand. Strange movements among these

items may spell trouble. YUM’s relationships look normal.

Efficient Markets

An efficient capital market is one in which market prices fully reflect all information

available to the public. Because stock prices reflect all publicly accessible data, it can

be argued that the stock market is efficient. Market efficiency has implications for

management action and for investor decisions. It means that managers cannot fool

the market with accounting gimmicks. If the information is available, the market as a

whole can set a “fair” price for the company’s stock.

Suppose you are the president of Anacomp Corporation. Reported earnings per

share are $4, and the stock price is $40—so the P/E ratio is 10. You believe

Anacomp’s stock is underpriced. To correct this situation, you are considering chang-

ing your depreciation method from accelerated to straight-line. The accounting

change will increase earnings per share to $5. Will the stock price then rise to $50?

Probably not; the company’s stock price will probably remain at $40 because the

market can understand the accounting change. After all, the company merely

changed its method of computing depreciation. There is no effect on Anacomp’s cash

flows, and the company’s economic position is unchanged: An efficient market inter-

prets data in light of their true underlying meaning.

In an efficient market, the search for “underpriced” stock is fruitless unless the

investor has relevant private information. But it is unlawful to invest on the basis of

inside information. An appropriate strategy seeks to manage risk, diversify invest-

ments, and minimize transaction costs. Financial analysis helps mainly to identify the

risks of various stocks and then to manage the risk.

The Decision Guidelines feature summarizes the most widely used ratios.

1 In 2003, YUM’s debt ratio was 89%, and we stated, “YUM’s debt ratio needs to shrink over the next several

years.” The company has made significant progress—with a 77% debt ratio at the end of 2006.
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DECISION GUIDELINES

USING RATIOS IN FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS

Lane and Kay Collins operate a financial services firm. They manage other people’s money

and do most of their own financial-statement analysis. How do they measure companies’ abil-

ity to pay bills, sell inventory, collect receivables, and so on? They use the standard ratios we

have covered throughout this book.

710 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Ratio Computation

Measuring ability to pay current liabilities:

1. Current ratio

2. Acid-test (quick) ratio

Measuring ability to sell inventory and collect receivables:

3. Inventory turnover

4. Accounts receivable turnover

5. Days’ sales in receivables

Measuring ability to pay long-term debt:

6. Debt ratio

7. Times-interest-earned ratio

Measuring profitability:

8. Rate of return on net sales

9. Rate of return on total assets

10. Rate of return on common 
stockholders’ equity

Information Provided

Measures ability to pay current 
liabilities with current assets

Shows ability to pay all current 
liabilities if they come due 
immediately

Indicates saleability of inventory—
the number of times a company
sells its average level of inventory
during a year.

Measures ability to collect cash
from credit customers

Shows how many days’ sales
remain in Accounts Receivable—
how many days it takes to collect
the average level of receivables.

Indicates percentage of assets
financed with debt

Measures the number of times
operating income can cover
interest expense

Shows the percentage of each
sales dollar earned as net income

Measures how profitably a 
company uses its assets

Gauges how much income is
earned with the money invested
by the common shareholders

Current assets

Current liabilities

Net income + Interest expense

Average total assets

Net income − Preferred dividends

Average common stockholders’ equity

Net income

Net sales

Income from operations

Interest expense

Total liabilities

Total assets

Average net accounts receivable

One day’s sales

Net credit sales

Average net accounts receivable

Cost of goods sold

Average inventory

Current liabilities

+ + Cash
Short-term
investments

Net current
receivables
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END-OF-CHAPTER SUMMARY PROBLEM
The following financial data are adapted from the annual reports of Lampeer Corporation.

End-of-Chapter Summary Problem � 711

Ratio Computation

11. Earnings per share of 
common stock

Analyzing stock as an investment:

12. Price/earnings ratio

13. Dividend yield

14. Book value per share of 
common stock

Net income − Preferred dividends

Average number of shares of common stock outstanding

Information Provided

Gives the amount of net income
earned for each share of the
company’s common stock
outstanding

Indicates the market price of $1 of
earnings

Shows the percentage of a stock’s
market value returned as
dividends to stockholders each
period

Indicates the recorded
accounting amount for each
share of common stock
outstanding

Market price per share of common stock

Earnings per share

Dividend per share of
common (or preferred) stock

Market price per share of
common (or preferred) stock

Total stockholders’ equity − Preferred equity

Number of shares of common stock outstanding

Lampeer Corporation
Four-Year Selected Financial Data

Years Ended January 31, 2008, 2007, 2006 and 2005

*Dollar amounts are in thousands.

Net Sales ...........................................

 Cost of goods sold and occupancy

  expenses excluding depreciation

  and amortization......................

 Interest expense ...........................

 Income from operations...............

 Net earnings (net loss) .................

 Cash dividends.............................

Financial Position

 Merchandise inventory ................

 Total assets ..................................

 Current ratio................................

 Stockholders’ equity.....................

 Average number of shares of

  common stock outstanding

  (in thousands) ..........................

Operating Results*

$13,848

9,704

109

338

(8)

76

1,677

7,591

1.48:1

3,010

860

2008

$13,673

8,599

75

1,445

877

75

1,904

7,012

0.95:1

2,928

879

2007 2006

$11,635

6,775

45

1,817

1,127

76

1,462

5,189

1.25:1

2,630

895

2005

$9,054

5,318

46

1,333

824

77

1,056

3,963

1.20:1

1,574

576
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712 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

� Required
Compute the following ratios for 2006 through 2008, and evaluate Lampeer’s operating
results. Are operating results strong or weak? Did they improve or deteriorate during the 
3-year period? Your analysis will reveal a clear trend.
1. Gross profit percentage* 4. Inventory turnover
2. Net income as a percentage of sales 5. Times-interest-earned ratio
3. Earnings per share 6. Rate of return on stockholders’ equity

*Refer to Chapter 6 if necessary.

Answer

$13,848 − $9,704

$13,848
= 29.9%

$(8)

$13,848
= (0.06)%

$(8)

860
= $(0.01)

$9,704

($1,677 + $1,904)/2
= 5.4 times

$338

$109
= 3.1 times

$(8)

($3,010 + $2,928)/2
= (0.3%)

1. Gross profit
 percentage

2. Net income as a
 percentage of sales

3. Earnings per share

4. Inventory turnover

5. Times-interest-
 earned ratio

6. Rate of return on
 stockholders’ equity

$13,673 − $8,599

$13,673
= 37.1%

$877

$13,673
= 6.4%

$877

879
= $1.00

$8,599

($1,904 + $1,462)/2
= 5.1 times

$1,445

$75
= 19.3 times

$877

($2,928 + $2,630)/2
= 31.6%

2008 2007

$11,635 − $6,775

$11,635
= 41.8%

$1,127

$11,635
= 9.7%

$1,127

895
= $1.26

$6,775

($1,462 + $1,056)/2
= 5.4 times

$1,817

$45
= 40.4 times

$1,127

($2,630 + $1,574)/2
= 53.6%

2006

Evaluation: During this period, Lampeer’s operating results deteriorated on all these meas-
ures except inventory turnover. The gross profit percentage is down sharply, as are the
times-interest-earned ratio and all the return measures. From these data it is clear that
Lampeer could sell its merchandise, but not at the markups the company enjoyed in the
past. The final result, in 2008, was a net loss for the year.
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Review Financial Statement Analysis � 713

Revenues

Sales by Company-operated restaurants

Revenues from franchised and affiliated restaurants

  Total revenues

Operating Expenses

Company-operated restaurant expenses

 Food & paper (Cost of goods sold)

 Payroll & employee benefits

 Occupancy & other operating expenses

Franchised restaurants—occupancy expenses

Selling, general & administrative expenses

Other operating expense, net

  Total operating expenses

Operating income

Interest expense

Gain on sale of subsidiary

Nonoperating expense, net

Income before income taxes and

  cumulative effect of accounting changes

Income tax expense

Income before cumulative effect of accounting changes

Cumulative effect of accounting changes, net of tax benefits of $9.4 and $17.6

Net income

Per common share–basic:

Income before cumulative effect of accounting changes

Cumulative effect of accounting changes

Net income

Dividends per common share

In Millions, Except per Share Data

Donaldson Company
Consolidated Statement of Income (Adapted)

Years Ended December 31, 2008, 2007, and 2006

$12,795.4

4,345.1

17,140.5

4,314.8

3,411.4

3,279.8

937.7

1,833.0

531.6

14,308.3

2,832.2

388.0

97.8

2,346.4

838.2

1,508.2

(36.8)

$  1,471.4

$         1.19

(0.03)

$         1.16

$         0.40

2008

$11,499.6

3,906.1

15,405.7

3,917.4

3,078.2

2,911.0

840.1

1,712.8

833.3

13,292.8

2,112.9

374.1

76.7

1,662.1

670.0

992.1

(98.6)

$     893.5

$         0.78

(0.08)

$         0.70

$         0.24

2007

$11,040.7

3,829.3

14,870.0

3,802.1

2,901.2

2,750.4

800.2

1,661.7

257.4

12,173.0

2,697.0

452.4

(137.1)

52.0

2,329.7

693.1

1,636.6

$  1,636.6

$         1.27

$         1.27

$         0.23

2006

Quick Check (Answers are given on page 744.)
Analyze the Donaldson Company financial statements by answering the questions that fol-
low. Donaldson owns a chain of restaurants.

REVIEW FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS
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714 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Assets

Current assets

Cash and equivalents

Accounts and notes receivable

Inventories, at cost, not in excess of market

Prepaid expenses and other current assets

 Total current assets

Other assets

Investments in affiliates

Goodwill, net

Miscellaneous

 Total other assets

Property and equipment

Property and equipment, at cost

Accumulated depreciation and amortization

 Net property and equipment

Total assets

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

Current liabilities

Accounts payable

Income taxes

Other taxes

Accrued interest

Accrued restructuring and restaurant closing costs

Accrued payroll and other liabilities

Current maturities of long-term debt

 Total current liabilities

Long-term debt

Other long-term liabilities and minority interests

Deferred income taxes

Shareholders’ equity

Preferred stock, no par value; authorized—165.0 million shares; issued—none

Common stock, $.01 par value; authorized—3.5 billion shares;

  issued—1,660.6 million shares

Additional paid-in capital

Unearned ESOP compensation

Retained earnings

Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)

Common stock in treasury, at cost; 398.7 and 392.4 million shares

 Total shareholders’ equity

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity

In Millions, Except per Share Data

Donaldson Company
Consolidated Balance Sheet

Years Ended December 31, 2008 and 2007

$     492.8

734.5

129.4

528.7

1,885.4

1,089.6

1,665.1

960.3

3,715.0

28,740.2

(8,815.5)

19,924.7

$25,525.1

$     577.4

71.5

222.0

193.1

115.7

918.1

388.0

2,485.8

9,342.5

699.8

1,015.1

16.6

1,837.5

(90.5)

20,172.3

(635.5)

(9,318.5)

11,981.9

$25,525.1

2008

$     330.4

855.3

111.7

418.0

1,715.4

1,037.7

1,558.5

1,075.5

3,671.7

26,218.6

(7,635.2)

18,583.4

$23,970.5

$     635.8

16.3

191.8

199.4

328.5

774.7

275.8

2,422.3

9,703.6

560.0

1,003.7

16.6

1,747.3

(98.4)

19,204.4

(1,601.3)

(8,987.7)

10,280.9

$23,970.5

2007
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1. Horizontal analysis of Donaldson’s income statement for 2008 would show which of the
following for Selling, general, & administrative expenses? (pp. 687–688)
a. 1.14 c. 1.07
b. 1.10 d. None of the above (fill in the blank).

2. Vertical analysis of Donaldson’s income statement for 2008 would show which of the fol-
lowing for Selling, general, & administrative expenses? (pp. 691–692)
a. 1.144 c. 0.107
b. 0.143 d. None of the above (fill in the blank).

3. Which item on Donaldson’s income statement has the most favorable trend during
2007–2008? (pp. 690–691)
a. Total revenues c. Food and paper costs
b. Net income d. Payroll & employee benefits

4. On Donaldson’s common-size balance sheet, Goodwill would appear as (pp. 693–694)
a. 0.065. c. $1,665.1 million.
b. up by 6.8%. d. 9.7% of total revenues.

5. A good benchmark for Donaldson Company would be (pp. 693–694)
a. Whataburger. c. Intel.
b. Boeing. d. All of the above.

6. Donaldson’s inventory turnover for 2008 was (pp. 701–702)
a. 91 times. c. 21 times.
b. 62 times. d. 36 times.

7. Donaldson’s acid-test ratio at the end of 2008 was (pp. 701–702)
a. 1.49. c. 0.30.
b. 0.49. d. 0.20.

8. Donaldson’s average collection period for accounts and notes receivables is (pp. 701–703)
a. 1 day. c. 30 days.
b. 2 days. d. 17 days.

9. Donaldson’s total debt position looks (p. 703)
a. safe. c. risky.
b. middle-ground. d. Cannot tell from the financials.

10. Donaldson’s return on total revenues for 2008 was (p. 704)
a. 13.2%. c. 5.9%.
b. $1.16. d. 8.6%.

11. Donaldson’s return on stockholders’ equity for 2008 was (pp. 705–706)
a. 13.2%. c. 5.9%.
b. 8.6%. d. $1,471.4 million.

12. On June 30, 2009, Donaldson’s common stock sold for $26 per share. At that price, how
much did investors say $1 of the company’s net income was worth? (pp. 706–707)
a. $1.00 c. $21.85
b. $22.41 d. $26.00

13. Use Donaldson’s financial statements and the data in question 12 to compute Donaldson’s
dividend yield during 2008. (pp. 706–707)
a. 3.1% c. 2.2%
b. 2.4% d. 1.5%

14. How much EVA® did Donaldson generate for investors during 2008? Assume the cost of
capital was 8%. (pp. 707–708)
a. $973 million c. $239 million
b. $1,471 million d. $1,859 million

Review Financial Statement Analysis � 715
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716 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

accounts receivable turnover (p. 702) Measures a com-
pany’s ability to collect cash from credit customers. To com-
pute accounts receivable turnover, divide net credit sales by
average net accounts receivable.

acid-test ratio (p. 700) Ratio of the sum of cash plus
short-term investments plus net current receivables to total
current liabilities. Tells whether the entity can pay all its cur-
rent liabilities if they come due immediately. Also called the
quick ratio.

benchmarking (p. 693) The comparison of a company to a
standard set by other companies, with a view toward
improvement.

book value per share of common stock (p. 707)
Common stockholders’ equity divided by the number of
shares of common stock outstanding. The recorded amount
for each share of common stock outstanding.

capital charge (p. 708) The amount that stockholders and
lenders charge a company for the use of their money.
Calculated as (Notes payable + Loans payable + Long-term
debt + Stockholders’ equity) × Cost of capital.

common-size statement (p. 692) A financial statement
that reports only percentages (no dollar amounts).

cost of capital (p. 707) A weighted average of the returns
demanded by the company’s stockholders and lenders.

current ratio (p. 698) Current assets divided by current
liabilities. Measures a company’s ability to pay current liabil-
ities with current assets.

days’ sales in receivables (p. 702) Ratio of average net
accounts receivable to 1 day’s sales. Indicates how many
days’ sales remain in Accounts Receivable awaiting collec-
tion. Also called the collection period.

debt ratio (p. 703) Ratio of total liabilities to total assets.
States the proportion of a company’s assets that is financed
with debt.

dividend yield (p. 706) Ratio of dividends per share of
stock to the stock’s market price per share. Tells the percent-
age of a stock’s market value that the company returns to
stockholders as dividends.

earnings per share (EPS) (p. 705) Amount of a company’s
net income earned for each share of its outstanding com-
mon stock.

economic value added (EVA®) (p. 707) Used to evaluate
a company’s operating performance. EVA combines the
concepts of accounting income and corporate finance to
measure whether the company’s operations have increased

stockholder wealth. EVA = Net income + Interest expense –
Capital charge.

efficient capital market (p. 709) A capital market in
which market prices fully reflect all information available to
the public.

horizontal analysis (p. 688) Study of percentage changes
in comparative financial statements.

inventory turnover (p. 701) Ratio of cost of goods sold to
average inventory. Indicates how rapidly inventory is sold.

leverage (p. 705) Earning more income on borrowed
money than the related interest expense, thereby increasing
the earnings for the owners of the business. Also called
trading on the equity.

price/earnings ratio (p. 706) Ratio of the market price of
a share of common stock to the company’s earnings per
share. Measures the value that the stock market places on $1
of a company’s earnings.

quick ratio (pg. 700) Another name for the acid-text ratio.

rate of return on common stockholders’ equity (p. 705)
Net income minus preferred dividends, divided by average
common stockholders’ equity. A measure of profitability.
Also called return on equity.

rate of return on net sales (p. 704) Ratio of net income to
net sales. A measure of profitability. Also called return on sales.

rate of return on total assets (p. 704) Net income plus
interest expense, divided by average total assets. This ratio
measures a company’s success in using its assets to earn
income for the persons who finance the business. Also
called return on assets.

return on equity (p. 705) Another name for rate of return
on common stockholders’ equity.

times-interest-earned ratio (p. 703) Ratio of income from
operations to interest expense. Measures the number of
times that operating income can cover interest expense. Also
called the interest-coverage ratio.

trading on the equity (p. 705) Another name for leverage.

trend percentages (p. 690) A form of horizontal analysis
that indicates the direction a business is taking.

vertical analysis (p. 698) Analysis of a financial statement
that reveals the relationship of each statement item to a
specified base, which is the 100% figure.

working capital (p. 698) Current assets minus current lia-
bilities; measures a business’s ability to meet its short-term
obligations with its current assets.

Accounting Vocabulary
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Assess Your Progress � 717

Short Exercises

S13-1 (Learning Objective 1: Horizontal analysis of revenues and net income) Cannes
Corporation, reported the following amounts on its 2008 comparative income statement.

Perform a horizontal analysis of revenues and net income—both in dollar amounts and in
percentages—for 2008 and 2007. (pp. 687–688)

S13-2 (Learning Objective 1: Trend analysis of sales and net income) Zoobilee, Inc.,
reported the following sales and net income amounts:

Show Zoobilee’s trend percentages for sales and net income. Use 2006 as the base year. 
(pp. 690–691)

S13-3 (Learning Objective 2: Vertical analysis to correct a cash shortage) Vision Software
reported the following amounts on its balance sheets at December 31, 20X4, 20X3, and 20X2.

Sales and profits are high. Nevertheless, Vision is experiencing a cash shortage. Perform a
vertical analysis of Vision Software’s assets at the end of years 20X4, 20X3, 20X2. Use the
analysis to explain the reason for the cash shortage. (pp. 692–693)

S13-4 (Learning Objective 3: Common-size income statements of 2 companies)
(pp. 691–692) Porterfield, Inc., and Beasley Corporation are competitors. Compare the 2
companies by converting their condensed income statements to common size.

(In millions) Porterfield Beasley

Net sales......................................................... $9,489 $19,536

Cost of goods sold.......................................... 5,785 14,101

Selling and administrative expenses................ 2,690 3,846

Interest expense.............................................. 59 16

Other expense ................................................ 34 38

Income tax expense ........................................ 331 597

Net income..................................................... $   590 $ 938

20X4 20X3 20X2

Cash.................................... $    6,000 $    6,000 $    5,000

Receivables, net................... 30,000 22,000 19,000

Inventory............................. 148,000 106,000 74,000

Prepaid expenses ................. 2,000 2,000 1,000

Property, plant, and

equipment, net ................ 96,000 88,000 87,000

Total assets ......................... $282,000 $224,000 $186,000

(In thousands)

Sales ...........................

Net income.................

2009

$9,180

520

2008

$8,990

500

2007

$8,770

460

2006

$8,550

400

(In thousands)

Revenues ........................

Total expenses................

2008

$10,889

5,985

2007

$10,095

5,604

2006

$9,777

5,194

ASSESS YOUR PROGRESS

writing assignment � 

writing assignment � 
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718 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Which company earned more net income? Which company’s net income was a higher
percentage of its net sales? Which company is more profitable? Explain your answer. (p. 704)

S13-5 (Learning Objective 5, 6: Evaluating the trend in a company’s current ratio)
Examine the financial data of RubberMate Corporation in Exhibit 13-8 (p. 697). Show how
to compute RubberMate’s current ratio for each year 20X4 through 20X6. Is the company’s
ability to pay its current liabilities improving or deteriorating? (p. 700)

S13-6 (Learning Objective 5, 6: Evaluating a company’s acid-test ratio) Use the YUM!

Brands balance sheet data in Exhibit 13-3, page 698.

1. Compute YUM’s acid-test ratio at December 31, 2006 and 2005. (pp. 701–702)

2. Compare YUM’s ratio values to those of Best Buy, IHOP, and Pier 1 Imports on
page 701. Is YUM’s acid-test ratio strong or weak? Explain. (pp. 701–702)

S13-7 (Learning Objective 5: Computing inventory turnover and days’ sales in receivables)
Use the YUM! Brands 2006 income statement (p. 686) and balance sheet (p. 689) to compute
the following:

a. YUM’s rate of inventory turnover for 2006. (pp. 701–702)
b. Days’ sales in average receivables during 2006. (Round dollar amounts to 1 decimal

place.) (pp. 702–703)

Do these measures look strong or weak? Give the reason for your answer. (pp. 701–703)

S13-8 (Learning Objective 5, 6: Measuring ability to pay long-term debt) Use the financial
statements of YUM! Brands (pp. 686, 689).

1. Compute the company’s debt ratio at December 31, 2006. In which text exhibit does this
ratio value appear? (p. 703)

2. Compute the company’s times-interest-earned ratio for 2006. For operating income, use
income before both interest expense and income taxes. You can simply add interest
expense back to income before taxes. (p. 703)

3. Is YUM’s ability to pay liabilities and interest expense strong or weak? Comment on the
value of each ratio computed for requirements 1 and 2. (p. 703)

S13-9 (Learning Objective 5, 6: Measuring profitability) Use the financial statements of
YUM! Brands (p. 686, 689) to locate or, if necessary, to compute these profitability measures
for 2006. Show each computation.

a. Rate of return on sales. (p. 704)
b. Rate of return on total assets. (p. 704)
c. Rate of return on common stockholders’ equity. (pp. 705–706)

Are these rates of return strong or weak? Explain. (pp. 705–706)

S13-10 (Learning Objective 5: Computing EPS and the price/earnings ratio) The annual
report of Classic Cars, Inc., for the year ended December 31, 2007, included the following
items (in millions):

1. Compute earnings per share (EPS) and the price/earnings ratio for Classic Cars’ stock.
Round to the nearest cent. The price of a share of Classic Car stock is $77.60. 
(pp. 705–708)

2. How much does the stock market say $1 of Classic Cars’ net income is worth? 
(pp. 706–707)

Preferred stock outstanding, 4% ........................................ $500

Net income......................................................................... $990

Number of shares of common stock outstanding ............... 200
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S13-11 (Learning Objective 5: Using ratio data to reconstruct an income statement) A skele-
ton of Hill Country Florist’s income statement appears as follows (amounts in thousands):

Use the following ratio data to complete Hill Country Florist’s income statement:

a. Inventory turnover was 5 (beginning inventory was $787; ending inventory was
$755). (pp. 701–702)

b. Rate of return on sales is 0.12. (p. 704)

S13-12 (Learning Objective 5: Using ratio data to reconstruct a balance sheet) A skeleton
of Hill Country Florist’s balance sheet appears as follows (amounts in thousands):

Use the following ratio data to complete Hill Country Florist’s balance sheet: (pp. 700–703)
a. Debt ratio is 0.52. b. Current ratio is 1.20. c. Acid-test ratio is 0.70.

S13-13 (Learning Objective 7: Measuring economic value added) Compute economic value
added (EVA®) for Mainstream Software. The company’s cost of capital is 12%. Net income
was $695 thousand, interest expense $394 thousand, beginning long-term debt $1,294 thou-
sand, and beginning stockholders’ equity was $3,031 thousand. Round all amounts to the
nearest thousand dollars. (pp. 707–708)

Should the company’s stockholders be happy with the EVA®? (pp. 707–708)

Cash......................................

Receivables............................

Inventories ............................

Prepaid expenses ...................

 Total current assets ..........

Plant assets, net .....................

Other assets...........................

Total assets............................

$   253

(a)

555

(b)

(c)

(d)

1,150

$6,315

Balance Sheet

Total current liabilities ...............

Long-term debt ..........................

Other long-term liabilities ..........

Common stock...........................

Retained earnings.......................

Total liabilities and equity..........

$1,164

(e)

826

185

2,846

$      (f)

Income Statement

Net sales .......................................

Cost of goods sold.........................

Selling expenses.............................

Administrative expenses ................

Interest expense.............................

Other expenses..............................

Income before taxes ......................

Income tax expense .......................

Net income....................................

$7,278

(a)

1,510

326

(b)

151

1,042

(c)

$     (d)
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720 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Exercises

E13-14 (Learning Objective 1: Computing year-to-year changes in working capital) What
were the dollar amount of change and the percentage of each change in Rocky Mountain
Lodge’s working capital during 2008 and 2007? Is this trend favorable or unfavorable? 
(pp. 690–691)

E13-15 (Learning Objective 1: Horizontal analysis of an income statement) Prepare a hor-
izontal analysis of the comparative income statement of Stamps Music Co. Round percentage
changes to the nearest one-tenth percent (3 decimal places). (pp. 687–688)

E13-16 (Learning Objective 1: Computing trend percentages) Compute trend percentages
for Carmel Valley Sales & Service’s total revenue, and net income for the following 5-year
period, using year 0 as the base year. Round to the nearest full percent (pp. 690–691).

Which grew faster during the period, total revenue or net income?

E13-17 (Learning Objective 2: Vertical analysis of a balance sheet) Cobra Golf Company
has requested that you perform a vertical analysis of its balance sheet to determine the com-
ponent percentages of its assets, liabilities, and stockholders’ equity. (pp. 692–693)

Total revenue ................

Net income ...................

$1,287

104

$1,106

93

$1,418

125

$1,009

81

$1,043

85

Year 4 Year 3 Year 2 Year 1 Year 0(In thousands)

Stamps Music Co.
Comparative Income Statement

Years Ended December 31, 2007 and 2006

Total revenue ................................................

Expenses:

 Cost of goods sold ...............................

 Selling and general expenses ................

 Interest expense ...................................

 Income tax expense .............................

 Total expenses .....................................

Net income ...................................................

2007   

$403,000

$188,000

93,000

4,000

37,000

322,000

$  81,000

2006   

$430,000

$202,000

90,000

10,000

42,000

344,000

$  86,000

Total current assets .....................

Total current liabilities ................

$280,000

150,000

2006

$290,000

167,000

2007

$326,000

170,000

2008

� spreadsheet
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E13-18 (Learning Objective 3: Preparing a common-size income statement) Prepare a com-
parative common-size income statement for Stamps Music Co., using the 2007 and 2006 data
of Exercise 13-15 and rounding percentages to one-tenth percent (3 decimal places). 
(pp. 691–692)

E13-19 (Learning Objective 4: Analyzing the statement of cash flows) Identify any weaknesses
revealed by the statement of cash flows of Florida Citrus Growers, Inc. (pp. 623–635, 643)

Florida Citrus Growers, Inc.
Statement of Cash Flows

For the Current Year

Operating activities:

 Income from operations..........................................

 Add (subtract) noncash items:

  Depreciation ....................................................

  Net increase in current assets other than cash..

  Net decrease in current liabilities

     exclusive of short-term debt..........................

  Net cash provided by operating activities.........

Investing activities:

 Sale of property, plant, and equipment ...................

Financing activities:

 Issuance of bonds payable ......................................

 Payment of short-term debt ....................................

 Payment of long-term debt .....................................

 Payment of dividends..............................................

  Net cash used for financing activities ...............

 Increase (decrease) in cash ......................................

$   42,000

(29,000)

13,000

101,000

(178,000)

$  (64,000)

$   23,000

(45,000)

(7,000)

$ 102,000

(159,000)

(79,000)

(42,000)

Cobra Golf Company
Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X8

Assets

 Total current assets ...............................................

 Property, plant, and equipment, net ......................

 Other assets ..........................................................

 Total assets ...........................................................

Liabilities

 Total current liabilities..........................................

 Long-term debt .....................................................

 Total liabilities ......................................................

Stockholders’ Equity

 Total stockholders’ equity.....................................

 Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity...............

$  92,000

247,000

35,000

$374,000

$  48,000

108,000

156,000

218,000

$374,000
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722 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

E13-20 (Learning Objective 5: Computing 5 ratios) The financial statements of National
News, Inc., include the following items:

� Required

Compute the following ratios for the current year: (pp. 700–703)
a. Current ratio d. Accounts receivable turnover
b. Acid-test ratio e. Days’ sales in average receivables
c. Inventory turnover

E13-21 (Learning Objective 5, 6: Analyzing the ability to pay current liabilities) Patio
Furniture Company has asked you to determine whether the company’s ability to pay its cur-
rent liabilities and long-term debts improved or deteriorated during 20X9. To answer this
question, compute the following ratios for 20X9 and 20X8. (pp. 700–703)

a. Current ratio c. Debt ratio
b. Acid-test ratio d. Times-interest-earned ratio

Summarize the results of your analysis in a written report.

Cash ...........................................

Short-term investments.................

Net receivables .............................

Inventory......................................

Prepaid expenses ..........................

Total assets...................................

Total current liabilities .................

Long-term debt ............................

Income from operations ...............

Interest expense............................

$  61,000

28,000

142,000

286,000

11,000

643,000

255,000

46,000

165,000

40,000

$  47,000

––

116,000

263,000

9,000

489,000

221,000

52,000

158,000

39,000

20X9 20X8

Balance Sheet:

 Cash ............................................

 Short-term investments ................

 Net receivables ............................

 Inventory.....................................

 Prepaid expenses..........................

 Total current assets ......................

 Total current liabilities.................

Income Statement:

 Net credit sales ............................

 Cost of goods sold .......................

$  17,000

11,000

64,000

77,000

16,000

185,000

111,000

$654,000

327,000

$ 22,000

26,000

73,000

71,000

8,000

200,000

91,000

Current Year Preceding Year

� spreadsheet

writing assignment � 

� spreadsheet
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E13-22 (Learning Objective 5, 6: Analyzing profitability) Compute 4 ratios that measure
ability to earn profits for PGI Decor, Inc., whose comparative income statement follows: 
(pp. 704–706)

Additional data:

Did the company’s operating performance improve or deteriorate during 20X8?

E13-23 (Learning Objective 5, 6: Evaluating a stock as an investment) Evaluate the com-
mon stock of Phillips Distributing Company as an investment. Specifically, use the 3 common
stock ratios to determine whether the common stock increased or decreased in attractiveness
during the past year. (pp. 705–707)

Net income.........................................................

Dividends to common ........................................

Total stockholders’ equity at year end................

 (includes 80,000 shares of common stock)

Preferred stock, 8%............................................

Market price per share of common

 stock at year end.......................................

$112,000

25,000

580,000

100,000

$    22.50

$  96,000

20,000

500,000

100,000

$    16.75

20X7 20X6

Total assets..............................................

Common stockholders’ equity.................

Preferred dividends..................................

Common shares outstanding

 during the year ..............................

$191,000

$  89,000

$    3,000

20,000

$171,000

$  79,000

$           0

18,000

20X7

$204,000

$  96,000

$    3,000

21,000

20X8 20X6

PGI Decor, Inc.
Comparative Income Statement

Years Ended December 31, 20X8 and 20X7

Net sales..............................................  

Cost of goods sold...............................

Gross profit.........................................

Selling and general expenses................

Income from operations ......................

Interest expense...................................

Income before income tax ...................

Income tax expense .............................

Net income .........................................

$174,000

93,000

81,000

46,000

35,000

9,000

26,000

9,000

$  17,000

$158,000

86,000

72,000

41,000

31,000

10,000

21,000

8,000

$  13,000

Dollars in thousands 20X8 20X7
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724 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

E13-24 (Learning Objective 7: Using economic value added to measure corporate
performance) Two companies with different economic-value-added (EVA®) profiles are
Amazon.com and eBay. Adapted versions of the 2 companies’ financial statements are pre-
sented here (in millions):

� Required

1. Before performing any calculations, which company do you think represents the better
investment? Give your reason. (Challenge)

2. Compute the EVA® for each company and then decide which company’s stock you
would rather hold as an investment. Assume both companies’ cost of capital is 10%.
(pp. 707–708)

Challenge Exercises

E13-25 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 5: Using ratio data to reconstruct a company’s balance
sheet) The following data (dollar amounts in millions) are taken from the financial statements
of Phase 1 Industries, Inc.

� Required

Complete the following condensed balance sheet. Report amounts to the nearest million
dollars. (pp. 700, 703)

Total liabilities .................................

Preferred stock .................................

Total current assets ..........................

Accumulated depreciation ................

Debt ratio.........................................

Current ratio ....................................

$11,800

$         0

$10,200

$  1,400

59%

1.50

Balance sheet data:

   Total assets ......................................

   Interest-bearing debt ........................

   All other liabilities............................

   Stockholders’ equity .........................

   Total liabilities and equity................

Income statement data:

   Total revenue ...................................

   Interest expense................................

   Net income.......................................

$  4,363

$  1,247

2,685

431

$  4,363

$10,711

78

$     190

$13,494

$         0

2,589

10,905

$13,494

$  3,271

9

$     778

Amazon.com eBay
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E13-26 (Learning Objective 2, 3, 5: Using ratio data to reconstruct a company’s income
statement) The following data (dollar amounts in millions) are from the financial statements
of Federal Corporation:

� Required

Complete the following condensed income statement. Report amounts to the nearest million
dollars. (pp. 704–706)

Practice Quiz

Use the Miami Bell Corporation financial statements to answer the questions that follow.

Sales ....................................... 

Operating expense..................

Operating income...................

Interest expense......................

Pretax income ........................

Income tax expense ................

Net income............................. 

$?

?

?

?

?

?

$?

Average stockholders’ equity...............................

Interest expense...................................................

Preferred stock ....................................................

Operating income as a percent of sales................

Rate of return on stockholders’ equity ................

Income tax rate ...................................................

$3,600

$   400

$       0

25%

20%

40%

Current assets.........................................................

Property, plant, and equipment ..............................

 Less Accumulated depreciation.....................

Total assets ............................................................

Current liabilities ...................................................

Long-term liabilities ...............................................

Stockholders’ equity ...............................................

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity ................

$?

?

$?

$?

?

?

$?

$ ?

(?)

Assess Your Progress � 725
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726 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Miami Bell Corporation
Consolidated Statements of Financial Position

(In millions)

Assets

 Current assets:

  Cash and cash equivalents.................................

  Short-term investments......................................

  Accounts receivable, net ....................................

  Inventories ........................................................

  Other ...............................................................

  Total current assets ...........................................

Property, plant, and equipment, net ...........................

 Investments...........................................................

 Other noncurrent assets ........................................

Total assets.................................................................

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

 Current liabilities:

  Accounts payable ..............................................

  Accrued and other ............................................

     Total current liabilities ......................................

 Long-term debt .....................................................

 Other noncurrent liabilities...................................

 Commitments and contingent liabilities (Note 7) ......

Total liabilities ...........................................................

 Stockholders’ equity:

  Preferred stock and capital in excess of $0.01 

   par value; shares issued and outstanding: none ....

  Common stock and capital in excess of $0.01 

   par value; shares authorized: 7,000; shares 

   issued: 2,721 and 2,681, respectively...........

  Treasury stock, at cost; 165 and 102 shares,

   respectively..................................................

  Retained earnings..............................................

  Other comprehensive loss..................................

  Other ................................................................

Total stockholders’ equity ..........................................

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity ....................

$  4,317

835

3,635

327

1,519

10,633

1,517

6,770

391

$19,311

$  7,316

3,580

10,896

505

1,630

––

13,031

––

6,823

(6,539)

6,131

(83)

(52)

6,280

$19,311

$  4,232

406

2,586

306

1,394

8,924

913

5,267

366

$15,470

$  5,989

2,944

8,933

506

1,158

––

10,597

––

6,018

(4,539)

3,486

(33)

(59)

4,873

$15,470

20X4 20X3
December 31,
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Q13-27 During 20X4, Miami Bell’s total assets (pp. 687–688)
a. increased by $8,341 million. c. Both a and b.
b. increased by 24.8%. d. increased by 19.9%.

Q13-28 Miami Bell’s current ratio at year end 20X4 is closest to (p. 700)
a. 1.2. c. 1.0.
b. 1.1. d. 0.80.

Q13-29 Miami Bell’s acid-test ratio at year end 20X4 is closest to (pp. 701–702)
a. $0.80. c. 0.47.
b. $0.65. d. $8,787 million.

Q13-30 What is the largest single item included in Miami Bell’s debt ratio at December 31,
20X4? (p. 703)
a. Cash and cash equivalents c. Investments
b. Accounts payable d. Common stock

Q13-31 Using the earliest year available as the base year, the trend percentage for Miami
Bell’s net revenue during 20X4 was (pp. 690–691)
a. 117%. c. up by 17.1%.
b. up by $10,276 million. d. 133%.

Q13-32 Miami Bell’s common-size income statement for 20X4 would report cost of goods
sold as (pp. 691–692)
a. $33,892 million. c. 81.8%.
b. Up by 16.6%. d. 132.1%.

Q13-33 Miami Bell’s days’ sales in average receivables during 20X4 was (pp. 702–703)
a. 22 days. c. 32 days.
b. 27 days. d. 114 days.

Miami Bell Corporation
Consolidated Statements of Income

(In millions, except per share amounts)

Net revenue...................................................

Cost of goods sold.........................................

 Gross profit .........................................

Operating expenses:

 Selling, general, and administrative......

 Research, development, and 

  engineering ......................................

 Special charges.....................................

  Total operating expenses .................

  Operating income............................

Investment and other income (loss), net ........

 Income before income taxes.................

Income tax expense .......................................

 Net income ..........................................

Earnings per common share:

 Basic ....................................................

$35,404

29,055

6,349

3,050

455

—

3,505

2,844

183

3,027

905

$  2,122

$    0.82

$31,168

25,661

5,507

2,784

452

482

3,718

1,789

(58)

1,731

485

$  1,246

$    0.48

20X3

$41,444

33,892

7,552

3,544

464

—

4,008

3,544

180

3,724

1,079

$  2,645

$    1.03

20X4 20X2
Year ended December 31,
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728 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Q13-34 Miami Bell’s inventory turnover during fiscal year 20X4 was (pp. 701–702)
a. very slow. c. 107 times.
b. 54 times. d. 129 times.

Q13-35 Miami Bell’s long-term debt bears interest at 6%. During the year ended December
31, 20X4, Bell’s times-interest-earned ratio was (p. 703)
a. 117 times. c. 100 times.
b. 110 times. d. 125 times.

Q13-36 Miami Bell’s trend of return on sales is (p. 704)
a. improving. c. stuck at 6%.
b. declining. d. worrisome.

Q13-37 How many shares of common stock did Miami Bell have outstanding, on average,
during 20X4? Hint: Compute earnings per share. (pp. 705–706)
a. 2,721 million c. 2,645 million
b. 2,701 million d. 2,568 million

Q13-38 Book value per share of Miami Bell’s common stock outstanding at December 31,
20X4, was (pp. 707–708)
a. $2.72. c. $6,280.
b. $4.37. d. $2.46.

Problems
(Group A)

P13-39A (Learning Objective 1, 5, 6: Trend percentages, return on sales, and comparison
with the industry) Net sales, net income, and total assets for Container Shipping, Inc., for a 
5-year period follow:

� Required

1. Compute trend percentages for each item for 20X5 through 20X8. Use 20X4 as the base
year and round to the nearest percent. (pp. 690–691)

2. Compute the rate of return on net sales for 20X6 through 20X8, rounding to 3 decimal
places. (p. 704)

3. How does Container Shipping’s return on net sales compare with that of the industry?
(p. 704) In the shipping industry, rates above 5% are considered good, and rates above
7% are outstanding. (p. 704)

P13-40A (Learning Objective 2, 3, 5, 6: Common-size statements, analysis of profitability,
and comparison with the industry) Top managers of Medical Products, Inc., have asked for
your help in comparing the company’s profit performance and financial position with the
average for the industry. The accountant has given you the company’s income statement and
balance sheet and also the following data for the industry:

Net sales.....................

Net income.................

Total assets ................

$313

11

254

20X7(In thousands)

$266

11

209

20X6

$281

18

197

20X5

$197

16

185

20X4

$367

27

286

20X8

Some of these A problems can be found within My Accounting Lab (MAL), an online
homework and practice environment. Your instructor may ask you to complete these
exercises using MAL.
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Medical Products, Inc.
Income Statement Compared with Industry Average

Year Ended December 31, 20X5

Net sales.................................

Cost of goods sold..................

Gross profit............................

Operating expenses ................

Operating income...................

Other expenses.......................

Net income ............................

Medical

Products

$957,000

652,000

305,000

200,000

105,000

3,000

$102,000

100.0%

55.9

44.1

28.1

16.0

2.4

13.6%

Industry

Average

Medical Products, Inc.
Balance Sheet Compared with Industry Average

December 31, 20X5

Current assets...........................

Fixed assets, net .......................

Intangible assets, net ................

Other assets..............................

Total ........................................  

Current liabilities .....................

Long-term liabilities .................

Stockholders’ equity.................

Total ........................................  

Medical 

Products

$486,000

117,000

24,000

3,000

$630,000

$245,000

114,000

271,000

$630,000

74.4%

20.0

0.6

5.0

100.0%

45.6%

19.0

35.4

100.0%

Industry

Average

� Required

1. Prepare a common-size income statement and balance sheet for Medical Products. The
first column of each statement should present Medical Products’ common-size statement,
and the second column should show the industry averages. (pp. 691–693)

2. For the profitability analysis, compute Medical Products’ (a) ratio of gross profit to net
sales (b) ratio of operating income to net sales, and (c) ratio of net income to net sales.
Compare these figures with the industry averages. Is Medical Products’ profit perform-
ance better or worse than the average for the industry? (p. 704)

3. For the analysis of financial position, compute Medical Products’ (a) ratios of current
assets and current liabilities to total assets and (b) ratio of stockholders’ equity to total
assets. Compare these ratios with the industry averages. Is Medical Products’ financial
position better or worse than the average for the industry? (pp. 692–693)

P13-41A (Learning Objective 4: Using the statement of cash flows for decision making) You
are evaluating 2 companies as possible investments. The 2 companies, similar in size, are com-
muter airlines that fly passengers up and down the East Coast. All other available information
has been analyzed and your investment decision depends on the cash-flow statement.

Assess Your Progress � 729
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730 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Commonwealth Airlines (Comair)
Statement of Cash Flows

Years Ended November 30, 20X9 and 20X8

Operating activities:

 Net income (net loss) ................................

 Adjustments for noncash items:

 Total .........................................................

 Net cash provided by operating activities .....

Investing activities:

 Purchase of property, plant, and 

  equipment.............................................

 Sale of long-term investments ...................

 Net cash provided by (used for)

  investing activities.................................

Financing activities:

 Issuance of short-term notes payable ........

 Payment of short-term notes payable ........

 Payment of cash dividends........................

 Net cash used for financing activities ........

Increase (decrease) in cash..................................

Cash balance at beginning of year......................

Cash balance at the end of year..........................

$  (50,000)

52,000

$ 122,000

(179,000)

(45,000)

$  (67,000)

84,000

17,000

2,000

(102,000)

$  (83,000)

92,000

$    9,000

20X9

$ (91,000)

4,000

$143,000

(134,000)

(64,000)

$154,000

(23,000)

131,000

(87,000)

(55,000)

$ (11,000)

103,000

$ 92,000

20X8

Jetway, Inc.
Statement of Cash Flows

Years Ended November 30, 20X9 and 20X8

Operating activities:

 Net income ...............................................

 Adjustments for noncash items:

  Total .....................................................

 Net cash provided by operating activities .....

Investing activities:

 Purchase of property, plant, 

  and equipment......................................

 Sale of property, plant, and equipment .....

 Net cash used for investing activities ........

Financing activities:

 Issuance of long-term notes payable..........

 Payment of short-term notes payable ........

 Net cash provided by financing activities......

Increase (decrease) in cash..................................

Cash balance at beginning of year......................

Cash balance at end of year................................

$(303,000)

46,000

$ 174,000

(66,000)

$ 184,000

64,000

248,000

(257,000)

108,000

$  99,000

116,000

$ 215,000

20X9

$(453,000)

72,000

$ 118,000

(18,000)

$ 131,000

62,000

193,000

(381,000)

100,000

$  (88,000)

204,000

$ 116,000

20X8
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� Required

Discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of Comair and Jetway. Conclude your discus-
sion by recommending 1 of the companies’ stocks as an investment. (pp. 694–695)

P13-42A (Learning Objective 5, 6: Effects of business transactions on selected ratios)
Financial statement data of Metroplex Engineering include the following items:

� Required

1. Compute Metroplex’s current ratio, debt ratio, and earnings per share. Use the following
format for your answer: (pp. 700, 703, 705–706)

Requirement 1
Current ratio Debt ratio Earnings per share

2. Compute the 3 ratios after evaluating the effect of each transaction that follows. Consider
each transaction separately.
a. Borrowed $27,000 on a long-term note payable.
b. Issued 10,000 shares of common stock, receiving cash of $108,000.
c. Paid short-term notes payable, $51,000.
d. Purchased merchandise of $48,000 on account, debiting Inventory.
e. Received cash on account, $6,000.

Format your answer as follows:

Requirement 2
Transaction (letter) Current ratio Debt ratio Earnings per share

P13-43A (Learning Objective 5, 6: Using ratios to evaluate a stock investment) Comparative
financial statement data of Crest Optical Mart follow:

Cash ........................................

Short-term investments..............

Accounts receivable, net ............

Inventories ................................

Prepaid expenses .......................

Total assets ...............................

Short-term notes payable...........

$  47,000

21,000

102,000

274,000

15,000

933,000

72,000

Accounts payable ......................

Accrued liabilities......................

Long-term notes payable ...........

Other long-term liabilities .........

Net income................................

Number of common 

 shares outstanding ...........

$142,000

50,000

146,000

78,000

104,000

22,000

Crest Optical Mart
Comparative Income Statement

Years Ended December 31, 20X6 and 20X5

Net sales............................................

Cost of goods sold.............................

Gross profit.......................................

Operating expenses ...........................

Income from operations ....................

Interest expense.................................

Income before income tax .................

Income tax expense ...........................

Net income .......................................

20X6

$667,000

378,000

289,000

129,000

160,000

37,000

123,000

44,000

$  79,000

$599,000

313,000

286,000

147,000

139,000

41,000

98,000

43,000

$  55,000

20X5

Assess Your Progress � 731
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732 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Other information:

1. Market price of Crest common stock: $61 at December 31, 20X6, and $45.50 at
December 31, 20X5.

2. Common shares outstanding: 15,000 during 20X6 and 14,000 during 20X5.
3. All sales on credit.

� Required

1. Compute the following ratios for 20X6 and 20X5:
a. Current ratio (p. 700)
b. Inventory turnover (pp. 701–702)
c. Times-interest-earned ratio (p. 703)
d. Return on assets (p. 704)
e. Return on common stockholders’ equity (pp. 705–706)
f. Earnings per share of common stock (pp. 705–706)
g. Price/earnings ratio (pp. 706–707)

2. Decide whether (a) Crest’s financial position improved or deteriorated during 20X6 and
(b) the investment attractiveness of Crest’s common stock appears to have increased or
decreased. (Challenge)

3. How will what you learned in this problem help you evaluate an investment? (Challenge)

P13-44A (Learning Objective 5, 6, 7: Using ratios to decide between 2 stock investments;
measuring economic value added) Assume that you are considering purchasing stock as an
investment. You have narrowed the choice to Video.com and On-Line Express and have
assembled the following data:

Current assets:

 Cash ..................................................................

 Current receivables, net .....................................

 Inventories .........................................................

 Prepaid expenses................................................

  Total current assets ........................................

Property, plant, and equipment, net ............................

Total assets..................................................................

Total current liabilities ................................................

Long-term liabilities ....................................................

Total liabilities ............................................................

Preferred stockholders’ equity, 4%, $20 par................

Common stockholders’ equity, no par.........................

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity .....................

20X5

$  40,000

151,000

186,000

20,000

397,000

256,000

$653,000

$217,000

185,000

402,000

50,000

201,000

$653,000

20X6

$  37,000

208,000

152,000

5,000

402,000

287,000

$689,000

$286,000

145,000

431,000

50,000

208,000

$689,000

$138,000

144,000

607,000

198,000

20X4*

Crest Optical Mart
Comparative Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X6 and 20X5

*Selected 20X4 amounts.
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Net sales (all on credit)..................

Cost of goods sold.........................

Income from operations ................

Interest expense.............................

Net income....................................  

Video

$603,000

454,000

93,000

––

56,000

$519,000

387,000

72,000

12,000

38,000

Express

*Includes Long-term debt: Video $-0-, and Express $350,000

Current assets:

 Cash ..............................................................

 Short-term investments ..................................

 Current receivables, net .................................

 Inventories .....................................................

 Prepaid expenses............................................

 Total current assets ........................................

Total assets..............................................................

Total current liabilities ............................................

Total liabilities ........................................................

Preferred stock, 4%, $100 par ................................

Common stock, $1 par (150,000 shares)................. 

 $5 par (20,000 shares)...................

Total stockholders’ equity ......................................

Market price per share of common stock ................

Video

$  25,000

6,000

189,000

211,000

19,000

450,000

974,000

366,000

667,000*

150,000

307,000

$           9

$    39,000

13,000

164,000

183,000

15,000

414,000

938,000

338,000

691,000*

25,000

100,000

247,000

$    47.50

Express

Current receivables, net...........................................

Inventories ..............................................................

Total assets..............................................................

Long-term debt .......................................................

Preferred stock, 4%, $100 par ................................

Common stock, $1 par (150,000 shares).................

 $5 par (20,000 shares)...................

Total stockholders’ equity .......................................

Video

$142,000

209,000

842,000

––

150,000

263,000

$193,000

197,000

909,000

303,000

25,000

100,000

215,000

Express

Selected balance sheet and market price data at end of current year:

Selected balance sheet data at beginning of current year:

Your strategy is to invest in companies that have low price/earnings ratios but appear to
be in good shape financially. Assume that you have analyzed all other factors and that your
decision depends on the results of ratio analysis.

Assess Your Progress � 733

Selected income statement data for current year:
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734 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

� Required

1. Compute the following ratios for both companies for the current year and decide which
company’s stock better fits your investment strategy.
a. Acid-test ratio (pp. 701–702)
b. Inventory turnover (pp. 701–702)
c. Days’ sales in average receivables (pp. 702–703)
d. Debt ratio (p. 703)
e. Times-interest-earned ratio (p. 703)
f. Return on common stockholders’ equity (pp. 705–706)
g. Earnings per share of common stock (pp. 705–706)
h. Price/earnings ratio (pp. 706–707)

2. Compute each company’s economic-value-added (EVA®) measure and determine
whether the companies’ EVA®s confirm or alter your investment decision. Each com-
pany’s cost of capital is 10%. (pp. 707–708)

P13-45A (Learning Objective 6: Analyzing a company based on its ratios) Take the role of
an investment analyst at Merrill Lynch. It is your job to recommend investments for your
client. The only information you have is the following ratio values for 2 companies in the
graphics software industry.

Write a report to the Merrill Lynch investment committee. Recommend 1 company’s
stock over the other. State the reasons for your recommendation. (pp. 701–706)

(Group B)

P13-46B (Learning Objective 1, 5, 6: Trend percentages, return on common equity, and
comparison with the industry) Net revenues, net income, and common stockholders’ equity
for Accenté Corporation for a 5-year period follow.

� Required

1. Compute trend percentages for each item for 2005 through 2008. Use 2004 as the base
year. Round to the nearest percent. (pp. 690–691)

2. Compute the rate of return on common stockholders’ equity for 2006 through 2008,
rounding to 3 decimal places. (pp. 705–706)

(In thousands)

Net revenues ....................................

Net income.......................................

Ending common 

 stockholders’ equity................

2005

$662

28

296

2004

$581

20

263

2006

$681

32

330

2007

$714

35

354

2008

$781

41

386

Days’ sales in receivables...........................

Inventory turnover....................................

Gross profit percentage .............................

Net income as a percent of sales................

Times interest earned ................................

Return on equity.......................................

Return on assets ........................................

51

  9

62%

16%

12

29%

19%

43

  7

71%

14%

18

36%

14%

Omicron.netRatio Data Miners
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3. In this industry, rates of return on common stockholders’ equity of 13% are average, rates
above 16% are good, and rates above 20% are outstanding. Accenté has no preferred
stock outstanding. How does Accenté’s return on common stockholders’ equity compare
with the industry? (pp. 705–706)

P13-47B (Learning Objective 2, 3, 5, 6: Common-size statements, analysis of profitability,
and comparison with the industry) Pathfinder, Inc., has asked you to compare the company’s
profit performance and financial position with the industry average. The proprietor has given
you the company’s income statement and balance sheet as well as the industry average data
for retailers.

� Required

1. Prepare a common-size income statement and balance sheet for Pathfinder. The first col-
umn of each statement should present Pathfinder’s common-size statement, and the sec-
ond column, the industry averages. (pp. 691–693)

Pathfinder, Inc.
Balance Sheet Compared with Industry Average

December 31, 20X6

Current assets...........................

Fixed assets, net .......................

Intangible assets, net ................

Other assets..............................

Total .......................................

Current liabilities .....................

Long-term liabilities .................

Stockholders’ equity.................

Total .......................................

$300,000

74,000

4,000

22,000

$400,000

$206,000

64,000

130,000

$400,000

70.9%

23.6

0.8

4.7

100.0%

48.1%

16.6

35.3

100.0%

Pathfinder Industry Average

Pathfinder, Inc.
Income Statement Compared with Industry Average

Year Ended December 31, 20X6

Net sales................................. 

Cost of goods sold..................

Gross profit............................

Operating expenses ................

Operating income...................

Other expenses.......................

Net income ............................

$700,000

497,000

203,000

163,000

40,000

3,000

$  37,000

100.0%

65.8

34.2

19.7

14.5

0.4

14.1%

Pathfinder Industry Average

Assess Your Progress � 735
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736 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

2. For the profitability analysis, compute Pathfinder’s (a) ratio of gross profit to net sales, (b)
ratio of operating income to net sales, and (c) ratio of net income to net sales. Compare
these figures with the industry averages. Is Pathfinder’s profit performance better or
worse than the industry average? (p. 704)

3. For the analysis of financial position, compute Pathfinder’s (a) ratio of current assets to
total assets, and (b) ratio of stockholders’ equity to total assets. Compare these ratios with
the industry averages. Is Pathfinder’s financial position better or worse than the industry
averages? (pp. 692–693)

P13-48B (Learning Objective 4: Using the statement of cash flows for decision making)
You have been asked to evaluate 2 companies as possible investments. The 2 companies,
Norfolk Southern Corp. and Stafford Crystal Company, are similar in size. Assume that all
other available information has been analyzed, and the decision concerning which company’s
stock to purchase depends on their cash-flow data.

� Required

Discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of each company. Conclude your discussion by
recommending 1 company’s stock as an investment. (pp. 694–695)

Norfolk Southern Corp.
Statement of Cash Flows

Years Ended September 30, 20X7 and 20X6

Operating activities:

 Net income ...............................................

 Adjustments for noncash items:

  Total.....................................................

 Net cash provided by operating activities .....

Investing activities:

 Purchase of property, plant, and 

  equipment ............................................

 Sale of property, plant, and equipment .....

 Net cash provided by investing activities ......

Financing activities:

 Issuance of short-term notes payable ........

 Payment of short-term notes payable ........

 Net cash used for financing activities ........

Increase in cash ..................................................

Cash balance at beginning of year......................

Cash balance at end of year................................

$  (13,000)

86,000

$  43,000

(101,000)

$ 17,000

(14,000)

3,000

73,000

(58,000)

$ 18,000

31,000

$ 49,000

20X7

$    (3,000)

79,000

$  19,000

(108,000)

$44,000

(4,000)

40,000

76,000

(89,000)

$ 27,000

4,000

$ 31,000

20X6
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P13-49B (Learning Objective 5, 6: Effects of business transactions on selected ratios)
Financial statement data of HiFlite Electronics include the following items (dollars in
thousands):

� Required

1. Compute HiFlite’s current ratio, debt ratio, and earnings per share. Use the following for-
mat for your answer: (pp. 700, 703, 705–706)

Requirement 1
Current ratio Debt ratio Earnings per share

Cash ....................................................................

Short-term investments..........................................

Accounts receivable, net ........................................

Inventories ............................................................

Prepaid expenses ...................................................

Total assets ...........................................................

Short-term notes payable.......................................

Accounts payable ..................................................

Accrued liabilities..................................................

Long-term notes payable .......................................

Other long-term liabilities .....................................

Net income............................................................

Number of common shares outstanding................

$  22,000

39,000

83,000

141,000

8,000

677,000

49,000

103,000

38,000

160,000

31,000

91,000

40,000

Strafford Crystal Company
Statement of Cash Flows

Years Ended September 30, 20X7 and 20X6

Operating activities:

 Net income ...............................................

 Adjustments for noncash items:

  Total .....................................................

 Net cash provided by operating activities.

Investing activities:

 Purchase of property, plant, and equipment ...

 Net cash used for investing activities ........

Financing activities:

 Issuance of long-term notes payable..........

 Payment of short-term notes payable ........

 Payment of cash dividends........................

 Net cash provided by (used for)

  financing activities ................................

Increase (decrease) in cash..................................

Cash balance at beginning of year......................

Cash balance at end of year................................

$(121,000)

$  46,000

(15,000)

(12,000)

$  89,000

19,000

108,000

(121,000)

19,000

6,000

54,000

$  60,000

20X7

$(91,000)

$ 43,000

(40,000)

(9,000)

$ 71,000

—

71,000

(91,000)

(6,000)

$(26,000)

80,000

$ 54,000

20X6

Assess Your Progress � 737
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738 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

2. Compute the 3 ratios after evaluating the effect of each transaction that follows. Consider
each transaction separately.
a. Purchased store supplies of $46,000 on account.
b. Borrowed $125,000 on a long-term note payable.
c. Issued 5,000 shares of common stock, receiving cash of $120,000.
d. Paid short-term notes payable, $32,000.
e. Received cash on account, $19,000.

Format your answer as follows:

Requirement 2
Transaction (letter) Current ratio Debt ratio Earnings per share

P13-50B (Learning Objective 5, 6: Using ratios to evaluate a stock investment) Comparative
financial statement data of Mira TV Sales follow.

Mira TV Sales
Comparative Income Statement

Years Ended December 31, 20X9 and 20X8

Net sales...........................................

Cost of goods sold............................

Gross profit......................................

Operating expenses ..........................

Income from operations ...................

Interest expense................................

Income before income tax ................

Income tax expense ..........................

Net income ......................................

20X9

$662,000

429,000

233,000

136,000

97,000

9,000

88,000

30,000

$  58,000

$527,000

318,000

209,000

134,000

75,000

8,000

67,000

27,000

$  40,000

20X8

Mira TV Sales
Comparative Balance Sheet

December 31, 20X9 and 20X8

*Selected 20X7 amounts.

Current assets: 

 Cash .....................................................................

 Current receivables, net ........................................

 Inventories ............................................................

 Prepaid expenses...................................................

 Total current assets ...............................................

Property, plant, and equipment, net ...............................

Total assets.....................................................................

Total current liabilities ...................................................

Long-term liabilities .......................................................

Total liabilities ...............................................................

Preferred stockholders’ equity, 6%, $100 par.................

Common stockholders’ equity, no par............................

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity ........................

20X8

$  97,000

116,000

162,000

7,000

382,000

178,000

$560,000

$223,000

117,000

340,000

100,000

120,000

$560,000

20X9

$  96,000

162,000

147,000

16,000

421,000

214,000

$635,000

$206,000

119,000

325,000

100,000

210,000

$635,000

$103,000

207,000

598,000

90,000

20X7*
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Other information:

1. Market price of Mira’s common stock: $83 at December 31, 20X9, and $62.50 at
December 31, 20X8.

2. Common shares outstanding: 10,000 during 20X9 and 9,000 during 20X8.
3. All sales on credit.

� Required

1. Compute the following ratios for 20X9 and 20X8:
a. Current ratio (p. 700)
b. Inventory turnover (pp. 701–702)
c. Times-interest-earned ratio (p. 703)
d. Return on common stockholders’ equity (pp. 705–706)
e. Earnings per share of common stock (pp. 705–706)
f. Price/earnings ratio (pp. 706–707)

2. Decide (a) whether Mira’s financial position improved or deterioriated during 20X9 and
(b) whether the investment attractiveness of Mira’s common stock appears to have
increased or decreased. (Challenge)

3. How will what you learned in this problem help you evaluate an investment? (Challenge)

P13-51B (Learning Objective 5, 6, 7: Using ratios to decide between 2 stock investments;
measuring economic value added) Assume that you are purchasing an investment and have
decided to invest in a company in the publishing business. You have narrowed the choice to
Thrifty Nickel Corp. and The Village Cryer and have assembled the following data:

Selected income statement data for the current year:

Selected balance sheet data at beginning of the current year:

Thrifty Nickel Village Cryer

Current receivables, net.........................................

Inventories ............................................................

Total assets............................................................

Long-term debt .....................................................

Preferred stock, 5%, $100 par ..............................

Common stock, $1 par (10,000 shares).................

 $2.50 par (5,000 shares)..............

Total stockholders’ equity .....................................

$  40,000

93,000

259,000

––

––

10,000

118,000

$  48,000

88,000

270,000

86,000

20,000

12,500

126,000

Net sales (all on credit)..................

Cost of goods sold.........................

Income from operations ................

Interest expense.............................

Net income ...................................

$371,000

209,000

79,000

—

48,000

$497,000

258,000

138,000

19,000

72,000

Thrifty Nickel

Village

Cryer

Assess Your Progress � 739
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740 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Selected balance sheet and market price data at end of the current year:

Your strategy is to invest in companies that have low price/earnings ratios but appear to
be in good shape financially. Assume that you have analyzed all other factors and your deci-
sion depends on the results of ratio analysis.

� Required

1. Compute the following ratios for both companies for the current year, and decide which
company’s stock better fits your investment strategy.
a. Acid-test ratio (pp. 701–702)
b. Inventory turnover (pp. 701–702)
c. Days’ sales in average receivables (pp. 702–703)
d. Debt ratio (p. 703)
e. Times-interest-earned ratio (p. 703)
f. Return on common stockholders’ equity (pp. 705–706)
g. Earnings per share of common stock (pp. 705–706)
h. Price/earnings ratio (pp. 706–707)

2. Compute each company’s economic-value-added (EVA®) measure and determine
whether the companies’ EVA®s confirm or alter your investment decision. Each com-
pany’s cost of capital is 12%. (pp. 707–708)

P13-52B (Learning Objective 6: Analyzing a company based on its ratios) Take the role of
an investment analyst at Solomon Brothers. It is your job to recommend investments for
your clients. The only information you have is the following ratio values for 2 companies in
the pharmaceuticals industry.

* Includes Long-term debt: Thrifty Nickel $-0- and Village Cryer $86,000

Thrifty Nickel

Current assets:

 Cash .............................................................

 Short-term investments .................................

 Current receivables, net ................................

 Inventories ....................................................

 Prepaid expenses...........................................

 Total current assets .......................................

Total assets.............................................................

Total current liabilities ...........................................

Total liabilities .......................................................

Preferred stock: 5%, $100 par ...............................

Common stock, $1 par (10,000 shares)..................

 $2.50 par (5,000 shares)...............

Total stockholders’ equity ......................................

Market price per share of common stock ...............

$    22,000

20,000

42,000

87,000

2,000

173,000

265,000

108,000

108,000*

10,000

157,000

$           51

Village Cryer

$    19,000

18,000

46,000

100,000

3,000

186,000

328,000

98,000

131,000*

20,000

12,500

197,000

$         112
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Apply Your Knowledge � 741

Write a report to Solomon Brothers investment committee. Recommend 1 company’s stock
over the others’. State the reasons for your recommendation. (pp. 701–706)

Days’ sales in receivables...........................

Inventory turnover ....................................

Gross profit percentage .............................

Net income as a percent of sales................

Times interest earned ................................

Return on equity .......................................

Return on assets ........................................

36

6

49%

7.2%

16

32.3%

12.1%

42

8

51%

8.3%

9

21.5%

16.4%

MONY GroupRatio Pegasus, Inc.

Decision Cases

Case 1. (Learning Objective 5, 6: Assessing the effects of transactions on a company) AOL

Time Warner Inc. had a bad year in 20X1; the company suffered a $4.9 billion net loss. The
loss pushed most of the return measures into the negative column and the current ratio
dropped below 1.0. The company’s debt ratio is still only 0.27. Assume top management of
AOL Time Warner is pondering ways to improve the company’s ratios. In particular, manage-
ment is considering the following transactions:

1. Sell off the cable television segment of the business for $30 million (receiving half in cash
and half in the form of a long-term note receivable). Book value of the cable television
business is $27 million.

2. Borrow $100 million on long-term debt.

3. Purchase treasury stock for $500 million cash.

4. Write off one-fourth of goodwill carried on the books at $128 million.

5. Sell advertising at the normal gross profit of 60%. The advertisements run immediately.

6. Purchase trademarks from NBC, paying $20 million cash and signing a 1-year note
payable for $80 million.

� Required

1. Top management wants to know the effects of these transactions (increase, decrease, or no
effect) on the following ratios of AOL Time Warner:
a. Current ratio (p. 700)
b. Debt ratio (p. 703)
c. Times-interest-earned ratio (measured as [net income + interest expense]/interest

expense) (p. 703)
d. Return on equity (pp. 705–706)
e. Book value per share of common stock (pp. 707–708)

2. Some of these transactions have an immediately positive effect on the company’s financial
condition. Some are definitely negative. Others have an effect that cannot be judged as
clearly positive or negative. Evaluate each transaction’s effect as positive, negative, or
unclear. (Challenge)

APPLY YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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742 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Case 2. (Learning Objective 5, 6: Analyzing the effects of an accounting difference on the
ratios) Gap Inc. uses the first-in, first-out (FIFO) method to account for its inventory, and
Lands’ End uses last-in, first-out (LIFO). Analyze the effect of this difference in accounting
method on the 2 companies’ ratio values. For each ratio discussed in this chapter, indicate
which company will have the higher (and the lower) ratio value. Also identify those ratios that
are unaffected by the FIFO/LIFO difference. Ignore the effects of income taxes, and assume
inventory costs are increasing. Then, based on your analysis of the ratios, summarize your
conclusions as to which company looks better overall. (pp. 319, 323, 700–708).

Case 3. (Learning Objective 2, 5, 6: Identifying action to cut losses and establish
profitability) Suppose you manage Outward Bound, Inc., a Vermont sporting goods store that
lost money during the past year. To turn the business around, you must analyze the company
and industry data for the current year to learn what is wrong. The company’s data follow:

Outward Bound, Inc.
Common-Size Balance Sheet Data

Cash and short-term investments ...........................

Trade receivables, net .............................................

Inventory................................................................

Prepaid expenses ....................................................

Total current assets ................................................

Fixed assets, net .....................................................

Other assets............................................................

Total assets.............................................................

Notes payable, short-term, 12% ............................

Accounts payable ...................................................

Accrued liabilities...................................................

Total current liabilities ...........................................

Long-term debt, 11%.............................................

Total liabilities .......................................................

Common stockholders’ equity................................

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity ................

Outward Bound

3.0%

15.2

64.2

1.0

83.4%

12.6

4.0

100.0%

17.1%

21.1

7.8

46.0

19.7

65.7

34.3

100.0%

6.8%

11.0

60.5

0.0

78.3%

15.2

6.5

100.0%

14.0%

25.1

7.9

47.0

16.4

63.4

36.6

100.0%

Industry Average

Net sales....................................................

Cost of sales ..............................................

Gross profit...............................................

Operating expense.....................................

Operating income (loss) ............................

Interest expense.........................................

Other revenue ...........................................

Income (loss) before income tax ................

Income tax (expense) saving......................

Net income(loss) .......................................

Outward Bound

100.0%

 (68.2)

  31.8

 (37.1)

   (5.3)

   (5.8)

    1.1

 (10.0)

    4.4

   (5.6)%

100.0%

 (64.8)

  35.2

 (32.3)

    2.9

   (1.3)

    0.3

    1.9

   (0.8)

    1.1%

Industry Average

Outward Bound, Inc.
Common-Size Income Statement Data
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� Required

On the basis of your analysis of these figures, suggest 4 courses of action Outward Bound
might take to reduce its losses and establish profitable operations. Give your reason for each
suggestion. (Challenge)

Ethical Issue

Turnberry Golf Corporation’s long-term debt agreements make certain demands on the busi-
ness. For example, Turnberry may not purchase treasury stock in excess of the balance of
retained earnings. Also, long-term debt may not exceed stockholders’ equity, and the current
ratio may not fall below 1.50. If Turnberry fails to meet any of these requirements, the com-
pany’s lenders have the authority to take over management of the company.

Changes in consumer demand have made it hard for Turnberry to attract customers.
Current liabilities have mounted faster than current assets, causing the current ratio to fall to
1.47. Before releasing financial statements, Turnberry management is scrambling to improve
the current ratio. The controller points out that an investment can be classified as either long-
term or short-term, depending on management’s intention. By deciding to convert an invest-
ment to cash within 1 year, Turnberry can classify the investment as short-term—a current
asset. On the controller’s recommendation, Turnberry’s board of directors votes to reclassify
long-term investments as short-term.

� Required

1. What effect will reclassifying the investments have on the current ratio? Is Turnberry’s
financial position stronger as a result of reclassifying the investments?

2. Shortly after the financial statements are released, sales improve; so, too, does the current
ratio. As a result, Turnberry management decides not to sell the investments it had reclas-
sified as short term. Accordingly, the company reclassifies the investments as long term.
Has management behaved unethically? Give the reasoning underlying your answer.

Focus on Financials: � YUM! Brands

(Learning Objective 1, 6: Measuring profitability and analyzing stock as an investment)
Use the financial statements and the data in YUM! Brands’ 5-year summary of selected
financial data (Appendix A at the end of the book) to answer the following questions.

� Required

1. Using 2003 as the base year, perform a trend analysis of YUM’s selected Financial Data for
total revenue, operating profit, net income, and net cash provided by operating activities
for each year 2004 through 2006. (pp. 690–691)

2. Evaluate YUM’s operating performance during 2004 through 2006. Comment on each
item computed. (Challenge)

Focus on Analysis: � Pier 1 Imports

(Learning Objective 1, 6: Analyzing trend data) Use the Pier 1 Imports financial state-
ments in Appendix B at the end of this book to address the following questions. Study the
Financial Summary that precedes the financial statements.

1. During 2006, Pier 1’s sales decreased and the company suffered a net loss. Perform a trend
analysis of Pier 1’s Financial Summary data for net sales, gross profit, operating income,
and net income. Use 2002 as the base year, and compute trend figures for 2003, 2004,
2005, and 2006. (pp. 690–691)

2. Discuss the results of Pier 1’s operations based on your trend analysis during 2003–2006.
(Challenge)

3. What in your opinion is the company’s outlook for the future? (Challenge)

Apply Your Knowledge � 743
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744 � Chapter 13 Financial Statement Analysis

Group Projects

Project 1. Select an industry you are interested in, and use the leading company in that
industry as the benchmark. Then select 2 other companies in the same industry. For each
category of ratios in the Decision Guidelines feature on pages 710 and 711, compute at least
2 ratios for all 3 companies. Write a 2-page report that compares the 2 companies with the
benchmark company.

Project 2. Select a company and obtain its financial statements. Convert the income state-
ment and the balance sheet to common size and compare the company you selected to the
industry average. Risk Management Association’s Annual Statement Studies, Dun &

Bradstreet’s Industry Norms & Key Business Ratios, and Prentice Hall’s Almanac of Business
and Industrial Financial Ratios by Leo Troy, publish common-size statements for most
industries.

Quick Check Answers

For Internet Exercises go to the Web site www.prenhall.com/harrison.

1. c ($1,833/$1,712.8 = 1.070)

2. c ($1,833/$17,140.5 = 0.107)

3. b (Net income: $1,471.4 – $893.5 = $577.9; $577.9/$893.5 = Increase of 64.7%)

4. a ($1,665.1/$25,525.1 = 0.065)

5. a

6. d

7. b [($492.8 + $734.5)/ $2,485.8 = 0.49]

8. d 

9. a (Debt ratio is ($25,525.1 – $11,981.9)/$25,525.1 = 0.53. This debt ratio is lower than
the average for most companies, given in the chapter as 0.62.)

10. d ($1,471.4/$17,140.5 = 0.086)

11. a

12. b ($26/$1.16 = 22.41)

13. d ($0.40/$26.00 = 0.015)

14. c ($1,471.4 + $388 – ($275.8 + $9,703.6 + $10,280.9) × 0.08 = $238.6 ≈ $239

c $1,471.4

1$11,981.9 � $10,280.9 2 >2 d � 0.132

c $734.5 � $855.3>2
$17,140.5>365

d � 16.9 � 17 days

c $4,314.8

1$129.4 � $111.7 2 >2 d � 35.8 � 36 times
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